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PREFACE 
During the past, cold-formed steel members have been used in virtually 
every area of construction. In order to review the research findings and the 
design methods developed in this field, ten International Specialty Conferences 
on Cold-formed Steel Structures have been held since 1971. 
Since 1990, significant progress has been made in the development of design 
standards and in various studies of cold-formed steel members and structural 
systems throughout the world. The Eleventh International Specialty Conference 
on Cold-formed Steel Structures was held in St. Louis, Missouri, on October 
20-21, 1992. It was sponsored by the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI), 
Steel Deck Institute (SDI), and the University of Missouri-Rolla (UMR) in coop-
eration with the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Committee on 
Cold-formed Members, Canadian Sheet Steel Building Institute (CSSBI), Metal 
Building Manufacturers Association (MBMA), Metal Lath/Steel :Framing Asso-
ciation, Division of NAAMM, Rack Manufacturers Institute (RMI), Structural 
Stability Research Council (SSRC) Task Group on Thin-walled Metal Construc-
tion, the University of Strathclyde in Scotland, and the Centre for Advanced 
Structural Engineering of the University of Sydney in Australia. 
This publication contains 41 papers presented at the Conference. These pap-
ers not only report the results of recent research but also discuss the technical 
developments in cold-formed steel design and construction. 
As directors of the Conference, we are very grateful to all the sponsors and 
supporting organizations for their financial and technical support and to all 
authors for their contributions in the field of cold-formed steel structures. Appre-
ciation is also due to members of the Planning Committee (R. L. Brockenbrough, 
D. S. Ellifritt, S. J. Errera, S. R. Fox, G. S. Harris, R. B. Haws, R. B. Heagler, A. 
L Johnson, D. L. Johnson, G. J. Hancock, H. Klein, K. H. Klippstein, J. E. 
Minor, T. B. Pekoz, J. Rhodes, W. L. Ries, P. A. Seaburg, and D. S. Wolford) for 
review and selection of papers and their advice in preparation of the conference. 
We very much appreciate the welcoming remarks presented by Chancellor 
John T. Park, Dean Robert L. Davis, Mr. R. B. Haws, and Mr. Richard B. 
Heagler. We would like to thank all ofthe session chairmen listed in the program 
for their time and efforts. 
Finally, we express our sincere thanks to the many faculty and staff 
members of the University of Missouri-Rolla, Dean R. L. Davis, Professor R. B. 
Oetting, Dr. J. E. Minor, Mr. W. L Ries, Mr. R. A. Blaylock, Mrs. K. Matthews, 
Mrs. Debby Turnbull, Mrs. Penny Roberts, and many others. Their advice, 
encouragement, and contributions have been of great value to the conference. 
Special thanks are extended to Mrs. Penny Roberts for her assistance in 
preparing this publication. 
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SJ. Metric Units. 
To Convert To Multiply by 
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m ft 3.28084 
Area in2 mm2 645.160 
mm2 in2 0.00155 
ft2 m2 0.09290 
m2 ft2 10.76391 
Forces kip force kN 4.448 
lb N 4.448 
kN kip 0.2248 
Stresses ksi MPa 6.895 
MPa ksi 0.145 
Moments ft-kip kN-m 1.356 
kN-m ft-kip 0.7376 
Uniform Loading kip 1ft kN/m 14.59 
kN/m kip/ft 0.06852 
kip/ft2 kN/m2 47.88 
kN/m 2 kip/ft2 0.02089 
psf N/m2 47.88 
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UnstitTened Elements- Some Interesting Features 
Jim Rhodes' 
Summary 
The behaviour of members composed of unstiffened elements is examined with reference to 
three different sets of test results, on angle section struts, Tee section beams and shallow Vee 
section beams. The test results are explained on the basis of fairly simple analysis, and the 
variations of the behaviour from that predicted by modem design codes is discussed. 
Introduction 
The behaviour of unstiffened elements, and the effects of this behaviour on the strength and 
stiffness of members, has been a source of doubt and some controversy for many years. The 
fundamental differences in the behaviour unstiffened elements in comparison with stiffened 
elements arise in the facts that:-
(a) The buckling stress for unstiffened elements is substantially lower than for stiffened 
elements. 
(b) The variation in buckling stress with variation in edge restraint on rotation is significantly 
larger in unstiffened elements than in stiffened elements. 
(c) While a stiffened element loses effectiveness largely from its central portion after 
buckl ing in compression an unstiffened element loses effectiveness of the unstiffened 
edge, and the resistance to further load becomes eccentric, thus inducing bending under 
many circumstances. The effective neutral axis of an unstiffened element moves 
substantially towards the supported edge while for a uniformly compressed stiffened 
element the effective neutral axis remains relatively constant. 
The relatively low local buckling resistance of unstiffened elements and the subsequent 
localisation of compression resistance at the supported edge has very significant effects on the 
behaviour of beams and columns which are composed largely of such elements. It is always 
desirable to minimise the use of slender unstiffened elements if at all possible. 
On the other hand, from the viewpoint of understanding the mechanics of the behaviour of 
thin-walled sections, the fact that unstiffened elements display these undesirable traits allows 
the researcher to obtain a good insight into buckling behaviour and similar effects. In this paper, 
tests on members composed completely of unstiffened elements are examined, and some of the 
results are shown to be rather surprising, but of interest and importance in the study of cold 
formed members. Three particular cases are examined, angle sections under eccentric 
compression, shallow Vee beams under pure bending and Tee sections in bending. 
Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, 
Scotland. 
2 
Angles subjected to eccentric compression 
Angle section struts are most interesti ng members inasmuch as the local buckling mode for these 
members is identical to the torsional buckling mode. When such members buckle in 
torsional-flexural buckling then, if the slenderness ratio is not great, torsion is the dominant 
feature of the torsional·tlexural buckling mode, and thus the local buckling stress is very close 
to the torsional-flexural buckling load. 
In the AISI Specification (1) and the British standard (2) the capacity of such members can be 
evaluated on the basis of torsional-flexural buckling analysis. Since the torsional bucklingcould 
also be termed local buckling in this case, however, it would also seem logical that the struts 
could be analysed as columns under combined bending and compression, with the effective area 
evaluated on the basis of the local (or torsional) buckling of the elements. This would be 
permissible in design to the British Code, although the AISI speCification specific rules are given 
for angles which preclude such design. It is of interest in any case to ascertain which approach 
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To this end, a series of 26 tests was carried out 
recently(3) on equal angle section struts loaded 
in combined compression and bending, with 
load applied on the axis of symmetry at various 
eccentricities to the neutral axis. The angles 
were all of the same nominal dimensions, 25 
mm leg width, 0.8 mm thickness and 382 mm 
len!:,'th. All specimens were manufactured from 
the same sheet of material and the measured 
yield strength was 295 N/mm~. End loading 
fixtures were manufactured to allow free 
movement of the ends in all directions, but to 
apply the loading at a specitied eccentricity to 
the neutral axis. The test lavout is shown 
diagrammatically in Figure i. Loads were 
applied at eccentricities ranging from +30mm 
to -30mm at 5mm intervals. For each load 
eccentricity two specimens were tested. The 
failure loads for all tests are given in Table 1. 
1/ / ;.ff:t=!rJ / I J 
Figure 1. Test setup 
Torsional-flexural buckling analysis is treated comprehensively in refs (4) and (5). For a section 
with pinned ends subject to an eccentric load the Torsional-tlexural buckling load is: 
PrF = l_\(Pa +Pr) ±y'(Pa +Pr)1-4PP..PT! (1) 2p 
For positive loading eccentricities (Ie loading towards the free edges of the section) the lower 
root of this equation governs. For negative loading eccentricities the failure load corresponding 
t6 combined flexural buckling and yield has a lower value than given by equation (1), so that 
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(2) 
Equation (2) can be solved swiftly by iteration. 
If the problem is examined on the basis of local buckling, using the British design code, then 
3 
the short strut squash load is found from 
(3) 
The effective area is obtained by evaluating the effective widths of the legs, and summing the 
effective areas of both legs. In the British Standard the interaction of local and overall buckling 
is taken care of by the application of the Perry-Robertson equation 









Since the effective neutral axis position is not 
the same as the neutral axis position for the 
gross cross section, as illustrated in Figure 2, 
then the change in effective eccentricity caused 
by this movement of the neutral axis should be 
incorporated into the analysis. This is the well 
known "wandering neutral axis" concept. For 
the interaction of axial load and bending the 
relevant equation is 
(5) 
This equation is similar to equation (3), with the alterations that the effective area and effective 
moment resistance replaces the gross area and gross moment resistance, while the moment 
considered takes into account the movement of the neutral axis. 
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the results of both torsional-flexural analysis and effective width 
analysis with the experimental failure loads for the range of loading eccentricities. 
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Figure 3. Eccentrically compressed angle 
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There are several interesting observations which can be made on the basis of this figure. For 
negative eccentricities the torsional-flexural buckling load accurately describes the failure loads, 
with a small degree of non-conservatism, while the failure load based on the effective width 
approach is conservative, but less accurate. It is worthy of note that the local buckling load for 
the sections considered, based on plate analysis, is almost identical with the torsional-flexural 










In the particular case of a uniformly compressed section, taking Poisson's ratio as 0.3, plate 
analysis gives the critical stress as 2.603 E (tlb)! while beam theory gives the torsional-flexural 
buckling stress as 2.6 E (tlb)2, ie almost identical. Thus for this case beam theory and plate theory 
are almost co-incident. 
In the case of negative eccentricities an important point emerges. Here, for the smallest negative 
eccentricity the analysis based on the gross area underestimates experiment slightly, while 
analysis based on effective area and wandering neutral axis actually overestimates the capacity. 
Thus in this instance taking account of the change in neutral axis position can lead to unsafe 
design. In considering the behaviour of a strut with a negative eccentricity, it is noticeable that 
the eccentric loading decreases the stress at the free edges, and thus delays, and perhaps 
eliminates, local buckling. In such a case the neutral axis position does not change although 
analysis of the strut as a uniformly compressed member suggests that local buckling, and neutral 
axis movement, would occur. Therefore taking neutral axis movement into account does not 
necessarily ensure safer analysis in all cases. Other instances in which the wandering neutral 
axis must be examined carefully have emerged in recent times (6), (7), and as an early proponent 
of this effect the author must issue the warning to treat this effect with care. As a first step, it 
would be advisable for design codes to specify that analysis should consider the load capacities 
obtained if neutral axis movement is taken into account and if it is not taken into account. and 
take the lower of the values obtained. 
Shallow Vee section beams 
Some design specitications have inbuilt limitations on the geometries for which the standard 
analysis techniques can be applied. The British code, for example, does not apply to members 
which have elements with bend angles greater than 135 degrees. This is due to the fact that with 
these large bend angles the behaviour is influenced by a number of factors. 
To examine one of these factors a series of tests was carried out a few years ago on shallow Vee 
cross section beams (8). Thirty six beams were tested to failure under pure bending, with 18 
beams bent in such a way that the free edges were in teru;ion and the other 18 bent to cause 
tension of the free edges, as illustrated in Figure 4. 
FigUre 4. Shallow vee bean 
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The flange angles of the beams tested, measured from the horizontal, varied from 5 degrees to 
28 degrees, so that the bend angles varied from 124 degrees, within the British code, to 170 
degrees. All specimens had nominal flange widths of 50mm. The dimensions and geometry, 
yield stresses and ultimate moments for all specimens are given in Table 2. In this table members 
designated VT were bent to cause tension of the free edges, and members designated VC were 
bent to cause compression of the free edges. 
In the case of the members bent to cause tension of the free edges the sections were fully effective 
with regard to bending, and the ultimate moment based on design analysis is equal to the moment 
to cause first yield. Figure 5 shows comparisons of the predicted failure moments with the failure 
moments obtained from test. The predicted moments overestimate the actual capacity for very 
shallow members, and underestimate the capacity for deeper members. The degree of 
overestimation for shallow members is substantial, with the predictions being more than 100% 
greater than the actual failure moments. For the deeper cross sections the predictions 
underestimate the capacity by up to 30%. The reasons for these discrepancies lies in two factors, 
(1) the neglect of elasto plastic post yield capacity in the deeper sections and (2) the neglect of 
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Figure 5. Moment capacity for Vee beams 
Flattening of the member cross section can be taken into account by assuming a deflected form 
across the section as shown in Figure 6. 
Figure S. Cross-section deflections 
Assuming that the deflected form is given by the expression 
(7) 
6 
the second moment of area of the deformed cross section, and the neutral axis location can be 
evaluated as 
l COS
2 0 - ~A b sin20] 
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The energy of the cross section bending can be obtained simply and approximately as 
V ~~E I A1(!..)3 
b 3 b 





from the principal of minimum potential energy, in the present case the strain energy must be 
a minimum if the curvature is specified. Thus substituting for I from equation (9), differentiating 
equation (11) with respect to C and setting the result equal to zero yields 
A = ----:---:-- (12) 
+ 
The moment M can now be related to the curvature by the equation 
[ 
b2 4, > t .] ( M-EIC=2Ebl O. -A-cos-O--Absm20 13) 
45 12 
..,"' now for any curvature, C, the cross-beam deflection can be obtained from equation 12, the 
applied moment from equation 13 and the maximum stress can be evaluated with the help of 
equations 8 and 9. Thus the elastic behaviour can be examined. I f it is assumed that after yield 
the elasto-plastic behaviour can be determined on the basis of elasto-plastic analysis of the 
current cross section corresponding to a given curvature, then the moment for a given strain at 
the extreme fibres can be obtained in terms of the elastically calculated moment from 
m,p=m[t-o.5(1 ~r(2+~)] (14) 
The moment-curvature variation predicted from this analysis for a typical beam is shown in 
Figure 7. The elastically evaluated moment deviates from linear analysis as the curvature 
increases, and when yield is exceeded the elasto-plastic moment deviates from the elastic 
moment. Failure occurs when the elasto-plastic moment reaches its maximum value. 
For very shallow beams the elastic moment and elasto-plastic moment are the same, ie the beam 
fails elastically due to cross section flattening. For deeper beams there are effects of flattening 
present before yield, which cause the moment-curvature variation to be non-linear to some extent 
before the onset of yield. For very deep beams the flattening effect becomes small, and yielding 
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Figure 8. Moment capacity for Vee beams 
8 
Figure 8 shows the failure moments evaluated on this basis compared to the experimental results 
previously shown in Figure 6. The reduction in capacity for shallow beams due to flattening 
and the increase in capacity for deeper beams due to post yield capacity is modelled very well 
by the analysis. Figures 9 and 10 show comparisons for the other beams tested in this way, with 
again very good agreement with the experimental failure loads in both cases. 
M (Nm) 
160 
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Figure 10. Moment capacity for Vee beam 
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Interesting features of this investigation are that the cross section flattening effects can be 
extremely :;evere for members with large angles between the flanges, and that, although the 
elements were slender, for relatively deep cross sections the moment capacity approaches the 
fully plastic capacity. 
Tee section beams. 
-'-====== 
Figure 11. Tee sect ion 
The behaviour of tee section beams, as illustrated in Figure 11 was examined in a series of tests 
(9) some time ago. The lateral-torsional buckling of this type of beam is given by the following 
equation (2) 
]t1AED [V 1 2 ] ME = ( )2 CbCr 1 +-(LEtfCrryD) ::!:1 2 LEfry 20 (15) 
The sign after the square root is + if bending causes tension at the free edge of the vertical leg 
and - if bending causes compression here. In the British code the interaction of yield and lateral 
torsional buckling is taken into account using the Perry-Robertson formulation as given in 
Equation 4, with the overall buckling load and short strut squash load replaced by the 
Lateral-Torsional buckling moment and first yield moment respectively. The resulting moment 
capacity is termed Mb• 
Figure 12 shows a comparison of the theory with test results for the case of bending which 
applies compression to the free edge of the vertical leg. In the analysis the effective length of 
the beams was taken as 0.9 times the span length, to take account of the restraint on lateral 
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Figure 12. Ultimate moments for Tee beam 
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The analysis gives conservative estimates for the ultimate moment. Of perhaps greater interest 
in this case is the fact that for all of the beams tested failure resulted from buckling of a tension 
element. This strange effect arose from the initial torsional flexural buckling of the beam, which 
proved to be stable, and the beam resisted further load while its cross section deflected laterally 
and h .... isted substantially as shown in Figure 13. The horizontal legs, which were initially in 
tension, became subject to combined bending and axial force until the leg which had greatest 
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The theoretical results for beams bent in the opposite direction, ie to cause compression of the 
horizontal legs, are compared with experiment in Figure 14. Here lateral torsional buckling was 
not substantially evident and only the longest span was affected by this phenomenon. More 
interesting in this case is the fact that all specimens took moments substantially greater than the 
first yield moment. Indeed for all specimens the failure moment was close to the fully plastic 
moment, which for these sections is about 70% greater than the first yield moment. In this case 
the stresses on the compression elements were very much less than the maximum tensile stress 
in the elastic range, and these elements had a substantial degree of rotational restraint, although 
their bit ratio was well over the lower limit for which local buckling would have to be considered. 
Summary 
The tests and analysis outlined here have shown a number of interesting effects. From the study 
of angles subjected to combined bending and axial load it has been shown that beam analysis 
and plate analysis for such sections leads to similar results. Taking account of neutral axis 
movement was shown to require careful treatment if a section is loaded in such a way that the 
neutral axis movement is in the direction which reduces the effective load eccentricity. In such 
cases it is possible that treatment of the column as being fully effective, with eccentricity 
measured from the original neutral axis will result in lower calculated load capacity than if the 
effective cross section and neutral axis position are used. 
The examination of shallow vee section beams has illustrated that for sections with large angles 
between adjacent elements bending can cause flattening to a significant degree, with reduction 
in the moment capacity of these sections. This examination also showed that even slender 
members can have a significant post yield capacity. It should be mentioned here that in this case 
yield occurred both in tension and in compression. 
The tests on tee section beams with moment to cause tension on the free edge of the vertical leg 
suggested that thin sections can sustain tensile strains far greater than the yield strain. The tests 
on tees with moment acting in the opposite directions indicate that, with large deformations, the 
loading on individual elements can change character, so that an element initially subject to 
tension can fail by compressive buckling. 
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Appendix 2. Notation 
v 
Plate detlection magnitude 
Effective cross sectional area of a section 
Width of a tee beam, or width of an element of a vee section 
Moment variation factor 
Coefticient for a tee section, equal to 
Depth of a tee section 
Modulus of Elasticity 
Eccentricity of axial load from the centroid 
Neutral axis movement in an effective cross section 
Second moment of area about the neutral axis 
Length of a vee beam 
Effective length of a tee beam 
Moment 
Moment capacity 
Moment capacity for a reduced effective cross section 
Elastic lateral buckling moment 
Elasto-plastic moment 
Fully plastic moment 
Axial load 
Column buckling load 
Short strut failure load, in the presence of local buckling 
Euler buckling loads for buckling about the x and y axes 
Torsional buckling load 
Torsional-tlexural buckling load 
Squash load 
Bending energy 
Total potential energy 
Plate detlection 
Neutral axis position 
Strain 
Yield strain 
Imperfection parameter in Perry-Robertson equation 
Stress 
Critical stress to cause local buckling 
Poisson's ratio 
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Table 1. Failure loads for eccentrically loaded angles 
AVERAGE I SPECIHENS TEST 1 TEST 2 TEST 
;:AIl-URi:: LOA\) (N) FAIluRE LOAD (N) RESULTS 
SC 2766.00 ! 2992.92 2879.48 
SRI e:;:' 
" 
1755.56 1701.12 1728.34 
SR2 10 1201.31 ll85.84 1193.58 
SR3 IS 742.44 876.49 I 809.47 
SR4 20 629.01 543.94 586.48 
SR5 25 582.61 541.36 561.99 i 
SR6 30 518.16 417.62 467.89 
SL1e;-sl 3946.79 4104.04 4025.42 I 
SL2 
-
10 1 2822.82 2982.65 2902.74 I 
SL3 -'5 : 2278.88 1590.57 1934.73 
i 
I 
SL4 - 2DI 1814.85 1794.23 1804.73 
S"L5 r) -I 1497.77 1451.37 1474.57 - ~'::.! 
! 
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Table 2. Failure loads for vee beams 
Spec e O'y ~lt 
No. !DIn degrees N/mm2 Nm 
VTl 0.875 5 237 6.67 
VT2 0.884 a 2J7 lJ .2J 
VTJ 0.881 12 237 30.0J 
VT4 0.883 16 237 50.71 
VTS 0.877 20 237 72.95 
VT6 0.875 24 237 94.15 
VT7 1.003 5 332 8.90 
VT8 1.001 8 332 18.46 
VT9 1.002 12 332 42.93 
VTlO 0.999 16 332 66.72 
VTll 1.005 20 332 99.64 
VTl2 1.003 24 332 137.0 
VTl3 1.257 5 292.5 12.90 
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Table 2 - Continued 
Spec t G cry Mu1t 
No. mm degrees N/mm2 Nm 
VTl4 1.256 8 292 .5 30.03 
VT15 1.253 12 292.5 57.38 
VT16 1.254 16 292 .5 88.96 
VT17 1.258 20 292.5 123.44 
VTl8 1.257 24 292.5 162.36 
VC1 0.873 8 237 7.45 
VC2 0.B59 12 237 14.46 
VC3 0.BB2 16 237 20.24 
VC4 0.869 20 237 22.24 
VC5 o .B71 24 237 32 .47 
VC6 o .B60 28 237 3 S. 59 
VC7 1.002 B 332 10.34 
VCB 1.001 12 332 18.90 
VC9 1.001 16 332 28.69 
VCIO 1.002 20 332 35.36 
VCll 1.002 24 332 44.48 
vC12 1.00 28 332 52.27 
VC13 1.249 8 292.5 19.35 
VC14 1.253 12 292.5 29.58 
.VC15 1.255 16 292.5 40 .03 
VC16 1.255 20 292.5 52.27 
VC17 1.258 24 292.5 65.61 
VC18 1.252 28 292.5 74.84 
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SYNOPSIS 
The size and position of intermediate stiffeners in the compression flanges of thin-
walled profiled steel decks exerts a strong influence on the dominant buckling mode 
of the flange. The ability of the deck to provide both high load carrying capacity 
before the onset of elastic buckling and a high ultimate load capacity may therefore 
be affected. 
A programme of tests to determine the effectiveness of intermediate stiffeners 
in controlling buckling modes has been undertaken. A series of specimens were 
loaded in pure bending resulting in various buckling waveforms prior to ultimate 
failure through a plastic collapse mechanism. All specimens were brake-pressed 
to designs that were chosen to ensure that the primary buckling took place in the 
elastic range and was not affected by plasticity. 
The experimentally determined buckling stresses were found to be comparable 
with studies performed using a computer analysis based on the finite strip method 
in which both local and distortional buckling modes were predicted. The test rig 
developed for the programme successfully approximated the boundary conditions 
implicit in the numerical model and prevented premature failure due to localised 
stressing at the specimen ends. 
A simplified design procedure for distortional buckling is proposed. The exist-




The size and position of intermediate stiffeners in the compression flanges of thin-
walled profiled steel decks exerts a strong influence on the dominant buckling 
mode of the flange. Apart from the local mode of buckling involving deformation 
of the flat plate regions between stiffeners or webs, flanges may display distortional 
modes where the stiffener moves normal to the plane of the element being stiffened. 
This mode involves deformation of the stiffener in such a manner that membrane 
stresses in the stiffener and the adjacent plate become involved in the solution 
of the governing equations (Hancock, 1985; Lau and Hancock, 1988). Other re-
searchers have described this mode by a variety of names including local-torsional 
(Sridharan, 1982). 
Test sections composed of high strength steel were brake-pressed with a variety 
of 'V' shaped intermediate stiffeners in the compression flanges forming a pro-
gression from small to large stiffeners. These were intended to span a range that 
would encompass both local and distortional modes of buckling. The test rig em-
ployed applied pure bending and successfully maintained the specimen boundary 
conditions so as to prevent localised stressing. 
The purpose of this paper is the description of the experiments and the presen-
tation of the results of the current test programme, as well as comparisons with 
numerical analyses based on the finite strip method of elastic buckling analysis 
(Cheung, 1976). A simplified design procedure for distortional buckling is pro-
posed. The existing design procedure for local buckling in the Australian Standard 
AS1538-1988 is confirmed. 
2 TEST SECTIONS 
2.1 Geometry 
The present deck profiles were selected to exhibit a variety of buckling modes rang-
ing from local to distortional. The buckling behaviour was expected to progress 
from distortional for small intermediate stiffeners to local for large stiffeners. Sev-
eral specimens would exhibit both modes of buckling, one occurring at a moment 
greater than the other. These were expected to show an 'interaction' of buckling 
waveforms. The exact nature of this behaviour was of considerable interest in this 
investigation. These expectations were based on the analyses described in Section 
2.2. 
As depicted in Fig. 1, the intermediate stiffeners were in the shape of a 'V' 
with an enclosed angle of 900 at the base. This shape was selected because it 
was simple to produce and presented few parameters for variation. As the height 
s (or depth) of the stiffener increased from 2 to 10 mm (0.0787 to 0.3937 inch), 
the proportions of the 'V' remained the same. The intermediate stiffeners were in 
the middle of the compression flanges. The full sections consisted of a trapezoidal 
shape repeated as four longitudinal ribs. Total width of the folded sections was 
approximately 785 mm (30.9 inch) while the length was 2000 mm (78.7 inch). 
Labelling of specimens consisted of a prefix 1ST (Intermediate Stiffener Test) 
followed by a numeral '4' and the height of the stiffener in millimetres. As most 
specimens had a duplicate, there was an additional suffix of either A or B. Hence 
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specimen IST41B refers to the second specimen with a 1 mm (0.2156 inch) stiff-
ener. Apart from the twelve specimens with intermediate stiffeners, there were six 
specimens without stiffeners used as zero-height controls and as simple geometries 
for numerical comparison. These had the designation ST21, ST22 and ST23. List-
ings of the fold coordinates of the cross-sections at both ends of each specimen are 
contained in the report by Bernard, Bridge and Hancock (1992). 
2.2 Theoretical Estimates 
A finite strip elastic buckling analysis developed by Hancock (1911) was incorpo-
rated into a program called EDB and used to estimate the elastic critical stress 
at which each specimen would buckle. The analysis is based on the method pub-
lished by Cheung (1916) which sub-divided a prismatic section into longitudinal 
strips, each of which buckled with a displacement profile described by a trigono-
metric function in the longitudinal direction and a simple polynomial function in 
the transverse direction. By applying a stress distribution consistent with flexural 
loading (in this case based on simple engineering bending theory) and analysing 
for a variety of buckling half-wavelengths, the elastic critical buckling stress was 
established through selection of the minimum resultant load factor. 
The geometry of each specimen was measured and a mean and standard de-
viation determined for the primary geometric parameters such as stiffener height, 
flange width and overall section depth. The elastic critical buckling stress for both 
local and distortional modes of buckling were determined, firstly for the mean 
geometry, then the mean plus/minus one standard deviation. The nominal di-
mensions were also used in a comparative analysis. These analyses were used to 
produce the numerical results shown in Figs. 4 to 6. The sections were bent about 
their minor axis, thus an overall mode of buckling did not exist. 
Due to the symmetry existent in each section, only one half of one rib (out of 
four in each deck, only ST23 having 3 ribs) was analysed allowing a great saving in 
the number of strips used. The various buckling modes encountered in this series 
of tests are shown in Fig. 2. The only mode of buckling encountered that was 
not symmetric was an anti-symmetric local mode involving the two flat elements 
on either side of each intermediate stiffener. This was found to involve torsional 
deformation of the intermediate stiffener in those specimens with small stiffeners, 
but not for those with larger stiffeners. However, as it displayed a critical stress 
that was almost the same as the symmetric local mode, the two modes have been 
considered essentially identical as far as the load factor is concerned. 
3 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
3.1 General 
The test specimens examined in this investigation were folded to shape using a 
Cincinnati Milacron 3.6 m (142 inch) manually operated brake press. The strip 
used was cold-reduced aluminium/zinc (Zincalume) coated Grade G550-AZ150 
steel supplied by BHP Sheet and Coil Products, Port Kembla. The designation 
AZ150 refers to its coating of 150 g/m2 of aluminium and zinc. The composition 
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of the coating was confirmed by the first author to be 33% AI, 67% Zn using x-
ray diffraction techniques. The strip had a minimum yield strength of 550 MPa 
(79.8 ksi), a total coated thickness of approximately 0.63mm (0.0248 inch) and 
conformed to AS1397 (SAA 1984) standards for rolled strip. 
3.2 Coupon Tests 
The conclusion of Kwon and Hancock (1991), that mechanical property variation 
within brake-pressed sections was negligable and of little consequence to structural 
performance, was assumed to hold true for the current specimens since both were 
similarly manufactured. Tensile coupon tests were therefore performed using only 
the strip at the centre of the sections' flat elements. 
The tensile tests indicated that for the flat-plate regions, the elastic modulus 
based on the full coated thickness was 220 GPa (31908 ksi), while for the base metal 
alone (the Zincalume having been etched off) a higher modulus of 230 G Pa (33359 
ksi) was measured. The mean 0.2% yield stress of 653 MPa (94.7 ksi, uncoated 
base metal) was higher than the minimum specified and was essentially the same 
as the mean ultimate tensile strength of 656 MPa (95.1 ksi). This compared 
favourably with AS1397-1984 which states that yield stress and ultimate strength 
are the same for grade G550 steel of less than 1.0 mm (0.03937 inch) thickness. 
3.3 Effective Thickness 
The specified nominal thickness of the sheet was 0.60 rom (0.026 inch). Type 
AZ150 coating is specified in AS1397-1984 as being equivalent to 0.05 mm of 
Aluminium Zinc coating. 
An independent determination of the thickness of the base metal and coating 
was made. The technique involved the use of a Philips 505 Scanning Electron 
Microscope and a micrometer. The results indicate a mean base metal thickness 
of 585pm (0.585 mm, 0.02303 inch) with Zincalume coating thicknesses of 20pm 
and 25pm on respective strip surfaces (totalling 0.045 mm). The surfaces of the 
coatings were quite rough while the base metal exhibited less thickness variation. 
Nevertheless, base metal thickness varied from 580 to 588 pm. This compared 
favourably with micrometer measurements of 0.590 mm most probably due to the 
fact that the micrometer was likely to measure only the thickest part of the sheet 
at the position of the micrometer. 
3.4 Residual Stresses 
Longitudinal residual stresses may be present in a section as a result of manufac-
ture. These stresses are able to exert a considerable influence on buckling loads 
because they modify the apparent elastic critical buckling stress of a section. In 
brake-pressed decks, the shape of the profile is produced by applying transverse 
bending forces to create longitudinal folds, hence longitudinal residual stresses are 
generally small unless they originate from some process prior to folding (such as 
the rolling of the strip). 
To investigate the presence and severity of residual stress, several representative 
decks were selected for testing. IST412 and IST410 were chosen because they had 
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the largest stiffener and, it was assumed, would therefore have the largest residual 
stress in the neighbourhood of their stiffeners. 
In general, the nett longitudinal residual stress was found to be small, of the 
order of 5-10 MPa (0.72-1.45 ksi). Residual flexural stress was much greater at 
80-120 MPa (11.6-17.4 ksi). Furthermore, the 'polarity' of the flexural stress was 
related to whether the deck was folded with the concave surface of the strip facing 
up or down (as it came off the coil). In order to know the distribution of this 
stress in the rest of the specimens, knowledge of the sense of the concavity of the 
feedstock before folding was required. Unfortunately such records were not kept 
by the brake-presser. 
The distribution of nett longitudinal residual stress did not reveal a consistent 
pattern from the small number of specimens tested in this programme. Since the 
stresses were more than an order of magnitude less than the mean critical elastic 
buckling stress of each specimen they were considered to be of little consequence. 
4 PREPARATION FOR TESTING 
4.1 Boundary Conditions 
Numerical analyses of the tested geometries involved specific boundary conditions. 
These conditions resulted from the limitations of the finite strip buckling method 
(Section 2.2) and had to be adhered to, or at least approximated, in the test 
procedure in order to allow accurate comparisons of the theory with tests. 
The theoretical end conditions assumed that a rigid membrane existed in a 
transverse plane through the end section, preventing section distortion. However, 
the ends were free to warp longitudinally in the distortional buckling mode where 
membrane bending of the stiffeners occurred. The longitudinal free edges of the 
model were in tension and therefore did not undergo buckling. The phenomenon 
of flange curling, which was believed to have occurred in the experiments, was not 
modelled. The numerical model assumed pure and uniform flexure. 
In order to approximate the boundary conditions required by the numerical 
models and to eliminate local stressing of the sections, uniform flexural stress was 
required to be imposed through rigid end plates without point loads contacting 
the specimen. To determine the most suitable physical means of achieving rigidity 
and moment transfer through end plates, a brief investigation of two proposals for 
end fixity was carried out. These became known as the Cantilever Tests as they 
were performed on one metre long offcuts tested in cantilever action. 
4.2 Cantilever Tests 
Two proposals for ensuring the maintenance of the required end boundary condi-
tions were investigated. The first involved clamping the ends of the profiles be-
tween steel blocks which had been machined to match the geometry of the section 
being tested. The second proposal involved casting the section ends into Pattern-
stone, with subsequent application of a very high compressive stress to ensure that 
there was sufficient friction established to prevent pull-out of the specimen under 
flexural actions. 
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The results of these tests demonstrated the superiority of the Patternstone 
castings in providing end fixity. This method was used in all subsequent tests, 
except that all steel surfaces were galvanised, thus decreasing the friction between 
the patternstone and the surfaces of the rig. While it is known that the coefficient 
of friction on zinc surfaces is less than that for steel, adverse effects were not 
encountered in the tests. 
This method was highly successful in approximating the rigid end plate and 
thus preventing section distortion and localised stressing. However, it violated the 
theoretical requirement of permitting longitudinal warping and thus was presumed 
to have had an adverse effect on the distortional mode of buckling (the severity of 
which was unknown but likely to be small for the present test series). 
4.3 Test Rig Design 
The design of the test rig was based on a variety of considerations. The primary 
requirement was for a test apparatus that would satisfactorily impose the requisite 
uniform and pure flexural stress in the specimen whilst maintaining the boundary 
conditions implied in the comparative numerical models. It also had to remain 
inexpensive and simple to operate. A schematic diagram of the subsequent rig 
design is shown in Fig. 3. This indicates the major dimensions and important 
components of the apparatus. 
An important consideration in the design of the rig was that the specimen was 
expected to behave in a brittle manner upon ultimate failure as spatial plastic 
mechanisms formed in the sections (Key, Hasan and Hancock,1988; Rasmussen 
and Hancock,1991). A common course of action to overcome such stability prob-
lems in the unloading portion of a load-response curve is to employ servo-controlled 
hydraulic actuators to impose load where the actuators are controlled by a dis-
placement of the test specimen which monotonically increases with load. Due to 
the difficulty of using such equipment for decking sections (where two loading de-
vices are required) a cheaper alternative was pursued that of manually operated 
screw jacks. The main operational disadvantage caused by this choice was the 
difficulty in maintaining uniform load distribution in both ends of the specimen. 
The magnitude of the point loads imposed on the specimen were small, of the 
order of 10 kN (2250 lb). Loadcells capable of good accuracy in this low load 
range were not available commercially, hence suitable equipment was designed 
and manufactured. A reliable design was arrived at by the first author with a 
compressive load range of 0.0 to 6.0 kN (1350 lb) and a sensitivity of 1 part in 
500. 
5 FLEXURAL TESTS 
5.1 Execution of Tests 
Eighteen specimens were tested using the above mentioned rig in the manner de-
scribed below. Each test involved the application of point loads at four locations, 
two adjacent to each end of the specimen as indicated in Fig. 3. Moment was 
thereby imparted into the specimen through the rigid Patternstone connections 
between the deck and moment transfer frames. As the displacement of the screw 
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jacks was increased, the loads and associated moment also increased, resulting 
in flexure of the specimen. Displacements were applied equally at both ends of 
the specimen so as to induce a uniform moment. As each increment was applied, 
measurements of load, strains and displacements were made. If a discrepancy in 
load between the two ends of the specimen (known as the North and South ends) 
occurred, a correction was made in the next increment so as to maintain unifor-
mity longitudinally. Equality of load between each of the jacks in the transverse 
direction was not as important because the large stiffness of the moment transfer 
frames ensured that torsion did not occur in the specimen. In this way, load could 
be applied in approximately equal increments up to ultimate failure in such a man-
ner as to maintain uniform moment while retaining the benefits of displacement 
controlled loading. 
Prior to testing, installation of the specimen in the test rig was performed. 
Installation required that all High Strength Friction Grip (HSFG) bolts used to 
apply end clamping stress be tensioned to their full strength with the patternstone 
blocks correctly positioned relative to the moment transfer frames. The most 
important requirement was for the specimen to be aligned parallel with the moment 
transfer frames and perpendicular to the pivot axes of the support rollers; failure 
to do so could result in non-uniform bending of the specimen. After tensioning, 16 
to 18 displacement transducers (200 mm, 7.87 inch extension) were secured to the 
underside of the specimen. Displacement dial gauges (0.0025 mm, 0.00001 inch 
accuracy) were used to measure slip of the patternstone blocks relative to their 
anchorage. 
Immediately prior to testing, a levelling survey along the length of the speci-
men was undertaken with a Wild NA2 automatic level and target. The effective 
accuracy of this method for determining the initial curvature of the specimen was 
±0.1 mm per reading. The presence of an initial curvature in the specimen was 
due to the difficulty of achieving exactly zero moment prior to engaging the screw 
jacks and applying external load. The 'pre-load' moment was deduced by multi-
plying the initial curvature of the specimen by its stiffness at the start of loading. 
This method was satisfactory for most specimens but was subject to errors in both 
curvature and stiffness determination. The pre-load moment was initially assumed 
to be negligible and several specimens were tested before its true magnitude was 
appreciated. Initial curvature measurements were therefore not taken for some of 
the early tests and estimates of pre-load moment were made by averaging results 
for the other specimens. Once pre-load was established, it was added to the test 
readings to arrive at the true state of stress existing at any point in the specimen's 
load history. 
A cycle of low load magnitude was imposed at the start of loading. This was 
found to improve the 'smoothness' of the tangent stiffness graphs because it allowed 
the two screw jack operators to find a balance between the load they each applied 
and hence maintain a more uniform moment distribution. Most of the specimens 
displayed a moment-curvature response that featured some degree of unevenness 
in both the linear-elastic and post-buckled regions. This was a result of the use 
of redundant displacement controlled screw jacks. The evenness of the response 
improved as the operators gained experience. 
When the specimen was well within the post-buckled range measurements of 
buckled wavelengths and notes on waveform structure were taken. As the load 
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approached the advanced plastic region the displacement increment magnitude 
was increased to maintain approximately equal load increment size. Upon failure 
of the specimen the load was removed and final measurements made. 
Vertical displacements at up to 13 points were recorded at 150 mm (5.9 inch) 
centres along the length of each specimen by means of Linear Voltage Displacement 
Transducers (LVDT's). Length-wise profiles of these displacement readings were 
adjusted by means of a least squares approximation to either a parabolic or circular 
segment. The algebraic expression for this adjustment was then differentiated 
twice to yield a curvature estimate at each load level, and differentiated once more 
with respect to moment to estimate tangent stiffness. It is commonly encountered 
in experimental measurements that differentiation of data may produce highly 
variable results. The curvature graphs were therefore 'smoothed' through the 
application of 4 and 8 point polynomial least squares approximations leading to 
the stiffness estimates described in the following section. 
5.2 Test Results 
The buckling and ultimate load results for all specimens are summarized in Tables 
1 and 2. The buckling half-wavelength comparisons for all specimens are contained 
in Table 3. Complete moment-curvature and stiffness graphs are contained in the 
report by Bernard, Bridge and Hancock (1992). Strain measurements for those 
specimens with resistance strain gauges attached are also included together with 
variance data on transducer readings. 
In general, the results showed a well defined point of elastic buckling for most 
specimens. Post-buckled performance varied between straight line behaviour with 
a discernable post-buckled stiffness, to well rounded behaviour of monotonically 
decreasing stiffness. All tests culminated in a brittle failure involving a spatial 
plastic mechanism (Murray and Khoo, 1981) centred on either a locally or dis-
tortionally buckled cell. The point(s) of ultimate failure along the length of each 
specimen varied considerably (even between ribs on the same specimen) indicating 
that uniform moment was maintained throughout the load history of each test. 
Unloading curves were not obtained for any of the specimens due to the instability 
associated with brittle failure resulting from the spatial plastic mechanisms in the 
test pieces. 
The magnitude of the moment to cause elastic buckling showed a consistent 
rise with increasing stiffener size (Tables 1 and 2, Figs. 4 and 5). The results 
demonstrated variability in elastic buckling stress for specimens of similar stiffener 
size. However this was within experimental limits. 
The elastic critical buckling moment for both local and distortional modes was 
determined by a variety of methods allowing for the range in quality and behaviour 
of the decks tested. Method 1 was based on the point of inflexion in the falling 
tangent stiffness curve inunediately after the conunencement of softening (Davids 
and Hancock, 1986) and has been called the Stiffness Method. Method 2 was the 
well known technique based on the intersection of tangents to the pre- and post-
buckled straight line portions of the moment-curvature graph for each specimen. 
Method 3 was applicable to those specimens with resistance strain gauges attached 
and was described by Venkataramaiah and Roorda (1982) as the Strain Reversal 
method. The same authors referred to the Vertical Tangent method (Coan, 1951) 
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as being superior to the Strain Reversal method, however this method was not 
used as several sets of strain readings proved unsuitable. The 'deflection squared' 
(or P - w 2 ) method, also by Venkataramaiah and Roorda (1982), was attempted 
but proved to be unsuitable for deflection measurements obtained in this test 
programme. 
Ultimate moments (Table 1, Fig. 8) were found to increase with stiffener size 
for the larger depths. A low level of variability was found for specimens of similar 
stiffener size. The tangent stiffness was found to be subject to considerable varia-
tion, even in the linear-elastic region. The post-buckled tangent stiffness appeared 
to depend on the mode of buckling local buckling resulting in a substantially 
greater reduction in stiffness than distortional buckling. 
The buckled waveforms, both local and particularly distortional, were observed 
to move along the specimens during the tests. Individual distortional buckles 
appeared to form quite independently of each other, progressively moving closer 
together as loading advanced and more waveforms 'popped' into the flanges. The 
sudden changes in waveform number were often violent and accompanied by very 
loud 'bangs'. Interaction between the local and distortional modes did not occur 
in a consistent manner. When the distortional mode occurred before the local, the 
smaller local waveforms were not superimposed on the larger distortional ones, but 
instead formed between the longer wavelength distortional buckles. They did so in 
groups of two to four depending on how far apart the larger waveforms originally 
were and consequently did not have a consistent wavelength. When the distortional 
mode occurred after the local, the shorter waveforms were superimposed on the 
distortional buckles which formed 'under' them. 
6 COMPARISON OF BUCKLING STRESS 
WITH THEORY 
The experimental buckling stresses for both local and distortional modes of failure 
were compared with estimates determined using the finite strip buckling analysis 
program (EDB) described in Section 2.2. The experimental results are shown in 
Tables 1 (local buckling) and 2 (distortional buckling) and data has been presented 
graphically in Figs. 4 to 6. 
A separation of results between the local and distortional buckling modes has 
been made for the purpose of clarity. Both these modes were evident in several 
specimens (usually occurring at different moments), while in others only one mode 
was evident throughout the loading history. Each occurrence of buckling has been 
recorded as a separate point in Figs. 4 to 6. 
In the case of local buckling, there was good agreement between experimental 
and theoretical results (Fig. 4 (d)). The individual test results fell within the 
envelope for one standard deviation variability in the geometry (see Section 2.2 
and Fig. 4( c») and showed a steady increase in elastic buckling stress with stiffener 
size. 
For the distortional mode, the test results showed very good agreement with 
the theoretical estimates that incorporated the compression flange depression 
measured in most of the specimens (Fig. 5(d)). However, there was a noteable 
difference when the numerical model did not incorporate the flange depression 
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(Fig. 5(c)), particularly for those specimens with small (:<;:4.0 mm, 0.157 inch) 
intermediate stiffeners. In both Figs. 5(c) and (d) the straight line is the line 
of best fit to the experimentally determined points indicated in Fig. 5(b). This 
demonstrates the important influence that the compression flange depression in 
the vicinity of the intermediate stiffener has on the critical buckling stress for the 
distortional mode. 
The experimental values of elastic critical buckling stress for those specimens 
without intermediate stiffeners (ST21, ST22, ST23) were found to compare well 
with theoretical estimates (Fig. 6(a)-(d), Table 1). The buckling half-wavelengths 
(Table 3) also showed good agreement, although not for all specimens. Compres-
sion flange depressions did not occur in any of this set of specimens due to a lack 
of intermediate stiffener. 
The numerical results for the ideal geometries, that is, with dimensions as 
specified to the manufacturer, are shown in Fig. 7. They were found to fit within 
the variability envelopes based on the actual geometries for both the local and 
distortional modes, except for small stiffeners. This again indicates the influence 
of the compression flange depression on the elastic critical buckling stress for the 
distortional mode. 
Ultimate moments at failure (Fig. 8) showed a consistent rise with increased 
stiffener size. In fact, the increase was enough to warrant attention as an econom-
ical means of increasing capacity since the price was only a minor increase in the 
amount of strip used in the stiffeners. 
7 COMPARISON WITH DESIGN METHODS 
7.1 Distortional Buckling 
The Winter Formula is commonly used in design procedures to determine an es-
timate of the ultimate load carrying capacity of plates in compression (eg. AISI-
1989; AS1538-1988). In its usual form it is expressed 
(I) 
where be is the effective part of the plate width b, iTle is the elastic buckling stress 
and Fy is the yield stress. 
Kwon and Hancock (1991) proposed a modification of this formula to permit 
application to the distortional mode of buckling for columns undergoing essentially 
uniform compression. This was done in two stages. At first, the elastic local 
buckling stress (iTle) was replaced by the elastic distortional buckling stress (qde) 
to arrive at 
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In this form, it was assumed that all plate elements forming the cross-section 
were reduced to effective widths in the same proportions. This was equivalent to 
Ae 
A 
0.22 @ = O'u V FlI ) FlI (3) 
where Ae is the effective part of the gross section area A and O'u is the stress at 
ultimate load based on the gross area A. 
Kwon and Hancock found that this approach yielded unconservative estimates 
under certain circumstances and thus produced their 'Design Proposal 2' in which 
the exponent of the (O'deIFy) term in Equation (2b) was changed from 0.5 to 0.6 
and the 0.22 coefficient increased to 0.25, thus 







As for equation (2), this reduction of the effective widths was performed for all 
the elements of the section and thus the reduction was equivalent to reducing the 
gross area to an effective area. 
If a similar approach is applied to members in flexure, then, by direct analogy 
with Equation (3), the effective section modulus (Ze) is calculated as 
== ~(1-0.22 @ 
Z V Fy V Fy) (5) 
leading to the ultimate moment capacity 
(6) 
where Z is the section modulus of the gross section. 
In the present test programme, the nondimensionalised ultimate stress results 
(0' ul Fy) for those specimens that displayed distortional buckling prior to failure 
have been plotted in Fig. 9. These points indicate good agreement with the Winter 
Formula provided tllat the effective section modulus of each specimen is determined 
according to the formula and not the effective widths of individual elements. The 
additional points are those resulting from the earlier work by Lau and Hancock 
(1988) and Kwon and Hancock (1991). Note that there is no apparent difference 
between specimens that experienced local buckling before distortional, distortional 
before local, or only distortional buckling, provided that distortional buckling oc-
curred at some point in the loading history. 
Table 4 presents the experimental data from which Fig. 9 is derived. Note 
that O'de has been derived by numerical means based on the measured geometry 
of each specimen. This was shown in Fig. 5( d) to be a very good estimate of the 
experimental elastic critical buckling stress. 
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7.2 Local Buckling 
A method of treatment of partially effective webs during local buckling was de-
veloped by LaBoube and Yu (1982) for beams incorporating simple Hat and C 
sections. The effective widths of the compression flange elements were calculated 
apriori using the full yield stress F" and the Winter Formula (Equation (3)). The 
ultimate moment capacity was thereafter calculated using the effective section 
modulus based on this reduced compression flange width and a modified maxi-
mum permissible stress (Fbw) that accounted for the reduction in the effectiveness 
of the web 
d1 r;; Fbw = F,,[1.21 - 0.00013( T)Y F,,] 
where d1 is the web depth, t the base metal thickness and 
MPa, or 
(7) 
the yield stress in 
(8) 
where F" is the yield stress in ksi. Eqn.(7) was based purely on the relationship 
between test results and the theoretical expression. 
This approach has been adopted in the Australian Standard AS1538-1988. The 
standard requires that the buckling coefficient K be taken as 4.0 and the elastic 
modulus E as 200000 MPa (29007 ksi) in calculating the local buckling stress. 
Comparison of experimental ultimate moments for those specimens that displayed 
purely local buckling prior to failure and ultimate moment estimates based on the 
standard is presented in Table 5. 
Reasonable agreement was achieved with a mean of 0.969 for the ratio 
(Mu)test/(Mu)comp compared to a mean ratio of 1.002 quoted by LaBoube and 
Yu (1982) using the same method (see Table 5). The discrepancy may possibly 
be due to differences in the properties of the section base metal. LaBoube and Yu 
used strip with a yield stress of up to 371 MPa (53.8 ksi), while that used in the 
present test programme averaged 653 Mpa (94.7 ksi) and had an elastic modulus 
of 230000 MPa (33359 ksi). Table 5 shows that the spread of ratios was similar in 
both series of tests. 
8 CONCLUSIONS 
Intermediate stiffeners were found to exert a strong influence on the primary mode 
of buckling in the compression flanges of profiled steel decks loaded in pure flexure. 
The primary mode of buckling depended on the size of the intermediate stiffener 
- distortional buckles were associated with small stiffeners and local buckles were 
associated with large stiffeners. The predictions of the finite strip elastic buckling 
analysis were found to agree very well with the experimental results. This anal-
ysis, when compared to the test results, revealed two important points. Firstly, 
variations in section geometry from nominal dimensions had to be accounted for 
(in particular, the central depression of the compression flange). Furthermore, the 
change-over point of primary buckling mode from distortional to local occurred at 
a stiffener height of 5.0 mm in both the numerical and experiment results. 
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The ultimate moment capacity of the decks proved to increase with stiffener 
size. The increase was such that a considerable improvement in economy could 
be achieved for a small increase in stiffener size. There was also a greater loss of 
section stiffness with the onset of local buckling than with distortional buckling. 
For the sections which underwent distortional buckling or local then distortional 
buckling, a simple design approach to compute the ultimate moment based on 
the yield stress and an effective section modulus which was a function of the 
distortional buckling stress proved accurate. For sections which underwent local 
buckling alone the design approach in Australian Standard AS1538-1988 based on 
the effective flange width and the maximum stress at the flange-web junction (Fhll!) 
was 3 percent unconservative but sufficiently reliable for design purposes. 
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11 NOTATION 
A gross section area 
Ae effective section area 
b l full width of compression flange 
b2 half width of compression flange 
b3 width of tension flange 
b4 width of longitudinal rib cell 
de! depth of compression flange depression 
D distortional buckling mode or section depth 













yield stress in design formula 
buckling half-wavelength 
north and south lever arms 
critical buckling moment for distortional mode 
critical buckling moment for local mode 
ultimate moment 
moment at first yield 
inner radius of corner of test section 
height of intermediate stiffener 




elastic distortional buckling stress 
maximum stress 
ultimate tensile stress 
yield stress 
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Table 1. Experimental Local Critical Buckling 
Stress Results 
Specimen i Pre-load i Total Critical Moment Estimates Ultimate 
Moment Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Mean Moment 
kN'm kN·m kN'm kN'm kN'm 
ST21A 0.42 1.78 1.78 1.71 
ST21B 0.21t 1.28 1.37 
ST22A 0.10 0.52 0.53 0.55 
ST22B 0.21t 0.51- 0.75- -
ST23A 0.10 0.44 0.40 0.31 
ST23B 0.21t 0.21' 0.21" 
IST43A 0.63 2.83 3.26 -
IST44A 0.52 3.09 3.00 2.88 
IST44B 0.66! -, -
IST45B 0.66~ 2.88 2.84 
IST46A 0.57 3.84 3.91 3.77 
IST47A 0.74 3.65 3.47 3.75 
IST47B 0.85 3.81 3.96 
IST48A 0.69 3.93 - 4.19 
IST48B 0.65 3.83 3.80 -
IST410A 0.61 4.33 4.36 5.03 
IST410B 0.66~ 4.01 4.04 
IST412B 0.661 4.56 4.43 
1.0 kNm = 0.73756 kip ft 
t mean pre-load moment for non-stlffened specImens 
t mean pre-load moment for stiffened specimens 
* poor estimate due to unclear test data 



















Table 2. Experimental Distortional Critical 
Buckling Stress Results 
Specimen Pre-load Total Critical Moment Estimates 
Moment Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Mean 
kN'm kN'm kN'm kN'm kN·m 
IST43A 0.63 1.85 1.87 1.63 1.78 
IST44A 0.52 2.67 2.42 2.21 2.43 
IST44B 0.661 2.11 2.22 2.17 
IST45B 0.661 2.27 2.18 2.22 
IST46A 0.57 3.84 3.91 3.77 3.84 
IST47A 0.74 3.24 3.47 3.81 3.51 
IST47B 0.85 3.81 3.96 3.89 
IST48A 0.69 -> 
IST48B 0.65 3.83 3.80 3.82 
IST410A 0.61 -, - -




1.0 kNm = 0.73756 kip ft 
t mean pre-load moment for stlffened specImens 





















Table 3. Experimental and Theoretical Buckling Half-wavelengths 
Experimental Numerical Distortional 
Local Dist. Local with depressions 
(mm) (mm) (mmL (mml 
ST21A 38-39 38.5 
ST21B 38-39 39 
ST22A 73-74 71 
ST22B 73-74 71 
ST23A 95-120 103 
ST23B 120 103 
IST43A 37 120-135 -. 106 60 
IST44A 42-47 152-205 39 137 81 
IST44B 40-42 95-120 -. 100 63 
IST45B 41 130 131 82 
IST46A 35 205 31 201 205 
IST47A 33-34 173 32 188 173 
IST47B 33 185-195 32 190 196 
IST48A 29-30 _f 29 242 196 
IST48B 30-31 200 31 200 
IST410A 29.5 _I 28 268 
-
, 29 242 
* no local minimum in numerical analysis 
P experimental half-wavelength was not measured 
Table 4. Ultimate Strength Determination for 
Specimens Undergoing Distortional Buckling 
Table 5_ Design Estimates of Ultimate 











kN'm kN·m MPa 
3.85 8.92 141 
4.00 8.88 190 
3.68 8.95 130 
3.88 8.90 176 
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Figure 1. Geometry of Sections 
(a) Local buckling symmetric (b) Distortional buckling 
(c) Local buckling anlisymmetric (d) Local buckling non-stiffened flange 
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b) Mean Experimental Buckling Moments 
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Figure 5. Distortional Buckling Moment Results (cont.) 
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Figure 6. Local Buckling Moments for Sections 
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BENDING STRENGTH OF BEAMS WITH 
NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS 
Pekka Salmi 1 and Asko Talja 2 
SUMMARY 
Bending strengths of open cross-section beams cold-formed from high-
strength steel (HSS) are determined with non-linear analysis. Two kinds of 
beams are studied. The short beams are for examining the bending 
resistance of cross-sections and the long beams for studing the lateral 
buckling of open sections. The beams are modelled with shell elements 
and non-linear FEM analyses are carried out to predict the strengths of the 
models. Both material and geometrical non-linearities are included in the 
analyses. The results are compared with experimental results. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Steel members of moderately high slenderness have become widely used in modern 
engineering structures. The load capacity of such members is not easy to determine 
because of its dependence on a large number of parameters related to geometric and 
material properties. Initial imperfection, residual stresses and other irregularities have an 
effect on the behaviour of the member. A member may buckle locally before the 
ultimate load is reached, leading to a reduction in the load capacity. A base material of 
higher strength even increases these local instabilities owing to the higher slenderness. 
The design formulas available in design codes are mostly empirical. They have been 
Research Scientist, Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTr), P.O.Box 26, SF-
02151 ESPOO, Finland 
2 Senior Research Scientist, Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTr), P.O.Box 
26, SF-02151 ESPOO, Finland 
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developed or at least verified by experiments. When the amount of phenomena 
increases, the number of tests needed to verify calculations becomes often large. 
Experiments are very time-consuming and expensive to conduct. Hence some interest 
has arisen for predicting the strength of structures by simulating actual tests and 
expanding their results numerically. 
Elastic buckling and non-linear analyses by fmite element [2, 3, 7, 8] or finite strip 
methods [4, 5, 6, 9, 15] have been carried out. The applications used in the analyses 
are usually privately developed and not publicly available. Stability and static strength 
of structures can be studied with general finite element programs, when both material 
and geometrical non-Iinearities are modelled. The program should contain a method for 
analyzing post-critical response of the structure when the load factor decreases. Several 
generally available programs such as ABAQUS. ADINA and Nisa contain these 
capabilities. For this study the ABAQUS program [1] was chosen. 
In this study the potential of the general-purpose finite element code is examined as a 
supplementary tool for the static bending test. Physical tests are simulated with non-
linear analysis. In other words. a non-linear response is calculated for the models of the 
beams. The response of the model of the structure is analyzed and the maximum load-
carrying capacity is determined from the equilibrium path. The beams are modelled 
using shell-elements. All effects like distortion of the cross-section during buckling and 
effects of local instabilities are noted with these kind of models. Boundary conditions 
and loadings are set to match those employed in the physical tests. 
With the modelled tests the bending strength of singly symmetrical cold-formed beams 
is studied when they are loaded along the axis of symmetry [13]. The beams used in 
the tests are cold-formed from high-strength steel (HSS). The calculations of bending 
strength of cold-formed beams is divided into two groups on the basis of beam length. 
For short beams the cross-sectional bending strength. and for long beams lateral 
buckling strength is calculated. Tests were made to verify both cross-sectional (eight 
specimens) and lateral buckling strength (four specimens). In the analyses both cases 
also have details of their own in modelling. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
The bending strength is tested with four-point loading (figure 1). The tests were carried 
out in a 6000 kN MAN testing machine. The loading is transmitted to the test specimen 
through the compression platten of the testing machine and a stiff large-size hollow-
section beam. The end supports are on the compression platten, which is lifted with the 
hydraulic cylinder against the loading points. which are supported by the stiff beam. 
Especially in the lateral buckling tests some additional degrees of freedom were 
arranged in the support and loading points so that the buckling lengths could be 
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detennined. The main principle was that the bearings under the forces and the suppons 
were free to move in the horizontal plane, but the rotatiOfl about the longitudinal axis 
was restrained. The other end suppon was restrained in the longitudinal direction. In the 
case of shott beams, sideways translations and venical rotations are both restrained 
under the forces and at end suppons. In reality each individual degree of freedom was 
treated separately (figure 2). 
To avoid the opening of the channel, the flanges were connected together with a bar. 
The bars were either under the forces or at supports depending on the position of the 
section. To avoid local crushing caused by reaction forces there were additional bearings 
both under the forces and at the supports. The bearing length was 100 mm. 
A total of four different cross-sections were chosen; two c- and two hat-cross sections. 
The geometty of the sections is given by centre-line dimensions measured from the test 
specimens (figure 3 and table 1). Material thicknesses and the yield stresses are based 
on the longitudinal tension test results of flat-plate sections (table 3). In the table both 
lower and upper yield strengths are given. In those two cases where only one value is 
given, no exact limit value is found in the tension test. The value for 0.2-% pennanent 
strain is given. 
Three different test specimens of each cross-section were tested. The cross-sectional 
bending strength was detennined in both directions, but the lateral buckling strength 
only in the direction that lips were pressed. The specimen lengths and other dimensions 
of the test arrangement (figure 1) are shown in table 2. The measured strengths and 
notes about defonnations during the tests are also given in the table. Mode "P" means 
deflection failure in the plane, "Tn means that torsion of the beam is also observed, "s" 
means stiffener buckling and "L" local defonnations under the bearing. The force in the 
table is given for one loading point (figure 1). 
More detailed infonnation on the tests and test specimens modelled here are documented 
in the reference [13]. 
3 ANALYSIS MODEL 
The strength of beams is detennined on the basis of non-linear analysis. Both 
geometrical and material non-linearities are included. Geometrical non-linearity means 
that displacements caused by the loading lead to certain load-displacement responses of 
the model. The strength of the model can be detennined from this response as the 
ultimate load in the loading history. A non-linear material model is included to model 
the loss of stiffness due to possible plastic strains. 
When the strength of the struCture is studied with non-linear analysis, an initial 
disturbance is needed in some structures. For instance, with the Elller column a small 
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parallel force or initial imperfection is needed when the non-linear response is analysed. 
In more complex structures the effect of a small force is difficult to control and the 
imperfection shape has many possible forms. It is difficult to decide what is the most 
critical one. This can be done with buckling analysis. General finite element codes 
contain the possibility of performing buckling analysis to determine buckling loads and 
modes. Although there are strict rules on when results of the buckling analysis are 
applicable in analyzing the strength of structures, the buckling modes represent the 
displacement fields possible for the structure (17]. The shape of the lowest eigenvalue 
describes the most potential displacement field of the structure. 
With cold-formed beams the first shape is not always the critical one, because there 
can be a local buckling shape. The number of shapes can be reduced to certain possible 
shapes (14]. An advantage of using the shape from buckling analysis is that this mode 
can very easily be included in the model. In this way the load-displacement response 
of the model is controlled and the strength corresponds to that of the specific stability 
mode. This analysis procedure is tested for axially and eccentric compressed HSS 
channels [13, 14]. The results obtained are reasonable. 
3.1 MODELS AND CONSTRAINTS 
The beams are modelled with shell-elements. Therefore all cross-sectional distortions 
and local buckling effects are possible in the model during the loading. Nodes are 
placed on the centre-line of the cross-section. Dimensions used in the models are given 
in table L Cross-sections are modelled right-angled. 
Owing to the use of shell-elements the models become rather large, which increases the 
solution time. The economical use of elements is worth studying especially in the non-
linear analysis. when several iterations and loading steps has to be solved. The element 
mesh used also has an important effect on the accuracy of results. In these kinds of 
analysis no stress concentrations need to be modelled, but it is important that the 
stiffness of structures is modelled as accurately as possible. 
These cold-formed beams are of a prismatic nature. The cross-sectional division of 
elements also has an effect in the longitudinal element division, because element dimen-
sions have to be moderate. When parabolic shell-elements are used, the displacement 
field in local plate buckling can be modelled accurately with four elements. In the 
unstiffened lips, one or two elements are used. In the longitudinal direction the 
length/width ratio of elements is kept under three. This kind of element division is also 
sufficient, when material non-linearity is included in the model [1 n 
Loadings and constraints have to be arranged equal to those in the actual test 
arrangement. In the test set-up stiffening steel bearings are used to avoid local crushing 
of the beam. In the models these stiff plates are assumed to move linearly. This is 
arranged with constraint equations. The equations are modelled in . the edges of the 
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cross-section so webs and flanges are not stiffened unnecessarily. The loading and 
constraints are placed in the middle node of these bearing regions. The bars, which are 
welded in the beams to avoid the opening of the cross-section, are modelled with 
trusses. As an example, in figures 4 and 5 the whole models of test cases Hl/MRl and 
C2/MR2 are shown. 
3.2 MATERIAL MODEL 
In a general finite element code, such as the ABAQUS program in this case, the nonnal 
elastic-plastic material model is assumed to be bilinear and the Bauschinger effect is not 
included. Von Mises yield function is usually used in these material models [1]. 
In these analyses, standard longitudinal tension test results were available for each 
modelled test specimen. The ideally elastic-plastic material model (figure 6) describes 
the measured stress-strain relationships rather well . As the limit value the upper yield 
stress is used. Material constants used are the modulus of elasticity 210 GPa and 
Poisson's ratio 0.3. 
3.3 INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS 
Initial imperfection is used to lead the load-displacement response of the model to a 
certain shape of stability loss. With compressed structures some kind of disturbance is 
essential, because loading itself has no distorting effect on the model. Bending of the 
structure may present such an effect itself. Because of the shear forces induced by the 
loading, the short beams need no additional imperfections [11]. When lateral buckling 
of long beams is modelled, the symmetrical defonnation caused by the loading does not 
give rise to the non-symmetrical buckling phenomenon. Imperfection is needed to 
disturb the model. The shape of imperfection is predicted by buckling analysis. Figure 
7 shows the first mode shapes of two test cases, C2/MR3 and Hl/MR3. The buckling 
loads from analyses are 119 leN and 83 leN, given as the force for one loading point 
(figure I). 
The size of imperfection can be decided for instance on the basis of actual measured 
imperfection or by the tolerances given in design codes. In this way some guidance can 
be obtained, but the absolute value is not reached. For instance, in the case when lateral 
buckling is modelled, should the size of imperfection be decided on cross-sectional 
tolerances or longitudinal ones? Some kind of estimate can be calculated with the 
fonnula for manufacturing tolerance in [16]. The size of "global" imperfection obtained 
from it is about two wall thicknesses in these cases. The Finnish standard for cold-
rolled steel sections [12] gives as a maximum allowable rotation of the section 1 
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degree/m. Actually the initial imperfections should also include some kind of equivalent 
value of the internal imprefections, which cannot otherwise be modelled (e.g. residual 
stresses). 
As an example the specimen C21MR3 is analyzed with different imperfection sizes in 
figure 8. The shape of imperfection used is the first buckling mode (figure 7). The 
imperfection size is notified with respect to the wall thickness of the section and as the 
rotation angle of the middle cross-section, which describes the imperfection size bener. 
In these analyses, the ideally elastic-plastic material model is used. Without any 
imperfection the strength of the model is 122 leN. Figure 9 shows deformed shapes of 
models at the end of analysis with no imperfection and with lateral buckling 
imperfection. Displacements in the figure are of the actual size. 
4 RESULTS AND COMPARISON 
Models were analyzed with the ABAQUS program using the modified Riks method 
[10], which is also capable of analyzing the post-buckling range. In the analyses, that 
model cross-sectional bending tests, loading is restricted to 15 steps. In lateral buckling 
analyses 20 steps are used. These analyses were carried out in the Cray X-MP 
supercomputer. Analyses of cross-sectional bending strength took from 10 to 20 minutes 
CPU-time when symmetry conditions were utilized. In lateral buckling analyses models 
were significantly larger. These analyses took from one to one and a half hours of 
CPU-time. 
When cross-sectional bending strength was determined no additional imperfection is in 
this case needed. In figures 10, 11, and 12 three different cases, C2/MR1, C1IMRI and 
H1/MR2, are compared. The loading itself causes the disturbance, as can be seen from 
the lateral displacements and cross-sectional distortions shown in figures 10, 11 and 12. 
The material model used was the ideally elastic-plastic material model described earlier. 
The symmetry conditions were used in the analyses and only a half of the beam was 
modelled. The comparisons of strengths are given in table 4. 
In the analysis of lateral buckling strength, the buckling analysis was performed to 
determine the shape of initial imperfection. In all four cases the first buckling mode 
shows lateral buckling [11]. These modes are used as the shape of imperfection in the 
non-linear analysis. The material model was the ideally elastic-plastic model explained 
before. Figures 13 and 14 show the displacements of beams C2 and HI. In the lateral 
buckling tests, the lateral displacement and rotation of the cross-section are compared. 
Compared strengths like the displacements in figures 13 and 14 are calculated with an 
imperfection size of two wall thicknesses. The case C1 was the exception not showing 
rotation of cross-section in the test. This case was analysed without any imperfection 
and the strength of the model was of the same magnitude with an imperfection of one 
wall thickness. Results are given in table 5. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
Cross-sectional bending strength can be detennined with a rather simple model; the ideal 
elastic-plastic material model with no imperfection gives a precision of 12 percent in the 
accuracy of strength predictions. With those specimens where the difference was over 
10 percent, local crushing was observed in the tests. The rather large comer radius was 
not modelled. 
Non-symmetrical imperfection is needed in the lateral buckling analyses. The shape of 
imperfection may be detennined by buckling analysis. When the size of imperfection 
is two wall thicknesses the lateral buckling strength of the model of the beam compared 
to the tested beam is overestimated by as much as 12 percent. The decision concerning 
imperfection size in the non-linear analysis needs funher discussion. 
Computational costs with these kinds of models are rather large, but the development 
in computer calculation capacity has been so vast, that soon even lateral buckling 
analyses can be perfonned in personal computers. 
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Figure 4. HJlMRl 
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Figure 7. (a) C2/MR3 and (b) HlIMR3 
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Figure 9. (a) No imperfection and (b) with imperfection 
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Figure 10. C21MRl 
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Table 4. Cross-sectional bending strength 
Specimen F[kN) F [kN] FEM 
FEM Test Test 
MR1 C1 65 71,5 0,91 
C2 152 158,0 0,96 
H1 158 141,5 1,12 
H2 157 142,0 1,11 
MR2 C1 75 76,0 0,99 
C2 188 195,0 0,96 
H1 190 185,0 1,03 
H2 164 163,5 1,00 
Table 5. Lateral buckling strength 
Imperfection F[kNJ I F[kN] FEM 
FEM Test Test 
C1 57 57,0 1,00 
100 % t (1.7°) 58 
200 % t (3.5 0 ) 55 
C2 122 
50 % I (0.6°) 111 
100 % t (1.3°) 107 
200 % t (2.5°) 95 84,5 1,12 
H1 100 % t (1.5°) 83 
200 % t (2.9°) 79 71,0 1,11 
H2 100 % I (1.7°) 72 
200 % t (3.5°) 66 59,0 1,12 
Summary 
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LOCAL Al'm DISTORTIONAL BUCKLING OF THIN-WALLED BEA,.\1S 
Reynaud SelTettel and Teoman Pekoi! 
Recent research bas cbaracterized the bebavior of panel beams witb laterally unsupported compression 
flanges as either a complex local buckling mode or an overall buckling mode. Tests have shown that tbe behavior 
of the unsupported flange and web is similar to that of lateral buckling, except, rotation is enforced along the 
axis of the web and the tension flange--a behavior whicb may be described as distortional buckling. In the work 
described here, an analytical expression is presented for computing the elastic distortional buckling stress based 
on a model which treats tbe web and compression flange as an elastically restrained beam. The formulation is 
similar to those for lateral and torsional buckling. The effect of web local buckling on tbe rotational restraint 
of tbe outstanding leg is modeled explicitly using tbe effective width equations described in the A1SI Cold-
Formed Steel Design Manual. Tbe analytical results from the distortional buckling expression are shown to agree 
reasonably well witb numerical results generated from an elastic finite strip buckling program (BFlNST6). A 
design approach is suggested for estimating the ultimate moment capacity of a section subjected to the 
interaction between local and distortional buckling. 
Introduction 
The distortional buckling behavior of the unsupported compression flange and web in panel beams is similar 
to that of lateral buckling. However, for distortional buckling. rotation of the web-flange element is enforced 
along the axis of the web and the tension flange. as illustrated in Figure 1. This behavior has been referred to 
in earlier studies as local lateral buckling. 
Recommendations for the design of flexural members are given in various specifications for local, distortional 
and lateral buckling, and for local-lateral buckling interaction (AlSI, 1986; EC 3, 1989). Of the available design 
guidelines, only the AISI Specification considers the distortional buckling mode described here. This specification 
does not, however, provide explicit design gnidelines for the interaction between local and distortional buckling. 
In addition, the present A1SI design rules were sbown to be overly conservative for panels similar to those 
currently used in industry (Cohen. 1987). 
In the work described here. an analytical expression is presented for computing the elastic distortional 
buckling stress based on a model which treats the web and compression flange (outstanding leg) as an elastically 
restrained beam. The derived expression is similar in form to the expression for lateral buckling. The effect of 
web local buckling on the rotational restraint of the outstanding leg is modeled explicitly using the effective width 
equations described in the AlSI Cold-Formed Steel Design Manual. The predicted elastic behavior from the 
analytical model is found to compare well with the results from an elastic finite strip buckling analysis and the 
interaction between local and distortional buckling is treated in a model whicb assumes that distortional buckling 
occurs before local buckling. 
Experimental Studies 
Douty (1959-62) conducted an extensive test program (fifty-seven specimens) on the behavior of channel and 
inverted hat sections subjected to flexure. The nominal dimensions and yield strength of the specimens included 
in Douty's study are given in Table 1. For the overall loading scheme shown in Figure 2, Douty noted both local-
distortional and local-lateral buckling interactions in his specimens. However, local-distortional buckling 
interaction was the governing mode of failure for the majority of specimens. Local-lateral buckling interaction 
was prevalent in sections 'With narrow tension flanges. 
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Figure 1 Distortional buckling behavior 
Table 1 Properties of the sections tested by Douty 
wI w2 w3 w4 F 
Specimen in. in. in. in. in. kYo 51 
SI-XB* 0.00 1.50 3.00 3.50 0.11 40.0 
S2-AX' 6.00 41.2 
S2-XB' 
S3-AX" 1.25 4.00 8.00 40.0 
S3-XB" 
S4-XB" 8.00 8.00 40.5 
S5-XB-A' 0.75 1.75 4.50 12.0 38.7 
S5-XB-B* 0.06 44.0 
S6-XB-A' 7.50 0.11 36.5 
S6-XB-B' 0.06 45.0 
PS-X" 0.50 0.87 2.87 16.0 0.03 38.0 
• inverted hat section; •• channel section 
To augment Douty's test results, a recent test program was undertaken at Cornell University. These tests 
included panel geometries which are currently produced by U.S. manufacturers. The primary modifications to 
Douty's panel dimensions included the thickness, symmetry of the section, and the configuration of the 
compression flange edge stiffener. The nominal dimensions of the sections used in the study are given in Table 
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Figure 2 Douty's test setup 
Table 2 Properties of the sections tested in the recent CorneD study 
wI w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 
Specimen ID. in. in. in. in. in. in. 
w8 
ID. 
DNL33' 0.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 --------- SYMMETRIC ----------
DL33' 0.50 
DNL55' 0.00 5.00 5.00 
DL55' 0.50 
TEST 1-3# 0.31 0.68 1.93 15.94 2.00 0.78 0.65 0.20 
TEST 4# 0.67 0.00 0.00 
TEST 5# 0.78 0.28 0.00 
• inverted hat section; # non-symmetric section 
6 F 
deg. in. lcii 




Behavior similar to that described by Douty--interaction between distortional buckling and local buckling in 
the webs, flanges and Iips--was observed in all the tests. Figure 3 shows the typical mode of failure for the 
specimens in the current tests. The displacement of the outstanding leg was described by a lateral deflection of 
the compression flange and the formation of a "local mechanism" at the web-compression flange junction of the 
outstanding leg (as indicated by the arrow). 
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Analytical Model 
As mentioned earlier. distortional buckling may be described as a constrained lateral buckling of the 
outstanding leg. For the elastic problem, these constraints may be modeled as rotational and extensional springs 
located at the web-tension flange junction. Using the model shown in Figure 4, an expression for the distortional 
buckling stress of a section with laterally unsupported compression flanges was derived using classical bifurcation 
theory. In this model, no lateral displacement is allowed at the web-tension flange junction because the section 
as a whole is assumed [0 be laterally stable. Assuming plane sections remain plane, pure bending and simple 
supports, the elastic distortional buckling moment, Mer.d, is given as 
-(211 + P I)(E1,& + k,)6 
Y - h • y 
6 
L, 
E Young's modulus 
G ; Shear modulus 
Ix ; moment of inertia about an axis normal to the web 
ly moment of inertia about an axis parallel to the web 
Ixy product of inertia 
PI ; geometric parameter [; l/Ix<IA i" Da + fAX"Y Da) 2Yol 
C ... ; warping constant 
J torsion constant 
1), linear elastic extensional spring constant 
k~ linear elastic rotational spring constant 
(xo' Yo) coordinates of the shear center W.Lt. the centroid (h.:. ~) coordinates of the web-tension flange junction w.r.t. the centroid 
L. equivalent unsupported length of the leg 
(1) 
Preliminary studies and a consideration of the small difference in the moment of inertia of the outstanding 
panel legs indicated that the linear elastic extensional spring constant, ky. may be approximated to zero for panels 
typically used in industry. The linear elastic rotational restraint constant. k" was found to depend on the 
distortional buckling mode and the local buckling capacity of the web. For symmetric (5) and Don-symmetric (as) 
buckling modes (see Figure 5). in sections with a width-to-thickness ratio of the tension flange less than 400 (see 
Figures 5(a) and 5(b)), the rotational spring constants may be taken, respectively, as 
Et l 
-----""------y 





where t thickness of the section 
\i Poisson}s ratio 
wf = width of the tension flange 
IV". depth of the web in the leg under consideration 
y = ratio of the elastic local buckling stress in the web to the buckling stress required for the web to 
be fully effective (according to the AISI (1986) Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel 
Structures) 
Figure 3 Failure mechanism at the web-compression flange junction 
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Figure 5 Symmetric and non-symmetric buckling modes 
If the tension flange widtb-to-thickness limit is exceeded, tben for the displaced shapes sbown in Figure 5(c), 
parametric studies indicated that the rotational spring constants for the symmetric and non-symmetric modes 
are approximately equal and may be estimated by the expression 
EI 3 [4] 
Comparison of Numerical and Analytical Results 
Typical fIrst and second mode buckling stresses derived from the elastic buckling fmite strip program, 
BFINST6 (1978), are given by the curves labelled numerical in Figures 6 and 7, for the PS-X specimen from 
Douty's tests and test 1-3 from tbe recent Cornell study. These buckling curves show the relationship between 
the elastic buckling stress and the balf-wavelength (unsupported length of tbe compression flange) assuming a 
single buckled half sine wave. The distorted shapes associated witb tbe numerical curves, sbow tbat distortional 
buckling occurs at intermediate balf-wavelengtbs between those for local and lateral buckling. 
A comparison of the analytical buckling curves with the numerical curves in Figure 6, shows that: 
the minimum numerical local buckling stress is bounded by the analytical (AlSI, 1986) flange and web 
local buckling stresses 
the analytical distortional buckling curve agrees well with the portion of (he numerical curve which describes 
distortional buckling 
(he numerical and analytical curves slIow good agreement for half-wavelength which characterize lateral 
buckling 
[n addition, point B on the numerical curve shows that if distortional buckling and local buckling occur at the 
same half-wavelength, the capacity of the section can be greatly reduced. The discrepancy between the analytical 
and numerical curves in the region of point D is an indication of tbe possible reduction in capacity which may 
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Figure 6 Numerical and analytical buckling curves for the PS-X section 
The behavior illustrated by the curves in Figure 7 is more complicated than that for the previous section 
beeause of the non-symmetric section configuration. For the non-symmetric section, each leg possesses (in 
gener a1) different local and distortional buckling behaviors. A comparison of the numerical and analytical curves 
in Figure 7, shows that: 
the minimum local buckling stress in the web and flange of the female leg (right leg) are lower that the 
corresponding minimum local buckling stress defined by the numerical analysis (see point A); not shown, 
the web and flange local buckling stresses in the male leg are higher than those for the female leg 
the analytical distottional buckling stresses in the male leg (region D) are lower than the corresponding 
stresses from the numerical analysis 
- the analytical distOltional buckling stresses in the female leg (region E) are higher than the corresponding 
stresses from the numerical analysis 
- the laJeral buckling curves (numerical and analytical) show good agreement 
- points B and C show that the overall buckling strength of the leg may be significantly decreased by the 
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Figure 7 Numerical and analytical buckling curves for the test 1-3 section 
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Based on analyses of all the buckling curves for the specimens in Douty's and the recent Cornell tests, it 
appears that in instances where the minimum local buckling stress is lower than the distortional and lateral 
buckling stresses for a given maximum unsupported length, the locally buckled elements may be capable of 
developing a significant portion of their post-local buckling strength. On the other hand, if the distortional and 
lateral buckling stresses are lower than the local buckling stress much of the post-local buckling capacity of the 
section may not be available. Thus, the magnitude of the distortional buckling stress in comparison to the local 
buckling stress may be an important consideration in determining the ultimate capacity of a section susceptible 
to local-distortional buckling interaction. 
Unified Design Approach 
Pek5z (1987) describes the application of an unified approach to the problem of local-lateral buckling 
interaction. This approach requires the determination of the elastic lateral buckling moment, Mer,la,' and the 
nominal moment, Mn (elastic or inelastic), for the gross section. Using the compressive stress Fn corresponding 
to the nominal moment, the effective section properties are determined according to the AlSI Specification 
(1986) (the yield stress Fy is replaced by the nominal stress Fn)' The ultimate moment, Mu' is then computed 
as the product of the nominal stress and the effective section modulus, Se' at that stress. 
Since distortional buckling may be regarded as a special case of lateral buckling, the unified approach was 
used to estimate the capacity of a section subjected to the interaction between local and distortional buckling. 
Thus, the following design procedure is recommended for estimating the local-distortional buckling interaction 
strength of a panel: 
(1) Assuming the lateral restraints (clips in the actual roof panel system) provide sufficient fixity to prevent 
lateral displacement, twist, bending and warping, the effective unsupported length of the compression 
flange, Le, may be defmed as: 
L, = k,L. [5] 
Nethercot and Rockey (1971) suggested that for lateral buckling of doubly symmetric I-beams with fIXed 
ends, kl may be taken as 0.5. In view of the distortional buckling behavior--Iateral deflection of the 
compression flange--the AlSC (1986) recommendation for the effective length factor for fixed-end columns, 
kl of 0.65, was assumed to be applicable to this study. 
(2) Using equation [lJ, estimate the elastic distortional buckling moment, Mer,d' at Le' If Le is greater than 
the minimum effective unsupported length associated with the minimum elastic distortional buckling stress, 
the minimum effective length should be used. Compute the elastic buckling stress, Fer,d' corresponding to 
Mer,d as: 
F = M",d 
cr,d Sg [6J 
where Sg is the gross section modulus for the leg. 
(3) Depending on the magnitude of Fer,d' determine the nominal compressive stress, F n' as: 
F = F : 
11 cr,d 
!J. if Fcr•d ~ 2 [7a] 
F = F (1 - ~): 
" y 4F 
cr,d 
[Th] 
where Fy is the yield strength of the material. 
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(4) Finally, using the AISI (1986) effective width provisions, determine the effective section modulus, So. at 
F. and compute the ultimate capacity, Mu' of the section as: 
(8) 
Using the above design procedure for those specimens in which the test moment (Mt) was less than the 
ultimate moment due to local buckling ouly, the ultimate capacities, Mu' of the specimens tested in the Cornell 
studies were estimated. The predicted ultimate capacities were then compared to the measured test results. Mt • 
and the comparison is illustrated in Figure 8. For the twenty specimens included in the analysis, the mean and 















Unear regression results: 
M, ~ 1.21 Mu' 2.58 (In·k) 
,'= 0.9& 
10 15 20 
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PredIcted mOldmum moment (M,), In·k 
Figure 8 Comparison of measured (MJ to predicted (MJ ultimate moment 
Comparing the Load and Resistance Factor Design ('LRFD") method with the Allowable Stress Design 
(" ASD") method, the resistance and safety factor associated with the test statistics were estimated using the 
following statistical data provided by Hsiao et al. (1988) for cold-formed steeillexural members. 
Statistical Variable Mean CO.V. 
Material Factor 1.1 0.1 
Geometry Factor 1.0 0.1 
Dead Load 1.05 0.10 
Live Load 1.00 0.25 
ratio of the nominal dead to live load, D./I;, = 1/5 
factored load combination = l.2D. + 1.6Ln 
reliability index, (}" 3.0 
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The resistance and safety factor associated with the proposed design approach were 0.763 and 2.010, respectively. 
The AISI Design Manual, Part II (1986), recommends a safety factor of 1.67 for flexural members and 1.92 for 
column buckling. Since failure due to distortional buckling results from lateral deflection of the compression 
flange, accompanied by local buckling, it appears prudent that a safety factor of at least 1.92 be applied to panels 
that may be subject to distortional buckling. Considering the inherent uncertainties in the effective width 
approach (Cohen, 1987), the proposed design approach appears to be satisfactory. 
Conclusion 
The behavior of thin-walled panel sections with laterally unsupported compression flanges was studied 
experimentally, analytically and numerically. A simple analytical expression, consistent with the observed 
behavior was derived for determining the elastic distortional buckling stress and a design procedure was 
suggested for the interaction between local and distortional buckling. A comparison of measured and predicted 
ultimate capacities showed that the design approach gives reasonably accurate results. 
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DESIGN OF C- SECTIONS AGAINST DEFORMATIONAL LIP BUCKLING 
D Buhagiar' J C Chapman" P J Dowling"· 
ABSTRACT 
Dejormatlonal lip buckling is one oj the constderattons affecting the choice oj cross·sectton 
dlmenstons which were adoptedjor the C-sectton chord members oj a space]rame system. 
No guidance on lip buckling oj channel secttons is gtven in the current British design 
specificatton. A method was therejore requlredjor determining the lip buckling resistance oj 
the members when subjected to axial compress ton or bending. A design procedure was 
jormulated in which the lips are represented as a strut on an elasticjoundatton. the sti£fhess 
oj Which depends on the dejormattonal st!lfness oj the section. The critical buckling stress 
and the wavelength oj buckling can then be determined. By assigning Impeifecttons to the 
nomtnally straight lips. the critical lip buckling stress can be introduced into the Perry-
Roberston jormulatton jor the strength oj columns. and the lip buckling strength can be 
estimated. Comparative resulis ]rom the design jormulatton, experlmenis. and non-linear 
elasto-plasticjtnite element analysis are given. It is shown that the proposed design model 
is satisjactory but conservative. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The Harley space frame was invented in 1980 by an Australian architect, Edwin Codd. He 
identified three essential requirements: that the connections and construction be stmple. 
that the components be amenable to automated production. and that the resulting system 
be cost effective. These considerations led to the use of chords consisting of orthogonally 
intersecting back-to-back channels. and tubular diagonals whose flattened ends are 
clamped between the channels as shown in Figure 1, The continuity of the chords at the 
nodes enables the eccentricity moments to be resisted, An equal square-on-square 
arrangement Is commonly used but other arrangements are possible, Many such 
structures have been built in Australia. 
The Harley space frame system was introduced into the European market by the Conder 
Group in 1989, Conder approached Imperial College to formulate and validate design rules 
which would accord With European practice and loading, and which would pennit the use 
of increased spans and nodal distances. 
From the outset It was apparent that various phenomena ex.Isting in the Harley frame were 
not covered by the British design code B55950 (l987). A series of experiments on frames 
and components were conducted concurrently with numerical analysis and With the 
formulation of design rules, The three activities were mutually benefiCial in providing 
inSight as weD as quantitative data into the local and overall buckling behaviour of cold-
• ClvU Engineering Department .. Imperlal College. London, Lecturer. UnJverslty of Malia. Malta 
•• Chapman & Dowling Associates, VIs!Ung Professor Imperial College. London 
••• Head of Civil Englneerlng Department Professor of Steel Structures, Imperlal College. London 
Chapman & Dowling Associates. 
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Figure 2 Buckling Modes 
Conned channel sections. Some of the phenomena studied were specific to the Conder-
Harley frame. but several can occur In other structures having cold-formed components. 
Lip buckling Involves defonnatlon of the cross-section (Figure 21. unlike flexural buckling or 
torsional buckling of thin-walled open sections. The wavelength of lip buckling is usually 
intermediate between the wavelength of local buckling of the table and webs of the section 
and the wavelength of overall buckling. Lip buckling resistance is Introduced as a chord 
property at the beginning of the chord strength calculation, and a stmple treatment was 
required at an early stage of design development. This paper presents the method adopted. 
A subsequent literature search showed that Douty (1962) and Haussler (1964) had used a 
stmllar strut on an elastic foundation Idealisation to determine the distortional lip buckltng 
stress (Yu 19911. Desmond et al (1981). Hancock (1985). Lau and Hancock (1988). Seah 
and Rhodes {I 990). and Seah et al (1991) have all suggested variations oC a modified 
effective width approach, whilst explicit analytical expressions based on an approxtmate 
distortional buckling model have been derived to predict the ulttmate lip buckling stress of 
thin-walled columns and beams by Hancock (1987) and Serrette and Pekoz (1991). 
In this paper. lip buckling strength is esttmated on the basis of a notional tmperfectton. 
This approach is consistent with the method of column design which is well established in 
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the UK and also permits comparison with ftnJte element analysis In which the same 
imperfection Is assumed. In1t1al verification of the critical stress Idealization and the 
imperfection approach as applied to the particular cross-section which it was proposed to 
use, was provided by experimental results. Subsequently, verification over a wider 
geometrical range was provided by non-linear elasto-plastic ftnJte element analysis. It was 
assumed that the deformational stlffness of the cross-section would not be dimtnJshed as a 
result of local buckling of the table and webs of the section. provided that the local buckling 
wavelength was small compared to the lip buckllng wavelength. An additional purpose of 
the investigation was to determine whether that assumption wasjustlfied. 
It was also assumed that the lip buckling reSistance would be the same whether the 
compressive stress resulted from compression or from bending. Both forms of loading were 
therefore considered. 
2 DESIGN MODEL 
Lip buckling is caused by compression In the lip. and is restrained by the deformational 
stiffness of the section. The lip can therefore be idealised as a strut with continuous elastic 
restraint. The "strut" is not of course a separate entity. and its assumed effective extent 
requtred verification. A disturbing force F has been assumed to act at the centroid of the lip 
section. and to cause a un1t deflection l:I (Figure 3). The transverse stiffness Is assumed to 
be that of uncoupled transverse strips of un1t width. which gives a conservative estimate of 
the actual stiffness. No distinction Is made between IIp stress caused by axial compression 
or by bending. The mid-thickness dimensions of the section. as shown In Figure 3. are 
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Figure 3 Channel section - Strain Gauge POSitions 
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The resistance given by the transverse stiffness can be expressed as a "foundation 
modulus" p 
where 
P=F/A Foundation modulus 
B Breadth of section to mid thickness 
F Disturbing force per unit length 
H Height of the lip centroid above the mid thickness of the table 
E Modulus of elasticity (205 kN/mm2) 
Thickness of section 
A Transverse deflection caused by force F 
v Poisson's Ratio 
••. (1) 
The elastic critical buckling stress for a long strut on an elastic foundation, In which the 





AL Effective area of lip 
IL Second moment of area of lip about the local Yaxis of effective lip 
TL Radius of gyration of lip about Y axis 
(fcrL Elastic critical lip buckling stress 
It can be seen from Equation 3 that for a given J3 and AL, O'er Is proportional to TL. The 
preferred half wave length of buckling for a long strut Is 
... (4) 
For a finite length of member the number of half waves m must be an integer. The 
preferred number of half waves is then obtained by minimising the critical elastic lip 
buckling stress given by Equation 5 with respect to Ler. 
" .(5) 
where Ler 15 the half wave length for lip buckling, and Ler = Lim 
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The Up buckling stress of a section may be Increased by providing point restraints to the Up 
LR apart, where LR is less than LeI" The critical elastic Itp buckling stress can then be 
found from Equation 5 Writing Ler = LR. 
The resistance of a section to Itp buckling ts assumed to be given by a modified Perry-
Robertson formulation, In which the imperfection parameter TI has been chosen by 
reference to expertmental and finite element results. 
where 
<JuL Lip strength 
<Jd Design strength (the smaller of <Jo or 0.84 <Ju! 
<JcrL Obtained from Equations 3 or 5 




where the critical slenderness ts 
and 
C A constant which defines the value of LB IrL at which the reststance is equal to the 
yield stress 
y The greater distance of Yi or Yi from the vertical Up centroldal axis to the vertical 
surface ofthe Up (Figure 3) 
BL Breadth of l1p to mid thickness 
f Lip half wave of buckling 
Ler Either LB, Lim or LR 
( ri)o The critical slenderness - the slenderness for which the critical buckling stress <JcrL 
is equal to the yield stress <Jo ' 
The constant 0.002 Is chosen to conform to current UK formulations for column design. 
For design purposes, the appUed stress is taken as the stress acting at the mid-thickness of 
the l1p table. The constant C determines the raUo flrL at which the reSistance to lip 
buckling becomes equal to the yield stress. The l!m!ttng slenderness must be less than the 
critical slenderness UlrUo. The relation between design strength and ultimate stress Is 
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Figure 4 The elTect of ImperfecUon parameter C on the 
Design Ulttmate Stress <JuL (Equation 6) 
3 CRITICAL ELASTIC BUCKLING 
CTttlcal buckling solutions were obtained using a general purpose non-linear elasto-plasUc 
finite element program FlNASIC (1990). FINASIC employs doubly-curved. eight-noded 
isoparametTtc sheIl elements having six degrees of freedom per node. The element 
formulation Is based on Mindlin theory which assumes that the out-of-plane direct stress is 
zero and the out-of-plane shear stress Is constant through the thickness. The member 
analysed was 122mm wide and 1220mm long. The depth and thickness were vaTted. The 
purpose was to examine the Validity of Equations 1 to 5. The length was chosen such that 
suffiCient elements could be used to descTtbe local buckling as well as lip buckling. 
Possible interacUon between the two buckling modes would then be revealed In the non-
linear solutions for initially Imperfect members. The symmetTtc nature of the buckling 
modes permitted modelling of half the cross-section. For axially loaded members. overall 
bending and rotation of the section were prevented. whilst for sections subject to untform 
bending. overall rotation was prevented. Deformation of the cross-section was prevented at 
each end. but the lip was allowed to rotate in plan. 
For sections having large width to thickness ratios the fiTst and many subsequent buckling 
modes (eigenvectors) correspond to local buckling of the table. with smaller carry-over 
deformations of the webs and lips. The cTttlcal lip buckling stress is given by the first 
eigenvector Which displays overall lip buckling. The lowest mode (local buckling). as well as 
the criticalllp buckling modes for a 122mm x 97mm x 1.5mm thick section. are Illustrated 
in Figure 5. Overall lip buckling of this section occurred as the 22nd mode. For the given 
range of thicknesses and depths. the fiTst lip buckling mode was a single half wave. except 
for those cases noted in Figure 6. which compares the critical stress for axial loading with 
that given by Equation 5. As the pre-buckling stress distTtbution Is untform. the cTtticallip 


















)l:~97 Lip Buckling 
Eigenvector 1 
ClcrF = 140 N/mm2 
Eigenvector 22 
ClcrF = 270 N /mm2 
Figure 5 122 x 97 x 17 x IB.5 - 1.5 rnrn thick channel buckling modes 
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FINASIC (1990) 
o m=l t::. m=2 0 m=3 
Figure 6 Comparison Equation 5 with Finite Element Analysis, Ax:lal loading 
(B=122rnrn, BL=17rnrn, DL = 1 B. Srnrn , L=122Omm) 
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Bending solutions were also obtained for the 122 x 97 section, for four dUTerent 
thicknesses. The results are compared with Equation 5 and with results for axial loading In 
Figure 7. The critical bending stress Is taken as the critical moment d!v1ded by the gross 
section modulus at the mid thickness of the lip table. As expected, the crltlcal stresses (so 
calculated) for bending are higher than for axlalloadtng. 
2000 
I D;97rnrn l / I 
I 
C'I 1500 I 













2 3 4 5 
t· (mm) 
0 Ax:lal m=1 • Bending m= 1 
l::. Ax:lal m=-2 J. Bending m=2 
Figure 7 Comparison of Equation 5 for Ax:lal and Bending 
Loads with Ftnlte Element AnalySiS 
(6=122rnrn, Br.;17rnrn. DL;18.5rnrn, L=122OrnrnJ 
For axially loaded members, the lip buckling displacement described by the eigenvector was 
In most cases Inwards but In some Instances the displacement was outward. For bending 
the lip displacement was always Inwards. If the effective lip Is symmetric about the verllcal 
axis, the centroid and the shear centre wlll both be on that axis, and the Up will have no 
preferred direction of buckling. If the shear centre Is not on the centroldal axis the 
tendency for torsional buckling will predispose the Up to rotate In one direction or the other. 
For the Up considered, where the downturn Is 20mm, It might be supposed that the 
direction of buckling Is not strongly predisposed. 
The effect of variations In thickness for a given depth, and of variations In depth for a given 
thickness, on the preferred wave length and on the corresponding Critical stress, according 
to Equations 3 and 4. are shown In Figure 8. An axially loaded member 122mm x 97rnrn x 
3mm thick. 3 metres long was also analysed. The first lip buckling mode had three half 
waves (PcrF = 674 kNl whilst the second had four half waves ( PcrF =684 kN). The critical 
stresses for both the lip buckling modes are compared with Equation 5 In Table 1. 
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The agreement between Equation 5 and the finite element solutions could probably be 
improved by adjusting the assumed extent of the web contributing to the effective Up. the 
level at which the disturbing forces ts assumed to act. and the level at which the bending 
stress ts calculated. The effect of coupling the transverse strips mJght also be included at 
the cost of compUcatlng the model. However. the present model Is satisfactory for the 
sections considered. remembering that the model for estimating the lip buckling reststance 

























m .k. OcrF 
.Qm: I m (N/mm2) O'crL (mm) 
3 1000 581 1.08 
4 750 589 1.32 
Table 1 Compartson of Critical Lip Buckling 
stress (FE analysts) with Design Model 
122mm x 97mm x 17mm x 18.5mm - 3mm thick. L = 3000mm. 
60 80 100 120 
D· (mm) 
2 3 4 
t· (mm) 
5 
Figure 8 Vart~tion of Critical Buckling Stress and Critical Lip 
Buckling Length with D and t (Equations 3 and 4) 
(B=122mm, ~=17mm, DL=18.5mm) 
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4 NON-LINEAR ELASTO-PLASTIC ANALYSIS 
The same sections were also analysed elasto-plastlcally to find the axlal loads and 
moments. and the corresponding lip stress. at first surface yield and at maxlmum 
resistance. An initial single half-wave outward lip imperfection ofwo=L/lOOO was assumed 
for the 1220mm long members. The lip buckling stresses at first surface yield and at 
rnaxlmum reSistance were determined. The buckling reSistances were taken to be the total 
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3 4 5 
Equation 6 [71 = Wo 'r: 
ri: J 
o FIrst Surface Yield 
o Ultimate Stress 
Figure 9 Comparison Equation 6 with Non-Linear Finite Element Analysis. Axial 
Compression and Bending 
(B=122mm. BL=17mm.DL=lS.5mm, L=122Omm. 0'0=390N/mm2. wo=L/lOOOl 
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In Figure 9 the lip buckling resistance given by the non-linear. elasto-plastlc finite element 
analysis Is compared with the resistance given by the Perry equation (Equation 6) assuming 
an lnitlallmperfectlon ofwo L/lOOO. and an imperfection parameter 
T] = ... (7) 
It may be observed In Figure 9 that Equation 7 gives a conservative estimate of the lip 
buckling stress for the cross-section geometries and range of depths considered. In 
general. the lip deflected In the direction of the lnit!allmperfectlon. However. In the case of 
the 122mm x 97mm x 1.5mm section. the deflection was initially outward but then 
changed direction. and failure occurred by Inward buckling (Figure 101. 
Figure 10 Lip Buckling Resistance v. Lateral Displacement w 
(B:122rnm. D=97rnm, BL=17rnm. DL=lB.5mm. L=122Ornm. 50:390 N/mm21 
The reversal can be explained by the shift In actual vertical neutral axis of the elIective lip 
which results from the dlrnln1sh1ng elIectIveness of the web as local buckling develops. The 
applied end force Nx Is uniform. and Inltlally the additional deflection w. is In the same 
direction as woo The shift In neutral axis results In a countervailing moment which causes 
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the deflection to change direction. When Wo was Increased to L/500. reversal did not 
occur. The rather large differences belween the lip stress which causes first yield and the 
stress which causes fallure. for the 122mm x 1.5mm section. as seen In Figure 9. is caused 
by the above reversal. Reversal of the Up displacement under load has also been reported 
by Desmond et al (19S1) and Hancock (19S51. TThe same members were analysed for Wo ,. 
L/500. Figure 11 shows that doubling the imperfection has a rather small effect on 
resistance. Equation 6 is more sensitive to Wo than are the FINASle results. 
A l1m1ted study on the effect of mode shape and magnttude of woo on the lip buckling 
reSistance of a 122mm x 97mm x 3mm section 3metres long. was also carried out. The 
first and second eigenvectors for lip buckling obtatned from the critical buckling analysis 
were scaled to obtain the required level of imperfection. such that Wo corresponded to 11 
used In equation 6. and to Wo = Lcr/l000. The load-displacement history for a 3mm thick 
section can be seen in Figure 12. The Up buckling resistance for the alternative 
assumptions is shown In Table 2. 
Axial Axial 
1.0 
C 8 8 ~18 ~ 8 O.S 8 
~18 ~ 0.6 
818 0.4 
0.2 I wo=L/1OOO I IWO=L/500 I 
0.0 
2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
Equation 6 [11 WoY] t .(mm) 0 FIrst Surface Yield Ii 0 Ultimate Stress 
Figure 11 Imperfection Sensitivity of Lip Buckling Stress 
t m Wo PoF I PuF PoF 
(mm) (mml 1kN) I w) Pun 
3.0 3 -1.0 389 402 1.22 
3 +1.0 387 411 1.21 
3 -0.6 400 41S 1.16 
3 +0.6 409 421 1.18 
4 0.75 386 393 ! 1.17 
4 0.2 422 430 1.14 
•• Equation 6 with 11 from Equation 7 
Table 2 Sensitivity of Lip Buckling ReSistance to Inttlal Imperfection 
(B = 122mm. D = 97mm. BL = 17mm. DL = IS.5mm.L = 3000mm. 0'0 = 390 N/mm21 
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" P 190kN 
,,:b! I I ! ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! I Ad J.J+Hll-!-i-i-f-H I I I I I ! ! ! ! ! I I ! I i Rj 
P = 388 kN (C/L = 349 N/mrn2) 
i ::::r:::1::::;:;:r:J J J j j I ~ t~ I I 'I !!!!! I ! 14J-__ .,: 
t I I hS£:£rn- - . -t-C:29= ' , , , , , , ,_ 
P= 405kN 
! ! ! ! ! ! Ii! g;) 
P=406kN 
B = 122mrn, D .. 97mrn. BL" 17mrn. DL=18.5mrn, t .. 3,Omm 
L=3000nun, cro .. 390 N/mrn2 
Figure 12 Non-Llnear Elasto-PlasUc Lip Buckling Analysis. Axtal 





Experiments on concentrically and eccentrically loaded cold-fonned channel section 
columns were carried out to compare the buckling modes and lip buckling resistance with 
the prediction of the design model and finite element analySiS. 
Dimensions and material properties of the specimens tested are given tn Table 3. All 
sections were stratn gauged at mld length as shown tn Figure 3. The ends of each section 
were Inspected prior to testing to ensure that an even beartng surface had been obtatned. 
Test B t ao au e 
(mm) I-.....:.::.;:::::.--t-....::.;.?-+-~::r:.........t (mm) (N/mm2) (N/mm2) % 
01 
3 METRE BEAM/COLUMN IP at 65mm from table of section) 
101.4 102.4 20.2 20.7 19.8 20.2 1.00 295 377 25.2 
100.4 100.5 20.3 20.5 19.8 20.2 1.86 360 390 22.0 





Table 3. Geometric and Material Properties 
Two loading arrangements were used. the first arrangement was used to apply axial load to 
the ends of a 3 metre long channel section. It Is well known that as the appl1ed load Is 
tncreased. the effective section reduces, and as a result a shift tn neutral axis position of 
the section occurs. Consequently the knife-edges were located at the effective neutral axis 
position of each section tested under concentric loading. An alternative arrangement was 
used to simulated the eccentric moments found at the nodes of the full size test frame. The 
knJfe-edge supports were located 65mm from the outer surface of the table and allowed the 
channel to bend freely about the weak axis, but prevented strong axis bendtng. and also 
twisting about the longltudtnal axis. The end plates were thick enough to restratn warptng. 
The second arrangement consisted of a 9 metre (3 x 3m) column. as shown in Figure 13. 
Channel sections 1.5 and 3.0mm thick were tested under axial load. Warping and lip 
rotation restratnt existed at each end of the colunm but by uSing three spans the effect of 
restratnt on the lip buckltng behaViour of the central span ts reduced. Flexure about both 
axes of the section and twisting about the longitudinal axis were restratned along the entire 
length. Thts was done to ensure that the IIp buckltng behaviour would not be affected by 
overall buckltng. Test results are given in Tables 4 and 5. and Figure 14 and 15. 
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Figure 13 Lip Buckling Failure - 3 x 3 metre Chord Member 
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Exper1mental results are compared with the design model m Figure 16. BS5950 (1987) 
does not refer to lip bucklmg. but does stipulate that the sides of an open section should be 
stiffened by a simple l1p having a width which Is at least one fifth of the width of the 
adJo1n1ng element. For other types of edge stiffening a min1mum allowable second moment 
of area of the lip about the middle surface of the element to be stiffened Is given. The 
second moment of area of the Up and downturn for the channel secttons considered Is 
much greater than that required by BS5950 (1987) and EC3 (1989), but lip bucklmg stlll 
occurs for slender cross-sections. 
t PuT PuT PuT 
(rnm) (kN) Pun PuBS 
3 METRE BEAM/COLUMN IP at 65rnm from table of section) 
1.00 30.0 1.37 0.85 
1.86 98.0 1.43 1.09 
3.00 150.0 1.14 1.09 
3 METRE COLUMN IP at neutral axis of effective section) 
1.50 80.0 1.14 0.813 
3.00 275.0 1.06 0.98 
9 METRE COLUMN (Restramed against flexural bucklmg) 
1.50 95.7 1.13 0.76 
3.00 420.3 Failure of section by T.F.B. 
C = 0.8( LB/rVo 
Table 4. Comparison of Test Results with Predicted FaIlure Loads 
t GuT auT 
(rnm) IN/rnm2) aun 
Gauge 4 Gauge 6 Gauge 4 Gauge 6 
3 METRE BEAM/COLUMN IP at 65mm from table of section) 
1.00 151 163 1.14 1.23 
1.86 338 335 1.40 1.39 
3.00 436 345 1.33 1.06 
3 METRE COLUMN (P at neutral axis of effective section) 
1.50 :=t 276 254 1.45 1.27 
3.00 441 478 1.13 1.22 
9 METRE COLUMN (Restrained al(amst flexural buckllrW 
1.50 233 247 1.17 1.24 
3.00 361 364" 0.92 0.93 
C = 0.8! LB/rVo 
*SecUon failure by Torsional Flexural Buckllng 
Table 5 Comparison of Lip Buckl1ng Stress (Equation 6) GuL with 
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Figure 15 Load v. Lateral Displacement - 9 metre Column Tests 
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1.6 
1.4 • l-• 
• 3m beam-column (Model) 
0 3m beam-column (B85950)-
,;I~ 1.2 r-• 0 ~ Il.~ 1.0 -----------------E--
ll~ 0.8 0 ~ 
... 
3m column (Model) 
A 3m column (885950)' 
• 
9m colwnn (Model) 
0.6 <> 9m column (B85950)-
C =0.8 
0.4 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
t • (mm) 
Figure 16. Comparison of Experimental results with Design Model 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
(1) The lip buckling phenomenon has been studied for a range of C-sectlons having lips 
with downturn. For the more slender sections. the Up buckling strength Is conSiderably 
less than the yield stress. It Is therefore essential to consider lip buckling when deSigning 
members In compression. 
(2) The IIp has been treated as a strut supported by an elastic foundation. The stillness of 
the foundation depends on the deformational stiffness of the section. The stillness Is 
assumed to be that of uncoupled transverse strips. The crlUcal buckling stresses so 
calculated. incorporating an assumed depth of lip and an assumed point of application of 
the disturbing force. accord satisfactorily With those calculated by finite element models In 
which the column deflection and rotation are prevented. 
(3) AxIal loading and pure bending have both been conSidered. If the crltlcal lip buckling 
stress In bending Is defined as the moment divided by the section modulus at the lip table. 
then the buckling stress for bending Is about 33% greater than for axial loading. If the 
section modulus Is assumed to be taken at the centroid of the lip section. the dillerence Is 
reduced to about 10%. 
(4) For a typical section and length of member. the number of lip buckling half waves In the 
length varles between two and four. depending on the thickness of the section. 
(5) Up buckling strength Is estimated by Introducing an assumed initial deflection and 
applying the Perry-Robertson formulation for column design to determine the average lip 
stress at which first yield occurs. The formulation shows a satisfactory agreement with 
experiments and with non-linear elasto-plastlc finite element analysis. 
(6) In the design method. It Is assumed that local buckling of the table and/or webs of the 
section w1l1 not diminish the deformational stillness of the section, provided that the 
wavelength for local buckling Is small compared to the wavelength of lip buckling. For the 
sections considered. this assumption Is found to be justified. 
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(7) In the current design procedure for the strength of chord members In the Conder Harley 
frame the yteld stress of the material is replaced by the lip budding strength. 
(8) Lip budding can be prevented by restraining deformation of the section at sufficiently 
close Intervals 
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APPENDDt-NOTATION 
AL Effective area of lip 
B Breadth to mld thickness 
BL Breadth of lip to mld thickness 
C Imperfection constant 
D Depth to mld thickness 
DL Depth of lip to mld thickness 
E Modulus of elasticity 1205 kN/mm2) 
H Distance between the mld thickness of the table and the centroid ofthe lip 
IL Second moment of area of lip about a vertical axis 
L Length of member 
l Lip halfwave length of buckling 
LB Mlnlmum critical l!p buckling half wave length 
LR Is the distance between effective restraints 
m Number of half waves along the length of the member 
F Lip disturbing force 
Pes Short strut resistance according to BS5950: Part V 
PcrF Critical buckling reSistance obtained from finlte element analysis 
PoF Lip reSistance at first surface yield obtained from finlte element analysis 
PuBS Ultimate resistance given by BS5950: Part V: 1981 
PuD Ultimate axial load on member obtained from Equations 1 to 6 
PuF Ultimate axial load on member obtained from finite element analysis 
PuT Ultimate axial load on member obtained from tests 
I"L Radius of gyration of lip about a vertical axis 
Thickness of section 
y The greater distance from the vertical lip centroldal axis to the vertical surface of the 
lip 
w Lateral displacement of lip 
wo Inlttallip imperfection 
e Percentage elongation of material at ultimate load 
P Foundation modulus based on transverse stiffness of cross section 
(Jav Average stress on member 
(JerF Elastic critical lip buckling stress obtained from finite element analysis 
(JerL Elastic critical lip buckling stress obtained from equation 5 
(JuL Ultimate stress of lip given by Equation 6 
(JuD Ultimate stress In lip obtained from Equations 1 to 6 
(JuT Ultimate stress In lip obtained from tests 
(Jo Yield stress of material 
(JoF Stress at fIrSt surface yield obtained from finite element analysiS 
(Ju Ultimate stress of material 
(JuF Ultimate stress of lip obtained from finlte element analysis 
(Jd Design strength ( the smaller of (Jo or 0.84 (Ju ) 
11 Imperfection parameter 
v Poisson's ratio 
Eleventh International Specialty Conference on Cold-Formed Steel Structures 
St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A., October 20-21, 1992 
LATERAL BUCKLING OF SINGLY SYMMETRIC BEAMS 
Teoman Pekoz l 
ABSTRACT 
General solutions for the elastic lateral buckling moment of 
singly symmetric sections are studied. The studies include the 
effect of the location of the load on the section as well as the 
effect of moment gradients on the lateral buckling moment. Design 
provisions are outlined for the case of moment gradients. 
BACKGROUND 
singly symmetric sections are used frequently as beams or beam-
columns in aluminum and cold-formed steel structures. The 
studies presented here were carried out to develop design 
provisions for aluminum members. However, the general approach 
for calculating elastic lateral buckling moment is applicable to 
steel as well. Some typical members for which the general subject 
is relevant are shown in Fig. 1. 
Lateral buckling of singly symmetric sections has been studied by 
many researchers. The design approach presented here is for the 
most part based on the work of these researchers. The results of 
these studies were simplified for design, and a design approach 
was developed for the case of varying moment along the span. 
Clark and Hill [1960] present a solution for the lateral buckling 
of singly symmetric sections under a variety of loading 
conditions. 
Pekoz [1969] and Pekoz and Winter [1969] have studied the lateral 
buckling of singly symmetric sections under eccentric axial 
loading. These studies include lateral buckling of singly 
symmetric sections subjected to linearly varying moments. Various 
end conditions are accounted for. 
Kitipornchai, et al [1986], give an analysis of buckling of 
singly symmetric I-beams under moment gradient. It is seen in 
this reference and in Pekoz [1969, pages 59-62) that the use of 
moment gradient correction factor Cb may give grossly erroneous 
I Professor, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 
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results for unsymmetric sections subjected to a moment gradient 
that causes reverse curvature. 
An interesting study on the lateral buckling of singly symmetric 
I-Beams is presented by Wang and Kitipornchai [1986]. The 
coefficients given in their paper are included in the design 
recommendations developed here. 
GENERAL SOLUTION 
Based on the elastic torsional-flexural buckling theory, Clark 
and Hill [1960] derive an equation for the lateral buckling of 
singly symmetric beams bending in the plane of symmetry. This 
expression also considers the location of the laterally applied 
load with respect to the shear center. With a slight change in 
notation, their equation can be written as follows: 
Eq. 1 
In the above equation 
u 
j 
full cross-sectional area 
C1 and C2 
coefficients to be taken as discussed below 
torsional warping constant of the cross-section 





distance from the shear center to the point of application 
of the load. 




effective length for twisting 
~ can be taken conservatively as the unbraced length. If 
warping is restrained at one end it can be taken as .8 ~. 
If warping is restrained at both ends it can be taken as .6 
~. 
r "" .Ir 2+r 2+y 2 Eq. 6 
o V x y 0 
polar radius of gyration of the cross-section about the 
shear center. 
r 
Yradii of gyration of the cross-section about the centroidal 
principal axes 
section modulus for the extreme compression fiber for 
bending about the x-axis 
y - coordinate of the shear center 
In calculating the section properties, as well as the parameter 
g, it is essential to use a proper and consistent axis 
orientation. Equation 1 assumes that the centroidal symmetry axis 
is the y-axis and bending is about the x-axis. The y-axis is 
oriented such that the tension flange has a positive y-
coordinate. The value of g is to be taken as + when the load is 
applied directed away from the shear center and - when the load 
is directed toward the shear center. When there is no transverse 
load (pure moment cases) g = O. The orientation of the axes and 
the cross-sectional notation are illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Kitipornchai, et al. [1986] show that for singly symmetric I 
sections j can be approximated as 
Eq. 7 
In this equation ICY is the moment of inertia of the compression 
flange, Ix and Iy are the moments of inertia of the entire 
section about the x- and y-axes and d f is the distance between 
the flange centroids or for T-sections d f is the distance between 
the flange centroid and the tip of the stem. In a conversation, 
Dr. John Clark pointed out that when the areas of the compression 
and tension flanges are approximately equal, j can also be 
approximated by -Yo' 
DETERMINATION OF Cb FOR DOUBLY SYMMETRIC SECTIONS 
The moment gradient in the span or the unbraced segment is 
usually accounted for by multiplying the critical moment for the 
uniform moment case by a factor designated as Cb • The following 
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expression is used in the AISI [1989, 1991] and the AISC [1986] 
specifications: 
Eq. 8 
in this equation M! is the smaller and Mz the larger bending 
moment at the ends of a laterally unbraced length, taken about 
the strong axis of the member. The ratio of end moments, MJ/Mz, 
is positive when MI and Mz have the same sign (reverse curvature 
bending) and negative when they are of opposite sign (single 
curvature bending). When the bending moment at any point within 
an unbraced length is larger than that at both ends of this 
length, and for members subject to combined axial load and 
bending moment c b is to be taken as unity. 




M~fAX absolute value of maximum moment in the unbraced beam 
segment 
MA absolute value of moment at quarter-point of the unbraced 
beam segment 
MB absolute value of moment at mid-point of the unbraced beam 
segment 
Me absolute value of moment at three-quarter-point of the 
unbraced beam segment 
The AISI Specifications {1989, 1991] have provisions for lateral 
buckling of singly symmetric sections. For bending about the 
symmetry axis (x-axis is axis of symmetry oriented such that the 
shear center has negative x-coordinate.) the following equation 
is given: 
Eq. 10 
For bending centroidal perpendicular to the symmetry axis the 





In this formula C is + 1 for moment causing compression on the 
shear center side' of the centroid and -1 for moment causing 
tension on the shear center side of the centroid. The factor CrF 
is to be calculated using 
Eq. 13 
The expression for l/CTF gives very close results to those 
obtained using the expression for Co' The basic difference is the 
upper limit of 2.3 for Cb' 
A comparison of equations 8, 9 and 13 is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
While all equations agree well above M1/M2 = - 0.25, equation 13 
differs significantly with the other two equations at values of 
less than - 0.25. This difference needs to be considered further, 
particularly for singly symmetric sections. The principal 
advantage of equation 9 over 8 is the ability of equation 9 to 
estimate Cb values accurately for most nonlinear moment gradient 
cases such as for beams with lateral loading. 
DETERMINATION OF Cb FOR SINGLY SYMMETRIC SECTIONS 
The application of the Cb factor to singly symmetric sections in 
the same manner as for doubly symmetric sections has been shown 
to be very unconservative in certain situations by Kitipornchai, 
et al [1986]. They show clearly that this is the case with plots 
such as given in Fig. 4. They have considered unsymmetric I 
sections, however similar results are expected for other singly-
symmetric open sections. The unconservative results arise if the 
Cb factor is applied to the critical moment determined for the 
case of larger flange in compression, ML , when it is possible 
that somewhere in the unbraced segment the smaller flange may be 
subject to compression. 





The factor m shown in the figure is the same as Cb • Namely, 
Eq. 17 
M. is the elastic lateral buckling moment for the given moment 
gradient, Mo is elastic lateral buckling moment for uniform 
moment. 
The curve designated "Equation 6" is plotted using Eq. 8 for Cb 
except for the upper limit of 2.56. 
Single Curvature Cases 
It is seen in Fig. 4 and other similar figures in Kitipornchai, 
et al [1986] that for single curvature cases, namely for M1/M2 
less than zero, it is satisfactory to modify the lateral buckling 
moment for equal end moments through the use of coefficients Cb , 
C1 and C2 except when p is less than 0.1. For values of pless 
than 0.1 it appears reasonable to take Cb = 1. 
The expressions for Cb , C1 and C2 for some special cases are given in Wang and Kitipornchai [1986]. The expressions given below are 
somewhat simplified versions of the ones given in the reference. 
These expressions are valid for single span, simply supported 
beams with singly or doubly symmetric sections bent in the plane 
of symmetry. 
a. uniformly distributed load over the entire span 
0.46, C2 = 0.53 
b. One concentrated load placed at aL from one of the ends of 
span 
Cb = 1.75-1.6a(1-a) 





0.55, C2 0.40 
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c. Two concentrated loads placed symmetrically at aL from each 
end of span 
Cb 1+2.8a 3 Eq. 21 
C1 





C1 Eq. 23 (l-a) Cb--2 
Reverse Curvature Cases 
It is seen in Fig. 4 that when M1/M2 is greater than zero, the 
use of Cb factor, without considering the singly symmetric nature 
of the section, can give very inaccurate results. A singly 
symmetric section can have two critical moments that can be 
significantly different from one another. For a singly symmetric 
I section, the critical moment when the larger flange is in 
compression, ML, can be several times that when the smaller 
flange is in compression, Ms' If the maximum moment in the span 
occurs at a section with the large flange in compression and the 
Cb factor is applied to ML then the critical moment calculated 
may be several times the actual critical moment. For open 
sections such as lipped C sections as shown in Fig. 1, ML is for 
the case when compression is on the shear center side of the 
centroid, and Ms for the case when tension is on the shear center 
side of the centroid. 
Some reverse curvature cases are illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6 • 
In Fig. 5, if the top flange is the smaller flange and M~occurs 
at a section with smaller flange in compression, the appll.cation 
of the Cb factor Ms to determine the critical moment would give 
conservative results. This is because in each case, the larger 
flange is subjected to compression in a part of the span and the 
actual critical moment is larger than CbM •• 
If the top flange is the larger flange in Fig. 5, and M~occurs 
at a section with the large flange in compression then 
determining the critical moment as ~ML would be unconservative 
because the presence of a segment with a smaller flange in 
compression would lead to a lower actual critical moment. A lower 
bound to the lateral buckling moment at the end with the smaller 
flange in compression can be found assuming the moment gradient 
in the beam as shown in Case 2 of Fig. 6. The lower bound is 
obtained because it is assumed that throughout the entire span 
the smaller flange is subjected to compression and the moment 
varies from zero to the value of the maximum moment that is 
present in the portion of the span with the smaller flange in 
compression. 
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The application of the coefficients Cb, C1 and C2 to end moment 
cases can be demonstrated for the four beams shown in Fig. 6. If 
the top flange is the smaller flange, the Cb factor can be 
applied to Mg conservatively in each case. The resulting lateral 
buckling moments are required to be larger than the actual 
applied maximum moments. 
If the top flange is the larger flange, the Cb factor cannot be 
applied to ML conservatively in Cases 3 and 4 without checking to 
see if a lower lateral buckling moment is possible, due to the 
fact that over a portion of the beam the smaller flange is in 
compression. A lower bound to the buckling moment for the case 
with the smaller flange in compression over a portion of the span 
can be found by assuming that the smaller flange is subjected to 
a moment distribution as shown for Case 2 with the small flange 
in compression. 
For Case 3 in Fig. 6 with the smaller top flange, Cb for the 
actual moment distribution can be computed and applied to Ms and 
compared with M2. The moment at the end with M1 does not need to 
be checked. 
In summary, Cb can be determined as usual for all cases except 
when M~~xproduces compression on the larger flange and the 
smaller flange is also subjected to compression in the unbraced 
length. In this case, the member need also be checked at the 
location where the smaller flange is subjected to its maximum 
compression. At that location CbMS should be larger than the 
actual moment. Load and resistance factors or factors of safety 
need to be taken into consideration in this comparison. 
DETERMINATION OF C1 AND C2 
Values of C1 and C2 are given above for some cases. For doubly 
and singly symmetric sections subjected to a linear variation of 
moment along the span or in the unbraced segment c1 is equal to 
zero. For other variations there are no theoretically obtained 
values available except for the special cases listed above. For 
these variations, unless more accurate values are available it 
appears reasonable to take C1 = 1. 
For doubly symmetric sections j = 0, thus C2 is not needed. For 
singly symmetric sections, when moments vary linearly between the 
ends of the unbraced segment C2 =1. For other variations there 
are no theoretically obtained values available except for the 
special cases listed above. For these variations, as pointed out 
in a conversation by Dr. LeRoy Lutz, it may be reasonable to 
interpolate between the values given for the special cases and 
the linear moment case. 
8 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A general design procedure for calculating lateral buckling 
moments of singly symmetric beams has been developed. 
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Beam Case 1: 
M 
Mom, diag, 
Beam Cas e 2: 
M2 
Mom, diag. 








Fig. 6 Beam and Moment Diagram Examples 
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FLEXURAL CAPACITY OF DISCRETELY BRACED C'S AND Z'S 
Duane Ellifritt1, Thomas SputoZ, and Jack Haynes3 
INTRODUCTION 
The American Iron and Steel Institute's Specification for the Design of 
Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members (1) presently requires that channel and zee 
flexural members, when not attached to sheathing, be braced against twist and 
lateral translation at the quarter-points of the span (Section 03.2.2). This 
provision first appeared in the Second Edition of the Specification in 1956, and 
has been there through all succeeding editions up through the 1989 Addendum. 
The newest formula for lateral buckling (part (a) of C3.1.2) is a more 
exact procedure for calculating lateral torsional buckling of a doubly, singly, 
or point symmetrical section than was the earlier one (now part (b». It is fair 
to ask, then, whether the requirement for quarter-point bracing is still needed. 
If a user wishes to space lateral braces at greater distances and accept a 
reduced bending capacity, I~hy should quarter-point braces be mandated? Was the 
original reason for including this provision in the 1956 Specification more a 
serviceability consideration than strength? 
The purpose of this research was to find answers to these questions. 
BACKGROUND 
The primary research work that led to the requirement of quarter-point 
bracing in the Specification seems to have been that of Winter, Lansing and 
~1cCalley (2). They tested channels on an 11 ft.-6in. (3.5 m) simple span vlith 
lateral braces at each of the supports and two other locations which were varied 
symmetrically about the beam mid-span, as shown in Figure l(a). The channels 
I~ere loaded with tvlO concentrated, symmetrically placed loads I'lhose positions 
were constant for all tests. The spacing between these loads was 2 ft.-2 in. 
(.66 m), and the loads were never applied at a braced point. 
Taking the distance between supports as "L" and the distance between the 
braces as "a", four different aiL ratios were tested: 0, .478, .652, and 1.0. 
The first corresponds fully braced, the second to a single mid-span brace, the 
thi rd (roughly) to braces at the 1j 4 and 3/4 pos it ions, and the 1 as t to the com-
pletely unbraced case. Seven channel sections were tested, their depths ranging 
from 4 to 8 in. (102 to 203 mm), their flange widths from 2 1jz to 4 in. (63 to 
102 mm) and the thicknesses from .060 to .151 in. (1.5 to 3.8 mm). Lips were 
about 3/4 in. (19 mm) for all sections. 
Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Florida, Gaines-
ville, Florida, 32611. 
Consulting Engineer, Gainesville, Florida. 
Engineer, LoBuono, Armstrong & Associates, Tallahassee, Florida. 
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On the basis of these tests, a simple theory was developed that summed 
stresses at the corner of flange and web, calculating stress by vertical loading 
only, then adding the stress due to a lateral force of Pel2h acting on a section 
made up of the compression flange, 1 ip, and 1j4 of the web. (h is the channel 
depth, e the distance from the shear center to the centerline of the web, and P 
the vertical load.) This simplified approach agreed with the test results within 
5-6%. The theoretical results for various parameters have been plotted in 
Figure l(b). 
It can be seen that, up to about aiL of 0.5, there is only about a 10% 
variation from the fully braced case. The authors have said, "It would seem 
therefore, that within the limits of our test evidence, a theoretical overstress 
of about 15% can be disregarded in practical design. The problem is, then, mere-
ly to locate braces such that no more than this overstress will occur." Further 
in the paper, they state, "for a great variety of practical loading schemes-it 
is never necessary to provide more than four braces between supports in order to 
1 imit the overstress to 10% [of the yield stress]. If 15% overstress is accepted 
for practical design, as was previously suggested on the basis of Figure 10 [Fig-
ure l(b) in this report], similar calculations show that three braces equally 
spaced between supports will satisfy this requirement for most practical load-
ings." On the other hand, it is also stated in this paper, "It is seen that for 
the smaller of the two spacings of braces, [aiL = 0.47S] ultimate loads for all 
pract i ca 1 purposes are the same as for cont i nuous brac i ng. " Th i s quote is 
repeated by Dr. Yu in his book on page 247 (3). It seems to contradict the 
earlier quotes citing the need for "three braces equally spaced between sup-
ports." And it should be noted that the case of 1/4- po int bracing was never 
actually tested. No lee sections were included in these tests either. 
TEST PROGRAM 
In the research conducted by the writers (4), typical channel and lee sec-
tions were tested in flexure with various types of bracing. The bracing condi 
tions were: continuous bracing, quarter-point, third-point, mid-point and no 
bracing at all. All tests were performed on IS-foot (6 m) simple span purlin 
sections supplied by Pascoe Steel Buildings. The dimensions of the sections 
tested are shown in Table 1. 
The test set-up and loading mechanism is shown in Figure 2. It should be 
emphasized that the quarter-point brace requirement in the AISI Specification 
applies only when the member is not attached to deck or sheathing. Therefore, 
the load was applied as two concentrated loads rather than a uniform load. In 
the first series of tests (Groups I through IV), the load point was not a braced 
point. A second series of tests (Groups V and VI) was run with the loads applied 
at a braced point. 
Two beams were tested simultaneously for each bracing condition. Channels 
were positioned back-to-back; lees were placed with the bottom flange facing 
inward. The bracing consisted of 1 x 1 in. (25 x 25 mm) angles connecting the 




A total of 23 tests were done, the results of which are listed in Table 2. 
Various types of failure can be seen in Figures 3 through 8. None of the 
tests failed by classic lateral buckl ing, but by distortional buckl ing of the 
compression flange. 
Classical lateral-torsional buckling, that is, bifurcation bUckling, does 
not occur in channels or zees, because lateral deflection begins with the first 
load. The term "lateral-torsional buckling" needs to be replaced with some 
definition more characteristic of such behavior. For this paper, the term 
"translation-rotation failure" will be used to mean large rotations and lateral 
deflections leading either to an inelastic failure at the flange-web junction, 
or excessive deformations. 
When an unsymmetrical section like a channel or zee is loaded in a plane 
parallel to the web, its natural tendency is to deflect laterally and twist in 
such a way as to relieve the compression on the stiffening lip. Near a braced 
point, this tendency to translate and twist is restrained, leading to a large 
compression stress on the lip, with eventual lip buckling leading to flange 
buckling. This may occur at a load less than that predicted by the "lateral 
buckling" equations of C3.1.2. Such a failure mode could be called "flexural-
distortional buckling" to differentiate it from lateral-torsional buckling and 
distortional buckling under pure compression. It is not predicted by any proce-
dure currently in the AISI Specs. 
With this definition in mind, it can be said that the only tests to exhibit 
"translation-rotation failure" were those that were totally unbraced. All the 
rest failed by lateral-distortional buckling. 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
According to the AISI Specification, the nominal moment capacity is 
M = Sf 
n e 
where Se is the effective section modulus at some stress level f. 
This means that the flexural capacity of a slender section is a function 
of the stress at the buckling load times the effective section modulus calculated 
at the buckling stress. The problem is a complicated one because the effective 
section changes with every change in un braced length. The authors have written 
a computer program to take the drudgery out of these calculations. A typical 
moment vs. unbraced length curve is shown in Figure 9. Note that at some 
unbraced length, the section becomes fully effective. 
Such curves were developed for the six test groups and are shown in Figures 
10 through 15 with the test values superimposed. 
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EVALUATION OF TEST RESULTS 
ill beams except the unbraced ones failed by flexural-distortional buckling 
of the compression flange, which is not predicted by Section C3.1.2. 
Note that the flexural-distortional failure mode usually occurs at a lower 
load than that predicted by the lateral buckling equations currently in the AISI 
Specification. See Figure 12 for example. The two points falling below the 
theoretical curve are those at 4 Y2 1 (1.5 m) and 61 (2 m), or quarter-point and 
third-point bracing, respectively. 
The results of ill tests are shown in one non-dimensionalized plot in Fig-
ure 16. For quarter and third-point bracing, six of the eight tests failed at 
less than the predicted lateral buckling load. For mid-point bracing, six of the 
seven tests exceeded the predicted and for the totally unbraced case, ill tests 
exceeded the predicted. This leads to the startling conclusion that the 1956 
quarter-point bracing requirement not only is not needed, it may actually be 
harmful. It may give the designer a false sense of confidence by predicting a 
load that cannot be achieved. There is currently no provision in the AISI Speci 
fications that deals with flexural-distortional buckling. 
As was noted earlier, there has been some feeling that the quarter-point 
bracing requirement was put in the spec to limit deflections and rotations. In 
test Groups V and VI, the loads were applied at braced points. In some tests, 
only the top flange was laterally braced and in other tests, both flanges were 
braced. Rotations, vertical and horizontal deflections were measured in these 
tests. The results are shown in Table 3. 
For example, look at the 14-gage channel with third-point loading. When 
completely unbraced, the channel rotated 50 degrees at mid-span! With third-
point bracing of the top flange only, this was cut to 18 degrees. By bracing the 
bottom flange as \'1e11 , a further reduction to 3 degrees was achieved. These 
values were at failure loads; at service loads these same three numbers were 18, 
6, and 1 degrees. 
A close scrutiny of this table will indicate that one brace at mid-span 
holds deflections and rotations to well within acceptable limits. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From th iss tudy, the authors cone 1 ude that the requ i rement for the qua rter-
point bracing of channels and zees not attached to deck or sheathing is not 
needed. It is recommended, however, that a mid-span brace be used to control 
lateral deflections and rotations at service loads. At the same time, it should 
be noted that the present lateral buckling equations in the 1989 AISI Specifica-
tion for predicting the capacity of such members may be unconservative for cases 
where lateral braces are spaced closer than mid-point. 
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Table 1. Properties of Test Specimens 
Thickness* Depth Flange Lip Yield Group Section Strength in. (mm) in. (mm) in. (mm) in. (mm) ks i (mPa) 
I C .0723(1.8) 8.15(207) 3.39(86) .868(22) 63.6(438) 
II C .0954(2.4) 8.24(209) 3.44(87) .827(21) 60.4 (417) 
III z .0574 (I. 5) 8.25(210) 2.32(59) .758(19) 65.9(455) 
IV Z .0869(2.2) 8.25(21 2.38(61) .742(19) 60.0(414) 
V c .0728(1.8) I 8.12(206) 3.18(81) 1. 055 (27) 60.0(414) 
VI z .0590 (1. 5) 8.31(211) 2.28(58) I .776(20) 62.0(428) 
*without paint 
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Table 2. Test Results 
Mn Mn MlMn MlMn Failure Group Test 11* Mt Other Other aiL Modes** Cb = 1 Cb Cb = 1 Cb 
I C14U 44.43 44.12 101% 1.00 A 
C14M 110.73 115.17 124.82 96% 89% 0.50 B 
C14T 112.48 135.08 83% 0.33 ( 
(14Q 152.65 142.00 108% 0.25 ( 
C14F 143.88 150.86 95% 0.00 C 
I I C12U 72 .14 60.44 119% 1. 00 A 
C12M 171. 98 153.23 163.32 112% 105% I 0.50 B 
III Z16U 17.54 11 .31 155% 1.00 A 
Z16M 47.18 43.04 54.11 110% 87% 0.50 B 
Z16T 55.17 71.86 77% 0.33 D 
Z16Q 65.31 80.20 81% 0.25 C 
Z16F 111. 53 90.33 123% 0.00 E 
IV Z13U 30.89 18.57 166% 1.00 A 
V C14TU 51.60 42.43 122% 1.00 A 
C14TT 105.24 136.41 77% 0.33 C 
C14T8 141. 42 136.41 104% 0.33 C 
C14MT 123.00 117.19 132.25 105% 93% 0.50 C 
C14MB 120.84 117.19 132.25 103% 91% 0.50 C 
VI Z16TU 18.30 11.16 164% 1.00 A 
Z16TT 48.72 78.84 62% 0.33 E 
Z16TB 62.76 78.84 80% 0.33 B 
Z16MT 45.97 42.34 71.92 109% 64% 0.50 B 
Z16MB 70.27 42.34 71. 92 166% 98% 0.50 B 
* Test Designation: Nt = Failure moment from test, in k 
Mn = Nominal Calculated Moment, in -k 
(AISI, Sec. C3.1.2a) 
Section 
~e_ 
C or Z 
** Modes: 





Condit i on 
U = Unbraced T = Third-point F Fully braced 
M = Mid-point Q = Quarter point 
TU = Third-point loading, unbraced 
TT Third-point loading, top flange, braced 
T8 Third-point loading, top and bottom flanges braced 
MT Mid-point loading, top flange braced 
MB Mid-point loading, top and bottom flange braced. 
A = Web buckled at midspan 
B = Flange buckled at midspan 
C = Stiffener/flange/web buckled at load point 
D = Web buckled in midspan - stiffeners buckled in end spans 
E = Stiffener buckled in midspan 
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Table 3 ~'easured Deflections and Rotations 
Unbraced Top Flange Top & Bottom 
Braced Fl ange Braced 
C14 Third Point Loading 4' 6' 9' 4 ' 6' 9' 4' 6' 9' 
Ult imate Moment k-in 52 105 141 
Rotation degrees 31 45 50 12 17 18 1 2 3 
H. Defl. in 2.19 - - 2.75 0.18 - 0.37 0.37 1. 06 
V. Defl . in -- 4.69 - - 2.50 - - - 2.06 -
** Service Moment k-in 31 63 85 
Rotation degrees 11 15 18 3 5 6 0 1 1 
H. Defl. in 1.06 -- I. 19 0.05 - - 0.08 0.03 -- 0.03 
V. Defl . in - 1.06 - - -- 0.95 - - - 1.06 - -
C14 r1id Point Loading 
Ult imate Moment k-in - - 123 I'll 
Rotation degrees - - . - 8 12 16 3 5 2 
H. Defl. in - - - 0.28 0.31 - 0.66 0.88 
V. Defl. in - - - - ,- 2.00 - . - 1. 66 -
** Serl,li ce Moment k-in - 74 72 
Rotation degrees - -- 3 4 6 1 1 1 
H. Defl . in - - - - 0.09 0.07 - - 0.05 0.05 - -
V. Defl. in - - -- - - -- 0.87 - - - - 0.86 -
Z16 Third Point Loading 
Ult imate Moment k-in 18 49 63 
Rotation degrees 27 44 64 4 9 10 1 1 2 
H. Defl . in 3.78 -- 6.00 0.21 -- 0.56 0.06 - - 0.25 
V. Defl . in . - - - . - - - - . - - -
** Service Moment k-in 11 29 38 
Rotation degrees 2 5 6 1 2 2 a 1 1 
H. Defl . in 0.49 - 0.78 0.05 - 0.05 0.03 - 0.03 
V. Defl . in - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - --
ZI6 Mid Point Loading 
Ul til11ate Moment k-in - 46 70 
Rotation degrees - - - - 7 11 17 2 2 1 
H. Defl . in -- 0.53 0.75 - 0.16 0.25 -
V. Defl . in - - - - - 0.93 -- - - 1.09 - -
** Service Moment k-in - - 28 42 
Rotation degrees - - 2 3 5 0 0 0 
H. Defl in - -- 0.09 0.13 0.00 0.00 
V. Defl . in - - - - - - - 0.49 - - - 0.64 -
1n - 25.4 mm 















Figure 1. Influence of Brace Locations on Moment Capacity 
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Figure 3 Translation Rotation Failure of 18 ft. (6 m) Un braced Zee. 
Note rotation gages. 
Figure 4 Flexural-Distortional Buckling of Channel at Mid-Span Brace 
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Figure 5 Flexural-Distortional Buckling of Zee Flange Near Middle 
of 6 ft (2 m) Un braced Length 
Figure 6 Flexural-Distortional Buckling of Channel Near Mid-Span Brace 
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Figure 7 Flexural-Distortional Buckling of Zee Near Center 
of 6 ft (2 m) Un braced Length 



















o Unbraced Length 
Figure 9 Typical Moment vs. Unbraced Length Curve for Channel or Zee Using 
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THE BUCKLING BEHAVIOUR OF HOLLOW FLANGE BEAMS 
By: T. J. Heldt! and M. Mahendran2 
SUMMARY 
A new cold fonned structural section known as the hollow flange beam is currently under 
development in Australia. This section will have many applications, particularly in portal frame 
buildings. This paper discusses the lateral distortional buckling behaviour of the hollow flange 
beam. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Palmer Tube Mills Ltd.(PTM), an Australian manufacturer, is currently developing a new cold-
fonned and resistance welded section for structural applications, called the hollow flange beam 
(HFB). Details of the proposed sections which consist of 200, 250 and 300 HFB series are given 
in Figure I. The section can be considered to combine the efficiency of cold-fonned sections 
with the stability of hot rolled sections. Previous studies (PTM, 1990;1991) revealed that this 
section has only minor susceptibility to local buckling in flexure, and that lateral distortional 
buckling is of primary concern to designers. Recent research (e.g. Hancock, 1991; Pekoz & 
Designation Mass D B t 
(kg/m) (mm) (mm) (mm) 
300HFB38 18.5 300 90 3.8 
300HFB33 16.2 300 90 3.3 
D 300HFB28 13.8 300 90 2.8 
250HFB28 12.7 250 90 2.8 
250HFB23 10.5 250 90 2.3 
200HFB23 9.59 200 90 2.3 
200HFB18 7.54 200 90 1.8 
3~ J 
Figure 1. Proposed HFB sections (from Dempsey, 1991) 
L Postgraduate student, Queensland University of Technology, Australia 
2. Senior Lecturer, Queensland University of Technonlgy, Australia 
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Soroushin, 1982) has shown that it is necessary to consider member buckling response as part of 
an overall system if member efficiency is to be maximised. Therefore it was decided to 
investigate the lateral distortional buckling behaviour of the HFB with relevant structural 
restraints and loading conditions. 
In this paper, a brief description is given of the lateral distortional buckling analysis technique 
used. Analytical and experimental validation of the computer program using this technique is 
then presented, followed by selected results for the proposed HFB sections. The implications of 
these results are discussed with respect to practical structural systems. 
2. THEORETICAL BUCKLING ANALYSIS 
D 
Figure 2. Lateral Distortional 
Buckling Geometry of HFB 
In this project, Hancock et al.'s approach 
(1980) was used in developing the lateral 
distortional buckling program HBUCK. The 
essence of this approach was to represent 
the web as a plate element and each flange 
as a line element. Displacement functions 
were then assumed which describe the 
buckling deformation (Figure 2) of the 
member. Strain energy and work 
expressions were developed for each 
element by the solution of the governing 
differential equations (fimoshenko and 
Gere, 1961). By equating the strain energy 
and work expressions, an eigenvalue 
problem was developed. Once the 
eigenvalues have been determined, the 
smallest positive value was selected as the 
buckling load factor. Details of the method 
of analysis used to develop HBUCK are 
given in Heldt and Mahendran (1992). 
It became evident during the investigation that the effect of the following loading and structural 
parameters should be included in the analysis: 
(a) continuous lateral restraint to the critical flange; 
(b) continuous lateral restraint to the non-critical flange; 
(c) lateral and torsional fixity of the flange ends; 
(d) bending moment distribution; 
(e) load height effect. 
Only uniformly distributed load analyses are discussed in this paper since these were found to be 
representative of HFB response, and are commonly encountered in real systems. Figure 3 shows 
the four major connection fixity/internal restraint combinations of interest. The bold lines 
indicate lateral fixity, while the arrows indicate the presence of uniformly distributed load but 
not the position or direction of load application. Load application on the flange surface above 
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and below the shear centre, and at the shear centre were considered. "Above" refers to load 
application on the critical flange side of the shear centre, while "below" refers to loading on the 
same side as the non-critical flange. 
CASE 1. Flange ends free, no 
intermediate lateral restraint. 
CASE 3.Flange ends free, 
one flange laterally restrained. 
CASE 2. Flange ends fixed, no 
intermediate lateral restraint. 
CASE 4.Flange ends fixed, 
one flange laterally restrained. 
Figure 3. Various restraint conditions 
3. VALIDATION OF BUCKLING PROGRAM 
PTM (1990) has already produced graphs of buckling stress versus length for HFB sections in 
the case of uniform moment and undistorted end sections using a finite strip program (BFINST6, 
University of Sydney). Selected critical stress values from this analysis were converted to 
buckling moment values and compared with the output from HBUCK (Figure 4). Good 




















Figure 4. Comparison of HBUCK results with PTM(1990) results 
(uniform bending moment and undistorted end sections) 
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Figure 5. Experimental Set-up 
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A limited number of buckling experiments on 300HFB38 beams with Case I and 2 restraint 
conditions (see Figure 3) were carried out to verify HBUCK buckling predictions. In these 
experiments, third point loading was used as shown in Figure 5. Load was applied by double ball 
jointed hydraulic rams, so that the test beam was not laterally restrained by the rams. Strains and 
deflections of both top and bottom flanges at midspan were recorded for all experiments. The 
buckling load was then deduced from load versus lateral deflection plots. Figure 6 compares 
selected experimental results for lengths of 4 and 8 meters with HBUCK's results for Cases I 
and 2. The theoretical curves assume a third point load at 200 mm above the shear centre, which 
is representative of the actual loading. Reasonable agreement is observed between ex.perimental 
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Figure 6. Comparison of HBUCK results with experimental results for 300HFB38 
(third point loading at 200 mm above shear centre) 
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Figure 7. Comparison of HBUCK results with experimental results for 300HFB38, Case 3 
(third point loading at 200 mm above shear centre, restrained non-critical flange) 
HBUCK was used to study the effect of the intennediate lateral restraint provided to the non-
critical flange by the sheeting/cladding (Cases 3 and 4 as shown in Figure 3) on the buckling 
perfonnance of the HFB, and the results are shown later in Figure 8. The change of shape of the 
buckling curve with the inclusion of cladding is somewhat unusual, therefore a finite strip 
program (Mahendran and Murray, 1986) was used to verify that for the case of unifonn moment 
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and restrained non-critical flange. The curve resulting from the finite strip analysis was of the 
same form and magnitude as that produced by HBUCK, thus validating the HBUCK results. 
Subsequently, an experiment was also carried out with Case 3 restraint applied to the non-critical 
flange, but with third point loading instead of the uniformly distributed load. This experimental 
result agrees reasonably well with HBUCK predictions (Figure 7). The lateral restraint provided 
in the experiment was reasonably flexible, which may account for the slightly premature failure. 
HBUCK has been shown to produce results which are in good agreement with those from 
experiments, previous theoretical work, and other finite strip analyses. Although it is a simple 
technique, its results appear to exhibit sufficient accuracy for a detailed study of lateral 
distortional buckling behaviour of the HFB. 
4. BUCKLING RESULTS 
Buckling analysis was first carried out for each of the proposed HFB sections with the four 
restraint cases illustrated in Figure 3. Results of this analysis are given in Figure 8 for the 
200HFB18, 250HFB23 and the 300HFB28 (the restrained critical flange case has been omitted). 
Also plotted on the figure are the yield moment and twice yield moment curves. Figure 8 
assumes loading at the shear centre, but such conditions are not common in real structures, so 
Figure 9 examines the buckling behaviour of a 300HFB28 (which may be considered typical of 
HFB sections) when a uniformly distributed load is applied on the flanges of a simply supported 
beam. The influence of the various factors outlined in Section 2 was then re-exanlined for a 
propped cantilever beam. Results of this are shown in Figures 11 and 12. 
4.1 SIMPL Y SUPPORTED BEAM 
The cold-formed steel structures code, AS 1538 (SAA, 1988) allows the full section capacity to 
be utilised if the critical buckling stress for a member in bending is greater than twice the 
nominal yield stress. As seen in Figure 8, this occurs in the case of both the 200HFB and 
250HFB sections (cases 3 and 4), provided the non-critical flange is laterally restrained. This is 
the restraint condition anticipated for HFB sections when used as purlins under wind uplift. 
Recent research on the effect of cladding restraint on Z and C section purlin capacity 
(Hancock,1991; Pekoz & Soroushian,1982) has focussed on the torsional restraint provided by 
the roof cladding. Implicit in much of this work is the assumption that the diaphragm stiffness of 
the cladding is adequate to provide lateral restraint to the purlins. Experimental results tend to 
support this. The torsional flexibility of Z and C sections combined with asymmetric loading 
produces excessive lateral and torsional displacements under loading, inspite of the lateral 
restraint provided by cladding to the non-critical flange of such purlin systems. 
In contrast, the relatively high torsional rigidity of the HFB section, combined with the 
dominance of lateral displacements in the buckling mode and the symmetric stress distribution 
caused by typical loads, mean that lateral restraint provided by cladding to the non-critical flange 
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Figure 8. Theoretical Buckling Results for simple span HFB's 
(uniformly distributed load applied at the shear centre) 
note: NON·CRITICAL flan e restrained for cases 3 and 4 
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In Figure 8, the critical buckling stress of thy 300HFB section is less than twice yield for 
common spans. In order to utilise the full section capacity, bracing similar to that required for 
open sections would be necessary. Alternatively, with no bracing, at least 85% of nominal 
section capacity can be utilised (Clause 3.3.2 AS1538; SAA,1988) for typical spans. For some 
systems it may be more practical to accept this loss of capacity rather than to resort to bracing. 
Alternatively, a slightly wider flange should add sufficient stability to the section to avoid the 
problem. The buckling curves for simply supported HFB sections with a restrained critical 
flange have been omitted from Figure 8, since they are very much above the other curves, and 
their inclusion would not allow detailed examination of the other cases presented. However, this 
case must be examined in detail for the propped cantilever beam. 
The effect of flange end restraint has a significant influence on lateral buckling performance 
when no intermediate lateral restraints are applied, but flange fixity is much more significant 
when combined with intermediate lateral restraint to the non-critical flange (Figure 8). It appears 
that this results from a more complete mobilisation of the section's torsional rigidity when flange 
ends are fixed. For HFB systems, fixed flanges would generally require a welding operation, 
which may not always be economically feasible. The absence of welded flange ends means that 
flange ends will be unrestrained. This is detrimental to the beam buckling capacity. As noted 
above, however, the effect of lateral restraint to the beam is relatively strong and may outweigh 
the loss of flange end fixity caused by the need to avoid welded flange ends in many practical 
systems. 
As previously noted, the load height effect can have a significant effect on buckling 
performance. Figure 9 shows this effect for a simply supported 300HFB28 with a uniformly 
distributed load applied at top and bottom flange levels, and also at the shear centre. The figures 
have been non-dimensionalised so that generalisations may be more readily made. The ratio of 
buckling to yield moment (Mi/My) is plotted against normalised span (where L is the actual 
span, and the other symbols are as defined in Figure 2. Cases 1 to 4 in Figures 9 are as defined in 
Figure 3, while "A" and "B" denote load application on the flange above and below the shear 
centre and SC at the shear centre, respectively (above refers to load application on the critical 
flange side of the shear centre, while below refers to loading on the same side as the non-critical 
flange). Regardless of load position, critical flange restraint increases the buckling capacity well 
beyond yield (results for this case are not shown in Figure 9). 
As seen in Figure 9b, restraint of the flange ends improves the buckling capacity of HFB 
sections for all load height and restraint cases. However, the effect of restraining the non-critical 
flange is highly dependent on the point of load application. For loads applied "below" the shear 
centre (eg. purlins and girts subject to wind suction), buckling capacity is very high so designs 
will be controlled by other factors. If the beam is loaded below the shear centre, or at the shear 
centre with fixed flange ends, full section capacity is available. Even for other cases with 
restraint to the non-critical flange (where full section capacity is not available), the buckling 
moment tends to asymptote towards a fixed value. Considering the familiar effective length 
concept normally associated with buckling, the implication is that effective length is not a linear 
function of span, but has an upper limit for many practical structural geometries. 
The effect of lateral restraint to the non-critical flange can be more clearly seen in Figure 10, 
where the ratio of buckling moments for intermediate non-critical flange restraint to no restraint 
(Mb-case4fMb-case2) is plotted for both the 200HFB18 and 300HFB28. Clearly, load 
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application below the shear centre is very beneficial for simply supported beams. The benefit 
obtained by non-critical flange restraint when load is applied above the shear centre is minimal, 
however this will be an uncommon case in practice. This behaviour can be considered quite 
general for HFB sections. 
100 
10 















Figure 9. Load height effect for 300HFB28, 
(simply supported beam with a uniformly distributed load) 
12 
12 
When flange ends are not fixed and the section is loaded at the shear centre, or for loading above 
the shear centre, some capacity reduction is required according to AS1538 (SAA-1988) 
provisions (Figure 9). However, this reduction may be more acceptable than the use of bracing 
which would be required to utilise full section capacity. It is noted that such bracing would have 
to reduce the effective length to about 2 meters for the 300HFB series (Figure 8). 
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It is interesting to note in Figure 9 that the buckling curves for unrestrained flange ends loaded at 
the shear centre and restrained flange ends loaded above the shear centre asymptote towards each 
other. This may be due to the fact that the effect of flange end restraint on overall performance 
decreases for longer lengths. Unrestrained flange ends is a boundary effect, so it can be 
anticipated that the influence of this feature on overall performance will diminish for longer 
lengths (the relative influence of section geometry increases). It has been shown (PTM, 1990) 
that buckling displacements become predominantly lateral as beam length increases (for 
unrestrained HFB sectionS). Given that torsional displacements are predominantly responsible 
for the load height effect, it is not surprising that the influence of this effect reduces as length 
increases, provided some torsional stability is available (in this case from the ends). The analysis 
used here only predicts the elastic critical load. The post-buckling response of members with a 







Figure 10. Effect of continuous lateral restraint to the non-critical Hange on HFB buckling 
performance 
(simply supported beam with a uniformly distributed load) 
4.2 PROPPED CANTILEVER BEAM 
In order to gain some understanding of the effect of moment reversal on buckling performance, a 
propped cantilever beam was analysed, and the results are shown in Figures II and 12. As 
anticipated, Figures 4 and 6 reveals that the bending moment distribution has a significant 
impact on the buckling behaviour of the HFB sections. From Figure 4, the buckling moment for 
a 300HFB38 with uniform moment and restrained end sections (Case 2) is approximately 60 
kNm for a 4 meter span. For the same section with third point loading and end sections 
restrained, Figure 6 predicts a buckling moment over 100 kNm (in spite of the load being 
applied above the shear centre in this case). This concept is well established, for example, Table 
5.6.1 in AS 4100 -1990. The moment distribution also has a significant effect when combined 
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Figure 11. Load height effect for 300HFB28 






with a restrained critical flange (300HFB28 spaning about 6 m, load applied above the shear 
centre, flange ends restrained) with the simply supported moment diagram, to a value of 
approximately 2 for the propped cantilever case (Figure 11) with the same restraint conditions. 
Comparing Figures 9a and lla, two points should be made. Firstly, as expected, the buckling 
performance of the propped cantilever is significantly more stable than that of the simply 
supported beam. Secondly, the influence of the load height effect on buckling performance is 
quite significant. If load is not applied above the shear centre, then the member will not buckle 
throughout the practical span range as seen in Figure 11a. 
In the case of propped cantilever beams, restraint of the "critical" flange (the flange which is in 
compression for the majority of the span) produces an effect quite different to the simply 
supported beam (Figure II). When the point of load application is at or "below" the shear centre, 
the buckling capacity is much greater than yield (similar to the simply supported case). When the 
load is applied on the flange above the shear centre, however, the buckling capacity is much 
closer to the yield capacity. If flange ends are restrained then the buckling capacity is sufficiently 
high to allow the full section capacity to be utilised. When flange ends are not restrained, some 
capacity reduction will be required. Figure 11 reveals that the buckling capacity of a 300HFB28 
is below twice yield when the load is applied above the shear centre. It is therefore clear that 
lateral restraint of the critical flange is insufficient to prevent buckling when load is applied 
above the shear centre. 
Considering a restrained "non-cridcal" flange (Figure 11 b), the magnitude of buckling capacity 
is very similar to the case of a restrained "critical" flange (Figure llc) for each load application 
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Figure 12. Effect of continuous lateral restraint to the non-critical flange on HFB buckling 
performance 
(propped cantilever with a uniformly distributed load) 
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Figure 12 indicates that the comments made regarding Figure 10 are not limited to the case of a 
simply supported beam, but can be extended to the propped cantilever case and could be general 
for other cases too. That is, load applied below the shear centre combined with lateral restraint is 
very beneficial, while loading above the shear centre largely negates the potential benefit of 
lateral restraints. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions can be made from this investigation. 
1. The simple lateral distortional buckling analysis technique used in this investigation 
correlates well with previous finite strip analyses and with the experimental results. 
2. The buckling behaviour of HFB sections has been shown to be very dependant on all of 
the following factors: 
a. lateral restraint to flanges; 
b. flange end fixity; 
c. bending moment distribution; 
d. load height effect. 
There is significant interaction between these factors. Results presented in this paper 
indicate the trends of lateral distortional buckling behaviour of HFB sections. 
3. The benefits to be gained by considering connection and member fixities when designing 
with HFB sections appear to be more significant than when designing using conventional 
open sections. The section is torsionally quite rigid, but this capacity is not fully utilised if 
flange ends are not fixed. 
4. Load application below the shear centre improves the HFB buckling performance 
significantly. When load is applied above the shear centre, less benefit is gained by 
considering intermediate lateral restraints. 
5. Significant moment reversal as in propped cantilever is beneficial to member buckling 
performance. 
6. Attempts to increase member buckling performance by lateral bracing of the flange may 
be ineffective when load is applied above the shear centre on a member with significant 
moment reversal. 
7. The bracing requirements of some practical HFB systems will be less than those required 
for systems composed of conventional sections. 
8. Lateral and torsional fixity of the flange ends is always beneficial, but it interacts with 
other factors, and thus capacity improvements are not necessarily linear. 
9. The provision of lateral restraint to the non-critical flange can significantly improve the 
buckling performance for many HFB structural systems, depending on the interaction with 
other factors. 
10. Development of new building systems using HFB sections is continuing based on the 
buckling results obtained in this investigation. 
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SUMMARY 
Eleventh International Specialty Conference on Cold-Formed Steel Structures 
St. Louis, Missouri, U.s.A., October 20-21, 1992 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF I-BEAMS 
Sbang - Jian Cben' and Shan - Feng Fang' 
I - beams made of cold - formed thin -walled channels, back to back, ean be connected by resist-
ance spot welding or arc - welding. Both stability and ultimate strength of these beams are different 
for welding method. The stability ean be increased provided several battens are attached on the 
open sections of these beams. 
1. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF I-BEAMS MADE OF COLD-FORMED 
CHANNELS BY DIFFERENT WELDING METHOD 
1.1 INIRODUCTION 
The symmetric I - beams made of cold - formed thin -walled channels, back to back, are 
connected by resistance spot welding (RSW). It is a section often 1l8ed in practice engineering. See 
Fig 1. The writers have investigated a number of sta.nda.rds of cold - formed thin - walled steel 
structures (.l)ncerning RSW dealt only with the strength of RSW, in other words, the strength of 
RSW is not collapsed before the members were collapsed or buckled, but disregarding whether the diI-
a) RSW b) AW 
Iy 
Fig. 1 I - beams made of cold - formed thin - walled ehaMels 
1. Lecturer, Wuhan University of Hydro - Electric Engineering, Hubei, China. 
2. Professor, Wuhan University of Hydro - Electric Engineering, Hubcl, China. 
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ferent welding method affects on structural load - carrying capacity or not. The analysis of this 
problem has not yet presented, the purpose of this section is to analyse the strength and the 
buckling behaviour of I - beam when we utilize different welding method (RSW or A W). So we 
have carried out twelve beams test (strength and stablilty) in Wuhan University of Hydro - Electric 
Engineering and proposed the approximate expressions of calculating the torsion constant If{ of 
beams connected by different method in consideration of stability. 
1.2 TESTING INVESTIGATION 
Experiments have confirmed that both the stability and ultimate strength of beams connected by 
RSW is lower than that of beams joined by A W. First let us see that the stability of these beams is 
compared with different welding method. Length of beam L=11.81ft (3.6m), depth of beam 
h=6-3/8 in. (160mm), flange width b=2-3/4 in. (70mm), flange thickness t 1/10 in. 
(2.Smm), distance of welding spot is 4 in. (100mm) and 3 1/8 (80mm) along direction of beam 
depth and beam length respectively. Experiment results see Table 1. 
TEST MOMENT: IT-KIP (KN-M) TABLE 1 
welding number 0 welding number of 
method beam MOt) method beam M.r2 M.rl/M.rl 
A1-1 2.16 (2.93) A2-1 2.75 (3.73) 1.27 
RSW Al-2 2.146 (2.91) AW A2-2 2.69 (3.65) 1.25 
Al-3 2.095 (2.84) A2-3 2.72 (3.69) 1.30 
From Table 1, the critical moment of beams by A W is 25% higher than that of heams by RSW 
when the section of beams and other conditions are completely the same except welding method. 
Why resaon is? It is possible that the torsion constant If{ is direct reason, because the thickness of 
web is twice as the thickness of flange as the two channels, back to back, are connected. When 
using AW, the torsion consant IKI is the following. 
_ 2btl ~ 
IK,- -3- + 3 ( 1) 
when using RSW, the 11<2 can be approximately written 
_ 2bt' 2( ho -d) t' k,d{ 2t)' 
Iu --3- + 3 + 3 (2) 
The d is distance from welding spot to welding spot along direction of beam depth, k, is effective 
highness factor, effective highness in calculation of torsion constant is k,d, we have obtained 
k, =0.65 by test. 
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For doubly symmetrical I - beams, the critical moment is 
M =~ n-2EI, (~ + (, )'+ l!:. (1 + GIIt(kL)' )) 
" I (kL) 2 A ~ l~ 1, 1fEIw (3) 
in which coefficients ~ I and ~2 are eqwU to 1.13 and 0.45 for the beam simply supported and sub-
jeeted to the uniformly distributed transverse load, E is the modulus of elasticity, l, denotes the mo-
ment of inertia of the cross section about the y-axis, k is a coefficient and eqwU to 1 for the condi-
tion of simple support, L is the distance between points of support against lateral bending and 
twisting, Iw denotes the torsion warping constant, G is the modulus of rigity, lit is the torsion con-
stant, ~ refers to the distance from shear center to the point of application of transverse load 
(positive when load is below shcar center and negative otherwise) . 
Substituting the corresponding vaiues, in which IK is computed by using equation (1) or (2), 
into equation ( 3) respectively, the calculated values of critical moment are satisfactory in agreement 
with the testing results. 
The strength of beam is also different for welding method, the size of beam cross section is the 
same as before, length of beams L = 3.28 It (1m). The strength of beam joined by A W is 
approximately 10% higher than that of beam connected by RSW, why to cause the dfference? It 
can be illustrated that the beam joined by RSW is not enough to develop plasticity in collapse be-
cause the deformation of this beam occurs very readily, specially the outstanding flanges prone to 
local buckling. But the beam connected by A W is enough to develop plasticity almost up to 
forming plastic hinge due to the strengthened effect of welding seams, which can improve the sup-
porting condition and increase the stability of compression flange. Besides, the welding seams far apart 
from the neutral axis of cross section are also beneficial to the load - carrying capacity of the beam 
1.3 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION 
Basen on the experimental investigation for the strength and stability of the I - beam using differ-
ent welding method, we have gotten below two points. 
( 1) The symmetric I - beam made of cold - formed thin - walled channels, back to back, 
are joined by different welding method, the strength and stability of beam joined by RSW is lower 
than that of beam connected by A W. It is worthy to notice and study further. 
(2) The torsion constant lit can be approximately calculated by formula (1) or (2) respectively 
for evaluating critical moment. The design of I - beam made of thin - walled cold - formed 
channels joined by A W can be considered plastic development when the load is dcad load. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGAITON OF COlD-FORMED THIN-WALLED I-BEAM 
WITH BATTENS 
21 INTRODUCTION 
Stability can be increased for centrally or eccentrically load columns of thin - walled open 
cross -section with battens, the experimental investigation of this problem has been carried out at 
Hunan University and theory is confirmed by test. Stability can be also increased for arbitrary 
loaded beam of thin - walled open cross - sections with battens and it is possible to transform the 
mode of fail ure from torsional-flex ural buckling to in - plane colJapse, provided the spacing of the 
battens is close enough to prevent beams from warping and twisting. The critical moment is how to 
calculate if this beam has been added to battens, which is a question to be solved, the purpose 
of this paper is to analyse the buckling behaviour of doubly symmetric thin - walled I - beams with 
battens for raising the load -carring capacity of these beams. 
Experimental investigation of this problem has been carried out at Wuhan University of Hy-
dro - Electric Engineering, we used that the symmetric I - beams made of cold - formed thin - walled 
channels, back to back:, were connected by RSW and 9 speciments have been tested. The 
Rayleigh - Ritz method is applied to determine the critical moments. The final critical moment equa-
tion is relatively simple for practical use, the results of tests arc satisfactory in agreement with predic-
tions of theory. 
22 GENERAL EQUATION FOR LATERAL BUCKLING STRENGTH OF BEAMS WITH 
BATTENS 
Consider a doubly symmetric beam bent about a principal axis, If transverse loads are applied, 
assume that their line of action lie in a plane that contains a principle axis through the shear center 
and the centroid. 
The potential energy of such a beam as buckling can be expressed 
n=; r.~IJU"2+ Elwl1!12 +GI,,1l' 2+2Ml1u" +q~112]dz 
_0 
(4) 
In which u is the displacement parallel to the initial position of the x - axis and 11 is the rotation 
of the cross section, E is modulus of elasticity, G is shear modulus, I, is inertial moment to 
y-axis, I" is torsion constant, Iw is warping constant, M is moment, q is transverse load, ~ refers 
to the distance from shear centre to point of application of transverse load (positive when load 
is below shear centre; otherwise negative). In order to obtain a simple expression for critical 
moment equation, the deformation components u and 11 can be approximated by suitably chosen 
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functions, these functions are selected in such a manner. 




In which A, B are undetermined parameters, f,( z), f,( z) satisfy the geometric boundary condi-
tions at both ends. 
In order to calculate conveniently, make the following suhstitutions, M = M.., (4/L')( Lz-z') and 
q= M.., (S/L'), in which M.., is the maximum value of the bending moment in the beam. 
Applying the Reyleigh - Ritz method, the critical buckling load can be determined. Set 11: = 0 . 
Eq( 4) becomes: 
Letting 
( r~L-Z)f, (z)f,"(z)dz)l~,- [~I, f"l (z)dz t ~' a, ~ (z)dz Mot J~ .0 Jo 
- ~~ r~I,n(Z)dz r.~EIwf'i{Z)+GIIl'~(Z)]dZ=O Jo ,.,0 
l~'~ (z)dz 
'I = -...,..,----'-"-------
- I~L-Z)f2 (z)f,"(z)dz 
Iff(Z)dz 
,,= ( ~ )' --,----'------







And solving equation (7) for M., . one obtains the equation: 
n:EI M.,= Y {, (,,+~ ) ( 12) 
The values of {, • {2 depend on U, (j and the distribution of moment M. the function that des-
cribes u and (j depend on the boundary conditions and on loading conditions. but is usually not af-
fected greatly by the beam cross section and length. L is the distance between points of support 
against lateral bending and twisting, IK is the torsion constant (RSW), u" is lateral bending re-
strained roe!l1cients, Uw is warping restrained coefficients. where Uw = 21m. m is the number of segments 
subdivided by battens. 
Here assumed the functions of deformation 
f, (z) =sin 
f2 (z) i-I . It 2i-l ltZ m It + sm 2m cos --ziil It[1 + ( - 1 ) 'cos a ]} ( 13) 
(i= 1 ..... m) 
Satisfy the following boundary conditions at both end and constraitned condition of batten 
plates. 
f, (z) =f. (z) =0 
f,"(z) =f."(z) =0 
at the batten plates 
fl'(z)=0 z=ia 
at z=O, L 
Here a is spacing of batten plates (centre-to-centre), substituting the assumed deformation 
functions given by equation (13) into (8), (9) obtain those coefficient values in calculating critical 
moment of beams with battens, these valuse are given in table 2. 
COEFFICIENT VALUES FOR CRITICAL MOMENT TABLE 2 
number of battens moment distributed loading condition coef- side bending coefficient 
m coe!l1cient {, licient 
'2 """ 2 1.307 0.397 1 
4 1.457 0.243 1 
6 1.459 0.183 1 
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Letting Table 2 coefficient values into equaiton ( 11) get tbe critical moment given by table 3. 
2.3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
The sections of beam are given by Fig 211, the section size is the same as above, battened seg-
ments sec Fig 2b. The symmetric I-beams made of cold-formed thin-walled channels, back to 
back, are connected by resistance spot welding, the numbers of batten are even number. M;" showes 
the critical moment of unbattened beams, Met1 is the critical moment of beam with battened segment 
a = L/2, M;,,,, is the critical moment of beam with battened segment a = L/4. Test results see table 3. 
a) b) 
IY 
'1{3E lJ= I b I 
Iy 
Fig. 2 
THE CRITICAL MOMENT OF BEAM WITH BATTEN TABLE 3 
number Experiment It • ldp (kN • M) compare 
of beam M'oJ<J ~1 M'(.N M~~Jw M'o~. M'o~. or or 
1 2.16 (2.93) 2626 (3.56) 4.168 (5.65) 1.22 1.93 1.59 
2 2.146 (291) 2.663 (3.61) 4.286 (5.81) 1.24 2.00 1.61 
3 2.095 (284) 2.567 (3.48) 4.322 (5.86) 1.23 2.06 1.68 
number Experiment It • kip (kN • M) compare 
of beam MttO Mo.. Mer. IM'o%. IM'Q;;M IM'-% 
or 
.,.. M;,t< 
1 1.04 1.056 0.95 
2 2.073 (2.81) 2.486 (3.37) 4.396 (5.96) 1.036 1.07 0.97 
3 1.01 1.03 0.98 
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we can know from table 3, the critical moment of beam with battens can be raised 1.22 and 1.9 
times larger than that of the unbattened beam when battened segmcnts are a = L/2 and a = LI 4, the 
critical moment of test is closed to the critical moment of theory. 
2.4 CONCLUSIONS 
(1) The elastic buckling equation of battened beam is obtained by the Rayleigh - Ritz method, 
the ~l , ~1 coefficients incorporate the effect of batten platc to critical moment. 
(2) The stability of I - beams made of the cold - formed thin - walled channels with battens can 
be increased, the theory resul Is are firmed by test. 
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APPENDIX H - -NOTATION 
a = spacing of batten plates (centre - to - centre) 
a, = distance from shear centre to point of application of transverse load (positive when load is 
below shear centre, negative otherwise) 
b = flange width of symmetrical I - Section 
d = distance from welding spot to welding spot along direction of beam depth 
E = modulus of elasticity 
G=modulus of rigidity 
h = depth of beam 
Ix=moment of inertia of beam cross section about x -axis 
I, = moment of inertia of beam cross section about y-axis 
lit = torsion constant 
Iw = torsion warping constant 
K = coefficient 
K. = effective highness factor 
L = distance between point of support against 
lateral bending and twisting 
m=number of segments subdivided by battens 
M = bending moment at any point in a beam 
Mor=maximum value of M for a given beam 
q = transverse load on a unit length of beam 
t = thickness of compression flange 
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u, v=displacements of the shear centre in the x and y direction respectively 
x = coordinate through centroid normal to axis of beam and normal to plane of bending 
y = coordinate through centroid normal to axis of beam and parallel to plane of bending, positive 
downward 
z=coordinate along centroidal axis of beam 
fJ = rotation of cross section 
~,=coellicient depends on the conditions of loading and support etc. 
'1 = coefficient depends on the conditions of loading and support etc. 
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TESTS OF CONTINUOUS PURLINS 
UNDER DOWNWARDS LOADING 
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SUMMARY 
The paper describes a test program on purlin-sheeting systems for which the sheeting 
was screw fastened to the purlins. The test program simulates downwards loading. 
Z-section purlins were tested in three span continuous lapped configurations. The test 
purlins were supported by a range of bridging (bracing) members ranging from no 
bracing to one brace per span. 
The test results are compared with the design values computed using the Australian 
Cold-Formed Steel Structures Standard (AS1538-1988). The Australian Standard design 
is based on a flexural-torsional buckling analysis which may include the restraint from 
attached sheeting. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Roof and wall systems composed of high tensile steel profiled sheeting screw-fastened to 
cold-formed steel purl ins of high strength steel are very common in Australia and 
throughout the world. In Australia, the design of such systems is usually performed 
according to the Australian Cold-Formed Steel Structures Code AS1538·1988 (Standards 
Association of Australia 1988). Despite their wide use, very little data is available in the 
public domain on the strength and deflection characteristics of such systems. In 1988, a 
large vacuum test rig was commissioned in the Centre for Advanced Structural 
Engineering at the University of Sydney using funds provided by the Metal Building 
Products Manufacturers Association for the purpose of providing test data on metal 
roofing systems. The test rig uses a conventional vacuum box to simulate wind uplift. 
An extensive test program on purlin-sheeting systems with screw fastening was 
performed in the vacuum test rig in 1989 for purlins under wind uplift. These tests were 
reported by Hancock et al. (1990). Z-section purlins were tested in three span and two 
span continuous lapped configurations. Both C and Z-sections were tested as simple 
spans. The tests were called the Common Test Program since the purlins, sheeting, 
screw fastenings, laps, bridging (bracing) and cleats were common to the major 
manufacturers in Australia. The test program was repeated in 1990 for purlins under 
downwards loading. Z-section purlins were tested in three span continuous lapped 
configurations, the same purlin sizes, spans and lap lengths were used as for the uplift 
tests. The results of the downwards loading tests are described in this paper. 
The purpose of the paper is to compare the test results with design values for purlin 
sections. The design procedures used are those in the Australian Cold-Formed Steel 
Structures Standard AS1538-1988 (Standards Association of Australia 1988). 
2 TEST RIG 
The test rig consists of a vacuum chamber of length 21 metres (69 ft), of height 4 metres 
(13.1 ft) and of width approximately 1 metre (3.3 ft). The front and back planes (21 m x 
4 m) consist of purlin and sheeting roofing systems sealed with plastic sheeting located 
between the purlins and metal roof sheeting. A cross-section of the rig is shown in Fig. 
1 simulating downwards loading. The top, bottom and end planes consist of stiffened 
steel plating with the stiffeners external to the vacuum chamber. The plastic sheeting is 
attached to the top, bottom and end planes in such a way as not to constrain the roofing 
system under test. 
Transverse support frames, as shown in Fig. 1, support vertical I-section steel members 
with cleats attached. The vertical members simulate rafters in prototype structures. 
The purlins are attached to the cleats on the vertical members. The purlins and 
sheeting are not attached to the vacuum chamber or support frames at any other points. 
For the downwards loading tests, the sheeting is located on the outside of the purlins. 
Air is sucked from the chamber using a Nucon Exhauster with capacity 3600 m3 (127000 
fe) per hour. The pressure in the chamber is controlled by an adjustable flap at the 
northern end which provides a controlled leak. The pressure difference between the 
inside and outside of the chamber is measured using two pressure transducers, one at 
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either end of the rig. 
3 TEST SPECIMENS 
3.1 Test Series 
The tests on the three span lapped Z-sections under downwards loading are designated 
Series 4 (S4). The tests on sections under wind uplift were called Series 1, 2 and 3 and 
were reported in Hancock et a!. (1990). 
3.2 Overall Geometry 
The overall dimensions of the Series 4 lapped test specimens were 21 metres (69 ft) long 
by 4 metres (13.1 ft) high giving spans of 7 metres (23 ft). The four lines of purlins 
were equally spaced at 1200 mm (47.2 in) with the edge purlins 200 mm (7.9 in) from 
the top and bottom of the sheeting. The ribs of the sheeting were located vertically. 
The purlins were attached to cleats at 7000 mm (275.5 in) centres and were lapped over 
the interior supports. 
3.3 Purlin Types and Dimensions 
Three basic Z-sections were used for the Series 4 tests. These were 150 mm (5.9 in) 
deep with 1.9 mm (0.Q75 in) thickness (Z150-19), 200 mm (7.9 in) deep with 1.5 mm 
(0.059 in) thickness (Z200-15) and 200 mm (7.9 in) deep with 1.9 mm (0.075 in) 
thickness (Z200-19). The mean measured overall depth, overall flange widths, overall lip 
depth and total thicknesses including coatings of the sections are summarised in Table 
1. A summary of the purlins used in the different tests is given in Table 2. All purlins 
were constructed from 0450 steel to Australian Standard AS1397-1984 (Standards 
Association of Australia 1984) of yield stress 450 MPa (65 ksi). 
3.4 Sheeting Types and Screw Fastenings 
Two different sheeting types were used for the tests. These were Stramit MONOClAD 
sheeting and Lysaght TRIMDEK sheeting. The mean measured thickness including 
coatings was 0.47 mm (0.019 in). Both of these sheetings, although from different 
manufacturers, had very similar profiles. The particular sheeting used on each test is 
given in Table 2. Fasteners for Series 4 consisted of self-tapping No. 12 screws with a 
Neoprene washer under the head at every crest. The sidelaps were fastened midway 
between the purlins with No.8 self-tapping screws for all tests. 
3.5 Bridging 
The bridging used for each test is summarised in Table 2. The bridging for the Series 4 
tests consisted of 70 mm x 32 mm x 1.25 mm (2.75 in x 1.26 in x 0.049 in) unlipped 
channels bolted at each end to the webs of the purlins. When used, the bridging was 
2800 mm (110 in) from the ends of the end spans and located at the centre of the 
internal span. For all tests, the bridging only spanned between the purlins and was not 
connected to external supports. 
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3.6 Cleats, Laps and Bolts 
Standard two-hole cleats were used for all tests. For the Series 4 tests, the standard 
cleats had nominal section dimensions 75 mm x 200 mm x 8 mm (2.8 in x 8 in x 0.32 in). 
Two M12 Grade 8.8 (0.5 in) bolts were used at each cleat. Two bolts were used in both 
ends of each lap for all Series 4 tests, one bolt in the web and one bolt in the unsheeted 
flange. The distance between the bolt centrelines for all Series 4 laps was 900 mm (35.4 
in). 
For the Series 4 tests, the cleats were located inside the rig as shown in Fig. 1. Since the 
inside (compression) flange was unrestrained at the cleat points except by the lateral 
bending resistance of the cleats, lateral restraint of the cleats (called cleat supports) was 
provided for Test Nos. S4T2 and S4T4. The cleat supports are shown in Fig. 5 and 
consisted of 64 mm x 6.4 mm (2.5 in x 2.5 in) RHS sections bolted through the irmer 
bolt hole on the cleats and purlins. When used, these cleat supports effectively 
prevented lateral deformation of the cleats. For all tests, all bolts were torqued to 54 
N.m (40 ft.lb). 
4 TEST PROCEDURE AND INSTRUMENTATION 
4.1 Instrumentation 
The tests were instrumented to electronically measure displacements and pressures. Six 
displacement transducers were used to measure the vertical and horizontal displacements 
of the purlins at the centre of each of the three spans in the Series 4 tests. In Tests 
S4Tl and S4T2, the vertical measurements were taken at the quarter points. For Test 
S4T6, vertical displacements of the cleats were measured. Only the bottom three rows 
of purlins were instrumented. The displacement transducers were cormected to the test 
specimen by long wires so that displacements normal to the direction being measured 
did not produce a significant alteration in the readings. Two pressure transducers were 
used, one at each end of the rig. Both displacement and pressure transducers were 
connected to the data logger which consisted of an HP3054A interfacing to an Apricot 
microcomputer. 
4.2 Test Procedure 
The pressure was generally increased in 0.2 kPa (4.2 psf) increments until the vicinity of 
failure where the increment was reduced to approximately 0.1 kPa (2.1 psf). In several 
of the tests, the pressure was further increased after initial local failure in the span at 
one end of the rig or the other until failure occurred at the other end of the rig. 
Readings of pressure and displacement were taken at all increments. Readings were 
normally taken after unloading to determine the permanent deformation in the structure. 
For Series 4 Test 2 where a tear occurred in the plastic sheeting, the structure was 
unloaded and a new test commenced after repair. 
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5 TEST RESULTS 
5.1 Measured Failure Pressures 
A complete summary of the measured pressure differences at failure is given in Table 3. 
The range for the Series 4 tests varied from 2.24 kPa (46.8 psf) for the Z150-19 section 
to 3.40 kPa (71.1 psf) for the Z200-19 section. For tests S4T5 and S4T6, a maximum 
load was not reached but failure was assumed when local buckling occurred at the end 
of the lap. After this point, catenary action occurred. 
5.2 Failure Modes 
In the Series 4 tests, initial failure was a flange-web local buckle and occurred at the end 
of the lap as shown in Fig. 6. In some cases, a lip-stiffener buckle occurred at the 
opposite end of the same lap as shown in Fig. 7. Subsequent loading generally resulted 
in a general flange failure at the centre of an end span as shown in Fig. 8. For tests 
without cleat supports, bending deformation of the cleats occurred as shown in Fig. 9. 
The failure positions and failure types of the Series 4 tests are shown in Fig. 3. For Test 
Nos. S41'2 and S4T4, which had cleat supports, both flange-web local buckling and lip-
stiffener buckling occurred at alternate ends of the laps. For Test Nos. S4T1, S4T3, 
S4T5 and S4T6 which did not have cleat supports, substantial lateral bending of the 
cleats occurred and only flange-web local buckling occurred at the ends of the laps. 
5.3 Load-DeOection Response 
The load-deflection response curves of all specimens are given in a detailed report 
(Centre for Advanced Structural Engineering 1990b). Fig. 10 shows the displacement 
normal to the wall of an inner end purlin for Test S4T3 which had no bridging. The 
readings for all four inner end purlins were almost identical and so only one has been 
shown. The values are compared with a linear elastic analysis assuming a double section 
in the lap lengths. The experimental results show some nonlinearity. The initial 
stiffness is close to that of the linear elastic analysis. 
5.4 Determination of Load Ratio in Purlins 
One of the main purposes of the deflection measurements perpendicular to the plane of 
the wall system was to determine the initial flexibilities of the inner (F(INNER» and 
outer (F(OUTER» purlins so that the proportion of the total load carried by the inner 
and outer purlins could be estimated. 
For the Series 4 tests, the ratios F(INNER)jF(OUTER) are based on the secant values 
at 1.0 kPa (20.9 psf) and 2.0 kPa (41.8 psf). For Test Nos. S4T1, S41'2 the mean ratio is 
1.87, for Test Nos. S4T3, S4T4 the mean ratio has been computed as 1.54 and for Test 
Nos. S4T5, S4T6 the mean ratio has been computed as 1.52. 
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5.5 Line Loads on Inner Purlins 
If the load is apportioned between the inner and outer purlins based on the assumption 
that the sheeting is a continuous beam spanning the four purlins which are assumed not 
to deflect, then the ratio of the load on the inner and outer purlins can be determined 
from a statically indeterminate beam analysis to be 1.86. However, the inner purlins 
deflect more than the outer purlins as a consequence of the additional load upon them. 
In this case, some additional load is transferred to the outer purlins and so the load ratio 
will be less than 1.86. Assuming that the measured values of the different deflections of 
the inner and outer purlins are purely a function of the load carried, the ratio of the 
load on the inner and outer purlins is therefore the ratio F(INNER)/F(OU1ER). 
The line loads on the inner purlins may be computed from the average line loads on the 
assumption that the relative deflections are a result of the relative loads, and that the 
mean value for a certain purlin size can be used for all tests of that size, so that: 
Computed Line Load '" Avera ex F(INNER) x 2 
on Inner Purlin g F (OU1ER);- F (INNER) 
The computed values are set out in Table 3. The percentage increase for the 
inner purlin based on the measured displacements ranges from 20 to 30 percent 
depending upon the configuration. 
It should be appreciated that the computed line loads are based on several assumptions. 
These assumptions are: 
(a) The average value of all the tests of a certain size purlin has been used to 
compute the load on each test even though there is a variation from one test to 
the next. 
(b) The values of flexibility are based on the deflections at 1.0 or 2.0 kPa (20.9 or 
41.8 psf) and not those at ultimate. There may be a redistribution of loads 
between the purlins as the ultimate load of the system is approached. However 
the nature of the structural response of the purlins, which is almost linear up to 
the point of localised failure, indicates that this method is fairly sound. 
6 DESIGN LOADS 
6.1 Flexural-Torsional Buckling 
The design of laterally unbraced and intermediately braced beams is set out in Section 
3.3 of AS 1538-1988 (Standards Association of Australia 1988). The design procedure is 
based on the computation of the elastic flexural-torsional buckling stress for combination 
with the yield stress of the steel according to Clause 3.3.2 (Maximum Permissible 
Stress). The Australian Standard allows an elastic flexural- torsional buckling analysis to 
be used in place of the formulae given in the standard. For simply supported and 
continuous beams, a finite element buckling analysis can be performed allowing for : 
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(a) Type of beam support induding simply supported or continuous. 
(b) Loading position induding top flange, shear centre and bottom flange. 
(c) Positioning and type of braces (bridging). 
(d) Restraint provided by sheeting induding the membrane, shear and flexural 
stiffnesses. 
A method of finite element analysis of the elastic flexural-torsional buckling of 
continuously restrained beams and beam-columns has been described by Hancock and 
Trahair (1979). The method can account for all of the effects described above. 
The results of a flexural-torsional buckling analysis of the three span lapped purlin 
(Section Z200-15) under downwards loading (Series 4 Test 4) is shown in Fig. 11. The 
analysis has been carried out for half of the three span configuration assuming 
symmetry at the centreline. The element subdivision is shown in Fig. 11(a) with the 
lapped elements 7 and 8 assumed to have all section properties doubled. The resulting 
bending moment distribution at a load of 1 kN/m (5.72 lb/in) is shown in Fig. neb) and 
deflected shape in Fig. l1(c). The buckled shapes for one row of bridging in each span 
and no bridging in each span are shown in Figs. lIed) and (e) by a solid line. Bridging 
is assumed to provide lateral and torsional restraint at Nodes 4 and 11, and the deats at 
Nodes 1 and 2 are also assumed to provide lateral and torsional restraint in addition to 
the prevention of vertical displacement. The sheeting shear stiffness (kry) described in 
the following Section 6.3 was assumed to be 1000 kN/rad (225 kip/rad). The buckling 
loads are given in Table 4. The buckling load for downwards loading without bridging is 
1.05 kN/m (6.01 lb/in). However, when bridging is included, the buckling load for 
downwards loading is 4.66 kN/m (26.65 lb/in). For downwards loading, buckling is 
mainly in the region of the first interior support. 
6.2 Combined Bending and Shear at the End of Laps 
A second mode of failure involves combined bending and shear in the single purlin 
section adjacent to the ends of laps. Design rules for this case are given in Section 3.4 
of AS1538-1988. The design involves combining the stress in bending at the top of the 
web (fbw) with the average shear stress in the web «(.) using an interaction formula. The 
formula uses the permissible stress in bending at the top of the web (Fbw) and the 
permissible stress in the web in shear (FJ. No interaction between the flexural-torsional 
buckling stress (Fo) and (Fbw) is assumed. 
6.3 Sheeting Restraint StitTnesses 
The definition of the sheeting shear (k ) stiffness is shown in Fig. 12(b). The sheeting 
shear stiffness (~) is assumed to include the shear stiffness of the sheeting material as 
well as the screw fastenings both between the purlins and the sheeting and the side lap 
fasteners between adjacent sheets. A typical value for kry would be 1000 kN/rad (225 
kip/rad). 
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The definition of the sheeting flexural stiffness (kll) is shown in Fig. 12(c). The sheeting 
flexural stiffness (kes) depends upon the spacing of the purlins and the flexural stiffness 
of the sheeting. For the sheeting types used in the tests described below, where the 
purlin spacing used was 1200 mm, the average value of krs is 57 kN/rad (12.8 kip/rad). 
The total torsional restraint stiffness (krz) provided by the sheeting to a purlin is defined 
in Fig. 13 as the moment exerted by the purlin on the sheeting (m,,) divided by the total 
rotation of the secant to the ends of the web (Brj) as shown in Fig. 13(b). The total 
rotation Brj is the sum of Brs and Brjw as shown in Fig. 13(b) and given by Eq. 1. 
Substitution for Brj from Fig. 13, Brs from Fig. 12(c) and Brjw from Fig. 13(b) results in 
Eq. 2. Since the moment applied by the purlin on the sheeting (m,..) is resisted by the 
moment on the sheeting on either side of the purlin (mrs), then mrz is twice mrs' Hence 
the total torsional restraint stiffness (krJ can be determined from the reciprocal of the 
total torsional flexibility (l/krz) by summing the torsional flexibility of the sheeting on 
both sides of the purlin (1/2krs) and the torsional flexibility of the purlin and screw 
fastening (l/kqw) as given in Eq. 3. The torsional stiffness (krjw) of the purlin and screw 
fastening is detined in Fig. 13(b). 
Btj B" + Btjw (1) 
mn mrs +~ 
~ ~ k'iW (2) 
1 1 1 
+ (3) 
The flexural-torsional buckling analyses for the three span lapped Z-section purlins 
described in Section 6.1 were initially computed assuming a kry value of 1000 kN/rad 
(225 kip/rad) and a krz value of zero. The buckling modes for these analyses are shown 
by the solid lines in Fig. 11. The analyses have been repeated assuming a ~ value of 
0.652 kN/rad (0.147 kip/rad) in addition to the kry value of 1000 kN/rad (225 kip/rad). 
The quantitative basis of krz is given in Section 6.4 following. The resulting buckling 
modes are shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 11, and the buckling loads are given in 
Table 4. The effect of the torsional restraint on the downwards loading test of the 
purlin without bridging is to increase the buckling load from 1.05 kN/m (6.01 lb/in) to 
5.03 kN/m (28.8 lb/in) which is also greater than the buckling load of the purlin with 
bridging (4.66 kN/m) (26.7Ib/in). The total torsional restraint stiffness (krz) obviously 
plays a large part in the strength of purlins without bridging under downwards loading. 
6.4 Comparison of Design Loads based on Buckling Analyses with Tests 
In this section the test results are compared with the buckling design model, firstly by 
not including the total torsional restraint (krz) in the model, and secondly by including 
the total torsional restraint (krz) in the model. The actual measured values of the yield 
stress Fy are used in the calculations. These values are 484 MPa, 533 MPa, 507 MPa 
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(70.2 ksi, 77.3 ksi and 73.5 ksi) for the Z150-19, Z200-15 and Z200-19 sections 
respectively used in the downwards loading tests. 
The measured values of krjw were determined using the test procedure summarised in 
the report S786 (Centre for Advanced Structural Engineering, June 1990). The values of 
krjw were determined for each of the combinations of purlin size and thickness, screw 
fastener type and size, and sheeting type. TIle values of ~ were 0.652 leN/rad (0.147 
kip/rad) for the Z200-15 purlin with No. 12 screw fasteners and 1RIMDEK sheeting, 
1.174 kN/rad (0.264 kip/rad) for the Z150-19 purlin with No. 12 fasteners and 
1RIMDEK sheeting and 0.993 leN/rad (0.223 kip/rad) for the Z200-19 pudin with No. 
12 fasteners and 1RIMDEK sheeting. From these measured values, it can be seen that 
the sheeting flexural stiffness (krs) of 57 kN/rad (12.8 kip/rad) is almost two orders of 
magnitude stiffer than the torsional stiffness of the purlin and screw fastening (krjw)' 
Substitution of these values in Eq. 3 shows that the sheeting can be regarded as 
effectively rigid when computing the total torsional restraint stiffness (k,,). 
For the purpose of the comparisons, the strength analysis was based on the finite 
element buckling analysis assuming Clause 3.3 of the Australian Standard and the 
measured yield stress. The analyses were computed firstly excluding the effects of the 
total torsional restraint stiffness (krz), and secondly including the total torsional restraint 
stiffness (k..). Since a permissible stress design to the Australian Standard is normally 
based on a factor of safety of 1.67, the design loads (wd ) have been factored by 1.67 for 
comparison with the test failure loads (we). The resulting values are set out in Table 3 
where they are compared with the failure loads (wr) of the purlins. The ratio (wr/1.67wd ) can be compared with 1.0 to see whether the design procedure is 
satisfactory. If the values are less than 1.0, the design procedure is not conservative, 
and if the values are greater than 1.0, then the design procedure is conservative. 
For the case of downwards loading where the total torsional restraint is ignored, the 
design loads are generally fairly accurate for purlins with one row of bridging but very 
conservative for purlins with no bridging. For the case of downwards loading where the 
total torsional restraint is included, the design loads are slightly unconservative with a 
mean ratio of 0.96. For Tests S4T1, S41'2, S4T3 and S4T4, combined bending and shear 
at the end of the lap controlled the design which was in accordance with the observed 
failure modes. 
7 CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the purlins tested in the vacuum type purl in test rig are set out in this 
paper. The test rig appears to have functioned satisfactorily with no apparent difficulties 
in controlling applied pressure. No restraint was applied to the purlins and sheeting 
other than that of the cleats attached to the rafters. 
Several general conclusions regarding the behaviour of purlins under downwards loading 
can be made. These are: 
(a) The mode of failure in all of the tests was localised failure at the end of the lap. 
Neither flexural-torsional buckling nor nonlinear twisting deformation was 
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significantly visible. 
(b) By comparing the results of Test Nos. S4T5 and S4T6, it can be concluded that 
the bracing did not have a significant influence on the load capacity of the 
purlins. 
(c) By comparing Test Nos. S4T1 and S4T2, and Test Nos. S4T3 and S4T4, it can be 
seen that the inclusion of the cleat supports did not have a significant influence 
on the load capacity of the purlins. However, for thinner cleats, this conclusion 
may not be valid. 
(d) Side lap fasteners were sufficient to transfer membrane forces to the cleats at the 
ends of the purlins, and the need for attachment of the bridging to stiff supports 
was not apparent during testing. 
Several general conclusions regarding the comparison of the design procedure in the 
Australian Standard AS1538 (1988) with the test results can be made. These are: 
(a) Flexural-torsional buckling based on the finite element analysis and applied to the 
downwards loading tests is slightly unconservative for purlins with one row of 
bridging but extremely conservative for purlins with no bridging. The lack of 
conservatism for the purlins with one row of bridging may be a result of the rules 
for combined bending and shear at the end of a lap being slightly unconservative. 
(b) The torsional restraint provided by the sheeting plays a large part in the strength 
of the purlin-sheeting system for purlins with little or no bridging for downwards 
loading. 
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TABLE 1 
MEAN SECTION DIMENSIONS DOWNWARDS WADING TESTS 
(All dimensions in millimetres) 
Purlin/ Flange Lips 
Test Depth Thickness 
Wide Narrow Wide Narrow 
Z200-19/1 202 84.9 75.4 21.4 19.3 1.92 
Z200-19/2 203 83.6 76.5 20.1 19.1 1.90 
Z200-15/3 203 81.7 70.7 19.3 15.0 1.51 
Z200-15/4 203 80.9 73.1 18.3 16.5 1.52 
Z150-19/5 152 66.2 61.2 17.4 18.2 1.90 
Z150-19/6 152 66.7 62.3 16.9 18.4 1.90 
(1 in = 25.4 mm) 
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TABLE 2 
TEST SPECIMEN DETAILS 
Test No Purlin Size Sheeting Cleat Supports Bridging 1 
! 
S4T1 Z200-19 TRIMDEK No 1-1-1 
S4T2 Z200-19 MONO CLAD Yes 1-1-1 
S4D Z200-15 TRIMDEK/ 
MONOCLAD No 0-0-0 
I 
S4T4 Z200-15 MONOCLAD Yes 0-0-0 
S4T5 Z150·19 MO NO CLAD No 0-0-0 
S4T6 Z150-19 MONOCLAD No 1-1-1 
0-0-0 refers to no bridging 
1-1-1 refers to one row of bridging in each span 
Lap lengths were 900 mm (35.4 in) for all tests 
TABLE 3 
FAILURE PRESSURE, DESIGN AND FAILURE LOADS· BUCKLING MODELS 
_._ .. _. _ ._ .. ._ ..... _-
Test Bridging 


















1 kPa 20.9 psf 
1 kN/rn = 5.72 
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:: 477 kip/ft 
* Combined bending and shear at the end of the lap controls 
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Ratio Design Load 
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* krz = 0.652 kN/rad (0.147 kip/rad) 
(1 kN/m = 5.72 lb/in = 477 kip/ft) 























FIG.1 SECTION OF VACUUM TYPE PURLIN TEST RIG 
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FIG.3 FAILURE MODES SERIES 4 - TEST NOS. 1-3 
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FIGJ continued FAILURE MODES SERIES 4 - TEST NOS. 4-6 
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FIG.4 INTERIOR (LEA T AND EXTERIOR SHEETING (S413) 
FIG.5 (LEA T SUPPORTS (S413) 
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FIG.6 FLANGE-WEB LOCAL BUCKLE AT END OF LAP (54 T1) 
FIG.1 LIP STIFFENER BUCKLE AT END OF LAP (54 T2) 
(CLEAT SUPPORTS REMOVED) 
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FIG.a GENERAL FLANGE FAILURE (54 T 41 
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FIG.10 PRESSURE-INWARDS DISPLACEMENT RESPONSE 
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TESTS ON FULL-SCALE ROOFING SYSTE~lS 
by D B Hoore l 
SUMMARY 
This report details an experimental investigation on three full-scale, cold-
formed steel roofing systems. The test programme included both uniformly and 
variably distributed loadings representative of drifting snow. Comparisons 
between the performance of each roof subject to these distributions are made 
and recommendations for the design of roofs loaded with variably distributed 
loads are presented. Finally observations on the tests to failure are 
discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
During the winter of 1981/1982 heavy falls of snow accompanied by strong "linds 
resulted in damage to a number of light-gauge steel roofs within the UK. A 
revievl of these failures indicated that in many cases the snow load on some 
parts of the roof, particularly those areas close to parapets, was 
considerably higher and of a different distribution than is currently 
specified in the British Standard code of practice for loading [1]. This 
review also indicated that although the failures were principally due to 
excessive snow load the stability of light-gauge steel roofs was questionable 
under the loading distributions observed. 
AS a result of these failures the Building Research Establishment, in 
collaboration with the purlin group of the Cold Rolled Sections Association 
(CSRA), proposed a preliminary programme of research to investigate the 
performance of representative light-gauge steel roofs under variably 
distributed loads. 
This paper details the tests carried out on three different purlin roofing 
systems. The test programme included loading each roof \'Iith uniformly and 
variably distributed loads, long-term load tests and a test to failure using 
a variably distributed load, The performance of each roof under both 
uniformly and variably distributed loads is compared and reco~nendations for 
design of roofs subject to variably distributed loading proposed. Finally, 
observations on the test to failure are discussed. 
2. INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
2.1 CHOICE OF ROOF SYSTEH 
There are many proprietary cold formed steel roofing systems available within 
the UK and this number can be further increased if the designer combines 
purlins and sheeting from different manufacturers. For these reasons it was 
necessary, at the start, to limit this investigation to the more co~nonly used 
combinations of purlin, purlin connectors and sheeting, 
Although there are many roofing systems in the UK effectively only three cold 
formed steel purlin sections are used; the zed, zeta and sigma, For all 
lStructural Design Division, Building Research Establishment, United 
Kingdom. 
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types of sections the purlins usually form long runs of members over the 
supporting frames. For practical considerations, however, continuity over the 
full purlin length cannot be achieved and a number of connections are 
required. various proprietary connections are available offering different 
amounts of continuity. These are the simple, single span sleeve, double span 
sleeve and overlap systems. In each case the connections are staggered 
between adjacent rows of purlin to achieve an even distribution of load to the 
supporting frames. Of these systems the double span sleeve system is the most 
frequently used. 
The roof covering has a strong influence on the performance of the purlins and 
again many dif ferent forms are available. The most commonly used is the 
trapezoidal profiled steel sheet. This is usually attached to the purlins 
with self-drill, self-tap screl<ls. Thermal insulation can be used with this 
type of sheeting and is located between the purlin and the underside of the 
sheeting. This may reduce the restraining action of the sheeting on the 
purlin but is not considered in this investigation. 
The slope of the roof also influences the behaviour of the purlin sheeting 
system; currently common practice is to construct roofs with slopes of about 
10°. 
From the above and from discussions with CSRA, it is concluded that a double 
span sleeve system with trapezoidal profiled sheeting and a 10° slope 
represents a typical cold formed steel roofing system and that this can be 
used with anyone of zed, zeta or sigma purlin sections. 
2.2 LAYOUT AND OVERALL DIMENSIONS 
The general layout and overall dimensions of the roof section to be tested 
were determined from a compromise between the following conflicting 
requirements: 
a. Full-scale testing to avoid the scaling problems associated with 
cold working and connection details. 
b. provision of sufficient number of bays to achieve a reasonable 
representation of the partial continuity afforded by a double 
span sleeved system 
c. Available laboratory facilities. 
The fulfilment of requirement (a) was considered essential to give credibility 
to the experimental results. To satisfy requirement (b) a minimum of five 
bays each with three purlins are needed. The laboratory space available (15m* 
13m) restricted the roof to three bays each 4572mm long with three purlins at 
1500mm centres. While it is appreciated that this number of bays will not 
give a true representation of a sleeved system and that the bay size is the 
smallest used in practice it was still considered to be a reasonable 
representation of a practical roofing system. 
3. DESIGN 
A general layout of the roof and purlin identification system is shown in 
Figure 1. A view of the roof and its supporting structure are shown in 
Figures 2b and 2a. The supporting frames vlere constructed from 254*146*37kgim 
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universal beams and 152*152*23kg/m universal columns and were specifically 
designed to have a considerably greater stiffness than that of the roof. 
For each of the. three roof systems tested the purlins and sheeting were 
selected using the manufacturer's safe load tables [2,3,4J. The size of the 
purlin and sheeting chosen for each system and their corresponding working and 
design loads are given in Table 1. 
4. FABRICATION AND ERECTION 
Fabrication of the supporting frames was to normal engineering tolerances and 
usual engineering procedures were adopted during erection. Each frame was 
fixed to the laboratory floor, as shown in Figure 2b. After erection the 
supporting structure was levelled by raising each of the column bases to a 
common height. 
The manufacturer's recommendations were adopted for the erection and fixing 
of both the purlins and sheeting. The sleeved connections were staggered as 
shown in Figure 1 and the sheeting connected to the purlins with 1,4 Teks, 
self-drill, self-tap screws, 
5, LOADING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
Dead weight applied at forty-eight independent points was used to load the 
roof, With this scheme it is possible to simulate uniformly and variably 
distributed loads in either the longitudinal or the transverse directions, 
The load was applied in available combinations of weights (5,5kg, 9.5kg, 19k9 
and 45,5kg) to each hanger and transferred to the sheeting by a 380*380*25mm 
thick plywood spreader board. To prevent premature buckling of the sheeting 
under the load spreaders, supplementary tests to BS 5427 [5J were undertaken 
on the sheeting to determine the optimum area of load spreader, 
The translations and rotations of each purlin were measured at mid-span; the 
former in both parallel and perpendicular directions to the roof slope, 
Transducers capable of measuring displacements up to lOOmm with an accuracy 
of O.Olmm were used to record the translations, To prevent the transducers 
being damaged, they were positioned away from the purlin and the movements of 
the purlin transferred to them via a steel bar rigidly connected to the 
purlin. Contact between the transducers and steel bar over the full range of 
displacements was maintained by fitting an aluminium bar bent at right angles 
to each transducer. Details of this arrangement are shown in Figure 3. 
Accelerometers, rigidly mounted on the web of each purlin, were used to detect 
rotation, These instruments can measure angles up to 90° with an accuracy of 
0,01°. 
A geometrical complication arises when displacements are measured at points 
which both translate and rotate. Consider the cross-section shown in Figure 
4, which illustrates the positioning and directions of the two transducers 
used to measure displacement. The movements of the cross-section are defined 
by the translations U, V and the rotation ~ of the shear centre. Assuming the 
rotations to be small the displacements measured at the transducer positions, 
Urn and.Vm, are ~elated to the true displacements of the shear centre by the followlng equatlons: 
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Urn U Py2 X P 
(1) 
(2) 
Thus by rearranging these equations the true movements of the section can be 
readily deduced from the measured displacements. 
The readings from each transducer and accelerometer were recorded by a 
Solartron Orion data logging system and stored on magnetic tape. The logger 
was also programmed to display the readings of particular interest so that the 
performance of the roof could be monitored as the test proceeded. 
6. TEST PROGRANNE 
Traditionally manufacturer's safe load tables are used to select cold formed 
steel roofing systems and in most cases these are based on either test data 
or the simplified design rules given in BS 449 Addendum No 1 [61. Both these 
methods assume the load is uniformly distributed over the roof. In practice, 
however, snow can build-up behind parapets and in valleys, loading roofs with 
variably distributed loads. It is therefore pertinent to investigate the 
performance of traditionally designed systems when subject to these loading 
conditions. Using BRE Digest 332 [7J as a guide the following practical 
loading distributions were identified: 
al uniformly distributed load (u.d.l.) over the complete structure. 
b) Transverse variably distributed load (v.d.l.) over the complete 
structure. 
c) Uniformly distributed load (u.d.l.) over the end-bay only. 
dl I,ongitudinal variably distributed load (v. d.l. lover the end-bay only. 
Load case (b) simulates the build-up of snow either behind a parapet at the 
eaves or in the valley between multi-bay pitched roofs, ~Ihile case (dl 
simulates the bui ld-up of snow behind a gable end parapet. The uniformly 
distributed load cases (a) and (c) are included as a standard against which 
the performance of the roof subject to cases (b) and (d) can be compared. 
l'lhen the distributions for load cases (b) and (d) ~Iere chosen it was 
appreciated that the size of the test structure prohibited the strict use of 
the recommended distributions given in BRE Digest 332. However, to keep the 
loading as realistic as possible, triangular distributions were adopted but, 
because of the reduced length of roof over which they are distributed, they 
represent more severe loading cases than those considered in the Digest. 
For case (b) the intensity of the load is largest along purlin i-I and zero 
along purlin a-d vlhile for case (d) the load intensity is largest along edge 
d-l and zero along the internal support c-k. These idealized distributions 
are shown in Figure 5. 
The test programme consisted of the following four phases: 
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phase 1:- working load tests 
At this stage it was considered essential to keep the loads \~i thin the working 
load of the roof so that any comparison between distributions would not 
include the non-linearities resulting from yielding or buckling of the 
structure. 
The four loading cases identified previously \qere applied to the roof and in 
each case the load ViaS incremented until vlOrking load (as defined by the 
manufacturer's safe load tables) was attained. After each load increment the 
displacements and rotations of each purlin were recorded. 
phase 2:- design load tests 
The purpose of these tests \'Ias to determine the strength of the roofing system 
under the different loading distributions and identify the most critical 
loading distribution. 
Loading cases (a), (c) and (d) \qere applied individually to each roof and in 
each case the load was incremented until design load \vas attained. 
phase 3: test to failure 
Each roof \qas subjected to loading case (b) and the loads applied in equal 
increments until each roof failed. The displacements and rotations vlere 
recorded after each increment. 
7. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
7.1 Working load tests 
7.1.1 Comparison of u.d.l. with transverse v.d.l. 
Figures 6, 7 and 8 show typical load-displacement characteristics for the zed, 
zeta and sigma roofing systems respectively subject to load cases (a) and (b). 
Also shown in Figure 8 is the purlin identification nomenclature. The 
response of each of the three roofs is seen to vary in an approximately linear 
fashion up to \vorking load indicating that for both load cases the behaviour 
of each roof was completely elastic. As expected for each roof the 
displacements of purlins a-d and i-l for load case (a) are similar \vhile for 
load case (b) those of purlin a-d are approximately one quarter those of 
purlin i-l. Furthermore for both load cases the maximum displacements occur 
in purlin g-h and are of similar magnitude. From this observation it is 
tentat i vely suggested that a reasonable estimation of the maximum displacement 
at working load for a transverse variably distributed load can be obtained by 
considering the roof to be loaded with an equivalent uniformly distributed 
load. 
7.1.2 Comparison of u.d.l. with longitudinal v.d.l. 
Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the load displacement characteristics for the zed, 
zeta and sigma roofing systems respectively for load cases (c) and (d). Once 
again all the displacements are seen to vary in a linear manner up to working 
load; moreover, the magnitude and distribution of these displacements are 
similar for both load cases. Again this suggests that a reasonable estimate 
for both the size and distribution of displacement for load case (d) can be 
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obtained by replacing the longitudinal v .d.l. ~Iith the same total load 
distributed uniformly. In making this recommendation, it is appreciated that 
the transducers were not positioned at the point of maximum displacement for 
load case (d). However, the difference bet~leen the true maximum and the 
measured maximum is small and will not invalidate this recommendation. 
7.2 Design load tests 
7.2.1 Comparison of u.d.l. with transverse v.d.l. 
The load-displacement characteristics from working load to design load (1.7-
working load) for each roof are shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8. Just after 
working load has been applied curling of the compression flange at an internal 
support occurred for both the zed and zeta roofing systems. On increasing the 
load both structures exhibited pseudo-plastic behaviour but continued to carry 
the load in a stable manner. 
7.2.2 Comparison of u.d.l. with longitudinal v.d.l. 
Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the load displacement characteristics for each roof 
up to design load. After working load these displacements continue to 
demonstrate linear behaviour indicating that the behaviour of each roof is 
completely elastic up to full design load. Again there is little difference 
between the displacements for each load case. These observations reinforce 
the supposition that there is little difference between the performance of 
each roof subject to load case (c) and (d). Furthermore, under these load 
conditions no local buckling or distress of any roof was observed. Thus it 
is concluded that the strength of each roof should be derived from the 
performance of each roof under either load case (a) or (b). However, load 
cases (c) and (d) give the largest deflections at working load, so if the 
deflections at serviceability are important they should be determined using 
these load cases. 
7.3 Tests to failure 
All three roofing systems were loaded until failure of one of the purlins was 
obtained. Table 2 summarises the failure loads for each of the roofing 
systems. In each case the failure load is simply the total load applied to 
each roof. Failure typically manifested itself as curling of the purlin 
compression flange at internal support 'f'. This occurred at load levels 
varying from 0.7* ~lOrking load to 1.22* working load. Figure 12 shows curling 
of the compression flange at support 'f' for the sigma purlin system. On 
increasing the load all three roofs exhibited pseudo-plastic behaviour and 
continued to carry the load in a stable manner. 
I'Hth further loading, local buckling of purlin i-j was observed. At this 
point the deformations of each system were such that they rested on the 
supporting frame and the tests were stopped. Figure 13 shows local buckling 
of purlin i-j for the sigma purlin system. 
Table 2 compares the manufacturer's design loads, which are based on uniformly 
distributed loads, with the experimentally determined failure load for 
transverse variably distributed loads. In all the cases considered the 
manufacturer's design loads give conservative results with safety margins 
varying from 1.21 to 1.32. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
Loading tests have been carried out on three full-scale cold-formed steel 
roofing systems. Each roof was clad with trapezoidal profile sheet and had 
a 10° pitch. The test programme included the application of both uniformly 
and variably distributed loads up to working load and design load. The 
v.d.l. 's were representative of drifting snow on roofs. The conclusions and 
recommendations are summarised as follows: 
(a) For the determination of the maximum displacement normal to the 
roof a variably distributed load can be replaced by an equivalent 
uniformly distributed load. 
(b) A longitudinal v.d.l. should be used to determine the 
displacements at serviceability while a transverse v.d.l. should 
be used to determine strength. 
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Size Working Design 
(DxBxT) Load (;~:;2) (kN/m:?) 
140x50x1. 6 1.16 1. 97 
125x60x1.6 1. 02 1. 73 
140x7Qxl.6 1. 40 2.38 
AIGOG 3.28 5.58 
Summary of and sheeting dimensions and loading 
Manufacturer's Experimental 
Load (PM) Capacity ( 
(kN) (kN) 
81.0 97.8 1.21 
71.2 94.0 1.32 
98.0 126.7 1. 29 
Correlation between manufacturer's and experimental capacity 
for different roofing systems 
1 4 No 1 m x 3 m trapezoidal-
profile steel sheets I 
Single-span Double-span 
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Fig.2a: General view of the supporting structure 
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Fi ure 4 Transducer positions 
a. Case (b): build up of snow behind an eaves parapet or in a valley 
b. Case (d): build up of snow behind gable end parapet 
Figure 5 Idealised load distributions representing drifting snow on roofs 
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Figure 6 
ZED Purlin section 
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Displacement Imml 
Load displacement characteristics for Zed puriin system 
for load cases (a) and (b) 
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Figure 7 Load displacement characteristics for Zeta purlin system 
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Figure 9 Load displacement characteristics for Zed purlin system 
for load cases (c) and (d) 
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Figure to Load displacement characteristics for Zeta purlin system 
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Figure 11 Load displacement characteristics for Sigma purlin system 




Curling of the compression flange over the support at 'I' 
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Fig. 13: Buckling of the purlln e-f (sigma purlin) 
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Profiled Sheet Behaviour Under Concentrated Load 
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SUMMARY 
The behaviour of profiled sheets under concentrated static load is discussed. The effect of 
aspect ratio and the depth of the sheet on the redistribution of stresses is investigated. The 
stress concentration caused by the concentrated load can lead to an anomalous pattern of 
behaviour, where local plastic failure occurs at lower loads in shorter spans rather than in 
longer spans. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Profiled sheeting is defined as sheeting which is formed longitudinally with regularly 
spaced shaping to give a corrugated or troughed cross section (FigJ), Such sheeting has 
been used in the building industry for about one hundred years (Baehre, 1983). Profiled 
thin plates are aesthetically pleasing, and efficient from the point of view of structure 
strength. They have a relatively high stiffness for in-plane and lateral loading, which is 
their striking characteristic. However, under certain loading conditions, local buckling can 
be a challenging problem for the designer of such structural elements. 
An interesting phenomenon, associated with the behaviour of profiled sheets under a 
laterally applied, static, concentrated load, was observed. During tests of profiled sheet 
Type-A (Fig.2), it was found that initial failure, due to inelastic local buckling, occurred in 
shorter spans rather than in longer spans under the same load level (Salaheldin et aL, 
1987). The aim of this study is to identify the various parameters that govern the 
performance of profiled sheets under such conditions. 
2. EXPERIMENT AL WORK 
Two types of profiled sheets were tested, Type-A and Type-B. Geometrical properties of 
these sheets are detailed in Table 1. Two tests were carried out for each profile type. The 
aspect ratios (b/.e, see Fig. 1) adopted for the tests are shown in Table 2. The geometrical 
configuration (profile and thickness) of the profiled sheets used is shown in Figs. 2a and b. 
The sheet material was high tensile steel with a modulus of elasticity E = 200 GPa, and a 
yield stress cry = 600 MPa. These values were the average of the results obtained from 
three simple tensile tests of the material. As the width of the sheets used for the lateral load 
tests was constant, the aspect ratio of the sheets was altered by changing the sheet length. 
The concentrated loading system was designed in accordance with Australian Standard AS 
1562-1980. The load was applied through a rubber pad of 4 in (102 mm) diameter. The 
force was transferred to the rubber pad through a disc of steel (Fig.3), and was measured 
with a load cell. 
The sheet was mounted on transverse channels, to which the sheet was fastened at four 
points at each support by means of screws (0.5 in (12mm) diameter x 1.38 in (35mm) 
length, hexagonal neoprene washer) in a conventional manner (every second ridge). 
A digital transducer was used to monitor the central deflection. The output was fed 
directly into an x-y plotter so that a continuous trace of the load-deflection curve was 
obtained. This procedure enabled the deflection associated with the onset of localised 
plastic collapse mechanisms to be observed. 
In measuring the strain, uniaxial electrical resistance strain gauges were used. The gauges 
were bonded to both the inner and the outer sides of the upper flange of the sheet, near the 
centre (Fig.5). A gauge was not positioned exactly at mid-span because of the existence of 
the central load and the expected localised failure mechanisms. 
The strain readings for each loading sequence were recorded using a computer-based 
automatic data acquisition central system. The data were processed and stresses at the 
strain gauge locations were calculated. 
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Prior to any load application, the strain gauge readings were checked. The models were 
loaded incrementally to collapse. The loading was applied by a hydraulic jack in series 
with a load ceiL The central deflection was measured simultaneously using the transducer. 
2.1 Load-Deflection Analysis 
The load-deflection relations for the two types of profiled sheets, Type-A and Type-B, 
were observed. The span length was varied to allow for observation of the aspect ratio 
influence on the behaviour. Another factor which was thought may influence the behaviour 
was the depth of the profiled section. This factor was examined when the results of profile 
sheet Type-A were compared with the results of profile sheet Type-B. For each case 
considered herein, three tests were conducted. The difference between the three test results 
is within 6% for each profile sheet type. 
(a) Prome Sheet Type-A 
A transducer was used to obtain a continuous load deflection curve for simply supported 
profile sheets Type-A with span lengths equal to 55.1 in (1400 mm) and 35.4 in (900 rum), 
respectively. The aim was to confirm the earlier results regarding the aspect ratio influence 
on the structural behaviour (Salaheldin et at, 1987). 
Fig.6 shows the critical load Pc (the load at which the first local plastic collapse mechanism 
is formed) to be 0.46 Kip (2.05 leN). The sheet reached a maximum load of 0.64 Kip (2.8 
leN), after which several local collapse mechanisms occurred; a failure line formed across 
the middle of the span and the sheet totally collapsed. 
The load deflection relation is represented by a smooth continuous curve. The formation of 
each local plastic mechanism (see Murray, (1984) for details of typical mechanisms) in each 
rib is associated with a small drop in the load capacity. The area of influence, which is 
defmed as the area affected by the load, and which participates significantly in the bearing 
capacity of the sheet at a particular load level, is found to be relatively large. 
Testing the shorter span 35.4 in (900 mm) caused a different pattern to be formed. Fig.7 
displays the load deflection curve for profile sheet Type-A. The plotted results display an 
irregular load-deflection relation. The first collapse mechanism occurred at 0.123 Kip 
(0.55 leN). At the early stages of loading the observation of the deflected shape indicated 
that the area of influence was small in comparison with the area of influence formed in the 
large span; the formation of early local collapse mechanisms lead to the belief that the small 
area of influence is associated with a high longitudinal membrane stress concentration. 
Although the sheet suffered local collapse at an early stage of loading, the global collapse 
came at a much later stage 0.9 Kip (4 kN), indicating the ability of the sheet to resist the 
increasing load despite the local failure. 
(b) Profile Sheet Type-B 
Fig.8 shows the load-deflection curve for sheet Type-B. The sheet is simply supported 
with a span length of 55.1 in (1400 mm). 
The load-deflection curve seems to be reasonably smooth. Slight load drops are associated 
with the formation of each local collapse mechanism across the mid-span. The area of 
influence is small and the concentration of membrane stresses is high. This concentration 
of stresses is the reason for the formation of the early local collapse mechanism which 
occurred at 0.13 Kip (0.6 kN). The disadvantage of the stress concentration, as a result of 
the increased profile depth of Type-B, seems to overshadow the advantage of strength 
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gained as the profile depth increases. When testing profiled sheet Type-B with a span 
length of 35.4 in (900 mm), the load-deflection is found to be irregular, with a large fall in 
the load level associated with the formation of each local collapse mechanism (Fig.9). The 
first local collapse mechanism occurred at a load level of 0.22 Kip (l.0 kN). It can be 
deduced that the influence of the aspect ratio on the behaviour of a sheet with a high profile 
depth (Type-B) when considering the critical load Pc is limited. 
2.2 Stress Distribution Analysis 
The longitudinal stress distribution across the width of both profiled sheet Type-A and 
profiled sheet Type-B were recorded. The tests were carried for high and low values of the 
aspect ratio. A schematic diagram of the strain gauge arrangement is shown in Fig.10. Two 
strain gauges were placed at each position, one on the inside fibre and the other on the 
outside fibre. The mean value was used to determine the membrane stresses. A review of 
these tests is presented with particular attention being paid to the influence of profile depth 
and aspect ratio on the redistribution of the stresses at different stages of loading. 
(a) Profile Sheet Type-A Test 1 
A long span of 59 in (1500 mm) length was tested. The distribution of stresses across the 
width was observed at four distinctive stages of loading. These stages of loading are 
numbered as shown in Fig.l! which displays the central load-deflection curve for this test. 
Fig. 12 shows the longitudinal stress distribution across half the width of the sheeting. The 
numbers in Fig. 12 refer to the successive stages of loading at which the stress distribution 
was recorded. At the first stage of loading the stress distribution seems to be concentrated 
near the centre. While the three inside ridges experienced compressive stresses, with a 
maximum value near the centre, the outside ridge experience a small magnitude of tensile 
stress. 
The second stage of loading shows an increase of the magnitude of the stresses. It also 
shows a more even distribution of stresses, as the ridges away from the centre experienced 
relatively high values of compressive stresses. 
Stage 3 shows a drop in the stresses near the centre (gauge No.1, Fig.lO), where the 
stresses dropped to almost half the values at the previous stage. This decrease of the 
stresses near the centre is due to the formation of a local collapse mechanism just before 
reaching stage 3, at load level of 0.43 Kip (1.9 kN). The two ridges near the edge (No.3 
and No.4, Fig. 10) experienced an increase in stress. It is to be noticed that Pc is equal to 
the maximum load sustained by the sheet Pmax• 
At the final stage there was a general reduction in stress across the width, with the 
exception of the outermost ridge, which experienced a slight increase in compressive 
membrane stress. 
The test confirmed that for a small aspect ratio (y = 0.5) significant redistribution of 
stresses across the profiled sheet occurs with increase of load. Thus a profiled sheet 
(Type-A) with a long span can sustain a high value of concentrated load without suffering 
from any sign of local failure. On the other hand, a profiled sheet with a short span suffers 
local failure at an early stage of loading due to the local concentration of membrane 
stresses. 
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(b) Profile Sheet Type-A - Test 2 
A relatively short span of 39 in (990 mm) was tested. Fig.13 shows the central load-
deflection curve and the four stages of loading. Fig.14 shows the distribution of 
longitudinal stresses across the sheeting for each stage of loading. 
The first stage of the stress recording was considered just before the first collapse 
mechanism occurred. The stress distribution at this stage shows a high concentration of 
stress towards the centre. The two outside ridges (No.3 and No.4, Fig. 10) did not share 
in resisting the load at this stage. As a result of this concentration of longitudinal stress an 
early local plastic mechanism was formed (Pc 0.16 Kip (0.7 KN)). 
The second stage of data recording took place after the load collapse mechanism formed. It 
shows the longitudinal stresses at the ridge near the centre (No.1, Fig. 10) decreasing. The 
adjacent ridge experienced increasing localised compressive stresses and the outside ridge 
(No.4, Fig. 10) experienced limited tensile stresses. 
Another collapse mechanism occurred before the data recording of stage 3, which shows a 
drop in the membrane stresses of the second ridge from the centre (No.2). The drop was 
expected as the stresses were affected by the second mechanism. Further decrease of the 
stresses near the centre (first ridge) was noticed. The stresses in the two outside ridges 
(No. 3 and No.4, Fig.1 0) were increased. 
The final stage of loading was associated with a reduction of stress across the sheeting as 
more local collapse mechanisms occurred in the ridges. The test demonstrated that the 
relatively small span (large aspect ratio of 0.77) limited the ability of the profiled sheet to 
redistribute the stresses across its width, leading to an early localised failure. 
(c) Profile Sheet Type-B - Test 1 
A Type-B long span sheet (£ == 55.1 in (1400 mm)) was tested under a concentrated load. 
Figs.15 and 16 show both the load-deflection curve and the change of the distribution of 
longitudinal stresses, through different stages of loading, near the middle cross section of 
the sheet, respectively. The numbers in Fig.I5 correspond to these stages of loading; the 
stress distribution at these stages ofloading is detailed in Fig.16. 
Fig.I5 shows a small drop in the load deflection curve at a very early stage of loading, 
before the first recording of the stress distribution. The collapse mechanism was so 
localised in its influence that the recorded stress distribution at stage 1 did not seem to be 
affected by it. It is to be noted that the strain gauges were not placed at the centre (Fig.5). 
Stage 2 (Fig.16) shows the load to be resisted only by the first and the second ridge from 
the centre. It also shows that ridge No. 1 experiences much higher longitudinal stresses 
than ridge No.2. 
Immediately after the second stage of loading, there was a drop in the local deflection curve 
which was associated with the formation of the second local collapse mechanism at a 
position adjacent to the first mechanism and further away towards the edge. 
The stress distribution record of stage 3 shows an expected drop on the first ridge. It also 
shows a higher concentration of stresses at ridge No.2. The stresses on the last two ridges 
contribute little to the load carrying capacity. Stage 4 of the loading cycle is a repeat of 
stage 3 as more local ridge collapse mechanisms were formed. The second strain gauge 
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from the centre, furnished an unrealistic record. This record was a result of the damage of 
the strain gauge due to the formation of the local collapse mechanism. 
The different stages of stress distribution show more concentration of longitudinal 
membrane stresses towards the centre than those encountered when profile sheet Type-A 
was considered. A comparison between Fig. 16 and Fig.12 supports this view. 
The test proves that increasing the depth of the sheeting leads to more localised 
concentration of stresses. This concentration of stresses causes early localised failure 
(Fig.15). 
(d) Profile Sheet Type-B - Test 2 
The profile sheet had a length of 5.4 in (900 mm). The length was chosen to achieve the 
same aspect ratio encountered when testing Type-A (shorter span). Figs. 17 and 18 display 
the load-deflection relation and the corresponding distribution of stresses across the width 
of the sheeting. The load-deflection curve shows a significant drop in the load level 
associated with the formation of the local collapse mechanisms in the ridges. 
Table 3 summarizes the results when comparing the behaviour of sheets Type-A with 
Type-B. Particular attention is focussed on the influence of the span length £ ,which was 
chosen to achieve the same aspect ratio for both types. its effect on the [lIst critical load, pc. 
and the maximum load sustained by the sheets. Pmax. 
When the profile depth is shallow (Type-A) the sheet with a small span length 38.9 in (990 
mm) suffers early local deformation (Pc = 0.13 Kip (0.6 leN)). However, a reserve of 
strength is evident as the value of Pmax is equal to 0.74 Kip (3.3 kN). The sheet with the 
long span 59 in (1500 mm) has a greater ability to redistribute the stresses without any 
plastic deformation, which reflects the effect of the low aspect ratio on the behaviour. As a 
result of this redistribution of stresses the values of Pc and Pmax are the same 0.43 Kip (1.9 kN). 
It can now be seen that the aspect ratio has a marked effect on the behaviour of the sheets. 
For higher aspect ratios (shorter spans) a local plastic failure mechanism was formed at an 
early stage of loading. However, a considerable post buckling strength was available. The 
initial local permanent buckling was associated with a drop in the load-deflection curve, and 
this drop was more significant for higher aspect ratios. This drop also reflected a local 
reduction in the carrying capacity of the sheet in the most heavily stressed area, and was 
associated with transverse redistribution of stresses, after which the sheet was able to 
regain its capacity to resist the load. The next local failure occurred at the two adjacent 
ridges away from the centre line, and another drop in the load-deflection curve was 
observed. The global collapse occurred after all the ridges. across the mid-span, collapsed 
locally (Fig.19). 
When examining the behaviour of profile sheet Type-B, which had a relatively higher 
profile depth, the influence of the aspect ratio on the critical load seemed to be insignificant 
The increasing depth of the sheeting seemed to increase the concentration of longitudinal 
stresses near the centre. Therefore, for lower values of the aspect ratio (longer spans), the 
strength, which is assumed to be gained as a result of increasing the profile depth, seems to 
be overshadowed by a poorer redistribution of stresses. This poor redistribution leads to 
local permanent failure. This effect was demonstrated when the sheet (£=55.1 Kip (1400 
mm)) flIst failed locally at a load which was 0.54 times the specified service load limit, 
according to the Australian Standard, 0.25 Kip (Ll leN). 
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Also It can be seen that with the increased profiled depth (Type-B), a normal "beam" 
behaviour dominated, where Pc for the shorter span 35.4 in (900 mm) is greater than Pc 
for the longer span 55.1 in (1400 mm). The same pattern of behaviour can be seen when 
considering the maximum sustained load Pmax, which has a value of 0.8 Kip and 1.46 Kip (3.55 kN and 6.5 kN) for the longer span 55.1 in(1400 mm) and the shorter span 35.4 in 
(900 mm), respectively. 
3. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR PROFILED SHEETING UNDER 
CONCENTRATED LOAD 
As it has been demonstrated, in some cases, the performance of profiled sheeting under 
concentrated load can be critical. In these cases, the aspect ratio has a significant influence 
on the behaviour of the sheeting. For large aspect ratios (short spans) the sheeting 
performance under concentrated load is the governing design factor. 
The British Standard (1976) specifies that for roofs between 0 and 45 degrees pitch, 
allowance should be made for a load of 0.20 Kip (0.9 kN) acting vertically on a square 
with a 4.9 in (125 mm) side measured on the roof s . For roofs greater than 45 degrees 
pitch the standard recommends that no allowance be made for a concentrated load. As 
for failure criteria, the British Standard states that "failure of a sheet should be deemed to 
have occurred when it reaches a state of collapse or becomes cracked to an extent that 
would make it unfit for use. Sheets could, for example, be considered to have become 
unfit for use, as demonstrated in the tests, when large permanent deformation occurs". 
The Australian Standard AS 1562-1980 states that for roofs with slopes less than 35 
degrees a test concentrated working load of 0.25 Kip (1.1 kN) shall be applied. For roofs 
with slopes greater than 35 degrees the concentrated working load is reduced to 0.1 Kip 
(0.45 kN). For the ultimate loading test the test load is 0.5 Kip (2.2 kN) and 0.25 Kip 
(1.1 kN) for roofs with slopes not greater than 35 degrees and greater than 35 degrees, 
respectively. 
In all cases the concentrated force shall be applied through a circular loading pad with a 
diameter of 4 in (102 mm). In the case of the ultimate load test, the Australian Code 
specifies that the load shall be sustained and, despite any permanent deformation that may 
occur, the sheeting shall remain substantially in its proper position. 
When the working load test is considered, the code stresses that "no de-indexing, 
unclipping, permanent local deformation, fracture or failure of any part of the sheeting or 
failure of the fastening shall occur". 
It can now be seen that the limit to useful loading of profiled sheets, as stated in the 
Australian Standard, is based on aesthetic considerations rather than conventional limit 
states. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The study of the profiled sheeting deflection behaviour shows that if the profile depth is 
relatively shallow, then a sheet with high aspect ratio (short span) would fail under a 
concentrated load which is lower than that of a sheet with a low aspect ratio (long span). 
The failure takes the form of a local plastic collapse mechanism, and is principally an 
aesthetic one. The study indicated that for sheets with a low aspect ratio (long span) the 
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deformation associated with increasing the concentrated load leads to considerable 
redistribution of stresses across the sheet. 
For large aspect ratios (short spans), the stresses are concentrated near the centre, where 
the load is acting. The concentration leads to early development of local collapse 
mechanisms in the ridges of the sheet. 
Tests indicate that, despite the local failure, a considerable post buckling strength is 
available. This finding raises the question of the effect of local buckling on the total stability 
and load carrying capacity of the sheet, bearing in mind that the failure is mainly an 
aesthetic failure rather than a strength failure. 
The study suggests that for relatively shallow profiled sheeting, where the performance of 
profiled sheeting under concentrated loads is sensitive to the change in the aspect ratio, this 
effect should be reflected in the design table proposed by the manufacturer. 
The study also shows that increasing the profile depth reduces the capability of the sheet 
to redistribute the longitudinal membrane stresses across its width. When a deeper profile 
was tested the results showed that the effect of the aspect ratio on the formation of local 
plastic collapse mechanisms was almost eliminated. The increase in depth changed the 
behaviour of the sheets from plate-like behaviour, where deformation is associated with 
redistribution of stresses, to beam-like behaviour, where almost no strength is gained in the 
process of deformation. 
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Table 1 - Geometrical Properties 
Geometric Properties Profile Type - A Profile Type - B 
in (mm) in (mm) 
Basic Thickness t 0.0165 (0.42) 0.0165 (0.42) 
Wave length a 3.0 (76) 3.44 (87.5) 
Depth of profile f 0.67 (17) 0.944 (24) 
Full panel width b 29.9 (760) 27.55 (700) 
Table 2 - Test Program 
Profile Type Span Length .e Aspect Ratio b/.e 
in (mm) 
59 (1500) 0.50 
55.1 (1400) 0.54 
A 38.9 (990) 0.77 
35.4 (900) 0.84 
55.1 (1400) 0.50 
B 35.4 (900) 0.77 
Table 3 - Critical and Failure Loads for Profiled Sheets 
Profile Type 
.e Aspect Ratio Pc Pmax 
in (mm) Kip (kN) Kip (kN 
59 (1500) 0.50 0.43 (1.90) 0.43 (1.90) 
Profile Type A 38.9 (990) 0.77 0.16 (0.70) 0.74 (3.30) 
55.1 (1400) 0.50 0.13 (0.60) 0.80 (3.55) 
Profile Type B 35.4 (900) 0.77 0.22 (1.00) 1.46 (6.50) 
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Fig. 2 Dimensions of profiles 
(a and b) 
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Fig. 3 Loading System 
Fig. 4 Testing rig 
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Fig. 8 Load-deflection curve for profile sheet 
Type - B -.e = 55.1 in (1400 mm) 
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Fig. 9 Load-deflection curve for proflle 
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Load-deflection curve for profile sheet 








Load deflection curve for proflle sheet 
Type - A; f = 38.9 in (990 mm) 














































Stress distribution across half the sheet for profile sheet for profile sheet 
Type - A;.e 38.9 in (990 mm) 
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Fig. 15 Load-deflection cUlve for profile sheet 
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Stress distribution across half the sheet for profile sheet 
Type - B; .e = 35.4 in (900 mm) 
Fig. 19 Global collapse mechanism 
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ON DESIGN OF PROFILED SHEETS WITH VARYING 
CROSS SECTIONS 
by 
LaszlO Horvath I) Miklos Nemeti 12) 
Bela Veroci 3) 
ABSTRACT 
A short review is given on the effective width concept and about its use for determining 
of the moment capacity of sheets. A modified method, taking into account the varying 
flexural rigidity along the spans, is described and illustrated on examples carried out 
on first generation 
ON THE EFFECTIVE WIDTH CONCEPT 
Since publications of T. Karman (Karman, 1932) and G. Winter (Winter, 1947) design 
of slender cross sections, e.g. profiled sheets is carried out by the well known effective 
width concept. 
The 1989's version of the European design code (Eurocode N°3 Design of Steel Struc-
tures, Part 1 General Rules for Buildings) and its Annex A: Cold-Formed Thin-
Gauge Members and Sheeting like the AISI Specification, gives the formula for the 
effective width of simply supported plates under uniform compression, as follows: 
where 
p 1 if Apd ~ 0.673 
if Apd > 0.673 
1) Assistant Professor, Dep't of Steel Structures, TU Budapest, Hungary 
2) Structural Engineer, Manager, ALUCENTRUM Ltd., Hungary 
3) Dr. Univ., Assistant Professor, Dep't of Steel Structures, TU Budapest, Hungary 
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In the formulae above: 
Apd 1.052 bp/tJ O"c/(k17 E) 
Ap 1.052bp/tjfy/k"E) 
O"c= stress in the element computed on the basis of the effective design 
width 
notional plane width 
thickness of the sheet 
k,,= plate buckling coefficient ( usually 4.0 is considered) 
E modulus of elasticity of steel 
yield point used for 
The main difference between the AISI Specification (AISI, 1986) and the EC3-Annex 
A is in definition of the so called "basic width" as it has been pointed out by J.Rondal 
(Rondal, 1989) and B.Veroci (Veroci, 1990). Fig.! shows the two different approaches: 
it can be mentioned that rounding of corners may be ignored by EC3 if r ::; 5t and 
r/bp ::; 0.15 where r the inner radius. The EC3 approach results conservative solution 
in the effective width and section moduli to the American Specification. 
It is evident that, due to the fact that it is a function of the compression stress, in 
most of cases the effective width is a subject of iteration. One can also state that the 
effective width may vary in the compression flange and the web along the span due to 
the varying bending moment line. 




elastic section modulus of the effective section calculated with the extreme com-
pression or tension fiber at fy (EC3 Annex A allows utilization of inelastic 
reserve capacity of the tension zone) 
safety factor used on the resistance side (EC3 accepts the LRFD concept) 
The uniformly distributed load over unit area values determined from the above bending 
moments used to be tabulated together with the ones obtained taking into account 
deflection limits. Usual parameters of such tables compiled for a particular profile can 
be as follows: thickness of sheet, number of spans (1, 2 and 3 used to be considered), 
position of sheet and span. It should be mentioned that design values determined by the 
load-bearing criterion sometimes are subject of reduction due to the bending moment 
- support reaction interaction problem at internal supports of multispan sheets (EC3 
prescribes definitely checking of this phenomenon for profiled sheets), 
Let us summarize briefly on a two-span-sheet the usual way used for getting particular 
values of the load table mentioned above. The bending moment and shear force lines 
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under U.D.L. are shown in Fig.2. The load capacity is governed by the design value of 
the bending moment determined at the internal support and calculated as follows: 
from Mmax qL2 /8 
where L span, qd = design value of the load capacity. 
It is usually not dominant but the sheet should also be checked at the midspan vicinity 
using the respective section modulus. 
Authors criticize that practice when moments of inertia and section moduli are tabulated 
without giving any commentary about the level of (le' 
The design strength with respect to web crippling for one unstiffened sheeting web is 
as follows (clause A 4.4.2.2 of EC3 Annex A): 
where la bearing length, rP web inclination (45° :::: rP :::: 90°). 
At internal supports the load capacity may be limited by interaction of combined bend-
ing and support reaction, therefore the following conditions shall be satisfied (see also 
Fig.3): 
M/Md ::::1 
M/Md + R/Rd:::: 1.25 
when 
when 
R/Rd :::: 0.25 
0.25 <R/ Rd :::: 1 
where M and R bending moment and support reaction, respectively; 
Md and Rd = design value of bending capacity and support reaction capacity 
with respect to web crippling, respectively. 
If R/ Rd > 0.25 then the full moment capacity cannot be utilized, i.e. the design value 
of U.D.L. should be determined from a reduced bearing capacity. Taking into account 
the fact that the bending moment and the support reaction are linear function of U.D.L. 
this capacity reduction can be carried out following the way shown in Fig.3: the point 
representing the limit state of the sheeting at an internal support should be moved along 
the line between the origo and A to A', Le. onto the interaction" curve". 
With consideration to deflection limits, U.D.L. values may also be determined (usually 
using ideally elastic material behavior). The latter values are compared to unfactored 
(working) loads while the bearing values to the factored ones (as we have mentioned 
above EC3 follows the LRFD concept). It is beside the point but authors remark that 
Hungary is the country where the LRFD concept at first has been used in the world in 
the Code for Railroad Bridges (1951); this concept is used in Code for Building Steel 
Structures since 1957. 
MODIFIED METHOD FOR CALCULATION OF MULTISPAN SHEETS 
Authors have underlined in the first chapter of this paper that the effcctive width may 
vary in the compression parts of the section along the spans due to the varying bending 
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moment line. In other words, the flexural rigidity of profiled sheets varies along the 
span( s) and this circumstance does affect the moment distribution (and the shear forces 
one, as well). The only question is whether it is worthwhile to take into account this 
effect. 
It is not very difficult to compile a computer programme running on PC-AT-s which 
can consider the above mentioned phenomenoIl, i.e. the profiled sheet may be replaced 
by a member divided into equal length elements with, in the most general case, different 
flexural rigidity due to local buckling. 
The design values of the load capacity, determined either on load-bearing or on deflec-
tion limit conditions, can be calculated by successive approximation. 
The calculation may be started with a constant rigidity beam and a load value deter-
mined from an approximative formula. Using the ordinates of the bending moment 
line obtained, moment of inertia of every bar element can be determined usually on 
the way of iteration. Having had the modified moments of inertia, the new internal 
forces (bending moments and shear forces) are calculated on a beam with varying cross 
sections. Using the new bending moment ordinates usually modified moments of inertia 
can be found for the bar elements. This procedure may be ended if change in the load 
value after an iteration step is less than the prescribed limit. Consideration of special 
conditions like web crippling can be made after having the "final" result. 
Our experience with the programme shows that using of L/lO long bar elements ensures 
the necessary accuracy, increasing of bar elements rapidly increa.<;es the running time 
without having a new class of accuracy. In order to decrease the time consumption, con-
vergence control should be used mainly for deflection calculations and special attention 
should be paid to the symmetry of the section and the beam, as welL 
EXAMPLES 
The method described above is tested by a series of sections shown in FigA. The aim of 
these calculations is to point out the differences between the results of a "traditional" 
calculation and the suggested one. These sections without any stiffeners belong to the 
group of first generation ones: such sections are generally rolled up to about 3 inches 
(75 mm) depth in Europe; sometimes they have stiffeners in the wide flanges. 
The layout shown in FigA, where the narrow flange is at the bottom, is called positive, 
the opposite one is negative. The steel properties used in our calculations have been 
f ll = 36.26 ksi (250 N/mm2 ) and E= 30457 ksi (210 000 N/mm2 ). As for deflection 
limits, L/300 and L/200 have been considered. 
Results of the calculations carried out on the example sheets using the programme and 
the so called traditional method are listed in Table 1 in US Customary and in Table 2 in 
SI-units for two- and three-span-sheets with equal spans of 10' (3.04 m). For a particular 
case, three values are given: the first is determined by the strength condition, the two 
other ones are based on the above deflection limits. The first number ( a) is obtained 
using the programme, the second value (b) is result of a conventional calculation and 
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the third one (c) expresses the difference between the two values in percentage taking 
as basis the "conventional" result (positive if the first value is greater). 
It is worthwhile to mention that, due to the not very high hit ratio of the web, reduction 
in width is needed only for the compression flange of the section. 
Let us separately evaluate the two types of values involved in the tables: first those ones 
obtained on the ultimate limit state, i.e strength are subject of our investigation. 
In case of positive layout the wide flange in the span is under comprf'-ssion: as a 
consequence of this fact the flexural rigidity at an internal support is greater than 
in the span so that the maximum bending moment at the support increases to the 
constant rigidity case. Taking into account that design is governed by the support 
section capacity, such consideration of moment redistribution red uces the load capacity 
to a traditional calculation. 
In case of negative layout the behavior of a multispan sheet is teh opposite: the load 
capacity is greater than that of obtained by using the conventional method. The reason 
of such results is that reduction of the flexural rigidity at an internal support due to the 
bottom wide flange buckling redistributes the moments, i.e. the moment at the internal 
support are decreasing while they are increasing at midspan: this circumstance causes 
an increase of the U.D.L. resisted by the sheet. 
A similar duality can be found evaluating the results obtained on deflection limit 
conditions. In case of positive layout deflection is lesser to a conventional calculation 
due to increasing support moment, i.e. results based on the usual method are on the 
safe side. On the contrary, decreasing of the support moment causes increasing of 
deflection at midspan in case of negative layout: a conventional calculation is unsafe 
to the above described computer aided design. 
In order to make more visible the tendency of the above results, in Fig.5 change of the 
effective moment of inertia is plotted on the base of the Fig.3 bending moment line for 
a two-span-sheet with "D" type section. 
Authors mention that the above values obtained on strength condition should be reduced 
due to moment-support reaction interaction: its range is between 5% and 9%. These 
results are not involved in the tables because they influence the results obtained by the 
two methods practically to the same extent. 
Evaluating the results, it is doubtless that a number of values have been obtained belong 
to not practicable cases, e.g. some results determined OIL deflection limits for two-span-
sheets in negative layout where the high values cannot be utilized (we mention once 
more that in the case of a partial safety factor design unfadored loads have to be used 
for deflection calculations). However, many values of the tables can be utilized and the 
range of their deviation from the ones obtained by the conventional calculation in some 
cases seems to be considerable and, which is the most important in our view, the sign of 
the deviation may be different: a so called conventional calculation gives results being 
sometimes on the safe, sometimes on the unsafe sides. Having such a software 
it is not very difficult to use the above idea for tabulating of sheet load capacity data. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Using PC-AT-s, it is not very difficult to obtain load data for profiled sheets considering 
change of the effective width(s) of the section, i.e. varying moment of inertia along the 
spans. Such calculations can describe in some cases the behavior of the sheets more 
efficiently than the traditional ones which use constant flexural rigidity. The method 
presented above seems to be useful mainly for first generation profiles, i.e. for sheets 
without stiffeners where considerable reduction of compression plate width(s) may take 
place using the effective width concept. 
Examples carried out on a series of sheets show that results of traditional calculations 
are sometimes on the safe, sometimes on the unsafe side and the range of the deviation 
frequently is large enough for taking into consideration. 
It is obvious that this method is not for individual calculations but for those ones which 
are typical for sheets when limit loads over unit area of a particular section are tabulated 
in cases of different number of spans, sheet positions, thicknesses and spans. 
APPENDIX - NOTATION 
bel effective design width of uniformly compressed elements 
bp notional plane width 
E modulus of elasticity of steel 
/y yield point used for design 
q, web inclination (45" .s; q, .s; 900 ) 
h design height of the web 
k". plate buckling coefficient (usually 4.0 is considered) 
la bearing length 
M, Md, Mmax calculated, design and maximum (at internal supports) value of 
bending moment, respectively 
qd design value of U.D.L. 
r inner radius of the sheet 
R, Rd calculated and design (with respect to web crippling) value of sup-
port reaction, respectively 
p factor of reduction used for determining of compression plate effec-
tive width 
(J'c stress in the compression element computed on the basis of the ef-
fective design width 
thickness of the sheet 
Wei elastic section modulus of the effective section calculated with the 
extreme compression or tension fiber at /1/ (inelastic reserve capacity 
of the tension zone is not utilized in our calculations) 
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TABLE 1 
Calculated design loads over unit area in lbs/sq.ft 
-----------
N° Lay- Con- Type of section 
of out di- A B C D 
spans tion a b c a b c a b c a b c 
2 + Strength 45.43 44.74 +1.5 40.31 40.54 -0.6 35.90 36.78 -2.4 29.30 30.77 -4.8 
L/300 43.09 42.54 -4.4 33.94 34.07 -0.4 31.52 30.81 +2.3 27.19 25.75 +5.6 
L/200 51.19 52.99 -3.4 47.54 47.33 +0.4 43.76 42.50 +2.9 37.47 35.28 +6.2 
- ! Strength 45.43 44.74 +1.5,41.27 39.43 +4.7 37.47 34.96 +7.2 31.33 28.34 +10.5 
L/300 43.09 42.54 -4.4 34.23 37.01 -7.5 32.48 35.67 -9.0 28.89 32.37 -10.8 I:..:l ~ 
L/200 51.19 52.99 -3.4 48.64 51.84 -6.2 45.68 49.71 -8.1 40.00 44.80 -10.7 
----------- ----------- ----------
3 + Strength 56.06 55.91 +0.3 49.83 50.67 -1.6 44.49 45.97 -3.2 36.40 38.45 -5.3 
L/300 28.03 28.53 -1.8 27.07 26.78 +1.1 24.92 24.27 +2.7 21.26 20.32 +4.6 
L/200 41.40 41.65 -0.6 38.16 37.34 +2.2 34.86 33.61 +3.7 29.55 27.97 +5.7 
- Strength 56.06 55.91 +0.3 50.57 49.29 +2.6 45.66 43.71 +4.4 37.93 35.44 +7.0 
L/300 28.03 28.53 -1.8 27.78 28.47 -2.4 26.75 27.76 -3.6 24.27 25.46 -4.7 
L/200 41.40 41.65 -0.6 40.27 40.81 -1.3 38.39 39.18 -2.0 34.25 35.38 -3.2 
llb/sq.ft = 47.87789 N/m2 
Calculated design loads over unit area in N/m2 
-~ 
N° Lay- Con- Type of section 
of out di- A B C 
spans tion a b c a b c a b c 
2 + Strength 2175 2142 +1.5 1930 1941 -0.6 1719 1761 -2.4 
L/300 1697 1776 -4.4 1625 1631 -0.4 1509 1475 +2.3 
L/200 2451 2537 -3.4 2276 2266 +0.4 2095 2035 +2.9 
Strength 2175 2142 +1.5 1976 1888 +4.7 1794 1674 +7.2 
L/300 1697 1776 -4.4 1639 1772 -7.5 1555 1708 -9.0 
L/200 2451 2537 -3.4 2329 2482 -6.2 2187 2380 -8.1 
3 + Strength 2684 2677 +0.3 2386 2426 -1.6 2130 2201 -3.2 
L/300 1342 1366 -1.8 1296 1282 +1.1 1193 1162 +2.7 
L/200 1982 1994 -0.6 1827 1788 +2.2 1669 1609 +3.7 
Strength 2684 2677 +0.3 2421 2360 +2.6 2186 2093 +4.4 
L/300 1342 1366 -1.8 1330 1363 -2.4 1281 1329 -3.6 
L/200 1982 1994 -0.6 1928 1954 -1.3 1838 1876 -2.0 
1 N/m2 = 0.020886 lbs/sq.ft 
TABLE 2 
D 
a b c 
1403 1473 -4.8 
1302 1233 +5.6 
1794 1689 +6.2 
1500 1357 + lO.5 
1383 1550 -10.8 
1915 2145 -10.7 
1743 1841 -5.3 
1018 973 +4.6 
1415 1339 +5.7 
1816 1697 +7.0 
1162 1219 -4.7 
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(EC 3- Annex A) 
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t- a ~ SI units inmm ~ (/2 
t=0.025" I ! 
,(0.635) r 'r\ / : ] 2" 
la = 2.5- _r. (50.8) 
(63.5) 
... 11-~ 211 ... /1· ~ r = 0.111 (2.54) 
Dimensions in axis (25.4) (50.8) (25.4) 
Type a ( 
A 611 (152.4) , 2" ( 50.8) 
B 711 (177.8) 3" ( 16.2) 
( 8" (203.2) 411 ( 101.6) 
D 10" (~O) 611. (152.4) 
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Fig.5 Variation of the moment of inertia 
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PROPERTIES FOR CELLULAR DECKS IN NEGATIVE BENDING 
By L.D. Luttrell l and K. Balaji2 
INTRODUCTION 
Cell ular roof and floor decks may be formed by attaching 
essentially flat sheets to a "hat-shapes" or to fluted profiles by 
spot welding along the contact lines. This leads to a closed 
cellular deck unit suitable for such purposes as in-floor power 
distribution or communication systems. In positive bending, or 
when the flat sheet is in tension and stable, cellular deck 
flexural properties can be determined following the American Iron 
and Steel Institute Cold Formed Steel Design Manual. When the flat 
sheet is in compression, its contribution is not described in the 
AISI Manual since it is not continuously connected to the cell top. 
In earlier AISI Manual Commentaries, an approximate method was 
suggested for evaluating flat sheets in compression. Basically, 
the sheet was treated as a "column" between welds and, if this 
"column" did not buckle at limiting panel flexural stresses, the 
element edge could be treated as if it were continuously supported. 
Existing effective width formulas could then be used. 
For the vast majority of cellular deck applications, welds are 
no so closely spaced and column-like buckling can occur. The 
purpose of this study has been to address cases with larger weld 
spacings and to propose a general method for finding the effective 
width of sheets in compression when used in cellular decks. 
TEST PROGRAM 
The Steel Deck Institute has sponsored a test program at West 
Virginia University in which eighty-two panel assemblies were 
tested. The panels were supplied by Epic Metals Corporation of 
Rankin, PA. in six different profiles as illustrated in Figure 1. 
Weld spacings, S., of 4, 6 and B inches were used on all profiles 
with welds along each of the contact lines between the upper and 
lower units. Each deck type was supplied in several different 
combinations of top and bottom thicknesses allowing studies of the 
effects of weld spacing, thickness combinations, and profile depths 
on effective widths. 
1. Professor, West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV. 
2. Research Assistant, WVU, Morgantown, WV. 
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The panels were tested on simple spans with the flat sheet in 
compression. Typical end bearings were 4 inches and cross-panel 
line loads typically were applied at third points. Certain loading 
modifications were made for deeper sections having more critical 
web depths. 
Test results are summarized in six tables at the end of the 
paper. A table identifies the profile type; base metal thicknesses 
t and tb for the hat and sheet, respectively; the weld spacing, S1; 
the theoretical and observed bending strengths, MI and M,; tne 
theoretical moment of inertia, It; and the observed moment of 
inertia, I,. Theoretical values for the section modulus and for 
moment of inertia were established using effective widths from the 
following sections. 
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
A side view of a cellular unit with the closure plate in 
compression is shown in Figure 2. The curved lines between spot 
weld locations indicate a potential for "column-like" buckling in 




Where r~ t~ 12 
a • 97051 ( tb)2 
S", 
K- 0.5 
If the compression stress, fe' produced by M, is smaller than 
a, the panel should not buckle between welds and the effective 
width factor could be found as below: 
). '" (1.052) (...!.)~ fc {it tb E 
P = 1.0 when ).'" 0 .673 
22 (1.0 - O. T) 
p ., ). when). l!: 0.673 
If ~ and a are equal, the sheet is at a transition stress and 
the transition effective width factor, PI' is found: 
f 
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Fi~ur 2. Flevation of Cellular Section in 
Negative Bending 




When the applied bending moment causes compression stress 
levels in the hat unit that are above the critical plate stress, 
the plate effective width decreases as indicated by p in Figure 3. 
The final value for p can be represented by: 
The AISI formulations for effective width are based on a 
certain degree of stability along the edge of the compression 
element as expressed by a buckling coefficient. For a deck top 
sub-element between two webs, the buckling coefficient, K, is taken 
as 4. If the edge of the sub-element is less well supported, the 
coefficient is smaller. For cellular decks having the lower flat 
sheet connected to the hat by discreet spot welds, the established 
sub-element may not be well supported when in compression. 
With a cellular deck in negative bending, the lower sheet 
axial compression stresses along the span commonly do lead to sheet 
buckling between the welds as implied in Figure 2. At a critical 
stress, o. the plate buckles away from the hat but it is not free 
to buckle and fail as a "simple column." Some stability can be 
maintained by adjacent units. It is most common for waves to form 
at alternate positions as indicated. Apparently the first buckle 
allows a local relaxation to develop relieving the adjacent "span" 
of length S., The alternate-wave form will extend over the region 
with maximum bending moments. 
For cases where the welds are very closely spaced, 0 is large 
and the flat sheet does not show column like buckling. It follows 
the AISI effective width formulations as indicated in Figure 3. A 
step function in p exists at at the transition where olf = 1.0. 
As the appl ied stress, f begins to exceed (I. there is ~ sudden 
relaxation in deck stiffness as the sheet begins to buckle. 
However this buckling is not "free." It is controlled by the 
attached cellular hat and. with increasing applied bending moments, 
the buckled plate will continue to maintain a rather constant 
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stress level. Relative to the increasing f<, (J becomes smaller. 
The experimental program indicates that the step function is 
related to the strain gradient over the section depth, Dt , as can 
be seen in the PM equation. The apparent limiting value for PJ 
develops when _ = f< = F, as illustrated below for some typical 
cases: 
wi th C1 = fe = Fy 
(P.> IIIaX 1. 0/ Fe 
Wi th De - 1. 5// : 
4.5": 
PI! = 0.82 
PI! = 0.47 If D t 
For CJ 10 ksi, fa = 24 ksi, Fy =45 ksi: 
Pm = 1.21/.fDt 
For: De" 1.5": 
4.5// : 
Pm" 0.988 
Pm = 0.570 
The PM term is closer to unity for shallow decks with lower 
compression stress. Such cellular sections are more flexible and 
better able to develop compresive strains in the flat sheet. 
Deeper and stiffer profiles take less advantage of the flat sheet 
contribution. 
DEFLECTION 
The section properites for deflection are determined at stress 
levels lower than those for bending, usually about sixty percent 
of limiting bending stresses. Once the plate has buckled at the (1 
stress, that stress level will remain essentially constant with 
increasing flexure. In terms of strain energy, the plate will have 
experienced axial strains at the limiting deflection case which are 
about 60% of those experienced at the bending failure. 
The effective widths for deflection calculations are 
determined using the same formulas as for bending but with the 
lower fd deflection compressive stress. Then, 
Pt values as for bending but with fd 
p.,a 0.6~ 
P - P .. Pe 
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ILLUSTRATION 
The cellular section is shown in Figure 4 in an exploded view. 
The bending upper unit flexural properties are determined following 
the 1989 AISI Cold Formed Steel Design Manual. The properties for 
the lower flat plate, in compression, are found following the 
research efforts reported here. All top element widths are the 
flat dimensions, to the toe of the bend radius, R, which is 
measured on the inside. Other dimensions are as shown on the 
figure. 
Flat dimensions for the lower sheet are measured to the weld 
centerlines and to edge bends that here are ~resumed to be sharp. 
Data. EP 300 (Test No. 46) 
Hat Section: D 3.021" R 0.375" H 0.25" 
Web angle + 81. 6' WI 4.75" Wb = 0.9375" t 0.0352" 
Lower Plate: GP 1.0625" HL = 0.9375" HA = 7.125" 
HM 7.875" HB 7.625" HR 0.4375" 
HP 0.6875" tb = 0.0456" Fy 48.5 ksi 
Cover width, CW 24.0" 
Following the dimension in Figures 3 and 4: 
DI = D + t + tb = 3.104" WW = 2.375" 
AV (R + t/2)(1 - cos +) + t/2 = 0.3539" 
The location of the neutral axis dependa on the element effective 
widths. After several cycles of iteration, a value of y can be 
estimated. 
Assume: y" 1.422" y = 1.682" 
Thus the controlling stress 
section in negative bending. 
is on 
Then, 
the lower surface for 
Fy " 48.5 ksi and f\ = 48.5(y)/(D1 y) 41. 0 ksi 
The maximum compressive stresse in the hat is: 
47.19 ksi 
this 
Check the effective widths for the bottom elements of the hat 
section: 
(AISI B2.l), Element WB: 
W
t r- Ht--'l 
D 
t 
--.i_ t::::e:/ '------r--/ ~c=/ "-.::TI' 
1 H-li r- -, VIJ r--... Wold __ / - -1 ~b f- .-11 r- (rilH! 
GP 0 ; ~~ .Ll.nes .:~-- .H-"; j J p:r 
l -... 
HL _-_ .. --- HA liM HB - I HR 1---




Y ) ~ 
Figure 4. Section Details for Example Problem. 
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1 = 1.052 (0.9375) {4 0.0352 47.19 '" 0.560 29500 
1 < 0.673: WB fully effective 
(ArSr B3.2), Klement H: 
1 '" 1.052 ( 0.25 )~ = 0.424 
~ 0.0352 29500 
1. < 0.673: H fully effective 
Check the critical stress for the lower plate elements. Welds are 
spaced along the sheet at S, 6 inches. 
5.61 ksi 
since the compression stress, f e • is greater than fI' all lower 
plate elements exist in a post-buckled state. With K 4 for 
simply supported plates. the transition 11 expression takes the 
form: 




1.133 ) 0.673 Thus 
1.252 0.673 Thus PI 
1.212 ) 0.673 Thus 






48.5 3.104(48.5) = 0.193 
Using the PM term with PI results in effective widths as follows: 
Eff. HA PM PI (HA) 0.193 (0.711) (7.125) 0.978 (14% effective) 
Eff. HM P. PI (HM) 0.193 (0.658)(7.875) 1.000 (13% effective) 
Eff. HB P. PI (HB) 0.193 (0.675)(7.125) 0.993 (13% effective) 
The small elements HL and HR are evaluated following AISI B4.2 for 
approximate effective widths. 
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S = 1.28~ E =: 1.28~ 29500 = 31.6 
fc 48.5 
HL T = 20.56 < S: HL fully effective 
.fj 
HR .. 9.60 < S: HR fullyeffective 
t;s 
Check the effective widths in the webs following AISI B2.3. The 
maximum web stresses are at the extreme limits of the flat 
dimension in the web. Following Figures 4 and 5: 
f, fl (y - AV)/y = 30.62 ksi tension. 
fl fc (DI -y AV)/(D, y) = 38.29 ksi compression. 
'f -f, If 1 0.80 
K 4 +2(1 _ .)3 +2(1 .) 19.26 
1 = 1.052 2.375 ~ = 0 583 
,jI'9.26 0.0352 29500 . 
0.583 < 0.673: Webs fully effective 
I = Sina+ (ww) J '" 1.0926 
" 12 
Evaluate the arc elements are shown in Figure 4: 
y. =R +..!:.-C1 =0.1381" v c 2 
a.rc '" + Rc = 0.5599" 
I = [+ + Sipt Cost _ sin2t] Rca = 0.0418 (inches) 3 
K1C 2 + 
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Summar,t of Section ProI!erties. 
Element Length (in. ) ,t (in. ) L.t (in.l) !d. (in. 31 I' ( inl1 
Top 3Wt - 14.250 0.0182 0.2594 0.0047 
6 top acrs: 3.360 0.1381 0.4640 0.0641 0.2508 
Webs 6Ww 14.250 1.5287 21.7840 33.3012 6.5556 
Bot arcs 3.360 2.9192 9.8085 28.6330 0.2508 
Hat bottom* 2.375 3.0392 7.2181 21.9372 
Flat Pl.** 5.630 3.0807 17.3443 53.4326 
PI. Laps + 3.619 2.612 9.4528 24.6908 
Summations 46.844 66.3311 162.0636 7.0572 
*--S~;-~f-Eff:-wldth;-f~;-(2H-+-2Wb) 
** Sum of Eff. Widths for (HL+HA+HM+HB+HR) times (~ It) to express 
in terms of hat thickness. 
+ Treated here as average lengths of the three lap elements; 
computer analysis for test program is specific. 
From the table summations for the full 24" panel width: 
y = E(Ly)/EL = 66.3311/46.844 = 1.416" (Assumed y=1.422" ok) 
Ib = II L r + II I' - yl II L) t 
= [(162.0636 + 7.0572 (1.416)2(46.844)J(0.0352) 2.6469 in.· 
Expressing the properties per foot of width: 
I, 2.6469 in·/2 ft. 1.323 in· I ft. of width. 
y 3.104 1. 416 1.688" > y: 
S, 1. 323/1. 688 0.784 inl per foot of width. 
For finding the moment of inertia for deflection, the same process 
is repeated but with the lower stresses and modified effective 
width terms previously described. 
For deflection, find: I, = 1. 378 in.· 1ft. of width 
y " 1.459" 
The methods shown in the example problem were used to establish all 
theoretical values in the test summary tables atttached. 
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TEST SUMMARIES 
Six tables of test summaries 
being for a different deck profile. 
are attached with each 












base metal thickness of hat, in. 
base metal thickness of flat sheet, in. 
spacing of welds along span, in. 
theoretical ultimate bending moment, in.-kips/ft. 
test-to-theoretical bending strength 
theoretical defl. moment of inertia, in.l/ft. 
test-to-theoretical deflection moments of inertia. 
The effective width formulations presented here are based in 
eighty two tests and generally show good results when applied 
across a spectrum of section depths, spot weld spacings, and 
thickness combinations. The test program is continuing and will 
include closure plates with longitudinal stiffeners near web 
locations. 
The effective width factors are more conservative with the 
shallower sections especially when a repeating pattern fluted panel 
is used for the top unit as in the case with panels of the first 
four tables. It appears that the bottom-flat continuity between 
webs for these panels leads to a greater degree of web stability 
than when simple single unit hats are used to form the top part of 
the cell. 
Finally, it is worth comment that the AlSI effective width 
formulas are based in tests with rather considerable scatter and 
that scattering effect is present in cellular units as well. 
It it very clear from this test program that the eliminaton of 
buckling between welds would permit successful application of the 
AISI effective width factors to flat plates in cellular units. It 
would seem obvious that the introduction of longitudinal stiffeners 
in the flat sheet, adjacent to the weld lines, could retard or 
eliminate "column-like" buckling and even permit rather greater 
spacing of welds without the 0 penalty. Phase two of this project 
will include selected specimens of this type. 
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Table 1. EP150 Decks in Negative Bending. 
Test Bending Deflection 
No. t (in. l tb (in. ) Sw Mt MolMt It IolIt Note* 
-1- 0.0456 0.0452 8 23.39 0.99 0.436 0.96 
2 0.0454 0.0457 8 23.33 1.00 0.437 1.00 W 
75 0.0356 0.0459 4 21.04 1. 08 0.383 1. 19 W 
76 0.0357 0.0459 6 20.41 1.04 0.373 1. 07 
77 0.0351 0.0456 8 19.53 1. 10 0.357 1. 10 
78 0.0486 0.0578 4 26.31 1. 17 0.543 1.21 
79 0.0460 0.0574 6 25.33 1. 18 0.512 1. 17 
80 0.0463 0.0582 8 24.89 1.14 0.498 1.11 BHF 
81 0.0459 0.0462 4 24.64 1. 10 0.468 1.12 BHF 
82 0.0455 0.0461 6 24.02 ~ 0.452 1. 15 BHF 
Averages: 1. 09 l:TI 
*--W:-W;b-~rippling-n~t;d-~t-;ltim~te:-------------------
BHF: Buckl ing in hat flange at ultimate. 
Table 2. EGP266 Decks in Negative Bending. 
Test Bending Deflection 
~ t (in. ) tb (i n. ) Sw Mt MolMt It !..Q,LIt Note* 
19 0.0464 0.0455 4 25.35 1.11 0.735 0.98 
20 0.0464 0.0456 4 25.36 1. 13 0.736 0.95 
21 0.0465 0.0453 6 24.74 1. 12 0.722 0.92 
22 0.0466 0.0456 6 24.83 1. 08 0.725 0.85 
23 0.0467 0.0456 8 24.43 1. 10 0.713 0.84 
24 0.0467 0.0460 8 24.46 L08 0.716 0.83 
25 0.0478 0.0562 8 25.90 1. 14 0.792 0.86 
26 0.0476 0.0474 8 24.99 1. 13 0.733 0.84 
27 0.0474 0.0569 6 26.26 L 13 0.811 0.89 
28 0.0476 0.0575 6 26.42 1.10 0.781 0.88 
29 0.0472 0.0562 4 26.25 1. 17 0.904 0.90 
30 0.0476 0.0570 4 26.48 1. 16 0.916 0.92 
31 0.0344 0.0459 8 19.67 0.98 0.570 1. 03 
32 0.0357 0.0459 8 20.42 0.99 0.584 0.84 
33 0.0351 0.0460 6 20.41 1. 00 0.589 0.94 
34 0.0353 0.0466 6 20.57 0.97 0.595 0.91 
35 0.0356 0.0463 4 21.23 0.96 0.604 0.90 
36 0.0352 0.0459 4 20.95 0.98 0.597 0.90 
Averages: 1:07 0:90 































































































































EP300 Decks in Negative 
Bending 
Sw Mt Mo/Mt 
8 42.86 0.95 
8 41.86 1. 00 
6 44.74 0.93 
6 44.52 0.97 
4 53.03 0.88 
4 53.63 0.87 
8 35.14 0.97 
8 35.51 0.95 
6 38.02 0.98 
6 38.15 0.96 
4 43.37 0.88 
4 44.47 0.84 
8 52.96 0.93 
8 52.55 0.94 
6 55.83 0.88 













































L715 1. 01 
1. 729 0.98 
1. 374 0.96 
1.383 1. 06 
1.374 0.98 
1. 378 0.97 
1. 387 1. 04 
1.408 L03 
1.826 1. 00 













Decks tended to develop som web instability near ultimate. 
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Several methods were used to limit web instability, including 
changes in support width. Only the last 5 tests can be 
presumed to represent checks on effective width. 
Table 6. EP750 Decks in Negative Bending. 
Test Bending 
~ t (in·2 tb (in·2 Mt Mo/Mt It Note* 
66 0.0459 0.0577 135.83 0.73 13.542 WS 
67 0.0451 0.0579 6 144.06 0.80 13.487 1.11 WS 
68 0.0458 0.0573 4 166.58 0.81 13.935 1.29 BeB 
69 0.0340 0.0460 6 86.74 0.91 10.594 1. 16 BeB 
70 0.0341 0.0460 4 96.60 0.90 10.246 1.25 BeB 
71 0.0342 0.0457 8 82.55 0.88 10.773 0.94 BeB 
72 0.0464 0.0458 6 117.80 0.92 12.770 L 16 BeB 
73 0.0458 0.0460 8 108.82 0.95 12.812 1. 02 BeB 
74 0.0455 0.0458 4 130.83 0.87 12.575 1. 19 BeB 
g at support. 
blocked up eliminating end crippling controlling. 

Eleventh International Specialty Conference on Cold-Formed Steel Structures 
St. Louis, Missouri, U.B.A., October 20-21, 1992 
CONTRASTING BEHAVIOUR OF THIN STEEL ROOF CLADDINGS 
UNDER SIMULATED CYCLONIC WIND LOADING 
by ~. ~ahendran* 
Summary 
During an investigation on thin steel roof claddings under simulated cyclonic wind loading, 
it was found that trapezoidal roofing behaved quite differently to corrugated roofing due to 
the presence of overload cycles. 111is paper examines this contrasting behaviour of these 
two roofing profiles. 
1. Introduction 
Light gauge steel roof claddings used in Australia are of a great variety, but the common 
ones are either of corrugated profile or trapezoidal profile as shown in Figure 1. In the past, 
these crest·fixed roof claddings suffered severe damage during cyclonic winds due to low 
cycle fatigue cracking in the vicinity of fasteners. The loss of roofing then led to extensive 
damage to housing (Morgan and Beck, 1977). Laboratory testing of steel roof claddings 
under cyclic loading has also revealed the susceptibility of roofing to fatigue cracking as 
shown in Figure 2 (Mahendran, 1990b). 
(i) 
(ii) 







(b) Trapezoidal Roofing 






Note: Base metal thicknesses (BMT) are 0.42 and 0.48 mm & steel is 0550 (min. yield 
strength 550 MPa), except for (a)-ii above for which BMT is 0.60 mm & steel is 0300. 
,. - Senior Lecturer in Civil Engineering, Queensland University of Technology, Australia. 
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Figure 2, Fatigue Cracking in Roofing from Laboratory Tests 
Currently two different fatigue tests are being used to determine the fatigue susceptibility of 
roof claddings. The first one, the DABM test (ORC, 1976) which consists of 10,000 cycles 
at one load range and a static overload, is being used in the Northern Territory, whereas the 
second one, the TR440 test (EBS, 1978) which consists of a 3-levellow-high cyclic loading 
sequence with a total of 10,200 cycles and a static overload, is being used for the rest of the 
country. This is an unacceptable situation for roofing manufacturers and designers and 
reflects the concern in assessing the safety of roof claddings in cyclone prone areas. 
Note: Loading is 
Suction/uplift on roofing 
1·00l! 
1.0012 i-{)S 1.001:: 'I-~ 
1.001:: '1-03 
1.001:: i-{)~ l·OO~~ 
Figure 3. Cyclonic Wind Loading Matrix 




















A research programme was carried out recently to investigate the characteristics of cyclonic 
wind loading and the fatigue behaviour of thin steel roof claddings under cyclonic wind 
loading in order to develop an appropriate fatigue test for roof claddings in the cyclone 
prone areas of Australia. The investigation on cyclonic wind loading characteristics 
(Jancauskas et aJ., 1990) produced a complicated loading matrix with about 65 blocks of 
loading (Figure 3). This cyclone loading matrix was then applied as a random block load 
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sequence on the roof claddings (Mahendran, 1991). It was found that the fatigue 
performance of corrugated roofing under such simulated cyclonic loading was quite 
different to that of trapezoidal roofing. For the corrugated roofing, a significant reduction in 
fatigue life was observed due to the presence of a few overload cycles during the simulated 
cyclonic loading test. In contrast, the few overload cycles caused a significant increase in 
fatigue life for the trapezoidal roofing. This was further verified by a series of constant 
amplitude cyclic tests with and without prior overload cycles. An investigation is currently 
being carried out to determine the reasons for this contrasting behaviour, as it is important 
for the ultimate objective of developing an appropriate fatigue test for roof claddings. This 
paper presents the details of this investigation and the results obtained to date. 
2. Use of Small Scale Roofing Models 
2.1 Development 
In the past investigations on roof claddings, a two-span roofing assembly with simply 
supported ends was used to model the critical regions of a multi-span roofing assembly 
(Mahendran, 1990a,b). Figure 4 shows such a test set-up. It is to be noted that the critical 
regions are around the central support fasteners which are susceptible to fatigue cracking. 
Depending on whether the wind uplift loading was simulated by a midspan line load or a 
uniform pressure loading, a test span of either 650 mm or 900 mm was selected to represent 
the most common prototype end spans of 900 mm. This ensured that the critical loading 
parameters, namely the tensile load per fastener and the bending moment at the critical 
central support, were modelled correctly. It is common to use two roofing sheets in all the 
fatigue tests and this meant a specimen size of approximately 1500 mm x 2000 mm. In the 
test set-up shown in Figure 4, however, only one sheet was used due to the restricted width 
of the testing machine. Roofing specimens were fastened to timber battens at alternate 
crests or at every ribbed crest (see Figure 1) by no.14 x 50/65 mm Type 17 self-drilling 
screws with EPDM seals as per the manufacturer's recommendations (LBI, 1987). A servo-
controlled hydraulic testing machine was used to simulate the static and cyclic uplift wind 
loading on roofing. 
Figure 4. Test Set-up for Two-span Roofing Models 
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From these investigations on two-span roofing specimens (Mahendran, 1990a,b), it became 
clear that fatigue cracking in roof claddings under cyclic wind loading is somewhat a 
localised phenomenon around the fasteners. Because all roof claddings are crest-fixed in 
Australia, and are essentially subject to uplift loading under high wind events, large stress 
concentrations are present in the vicinity of fastener holes. During cyclonic winds, the 
loading fluctuates randomly and causes cracking in these large stress concentration regions. 
Fatigue cracking is thus considered to have been caused mainly by these large stress 
concentrations in the small area around the fastener holes. Therefore for the fatigue 
investigations on roofing, it is considered possible to use small scale models including only 
a small area around one of the critical central support fasteners, rather than the full 
two-span roof cladding. 
Investigation on the fatigue behaviour of roofing using two-span roofing models revealed 
that tensile load per fastener was the main critical loading parameter, instead of bending 
moment at the central support. However, it was found that simulating the tensile load per 
fastener alone will not be sufficient. Boundary conditions had to be modelled reasonably 
well to simulate both longitudinal and transverse bending of roofing. It is to be noted that 
since the transverse distance between adjacent fasteners is large (alternate crest-fixed for 
corrugated roofing and every rib fixed, but with a wider pan - see Figure 1), roofing 
undergoes both longitudinal and transverse bending under wind uplift. 
Based on the above considerations, a large number of preliminary experiments was carried 
out using small scale models of different size, boundary conditions and fastening 
arrangements. Only the roofing profiles shown in Figure l(a)-(i) (0.42mm bmt corrugated 
roofing) and in Figure l(b)-(i) (0.42mm bmt trapezoidal roofing with wider pans) were 
used in this investigation. These experiments then led to the selection of approximately 240 
x 240 mm roofing around a single fastener as appropriate (see Figure 5). Roofing in the 
transverse direction was chosen to include at least one corrugation on either side of the 
fastener for corrugated roofing, and to include half the width of pan on either side of the 
fastener for trapezoidal roofing. Therefore the transverse distance between the fasteners was 
152 mm for corrugated roofing and 190 mm for trapezoidal roofing. Longitudinal distance 
between fasteners was 200 mm in all cases, giving a clear longitudinal span of 170 mm. 
Figure 5. Small Scale Models for Corrugated and Trapezoidal Roofing 
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In the actual roofing under wind uplift loading, the region around the fastener hole deflects 
upwards, but the roofing under the fastener head remains fixed. However, the small scale 
models were designed such that the reverse would occur, but relative deflections would still 
be identical. In this manner, it is anticipated that the behaviour under uplift wind loading 
would still be similar. Thus roofing was fastened to a small rectangular wooden frame 
made of four 25 x 50 mm members to simulate appropriate boundary conditions. The 
central fastener was not actually fastened to the wooden frame, but was free to move 
vertically. Figure 5 shows the details of the small scale models for corrugated and 
trapezoidal roofing. 
(a) Static Tests (b) Fatigue Tests 
Figure 6. Simulation of Wind Uplift on Small Scale Models 
The wind uplift loading on the small scale roofing models was simulated by applying a 
tension force in the fastener (see Figure 6). The specially made central fastener had the 
same fastener head, but was made to be about 200 mm long so that a load cell can be 
included within its length. Static wind uplift loading was simulated simply by tightening the 
long fastener. This means a static wind uplift loading test can be carried out to failure 
without the use of a testing machine. Cyclic wind uplift loading was simulated by pulling 
the long fastener cyclically on a fatigue testing machine. This means that the more 
complicated cyclic wind uplift loading on roofing is replaced by a simple cyclic tension test. 
Figure 6 shows the test set-up using small scale models for both static and fatigue loading. 
2.2 Validation using Static Tests 
The use of the small scale models was first validated by comparing the results with those 
obtained from the corresponding two-span roofing models. For corrugated roofing, fatigue 
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behaviour is very much dependent on the load at which the crests of roofing dimples and 
undergoes localised plastic defonnation (Mahendran, 1990a). This load, referred to as the 
LPD load in Mahendran (1990a), was determined using the small scale models and the two-
span roofing models under simulated wind uplift. Figure 7 (a) compares the load-deflection 
curves for the above two cases. As seen in the figure, despite the fact that deflections do not 
agree exactly, the important LPD load values are between 870 and 920 Newtons per fastener 
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Figure 7. Static Load-denection Curves for Roofing under Simulated Wind Uplift 
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For trapezoidal roofing also, same small scale models were proposed and their use was 
validated by comparing the results from the small scale models and two-span roofing 
models. Figure 7 (b) compares the load-deflection curves for trapezoidal roofing. Unlike 
corrugated roofing, trapezoidal roofing does not undergo LPD type behaviour, but instead 
only a localised yielding around the fastener holes. This yielding eventually leads to a pull 
through failure. Therefore the fatigue behaviour will be dependent on this pull through 
failure load. As seen in Figure 7 (b), the important pull through failure load by fastener is 
about 1500 Nlf for both small scale and two span models. 
As shown in Figure 7, results obtained using small scale models and two-span roofing 
models are in reasonably good agreement. Therefore these small scale models of only 240 x 
240 mm can be used to study the static and fatigue behaviour of both corrugated and 
trapezoidal roof claddings, instead of the 1500 x 2000 mm two-span roof claddings. 
2.3 Validation using Fatigue Tests 
Fatigue tests were carried out using small scale models in order to validate the use of small 
scale models for fatigue testing. Tests were aimed at verifying whether the same contrasting 
behaviour is present as it was observed with two-span roofing models. Therefore tests were 
of two categories, those with a prior cycle of overload causing yielding/dimpling at the crest 
followed by constant amplitude cyclic loading to a pre-determined lower load level or those 
without a prior overload cycle. Table 1 presents the details of these tests and results. 
Table 1. Fatigue Test Results 
Corrugated Roofing Trapezoidal Roofing 
Cyclic-Load Prior Number-of Cyclic-Load Prior Number-of 
Range overload Cycles-to Range overload Cycles-to 
(Nit) cycle l Failure Nf (N/f) cycle l Failure Nf 
100 to 500 No 26,450 100 to 850 No 8080,8770, 9840 
100 to 500 Yes 5,520 100 to 850 Yes 17,850,16145 
50 to 650 No 18,150 40 to 890 No 3540 
50 to 650 Yes 4,770 40 to 890 Yes 4360 
50 to 750 No 12,550 50 to 940 No 2525 
50 to 750 Yes 2,100 50 to 940 Yes 2930 
Note: 1 - Overload to 900 Nlf to cause localised dimpling in corrugated roofing 
Overload to 1300 Nlf to cause permanent deformation in trapezoidal roofing 
As seen in Table 1, results reveal that fatigue life was reduced significantly when corrugated 
roofing was subjected to a prior overload cycle whereas the reverse occurred for trapezoidal 
roofing. This confirms the presence of contrasting behaviour observed with two-span 
roofing models. It also validates the use of small scale models for fatigue testing. 
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3. Effects of Prior Overload Cycles 
3.1 Method of Investigation 
Small scale roofing models shown in Figure 5 were used to investigate the effect of prior 
overload cycles. They were strain gauged around the fastener holes on both top and bottom 
sides. Three-arm rosettes were used so that both longitudinal and transverse stresses could 
be measured. Figure 8 shows the locations of strain gauges on the roofing models. 
Figure 8. Strain Gauged Roofing Models 
These roofing models were first loaded statically using the test set-up shown in Figure 6 to 
an overload level, that is, to about 900 N/f which dimpled the crest of corrugated roofing, 
and to about 1300 N/f which deformed the crest of trapezoidal roofing permanently. It is to 
be noted that care was taken not to overload the trapezoidal roofing to failure as there is a 
possibility that the fastener will pull through at 1500 N/f. Strains in the vicinity of the 
fastener hole and deflection of the central fastener were recorded by a computer during this 
static load testing. Results from these tests provide the test data for the case of cyclic 
loading without any prior overloading. 
After the overloading, these specimens were unloaded, but reloaded to a lower load level, 
and strains and deflections were again recorded during the reloading. This was repeated a 
number of times. This sequence simulated the lower load cycles that followed an overload 
cycle, and thus provided the test data for cyclic tests with a prior overload cycle. 
By comparing the strain and deflection data, it was considered possible to investigate the 
effect of prior overload cycles. Following sections present the results for the two types of 
roofing. 
3.2 Experiments on Corrugated Roofing 
The overload cycle in this case caused a localised dimpling of crests with well-defined yield 
lines forming a rhombus/two triangles as shown in Figure 9. Therefore during the following 
lower load cycles, the specimen deflected more than that it deflected during the first cycle at 
the same load level. This is revealed by Figure 10 which shows the load-deflection curve 
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for the first overload cycle and the following lower load cycles. It indicates that the 
stiffness of the specimen was reduced by the overload. 
Figure 9. Corrugated Roofing after an Overload Cycle 
During the reloading the region within the rhombus remained somewhat flat due to the 
formation of yield lines which formed a mechanism-like behaviour. All the strain-gauges 
which were located within the rhombus showed insignificant change of strains during 
reloading. However, it is believed that strains along the yield lines were high during 
reloading. This accelerated the fatigue crack initiation along these yield lines, and thus 
forced a premature fatigue failure. This explains the observation of reduced fatigue life of 
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Figure 10. Load-deflection curve for the Overload Cycle and the following Lower 
Load Cycles for Corrugated Roofing 
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3.3 Experiments on Trapezoidal Roofing 
The overload cycle in this case caused yielding in the region around the crests during the 
early stages of loading, but soon developed a membrane type action. There were no well-
defined yield lines as in the case of corrugated roofing. When the pre-determined overload 
was reached, there was a permanent deformation under the fastener. Figure 11 shows this 
permanent deformation of roofing due to the overload. This new permanent deformed 
shape provided a stronger membrane action and thus during the following cycles, the 
specimen deflected less than during the first overload cycle. This is revealed by Figure 12 
which shows the load-deflection curve for the first overload cycle and the following lower 
load cycles. It indicates that the stiffness of the specimen was greatly increased during the 
following load cycles. Accordingly the strain gauge readings recorded smaller changes in 
strains during the latter cycles. This therefore meant retardation of any fatigue crack 
initiation and thus delayed the fatigue failure. This explains the observation of increased 
fatigue life of trapezoidal roofing when it was overloaded first. 
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3.4 Anwytical Investigation 
A finite element analysis of the small scale roofing model using NAS1RAN is currently 
under way to verify the experimental observations for both corrugated and trapezoidal 
roofing. Four noded isoparametric quadrilateral elements with coupling of both membrane 
and bending stiffnesses are used to model the roofing. Both non-linear geometrical and 
material effects are considered. Because of symmetry in boundary conditions and loading, 
only a quarter model of approx. 75 x 100 mm size is analysed and thus the analysis becomes 
simple and easier and more efficient. Preliminary analytical results for corrugated roofing 
indicate reasonable agreement with experimental results. Attempts to simulate cyclic 
loading, in particular the effect of a few overload cycles, is being carried out using the 
RESTART option of NASTRAN. Further details and results from this analytical 
investigation will be presented at the conference. 
4. Conclusions 
The following conclusions have been drawn from this investigation. 
1. Small scale roofing models of 240 mm x 240 mm with a single fastener can be used 
satisfactorily to study the static and fatigue behaviour of steel roof claddings under 
simulated cyclonic wind loading. This makes the experimental investigation 
significantly easier, less time consuming and cheaper. 
2. Small scale roofing models confirmed the presence of contrasting fatigue behaviour of 
corrugated and trapezoidal roofing observed with two-span roofing models. 
3. In the case of corrugated roofing, prior overload cycles caused a deformed shape with 
yield lines ill the shape of a rhombus, thus creating a mechanism type behaviour with 
less stiffness' around the fastener holes. In contrast, in the case of trapezoidal roofing, 
the deformed shape due to the prior load cycles was able to develop a stronger 
membrane action and thus improved the stiffness of the area around the fastener holes. 
This contrasting deformed shape in the localised area around the fastener holes causes 
the contrasting fatigue behaviour between the two roofing profiles. 
4. Finite element analysis of small scale models is being carried out to verify the 
experimental observations mentioned in (3) above. 
5. Resolving the issue of contrasting behaviour as explained in this paper should 
accelerate the process of developing an appropriate fatigue test for all the roof 
c1addings in the cyclone prone areas of Australia. 
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NEW ASCE STANDARDS FOR COLD-FORMED STEEL DECK SlABS 
by Max L Porter-
ABSTRACI': This paper presents highlights of the newly approved and printed 
ASCE Standard on the design and construction of composite floor deck slabs utilizing 
cold-formed steel. In 1992 four documents are being published including the 
following: 
• "Standard for the Structural Design of Composite Slabs"--ASCE3-92, 
• "Standard Practice for Construction and Inspection of Composite Slabs"--
ASCE9·92, and 
• A separate commentary on each of the two above Standards. 
These above four documents stem from a previously published ASCE Standard 
entitled "Specifications for the Design and Construction of Composite Slabs" and the 
associated commentary thereon. The Steel Deck with Concrete Committee of the 
ASCE Standards Division Program has been the committee responsible for the 
development of these standards. The committee is continuing to work on a third 
standard on the diaphragm design of floor slabs utilizing cold-formed steel decking 
with concrete. 
The paper presents the results and highlights of the accepted two standards and 
will discuss the status and potential items for inclusion in the proposed new 
diaphragm standard. Also, the presentation will give summary highlights of the 
ASCE standards progress in the future development of the standards program. 
*Professor of Civil Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, USA 
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NEW ASCE STANDARDS FOR COlD-FORMED STEEL DECK SLABS 
INTRODUCTION 
New standards for composite steel deck with concrete have been developed as part of 
the standards program of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). These standards 
have been developed by the Steel Deck with Concrete Standards Committee under 
Management Group F of ASCE. The new standards divide, modify, and supplement the 
first standards produced entitled "Specifications for the Design and Construction of 
Composite Slabs" (1). 
Four new documents are scheduled for publication by ASCE during the summer of 1992. 
These documents are: 
• "Standard for the Structural Design of Composite Slabs" (2) 
• "Standard Practice for Construction and Inspection of Composite Slabs" (3) 
• "Commentary on the Standard for the Structural Design of Composite Slabs" (4) 
• "Commentary on the Standard Practice for Construction and Inspection of Composite 
Slabs" (5) 
An additional two documents are under development on new standards on Diaphragm Steel 
Deck Slabs With Concrete and a corresponding commentary thereon. This paper focuses 
on the highlights of the new documents being published and discusses current work under 
progress for the changes in next editions of the new standards. 
COMPOSITE DECK STANDARDS 
The first standard published in 1985 (1) as well as the four standards documents (2-5) 
being published in 1992 all deal with cold-formed steel decking as composite reinforcing for 
concrete slabs. This composite deck action is achieved by either embossments, transverse 
wires, holes, profile geometry or other means to interlock the steel deck and the concrete. 
The more common composite action utilized by the deck sections currently on the market 
is achieved by rolling embossments on the top, bottom or inclined (web) portions of the deck 
plate elements. 
All of 1992 standards documents as well as the first standard address criteria for 
composite action after the concrete has hardened utilizing the steel deck as reinforcement 
for the positive bending curvature. The non-composite criteria apply prior to the concrete 
hardening in which case the deck serves as a form for the concrete and a working surface 
during construction. For these non-composite criteria, the standards reference the 
"Specification for the Design of Cold-formed Steel Structural Members" published by the 
American Iron and Steel Institute (6) for allowable steel stress, deflections, and other criteria 
prior to the composite action. 
The Standards documents contained in References 1-5 apply to composite deck 
applications which have gained in popularity over the years so that today the composite steel 
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deck slab is the most popular floor slab system for steel framed buildings. This popularity 
is due to the many advantages of steel deck floors, e.g.: 
• positive bending reinforcement for the floor slab, 
• form the conrete, 
• little or no shoring, 
• little formwork (only subdivisional or edge formwork is needed), 
• less chance of fire, 
• working platform, 
• easily platized and shipped, 
• easily handled and placed, and 
• progression of construction to upper floors without waiting for previous floors to reach 
a certain concrete strength. 
Shoring is needed when long spans are designed for which case the AISI Specifications are 
utilized (6). 
For the sake of brevity in this paper, the new standard "Standard for the Structural 
Design of Composite Slabs" will be termed as the "Design Standard", and the new Standard 




The new design standard has resulted from a split of the previous standard into two 
parts--one for design-and one for construction-oriented items. The new design standard is 
written in mandatory language whereas the construction standard is principally a non-
mandatory written standard. 
All of those items pertaining to design in the first standard (1) were retained and placed 
into the new design standard. Several new items have been incorporated as will be discussed 
in subsequent subsections; however, prior to presenting the new items, a brief summary 
coverage will be made in the next subsection. 
Current Design Criteria 
The basic philosophy of design for steel deck slabs was retained from the previous 
standard (1) as summarized briefly below. For example, the shear-bond design strength as 
based upon a standard test was retained. 





where 41 = strength reduction factor; Yn nominal shear-bond strength, lbs. per ft. ofwidthj 
b unit width of slab, 12 in. (305 mm); d = effective slab depth, distance from extreme 
concrete compression fiber to centroidal axis of the full cross section of the steel deck, in.; 
m = slope of reduced experimental shear-bond line; p = reinforcement ratio of steel deck 
area to effective concrete area, A,lbd; ~' = length of shear span, in.; for uniform load, Q' 
= 12 f/4, in.; k = ordinate intercept of reduced experimental shear-bond line; flc = 
specified compressive strength of concrete, psi; y = coefficient for proportion of dead load 
added upon removal of shore; and W = wind load perpendicular to slab, psf. 
These equations are based upon the obtaining of a reduced slope and intercept of a 
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Fig. 1. Shear-Bond Strength Determination 
The experimental strength values are obtained from a standard simple beam test. 
Other design modes for possible under-reinforced or over-reinforced flexural capacities 
usually control less than approximately 4% of the applications. Most of the under-reinforced 





where Mu factored moment, ft.-Ibs. per ft. of width; cj) = strength reduction factor; A. = 
cross-sectional area of steel deck, or area of negative moment reinforcing steel where used 
as tension reinforcement, sq. in. per ft. ofwidthj fy = specified or design yield point or yield 
strength of steel, psi; d = effective slab depth, distance from extreme concrete compression 
fiber to centroidal axis of the full cross section of the steel deck, in. 
However, other flexural cases must utilize a general strain analysis from compatibility of 
strains, equilibrium and composite superposition as depicted below: 
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Fig. 2. Strain diagrams used to obtain general strain-computed flexural 
capacity of slab elements. 
The general strain criteria as illustrated in Figure 2 for the most part has been shifted to the 
Commentary for the new design standard and the former Appendix B from the first 
Standard (1) has been removed and placed in the design Standard Commentary document. 
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New Load and </> Factors 
To be consistent with the other standard, the load factors in the new design standard use 
the ones taken from the ASCE-7 document "Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and 
Other Structures" (7). As an example, the more common combination of dead and live 
loads has a 1.2 multiplier on dead loads and a 1.6 factor on live loads so the strength design 
loads, Wu, would be: 
(4) 
where WD is the dead load and WL is the live load. The corresponding strength reduction 
factors, </>, were reduced in the new design standard to accomodate the reduced load factors 
so that the combined factor of safety remained approximately the same. The </> factors are 
summarized below for the various design modes: 
Shear-bond 0.75 
Flexure (underreinforced) 0.85 
Flexural (underreinforced 
when f.ffy .:5. 1.08) 0.65 
Flexure (overreinforced) 0.70 
Flexure (plain concrete) 0.60 
New Strength Formulations Alternative 
A new strength formulation procedure was placed in Appendix: E of the new design 
standard as an 'alternative to the strengths presented in the design standard. This Appendix: 
is of help to a manufacturer developing a new deck section within the restrictions listed 
below: 
• must be an embossed deck, 
• webs of the deck must be inclined in the range of 55-90· , 
• embossment depth is in the range of 0.035 and 0.105 inches, 
• the depth of deck is .:5. 3.0 inches, 
• the cell spacing repeats at 12-inch intervals, 
• no re-entrant bends in the deck's cross-section, and 
• the concrete's compressive strength must fall in the range of 2500-6000 psi. 
The criterion contained in Appendix: E is based upon the work by Luttrell of West Virginia 
University (8, 9). The estimated predicted shear force capacity is generally given by the 
following equations: 
M, = K M.:J(12/C.) (5) 
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where M, = K(Me,)/C" bending moment, modified for bond limitations, ft.-lbs. per ft. of 
width; K bond force transfer property, K:J{KI + K2); Mel = calculated bending moment 
at first yield, ft.-lbs. per cell width C.; C, = cell spacing, in.; K3 slab width factor, from Eq. 
(E-10); Kl = [dJ7.8]G.s; K2 = mechanical bond factor, from Eq. (E-12) or (E-15) in Ref. (2). 
with the remaining detailed expressions given in Appendix E of the design standard (2). The 
capacity obtained by this alternative must be verified by at least three confirmatory tests for: 
• each deck profile, and 
• each embossment pattern for: 
• at least two steel thicknesses with: 
• at least two deck width sections 
using the simple beam test procedure as required for the shear-bond criterion. 
Acceptance Criteria for In-Place Floors 
A new section was included for determining the strength of eJdsting floor systems, when 
needed. The standard provides provisions for loading an eJdsting structural composite deck 
floor by placing at least 85% of the factored loads. The load shall be maintained for 24 
hours and monitored with deflection measurements. 
CONSTRUCTION STANDARD 
General 
As indicated previously, the new Construction Standard was divided from the first 
Standard (1). The significant aspect of this new Construction Standard is that the format 
is done in a non-mandatory style of a standard. 
Some of the significant items continued from the previous standard include: 
• tolerances, 
• materials specification references for steel deck and concrete, 
• connections, 
• shore removed at 0.75 fe', 
• hole reinforcement, and 
• concrete construction criteria. 
Inspection 
One of the significant additions to the Construction Standard is the inclusion of a short 
section providing for inspection of composite steel decking during the various phases of 
construction, including delivery of the deck. The essential part of the inspection is that the 
deck that is delivered to the job site is essentially the same or better than that which was 
tested for the design strength determination. 
Measurements and Tolerances 
To aid in the inspection process (as we)) as the testing phases) an appendix was added 
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which provides for the delineation of the measurements, the measurement points, and the 
defined measurements to be taken on a composite deck section. These measurement 
definitions are important due to the various curvatures, embossments, etc. encountered with 
composite decks. 
Along with the measurement and inspection criteria, a set of various important 
tolerances are included. Examples of these measured tolerances are: 
• dimensions of shear transfer devices at -10%, 
• depth of embossments at -10%, and 
• spacing of shear devices at ± 1/4 in. 
Conduits in Slab 
New provisions have been included for conduits that are included or placed in the 
concrete portions of the slab. An example of this criteria is a conduit of one inch or less in 
diameter with no crossovers must be spaced at least 18 inches apart. 
WORK. IN PROGRESS 
Diaphragm Standard 
A subcommittee of the ASCE's "Steel Deck with Concrete Standards" committee is 
working on a new Standard for steel deck with concrete for diaphragm floor or roof slabs. 
This standard is based upon the research work at Iowa State University (10-12) for 
composite diaphragms plus proprietary and other previous diaphragm research. Some topics 
for possible inclusion include a standard strength criteria, stiffness calculations, and 
connector strengths needed. Possible separation into various failure mode considerations 
is being developed. A possible standard test may be included for certain conditions. Also, 
Luttrell's work for steel deck diaphragms will be considered (13). 
Concentrated Floor Loads 
Special provisions have been discussed by the ASCE's "Steel Deck with Concrete" 
committee for handling the design and analysis for floor slabs subjected to concentrated 
loads. These loads have been divided into heavy or large and moderate concentrated loads. 
The procedures by Porter (for large point loads) (14), and the European standards are being 
considered for large and moderate, respectively. 
Other Items 
Several items are on this committee's list for further development or resolution resulting 
from discussions and input on the code issues w.r.t. these new standards. In short form, 
these items are tabulated below: 
• coordination with factors used by the Steel Deck Institute and the ASCE Standards, 
• make the Inspection criteria mandatory, 
• make the Construction Standard a mandatory document, 
• determine a concrete compressive strength for a particular class of floor based 
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upon intended use and exposure, 
• give criteria or suggestions for jointing considerations and crack width criteria for 
over interior supports, 
• provide more criteria detail for load and deflection criteria for the Section 3.4 on 
insite strength test determinations, 
• provide criteria for a minimum bearing length of deck on the support, 
• work out compatibility with the ACI Standard practice and ACI 318 Standards, and 
• provide detail definition and criteria of when the composite starts and solve issues 
of when is composite action okay to use for loads or for shore removaL 
Shrinkage and Temperature Alternatives 
One of the major items of controversy for the new design standard was the issue of 
allowing polypropylene fibers as a satisfactory alternative for the current provisions for 
shrinkage and temperature reinforcement. This issue was included in several drafts, but the 
lack of resolution of negative ballots resulted in its being removed in this edition of the 
Standard. Alternative shrinkage and temperature reinforcing is an issue that will be 
considered by the Steel Deck with Concrete for a possible change to the next Standards 
document. 
SUMMARY 
The two new standards documents summarized in this paper provide for design and 
construction criteria of composite deck floor slabs. These documents along with an 
associated commentary on each are scheduled for printing in 1992. An additional standard 
on diaphragm steel deck with concrete slabs is in the development process. Several left-over 
topics that could not be completed in the latest standards documents are in progress for 
possible additions or changes for the next edition. 
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COMPOSITE SLABS ANALYZED BY BLOCK BENDING TEST 
by Li An and Krister Cederwall 
SUMMARY 
A new small-scale test, concrete block bending test, was carried out to determine the amount of 
shear stress and the slip distribution at the interface between the steel sheet and the concrete. 
The result was then used in the finite element analysis to predict the behaviour of composite 
slabs. Good agreement has been shown between the analytical results and measured results 
from the full-scale composite slabs. 
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COMPOSITE SLABS ANALYZED BY BLOCK BENDING TEST 
by Li AnI and Krister Cederwa1l 2 
INTRODUCTION 
Steel sheet composite slabs are widely used in buildings. There are three possible modes of 
failure for this type of construction: flexural failure, longitudinal slip failure and vertical 
shear failure in the concrete [1]. The longitudinal slip failure is the most common failure. It 
is indicated by the relative movement between the steel sheet and the concrete at both ends 
of a test specimen at a load which is lower than a flexural bending strength. Considerable 
testing results have shown that the maximum load on the composite slab is determined by 
the longitudinal slip resistance, which depends on the complex interaction between the steel 
sheet and the concrete. For a better understanding of the behaviour of composite slabs, it is 
important to know the shear transfer mechanisms between the two materials. 
A new small-scale test, concrete block bending test, is proposed in the present paper. This 
test can yield more accurate information on the amount of shear stress and slip distribution 
at the interface between the steel sheet and the concrete. The test result can be used in the fi-
nite element analysis which is a very useful tool to obtain more information on the distribu-
tion of shear stress, bending stress and slip in the composite slabs. A description of the con-
crete block bending test, the model for the finite element analysis and a comparison between 
the predicated behaviour of composite slabs and the measured results are also presented. 
1 Research Assistant, Division of Concrete Structures, Chalmers University of Technology, 
Gothenburg, Sweden. 
2 Professor and Head of the Division of Concrete Structures, Chalmers University of 
Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden. 
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EXPE~ENTALPROGRAMS 
Concrete Block Bending Test 
In order to evaluate the resistance of the indentations in the steel sheet, a concrete block 
bending test on the steel sheet PEV A 45 was carried out. Six specimens were divided into 
three categories. Each category consisted of two nominally identical specimens which were 
given the same first number. Some test data are given in Table 1. 
The steel sheet was produced by a Swedish company. It was 0,72 mm thick excluding coat-
ing, and the nomina! depth was 45 mm. The indentations were on the bottom rib of the steel 
sheet which means that the influence of separation between the outer web of the sheet and 
the concrete is less than that for a sheet with indentations on the webs. The measured spac-
ing of the indentations was 84 mm. The dimensions of the steel sheet were obtained from 
[5] and are shown in Fig. 1. 
The length of the steel sheet used in a specimen was 850 mm. Two identical concrete blocks 
were cast on one sheet. Eight complete indentations were embedded in each concrete block. 
The length of the sheet which overlapped the concrete was about 340 mm. Reinforcements 
were placed in the concrete blocks in order to avoid failures in the concrete rather than the 
longitudinal slip failure. They had no connection with the steel sheet. The cross section of 
the specimen is shown in Fig. 2. 
The test set-up and instrumentation are shown in Fig. 3(a). The top hinge between the two 
concrete blocks was a reinforcement bar with a diameter of 12 mm. The horizontallongitu-
dinal slip and the vertical separation between the steel sheet and the concrete block were 
measured by transducers. Electrical strain gauges were attached to the sheet at a mid-section 
to detect sheet yielding. The load was controlled by the deflection at the midspan. The load-
ing speed was 0,25 mmlmin until the slip at the end developed to about 1 mm. It was then 
changed to 0,4 mm Imin and later to 0,8 mm/min. 
Full-scale Composite Slabs 
Four full-scale composite slabs with steel sheet PEV A 45 were tested. The cross section of 
the slab is shown in Fig. 8(a) and some test data are given in Table 2. 
All of the slabs were simply supported at each end, and tested with two symmetrically 
placed line loads as shown in Fig. 3(b). The test configuration and loading procedure used 
was one recommended by the Swedish Code[2). Due to the long distance between two load-
ing positions, the load was applied by two separately controlled hydraulic jacks. A loading 
transducer was placed between the hydraulic jack and a load spread beam. The total load 
was the sum of the loads measured by two loading transducers. No additional reinforcement 
meshes were provided in the slabs and no special treatment was made to improve the 
bonding conditions at the surface of the steel sheet. Transducers were used to measure 
deflections and end-slips. Electrical resistance strain gauges were fixed at positions on the 
top of the concrete slab, on the top and bottom ribs of the steel sheet at the mid-section and 
at the loading sections to detect yielding of the sheet. The deflections, strains and end-slips 
were recorded at each load increment. 
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Material Properties 
The concrete tensile strength was determined by the cube splitting test, and the compression 
strength by the cube compression test. The mean values of three results are listed in Tables 1 
and 2. The yield stress and the modulus of elasticity of the steel sheet were determined from 
9 coupons which were taken from the same type of sleel sheet. The measured average yield 
stress (365 MPa) and the modulus of elasticity (195 OPa) differed slightly from the values 
given by the manufacturer (350 MPa and 210 OPa). More details about the composite slab 
test and the concrete block bending test have been presented in [3] and [4]. 
DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 
Concrete Block Bending Test 
The horizontal shear stress at the interface between the steel sheet and the concrete was 
mainly resisted by the adhesion bond in the beginning of loading. When the adhesion bond 
broke, a dynamic jump and sudden decrease of the load occurred. Due to variations in adhe-
sion strength, the bond generally broke at one concrete block first and then at the other. 
Thereafter the load increased with the slip. The steel sheet and the concrete block in the 
vertical direction normally separated after the horizontal slip had begun. The measured 
vertical separation versus horizontal slip at the same side of the specimen is plotted in 
Fig. 4. The plot shows that the slopes of the curves for specimens with L,I h 5 are less 
than those for specimens with Ls I h =3,5. This observation proves that the smaller the shear 
span-to-depth ratio, the greater the vertical separation force in the specimen. It should be 
pointed out, however, that the free separation in the concrete block bending test is different 
with that occurring in full-scale composite slab tests, where it is generally smaller due to the 
restraining action of the reaction force at the supports. The strain gauges revealed that the 
steel sheet did not yield during the test. 
A typical load-slip curve is shown in Fig. 5 and the measured values for different specimens 
are summarized in Table 3. PI and P3 are the maximum load values before and after the 
adhesion bond failed. P2 represents the lowest load when the adhesion bond broke. The 
strength of the adhesion bond 'tml and indentation resistance 'tm3, also listed in Table 3, was 
obtained with the following equations (I) and (2). It can be seen that adhesion bond, 'tml , 
varied with the shear span-to-depth ratio, L, I h. The mean value of the adhesion bond is 
0,31 MPa for Ls I h=5 and 0,38 MPa for Ls I h =3,5. respectively. The indentation resis-
tance 'tm3 , mean value of 0,33 MPa, is independent of the shear span-to-depth ratio. 
Shear Stress- slip Relation 
The two concrete blocks were connected at the top by a hinge which gave the exact position 
of the compression force in the section. If the resultant tension force in the steel sheet is as-
sumed to act at the centroid of the sheet, the magnitude of the tensile force can be deter-
mined from eqUilibrium. see Fig. 6, 
T = 0,5 Ls [P + q ( L - Ls) ] I z (1) 
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This tensile force is resisted by the adhesion bond or by the indentation resistance at the 
interface between the steel sheet and the concrete. The mean shear stress can be determined 
as, 
't mi = T/(bi x) 0= 1,3 ) (2) 
where X= 340 mm, bl = 380 mm and b3 = 330 mm. The steel sheet separated with the con-
crete block at the outer top rib after the adhesion bond failed. Here b3 was taken as the dis-
tance between points "au and "bu, see Fig. 2. 
Calculations were carried out on all measured load-slip curves, which yielded the shear 
stress-slip curves. It should be noted that in the calculations the original point of the slip was 
moved to the position corresponding to the lowest load P2• The mean value of shear stresses 
at the same slip was used in regression analysis. A fourth-order polynomial which fits the 
test points very well is: 
't 0,22517+0,10653 s -4,4559E-2 S2 + 8,1748 E-3 sL5,3999E-4 S4 
For simplicity, we can use this expression when the slip is less than 3 mm and assume 
linearity when the slip is between 3 and 6 mm. Le. 
0,225+0,106 s -0,04456 S2 +0,0082 83-0,00054 84 s<3mm 
(3) 
't = 0,32 + 0,002 (s -3 ) (MPa) 3mm < s$6mm 
The test and regression results are shown in Fig. 7. The expression of the shear stress-slip 
relation can be used as a material property for an interface element to simulate the relation 
between the steel sheet and the concrete in a finite element analysis. 
Composite Slab Test 
Before the end-slip occurred, the slab had full interaction between the steel sheet and the 
concrete. Bending cracks occurred at a bending area in the slab, and the width of the cracks 
increased with the load. The slip between the sheet and the concrete occurred at about 
30-50 % of the maximum external load. The initiation of the end-slip did not produce a sud-
den decrease of the load on the slab. After the end-slip occurred the load increased with the 
end-slip. The maximum external load 2P and the load at which the end-slip was observed 
are listed in Table 2. 
The primary mode of failure experienced for the slabs with short shear span, 81 and 85, was 
longitudinal slip failure. When maximum load was achieved, it could be seen that a more or 
less diagonal crack had formed either under or near the concentrated load. The interaction 
between the steel sheet and the concrete lost. The actual bending moment at failure was 
lower than the bending capacity of the slab. However, in the slabs with longer shear spans, 
S2 and 56, more than 4 mm end-slip was experienced prior to failure and the actual bending 
moment was close or equal to the bending capacity of the slab. Meanwhile the electrical 
resistance strain gauges revealed that strains at the bottom ribs of the sheet at the mid-
section exceeded the yield strain of the sheet, whereas the top ribs of the sheet did not yield. 
Therefore, we also classify the failure of these slabs, 52 and 56, as longitudinal slip failures. 
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
A finite element program ABAQUS [6] was used for theoretical analysis. The nonlinear 
elastic-plastic properties of the steel sheet and the concrete, as well as the nonlinear horizon-
tal shear stress-slip relation at the interface were taken into account in the analysis. 
The cross section of the composite slab consists of the steel sheet and the concrete, which 
have different material properties, as shown in Fig. Sea). Both the steel sheet and the con-
crete were modelled by the beam elements. The concrete section was simplified to a 
rectangular beam section. The principles of simplification were that the simplified section 
should have (I) the same cross section area and centre of gravity, and (2) the same moment 
of inertia as the original cross section. The corrugated steel sheet was a simplified I-beam 
section with the same cross section area in each part and same centre of gravity as the origi-
nal cross section. The interaction between the steel sheet and the concrete was modelled as 
springs, see Fig. S(c), which could deform in both horizontal (x) and vertical (y) directions. 
In the springs, point "a" should deform following the lower "edge" of the beanl element of 
the concrete and point "b" following the upper "edge" of the beam element of the steel sheet. 
This was accomplished by using the "multi-point constraint". The cross section model is 
shown in Fig. S(b). Due to symmetry only half of the composite slab was modelled. The 
displacement in the y-direction at the support node, the displacement in the x-direction and 
the rotation about the z-axis at the midspan nodes were restrained. A typical mesh for the 
half slab is illustrated in Pig. 8( d). 
The tension and compression response of concrete are illustrated in Fig. 13. When concrete 
is loaded in compression,it initially exhibits elastic response. Some inelastic strain occurs as 
the stress increases. When concrete is loaded in tension, material will lose all tensile strength 
after the cracking. The property of the spring in the x-direction was obtained from the con-
crete block bending test. Eq.(3) was used to determine the forces in the spring at different 
displacements. The spring was assumed elastic in the y-direction. 
In the nonlinear analysis the load was applied gradually in small increments as defined by 
the ABAQUS program. At each loading increment the iteration process was allowed to 
converge. 
The results shown in Figs. 9 and 10 correspond to the finite element analysis of slab S2. The 
stresses in both x and y directions were obtained by the spring forces divided by the width 
of the slab and by a distance between the two spring elements. Fig. 9 shows the spring stress 
distribution in the x-direction along the half of the slab. The spring stresses increase with the 
external load. Their values along the length of the shear span are much higher than that in 
other positions. Fig. 10 shows the spring stress distribution in the y-direction along the half 
of the slab. Very small forces existed in the springs during the loading, but the forces 
changed rapidly around the loading position at the maximum external load. 
The measured curves for load versus deflection at the midspan, and for load versus end-slip 
for slabs S2 and S6 are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Also shown in the figures are the results 
from the finite element analysis. The finite element analysis results are in good agreement 
with the measured results. This proves that the assumptions made in the simplification for 
the finite element method are reasonable. It also proves that results from concrete block 
bending test and the expression of shear stress-slip relation are reliable. This model can 
predict the behaviour of composite slabs from loading to failure. The analysis can be further 
extended to include more variables, such as load (type and position), geometrical properties 
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of the slab (height and length) and concrete material properties, and will then yield more 
information about the shear transfer mechanism in composite slabs. 
CONCLUSION 
The concrete block bending test can quantitatively determine the shear stress and slip 
distribution at the interface between the steel sheet and the concrete. It is simple and easy to 
carry out, and can be used as an alternative experimental approach to identify the influence 
of different variables on the longitudinal slip resistance of composite slabs. Good agreement 
between the experiments and the finite element analysis showed that the results from 
concrete block bending test are reliable and the assumptions made in the simplification of 
the real problem are reasonable. This provides an analytical model that can be used to 
predict the behaviour of composite slabs from loading to failure. This analysis could be 
further extended to include more variables. 
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Fig. 1 Dimensions of Steel Sheet PEV A 45 
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Fig. 3 Test Set-up and Instrumentation 
Table 1 Test Data from Concrete Block Bending Test 
I 
H L Ls Ls fcc fct 
no 
-(rn) (rn) (rn) H (MPa) (MPa) 
Pll 
P12 0,18 1,86 0,9 5 29,88 2,61 
P21 
P22 0,3 3,07 1,5 5 29,88 2,61 
P41 
P42 0,18 1,32 0,63 3,5 33,94 2,82 
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Table 2 Test Data from Full-scale Composite Slab Test 
L L H 2P
max 2P l' A 2Ps1ip ,B fcc fct no s s J.p, 
(m) (m) (m) (kN) (kN) (kN) (MPa) (MPa) 
51 6,0 0,54 0,18 129 75,6 64,5 34,71, 2,79 
,52 6,0 1,08 0,18 78 29,7 29,6 34,331 2,81 
55 7,0 0,75 0,24 128 39,3 39,3 30,74 2,66 
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Fig. 5 Typical Load-slip Curve 
Table 3 Measured Values from Concrete Block Bending Test 
block 1 block 2 
I P1 P2 P3 Tro1 Tro3 
no 51 52 51 52 
(kN) (kN) (kN) (mID) (mID) (mID) (mID) (MPa) (MPa) 
Pll 12,4 6,1 13,0 0,04 0,24 0,08 0,1 0,3138 0,3767 
P12 12,4 5,5 12,0 0,0 0,5 0,1 0,4 0,3138 0,351 
P21 10,0 4,5 9,5 0,0 0,02 0,0 0,2 0,2975 0,331 
P22 11,6 3,9 8,8 0,0 0,17 0,0 0,12 0,3311 0,314 
P41 22,0 13,8 17,0 -0,06 0,4 0,0 0,1 0,361 0,3257 




Fig. 6 Force Equilibrium in Concrete Block Bending Test 
y = 0,22517 + 0,1 0653x . 4,455ge-2xA2 + 8, 1748e-3xA3 - 5,399ge-4xA4 
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SUMMARY 
Single span and double span composite slab specimens were tested by 
subjecting them to concentrated repeated point loading. From the test 
results, it was found that the control of concrete cracks caused by the 
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REPEATED POINT LOADING TESTS ON 
COMPOSITE SLAlJS 
by 
Yoshimitsu Itoh *1, Kiyoshi Komori *2, and Hiroshi Fujioka *3 
ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the experimental results of composite slabs subjected 
to concentrated repeated point loading. Twelve specimens were eonstructed, 
including nine specimens for repeated point loading and three for static 
loading. Two kinds of spanning, single span and double span conditions were 
adopted. Repeated load levels were determined by taking into account the actual 
conditions of automobiles and fork lift trucks operating on the floor slabs. 
For fatigue tests, two million repeated loadings were applied to each 
specimen. After the repeated loading, static loading was applied until it 
reached ultimate strength and caused failure. That ultimate strength was com-
pared with that of the same size specimen subjected to static loading only. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Composite slabs which consist of concrete and cold-formed steel decking 
have been used in the floor slab structures of buildings. Composite slabs have 
been successfully used for offices, schools, and apartment buildings based on 
design recommendations for composite slabs [2] which were primarily specified 
by static load conditions. However, designers and engineers have desired to 
apply composite slabs to floor slab structures such as warehouses and parking 
garages because composite slabs have many advantages in strength, construction 
method, economics, etc. Thus composite slabs have already been applied to 
structures such as warehouses and parking garages despite the lack of informa-
tion on their behavioral characteristics and strength. Since repeated loading 
can occur in such applications, the fatigue behaviour of the composite slabs 
should be taken into consideration prior to applicatIon. It has bcen found that 
composite slabs are damaged by repeated loading, especIally in structures such 
as warehouses where fork lift trueks operate. 
Recently, a few papers related to the study of compOSite slabs subjected 
to repeated loading have appeared [4,5,6] . Obviously the resistance and 
*1 Research Engineer, Building Products Development Dept., Nippon Steel Metal 
Products CO.,Ltd., Tokyo, Japan 
*2 Dr. Eng. Professor, Dept. of Structural Engineering, Faculty of Engineering. 
Univ. of Nagasaki, Japan 
*3 ExecutIve Consultant, NIppon Steel Metal Products Co. ,Ltd. , Tokyo, Japan 
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capacity of a particular composite slab system depends upon the individual 
composite steel decking as related in the research papers llsted [1,4,5,6] 
for both the static load and the repeated loading tests. Therefore, testing un-
der repeated loading is required since no two composite slab systems are the 
same, i.e., profiles and interlocking systems are different. 
The purpose of this paper is to present the experimental results of a com-
posite slab system subjected to concentrated repeated point loading. This exper-
imental study consisted of the automobile test series and the fork lift test se-
ries. In this study, the composite steel decks shown in Figure 1 were employed 
for the tests. These decks have a complicated corrugation profile, but they do 
not have any embossments and/or indentations on the sheets. The tests were 
carried out by Professor Komori at University of Nagasaki over a three year 
period. 
2. TEST PROGRAM 
2.1 Test Program 
The following test themes were discussed: 
1) The number of cycles. 
2) The repeated load levels for each application such as for warehouses 
and parking garages. 
3) The choice of appropriate section specifications for composite slabs 
for each repeated loading level. 
4) The span conditions. 
Two mill ion cycles were for the fatigue tests considered reasonable based 
on information in the report [3] that fork 11ft trucks in warehouses run in 
cycles of from ninety thousand to one hundred and eighty thousand per year and 
in reference to previous research [4.5.6] 
Each repeated loading level for the automobile and the fork lift truck 
wheel loads was appropriately distinct because fork lift trucks are generally 
heavier than automobiles and the operating behaviour characteristics are 
dIfferent. The level of repeated loading was decided by the following equation. 
In the above 
Pm,. =maximum repeated load (ton) 
a =weighted load factor; 
1.2 for automobile wheel load. 1.5 for fork lift truck wheel load. 
k =dlvided load factor, 
0.4 for automobile wheel. 0.5 for fork lift truck wheel. 
(1) 
WT =WD+WL (ton). where WD is the weight of automobIle or fork lift truck, 
and WL is superimposed load on each of those. 
The weighted load factor of 1.2 for the automobile wheel load comes from 
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"Specifications for llighway Bridges" [ 7] , and the one of 1.5 for the fork 
lift truck wheel load was determined through discussion by the authors. Using 
the above equation. Pmr was initially determined to be 1.0 ton based on 2.0 tons 
in "\1'" for the weight of the automobIle. and 6.0 tons based on 8.0 tons in "W" 
for the weight of the fork lift truck. 
For the test series of automobile wheel loading. thc two composite slab 
sections which were ordinarily used in the field were chosen. One section was a 
slab depth of 130 mm, and the other one had a Slab depth of 155 mm. Welded wire 
fabric was placed over the specimens for thIs series. Moreover. for comparing a 
different slab structure. one reinforced concrete slab specimen was adopted. On 
the other hand. for the test series of fork 11ft truck wheel loading. the 
composite slab sections with maxImum section properties were adopted. The 
sections had a slab depth of 175 mm. Reinforcing steel bars instead of welded 
wire fabric were placed over the specimens. 
For spanning conditions. specimens comprised three single span and eight 
double span composi te slab specimens and one double span reinforced concrete 
slab specimen. According to the design concept of composite slabs, single span 
composite slab specimens were tested to obtain results for basic fatigue 
behavioral characteristics and for the strength of the composite slabs under 
repeated loading. In actual practice In the field, however. composite slabs are 
usually constructed as continuous spans. Tests of double span specimens 
reflected conditions similar to actual practice for serviceability. In addItion. 
double span composite slab specimens were tested to research the fatigue 
behaviour of composite slabs over the interior support where various 
reinforcements due to bearing negative moment were placed. Testing both single 
and double span specimens was to obtain comparative results for both specimens. 
2.2 Description of Test Specimens 
The dimensions of all specimens are listed in Table 1. Twelve specimens 
were constructed by using one steel deck panel with a width of 610 mm. The 
reinforced concrete slab specimen was 600 mm wide. The cross-sections of the 
specimens specified are described in Figure 2. Those nine specimens for the 
automobile test series were an individual span length of 2700 mm between 
supports for both single span and double span specimens. For the fork lift truck 
test series. three double span specimens were used with a 2500 mm long span 
between supports. 
Materials used for test specimens consisted of cold-formed steel decking, 
welded wire fabric. reinforcing steel bars. and concrete. Three types of compos-
ite steel decks were provided: 50 mm deep x 1.2 mm thick .75 mm deep x 1.2 mm 
thick. and 75 mm deep x 1. 6 mm thick. All steel decks were supplied with a 
zinc-coated surface finish (180 grams per square meter). Welded wire fabric was 
6 mm in diameter (150 mm x 150 mm mesh) which covered all the nine specimens at 
a depth of 30 mm in the concrete for the automobile test series. Reinforcing 
steel bars were deformed bars and were 10 mm and 13 mm in diameter. The 
reinforcements were employed to reinforce the section of composite slabs above 
the interior support in the four double span composite slab specimens and the 
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reinforced concrete slab specimen. Normal density concrete with a mlnimum 
compressive strength (fe') of 1.80 kg/mm" was supplied by a local ready-mix 
plant. The results of material tests are listed in Table 2. The tests were 
tensile coupon tests for all steel materials and compressive eylinder tests for 
concrete. 
When the specimens were assembled. the steel bearing plate (100 mm wide x 
600 mm long x 9 mm thick) was welded to the bottom of the steel decks by ¢ -25 
mm puddle welding. The bearing width of the steel decks was 50 mm at the ends of 
each specimen, and was 100 mm at the interior support. The specimens were cast 
with supports at regular intervals along their entire length which is normal 
when making specimens for tests. The slab specimens were stripped, covered with 
nylon sheet. and kept moist for several days, then air cured untn tested. 
Concrete cylinders for material tests were cured next to the specimens in the 
same way. All specimens were transported to the laboratory by trailers. As a 
result of the transportation, one or more cracks were observed on the concrete 
surface above the interior support of several double span specimens before 
testing. 
2.3 Test Equipment and Instrumentation 
The load train consisted of a test frame, specimen. and a Shimazu 
electrohydraullc servo testing apparatus (maximum capacity of 30 tons). Each 
test set-up for both the single and the double span specimens Is shown in Fig-
ures 3 and 4. respectively. The plates welded to the steel decks were rigidly 
clamped onto the reaction beds which were assembled with H-shaped beams to 
prevent horizontal and vertical movement. A 200 mm x 200 mm steel plate with a 
thickness of 19 mm was placed on the specimens. and between the steel plate and 
the contact surface of the concrete there was a plaster pad to provide uniform 
and smooth loading. A pin system was equlpped on the steel plate. 
Instrumentation contained displacement transducers (1 / 100 mm) and 
electrical strain gauges. As shown in Figures 2. 3, and 4, the displacement 
transducers to record slab deflections were positioned along the individual 
midspan eentrelines and near the support beds. The displacement transducers were 
also used for recording the horizontal end-slip between the steel deck and the 
concrete. The expansive widths of cracking over the interior support were also 
measured by the displacement transducers (pi type). The strain gauges were 
attached to the steel decks, the reinforcements. and the surfaces of the con-
crete. The devices worked by monitoring the behaviour of the specimens. and the 
data for deflections and strains were recorded. Cracking was observed by the na-
ked eye and the cracking formation was recorded. 
2.4 Test Procedure 
For static test procedure. the loading was accomplished by applying a 
concentrated point load at the geometrical centre of the individual slab span 
for both the single and the double span specimens • The loading was gradually 
applied to reach the maximum strength. On the other hand. the repeated load 
tests dealt with the goal of two million cycles under concentrated repeated 
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point loadIng. The maximum repeated load levels were initially 1.0 ton and 6.0 
tons for the automobile and the fork lift truck wheel loads, respectIvely. The 
minImum repeated load levels were 0.1 ton In the automobile test series and 0.2 
tons In the fork lift truck test series. Cyclic frequency was from 4 Hertz to 8 
Hertz. After repeated loading tests, all specimens were loaded to fail com-
pletely under the same static load conditions as the stat1c load only. In the 
repeated loadIng tests, the data. through various devices, were recorded at I, 
100xl03 • and 200xl03 cycles, and after that at every 200xl03 cycles throughout 
static load conditions. Specimen behaviour was also monitored during cycling 
through the same devIces. 
3. TEST RESULTS 
The results for all specimens are summarized in Table 3. The comparison of 
the experimental and the calculated results is summarized in Table 4. It is the 
primary intention of this paper to present the behavioral characteristics of the 
composite slabs involved in concentrated repeated point loading through results 
from the observations of cracking formation, end-slip, failure mode, deflection. 
strain, rigidity (slope of load-deflection), and ultimate strength. 
3.1 Failure ~Iode in Static Load 
The results of cracking formation of the single span specimen DR-SS-l, are 
described in Figure 8. A lot of flexural crackIng occurred initially in the 
concrete, then the cracking smoothly extended according to the increment of the 
load. After that. suddenly a diagonal cracking occurred under the loading point. 
but the diagonal crack did not reach the top surface of the concrete. 
Simultaneously. the end-slip occurred and the top flanges of the steel deck 
buckled where the buckling phenomena was checked by the reverse of the strain 
throughout the strain gauges attached on the top flange portions of the steel 
deck (sce Figure 10). Despite the end-slip occurrence, after that. the load 
capacity gradually increased. and finally the specimen failed by compressive 
collapse of the top surface of the concrete under the load point. 
On the other hand, the double span specimens. DR-DS-l for the automobile 
test series. and DR-DS-2 for the fork lift truck test series. showed that the 
flexural cracking fi rst occurred over the interi or support. The process of the 
crackIng formation and the end-slip occurrence was simIlar to that of the single 
span specimen. After that, the composite sections over the interior support were 
likely to yield. and then one of the composite sections at the midspan finally 
failed by the compressive crushing of the concrete. 
The typical results of the strains attached to the top and bottom of the 
slabs and of the end-slip are described In Figures 9 and 11. respectively. Thus 
the failure mode of both the single and the double span specimens seemed to be 
flexural. 
3.2 Failure Mode in Repeated Loading 
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First, in the automobile test series, observation of single span speci-
mens, DR-SF-1 and DR-SF-2, revealed the appearance of flexural cracking, and 
then the flexural cracking slightly extended during cycling. The small amount of 
the end-slip was observed to be 0.13 mm and 0.15 mm in both specimens, DR-SF-l 
and DR-SF-2, respectively after 2.0 million cycles. 
In contrast, the double span specimens showed different behavioral 
characteristics from those of the single span specimens in cycling. In the dou-
ble span specimens, the flexural cracking first appeared over the interior 
support during the first cycle, and then the flexural cracking was observed in 
the area of positive moment during cycling. It was noteworthy that the number of 
cracks over the interior support was related to the quantity of reinforcements. 
Typical comparison occurred in specimens DR-DF-l and DR-DF-2 (see Figure 8). The 
specimen DR-DF-2 with more reinforcement was observed to have more cracks than 
specimen DR-DF-1. End-slip behavior is described in Figure 14. The irrecoverable 
(permanent) end-slip appeared in two patterns: the slight and the comparative 
end-slip. In particular, from observations of the reinforcing steel bars located 
over the interior support. some reinforcing steel bars which included welded 
wire fabric were broken by fatigue during cycling (see Figure 13). The number of 
cycles at that time Is indicated in Table 3. 
Next. in the fork lift truck test series. it was impossible to carry out a 
repeated loading test after 1.4 million cycles on account of the extreme 
increment of the end-slip on the specimen DR-DF-5 which was subjected to the 
largest repeated load of Pm,·;6.0 tons. However, the specimen DR-DF-6, subjected 
to 4.0 ton repeated loading. showed favorable behavioral characteristics in 
serviceability because the width of the crack over the interior support expanded 
only 0.3 mm after cycling (see Figure 19). 
Eventually, the specimens for both the single and double span conditions 
were subjected to static load tests after repeated loading in spite of the 
end-slip occurrence. The process to failure of those specimens was similar to 
those of the specimens tested on static load only (see Figures 6 and 7). No 
separation between steel sheet and concrete was observed. 
3.3 Deflection Behavior 
Figures 12 and 16 describe the development of the deflections at midspan 
during cycling. The specimens DR-DF-1 and DR-DF-5, subjected to 1.0 ton and 6.0 
ton repeated loading respeetively, showed a rapid increment of deflections 
during cycling after the reinforcing steel bars failed by fatigue. Typical 
load-deflection curves were plotted in Figures 20, 21. and 22 including the 
permanent deflections after repeated loading. All specimens. especially single 
span specimens. despite the end-slip occurrence. showed great ductility without 
any reduction In loading capacity. 
3.4 Strain Behavior of Reinforcements 
The development of strains observed through the strain gauges attached to 
the reinforcements is shown in Figures 13 and 17. It is not definite, but the 
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reinforcements appear to be critical if the strains developed in more than 1000 
Jl during cycling. Only the composite slab sections over the interior support 
had lower properties than the other sections against the moment involved. so it 
is necessary to locate the appropriate reinforcements into the composite 
sections over the interior support for the serviceability of composite slab 
structures since composite slabs are generally constructed with continuous span 
conditions in the actual field. 
3.5 Rigidity Reductions 
Figure 15 shows rigidity reductions where the plotting is described in a 
ratio of both the rigidity at the first cycle and any cycles. It had been 
predicted apparently that the degree of the rigidity reductions depended on the 
loading levels and the aspect ratio of the reinforcements (Pt). Moreover. it was 
significant that the rigidity reductions became less in proportion to the number 
of the cracks depending on "Pt". It was generally the tendency that the rigidity 
reductions occurred rapidly in the early cycles. and then carne to be stable 
after 200 x 103 to 400 X 103 cycles. This was shown by the fact that the 
flexural cracking appeared to stop expansive forming in the concrete during 
cycling. In comparing the results of the composite slab specimens and the 
reinforced concrete slab specimen. the rigidity reductions of the latter 
specimen were found to be larger than those of the composite slab specimens 
despite the fact that the reinforced concrete slab was designed to have section 
properties in rigidity and strength approximately equal to those of the 
composite slabs ( such as in specimens DR-DF-1. DR-DF-2. and DR-DF-3) in the 
positive moment area. It can be considered that the composite slabs had a higher 
stirrup effect than the reinforced concrete slab. 
The comparison of both the initial rigidity of experimental and calculated 
results for the single span specimens only is shown in Table 4. The initial 
rigidity of the composite slabs was computed by beam theory based on the moment 
of inertia of the composite section based on the uncracked section using the 
modular ratio of 10. In the evaluation of initial rigidity. the experimental 
results were nearly equal to the calculated ones for static load conditions. 
3.6 Ultimate Strength 
Table 4 shows the comparison of the experimental and calculated results 
for ultimate strength. To compute the ultimate strength based on the results of 
the material tests and the single span conditions. the following expression was 
used 
Puc=4·Muy/L =4·A. ·fyt (d-a/ 2) (2) 
First. in comparing the experimental and calculated results for ultimate 
strength for single span specimens. the maximum strength was found to be 
predictable by the ultimate strength computed by the equation (2) in spite of 
the differences in loading conditions. 
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Then. comparing the results of both experimental and calculated ultimate 
strengthes for double span specimens. the former results were 20 percent higher 
than the calculated results except for the results of specimen DR-DF-l because 
the calculated ultimate strength was computed based on single span conditions. 
Accordingly, it can be considered that the composite slab sections at the 
interior support developed some internal moment capacity resisting the negative 
moment, however. detailed discussions of the degree of the moment capacity are 
out of the scope of this paper. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
1) It was found that the ultimate strength of the single span composite 
slab specimens could be predictably calculated by equation (2) despite the 
different loading conditions of both the static load and the repeated 
point loading. It can at least be said that the ultimate strength of the 
double span composite slab specimens could be estimated on the safe side 
by equation (2) based on single span conditions. 
2) Comparing the effects of the differences in loading conditions, the 
results of both the composite slab specimens did not show any differences 
under both the single and the double span conditions in terms of ultimate 
strength, ductility and failure mode. However, it was found that a small 
amount of end-slip and rigidity reductions appeared under the repeated 
loading. 
3) The effects of the spanning conditions appeared. When the reinforcements 
over the interior support were not appropriate for the double span 
specimens, the fatigue behavior of the reinforcements, and the number, the 
formation, and the width of cracking was shown to be worse for behavioral 
characteristics for the floor slab structures. So it is necessary to 
locate suitable reinforcements in the composite slab sections over the 
interior support, and repeated point loading tests are necessary for 
double span specimens. 
4) In test specimens for the automobile wheel load, specimen DR-DF-3 with 
pt=0.74% showed that the reinforcements over the interior support did not 
fail by fatigue until 1.8 million cycles under 1.0 ton repeated point 
loadings. 
5) In test specimens for the fork lift truck load, specimen DR-DF-6 showed 
that the reinforcement over the interior support did not fail, and 
especially the expansive width of cracking over the interior support 
reached only 0.3 mm after 2.0 million cycles under 4.0 ton repeated 
point loadings. 
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APPENDIX-I I. NOTATIONS 
A. Cross-sectional area of steel deck. mm2 of width (ba) 
At Cross-sectional area of negative moment reinforcing steel bar over the 
interior support. mm2 of width (bd) 
a Depth of equivalent rectangular stress block. A.·fvt~ (0.85fo· t-bd), mm 
ba Width of composite test slab, mm 
D Nominal out-to-out depth of slab. mm 
d Effective slab depth (distance from extreme concrete compression fiber to 
centroidal axis of the full cross section of the steel deck). mm 
do Overall depth of steel deck profile. mm 
Eo Modulus of elasticity of concrete, kg~mm2 
ED Modulus of elasticity of steel. kg~mm2 
fo Specified compressive strength of concrete, kg~mm2 
fe' s Tensile test cylinder strength of concrete at time of slab testing, 
kg~mm2 
fe't Compressive test cylinder strength of concrete at time of slab testing, 
kg~mm2 
fut Measured tensile strength of steel. kg~mm2 
fvt Measured yield strength of steel, kg~mm2 
Iu Moment of inertia of composite section based on uncracked section, mm 4 
Ke Calculated rigidity based on Iu. kg~mm 
Ke Experimental rigidity at one cycle in static load, kg~mm 
k Divided load factor for a wheel 
L Length of span, mm 
Muv Ultimate moment based on yielding of steel, kg-mm 
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No Number of cycles 
NOf Number of cycles at reinforcement failed by fatigue 
n The modular ratio, Eo/Eo 
Peo Experimental cracking load at first observation, kg 
PDL Concentrated load converted from dead load of composite slab, kg 
Pa Experimental load at any time during test, kg 
Pmr Maximum repeated load, kg 
Puc Ultimate calculated load, kg 
Pua Ultimate experimental load In statIc load, kg 
Pt Reinforcement ratio of reinforcing steel bar area to effective concrete 
area, At/ (bd"dl, % 
t Steel thickness inclusive of coating, mm 
WD Weight of automobile or fork lift truck, kg 
WL Superimposed load of automobile or fork lift truck, kg 
WT Total weight of automobile or fork lift truck, WD+WL, kg 
a Weighted load factor 
a D~ Irrecoverable end-slip after repeated loading, mm 
6 AU Experimental end-slip at Ultimate load, mm 
{5 ar Irrecoverable midspan deflection after repeated loading, mm 
{5 ou Experimental deflectIon at Ultimate load, mm 
Notes: 1 kg = 9.80665 N. 1 ton= 9.80665 KN 
Table 1. Load Characteristics and Dimensions of Specimens 
Load Characteristics Steel Slab Reinforcement 
Specimen Deck Depth Reinforcements Ratio 
Identification Loading Pm, N, d. X t X D p, 
Condition (10' kg) (cycles) (mm) (mm) (mm) (%) 
For Automobile Wheel Series 
< Single Span :L=2, 700mm > 
NO.1 DR-SS-l Static load - - - 50 x 1. 2 x 130 r/J 6 150x150 -
NO.2 DR-SF-l Repeated load 1.0 - 2.0xlO· 50 x 1. 2 x 130 r/J 6-150x150 -
NO.3 DR-SF-2 Repeated load 1.5 - 1. Oxl0· 50 x 1. 2 x 130 r/J 6-150x150 -
2.0 1. OxlO' 
< Doubl e Span : L=2. 700mm > 
NO.4 DR-DS-l Static load - - 50 x 1. 2 x 130 ¢ 6-150x150 0.27 
NO.5 DR-DF-l Repeated load 1.0 - 2.0xlO· 50 x 1. 2 x 130 r/J 6-150x150 0.27 
NO.6 DR-DF-2 Repeated load 1.0 - 2.0xl0· 50x1.2x130 r/J 6-150x150. 0.74 
and 3-DI0 
NO.7 DR-DF-3 Repeated load 2.0 - 2.0xl0· 50 x 1. 2 x 130 ¢ 6-150x150 O. 27 
NO.8 DR-DF-4 Repeated load 1.5 - 2.0xlO· 75x1.2x155 ¢ 6-150x150 O. 23 
NO.9 RC-DF-l Repeated load 1.0 2.0xlO· 75 x 1. 2 x 130 5-DI0 «(H2O) 0.69 
For Fork Lift Truck Wheel Series 
< Double Span :L=2. 500mm > 
NO.I0 DR-DS-2 Static load - - - 75x1.6x175 6-DI0 «(HOO) 0.78 
NO. 11 DR-DF-5 Repeated load 6.0 - 1. hl0' 75x1.6x175 6-DIO(@100) O. 78 
NO.12 DR-DF-6 Repeated load 4.0 - 2.0x10· 75x1.6x175 6-D13 (@100) 1. 34 
Note (1) Nominal dimensions 
(2) Repeated loading tests of specimen NO.ll stopped after 1.4 million cycles. 
(3) p,: reinforcement ratio of reinforcing steel bar area to effective area of slab section 
over the interior support (At/(b.-d». 
1>0 (.0 
.... 
Table 2. Test Resul ts of Materials unit:kg/mm' 
Specimen Concrete Steel Decks Welded Wire Fabric Reinforcing Bars 
Ident i fication days f'-, f.- • E. f" f., E. f" f., E. f, , f. , E. 
(l03) (10 3 ) (10· ) (0 3 ) 
-----
NO.1 DR-SS-1 34 1. 98 O. 168 Z. 30 32. 05 37. 05 19. 1 43.91 57.85 19. 1 - - -
NO.2 DR-SF-1 50 1. 99 0.187 2.12 32.05 37.05 19. 1 43.91 57.85 19. 1 - - -
NO.3 DR-SP-2 85 1. 89 O. 196 1. 72 32. 05 37.05 19. 1 43.91 57.85 19. 1 - -
NO.4 DR-DS-l 35 2.60 - 2. 64 31. 69 44.49 20.5 67. 50 68.38 20.3 - - - ~ 01 
NO.5 DR-DF-l 36 2. 59 0.155 2. 56 27. 37 42.30 20.4 49.03 57. 35 19.4 -
NO.6 DR-DF-2 38 2. 59 O. 184 2. 32 27. 37 42.30 20. 4 49.03 57. 35 19.4 - -
NO.7 DR-DF-3 28 2.36 - 2.82 31. 69 44.49 20.5 67. 50 68.38 20. 3 36.50 5 Z. 57 18. 9 
NO.8 DR-DP-4 57 2.72 0.200 2.35 30.42 43.64 22.2 49.03 57.35 19. 4 - - -
NO.9 RC-DF-1 49 2.69 O. 218 2. 22 - - - - - 36. 50 52.57 18. 9 
NO.10 DR-DS-2 38 2.38 - 2. 61 34.82 45.26 19. 2 - - - 43. 10 50.47 22. 1 
NO.11 DR-DF-5 43 2. 63 - 2.54 34.82 45. 26 19. 2 - - 43. 10 50.47 22. 1 
NO. 12 DR-DF-6 57 2.42 - 2.59 34.82 45. 26 19.2 - - 43.10 50.47 22. 1 
Table 3. Test Resul ts 
Load Characteristics in Cycling Characteristics in Static Load 
Speci men Characteristics 
Identification 
p"" N. P •• K. (5.r 6" N.t Pu. (5 .u 6 •• Mode of Failur 
(lO'kg) (cyc les) (lO'kg) (kg/mm) (mm) (mm) (lO'c) (lO'kg) (mm) (mm) 
For Automobile Wheel Series 
< Single Span :L=2.700mm > 
NO.1 DR-SS-l static load only 1.3 517 - - - 4. 01 125 3. 5 Concrete crush 
NO.2 DR-SF-1 1.0 -2. Ox10· 1.0 427 5. 5 O. 13 - 4.00 108 2. 5 Concrete crush 
NO.3 DR-SF-2 1.5 -1. OxIO· 1.5 468 4.4 
2.0 -1. OxIO· (* 1) 5. 6 O. 15 4. 07 104 11.5 Concrete crush 
< Double Span :L=2.700mm > 
NO.4 DR-DS-l static load only (*1) 730 - - 5. 46 45 6. 8 Concrete crush 
NO.5 DR-DF-l 1.0 -2.0x10· 0.5 1. 150 12. a 0.81 200 3. 52 75 5. 1 Concrete crush 
NO.6 DR-DF-2 La -2. OxIO· O. 3 880 3. 5 O. 17 1800 4. 77 69 5. 4 Concrete crush 
NO.7 DR-DF-3 2. 0 -2. OxlO· (*l ) 637 2. 8 O. 23 400 5. 25 24 O. 3 Concrete crush 
NO.8 DR-DF-4 1.5 -2. OxlO· 0.5 2. 580 3. 8 0.07 800 5. 92 50 5. I Concrete crush 
NO.9 RC-DF-I 1.0 -2. OxIO· 0.4 990 4. 9 - 3.80 62 Concrete crush 
------
For Fork Lift Truck Wheel Series 
< Double Span :L=2.500mm > 
NO.I0 DR-DS-2 static load only 2.03 2. 430 - - - 11. 3 a 40 7. a Concrete crush 
NO. 11 DR-DF-5 5.0 -1. 4x10· 2.03 1. 910 11. 2 3. 23 300 11. 19 50 4. 9 Concrete crush 
(* 2) <*2) 
NO. 12 DR-DF-6 4.0 -2. OxlO· (*1) 2. 660 3. 5 0.75 - 12. 98 34 3. 5 Concrete crush 
Note (1) (*1) indicated that cracks were observed before tests. 
(2) (*2) indicated that the repeated loading tests were stopped after 1.4 million cycles 





Table 4. Comparison of Ultimate Experimental and Calculated Strength. 
and Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Initial Rigidity for 
Single Span Specimens only 
Specimen 
P •• POL P •• P •• +P 0 L K. K. K. (dent i ficat ion P •• K. 
(10'kg) (10'kg) (10'kg) (kg!mm) (kg!mm) 
For Automobile Wheel Series 
< Single Span :L=2.700mm ) 
NO.1 DR-SS-l 
I 
4. 01 O. 204 4. 38 O. 96 
I 
517 540 O. 95 
NO.2 DR-SF-l 4. 00 O. 204 4. 38 O. 96 427 508 O. 84 
NO.3 DR-SF-2 4. 07 O. 204 4. 34 O. 98 468 434 1. 07 
< Double Span :L=2.700mm ) 
NO.4 DR-DS-l 5. 46 O. 204 4. 33 1. 31 
NO.5 DR-DF-l 3. 52 O. 204 3. 79 O. 98 
NO.6 DR-DF-2 4. 77 O. 204 3. 79 1. 31 
NO.7 DR-DF-3 5. 25 O. 204 4. 27 1. 28 
NO.8 DR-DF-4 5. 92 O. 228 5. 13 1. 20 
For Fork L i f t Truck Wheel Series 
< Double Span :L=2.500mm) 
NO.I0 DR-DS-l 11. 30 O. 248 9. 26 1. 25 
NO. 11 DR-DF-5 11. 19 0.248 9. 42 1. 21 
NO. 12 DR-DF-6 12. 98 O. 248 9. 30 1. 42 
Note (1) POL: concentrated load converted dead load of composi te slabs. 
(2) P •• : ultimate calculated load under single span conditions. 
or 75 
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Figure 2. Cross-sections over the Interior Support 
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Figure 4. Test Set-up for Double Span Specimens 
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Support. 
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< For Single Span Specimens> 
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No.1 Specimen DR-SS-l 
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Figure 8. Typical Cracking Formation on the Side of the Concrete 
Notes 
Pmr :Maxlmum Repeated Load 
p. : Reinforcement Ratio (At/(b4' d)) over the Interior Support 
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Figure 9. Experimental Strains at the Top & Bottom of Specimen DR-DF-l 
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Figure 12. Experimental Deflections at Midspan Versus Number of Cycles 
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Figure 13. Experimental Strains of Reinforcements over the Interior Support 
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Figure 14. Experimental End-slip Versus Number of Cycles of 
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Figure 15. Experimental Rigidity Reductions Versus Number of Cycles of 
Automobile Test Series 
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Figure 16. Experimental Deflections at Midspan Versus Number of Cycles of 
Fork Lift Truck Test Series 
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Figure 17. Experimental Strains of Reinforcements over the Interior Support 
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Figure 19. Load Versus Experimental Cracking Widths of Specimen DR-DF-5 of 
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Figure 20. Load-Deflection Curve of Single Span Specimens of 
Automobile Test Series 
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Figure 21. Load-Deflection Curve of Double Span Specimens of 
Automobile Test Series 
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Figure 22. Load-Deflection Curve of Double Span Specimens of 
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THERMAL SHIELDING 
NEAR INTERMEDIATE SUPPORTS 
OF CONTINUOUS SPAN COMPOSITE SLABS 
Kees Bothl , Jan W.B. Stark2 and Leen Twilt 3 
SUMMARY 
At TNO Building and Construction Research, in close co-operation with the 
Eindhoven University of Technology, research is carried out on the behaviour of 
fire-exposed composite steel/concrete slabs, in the framework of a research 
project co-sponsored by the ECSC (European Community for Steel and Coal). The 
paper describes the state of the art of the research project. 
INTRODUCTION 
The increasing popularity in Europe of composite slabs with cold~formed steel 
decking has underscored the need to improve calculation rules for the fire 
resistance. Existing rules, based on earlier work carried out by the European 
Convention of Constructional Steelwork [ECCS"83], have some drawbacks. They 
especially do not cover the full range of application. Furthermore, the 
predictions are based on gross approximations [Twilt19"j. 
Therefore, in 1989, a joint research project was started, in which TNO and the 
Eindhoven University of Technology carry out experimental and numerical 
investigations. The aim of the project is to increase insight in the behaviour 
of fire-exposed composite slabs and the development of numerical models. This 
will enable to improve and extend the presently available simple calculation 
rules. 
The research project is carried out in the scope of an international research 
project on fire-exposed composite structures, and is granted by the European 
Community for Steel and Coal. TNO and the Eindhoven University of Technology are 
responsible for the (Dutch) part of the project concerning composite slabs; the 
Centre Technique Industri~l de 1a Construction Meta11ique (CTICM, France), and 
ARB ED Luxembourg focus on fire-exposed composite steel/concrete beams 
[Aribert'··'J. 
1 PhD-researcher, Faculty of Architecture and Building Science, Eindhoven 
University of Technology, the Netherlands. 
2 Professor in Steel Structures, Faculty of Architecture and Building Science, 
Eindhoven University of Technology; Deputy Director TNO Building and 
Construction Research, the Netherlands. 
3 Head of Centre for Fire Research, TNO Building and Construction Research, the 
Netherlands. 
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The Dutch research is divided in two phases. In the first, recently completed 
phase, a numerical model was developed and verified on basis of fire tests. The 
results of the first phase are briefly discussed in the next section. For a more 
extensive description, reference is made to [Hamerlinck1990 , Hamerlinck1991 ]. 
The second phase of the project is concerned with further validation of 
numerical tools (especially with respect to continuous span composite slabs) and 
the development of simple calculation rules. In the second phase, a start has 
been made with the investigation of the three-dimensional transient heat flow 
near intermediate supports of continuous span slabs In particular the influence 
of the non-uniform temperature distribution on the mechanical response is 
discussed. 
FOREGOING RESEARCH: RESULTS OF FIRST PHASE 
Brief description of numerical model 
The strategy used in the 
numerical model, which is to on 
consists in the development of a 
of a limited number of full-
scale fire tests. After verification, the numerical model will be used to 
systematically vary parameters (slab 
system, heating conditions and the like) 
A pilot version of such a model has been 
of Technology [Hamerlinck19g0 ]. 
material properties, static 
their influence. 
at the Eindhoven University 
The numerical model comprises three submodels: 
1 a computer programme for the analysis of two-dimensional transient heat flow; 
2 a computer programme for the calculation of moment-curvature (M-K) 
relationships; 
3 a computer programme for the calculation of deflections and the distribution 
of forces. 
The submodel for thermal analysis is based on the finite difference method, and 
accounts for temperature dependent material properties and the effect of 
evaporation of moisture. Arbitrary conditions can be dealt with. 
The computer programme for analysis is based on the assumptions 
of a uni-axial stress-state and the Bernoulli hypothesis. High-temperature creep 
of steel and concrete are implicitly accounted for by means of non-linear 
stress-strain (0-<) relationships. 
The displacement method is used in the submode1 for the analysis of the flexural 
behaviour. The model allows the analysis of both simply supported and continuous 
composite slabs. 
Simulation of test results 
In order to verify the two-dimensional thermal model, a total of 12 fire tests 
During the tests, the temperature 
the cross-sections Were recorded 
were performed, on unloaded 
development in several 
[Brekelmans1990a] . 
An acceptable 
found, see Fig. IA and 
with respect to the 
between calculated and 
results and model predictions was 
uncertainties involved, especially 
heat transfer phenomena in the furnace, the differences 
measured temperatures are relatively slight. 
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Fig. 1 Comparison of calculated and measured temperatures in simply supported 
composite slabs. A: Prins73 steel decking; B: PMF-CF60 steel decking. 
A total of six fire tests were performed on loaded specimens, in order to verify 
the numerical models for the mechanical behaviour. The tests mainly concerned 
simply supported slabs; o~ te~t was performed on a continuous two-span slab. 
see Fig. 2 [Brekelmans'99o ,c, 1. 
test static positive negative 
no. system reinforcement reinforcement 
1 ~ 4>6-150 cold-formed 









6 ~ 4>10-208 HWL 4>10-150 hot-rolled hot-rolled 
Fig. 2 Review of mechanical tests carried out in the first phase of the ECSC-
sponsored research project. 
Comparing test results to model predictions, the following conclusions can be 
drawn, see e.g. [Hamerlinck' 99 °1, [Hamerlinck '99 'J and [Twi1t199 'J. 
1 The numerical model reasonably predicts the thermal and mechanical behaviour 
of simply supported composite slabs, see Fig. 1 and 3. 
2 The rotational capacity at intermediate supports may prove to be insufficient, 
when cold-formed reinforcement with a relatively low deformation capacity is 
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applied. 
3 Thermal shielding of the slab caused by an insulated 
significant influence on the thermal behaviour, 
mechanical behaviour. Due to the two-dimensional 
model, these effects could not be studied thoroughly 
project. 
intermediate support has 
and, possibly, on the 
character of the thermal 
in this phase of the 
4 The numerical model could not predict the failure-mechanism of the tested 
continuous beam (which had a relatively high ratio of negative reinforcement 



















Fig. 3 Comparison of calculated and measured midspan deflections in a simply 
supported fire-exposed composite slab. 
The inadequacy of the numerical model mentioned in point 4, might be due to 
concrete cracking at .the level of the upperflange of the steel decking. This 
cracking was observed when the specimen was cut after testing, as schematically 
shown in Fig, 4. 
Fig. 4 Cracks 
~• • ! 70 + 73 
650 
span composite slab. 
This failure-mode was not expected and is possibly caused by the relatively high 
ratio of negative reinforcement. A high ratio of negative reinforcement gives 
rise to a large difference in stiffness between upper and lower part of the 
slab. As a result shear stresses develop, which may initiate cracking. Such 
cracking may not occur in composite slabs with more practical ratios of negative 
reinforcement, 
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A reasonable prediction of the flexural behaviour of the tested continuous slab 
could only be obtained by explicitly taking into account horizontal cracks. The 
results of the calculation in which this was done, is plotted in Fig. 5, in 
terms of midspan deflections. For comparison, the results of a calculation in 
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Fig. 5 Comparison of calculated and measured midspan deflections in a continuous 
span fire-exposed composite slab: calculation 1 neglecting and 
calculation 2 including horizontal cracks. 
Because of its underlying assumptions of a uni-axial stress-state and the 
Bernoulli-hypothesis, the present numerical model is not suitable for the 
investigation of the initiation and development of the above concrete cracking 
[Hamerlinck199 1 ] • 
CURRENT RESEARCH 
Introduction 
In the second phase of the project, apart from establishing simple calculation 
rules, attention is on further development of nillnerical models. Emphasis is, so 
far. on the verification of the hypothesis of horizontal cracking. and on the 
the determination of the effect of thermal shielding of intermediate supports of 
continuous span composite slabs. 
To this extent, use is made of the general purpose three-dimensional finite 
element package DIANA, which is available at TNO, and recently offers special 
features which allow the analysis of fire-exposed structures. 
Horizontal cracking 
In order to investigate conditions under which horizontal cracks may initiate at 
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the level of the flange of the steel decking, use has been made of the 
advanced non-linear element package, provided by DIANA. 
As a first attempt, a hypothetical case has been chosen, in which the 
reinforcement ratios have been taken equal to the ones in the continuous span 
oo~:,~'q;~iIJ.,: : 'h: U", ph ... of ,h. <M.m: :,::", ... "g 6. 
Increase 10 'C I ""n 
50 24>6 
Fig. 6 Hypothetical case, used in the analysis of possible horizontal cracks in 
fire-exposed slabs with high thermal gradients and high level of negative 
reinforcement. 
Both the high level of the negative reinforcement ratio, and the thermal 
gradients, induce shear stresses, which may cause horizontal cracking. In order 
to obtain extreme temperature gradients, the heating range of the bottom flange 
was chosen 10 "C/min, whereas for the upper flange a constant temperature was 
taken. 
The calculated crack patterns in one span after 30 and 60 minutes of fire 
exposure in one span of the two-span system are plotted in Fig. 7. After 30 
minutes, besides vertically oriented cracks due to the thermal expansion of the 
concrete, horizontal cracks at the level of the positive reinforcement become 
apparent, which start to grow from the intermediate support towards the span. 
After 60 minutes, the horizontal crack has grown almost to midspan. 
~ v It 111111111111111" 1111" I" 11111111111I11I11I11I11I1'llDJ!t1 
a) Cracks after 30 minutes 
b) Cracks after 60 minutes 
Fig. 7 Calculated crack patterns after 30 and 60 minutes of fire exposure. 
It is concluded from the calculation that the computer programme may provide a 
tool for the prediction of the horizontal cracks. The results of further 
investigations, based on measured temperature distributions in composite slabs, 
will be of help to optimally configure the test arrangement and the geometry of 
the loaded test specimen. 
Thermal behaviour of insulated intermediate supports 
The transient heat flow near intermediate supports has been investigated, by 
means of fire tests on three unloaded specimens, each with different steel 
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decking, supported by an insulated concrete wall. A schematic presentation of 




Fig. 8 Test set-up for investigation of thermal shielding near intermediate 
supports of continuous span composite slabs. 
Experimental results are compared to numerical results obtained with DIANA in 
Fig. 9. It can be seen from Fig. 9, that the agreement between experimental and 
numerical results is satisfactory. It furthermore appears, that the area in 
which the temperature development is affected by the insulated support is rather 
small. 
1200 1200 calculated 60 min 
p [/ 120 min 
(j) ill ......... 180 m.n 
5 + 5 
+-' 600 +-' 600 !U !U 
Iii ~-------------~ (fj • measlJ'ed 
0- , 0- [/ 60 mIn E E .. 120 min (JJ (j) 
l- I-
wall 
+ 180 min 
0 0 
225 450 225 450 
Distance from centre Distance from centre 
of support [mml of support [mm] 
Fig. 9 Comparison of calculated and measured temperatures in a composite slab 
supported by an insulated wall. 
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To date, the three-dimensional computer programme is used to study the influence 
of parameters like: geometry of the slab, moisture contents, etc. 
Influence of insulated intermediate supports on mechanical response 
At first sight, the influence of insulated intermediate supports on the 
mechanical response may be regarded as neglectable, bearing in mind the small 
area in which the temperature development is affected. However, experiments 
carried out in the first phase of the project on cantilever slabs, supported by 
an insulated wall, did show significant influence on the mechanical behaviour. 
Therefore, numerical research is being carried out to further qualify the effect 
of thermal shielding of composite slabs near intermediate supports. 
Starting point for the calculations is the assumption of a temperature-
distribution near the intermediate support on basis of the calculation with the 
3D-thermal computer programme, as described in the foregoing section. 
Furthermore, possible influence due to concrete cracking is neglected (on basis 
of the assumption that the above-mentioned cracking is not likely to occur in 
case of more practical ratios of negative reinforcement). 
Consider a case with a static system with two spans of 3100 mm, and a uniformly 
distributed load of 7 kN/m 2 . The width of the insulated intermediate support is 
200 mm. A composite slab with PMF-CF60 steel decking and a concrete topping of 
70 mm, is assumed. The negative reinforcement is ¢8-200; the positive 
reinforcement 2¢8 (¢8-500). See Fig. 10. 
Fig. 10 
"'8-200 q 7 kN/m2 
2 <1>8 130 
3100 
100 
Hypothetical case, used in the analysis of the influence of thermal 
shielding near intermediate supports of continuous composite slabs. 
First, moment-curvature relationships are calculated. as a function of the fire-
exposure time. neglecting any influence due to thermal shielding. 
In Fig. II, both positive and negative plastic moment capacity (M+ and M-) of 
the composite slab are plotted, as a function of time. Assuming c8nditionsPwhich 
allow the use of elementary plastic theory, failure will occur at the time that. 
somewhere near midspan, the positive plastic moment capacity is reached (causing 
a plastic mechanism with three plastic hinges: see Fig. 11). Approximately, the 
positive plastic moment will be formed at a distance of 0.6L from the 
intermediate support. 





positive resp. negative plastic moment capacity as function 
of time [Nm]; 
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Development of plastic 
neglecting thermal shielding 
mechanism in two-span composite 
near the intermediate support, 
slab, 
Secondly, the influence of thermal shielding is taken into account, Moment-
curvature relationships are now calculated, as a function of both the fire-
exposure time and the distance from the centre of the intermediate support, In 
Fig, 12, the negative plastic moment capacity of the composite slab is plotted, 
It can be seen that the plastic moment decreases rapidly at increasing distance 
from the centre of the support, At a distance of 200 mm from the centre of the 
support, the negative plastic moment capacity has decreased to the level which 












"'""""'"" 180 min 
o 50 100 150 200250 
Distance from centre 
of support [mml 
Calculated negative plastic moment capacity of a composite slab, as a 
function of the distance from an insulated support, after 60, 120, 150 
and 180 minutes fire exposure, 
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Assuming the development of a plastic moment 
support at an early stage of fire exposure. 
can eaSily be obtained from equilibrium. In 
plotted in Ot,' span of the slab. In the 
capacity after 6C minutes of fire-exposure is 
at the centre of the intermediate 
the distribution of bending moments 
13. the moment distribution is 
the negative plastic moment 








o 1550 3100 
Distance from centre 





Distribution of bending moments in a two-span composite slab, in an 
early stage of fire-exposure. 
It can be seen that near the intermediate support. already after 60 minutes fire 
exposure. the bending moments are than the (negative) plastic moment 
capacity. This indicates a movement the plastic moment from the centre of the 
support, towards the span. Failure will not occur at this time, due to the fact 
that after redistribution of moments, the positive plastic moment capacity is 
not reached yet. 




- -25:- • A M' M' 
• • a) At beglrtling of fire eXpQSU"e 
b) Dtring fire eXPGStre 
c) At failu-e 
Fig. 14 Schematic presentation of the 
mechanism during fire-exposure 
intermediate support. 
(trans)formation of the plastic 
in a two-span slab with insulated 
Assuming the movement of the hinge to 200 rom (see Fig. 13) from the 
centre of the support, the fire increases 26% when compared to the 
outcome of the calculation of the fire resistance in which thermal shielding is 
neglected. See Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 15 Development of plastic mechanism in a two-span composite slab, 
including thermal shielding near the intermediate support. 
In order to obtain a fire resistance of 120 minutes, for the investigated case, 
the thermal shielding due to the insulated support alone is not sufficient. 
However, by means of partial protection with e.g. sprayed mortar, the area in 
which the temperatures are affected can be enlarged. The effect on the 
mechanical behaviour will be that the plastic hinge will start to move towards 
the span in a later stage of fire-exposure and over a larger distance. 
Let 6 be the distance over which the plastic 
support towards the span. Then we can 
rewriting Eq. (1) into: 
M+(t) + 0.4'M-(t) - 1/8q(L-6)2 p P 
hinge moVes from the centre of the 
approximate the fire resistance by 
(2) 
The left-hand side of Eq. (2) can be derived from Fig. 11. From Eq. (2) and Fig. 
11, we learn that the plastic hinge should mOVe over a distance of 400 mm, in 
order to obtain a fire resistance of 120 minutes. A reasonable assumption may be 
that by means of partial protection near the support over 300 mm (400 minus half 
of the width of the support), such an increase in fire resistance can be 
achieved. 
Obviously, in the above calculations, several assumptions have been made, which 
have to be verified. For instance, the reaction force by the intermediate 
support is assumed to act in one point, whereas in reality the reaction force 
will be distributed (in some way) over the supporting wall. Taking this effect 
into account leads to a more smooth curve of the bending moments near the centre 
of the support. Furthermore, only one case has been investigated, sO its 
difficult to draw general conclusions from the results. Further numerical and 
experimental investigations will be carried out on short notice. 
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Further experimental research 
Three fire tests on loaded two-span composite slabs are planned, in which the 
test specimens are to be equipped with measuring devices, to give detailed 
information about: 
the occurrence of the above mentioned plastic mechanism; 
the thermal gradients near insulated intermediate supports; 
the occurrence of horizontal cracks. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The thermal and mechanical response of fire-exposed simply supported composite 
slabs can be determined accurately by means of a numerical model, which is under 
development at the Eindhoven University of Technology. 
The complexity of the behaviour of fire-exposed continuous span composite slabs, 
requires more detailed investigation. 
Tentative numerical calculations with a general purpose three-dimensional finite 
element programme, support the hypothesis of horizontal cracks at the level of 
the positive reinforcement in fire-exposed continuous composite span slahs, with 
a relatively high negative reinforcement ratio. 
The development of three dimensional temperature distributions near insulated 
intermediate supports of continuous span fire-exposed composite slabs, can be 
predicted in good agreement with experimental results, by means of a three 
dimensional finite element programme. From both experimental and numerical 
investigations, it appears that the area in which the temperature development 
is affected by insulated supports is rather small. However, numerical 
calculations indicate a significant influence on the mechanical behaviour. 
Further experimental and numerical research on the behaviour of fire-exposed 
continuous span composite slabs will be carried out in the near future, in the 
scope of an ECSC co-sponsored research project. The results will lead to an 
extended and improved simple calculation method, to be used in building and 
engineering practice, allowing easy assessment of the fire resistance. 
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DESIGN OF CHANNELS AGAINST DISTORTIONAL 
BUCKLING 
Y.B. Kwon G.J. Hancock 
Centre for Advanced Structural Engineering 
School of Civil and Mining Engineering 
University of Sydney, N. S. W., Australia 
SYNOPSIS 
Thin-walled lip-stiffened channel columns composed of high strength steel may fail in 
a distortional mode involving movement of the lip stiffener perpendicular to the flange 
plate it supports. In this report, test results for a simple lipped channel section(CH1) 
and an intermediate stiffened channel section (CH2) of thickness of approximately 1.1 
mm (0.043 in) and 550 MPa (79.8 ksi) steel and undergoing distortional or mixed local-
distortional buckling failure are compared with different design methods. The design 
methods compared are Australian Standard AS1538, EC3 Partl/ Annexe A, the ECCS 
Recommendations and the AISI Specification. In addition, new methods based on a 
modified Winter formula for effective width are presented and compared with the tests. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, thin-walled cold-formed steel structural members have been widely used 
in various applications including purlins and girts, steel framed housing, steel storage 
racks, lighting towers, sheeting and decking, and storage silos. Cold-formed sections 
have complicated deformation and failure modes, initial imperfections and residual 
stresses produced during the cold-forming process which are different from those of 
hot-rolled sections. Increased usage has led to further interest in the buckling and 
post-buckling behaviour and ultimate limit state of thin-walled cold-formed sections. 
Consequently, design specifications for cold-formed steel have been amended and con-
tinue to be amended based on recent theoretical and experimental research. 
The design specifications for cold-formed steel structures such as AISI Specification 
(1986)/ Addendum (1989), the ECCS Recommendations (1987) and the Australian Stan-
dard (AS1538-1988) have recently been revised and further revisions are planned. The 
Eurocode EC3 / Annexe A for cold-formed members is also under development for the 
design of cold-formed members. Some of the main features of the changes in the design 
of compression members are the adoption of a single effective width formula for both 
stiffened and unstiffened elements and design provisions for partially stiffened elements. 
A partially stiffened edge-stiffened element is one for which one edge is connected to a 
web or similar element and the other edge is connected to an edge stiffener which is not 
of adequate size to prevent distortional buckling of the flange of the section. Distor-
tional buckling is the mode where the stiffener moves normal to the element it stiffens. 
It can be contrasted with local buckling where the edge stiffener remains fixed and only 
the plate element buckles. The provisions in the AISI Specification (1986) for edge 
stiffeners are based on the research work of Desmond, Pekoz and Winter (1981) who 
studied various simple lipped channels. There are no such provisions in the Australian 
Standard AS1538 for partially stiffened elements although a rational elastic buckling 
analysis of the section is permitted to determine the plate buckling coefficient for use in 
the effective width equation. In EC3 Partl/ Annexe A, provisions of partially stiffened 
elements have been prepared which adopt the effective area by reducing the thickness of 
the lip stiffener with part of the flat area depending on the slenderness of the stiffener. 
There is no explicit provision for the distortional mode or the mixed mode of local 
and distortional buckling in the AISI, ECCS and AS1538. Distortional buckling may 
interact with local buckling, making it more complex to derive simple provisions. Lau 
and Hancock (1988) proposed two different design methods for the distortional mode. 
One method accounts for distortional buckling by adjusting the effective width of the 
flange element supported by the edge stiffener using the plate buckling coefficient based 
on the elastic critical stress for distortional buckling of the section. This is similar to the 
AISI (1986) provisions where a buckling coefficient, K, based on the adequacy of the lip 
stiffener is used in the calculation of the effective width. The method proposed by Lau 
and Hancock was compared with the test results of channel and hat sections of thickness 
1.7-2.4 mm (0.067-0.094 in) and proved accurate. The alternative method proposed by 
Lau and Hancock used the elastic and inelastic distortional buckling stresses as a cutoff 
(limit state) for design to be checked in addition to other provisions for local and column 
buckling. It assumed no interaction between distortional buckling and either local or 
column buckling. It also proved accurate for the columns studied. 
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In an earlier paper (K won and Hancock 1992), tests on simple lipped channel sections 
(called CHI) and intermediate stiffened channel sections (called CH2) composed of high 
strength steel were reported where the channel sections buckled in a distortional mode 
or a mixed 10cal-distOJ;tional mode. Design curves based on effective width formulae, 
and distortional buckling strengths were proposed and compared with the test results. 
This paper reviews the proposed design curves and compares them with the design 
curves of AS1538, EC3 Partl/ Annexe A, ECCS and AISI. 
2 SECTIONS AND RESULTS 
The geometry and dimensions of the Kwon and Hancock (1992) test sections (CHI and 
CH2) are shown in Fig. 1 and Tables lea) and (b) respectively. The experimentally 
determined yield stress and Young's modulus are used rather than nominal values to 
allow the direct assessment of the accuracy of strength predictions. The test strengths 
are given in Tables 2(a) and (b). Full details of the test results used are given in Kwon 
and Hancock (1992). 
3 ULTIMATE STRENGTH AND EFFECTIVE WIDTH 
3.1 Distortional Buckling Formulae 
The formulae proposed by Kwon and Hancock (1992) for determining the strength of 
slender sections which are formed from thin steel of high yield strength and which 
may buckle in the distortional or mixed local-distortional modes in the elastic range of 
material properties are given by Eq. (1). 
U max Fy (1 - e.) 
U max = Fy (0.055 (.f£ Ud> & - 2 &< <& 13 - Ud - 2 (la) (lb) 
where Ud is the elastic distortional or mixed mode buckling stress. Unlike the earlier 
formulae described by Lau and Hancock (1988), these equations permit considerable 
post-buckling reserve of strength in the distortional and mixed buckling modes. Equa-
tion (la) is a parabolic fit to the test results of Lau and Hancock (1988) and is the 
same as that proposed by Lau and Hancock in the inelastic range. Equation (lb) is 
an empirical fit to the test results of Kwon and Hancock (1992) in the post-buckling 
range. The design curves are shown in Fig. 2(a) along with both sets of test results. 
These curves are based on the idea that the distortional buckling strength or the mixed 
local-distortional buckling strength can be computed independently of local or overall 
buckling. 
3.2 Effective Width Formulae for the Sections 
The alternative approach described in the introduction is to use the effective width of 
the flange undergoing distortional buckling to predict its strength. The effective area 
of the section consists of the effective areas of the flange, web and stiffener calculated 
separately. The effective width of a plate element according to AISI, ECCS and ASl538 
is given by the Winter formula as; 
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!!.. 1 >. ~ 0.673 (2a) b ~ = /f [1 - 0.22/f] >. ~ 0.673 (2b) 
where 
0'/ E1f2 cr K 12 (1 _ 112) b (2c) 
>.=/f IT/ 
1.052 (~) ~ 
Vi( t E (2d) 
and K is the buckling coefficient of the plate, b and be are the flat width and effective 
width of plate element respectively and IT/ is the elastic local buckling stress. In AS1538 
and ECCS, f is taken as the yield stress Fy while it is taken as F" in the AISI Spec-
ification. The value of F" is determined from the column design formula (Eq. 8) and 
it approaches FII for short columns. EC3/ Annexe A provides for an effective thickness 
by reducing the thickness of an edge stiffener or intermediate stiffener depending on 
the stiffener slenderness. AISI and ECCS reduce the area of the partial stiffener by 
multiplying by the ratio of the second moment of area of the stiffener to that of an 
adequate stiffener. 
An alternative effective width formula was proposed by Kwon and Hancock (1992) 
for design against distortional buckling. It is based on the idea that a single plate 
strength curve of a type similar to the Winter formula (Eqs. 2a and 2b) could be used 
to design against distortional buckling such that the local buckling stress (IT/) is replaced 
by the distortional buckling stress (lTd). The Winter formula based on the distortional 
buckling stress has been modified by raising the exponent of the (lTd/ Fy) term from 0.5 
to 0.6 and increasing the 0.22 coefficient to 0.25 as given in Equation (3b). 
!!.. 1 >. ~ 0.561 (3a) b (p!t6 (1 0.25 (p!t6 ) !!.. >. ~ 0.561 (3b) b 
where 
>. ~ (3c) lTd 
The theoretical justification for increasing the exponent to 0.6 is that it moves the curve 
doser to that of a column design curve which would have an exponent of 1.0 from the 
plate strength curve which has an exponent of 0.5. The 0.22 coefficient is increased to 
0.25 to provide a reasonable fit to the test results at low column slenderness. Comparison 
of test results with the formula is shown in Fig. 2(b). Notice how the specimens with 
the highest slenderness of each section type lie dose to the original Winter formula (Eq. 
2b) since they have a very small lip and fail mainly in a mode involving plate flexure 
whereas those with a large lip lie well below the Winter formula (Eq. 2b). 
3.3 Buckling Stress Coefficients 
The buckling coefficient K for a uniformly compressed stiffened element which has an 
adequate lip is taken as 4.0 in all standards and specifications. For uniformly compressed 
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unstiffened elements, the K value is taken as 0.5 in AS1538 and 0.43 in ECCS, EC3 and 
the AISI specifications. AISI and ECCS have provisions for determining the K value for 
elements which are partially stiffened. Since AS1538 does not have explicit provisions, 
a rational elastic buckling analysis, such as a semi-analytical finite strip analysis of the 
type described in Hancock (1978) or formulae of the type described by Lau and Hancock 
(1987) are permitted to calculate K values for inadequately stiffened elements. The K 
values calculated using the ECCS and AISI equations with the values of Fn taken as 
Fy and using the second moments of area (I •• ) in Table 3(b) are given in Table 3(a) 
for the test sections of Kwon and Hancock (1992). In addition, the K/ and Kd values 
based on finite strip buckling analyses (Hancock 1985) are also given in Table 3(a). In 
this case, K, and Kd are calculated from the local (uI) and distortional (Ud) buckling 
12(1_".) ( )2 12(1-"» ( )2 
stresses using K, u, E,,' ~ and Kd Ud E,,2 ~. The K/ and Kd values 
have been determined separately for the flanges and web. 
The distortional buckling coefficient (Kd) for the flanges of the CHI and CH2 sec-
tions are significantly less than 4.0 but greater than 0.5 since the flanges are partially 
stiffened elements. The distortional buckling coefficient (Kd) for the web of the CHI 
sections is less than 4.0 since it buckles at a lower load than if it were a simple plate as a 
result of the distortional buckle in the flanges. The distortional buckling coefficient (Kd) 
for the web of the CH2 section is in the range 3.46-6.09 and varies with the distortional 
buckling stress in the flanges. The values of K determined for the flanges using the 
AISI formulae with Fn Fy and ECCS Recommendations are comparable with, but 
slightly lower than the Kd values determined using the finite strip analysis. The values 
of K determined for the web of the CHI section using the AISI Specification and ECCS 
Provisions are 4.0 since the edge stiffener on the flange is assumed to have no effect on 
the web buckling. The values of K determined for the web of the CH2 section using 
the AISI Specification is 3.31 which is less than 4.0 since the intermediate stiffener in 
the web is not fully effective. The values of 3.31 is fairly accurate for the CH2-7 section 
but very conservative for the CH2-14 section. 
For the CHI channel section, the local buckling coefficient (K/) for the web is slightly 
greater tllan 4.0 since it is restrained by the stokier flange in the local buckling mode. 
The local buckling coefficient of the flange is less than 4.0 since it buckles at a lower 
load than if it were a simple plate as a result of the local buckle in the web. For the 
CH2 channel section, the local buckling coefficient for the flange is slightly greater than 
4.0 since it is now restrained by the web which contains an intermediate stiffener. The 
local buekling coefficient for the web of the CH2 section based on the full plate width 
is approximately 8.0 as a result of the intermediate stiffener. 
Required second moments of area for the stiffeners of the test sections have also 
been compared in Table 3(b) with the AISI/ECCS and AS1538. The value of Ireq is the 
second moment of area of the stiffener which is defined as adequate for the flange plate 
to behave as a stiffened element. The AISI values for the lip stiffener to be adequate 
are much greater than those of AS1538. However, they are similar for the intermediate 
stiffener. The second moments of area of the edge stiffener according to EC3/ Annexe 
A for the edge section, which is composed of the stiffener and part of the flange of the 
section (Fig. 3) are shown in Table 3(b) for comparison. In all cases, the edge stiffeners 
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are less than adequate, even when compared with AS1538. 
3.4 Q-Factors for the Sections 
The Q.factor design approach has been used in the column design curves of the Aus-
tralian Standard AS1538, ECCS Recommendations and EC3 Part 1/ Annexe A to ac-
count for the effects of local buckling on the column strength. The Q-factor of a section 
is defined as the ratio of the effective section area at the maximum permissible design 
stress to the full area of the cross section so that the product of Q and Fy gives the stub 
column strength. The effective area of a section is obtained by summing the effective 
areas of all the individual elements forming the section. For the AISI Specification, Q 
has been replaced by Ae/ A where Ae is calculated at the stress F,.. If F" = Fy , as 
it would be for a stub column, then Ae/ A can be compared directly with Q in other 
standards. According to the ECCS Recommendations and the AISI Specification, the 
effective area of a partial lip stiffener and intermediate stiffener have to be reduced by 
multiplying by the ratio I,e/I,a' EC3 Part 1/ Annexe A has provisions to have the 
effective area reduced by multiplying by the ratio of effective thickness based on the 
slenderness ratio of the stiffener to the actual thickness. 
To compute the Q-factors determined for the test sections, several different methods 
have been used in this paper. The K and I values given in Tables 3(a) and (b) respec-
tively have been used to compute Q-factors. If the K values are greater than 4.0, they 
are taken as 4.0. The values are summarised for each of the test sections and design 
methods in Table 4. The value of test strength (IT u) to test yield stress (IT y) is also 
included in Table 4 for comparison. 
(a) In calculating Ql values in accordance with the Australian Standard AS1538, 
the lips and the flanges were treated as unstiffened elements (K=0.5) and the webs were 
assumed simply supported at both edges (K=4.0). 
(b) In calculating Q2 in accordance with the Australian Standard AS1538 using a 
rational elastic buckling analysis to determine the K values, the Kd values for the web 
and the flange in Table 3(a) corresponding to distortional mode have been used. The 
K values for the stiffener as an unstiffened element were taken as 0.5. 
(c) In calculating Q3 values in accordance with the AISI Specification, the K val-
ues of the flanges in Table 3(a) were determined according to AISI equations for edge 
stiffened elements. The K values of the webs of the CH2 sections given in Table 3(a) 
were determined according to the AISI equations for intermediate stiffened elements. 
The K values for the lip stiffeners were taken as 0.43. The values of Ae/ A in the AISI 
Specification, where Ae is the effective area at the stress F,. taken equal to the yield 
stress Fy , is expressed as Q3. 
(d) In calculating Q4 values in accordance with the ECCS Recommendations, the K 
values of the flanges in Table 3(a) were determined according to the ECCS equations 
for edge stiffened elements. The K values of the webs of the CH2 sections given in 
Table 3(a) were determined according to the ECCS equations for intermediate stiffened 
elements. The K values for the lip stiffeners were taken as 0.43. The differences between 
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Q3 and Q4 resulted from the different definitions for flat width of an element in the 
ECCS Recommendations and AISI Specification. The width of the flat elements for the 
ECCS is the distance between the centrelines of the supporting plates (rnid-thickness 
width) but that for the AISI is the clear flat width which does not include the curved 
portion as shown in Fig. 4. 
(e) In calculating Q5 in accordance with EC3/ Annexe A, the EC3 equations, which 
are based on a different approach from the other specifications, were used. EC3 reduces 
the thickness of the edge section and intermediate stiffened sections depending on the 
stiffener slenderness ).R .jFy/fTER where fTER is derived according to the buckling of 
an infinitely long column on an elastic foundation. The Q5 values were obtained by 
assuming the actual compressive stress fTc as the yield stress Fy • 
(f) In calculating Q6 using the modified Winter formula (Eq. 3) and using a rational 
elastic buckling analysis to determine the K values, the Kd values of the flanges for the 
CHI section in Tables 3( a) corresponding to the distortional mode were used. The K 
value of the web was taken as 4.0 when the value in Table 3( a) was greater than 4.0. 
(g) In calculating Q7 values in accordance with the AISI Specification, the K values 
of the flanges and the webs in Table 3(a) determined according to the AISI equations 
were used. However the modified Winter formula (Eq. 3) rather than the usual Winter 
formula (Eq. 2) was used and the effective stiffener area was reduced by the ratio of 
I •• /I.a • 
It can be clearly seen that the QI-Q5 values based on the Winter formula are greater 
than those Q6, Q7 based on the modified Winter formula (Eq. 3) 
4 COLUMN DESIGN CURVES 
4.1 AS1538-1988 
The column curve in the Australian Standard (AS1538-1988) is based on the Perry 
curve (Ayrton and Perry 1886). The unfactored column design curve is given by 
where the imperfection parameter 'r/ is given by 
'r/ = (1.25 
The allowable stress (Fa) is given by 








and Foe is the elastic buckling stress which is the lesser of the flexural or flexural-torsional 
buckling stress. 
4.2 ECCS Recommendations-1987 and EC3/ Annexe A-1989 
The column curve in the ECCS Recommendations is also based on the Perry curve but 
a different imperfection parameter from that in the Australian Standard (AS1538-1988) 
is used, such that 
where 
~ = 0(4 3Q) ~ 0.76 
and the value of Fm in Eq. (4a) is taken equal to QFy if it is greater than QFy• 
The column curve in the draft Eurocode EC3/ Annexe A is given by 
Nrc ~FyA./1m 
Fm Nrc/A 
1 ~ 1 ~ 1 
4> + [4>2 ,A2]' 
4> = 0.5 [1 + o(A 0.2) + A2] 








where Foe is computed using the effective area for the flexural buclding stress and is 
computed using the total gross section for flexural-torsional buckling stress. The value 
of 1m is a partial safety factor for the material and is generally 1.0 if it is not specified 
otherwise. The value of 0 is taken as 0.21 for box sections and I-sections buckling about 
the major axis and is taken as 0.34 for I-sections buckling about the minor axis, lipped 
channel sections and lipped Z-sections. For lipped or unlipped angles, unlipped channel 
sections and unlipped Z-sections, the value of 0 is taken as 0.49. 
4.3 AISI-1986 and Addendum-1989 
The column curve in the AISI Specification(1986) which has not been changed in Ad-
dendum(1989, 1990 for LRFD) is based on the parabolic formula similar to the one 





and A. is the effective area at the stress Fn. The allowable stress on a column is obtained 
by dividing the value of Fm by a safety factor. The value of the safety factor is generally 
taken as 1.92. 
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4.4 Proposed Design Method 
Proposal la uses the column curve in the Australian Standard AS1538 with the short 
length column strength based on the modified Winter formula. The column curve for 
the proposed design method is based on Eq. 4(a) but with the value of the Q-fa.ctor 
taken equal to the Q6 value which corresponds to the distortional buckling mode and 
is based on the modified Winter formula. This design method was proposed firstly by 
Lau and Hancock (1988) and modified in the present research in calculating Q6 using 
the modified Winter formula. In computing the Q6 value corresponding to the distor-
tional or mixed buckling modes, the effective width of the intermediate stiffened web is 
calculated based on the whole-width and the effective area of the intermediate stiffener 
is reduced by multiplying by the ratio I.e/lmin shown for the web in Table 3(b). 
Proposallb uses the column curve in the AISI Specification with the short length 
column strength based on the modified Winter formula. The proposed column curve is 
based on Eq. 8 but the effective area in Eq. 8a should be computed using the modified 
Winter formula (Eq. 3) rather than Winter formula (Eq. 2). It is different from simply 
replacing Ae/ A in Eg. 8a by Q7 in Table 4 since Fn is assumed equal to Fy to compute 
the Q7 values. 
Proposal 2 is a modification of the Alternative II method proposed by Lau and 
Hancock (1988) where the distortional buckling strength is taken as a cut-off. The 
proposed design strength is given by the lesser of Eq. 9(a) and (b). 
Pm =AFm 
where A is the gross area of the section and 
Fm=Fy(l-~) 





The effective area Ae and stress Fn are those given for the AISI Specification in Section 
4.3. For long columns, the final failure mode is assumed as the flexural or flexural-
torsional buckling mode and the AISI column curve has been adopted for the design 
curve as given by Eg. 9a. For intermediate length columns which buckle in the dis-
tortional mode, the experimental design formulae described in Section 3.1 have been 
adopted and the gross section has been used to produce the ultimate column load as 
given by Eq. 9b. 
5 Comparison of Tests with AS1538, AISI, ECCS, EC3/ Annexe 
A and Proposed Design Methods 
The ultimate strengths of all of the test sections are compared in Tables 5(a)-5(h) 
with the design strengths computed using the Q factors in Table 4 and the appropriate 
column design curves from Sections 4.1-4.4. Comparisons between the column design 
curves in different specifications are also made with the test results in Figs 5 and 6 
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for the CHI-7 and CH2-7 sections respectively. Since different safety factors are used 
in the AISI Specification, ECCS Recommendations, EC3/ Annexe A and ASI538, the 
unfactored column curves are used in Figs 5 and 6. The flange flat-width to thickness 
ratio of the test sections are slightly beyond the maximum permissible flat-width ratio 
which is 60 for a flange stiffened by an edge stiffener in the specifications. Therefore, the 
direct application of the AISI Specification and ECCS Recommendations is not com-
pletely valid. However, the comparison can give useful clues to extension of the design 
procedures. 
The AISI, ASI538 and EC3 design curves show higher values than the test results 
for the CHI sections. The ECCS design curve provides a conservative estimate for short 
and intermediate length columns for the CHI sections. However, The ECCS Recom-
mendations provide very conservative values for long columns. For the CH2 sections, 
the AISI and EC3 show higher values than the test results. The ECCS Recommenda-
tions provide a conservative fit for short and intermediate columns. 
The provisions for partial edge and intermediate stiffeners in EC3/ Annexe A, which 
reduce the thickness of the edge and intermediate section depending on the stiffener 
slenderness >: J Fy/O'Erl> give unconservative column strengths due to overestimation 
of the spring coefficients calculated assuming fixed end boundary conditions at the cen-
tre of the web for the edge stiffener and at both edges of the web for the intermediate 
stiffener. 
Comparisons between the design proposals (la, 1 b, 2) given in Section 4.4 and the 
test results are in Figs 7 and 8 for the CHI-7 and CH2-7 sections respectively. Pro-
posal la provides a slightly unconservative fit to the test results for the short columns 
of the CHl-7 channel section as shown in Fig. 7 and Table 5(f). However, it provides 
a conservative fit to the test results for the long column of the CHI-7 section. As the 
lip stiffener size is increased (CHl-5, CHI-6, CHI-7), the buckling mode changes from 
distortional to local through mixed local-distortional and the column strengths become 
more unconservative values for the CHI sections as shown in Table 5(f). Proposal Ia 
provides a conservative fit for the CH2 sections as shown in Fig. 8 and Table 5(f). As 
the lip stiffener size is increased (CH2-7, CH2-8, CH2-10, CH2-I2, CH2-I4), the design 
values become less conservative for the CH2 sections as shown in Table 5(f). 
Proposal 1 b shows slightly lower values than the Proposal 1a for stub and inter-
mediate columns of the CHI section but higher values for long columns as shown in 
Fig. 7 and Table 5(g). For the CH2 section, it shows higher values than Proposal 1a 
as shown in Fig. 8 and Table 5(g). As the lip stiffener size is increased, the column 
strength becomes more un conservative for the CHI section but does not change for the 
CH2 section. 
Proposal 2 coincides with Proposal Ia for stub columns of the CHI section but 
provides slightly higher values than Proposals 1a and lb for intermediate and long 
columns of the CHI section as shown Fig. 7 and Table 5(h). Proposal 2 also shows 
good agreement with Proposal 1a for intermediate length coiumns of the CH2 section 
but shows higher values for long columns as shown in Fig. 8 and Table 5(h). As 
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the lip stiffener size is increased, the column strength changes from conservative to 
unconservative values. 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
Test results for cold-formed channel sections undergoing distortional buckling and 
mixed local-distortional buckling have been summarised. Detailed comparisons of the 
test results with the AISI Specification (1986), the ECCS Recommendations (1987), 
EC3/ Annexe A (1989) and Australian Standard AS1538 (1988) showed that the col-
umn strengths predicted by all the specifications were fairly unconservative for stub and 
intermediate length columns except for the ECCS design curves which showed conser-
vative values for intermediate columns. 
Three different design methods for cold-formed sections undergoing local and distor-
tional bucklings are proposed and compared with the test results. The first method pro-
posed (Proposalla) is based on the Australian Standard (AS1538) column curve using 
the modified Winter formula and Q-factors corresponding to the distortional buckling 
stress rather than the local buckling stress. The second method proposed (Proposal 
1 b) is based on the column curve in the AISI Specification using the modified Winter 
formula to calculate the effective area of the section. The third method (Proposal 2) is 
a combination of the column design method for flexural or flexural-torsional buckling 
in the AISI Specification with the proposed design curves (Eqs. 1 a, 1 b) which consider 
the interaction between local and distortional buckling. The comparisons of all three 
methods with the test results show that the design methods proposed can be used for 
columns which may buckle mainly in the distortional buckling mode interacting with 
local buckling. The third method (Proposal 2) is probably the simplest to implement 
since it requires a simple additional check for distortional buckling in addition to the 
existing design rules in the AISI Specification. 
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gross section area 
effecti ve section area 
fiat width of compression element 
effective fiat width of compression element 
width of flange 
width of web 
simple lipped channel section 
stiffened lipped channel section 
depth of lip stiffener 
Young's modulus 
stress in element computed using effective width 
allowable stress 
unfactored column design stress 
unfactored stress determined from AISI column 
design Formula 
yield stress in design formula (taken as (Til in Table 5) 
elastic buckling stress in axially loaded member 
adequate second moment of area of stiffener (I8a,Imin) 
adequate second moment of area of stiffener determined 
according to AS1538 and AlSI/ECCS respectively 
second moment of area of stiffener about its centroidal 
axis parallel to flange plate according to AS1538 and EC3 
respectively 
plate buckling coefficient 
length of column 
unfactored column design load determined from EC3 
Q-factors 
unfactored column design load 
inner radius of corner of test section 
depth of intermediate stiffener of web of test section 
width of intermediate stiffener of web of test section 
thickness of section 
coefficient used in ECCS/EC3 column design formula 
partial safety factor 




elastic distortional buckling stress 
elastic buckling stress determined from EC3 
local buckling stress 
maximum stress of columns 
measured yield stress 
ratio used in EC3 column curve (Eq. 7d) 
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Table l(a) Measured Test Specimen Dimensions 
Simple Lipped Channel (CHI) 
Specimen t* L bw bf d r 
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 
CHl-5-800 1.085 800 119.55 89.65 4.80 1.30 
CHl-6-800 1.085 ~ 119.80 89.75 6.00 1.30 • CHl-7-400 1.095 120.80 89.70 7.00 1.30 
• CHl-7-600 1.095 600 120.40 89.55 7.00 1.30 
• CHl-7-800 1.100 800 120.50 89.50 7.00 1.30 
CHl-7-1800 1.100 1800 119.10 90.10 7.04 1.30 
* base metal thickness 
(1 in 25.4 mm) 
(1 in2 = 645.16 mm2 ) 
Table l(b) Measured Test Specimen Dimensions 
Intermediate Stiffened Lipped Channel (CH2) 
Specimen t* L 
(mm) (mm) 
CH2-7-800 1.100 800 
CH2-7-1000 1.100 1000 
CH2-7-1800 1.100 1800 
CH2-8-1000 1.095 1000 
CH2-10-1000 1.105 1000 
CH2-12-1000 1.100 1000 
CH2-14-1000 1.105 1000 
bw bf d 
(mm) (mm) (mm) 
120.50 90.15 7.00 
120.50 89.80 7.20 
120.00 90.00 7.00 
119.95 89.95 8.00 
116.00 89.95 10.00 
120.50 89.95 12.00 
116.60 89.85 14.00 
* base metal thickness 
(1 in = 25.4 mm) 




























Table 2(a) Column Test Results for Simple Lipped Channel (CHI) 
Test Section Udt (MPa) Urn (MPa) Udt!Uy urn/ u y I 
CHI-5-800 45.0 147.8 0.08 • 0.25 
CHI-6-800 55.5 147.3 0.09 0.25 
CHl-7-800 68.6 149.5 0.12 0.25 
CHI-7-600 75.8 155.7 0.13 0.26 
I CHI-7-400 88.8 160.0 0.15 0.27 
CHl-7-1800 62.7 140.6 0.11 0.24 
(1 ksi = 6.895 MPa) 
Table 2(b) Column Test Results for Intermediate Stiffened Lipped Channel (CH2) 
Test Section Udt (MPa) Urn (MPa) Udt! u y urn/uy i 
CH2-7-800 81.2 198.5 0.14 0.34 
CH2-7-1000 75.2 193.2 0.13 0.33 
CH2-7-1800 70.5 163.5 0.12 0.28 
CH2-8-1000 91.6 192.1 0.16 0.33 
CH2-10-1000 134.3 202.2 0.23 0.34 
CH2-12-1000 139.3 206.2 0.24 0.35 
CH2-14·1000 159.6 214.4 0.27 0.36 
Udt test values of distortional buckling stress or 
mixed local-distortional buckling stress 
u y mean yield stress of fiat tensile coupon 
Urn maximum stress 




Table 3(a) Buckling Stress and K Values 
Theoretical 
Test Buckling Flange Web 
Section Stress (MPa) 
No. Local Distortional bit ](/ /(d J( bit f{/ /(d J( 
0'/ O'd "AISI (ECCS) "AISI (ECCS) 
CHl-5 T 73.3 39.5 77.5 2.37 1.28 0.94 (0.93) 104.7 4.34 2.34 4.0( 4.0) 
CHl-6 I 76.7 46.2 77.5 2.48 1.50 1.14 (1.13) 104.7 4.54 2.74 4.0(4.0) 
CHI-7 I 77.7 I 53.4 I 77.5 I 2.52 I 1.73 I 1.33 (1.32) I 104.7 I 4.60 I 3.16 I 4.0(4.0) 
CH2-7 131.9 58.4 77.5 4.27 1.89 1.33 (1.32) 104.7 7.81 3.46 3.31(3.26) 
CH2-8 135.3 64.7 77.5 4.38 2.09 1.53 (1.52) 104.7 8.01 3.83 3.31{3.26) 
CH2-10 138.6 77.4 77.5 4.49 2.50 1.93 (1.90) 104.7 8.21 4.58 3.31{3.26) 
CH2-12 140.4 90.2 77.5 4.55 2.92 2.32 (2.29) 104.7 8.:31 5.33 ... 3.31{3.26) 





Test AS1538 EC 3 
Section Ise(mm) Ir(mm) 
CH1-5 1.6 5.5 
CHl-6 4.3 13.5 
CH1-7 8.9 27.4 
CH2-7 8.9 27.4 
CH2-8 16.1 49.0 
CH2-10 40.2 120.5 
CH2-12 81.1 161.8 
CH2-14 143.1 195.5 
-
_ ..... - - .... _ .... -








-_ .... __ .... __ .... _- -_ .... _._._._ .... -
* not applicable 
(1 in = 2.54 em) 















Table 4 Form Factors (Q) 
Test Section Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Test (am/a!}) 
CHI-5 0.265 0.289 0.279 0.239 0.273 0.241 0.226 
CH1-6 0.270 0.311 0.289 0.249 0.284 0.262 0.236 
CH1-7 0.275 0.333 0.297 0.258 0.296 0.283 0.243 
CH2-7 0.401 0.355 0.405 0.363 0.349 0.310 0.360 
CH2-8 0.406 0.371 0.418 0.371 0.360 0.326 0.367 
CH2-10 0.414 0.394 0.425 0.386 0.380 0.335 0.381 
CH2-12 0.422 0.411 0.439 0.403 0.385 0.364 0.395 
CH2-14 0.421 0.420 0.453 0.420 0.387 0.375 0.409 
Column length: 800 mm (2.625 ft) for CHI sections and 
1000 mm (3.281 ft) for CH2 sections 
Q1 AS1538, Ks=0.5, Kf=0.5, Kw=4.0 
Q2 AS1538, Ks=0.5, Kf and Kw for the distortional mode 
Q3 AISI, Ks=0.43, Kf and Kw values in Table 3(a) 
Fn is assumed Fy 
Q4 ECCS, Ks",0.43, Kf and Kw values in Table 3(a) 
Q5 EC3/Annexe A, a. is assumed Fy 
Q6 AS1538, Ks",0.5, Kf and Kw for the distortional mode 
modified Winter formula 
Q7 AISI, Ks=0.43, Kf and Kw values in Table 3(a) 











Table 5(a) Column Strength based on Q1 and 
AS1538 Column Curve (Sec. 4.1) 
Test Section Q1 Frn /Fy urn/ uy urn/ Frn 
. CHl-5-800 0.265 0.254 0.251 0.99 
i CHl-6-800 0.270 0.259 0.250 0.97 
CHl-7-400 0.275 0.272 0.271 1.00 
CHl-7-600 0.275 0.268 0.264 0.99 
CHl-7-800 0.275 0.263 0.253 0.96 
CHI-7-1800 0.275 0.218 0.238 1.09 
i CH2-7-800 OA01 0.380 0.336 0.88 
CH2-7-1000 OA01 0.368 0.327 0.89 
CH2-7-1800 OAOl 0.299 0.277 0.93 
CH2-8-1000 OA06 0.373 0.326 0.87 
CH2-10-1000 OA14 0.381 0.343 0.90 
CH2-12-1000 0.422 0.389 0.349 0.90 
CH2-14-1000 0.421 0.389 0.363 0.93 
MEAN 0.95 
Table 5(b) Column Strength based on Q2 and 
AS1538 Column Curve (Sec. 4.1) 
Test Section Q2 Frn /Fy urn/ u y urn/ Frn . 
CHI-5-800 0.289 0.276 0.251 0.91 
CHI-6-800 0.311 0.297 0.250 0.84 
i CHI-7-400 0.333 0.329 0.271 0.82 I 
CHI-7-600 0.333 0.324 0.264 0.81 
i CHI-7-800 0.333 0.317 0.253 0.80 I 
CHI-7-1800 0.333 0.254 0.238 0.94 I 
CH2-7-800 0.355 0.338 0.336 0.99 
CH2-7-1000 0.355 0.328 0.327 1.00 
CH2-7-1800 0.355 0.271 0.277 1.02 
CH2-8-1000 0.371 0.342 0.326 0.95 I 
CH2-10-1000 0.394 0.363 0.343 0.94 i 
I CH2-12-1000 0.411 0.379 0.349 0.92 




Table 5( c) Column Strength based on Q3 and 
AISI Column Curve (Sec. 4.3) 
Test Section Q3 Fm /Fy Clm/Cly Clm/Fm 
CHl-5-800 0.279 0.267 0.251 0.94 
CHl-6-800 0.289 0.278 0.250 0.90 
I CHl-7-400 0.297 0.294 0.271 0.92 
CHl-7-600 0.297 0.289 0.264 0.91 
CHl-7-800 0.297 0.283 0.253 0.89 
CHl-7-1800 0.297 0.232 0.238 I 1.03 
CH2-7-800 00405 I 0.384 0.336 0.88 
CH2-7-1000 00405 0.372 0.327 0.88 
CH2-7-1800 00405 0.301 0.277 0.92 
CH2-8-1000 00418 0.383 0.326 0.85 
CH2-10-1000 0.425 0.390 0.34 0.88 
CH2-12-1000 0.439 00404 0.349 0.86 
CH2-14-1000 00453 00417 0.363 0.87 
MEAN 0.90 
Table 5( d) Column Strength based on Q4 and 
ECCS Column Curve (Sec. 4.2) 
Test Section Q4 Fm~Clm/ClY Clm/Fm 
CHl-5-800 0.239 O. 0.251 1.22 
CHl-6-800 0.239 0.215 0.250 1.16 
CHl-7-400 0.258 0.258 0.271 1.05 
i CHl-7-600 0.258 0.239 0.264 1.10 
CHl-7-800 0.258 0.223 0.253 1.13 
CHl-7-1800 0.258 0.160 0.238 1048 
CH2-7-800 0.363 0.315 0.336 1.07 
CH2-7-1000 0.363 0.294 0.327 1.11 
CH2-7-1800 0.363 0.224 0.277 1.24 
CH2-8-1000 0.371 0.301 0.326 1.08 
CH2-1O-1000 0.386 0.314 0.343 1.09 
CH2-12-1000 I 00403 0.329 0.349 1.06 
CH2-14-1000 00420 0.344 0.363 1.06 
MEAN 1.14 
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Table 5( e) Column Strength based on Q5 and 
EC3/Annexe A Column Curve (Sec. 4.2) 
Test Section I Q5 Fm /Fy (J'm/(J'y (J'm/Fm I 
CHI-5- 0.273 0.261 0.251 0.96 
CHI-6-800 0.284 0.272 0.250 0.92 
I CHI-7-400 0.296 0.293 0.271 0.92 
! CHI-7-600 0.296 0.288 0.264 0.92 
i CHI-7-800 0.296 0.283 0.253 0.89 
CHI-7-1800 0.296 0.231 0.238 1.03 
CH2-7-800 0.349 0.332 0.336 1.01 
CH2-7-1000 0.349 0.323 0.327 1.01 
CH2-7-1800 0.349 0.267 0.277 1.04 
CH2-8-1000 0.360 0.333 0.326 0.98 
CH2-10-1000 0.380 0.351 0.343 0.98 
CH2-12-1000 0.385 0.356 0.349 0.98 
CH2-14-1000 0.387 0.359 0.363 1.01 
MEAN 0.97 
Table 5(f) Column Strength based on Q6 and 
AS1538 Column Curve (Sec. 4.1) 
Test Section Q6 Fm /F" (J'm/(J'y (J'm/Fm 
CHI-5-800 0.241 0.232 0.251 1.08 
CHI-6-800 0.262 0.251 0.250 1.00 
CHI-7-400 0.283 0.280 0.271 0.97 
I CHI-7-600 0.283 0.276 0.264 0.96 
CHI-7-800 0.283 0.279 0.253 0.91 
CHl-7-1800 0.283 0.223 0.238 1.07 
CH2-7-800 0.310 0.296 0.336 1.14 
CH2-7-1000 0.310 0.288 0.327 1.14 
CH2-7-1800 0.310 0.243 0.277 1.14 
CH2-8-1000 0.326 0.303 0.326 1.08 
CH2-10-1000 0.335 0.311 0.343 1.10 
CH2-12-1000 0.364 0.338 0.349 1.03 









Table 5(g) Column Strength based on Proposal1b 
Test Section Ae/A Fn /Fy am/ay am/ Fn 
CHI-5-S00 0.231 0.222 0.251 1.13 
CH1-6-S00 0.240 0.231 0.250 LOS 
. CH1-7-400 0.245 0.242 0.271 I 1.12 
CH1-7-600 0.246 0.240 0.264 1.10 
CH1-7-800 0.248 0.238 0.253 1.06 
CHl-7·1800 0.271 0.216 0.238 1.10 
CH2·7·S00 0.366 0.352 0.336 0.95 
CH2·71000 0.369 0.34 27 0.94 I 
CH2·7·1800 0.393 0.317 0.277 I 0.87 
CH2-8-1000 0.377 0.354 0.326 0.92 i 
CH2-1O-1000 0.390 0.368 0.343 0.93 
CH2-12-1000 0.404 0.381 0.349 0.92 
CH2-14·1000 0.419 0.396 0.363 0.92 
MEAN 1.00 
* Proposal Ib AISI 
Table 5(h) Column Strength based on Proposal 2 
Test Section *lAe/AmFy am/ay am/ F" I 
CHl·5-800 0.139 237 0.251 1.06 I 
CHl·6-800 0.143 0.252 0.250 0.99 
CHI-7-400 0.093 0.2S6 0.271 0.95 
. CH1-7-600 0.120 0.282 0.264 0.94 i 
CH1-7-800 0.147 0.274 0.253 0.92 
CHI-7-1800 0.273 0.246 0.238 0.97 
• CH2-7·S00 0.216 0.292 0.336 1.15 
CH2-7-1000 0.24S 0.277 0.327 1.18 
CH2-7-1800 0.370 0.257 0.277 1.08 
CH2-8-1000 0.251 0.304 0.326 1.07 
CH2-10-1000 0.256 0.342 0.343 I 1.00 
i CH2-12-1000 I 0.260 0.374 0.349 0.93 
CH2-14-1000 0.265 0.391 0.363 0.93 
MEAN 1.01 ! 
*1 based on Foe 
* Proposal 2 - AISI 
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DISTORTIONAL BUCKLING OF COLD-FORMED STEEL 
Z-SECTION COLUMNS 
P. Charnvarnichborikarn" and D. Polyzois', A.M. ASCE 
ABSTRACT 
Current North American guidelines for the design of cold-formed steel members consider the web 
of cold-formed steel sections under direct compression to be a fully stiffened element. This, however, may 
not be true if the flanges cannot provide sufficient restraint to the web. In this case, instability of the web 
element may cause disiortional failure of the flange-edge stiffener component which may limit the load-
carrying capacity of these sections with very little post-buckling strength being realized. 
In the present paper, the effect of web buckling on the load-carrying capacity of Z-sections with 
partially stiffened flanges is examined. The current design criteria for cold-formed steel sections with edge 
stiffeners located perpendicular to the flanges are reviewed and evaluated through comparison with 
experimental data obtained in a test program involving 85 Z-sections loaded in direct compression with pin-
ended condition. The Z-sections varied in length from 18 in. (459 mm) to 48 in. (1219 mm). The important 
parametric variations in these tests were the width-to-thickness ratio of the flanges, and the width of the edge 
stiffeners. Based on the results from this study, a procedure for predicting the load-carrying capacity of cold-
formed steel Z-sections subject to local buckling of the web under direct compression was developed. 
Key Words: Cold-Formed, steel, distortional buckling, edge stiffeners, Z-sections 
INTRODUCTION 
Cold-formed steel members, such as Z-sections, provide substantial savings due to their high strength-
to-weight ratio. The cross sectional confIguration of these sections, however, gives rise to behavioral 
phenomena, such as local and distortional buckling, which could effect the overall load-carrying capacity of 
these members. Edge stiffeners are added to the flanges to enhance the post-buckling strength of such 
sections. Local and distortional buckling are functions of the rigidity of the edge stiffeners. If the rigidity 
of the edge stiffeners is adequate, local buckling of the individual plate elements will take place, as shown 
in Figure I a. In this case, the post-buckling capacity of the elements can be developed. On the other hand, 
if the rigidity of the edge stiffeners is inadequate, distortional buckling of the flange-edge stiffener 
components will take place, as shown in Figure lb. The post-buckling capacity of the elements, in this case, 
may not be developed and the overall capacity of the member may be drastically reduced. 
In the current North American design specifications for the design of cold-formed steel members, 
the concept of partially stiffened flanges is used. These specifications recognize the fact that an edge stiffener 
may not provide adequate rotational restraint to a compression flange and a buckling coefficient, which ranges 
from 0.43 for unstiffened flanges, to 4.0 for fully stiffened flanges is used. It is not clear, however, what 
the buckling coefficient of a web element should be. The practice has been to consider the web as a fully 
stiffened element. A buckling coefficient of 4.0 is used if the web is under direct compression. This, 
however, may not be true if the flanges of the sections cannot provide sufficient restraint to the web. A 
'Grad. Student., Dept. of Civ. Eng., Univ. of Manitoba, Winnipeg, R3T 2N2, Canada. 
'Assoc. Prof., Dept. of Civ. Eng., Univ. of Manitoba, Winnipeg, R3T 2N2, Canada. 
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premature failure of the compression flanges, such as distortional buckling, will cause buckling of the web 
at a stress well below the local buckling stress. Also if the web element becomes unstable first, distortional 
failure of the flange-edge stiffener component could take place. These phenomena will limit the load-carrying 
capacity of the cold-formed sections with very little post-buckling strength being realized. 
[n order to study the interaction between a locally destabilized web element and distortional buckling 
of flange-edge stiffener components, a research program involving both experimental and analytical work was 
carried out. The research program included columns, beams, and beam-columns. The present paper, 
however, deals only with the results of 85 Z-sections tested under direct uniform compression. Of these 45 
specimens were 18 in. (457 mOl) long (Rosner et ai, 1989),20 specimens were 24 in. (610 mOl) long (i.e 
et ai, 1990), and 20 specimens were 48 in. (1219 mOl) long (Charnvarnichborikam and Polyzois, 1990). A 
simplified theoretical model was also developed for determining the load-carrying capacity of these Z-
sections. The North American design guidelines, namely the American Specification (AlSI, 1989) and 
Canadian Standard (CSA, 1989), for cold-formed Z-sections were evaluated through comparison with this 
experimental data. 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
The test specimens were cold-formed by a commercial manufacturer using the press-brake operation 
from cold-rolled high-strength low alloy sheets (ASTM A607-90a Standard, 1991). A complete list of the 
parameters used in this experimental investigation, along with the number of specimens tested in each 
category, are given in Table I. In this table, column (8) shows a group of specimens with unstiffened 
flanges. In these specimens there was no curved portion of edge stiffeners. Column (9) shows a group of 
specimens where the edge stiffeners had only a curved portion and no flat width. Also, the 18 in. (457 mOl) 
specimens were uncoated, while the 24 and 48 in. (610 and 1219 mOl) specimens were coated with a primer. 
To measure the base metal thickness of these specimens, the primer was removed by Polystrippa, a chemical 
solution. The actual cross sectinnal dimensions of the specimens tested are given in Tables 2 to 4. Three 
terms are used to identify the specimens. The first two terms are the nominal flat width of the flange and 
the edge stiffener, respectively, while the last term is the number of the specimen tested in that category. 
All specimens were tested in a 60 kips (267 kN) capacity Riehle testing machine. The test set-up 
for a typical specimen is shown in Figure 2. The load was applied through hemispherical loading cylinders 
bearing against a rigid steel plate placed at the ends of the specimens, as shown in Figure 3, to ensure 
uniform compressive load. Also shown in this figure, 0.5 in. (13 mOl) thick adjustable bars were bolted to 
the support plates to provide lateral support to the ends of the specimen and to prevent the specimen from 
slipping off the support plates after local buckling. A small circular "dent" was made on the reverse side 
of the support plates to coincide with the centroid of the Z-section. The hemispherical loading cylinders 
would rest in the dent of the plates and be restrained from moving during testing. The vertical alignment of 
the specimens was checked with a carpenter's level. 
To ensure that the buckling behaviour of the specimen was observed, a rate of loading equal to 0.5 
kips/min (0.23 kN/min) was used. The instrumentation included three Linear Variable Differential 
Transducers (LVDT's) and one load cell. The LVDT's were used to measure the longitudinal deformation 
and the mid-height displacements of the specimens. During the tests, the load versus vertical deformation 
was monitored continuously using an Hewlett Packard 7044A x-v recorder. All data collected from the 
LVDT's and the load cell were recorded at approximately five second intervals by a data acquisition system. 
The axial deformation (0) and failure load (PT .. J of each specimen are given in the columns (2) and (3) of 
Tables 5, 6, and 7. 
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To determine the material properties of the specimens, a series of tension tests were performed. Test 
coupons were cut from flat sheets as well as from randomly selected specimens which showed the least 
amount of damage due to testing. The tension tests were conducted in accordance with ASTM E 8M-85 
Standard (1985). Table 8 lists the mechanical properties of the tensile coupons. The results given in this 
table indicate that there were two sets of steel sheets used in the investigation. For the tirst set, the average 
yield strength was 52.07 ksi (359 MPa) (standard deviation = 1.05) for the coupons cut from flat portions 
of test specimens (i.e., flanges, web, and edge stiffeners), while that for the second set was 47.03 ksi (324 
MPa) (standard deviation 0.69). According to ASTM A607-9Oa Standard (1991), the minimum 
requirement for tensile strengtb (FJ, yield strength (Fy), and percent elongation (E) are 65 ksi (448 MPa), 
50 ksi (345 MPa), and 20%, respectively. The results from the tensile coupons, shown in Table 8, are within 
the acceptable limits which is the 90% of the specified minimum values. 
Observations made during the testing of all specimens indicated that the failure modes of these 
specimens depended on the width of the edge stiffeners. The predominant mode of failure, for specimens 
with no edge stiffeners or with narrow edge stiffeners, was distortional buckling of the flange-edge stiffener 
component tbllowed by local buckling of the web. On the other hand, specimens with wider edge stiffeners, 
initially suffered localized buckling of the web followed by distortional buckling of the flange-edge stiffener 
component. A typical example of column specimens with edge stiffeners after failure is shown in Figure 4. 
ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION 
The current North American design guidelines, AISI Specification (1989) and eSA Standard (1989), 
for cold-formed Z-sections were evaluated through comparison with the experimental results. The predicted 
results obtained from these design guidelines, along with the ratios between the experimental results and the 
predicted results, are given in Tables 5, 6, and 7. 
The theoretical model used to simulate the behaviour of Z-sections is based on the assumption that 
the section will fail by distortional buckling of one or both flange-edge stiffener components. The distortional 
buckling stress of a flange-edge stiffener component is then taken as the critical stress of the whole section. 
If the distortional stress is less than the lateral or torsional stress, then it becomes the governing stress for 
which the load-carrying capacity of sections is computed without taking into account any post-buckling 
capacity. Otherwise, the failure is based on lateral or torsional behaviour of the member. The theoretical 
mode used for columns is illustrated in Figure 5. This model is based on the principle of column on elastic 
foundations, where the column consists of one of Ihe flanges and ils edge stiffener, while the elastic 
foundation is provided by the remaining portion of the member. 
The governing differential equalions for combined torsion and flexure for an undistorted section with 
continuous elastic supports were originally formulated by Vlasov (1961) and discussed in detail by 
Timoshenko and Gere (1961). Marsh (1985) and Lau and Hancock (1987) solved these simultaneous 
differential equations and proposed analytical procedures for obtaining the distortional buckling stress of thin-
walled sections. These analytical procedures were further modified for the present theoretical model to reflect 
more realistically behaviour of cold-formed steel Z-sections. 
In developing this theoretical model, it was assumed that a locally unstable web element can provide 
only vertical support to the flange-edge stiffener component. Thus, the elastic rotational and lateral restraints 
provided by Ihe elastic foundation are assumed to be negligible and are thus not shown in Figure 5. All 
corn(;rs are assumed to be curved, as this is the case in cold-formed sections, and are included in the 
evaluation of the cross sectional properties of the flange-edge stiffener component. The modified expressions 
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used to evaluate the distortional buckling load of the Z-section specimens is given in Appendix 1. The 
predicted results obtained from the theoretical model, along with the ratios between the experimental and 
theoretical results, are given in Tables 5, 6, and 7. 
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
For each series of specimens, the ratios between experimental and predicted results are shown as 
functions of the overall width of edge stiffener in Figures 6 to 10. The experimental results along with the 
predicted results (AISI, CSA, and Theoretical curves) are also shown as functions of the overall width of 
edge stiffener in Figures II to 15. In these figures, the nominal cross sectional dimensions of the Z-section 
members and the specified minimum yield strength of 50 ksi (345 MPa) were employed in constructing the 
curves. 
As shown in Figures II to 15, the values for the load-carrying capacity of the Z-sections with edge 
stiffeners computed according to the AISI Specification (1985) and the CSA Standard (1989) were always 
higher than the experimental results. Only those values correspcnding to sections with no edge stiffeners 
were lower than the experimental results. The load-carrying capacity of this type of sections is limited to 
the local buckling capacity of the flanges in accordance with the design guidelines. The difference in 
treatment between sections with edge stiffeners and sections with no edge stiffeners resulted in the 
discontinuity shown in the AISI curves (Clauses C4(b) and C5) and the CSA curves (Clause C6.7.2) of 
Figures 11 to 15. 
In order to evaluate the analytical results, the statistical values for the ratios between the experimental 
results and the analytical results obtained from each series of specimens are briefly discussed. For the 18 
in. (457 mm) column specimens, according to the AISI Specification (1989) the ,atio ranged from 1.37 to 
3.31 for sections with no edge stiffeners, while the ratio ranged from 0.63 to 0.95 (average = 0.78; standard 
deviation 0.083) for sections with edge stiffeners. According to the CSA Standard (1989), for the sections 
with no edge stiffeners the ratio ranged from 1.36 to 3.28, while for the sections with edge stiffeners the ratio 
ranged from 0.55 to 0.84 (average = 0.69; standard deviation = 0.069). According to the theoretical model, 
for all 18 in. (457 mm) column specimens the ratio ranged from 0.79 to 2.26 (average = 1.16; standard 
deviation 0.280). In the case of the 24 and 48 in. (610 and 1219 mm) column specimens, according to 
the AISI Specification (1989) the ratios ranged from 2.75 to 3.24 and 2.96 to 3.28 for the sections with no 
edge stiffeners, while the ratios ranged from 0.80 to 1.11 and 0.81 to I. Jl (average 0.92; standard 
deviation = 0.074, and average = 0.93; standard deviation = 0.074) for the sections with edge stiffeners. 
According to the CSA Standard (1989), for the sections with no edge stiffeners the ratios ranged from 2.72 
to 3.21 and 2.93 to 3.25, while for the sections with edge stiffeners the ratios ranged from 0.76 to 1.05 and 
0.77 to 1.06 (average = 0.84; standard deviation = 0.079, and average = 0.87; standard deviation = 
0.075). According to the theoretical model, for all 24 and 48 in. (610 and 1219 mm) column specimens, the 
ratios ranged from 1.11 to 2.35 and 1.07 to 2.38 (average = 1.47; standard deviation 0.338, and average 
1.39; standard deviation 0.331). 
CONCWSIONS 
This paper deals with the analytical and experimental investigation of cold-formed steel Z-sections 
loaded under direct compression. The results of 85 Z-sectioDs of various cross sectional dimensions are 
presMted and discussed. A simplified theoretical modeJ is presented. This model was developed on the 
assumption that local buckling of the web followed by distortional buckling of the flange-edge stiffener 
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components govern the mode of failure. Comparisons between the experimental results and the analytical 
results (AISI, 1989 and CSA, 1989) underestimated the load-carrying capacity of Z-sections with no edge 
stiffeners, whereas they overestimated the load-carrying capacity of those sections with edge stiffeners. By 
using the theoretical model, there is good correlation between the theoretical results and the experimental 
results. Also, the theoretical model provides a realistic representation of member behaviour for tbose sections 
with wider web and edge stiffeners wbere local buckling of the web precedes distortional buckling of the 
flange-edge stiffener component. As such, it may serve as a useful tool in evaluating the load-carrying 
capacity of cold-fonned steel Z-section columns witb slender webs_ 
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APPENDIX 1. THEORETICAL MODEL 
The load-carrying capacity of a Z-section was assumed to be that which corresponds to tbe 
distortional buckling capacity of the flange-edge stiffener component, as sbown in Figure 5. Thus, tbe 
distortional buckling stress of the flange-edge stiffener component was multiplied by the gross cross sectional 
area of the whole Z-section to obtain tbe load-carrying capacity; i.e, 
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where, bf and w are the flat widths of the flange in the flange~edge stiffener component and the web element, 
respectively; r is the centerline bend radius of flange~edge stiffener junction; x" and y, are x- and y-
coordinates of the flange-web junction with respect to the centroid; t is the base thiclcness of the section; A 
is the gross cross-sectional area of the Z-section; Ad is the full cross-sectional area oftbe flange~edge stiffener 
component; Fy is the yield strength of tbe steel; E is its modulus of elasticity; Ie<' loy and I,,}, are moments 
of inertia for effective section, and J, is tbe torsional constant of tbe flange-edge stiffener component. 
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APPENDIX Ill. NOTATION 
The following symbols are used in this paper: 
gross cross sectional area of member; 
cross sectional area of flange-edge stiffener component; 
flat width of the flanges; 
flat width of the straight edge stiffeners; 
warping constant of flange-edge stiffener component; 
overall width of edge stiffener; 
elastic modulus of the cold-formed steel; 
yield strength of the cold-formed steel; 
tensile strength of the cold-formed steel; 
moments of inertia of flange-edge stiffener component about the x- and y-axes, 
respectively; 
product moment of inertia of flange-edge stiffener component about the x- and 
y-axes; 
torsional constant of flange-edge stiffener component; 
stiffnesses of lateral and rotational restraints; 
length of members; 
predicted load-carrying capacity obtained through the AISI Specification (1989); 
load-carrying capacity obtained through testing; 
proposed load-carrying capacity given by Equation 4; 
predicted load-carrying capacity obtained through the eSA Standard (1989); 
centerline bend radius of flange-edge stiffener junction; 
base thickness of cold-formed section; 
flat width of web element; 
x- and y-coordinates of the shear centre (see Figure 5); 
x and y coordinates of flange-web junction with respect to the centroid; 
percent elongation of the cold-formed steel; 
axial longitudinal deformation; 
angle between edge stiffener and flange element; 
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elastic distortional stress of flange-edge stiffener component; 
inelastic distortional stress of flange-edge stiffener component. 
TABLE 1 List of Test Uariobles ond Number Specimens Tested 
(Numbers in Brackets Indicate Numbers of Specimens Tested) 
--- --_._._ .. _ ............ _---
Specimen l B r t LIJ bf c 
Type (in.) 
(in.) ( 0) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) - 0.00 0.15 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (B) ( 9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (I6) 
Columns 10 90 0.28 0.059 4.0 1.50 [31 - - [3] [31 [31 [3) - -
1 B 90 0.2B 0.059 4.0 2.00 13] - - [3) [31 13] [3) - -
1 B 90 0.2B 0.059 4.0 2.50 [3] - - [3] [3] [3] [3] - -
24 90 0.12 0.059 7.7 2.70 12] [2] [2] (2) [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] 
4B 90 0.12 0.059 7.7 2.70 [2] [21 [2] [2] [2i [2] [2] [2] [2] 












TRBLE 2. Rverage Cross Sectional Dimensions of 
the 18 in. (457 mm) Specimens 
Specimens LOn.) 8(0) wOn.) btUn.) c(ln.) rUn.) 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
1. 50-0.00-1 6 19.03 - 4.03 1.50 - 0.29 
1.50-0.00-2: 19.03 - 3.99 1.51 - 0.29 





1.50-0.25-1 19.00 90.5 3.96 1.50 0.29 0.29 
1 . 50-0 . 25-2 19.03 90.0 3.97 1.50 0.29 0.29 
1 .50-0.25-3 18.02 90.0 3.99 1.52 0.28 0.28 
1.50-0.50-1 18.00 89.8 3.97 1.50 0.52 0.29 
1 .50-0.50-2 18.00 89.8 3.98 1.51 0.54 0.29 
1 .50-0.50-3 18.02 89.8 3.97 1.50 0.53 0.29 
1 . 50-0. 75- 1 18.03 89.8 3.98 1.50 0.78 0.28 
1 .50-0.75-2 18.00 99.8 3.99 1.52 0.77 0.28 
1 .50-0.75-3 18.02 90.3 3.96 1.50 0.76 0.29 
1 . 50-1 .00-1 18.02 90.0 3.97 1.51 1.01 0.28 
1.50-1.00-2 18.00 90.0 3.99 1.50 1.01 0.29 
1 .50- 1 . 00-3 18.02 90.3 4.00 1.51 1.02 0.28 
2.00-0.00-1: 18.00 - 4.04 2.00 - 0.29 
2.00-0.00-2 6 18.02 - 4.04 2.00 - 0.29 2.00-0.00-3 18.02 - 4.07 2.00 - 0.27 
2.00-0.25-1 18.02 99.0 4.01 2.00 0.30 0.28 
2.00-0.25-2 18.02 89.5 3.96 1.99 0.28 0.29 
2.00-0.25-3 18.02 89.0 3.98 1.99 0.30 0.28 
2.00-0.50-1 18.00 90.3 3.95 2.01 0.53 0.29 
2.00-0.50-2 18.00 89.8 3.97 2.00 0.54 0.28 
2.00-0.50-3 18.00 90.3 3.93 2.00 0.52 0.28 
2.00-0.75-1 18.02 90.3 3.99 1.98 0.78 0.29 
2.00-0.75-2 18.02 90.0 3.99 1.98 0.79 0.29 
2.00-0.75-3 18.02 89.8 3.99 1.99 0.77 0.29 
2 . 00-1 . 00-1 18.02 90.0 4.00 2.00 1.00 0.28 
2 .00- 1 . 00-2 18.03 89.8 3.98 2.00 1.02 0.28 
2 . 00-1. 00-3 18.02 89.8 3.97 2.00 1.01 0.29 
2.50-0.00-1 6 18.03 - 4.06 2.48 - 0.29 
2.50-0.00-2 6 18.03 
-
4.07 2.48 - 0.29 
2.50-0.00-3 6 18.03 - 4.03 2.50 - 0.28 
2.50-0.25-1 18.03 89.5 3.96 2.52 0.27 0.29 
2.50-0.25-2 18.03 89.0 3.99 2.50 0.28 0.29 
2.50-0.25-3 18.03 90.0 4.02 2.50 0.28 0.28 
2.50-0.50-1 18.02 89.5 3.96 2.51 0.53 0.28 
2.50-0.50-2 18.02 89.0 3.94 2.49 0.54 0.29 
2.50-0.50-3 18.02 89.5 3.95 2.51 0.54 0.28 
2.50-0.75-1 18.02 89.8 3.93 2.49 0.78 0.29 
2.50-0.75-2 18.02 90.5 3.97 2.49 0.77 0.29 
2.50-0.75-3 18.02 89.8 3.97 2.49 0.77 0.29 
2.50-1. 00-1 18.02 89.5 3.95 2.52 1.0 I 0.28 
2.50-1.00-2 18.02 89.8 3.96 2.52 1.02 0.28 













0.058 1. 08 
0.059 1.08 
0.059 1.32 
0.059 1. 33 

























0.058 1. 10 
0.059 1. 09 
0.059 1. 09 
0.057 1. 32 
0.058 1.33 
0.057 1. 34 
6 Curved portion at the flange-edge stiffener junction not included 
Note: 1 in. ~ 25.4 mm 
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TABLE 3. Auerage Cross Sectional Dimensions of 
the 24 In. (610 mm) Specimens 
Specimen LOn.) 8(0) wUn.) bfUn.) c (in.) rOn.) t(in.) 
(1) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
6 
2.7-0.00-1 23.99 - 7.70 2.83 - 0.16 0.058 2.7-0.00-~6 23.99 - 7.69 2.81 - 0.15 0.058 
2.7- O.OO-Ib 24.02 90.0 7.72 2.75 0.00 0.14 0.058 
2.7-0.00-f 24.00 90.0 7.60 2.70 0.00 0.16 0.058 
2.7-0.15-1 24.00 90.0 7.65 2.68 0.05 0.15 0.058 
2.7-0.15-2 24.00 90.0 7.67 2.68 0.06 0.15 0.058 
2.7-0.25-1 24.00 90.0 7.62 2.65 0.22 0.15 0.058 
2.7-0.25-2 24.01 90.0 7.67 2.70 0.23 0.15 0.058 
2.7-0.50-1 24.02 90.0 7.68 2.64 0.47 0.15 0.058 
2.7-0.50-2 24.00 90.0 7.64 2.67 0.18 0.14 0.058 
2.7-0.75-1 24.00 90.0 7.67 2.66 0.72 0.17 0.058 
2.7-0.75-2 23.99 90.0 7.66 2.67 0.73 0.17 0.058 
2.7-1.00-1 24.00 90.0 7.72 2.66 0.96 0.16 0.058 
2.7-1.00-2 24.00 90.0 7.73 2.66 0.96 0.16 0.058 
2.7-1.25-1 24.02 90.0 7.78 2.65 1.23 0.15 0.059 
2.7-1.25-2 24.01 90.0 7.64 2.66 1.22 0.15 0.059 
2.7-1.50-1 24.01 90.0 7.66 2.65 1.47 0.15 0.059 
2.7-1.50-2 24.01 90.0 7.65 2.66 1.46 0.15 0.059 
2.7-2.00-1 24.02 90.0 7.60 2.67 1.98 0.15 0.05B 























:curued portion at the flange-edge stiffener junction not inCluded 
Curued portion at the flange-edge stiffener junction included 
Note: 1 in. '" 25.4 mm 
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TABLE 4. Auertlge Cross Sec1iontll Dimensions of 
1he 48 in. (1219 mm) Specimens 
Specimen LOn.) 8(0) wOn.) brUn.) c (in.) r (in.) tOn.) DOn.) 






















- 7.75 2 .. 81 
- 7.66 2.81 
90.0 7.56 2.57 
91.9 7.61 2.58 
90.0 7.58 2.55 
92.8 7.61 2.57 
88.3 7.60 2.57 
87.3 7.62 2.58 
89.9 7.54 2.56 
89.5 7.59 2.61 
89.9 7.63 2.62 
90.3 7.62 2.61 
90.0 7.64 2.62 
90.6 7.64 2.62 
90.5 7.64 2.60 
90.5 7.64 2.60 
90.1 7.64 2.63 
90.6 7.61 i 2.62 
90.3,. 7.63 ,. 2.62 



























































:curued portion tlt the flange-edge stiffener junction not included 
Curued portion at the flange-edge stiffener junction included 
Note: 1 in. = 25.4 mm 
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TABLE 5. Ratio Between Eltperimental Results and 
Analytical results for 18 in. (457 mm) Specimens 
Specimens TEST AISI CSA THEORY 
8 PTest PillS. PTest PeslI PTest PTheory PTest 
(in.) (Kips) (Kips) PillS. (kips) Pes II (Kips) PTheory 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
1. 50-0.00- 1 : 0.08 11.90 8.60 1.38 8.69 1.37 11.90 1. 00 
1.50-0.00-2 8 0.08 11.05 8.05 1.37 8.13 1.36 t 1.15 0.99 1 . 50-0.00-3 0.10 11.90 7.86 1.55 7.75 1.54 10.63 1. 12 
1.50-0.25-1 0.12 18.90 21. 03 0.90 24.53 0,77 18,65 1. 0 1 
1.50-0.25-2 0.10 17.45 20.63 0.85 23.90 0.73 18.25 0.96 
1 .50-0 . 25-3 0.13 19.30 10.30 0,95 23,51 0.82 18.01 1.07 
1.50-0.50-1 0,09 17.90 24.10 0.74 26.86 0.67 19.28 0.93 
1.50-0.50-2 0.13 19.90 24.21 0,82 26.92 0.74 19,33 1.03 
1. 50-0 . 50-3 0.13 15.25 23.96 0.64 29.72 0.57 19.23 0.79 
1. 50-0 . 75- 1 0.13 18.10 23.24 0.78 25,80 0.70 18.83 0.96 
1. 50-0.75-2 0.11 19.80 23.38 0.85 26.00 0,76 18.88 1.05 
1.50-0.75-3 0.13 20.87 24.07 0.87 26.90 0.78 19.45 1.07 
1.50-1.00-1 0.14 20.90 22.83 0.92 24.80 0.84 18.82 1. 11 
1. 50- 1 .00-2 0.12 19.30 22.815 0.84 24.78 0.78 18.79 1. 03 
1.50-1.00-3 0.13 18.25 22.715 0.80 24.70 0.74 18,78 0.97 
2.00-0.00-1: 0.08 11.20 5.24 2.15 5.26 2.13 7.43 1. 51 
2.00-0.00-2 8 0.08 11.85 4.95 2.40 4.99 2.37 7.06 1.68 2.00-0.00-3 0.10 11.90 4.93 2.41 4.98 2.39 7.03 1.69 
2.00-0.25-1 0.10 17.48 20.61 0.85 23.89 0.73 15.51 1. 13 
2.00-0.25-2 0.10 17.70 21. 10 0.84 24.42 0.72 16.06 1. 10 
2.00-0,25-3 0.12 16.49 21. 11 0.78 24.57 . 0.157 115.17 1.02 
2.00-0.50-1 0.11 17.60 23.51 0.75 27.49 0.154 18.37 0.915 
2.00-0.50-2 0.10 15.10 23.64 0.154 27.58 0.55 18.48 0.82 
2.00-0.50-3 0.14 20.05 23.35 0.86 27.37 0.73 18.32 1.09 
2.00-0.75-1 0.14 115.00 25.48 0,63 28.23 0.57 19.12 0.84 
2.00-0.75-2 0.12 20.08 25.47 0.79 28.20 0.71 19.14 1.05 
2.00-0.75-3 0.10 18.70 25.53 0.73 28.31 0.66 19.08 0.98 
2.00-1.00-1 0.14 18.15 24.92 0.73 27.21 0.67 19.36 0.94 
2.00- 1. 00-2 0.10 17.35 24.17 0.72 215.23 0.1515 18.72 0.93 
2.00-1. 00-3 0.13 19.40 25.73 0.75 28.18 0.159 20.03 0.97 
2.50-0.00-1 8 0.09 12.05 3.76 3.21 3.79 3.18 5.50 2.19 
2.50-0.00-2: 0.09 12.45 3.715 3.31 3.80 3.28 5.50 2.26 
2.50-0.00-3 0.10 12.20 3.159 3.31 3.72 3.26 5.41 2.25 
2.50-0.25-1 0.10 15.80 21.45 0.74 24.48 0.155 13.18 1.20 
2.50-0.25-2 0.11 17.150 21.02 0.84 23.98 0.73 12.91 1.36 
2.50-0.25-3 0.14 19.80 21.39 0.93 24.48 0.81 13.25 1.49 
2.50-0.50-1 0.10 115.40 23.03 0.71 215.151 0.152 15.23 1. 08 
2.50-0.50-2 0.13 19.10 23.815 0.80 27.154 0.159 16.10 1.19 
2.50-0.50-3 0.12 18.155 23.72 0.79 27.50 0.158 15.92 1. 17 
2.50-0.75-1 0.13 18.150 26.93 0.159 29.155 0.153 18.13 1.03 
2.50-0.75-2 0.13 20.00 27.70 0.72 30.157 0.155 18.70 1. 07 
2.50-0.75-3 0.14 19.10 27.70 0.159 30.67 0.152 18.70 1.02 
2.50-1.00-1 0.13 19.00 25.78 0.74 27.94 0.156 18.47 1.03 
2.50-1.00-2 0.12 18.89 26.51 I 0.71 28.84 0.65 19.19 0.98 
2.50-1. 00-3 I 0.15 18.00 25.80 0.70 28.03 0.154 18.58 0.97 
8 Curved portion at the flange-edge stiffener junction not included 
Note: 1 Kip = 4.45 kN, 1 in. = 25.4 mm 
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TABLE 6. Ratio Between EHperimental Results and 
Analytical results for 24 in. (610 mm) Specimens 
Specimens TEST AISI CSA THEORY 
8 PTest PAISI PTest PeSA PTest PTheory PTest 
(in.) (Kips) (Kips) PAIS1 (kips) PeSA (Kips) PTheory 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
2.70-0.00-1 11 0.13 12.40 3.83 3.24 14.37 3.21 5.28 2.35 
2.70-0.00-2" 0.12 10.60 3.86 2.75 14.20 2.72 5.32 1.99 
2.70-0.00-1 b 0.12 13.05 13.59 0.96 14.01 0.93 6.60 1. 98 
2.70-0.00-2b 0.13 11.15 13.91 0.80 14.33 0.78 6.93 1.61 
2.70-0.15-1 0.14 12.80 14.75 0.87 15.55 0.82 7.45 1.72 
2.70-0.15-2 0.13 12.35 14.93 0.83 15.80 0.78 7.59 1.63 
2.70-0.25-1 0.15 15.20 17.09 0.89 19.13 0.79 9.95 I. 53 
2.70-0.25-2 0.14 15.80 17.23 0.92 19.32 0.82 9.90 I. 50 
2.70-0.50-1 0.16 18.90 19.85 0.95 23.14 0.82 13.40 1. 41 
2.70-0.50-2 0.14 18.25 19.82 0.92 23.12 0.79 13.27 1.38 
2.70-0.75-1 0.15 20.56 23.92 0.85 25.65 0.77 16.05 1.28 
2.70-0.75-2 0.15 20.40 24.11 0.85 26.72 0.76 16.10 1. 27 
2.70-1.00-1 0.16 20.70 23.84 0.87 26.04 0.79 17.65 1.17 
2. 70- 1. 00-2 0.17 20.85 23.84 0.87 2«:;'04 0.80 17.66 1. 18 
2.70-1.25-1 0.15 23.10 23.95 0.95 25.97 0.89 19,26 1.20 
2.70-1. 25-2 0.16 21.25 23.99 0.89 26.03 0.82 19.21 1. 11 
2.70-1. 50-1 0.17 23.40 23.39 1.00 25.12 0.93 19.32 1.21 
2.70-1. 50-2 0.17 21.90 23.45 0.93 25.19 0.87 19.33 1.13 
2.70-2.00-1 0.18 23.30 21.06 1. 11 22.14 1.05 17.38 1.34 
2.70-2.00-2 0.17 20.90 20.85 1.00 21.89 0.95 17.23 1. 21 
a 
bCurued portion at the flange-edge stiffener junction not included 
Curued portion at the flange-edge stiffener junction included 
Note: 1 4.45 1 in. = 25.4 mm 
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TRBLE 7. Ratio Between EMperimentol Results and 
Rnalytlcal results for 48 In. (1219 mm) Specimens 
Specimens TEST RISI (SR THEORY 
0 Prest POISI Prest Peso Prest PTheory Prest 
(in.) (Kips) (Kips) POIS1 (kips) Peso (Kips) PTheory 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
2.70-0.00-1 6 0.15 11.50 3.88 2.96 13.18 2.93 5.36 2.15 
2.70-0.00-211 0.17 12.70 3.87 3.28 13.35 3.25 5.34 2.38 
2.70-0.00-1 b 0.15 12.55 14.36 0.87 15.09 0.83 8.52 1. 47 
2.70-0.00-2 b 0.18 11. 65 14.38 0.81 15.10 0.77 8.49 1.37 
2.70-0.15-1 0.16 12.90 14.35 0.90 15.01 0.86 8.61 1.50 
2. 70-0. 15-2 0.15 12.70 14.21 0.89 14.86 0.85 8.40 1.51 
2.70-0.25-1 0.14 13.70 15.77 0.87 17.10 0.80 9.99 1. 37 
2.70-0.25-2 0.15 14.30 15.66 0.91 16.92 0.85 9.80 1.46 
2.70-0.50-1 0.18 19.40 19.34 1.00 22.26 0.87 14.36 1.35 
2.70-0.50-2 0.18 16.90 18.90 0.89 21. 71 0.78 13.63 1.24 
2.70-0.75-1 0.21 20.95 22.12 0.95 24.48 0.86 16.33 1.28 
2.70-0.75-2 0.17 20.80 22.61 0.92 25.58 0.81 16.63 1.25 
2.70-1.00-1 0.17 21.45 22.46 0.95 24.44 0.88 17.58 1. 21 
2. 70- 1. 00-2 0.18 19.60 22.48 0.87 24.48 0.80 17.57 1.12 
2.70- 1. 25- I 0.20 20.55 22.16 0.93 23.82 0.86 18.60 1. 11 
2.70-1.25-2 0.21 22.30 22.31 1.00 23.97 0.93 18.50 1.20 
2.70-1.50-1 0.20 20.75 22.50 0.92 24.04 0.86 19.35 1.07 
2.70-1.50-2 0.22 21.45 22.59 0.95 24.11 0.89 19.33 1. II 
2.70-2.00-1 0.21 21.75 20.31 1.07 21.22 1.02 17.38 1.25 
2.70-2.00-2 0.22 22.55 20.32 1. 11 21. 19 1.05 17.20 1. 31 
il 
b CurlJed portion at the flange-edge stiffener junction not included 
Curved portion at the flange-edge stiffener junction included 
Note: 1 '" 4.45 1 in. '" 25.4 mm 
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TABLE 8. Yield strength of Tensile Coupons 
18 in. Z-Sections 24 and 48 in. Z-Sections 
Coupon Coupon 
Locotions Specimens Fu (lesj) Fu (les!) € ('7.) Fu(ks!) Fu(ks!) € ('7.) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Uirgin Sheet 1 51.01 73.02 28.40 47.95 71.07 29.28 
2 51.74 74.52 30.22 47.08 72.78 30.74 
3 52.53 74.96 22.55 47.71 72.08 29.88 
4 51.32 74.74 28.10 45.97 70.05 29.10 
Flonge 1 51.11 75.43 27.24 47.03 71.47 29.48 
2 52.27 75.56 27.56 47.56 70.66 30.74 
3 53.17 75.84 26.76 - - -
4 50.54 75.31 27.22 -
Web 1 53.59 75.23 25.50 46.03 70.73 30.68 
2 52.82 74.77 27.24 47.64 71.55 28.22 
Lip 1 51.61 74.97 26.48 47.56 70.40 29.28 
2 51.77 69.99 22.70 46.34 67.36 28.56 
Corner I 65.86 75.58 21.24 75.21 86.84 27.06 
2 67.69 76.78 21.32 76.48 88.04 30.92 
3 66.65 73.22 21.02 73.33 88.42 25.70 
Note: 1 in. 25.4 mm 



































(b) Distortional Buckling 
/ 
Figure 1 Buckling Behaviour of Cold-Formed Steel Z-Sections 
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Figure 2 The Test Set-Up for a Typical Column Specimen 
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Z - SECTION SPECIMEN 
AU Dimensions in Inches 
!lin ::. 25,4mmi A 
It 2-314 x 7- 3/4 x 1/2 
L-________ ?'-'"""' _______ --.J ..... -f£. 15x 15x3/4 
LOAD CELL 
MACHINE TABLE 
(e) Bollom Support Oeloll 
I § § re.lx6-1/4x 1/2 
WZ-SECTION 
SPECIMEN 





(b) Section A A 
Figure 3 Support Detail for Z-Section Specimens 
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Figure 7 Analytical Load Ratios for 18 in. (457 mm) Specimens with 2.0 in. (51 mm) 
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Shah Alam Sports Complex 
Design and Construction of Unistrut Space-Frame Roof Structure 
Khaldoun Mhaimeed* and Sun Chien Hsiao" 
The Shah Alam Sports Complex is a $lOO-million multiuse sports facility in Selangor, 
Malysia. The main feature of this complex is a nOOO-seat multisport stadium. Seating 
on both sides of the stadium will be covered by a pair of barrel-vaulted acrylic sky roofs. 
Each roof is structurally supported by a Unistrut Space-Frame which in turn is supported 
at three of its four edges with a free span of931 feet (284 m). The frame is cantilevered 
from the back 226 feet (69 m) over the seats. 
In this paper, design philosophy to satisfy serviceability and ultimate limit states is 
discussed. Also discussed is the use of successive design approximations to create 
limited, but efficient, members data base that satisfies design requirements and does not 
burden, by its size, inventory control and construction. Effects of welding and 
galvanizing on cold-formed tubes are reviewed. Final analysis and design procedures of 
the structure and its supports are introduced, and the construction method is discussed. 
1. Geometry: 
Geometry of each of the crescent shaped arches is generated from a cut section of a 
circular cylinder. Each cylinder is of 814 feet (248 m) in radius and is tilted 10° from the 
level ground. The front section is a 45° cut measured from a horizontal plane where is 
the back section is a 23° cut. Maximum distance between cuts is 226 feet (69 m), and the 
maximum height frame above playing field is 200 feet (61 m). Maximum span of the 
* Manager/Customer Engineering, Unistrut Space-Frame Systems Inc., Canton MI 48188 
** VP/Project Engineering, Unistrut Space-Frame Systems Inc., Canton MI 48188 
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arch is 931 feet (284 m). Geometry of the space frame is depicted in figures 1 and 2. 
Each space-frame is composed of replicates of modular geometry. Each module 
consists of cold-formed steel tubes bolted into spherical steel nodes to form a 
rectangle-base pyramid. Figure 3 represents a typical Unistrut Space-Frame System III 
assembly. The base of each pyramid is a rectangle of 12.5 feet (3.8 m) in length and of 
11.8 feet (3.6 m) in width. Depth of each pyramid is 9.9 feet (3 m). Cross sections of 
tubes are tapered towards the nodes using a truncated cone interface elements welded to 
the tubes. Cones provide for the transfer of forces from tubes to the connections, and 
reduce the sizes of the otherwise large nodes. A hexagonal bearing element "sleeve" is 
used between the cone and the node with a pin penetrating through the bolt and sleeve to 
allow for turning the bolt to engage into the node. Figure 4 represents a typical Unistrut 
Space-Frame System III tube assembly. 
2. Supports: 
Each of the two space-frames is supported in the back by prestressed concrete cantilever 
beams at 16 locations, and each side is supported by a prestressed concrete buttress at 8 
locations. The total number of supports for each arch is 32 as shown on Figure 5. 
Stiffnesses and maximum reactions at supports were established a priori, and space-frame 
design has to satisfy these requirements. 
3. Loading: 
Space-frame is specified to be designed for the following basic load cases: 
1- Space-frame: 
2- Gutter and glazing system: 











5- P A speaker: 
6- Speaker cluster: 
7- Live load: 
8- Point load: 
9- Temperature: 
10- Wind speed: 
11- Horizontal support displacement: 
3.1. Wind Induced Loads: 
2.00 Kip/ft at 50ft C.C. 







86t40, 86-25 of 
30+22,30-14°C 




For such a long span curved structure, it was deemed necessary to perform wind tunnel 
testing to establish the effects of wind. The following tests were performed on 1:300 
scale models by RWDI Inc. in Toronto: pressure model test, pneumatic averaging test, 
and aeroelastic test. Results of these tests were implemented in determining the 
magnitude and distribution of mean wind loads on the roof of the stadium, the 
unbalanced loads induced by wind gust, and the affect of dynamic vortex shedding. 
Wind tunnel study model is depicted in Figure 6. 
Prior to wind tunnel testing, local wind climatic data and vibration modes of the structure 
should be extracted. The results will be incorporated into wind tunnel data to predict the 
full scale wind pressures acting on the space-frame. 
Utilizing the limited wind data available at Kuala Lumpur International Airport and 
Petaling Jaya, a statistical analysis was combined with wind tunnel tests to produce a 60 
second and a 1 hour speed at 19 meter (62 ft) and at 58 meter (190 ft) for return periods 
of 10, 50, and 100 years. The resulting one hour speed of 80 Mph (35 m/sec.) at 58 meter 
(190 ft) for a return period of 100 years was adopted. 
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Of the 15 extracted mode shapes of vibration of the space frame, the first three, depicted 
in Figure 7, have the highest participation and are used for the dynamic wind load 
analysis. 
Test results indicated an aerodynamically stable roof structure for wind speeds of 
magnitudes well beyond that for a 50 year return period. Wind load components and the 
resulting wind induced load cases are given in Figure 8. 
3.2. Loading Combinations: 
To satisfy serviceability limit state requirements, 10 service load combinations were 
established to predict service load deflections. Serviceability requirements require 
cambering the space-frame by dead load deflection, and a maximum vertical wind 
induced displacements of9 inches (229 mm). 
To satisfy ultimate limit state requirements, the space-frame is designed for 63 different 
factored load combinations. 
4. Space-Frame DesiLln: 
The space-frame was designed using an in-house computer program" USSP" developed 
by Unistrut Space-Frame Systems, Inc. USSP is an integrated geometry generation, 
structural analysis, sUllctural design, plotting, and manufacturing data generation 
program. Prior to structural design a member assembly data base is generated. 
4.1. Data Base Generation: 
The data base is a set of member assemblies and nodes (Figures 3 and 4, Table 1) 
designed to efficiently satisfy strength requirements. For such large structure (5556 
nodes and 21550 members), selecting the right material is an essential part of the design 
process that will highly reflect on its efficiency. For chords and web members, 
cold-formed high strength structural tubing was selected. Tubes are hot-dipped 
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galvanized on both sides to provide for maximum protection against corrosion. The 
tube-cones assembly is galvanized before inserting the bolts into the tubes. A tube-cones 
assembly is produced by welding a cone to each end of the tube, Figure 4. An access 
hole has to be provided at the end of each tube for bolts insertion after galvanization. 
Cold-formed structural steel tubes lose some of their strength acquired by cold-working 
at weld locations. In tension, bolt sizes were selected as the minimum required by tensile 
strength requirements. This is to keep the node sizes small. Tensile strength of the tube 
assembly may also be governed by the strength of tube assembly at the access hole 
location where no affect of welding. Area of the access hole ranges from 9 to 30% of the 
tube gross section area. In compression, the effect of the heat affected zone is less than 
the affect of local yielding at hole location. Tests were performed to establish the effect 
of access holes on the buckling behavior of tubes. Results are given in Figure 9. The 
effect of access holes on buckling behavior of tubes is more pronounced in the short to 
medium column range. 
A data base of 100 member assemblies was initially generated. Structural analysis was 
performed and member forces calculated. Based on these member forces a more efficient 
data base, consists of only 40 tube assemblies ranging in diameter from 3" (76 mm) to 
16" (406 mm), was generated to reduce part numbers and to provide for fabrication and 
erection efficiency. A summary of the data base is given in Table 1. 
Bolts, sleeves, cones, and welds were designed for their relevant stress states. 
The following issues were of paramount importance in designing the data set: 
Local buckling of tubes 
- Column buckling of tubes 
4.1.1. Local Buckling ofTllbes: 
It is of structural and economical concern to design a database with tubes of minimum 
thickness. This will provide for tubes of less weight and higher radius of gyration for the 
same tube diameter. However, reducing the thickness beyond a limit value, for a given 
tube diameter, may make the tube vulnerable to local buckling. For cylindrical tubes, the 
inward buckling causes superimposed transverse compression membrane stresses, and the 
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buckling form itself is unstable. As a consequence of the compression membrane 
stresses, buckling of an axially loaded cylinder is coincident with failure and occurs 
suddenly, accompanied by a considerable drop in load (snap-through buckling) [3]. For 
tubes use in the subject project Lmin= 141.6", (Rt)m .. =3.304 in2, and Zmin = 5789,42 
L 2 _ r:-:--:;: 
where Z =:n.'10-l-l?). 2=5789» 50, and the tube will buckle as a column [3]. 
Also, based on Plantema's representation [3] of strength of cylindrical tubes for local 
buckling, collapse stress occurs at yield point where 3
F
100 66> (£) 48.1. For each 
'I I max 
tube used, local buckling will not occur before yielding, and no reduction in allowable 
stress is necessary. 
Each tube used satisfy the AISC [l] requirement of (£) = 48.1 «0,441-FE = 229. t max 'j 
British Standards [2], however, classify a circular hollow tube subject to moment or axial 
compression to be plastic if 7 S; 40( ~:), where Py is the design strength of steel. A 
plastic section is one that is capable of developing a full plastic moment capacity without 
local buckling distress. Most of the tubes used satisfy this requirement. Py was reduced 
for the tubes with Dlt that does not satisfy this requirement. 
4.1.2. Column Buckling of Tllbes: 
Tubes under compression were designed using B.S. specifications. However, in addition 
to using a reduced Py to account for local buckling, the following formula was extracted 
from test results to account for affect of access hole on column strength: 
P F [ KL ~ F'J 
Y. Y 1.36275 - 36:'166 87.928 - 0.467296 F:, 
Where: 
Py.: experimental compressive design strength 
d: diameter of erection hole 
Fy: Yield mess 
Fu: Ultimate stress 
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Py used in design is the minimum of Pye , Py stipulated by the code, Fy , or O.84Fu. 
4.2. Structural Analysis: 
For the different load combinations given earlier, a static sn'uctural analysis was 
performed, and member and node sizes were selected accordingly. Although Unimut 
space frame systems have an inherent high degree ofredundancy, structural analyses 
were performed on the space-frame with some members eliminated to insure that the 
structure have several alternate load paths. For global buckling stability, a linear 
buckling analysis was performed for two different load cases: dead load + increased live 
load and dead load + increased unbalanced wind load. Factor of safety against buckling 
instability in each case exceeds 2. 
5. Construction: 
Space-frame is being constructed by strips extending between the back support and the 
front arch of the frame. Each strip is secured between two adjacent supports to insure its 
relative position. Strips are supported by temporary shoring towers between the supports 
and the front arch of space-frame. Each tower is equipped with a screw-jack to fine-tune 
the relative position of space-frame and to enable cambering the frame by its dead load 
deflection. Strips are tied together as they are extended towards the front arch of the 
frame. This is to preserve the arch action of the frame which provides a self-supporting 
mechanism. 
6. Conclusions: 
Space-frame structures provide flexible and efficient means to satisfy mostly any 
architectural and structural requirements. Using the appropriate system, material, and 
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technology, space-frames offer a most attractive and cost effective structural system, and 
possibly challenge the conventional concrete or steel systems. Being constructed of 
structurally proportioned modular building blocks, the only limitation on space-frames is 
the designer's imagination. 
7. References: 
1. AISC, 'Cold-Formed Steel Design Manual,' 1986. 
2. BS 5950: Part 1: 1985, 'Structural Use of Steelwork in Buildings.' 
3. Yu, Wei-Wen, 'Cold-Formed Steel Design: John Wiley & Sons, 1985. 
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UNISTRUT SPACE·FRAME SYSTEM III COMPONENT DATASET FOR 
THE MAIN STADIUM ROOF OF THE SHAH ALAM SPORTS COMPLEX 
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• COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IN THIS TABLE IS BASED ON A TUBE LENGTH OF 150". 
- Table 1 -
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FLEXIBLY CONNECTED THIN-WALLED SPACE FRAME 
STABILITY 
Sundar ChandramoulP, Shien T. Wang2 , George E. Blandford3 
Abstract 
The elastic stabllity of a cubic space frame composed of cold-formed steel members is studied 
for various bending and warping rigidities. A finite element technique is used to perform a 
parametric study of the elastic stability response of the flexibly connected frame. The results 
are compared with previously published observations for hot-rolled steel sections. The criterion 
used for deciding the significance of warping for hot-rolled sections is not found to be applicable 
to cold-formed sections. 
Introduction 
Due to advances in high-strength material technology, lightweight structures are becoming more popular, 
and structural members are tending to be more slender. Thus, buckling failures are becoming more 
important, making the calculation of the structure buckling load an important consideration_ 
With the inclusion of partially restrained and fully restrained joint behavior in the load and resistance 
factor design (LRFD) it becomes imperative to study the effects of such joints in the stability behavior 
of frames. Investigations by Ackroyd and Gerstle (1983) and Yu and Shanmugam (1986) studied flexible 
connection behavior on plane frames while Blandford et al. (1988) and Carlberg etal. (1990) have 
investigated the behavior of space frames comprised of hot-rolled sections. However, there has been no 
published research on the effect of flexible joint behavior on cold-formed steel sections. Flexible joint 
behavior in cold-formed steel structures is important since these members are generally not connected as 
rigidly as compared to hot-rolled sections. Further, the sectional properties of hot-rolled sections differ 
significantly from those of the cold-formed sections, with warping effects considered to be a more significant 
influence on the behavior of cold-formed sections as compared to hot-rolled sections. 
It is the purpose of this paper to consider the stability response of cubic space frames composed of cold-
formed steel sections and discuss the differences in the behavior of cold-formed sections with the results of 
hot-rolled sections reported by Carlberg et al. (1990). 
Structural Model 
A FORTRAN program developed by the third author, Space Frame EIGenvalue program (SFEIG), is 
used to analyze the portal space frame. The program incorporates the elastic and geometric stiffness 
matrices, (KEJ and (KG], as developed by Yang and McGuire (1984, 1986). This finite element formula-
tion also includes the warping degree-of-freedom (d.o.f.) and hence each member has a total of 14 d.o.f. 
(Fig. l(a»). This implies that the element stiffness matrix is a 14 x 14 matrix. The nodal displacement 
vector for the element shown in Fig. l(a) will contain a warping d.oJ., i.e, X dO,,/dx, in addition to 
the six conventional d.o.f·s [ Ur , uY' U., Or. 0Y' O. I at each node. The corresponding force vector shown is 
[Fr, Fv •• F .. Mr , M v, M., B]. Subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the node numbers at which the forces and dis-
placements are considered. Since a discontinuity in the warping displacements of the members will exist 
at the joints, a zero length connection element (Fig. l(b)), as developed by Blandford et al. (1988). is 
-",raoul",e Student, Dept. of Civil Engineering, Unlv. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506 
• Professor , Dept. of Civil Engineering, Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506 
3 Associate Prof .... or, Dept. of Civil Engineering, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506 
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(a) Beam Element 
(b) C:onnection Element 
Figure 1: Element Library 
used to model the joint behavior. This enables the column and beam members to have different magni-
tudes of warping at the connection nodes without performing a conventional static condensation on the 
discontinuous element warping displacements. The characteristic eigen-equation is given by 
([KEJ + A[KGJ){6.} = {O} 
where A is the eigenvalue. The buckling load is the smallest positive eigenvalue, ACT' and the corresponding 
eigenvector <Ii"" gives the buckling mode. The solution algorithm incorporates secant iteration in a deter-
minant search followed by the application of a "shifted" inverse iteration strategy to obtain the critical 
eigenvalue, ACT' 
Numerical Results 
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) depict the frame with loading, and column orientations for which analyses have 
been performed. The loading has been specifically chosen to provide a better understanding of the effect 
of warping on frame stability. The column orientations shown are those which have been considered by 
Razzaq and Nairn (1980) for rigid frame analyses, and Blandford et al. (1988) and Carlberg et al. (1990) for 
flexibly connected frame analyses. Based on the eigenvalue convergence studies of Carlberg et al. (1990), 
a four-element discretization per member has been chosen. Such a discretization is found to model the 
P-Delta and warping effects favorably as compared to a one-element discretization. Two element/member 
are nearly the same as a four element mesh. Sections chosen for study comprise of I-sections formed by 
two channels (with unstiffened flanges) connected back to back as specified in the Cold Formed Design 
Manual (1987). The chosen sections have the properties shown in Table L 
The material constants E and G are assumed to be 29,000 ksi (213 MPa) and 11,600 ksi (85.2 MPa), 
respectively. Connection stiffnesses have been taken as . 
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P p J/ O,25P j 












(0) fraM13 Geomt1ry and LOQdlng (b) Column orienlotion:. 
Figure 2: Cubic Space Frame 
Table 1: Properties of Sections Used in Analysis 
I Area Moment ofInertia Torsional Warping Section A in4 (mm4), about Constant Constant 
• (D x B x t), in. in2 (mm2) Weak Axis, I. Strong Axis, I • J, in4 (mm4 ) CUt, in6 (mmS ) 
7 x 3 x 0,105 2.013 0.4767 12.436 0.0074 5.05 
(1298.7) (198,417) (5,176,254 ) (3080) (135.6 x 107) 
4 x 2.25 x 0.105 1.225 0.2018 2.572 0.0045 0.655 
(790.3) (83,995) (1,070,547) (1873) (17.6 x107) 
2 x 2.25 x 0.075 0.598 0.1428 0.375 0.00112 0.119 
(385.8) (59,438) (156,086) (466) (3.2 xW) 
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[(9% == 1012 for a rigid torsion connection. 
(K9.,Ko.) == (¥, ~)I~" for the bending connection behavior, 
where II is called the bending fixity factor, which varies from 0 to 1. A fixity factor value of 0 indicates 
a pin connection while that of 1 indicates a rigid connection. From the available experimental results, it 
is possible to assign values for II to model different types of connections, e.g., a value of 0.3 for II models 
a double seat angle connection. A warping fixity factor a/ is introduced as a measure of fiange warping 
restralnt, and also ranges from 0 to 1. This factor is modeled from the warping spring concept of Yang and 
McGuire (1984). The warping factor a/ takes the value of 0 when the fianges are allowed to warp freely, 
and 1 when the fianges are fixed against warping. In other words, a/ is a measure of the restraint provided 
by members at connection nodes. The amount of restraint depends upon the type of connection provided 
and also by the presence of stiffener plates attached to the fianges of the members at the connection. 
A parametric study of the cubic space frame has been performed for the values of a/ == 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 
and II == 0.0,0.25,0.5,0.75 and 1.0 . The infiuence of these parameters has been studied -and is discussed 
in the following section. 
Discussion of Results 
Results show that frames with column patterns A and B are not sensitive to the degree of warping restraint. 
The buckling loads are found to increase steadily with increasing connection fixity. The structure typically 
exhibits a sidesway buckling mode for these configurations. 
Figure 3 shows the normalized critical eigenvalue (critical load) results obtained for the space frame 
using 7.0 x 3.0 x 0.105 sections, for differing values of a/ and II. The eigenvalues have been normalized by 
the critical load for the completely rigid frame with full warping restraint. The critical eigenvectors are 
obtained for each calculated eigenvalue. From inspection of these eigenvectors (which are scaled defiection 
values of the buckled frame), it is possible to explain the frame behavior as follows: 
It is observed that for a range of values of bending fixity factor II from 0.0 to 0.3 and for all values of 
a / studied, the magnitude of defiections of the column members is larger than that of the beams. Hence, 
it is evident that in this range of II, the column members are more prone to buckling than the beams. For 
II ranging from 0.4 to 1.0, and for a/ 0.0 and 0.5, the eigenvectors indicate that the magnitude of lateral 
beam defiection is more than the column defiections, thus decreasing the resisting capaci ty of the frame 
considerably. This shows that the connection is now capable of transferring a sufficient amount of the 
applied lateral load from the columns to the beams, changing the buckling mode of the structure from a 
predominantly column buckling mode to that of lateral beam buckling. In the curve for a/ == 1.0, i.e., 
the members are completely fixed against warping at the connections, such a transfer of moment is not 
facilitated, and hence, column failure prevails. Consequently a high value for the critical load is achieved. 
This behavior can be seen in the typical buckling modes shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). 
Similar behavior can be observed for the 4.0 x 2.25 x 0.105 section, whose normalized buckling load 
curves are shown in Fig. 5. Figure 6 shows the critical buckling load for the 2.0 x 2.25 x 0.075 section, 
which behaves differently. This can be attributed to the fact that warping is not significant enough for this 
section to facilitate a transfer of moment from the column to the beam. This behavior is discussed and 
compared with results obtained for hot-rolled members in the following section. 
Comparison with Behavior of Hot-rolled Sections 
Based on studies with hot-rolled sections, it is stated (Yang and McGuire, 1984) that warping deformation 




and L member length. G, J, E, and C", are as defined earlier. Studies (Carlberg et al., 1990), have 
confirmed this for a. similar frame and loading pattern as presented here, with I-sections W 36X 160 (pL 
1.05 for L = 144 in. (3.65m)) and W 12X53 (pL = 2.00 for L 144 in.). However, results for the 
cold-formed sections 4.0 x 2.25 x 0.105 (pL = 2.516 for L = 48 in. (1.22m)) presented in Fig. 6 indicate 
that warping effects are still significant despite the fact that pL > 2.0. Only for sections which give higher 
values of pL, e.g., 2.0 X 2.25 x 0.075 (pL = 2.945 for L 48 in.), does warping tend to be insignificant 
as shown in Fig. 6. Another interesting fact to be noticed is that there is a decrease of about 2% in the 
critical load for a, 1.0 from the maximum value (occurring in the neighborhood of 1/ 0.75) to the value 
at full bending fixity (1/ = 1.0). This behavior is apparently not visible for hot-rolled sections. 
Conclusions 
Elastic analyses have been performed on the full section of the members of the cubic space frame without 
local buckling. The alternating strong and weak axis column orientation has been found to provide maxi-
mum structure resistance for the loading considered. This is due to the high internal bracing capacity of 
the column member. 
Results indicate that structure buckling resistance is sensitive to low values of connection stiffness. This 
has also been observed for hot-rolled sections. For partial warping fixity values, as the connection stiffness 
increases, there is a. clear indication of the shifting of the buckling mode from a predominantly column 
buckling to that of lateral beam buckling, resulting in a decrease of structural resistance to buckling. 
The significance of warping in cold-formed steel sections is clearly indicated. The cutoff value of pL 
below which warping can be considered significant is found to differ from that for hot-rolled sections. It is 
suggested that pL has to be above 3.0 for cold-formed sections in order to ignore the warping effects. This 
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Figure 3: Stability Results for 7 x 3 x 0.105 Section 
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Buckling Mode for 7 X :3 X 0.105 Sedlon: of 1. v 
(0) Typical Column Buckling Mode 
Buckling Mode for 7 X :3 X 0.105 Section: of = 0.5. v 0.5 
(b) Typical Laleral Beam Buckling Mode 
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Figure 5: Stability Results for 4 x 2.25 x 0.105 Section 
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Figure 6: Stability Results for 2 x 2.25 x 0.075 Section 
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Warping degree of freedmn 
Eigenvalue 
Critical eigenvalue 
Bending fixity factor 
Critical eigenvector corresponding to the critical eigenvalue 
Rotational displacement about the axis indicated by the subscript 
Cross-sectional area 
Warping fixi ty factor 
Cross-section warping constant 
Elastic modulus 
Force applied in the direction indicated by the subscript 
Shear modulus 
Weak axis moment of inertia 
Strong axis moment of inertia 
Torsion constant 
Connection torsion stiffness 
Weak axis connection rotation stiffness 
Strong axis connection rotation stiffness 
Elastic stiffness matrix 
Geometric stiffness matrix 
Member Length 
Moment applied about the axis indicated by the subscript 
A constant which equals 
Translational displacement indicated by the subscript 
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TEST OF A FULL SCALE ROOF TRUSS 
Yao - Jie Guo' and Shan - Feng FangZ 
SUMMARY 
In order to obtain information of ultimate capacity and destructive characteriltics of a roof 
truss, the test of a full scale roof truss was carried oul Based on the test results this article has ana-
lysed the destructive mechanism and presented the suggestions of improvement to design and fabrica-
tion, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There is a industrial building its overal1 length and width are 709 feet (216m) and 2x98.5 feet 
(2 x 30m) respectively. The distances between columns are 19.5 feet (6m) along left or right 
side-row columns and 39 feet (12m) along mid -row columns. Roof trusses were symmetrically 
placed along the ridge line and simply snpported on mid - row columns or joists and left or right 
side - row columns. The top chord of each roof truss is inclined with a slope of 1: 2 as shown in 
Fig. L The spans of roof trusses are 98.5 feet (30m). Purlins and desks are cold - formed steel 
shapes and profiled steel sheetings respectively. The vertical design load applied at each loading 
joint of this roof truss is 4.5 kip (20kN). 
These roof trusses were fabricated in lieldside and each of their members was made of two 
cold - formed lipped channels connected by welding lip to lip. 
The sizes of the members and the fabricated conditions of the testing truss were all the same as 
the actual roof trusses. The purpose of this test was to obtain information of ultimate 
load -carrying capacity of this truss and destructive charaleristics etc. On the basis of test results we 
have analysed the destructive mechanism and presented the suggestions of improvement of design 
and fabrication. 
2. OUTLINE OF TEST 
2.1 Basic data of members and joints 
Fig. 1 shows the serial rumber of the members and their lengths. There are four sizes of cross 
sections used in this truss. Their plate thicknesses and web depths are all equal to 1/12 In. 
(4.Smm) and 4 in. (10Omm) respectively, but their flange widths are di.fl'erent, the flange widths of 
top and bottom chords are equal to 6 -1/4 in. (16Omm) and S -1/2 in. (14Omm) respectively, the 
flange widths of web members are 4 in. (lOOmm) for W5, WI0, W18, W20 and W23 and 4 -3/4 in. 
( 120mm) for other web members. 
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The lip depths of all cold - formed channels UlIed to make above stated members are equal 
to 3/4 in. (20mm). 
The joints are marked by a letter as shown in Fig. 1. In actual joints of this truss, the connetion 
plates were placed between the welding surfaces of the chords and the web member ends , except 
that the web members, WH. WI4 and W17 were directly welded on the surfaces oftbe top chord at 
joints L, N and P. 
In additon. there is a considerable eccentricity between the end sectional center of web member 
Wll and the axis of top chord at joint L. 
2.2 Loading programme and lateral braces 
For sake of convenience and safety, the reversal loading programme was adopted in testing. i e. 
the truss is reversed and its top chord is levelled as shown in Fig. 2. Nine joint loads were loaded 
by nine synchronous oil jacks and their loading directions were set with a slant of 1: 20 for imitating 
the actual loading direction. Before loading, the self-weight of tbis truss was temperarily supported 
by two hand jacks set under the end joints of top chord. After loading, the supporting reactions of 
this truss were transmitted from the fix binge and sliding binge to bearing structures. 
In order to assure the stability of top chord out the plane of the truss and only possible instabili-
ty of top chord in the plane of the truss, the lateral braces were installed at top chord jointll except 
the joints I and S, but the mid - joint D of bottom chord was also braced laterally, whlch waa help-
ful to the truss subjected to external loads during testing. 
For saving space, the arrangement of measuring points, testing procedu.re and 80 on are herein all 
omitted. 
3. TEST RESULTS 
3.1 Steel mechanical properties 
The coupons were cut from the web plates of cold - formed lipped channels UlIed in the top 
chord of thls truss. The average values of the main mechanical properties obtained from four stand-
ard tension tests are that the yield strength F, = 40 ksi ( 274MPa), ultimate tension strength F. = S3 
ksi(3S6MPa), the elongation 0 = 30% and the modulus of elasticity E = 33000 ksi(226000MPa). 'Ibt 
measured value of Illodulus of elasticity was graeter than usually used value about 10 percent, what 
reasons are still not clear. 
In additon, for making coupons, the cold -formed lipped channels were cut into strips and the 
bending phenomena occured in every strip regardless of whlch cut from flange or web in lipped 
channel. It showed that the cold - forming residual stresses locked into the lipped channels had 
been released [1]. Further more, residual stresses are tensile on the outside surface of the lipped 
channel section, and compressive on the inside surface, their magnitudes are approximatel, equal. 
but they are considered to be varied linearly through the plate thlckncss, whlch is rar from hot 
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residual stresses and can influence on local and overall buckling as well as the safety of joints in 
this truss. 
3.2 Strains 
The strains are not uniformly distributed on the sections, for example, the strain distribution of 
the section located at the right side of joint K at a distance 15 -3/4 in. (400mm) is shown in 
Fig. 4. When the joint load was no more than 4.5 kip (20kN), average axial strains in the 
mid - scd:ion of members C16, C26, C233 and C43 in the chords and web member W6 were relative-
ly close to theoritic values calculated by using the coefficients of axial forces shown in Fig. 3. When 
the joint load was more than 4.5 kip (20kN ), these mcasused values were greater than the theoritic 
values, which showed that inelastic strains had occured in those sections. 
When the joint load was increased to 12.4kip (SSkN), average axial strains in above mentioned 
sections were equal to 1989, 19S8, 1662 and 1926 (times 10-') for chord members C16, C26, C33 
and C43 respectively, and 716 x 10-' for web member W6. 
When joint load was over 12.4 kip (SSkN ) and close to 13.Skip (60kN ). some strains were 
growing up more and more, which showed that this truSlS was close to be failed. Unfortunately, 
there were no resistance gauges bonded on the destracted member and joints. 
3. 3 Displacements 
Fig. 6 shows the vertical displacement of entire truss. The net deflection of the mid -joint N is 
approximately proportional to the joint load as shown in Fig. 5. The deflection value is equivalent 
to a solid web beam simply supported on its ends and subjected to uniform distribution load 
provided that the section stiffness is replaced by O.7SEI, where the moment of inertia I is computed 
by using top and bottom chord sectional areas with respect to the midpoint of their distance from 
center to center and in the midspan of this truss. 
The relative displacement differences between adjacent joints are very little in the middle five 
joints but larger in two side eight joints, and the values between joints P and Q, and L and K, 
were 5/8 in. (16.9mm) and 5/8 in. (17mm) respectively, when the joint load was 8.3kip (37 
kN ), which is useful to following analysis . 
When joint load was increased to 12.2kip (SOkN). the midpoints of top chord members, C14 and 
C24 caved to 1/2 in. (13mm) and 5/8 in. (16mm) relative to the lines connected from their own 
ends respectively. Along with the joint load increased further the caving speed of member C24 was 
fast strikingly and the destruction happened in this member. 
Besides, because of the fabricated eccentricity between the end sectional center of web member 
Wll and the axis of top chord at joint L, this joint load and above mentioned eccentricity gener-
ated a torslon moment, therefore, members C14 and C1S occured apparent torsional deformation 
which may affcd: the use and safety. 
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3.4 Destructive characteristics and ultimate load -carrying capacity 
When joint load was loaded to 13.Sldp (60kN), only few seconds, the truss was destructed in 
the order of local buckling of the plate element nearby joint P, the settlement of joint P or the end 
of web member Wll was compressed into top chord flange, the compression buckling of me mbcr 
C24 in the plane of tbe truss. 
These events happened almost in the same time but it is certain tbat the destruction of this 
truss stared from the local buckling and failure of tbe joint rather than tbe buckling of the member. 
The damaged locations were acted by all stresses including axial stress, residual stresses and 
sub -stress ( or second order stress induced by the stiffness of joints in actual struss and the displace-
ment difference between adjacent joints as the truss loaded) rather than only axial stress. 
Owing to the fact that the loading programme was reversal, the ultimate joint load 13.Skip 
(60kN) involved the joint load 0.63Idp( 2.8kN) induced by the truss self-weight, therefore, actual 
joint load was 119ldp (S7.2kN) applied on every loading point The ultimate load -carrying capaci-
ty was 2.85 times the design load -carrying capacity in this test. 
4. ANALYSIS OF DESTRUCTION MECHANISM 
In the popular truss design method, assume the joints are ideal hinges and the members are only 
subjected to axial stresSC8. In fact, there are more or less sub - stresses in the menbers as men tined 
above. When the panel length to the sectional depth ratios in the chords arc greater than 10, the 
sub - stresses arc less and can be ignored in designing the truss of hot - rolled steel shapes. Howev-
er, when designing the truss of cold - formed steel members, because the plate clements of 
cold - formed sections may be locally buckled and the maximum of cold - forming residual stresses 
may reach to 0.5F, [1), the sub - stress, cold - forming residual stress and axial stress added together 
not only may cause the buckling of the plate clement or the member earlier but also may damage 
the joint. This is why the destruction of the testing truss started from local buckling of the plate cl-
ement and failure of the joint. 
The design width - thickness ratio of top or bottom flange in top chord of tbe testing truss is 
35.6. If cold - forming residual stress is 0.5 F, • when the compression stress sum of axial stress and 
Bub-stress is greater than 0.5 F, , the elastic width -thickness ratio of the nanga will be greater than 
35.6 and the valuc along with the increase of joint load is increased. Because of reaching critical 
value, the local buckling of the top chord flange nearby the joint P oceurcd first. moreover, the con-
nection plate between the end of web member Wll and the welding surface of top chord at joint P 
was omitted, and hence, the end of web member Wll was suddenly compressed into the top chord 
flange, while the joint P was equaivalent to be settled abruptly, so that the displacement dHrerence be-
tween joints P and Q was incre.ascd to a greater valuc as to induce a greater sub - stress in the top 
chord sections nearby joint Q. 
Under the coaction of all compression s!rcsses including sub -stress, axial stress and 
cold -forming residual stress, the most pessimistic section nearby joint Q was squashed and the top 
chord member C24 • like a member hinged betwcen joint P and the squashed section nearhby joint 
Q , was buckled at once . 
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Although the axial stresses of the member C16 or C26 is slightly greater than that ofthe member 
C14 or C24, which can be scen from the Fig. 3, but the displacement differences between the ends of 
these menbers were that these values of members C16 and C26 were less than those of members C14 
and C24. Owing to the settlement of joint P, this value of member C24 Willi greater than that of 
member C14 and so do the sub-stresses. 
It is scen that the failure of member C24 is not surprised. 
S. CONCLUSIONS AND SEGGESTIONS 
5.1 Ultimate capacity was 285 times design load -carrying capacity in this test and relative 
deflection of the mid span in this truss was 0.002 IllI the joint load was being 6.7kip (30kN). It is ob-
vious that the design seems too conservative. The enhanced strength due to the effect of 
cold - forming exceeds O.1F, regardless of the computation in accordance with Chinese Standard 
(GB118 -87) or the result of stud column test (a complementary test Willi conducted after this truss 
test had been finished) for cold - formed lipped channels used in this truss. 
This strength should be utilized for saving steel. 
5.2 The cold - forming residual stress and the sub - stress are of considerable influencoe on the local 
buckling of plate clements, which may not only cause the instability of members earlier but also 
damage the joints, If joints are assumed as ideal higned joints in designing this type of trusses, the 
width - thickness ratio of the plate element in compression chord should be chosen carefully and 
controlled strickly for paying regard to the harmful effcets as mentioned above. 
S.3 It is hardly justifiable in design that the failure of the joint oooured before the member collapsed 
in the testing truss. For improving the stress states of the plate elements connected with web 
members, preventing web member ends prone to be compressed into chord at joints and giving auUf-
anoe that the failure of joints is not prior to the collapse of members in the truss. the conection 
plates between the ends of web members and the welding surfaces of chords are needed and justified. 
5.4 The cold -forming and welding residual stresses exist simutaneously in the sections made of 
two cold - formed Upped channels connected by welding lip to lip, but the cold - forming residual 
stresses play an important part in local buckling of flanges of compression chord, and the welding 
residual stresses are higher tensile stresses on the middle of web plates and lower compressive 
stresses on top and bottom flanges of the sections. Especially, the cold - forming residual stresses 
are worthy of note and needed to study further. 
5.5 Fabricating eccentricity betwcen the end sectional center of web menbers and the axis of 
chords should be small IllI far as possible to avoid the considerable torsional deformation in 
chords. When the eccentricity has exceeded the pemiasible tolerance in fabrication, which should 
be done over again. 
This is only a test report, the further theoretical analysis for these test results remain to be fulfilled 
and will be presented in another paper. 
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APPENDIX- -NOTATION 
E =modulus of elasticity 
F, = yield strength 
F u = ul timate strength 
I = moment of inertia 
6=elongation in a 2-inch gage length 
ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHS AND COroolNTS 
Photo I Is the roof truss after failure, the destru.ctlve chord C2( Is arrowed 
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Photo 2 is (hord &24 after failure, its size of cross se(tion is two lipped 
channels, or 2Cfi-l/4X2X3/4Xl/12 in. <2C16I1X50X20X4.5u), Lip to lip, 
we lded by continuous we!ds. 
Photo 3 Is the failed 'cross section in the aId of chord &24. occurred after the 
f ai lure of join ts P and Q. 
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Photo 4 is joint P before failure. The connection plate between the surface of 
chords and the ends of web member WI? was omitted. 
Photo 5 i;-'j~int Palter failure, nearby its two sides, the plate eleMents were 
locally buckled first, then the web .€laber lVI? was compressed into the chord. 
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Photo 6 is joint Q before failure. The connection plate is placed between the 
surface of chords and web members 118 and WI', the lateral braces at two sides 
of joint Q all have been arrowed. 
Photo 7 Is joint Q after failure, local buckling of the pl~te ele.ent only 
nearby its right side was occurred after the failure of joint P. 
Eleventh International Specialty Conference on Cold-Formed Steel Structures 
St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A., October 20-21, 1992 
DOWN-AISLE STABILITY OF RACK STRUCTURES 
by J Michael Davies l 
Introduction 
The problem under consideration is illustrated in Fig.I. A rack structure may have a 
large number of bays and many beam levels. It is typified by the use of cold-formed 
section members and by the semi-rigid joints between the beams and the uprights which 
is a factor that dominates the design. In many cases, it is also necessary to recognise the 
partial rigidity at the bases of the uprights where steel plates rest on a (concrete) floor. 
Although rack structures are designed to carry predominantly the vertical loads from the 
stored material, most Codes of Practice include the requirement for a nominal horizontal 
load. In addition to ensuring adequate stiffness in the down-aisle direction, this takes into 
account of any lack of plumb in the uprights which can be aggravated by initial looseness 
in the semi-rigid joints. The nominal side load at each beam level is usually specified to 
be some proportion a of the total vertical load at that level as shown in Fig.I. 
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Fig.I. Design loads on a typical rack structure 
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The essential analytical requirement for the consideration of down-aisle stability is a 
suitable second-order elastic analysis for a large plane frame with semi-rigid joints. 
Conventional computer analysis using the matrix displacement method, suitably modified 
to include joint flexibility, is evidently applicable(l) and serves as a yardstick whereby 
other methods may be judged. However, as evidenced by the approximate treatments 
in the various Codes, this is not always practicable for the large assemblies that often 
arise and there is a need for a simplified treatment which takes advantage of the regular 
nature of the construction. 
This paper first reviews the procedures that are incorporated in some current Codes of 
Practice. It then proposes an improved approach which gives rise to explicit design 
expressions. Comparison with exact analyses reveals that these are sufficiently accurate 
for all practical purposes. 
Treatment of down-aisle stability in current Codes 
The author's interest in this subject was reawakened when he was asked to take part in 
a working group commissioned by the "Federation Europeenne de la Manutention" 
(FEM), an association of European manufacturers of storage equipment, to appraise and 
update their draft Recommendations for the Design of Steel Static Pallet Racking<2). 
The procedure for down-aisle stability incorporated in the draft FEM document has been 
described by Stark and Tilburgs(3) and the model that they used is shown in Fig.2. The 






Fig.2. Stark and Tilburgs model 
olt is based on a single internal upright, 
regardless of the number of bays in the 
structure. This is safe but may become 
inaccurate for a small number of bays. 
o It only allows for column flexibility below the 
level of the first beam and the remainder of 
the column is treated as rigid. This 
assumption becomes increasingly unsafe as the 
number of storey levels increases. It is 
particularly inappropriate when the first beam 
is near the ground. 
• It takes into account second-order effects. 
o The stiffness of unbolted bases with thin steel 
baseplates is included using an "eccentricity 
method" in which the vertical reaction EV is 
offset by an amount e which depends on the 
base rotation CPP This eccentric reaction exerts 
a variable base restoring moment. 
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A calibration of this method, the results of which will be given later, revealed that it is 
rather cumbersome, though this can be overcome by programming the equations, and 
also that there are some typing errors common to both the paper and the draft code 
which must be corrected before it can give sensible answers. More seriously, however, 
it appears that the method was only verified by comparison with 'exact' theoretical 
analysis and test results for low rise racks. As expected, it could become unacceptably 
unsafe as the height of the structure increased. 
Notwithstanding the above deficiencies, Stark and Tilburgs method is probably the best 
of the simplified treatments that have been codified to date. It should also be noted that, 
in common with the other codes considered in this section, the draft FEM code allows 
a full second-order frame analysis as an alternative to the simplified treatment. 
The American RMI Specification(4) states in clause 5.3.1.1 
"For pallet racks and for the portion of the column between the bottom 
beam and the floor as well as between the beam levels, the effective length 
factor K is defined as 1.7 or as otherwise determined by rational analysis 
or tests." 
This approach is also potentially unsafe because the value of K depends critically on the 
stiffness of the beam to upright connections as wen as on a number of other factors such 
as the geometry of the rack and the relative stiffness of the members. Exact analyses 
show that values of K well in excess of 1.7 are not uncommon. 
The provisions of the British SEMA code(S) are more comprehensive than those of the 
RMI code but a primary requirement for down-aisle stability is still the effective length 
factor of the uprights. This is restricted to the rather low value of K = 1.25 except for 
the lowest length where K must be increased to 1.5 unless there are two floor fixings, one 
on each side of the upright in the down-aisle direction. 
In addition, there are some further requirements for floor fixings depending on the height 
of the rack and an additional requirement for overall stability based on a quasi-plastic 
theory approach, namely: 
where EMj 
..... (1) 
the sum of the safe moments of resistance of all connections to a single 
upright 
the total load entering the upright at height hi 
The looseness of a connector 
Although equation (1) implies a factor of safety of eight, the primary need is to ensure 
adequate stiffness to resist elastic buckling so that this latter requirement cannot be relied 
upon to give consistently safe results. 
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Effective length and elastic critical load 
The concept of effective length has been a source of great confusion to Engineers who 
have tended to regard it as a property of the member and its end conditions whereas, in 
reality, it reflects the behaviour of the complete structure. The problem probably arises 
because engineering students are often taught about effective lengths early in their 
studies in the context of the buckling of individual columns and before they are in any 
position to appreciate the wider theory of the stability of complete structures. These 
early ideas are then difficult to displace. 
Effective lengths obtained by considering individual members or small substructures are 
only relevant in the few cases where buckling of an individual member can reasonable 
be considered in isolation from the elastic buckling of the complete structure. Examples 
of this situation are the columns of braced frames and the internal members of trusses. 
Unbraced rack structures do not fall into this category. 
In general, the only way to calculate an effective length is to first calculate the elastic 
critical load factor lcfil of the complete structure. The effective length of any member 
of length L and second moment of area I is then given by 
..... (2) 




It is salutary to note that, as the stiffness of the semi-rigid joints is reduced, the effective 
length of the uprights in the down-aisle direction of a rack structure tends to infinity. 
For the above reasons, further discussion of down-aisle stability will be primarily 
concerned with estimating lcfil and then using it as part of a rational design procedure. 
The effective length factor K will be conspicuously absent from this discussion. 
Analysis for down-aisle stability 
The principles of an improved analysis for down-aisle stability have already been 
described by the author(l). This paper takes the process a stage further to yield explicit 
design expressions. The method arises initially out of the work of Horne(6) who 
demonstrated a simple procedure for estimating the elastic critical loads of multi-storey 
frames. An elastic analysis is carried out in which the total vertical load on each storey 
is applied as a side load at that level as shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b). If, in a given storey 
of height hi' the relative sway of the beams above and below is ui• the sway index <Pi = 
ulhi and an accurate value of the elastic critical load factor lcfil is given by 
1 . =_1_ 
em <PlIllU ..... (4) 
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where ¢max is the maximum value of ¢ when all storeys are considered. 
totol Wi 






(b) Substitute load 
system (Horne) 




- fixed end 
on rollers. 
(c) Substitute frame 
and load system 
It is of interest to note that the Horne method has now been incorporated into both the 
current British Standard (BS 5950: Part 1) and the European Standard (Eurocode 3) as 
an appropriate method for the determination of the elastic critical load of a multi-storey 
frame. 
The author showed(l) that, particularly with pallet rack structures in mind, the method 
can be improved by reducing the full frame to the "Grinter" substitute frame shown in 
Fig 3(c). The equivalent frame has, in each storey, one column of stiffness equal to the 
total stiffness of all of the columns in that storey and one beam of stiffness equal to three 
times the total beam stiffness at that level. The multiplier of three occurs because each 
beam restrains two columns and has a 50% increase of stiffness if the end rotations are 
constrained to be equal. 
The practical justification for this suggestion is that the complete substitute frame can be 
solved manually in a single moment distribution process using Naylor's no shear method. 
The sway indices and hence the elastic critical load then followed using slope deflection 
equations. 
For rack structures, the member stiffnesses require modification to take account of 
flexible joints at the ends of the beams and at the base of the columns. The method then 
tends to be even more accurate than for rigid-jointed multi-storey frames. The 
theoretical reason for this is that the semi-rigid joints ensure that the sway mode under 
side load and the relevant buckling mode are virtually identical. The relevant equations, 
which will be required later, are as follows: 
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(a) Modified beam stiffness 
beam rj, flexural 
rigidity Els t,h-"eSH The situation to be considered is shown in 
--~""'-. Fig.4. In the absence of flexible joints, the 
l 
Fig.4. Typical beam 
M 
a 
rotational stiffness of the beam is MIa = 
6EIsfL. When joints of rotational stiffness kB 
are introduced at both ends, the rotational 
stiffness of the beam becomes 
..... (5) 
(b) Modified stiffness of lower length of upright 
The situation to be considered is shown in Fig.5. In the absence of base flexibility, the 
no shear stiffness Mia = Elcfh. When a semi-rigid joint of stiffness kc is introduced at 
the base, 
M 
e E1c + kJ! 
..... (6) 
h 







Fig.6. Fixed end moments for bottom 
storey upright 
(c) Fixed-end moments for lower length of upright 
The situation to be considered is shown in Fig.6 where S is the storey shear which will 
generally be the sum of all side loads above the storey under consideration. The 
expressions for the end moments are: 
..... (7) 
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(d) Analysis of the substitute frame 
A manual solution of the substitute frame has already been described(l). More attractive 
in the age of the micro-computer is to set up the equations in matrix form for computer 
solution. Using the notation of Fig.7, the procedure is as follows: 
Fig.7. Notation for matrix analysis of the substitute frame 
Each beam in the substitute frame is representative of two beams framing into the 
upright so that, from equation (5), at level i, 
12EIJcB 6 = K 6 
6EI
B 
+ k;L i Bi I ..... (9) 
Each column above the first beam is in a standard no-shear situation so that for the 
length above level i with end rotations 6i and 6 j+1, 
-S"h, EI -S h 
• + ~(6 6) = _,_I K 6 K 6 2 h j-H 2 +Cii-CiH 
I 
..... (10) 
where Sj is the storey shear. 
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The lowest column length requires special consideration because of the semi-rigid 
connection at the base. Here, from equations (6) and (7), 
2 
The required matrix equations for the evaluation of the unknown rotations 8i can now 






-Kc2 81 O.5(S/h1 + S2h2) 
-Kc2 EK2 -Kc3 82 = O.5(S2h2 + S3h3) 
-Kc3 LK3 -Kc4 83 O.5(S3h3 + S4h4) 
etc etc etc ..... (15) 
These equations can then be solved for the unknown rotations and the bending moments 
follow from equations (9) to (11). The sway index for any storey can then be determined 
as follows using the notation of Fig.8. 
<PI .. ... (16) 
and the elastic critical load then follows from equation (4). 
Explicit expressions for the elastic critical load 
Although the methodology described above is attractively simple, it is still best done on 
a micro-computer and requires special programming. It is therefore of interest to explore 
whether further simplification may be possible without significant loss of accuracy. The 
first possibility is to apply the fundamental assumption of Stark and Tilburgs and to 
restrict bending of the column to the lowest storey as shown in Fig.9. 
This is, of course, likely to lead to unsafe answers for tall structures but it leads to simple 
explicit design expressions for low-rise structures. 
Let nl> = the number of bays in the rack 
ns = the number of storeys 
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Fig.S. Typical storey of 
substitute frame 
Fig.9. First simplified model for 
rack analysis 
Then the equivalent second moment of area of the column and the equivalent base 
stiffness in the substitute frame are: 
..... (17) 
..... (18) 
The beam end moment is given by equation (9) which, for a series of identical beams, 
can be more conveniently expressed as 
where 








and, from Fig.S and equations (6) and (8), 
M = -S)h j [ kilt) 
11 2 Ell + el. 
c C"I 
EliJ.;~ 
I I e 




6 ..... (24) 
Having found 6, Mil is given by equation (23) above and 
[ 
I 110] 1 1 
-Slhl 2EIC + kcnl Eldcc 
MI2 = -- + 6 
2 El + elo Ell + kilo C C"l C C"l 
..... (25) 
The bottom storey sway index <Ii is then given by 
(2Ml2 - MIl)h 1 
6EI~ 
..... (26) 





Although giving rise to a simple explicit expression for the elastic critical load, this model 
has the same limitations as that of Stark and Tilburgs. Therefore, before considering 
how an estimate of the elastic critical load can be incorporated in a complete design 
procedure for down-aisle stability, it is appropriate to first investigate a potential 
improvement in the model. 
Improved model for down-aisle stability 
The only significant limitation of the simplified model shown in Fig.9 is that it neglects 
the flexibility of the upper storey columns. However, it is sufficiently accurate to suggest 
that it is not necessary to take into account the flexibility of all storeys and that an 
adequate estimate of the critical load will be obtained if the columns in just the two 
lowest storeys are allowed to bend. This argument also takes into account the 
observation that, when using either the full Horne method or the author's original 
simplification, the critical storey with the highest sway index is usually the first or second. 
An improved model is therefore shown in Fig. 10. The derivations of the design 
expressions corresponding to this model follow a similar course to the above though the 
equations are a little more cumbersome. Using a similar notation to the previous section, 
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augmented by Fig.10, 
l L 






Joint equilibrium at the first beam level can be expressed as 
..... (31) 
After substituting for M12 and M21 from above, this can be expressed in the form 
..... (32) 
where 
A Slhl[2EI~ + k~11 + S2~ 





Moment equilibrium of the entire upright gives 
L (Wh) - (n, - 1)Fe2 - Fe) + Mil = 0 ..... (36) 
Then, substituting for 81 and Mll and rearranging gives 
..... (37) 
where [ , I EI1!<di G = L(Wh) FA 81hl kdll ..... (38) 
2 EI~ + ki:hl 1 1 E1c + kdll 
D ,.[<n, 1 + B)F + FJ:,<~ I ..... (39) 
1 1 E1c + kdll 
The bending moments Mw M12 and MZl can then be determined by substituting for 81 
and 82 in equations (28) to (30). The sway index for the bottom storey is then 
(2M12 MIl)h l 4>1 = Ell - --"------"-
6EI~ 
..... (40) 





Finally, the elastic critical load )..ent is given by 
..... (43) 
where 11max is the greater of 111 and 112' 
Actual bending moments under notional horizontal loads 
The various procedures described above for the determination of the elastic critical load 
"-ent can also be used to estimate the sway of the complete frame and its bending moment 
distribution under the combination of vertical and notional horizontal loads shown in 
Fig.1 for load factors less than "-ent. This is because the "amplified sway" method is 
remarkably accurate for racking structures with semi-rigid joints. The sway deflections 
and bending moments given by the Horne method and its various derivatives described 
above merely have to be multiplied by an amplification factor f3 to give the corresponding 
second order values arising from the notional side loads a W, where 
Ct. "-).. erlt 
"-erlt "-
..... (44) 
To obtain the design bending moments in individual members, it is necessary to 
apportion the sway moments in the substitute frame to the uprights and to add the 
bending moments due to vertical (pattern) load. 
Bending moments due to pattern loading 
It is in the nature of pallet racking that an unlimited number of possible loading patterns 
exist and it is an impossible task to predict which pattern will generate the critical 
combination of axial load and bending moment which will determine the design of a 
particular upright. However, a limited investigation suggests that it is generally sufficient 
to consider the rack to be fully loaded except for a single beam near the middle of the 
structure at the lowest level. If the bottom beam is near the ground, a check should also 
be made with the load omitted from a single beam near the middle of the second level, 
otherwise there is only one load case to consider. 
This load case is most easily generated by adding to the second-order sway case 
considered above (a) a pattern of bending moments corresponding to uniform downward 
loading and (b) a pattern of bending moments corresponding to a single beam load 
applied in the upward direction. 
Near the middle of the structure, full downward loading gives rise to equal fixed end 
moments in all beams of magnitude 
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WaLl kaL ] 
12 2EIB + kaL ..... (45) 
where WB is the total load per beam. 
The moments generated by removing the load from a beam at the lowest level can be 
estimated with sufficient accuracy using the sub-frame shown in Fig.1l. Taking advantage 
of symmetry, the bending moments indicated on the figure are given by the following 
expressions: 
l l l 
Fig.n. Sub-frame for the removal of a single beam load 
Beam stiffness, symmetrical case 
Beam stiffness, general case 
Stiffness of lower upright 
Stiffness of upper upright 










Then, with the fixed-end moment MBF according to equation (45), 
MBl MB,,1 KBI ..... (51) - -) r;K 
MEn 
KEn 
= MBFr;K ..... (52) 
MI2 
KCl 




It has been shown by the use of stability functions that it is not necessary to consider 
second-order effects in this sub-frame. The same sub-frame can also be used to omit a 
beam load at the second level by inserting the appropriate values for hI and hz and 
letting kc = 00, 
Design procedure 
The methods described in this paper allow a complete pattern of axial loads, bending 
moments and sway deflections to be calculated for a typical rack structure such as is 
shown in Fig.I. This calculation takes account of: 
• second-order (PA) effects 
• notional horizontal loads 
• semi-rigid joints 
• pattern loading 
These bending moments and axial loads can be used for member design in the usual way. 
Here it should be noted that the analysis includes for all buckling effects in the down-
aisle direction. This includes member buckling (by enhancing the bending moments) and 
it is not necessary to include for this effect twice by using an arbitrary effective length 
factor. 
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In addition to checking member stability, it is necessary to limit the sway deflection. This 
ensures that the rack is adequately stiff in the down-aisle direction and also ensures an 
adequate reserve of safety with respect to sway failure of the entire structure. An 
appropriate criterion is to limit the sway index in any storey under the notional horizontal 
loads (enhanced by second-order effects)to 0.005 at the serviceability limit state and 0.02 
at the ultimate limit state. 
Verification of the method 
The methods described above have been subject to detailed calibration against the results 
of exact analysis and, where possible, test results. Space precludes a full account here 
and it is only possible to give a small selection of the comparisons with exact analyses. 
The family of frames shown in Fig.12 will be used for this purpose with the following 
values: 
Uprights: second moment of area 
Beams: second moment of area 
Beam/column connection stiffness 
Base stiffness (when relevant) 
Ratio of notional horizontal to vertical load 
Ie == 700 000 mm4 
IB 550 000 mm4 
kB == 70000 kNmm/radian 
ke == 90000 kNmm/radian 
Cl = 0.01 
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Fig.12. Frames for the verification of the design procedures 
As well as varying the number of storeys and the number of bays, other variations were 
included. The various analyses are denoted by either Aij or Bij with or without (p) 
where: 
Series A: lower storey 1500 mm (all storey heights equal) 
Series B: lower storey 500 mm (lower beam close to ground) 
i number of storeys 
j = number of bays 
(p) denotes pinned bases (otherwise analysis includes kc) 
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The most sensitive test of the basic methodology is the value predicted for the elastic 
critical load factor Acrit. The results given by the different available methods are 
summarised for frames up to 6 storeys (8 metres) high in Table 1. 
h= V.I",o!1,,, ~ Frame Type Horne Horne/ S"'k~ Davies Tilbur 
A33 4.004 3.785 3.802 5.571 4.337 3.910 
! A33(p) 2.193 1.947 1.960 2.058 2.553 2.035 
A44 2.770 2.597 2.608 3.797 3.190 2.764 
A44(p) 1.576 1.362 1.369 1.700 1.961 1.476 
A55 2.085 1.959 1.966 2.856 2.509 2.131 
A55(p) 1.219 1.037 1.043 1.411 1.590 1.154 I 
A35 3.820 3.582 3.596 5.571 4.180 3.698 
A35(p) 2.111 1.876 1.886 2.058 2.470 1.956 
B33 6.350 5.913 5.944 6.315 
B33(P) 4.437 4.127 4.153 4.365 
B44 4.035 3.702 3.718 ~ <1l 4.220 {j B44(p) 3.019 2.758 2.774 .~ .~ 3.071 
0.. 0.. 
B55 2.868 2.638 2.648 p.. ~ 3.159 
«l 
B55(p) 2.230 2.045 2.055 '0 '0 2.554 Z Z 
B64 2.229 2.027 2.038 2.570 
B64(p) 1.767 1.608 1.616 1.941 
Table 1. Elastic critical loads of a family of frames 
The various analyses included in this table are as follows: 
Exact analysis uses a second-order plane frame analysis with semi-rigid joints and is the 
yardstick by which other methods may be judged. 
Horne is the application of the Horne side load method(6) using a first-order elastic 
analysis of the complete frame. 
HornelDsvies is the simplification of the Horne method based on the Grinter substitute 
frame shown in Fig.7. 
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Stark and Tilhurgs is the method given in Reference 3 which was proposed for the draft 
FEM recommendations(3). 
Equation (27) is the first simplification of the Grinter substitute frame with column 
flexibility in the first storey only. This gives rise to an explicit expression for lerit' 
Design method is the second simplification of the substitute frame with column flexibility 
in the first two storeys. This method is considered to be the most appropriate available 
for a rational design procedure. 
(a) second-order analysis with full vertical and notional side loads 
(b) second-order analysis with load omitted on lowest central beam 
254 
+ -- -6.,-12 ,-+~- = 
fully loaded frame + negative beam load pattern loading 
(c) values obtained using the proposed design expressions 
Fig.13. Exact and 'design' bending moments for frame ASS (kNmm) 
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As anticipated, both the Stark and Tilburgs method and equation (27) can be 
unconservative as the frame height increases. Furthermore, they are not applicable to 
the 'B' series in which the first beam is near the floor. All other methods for which the 
results are included in Table 1 give reasonable agreement over the whole range of frames 
considered and any of them can be used to give results of practical accuracy. 
The success of the proposed procedure for the determination of the second-order 
bending moment distribution under both uniform and pattern loading is illustrated in 
Fig.13. Figs. 13(a) and (b) show the complete distributions of bending moment in the 
lower storeys for uniform and pattern loading respectively. the critical member to the 
leeward of the unloaded beam is highlighted. Fig.13(c) shows the bending moments in 
this critical member according to the proposed design procedure. Bearing in mind the 
nature of the exercise, the procedure is considered to be sufficiently accurate to provide 
a sound basis for member design. It may be noted that, provided pattern loading is 
considered, the internal uprights will always be more critical than the outer uprights 
because the latter carry only half the axial load. 
Conclusions 
This paper has described three simplified methods for the determination of the second-
order behaviour of pallet racks with semi-rigid joints. This includes an estimate of the 
elastic critical load and the bending moment distribution under an appropriate pattern 
load. These methods have been verified by comparison with exact analysis and one, in 
particular, gives rise to a convenient design procedure using explicit equations. 
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RACKING PERFORIIIIANCE 
OF 
PLASTERBOARD-CLAD STEEL STUD WALLS 
It is recognised that structural design efficiency in domestic and similar structures can be improved when the 
composite behaviour and contribution of all materials in the permanent structure can be fully recognised in the 
structural design of the frame. The ability to achieve this Improvement is currently limited by the need 10 rely on 
empirical tesl results for standardised building elements when considering the composite behaviour of the entire 
structure. The existing lest methcdology for determining the shear strength of plasterboard lined sleel slud walls 
leads to an excessively conservative design of Ihe complete structure. Since the test configuration is for isolated tesl 
panels, the absence of continuity of the plasterboard lining around a set corner is not included in the test procedure. 
A test program has been devised and carried oulto explore the effect of the sel corner on the performance of shear 
lesl panels. A dramatic improvement in both diaphragm shear slrength and shear stiffness has been achieVed in 
Ihese lests supporting a proposal to amend the standard lest methodology to Include set corners. 
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1.0 INTRODUCIJQN 
Bracing against wind Induced racking loads is required in all domestic buildings. There are many ways by which 
bracing can be provided in the frame. Generally membrane and diagonal bracing systems are used in timber framed 
construction . In steel framed houses bolh tension only and tension {compression bracing systems have been 
extensively used. Membrane bracing systems have not been widely used in steel building frames because of the 
cost penalty resulling from screw fixing over Ihe more conventional practice of pneumatic nailing used In fixing 
membranes to timber frames. In bracing the lower storey of two storey constructions, the Australian design 
requirement approximately doubles the bracing in ground floor wall frames compared wnh the upper storey. Further. 
the window and door openings in the lower storey frame compete for the clear wall space required for diagonal 
bracing installation. Since the performance of diagonal bracing is dependenl , amongst other variables, on the angle 
of inslallation, increasing Ihis angle for higher bracing capacity also increases Ihe clear wall space requirement. This 
problem may be alleviated if normally fixed plasterboard sheeting could be used to supplement bracing capacity, 
since plasterboard Is a commonly used internal lining material with high shear strength and shear stiffness. 
The procedure of using plasterboard to supplement bracing was advocated by Wolfe (1983) who conducted an 
extensive series of tests on plasterboard as a bracing medium, Investigating such parameters as wall length, panel 
orientation and number of faces clad. Tarpy (1984) demonstrated that plasterboard can provide bracing for steel 
framed domestic buildings. Reardon (1988) showed that plasterboard lining with normal fixing can provide adequate 
bracing even though ~ was nol designed to do so and that after the lining has been applied the diagonal braces have 
no effect on the bracing stiffness of the frame. 
The above research into wall racking has been based on the American Standard tests ASTM E72-80 or ASTM E564-
76, or international equivalents. These standards require a braced wall panel to be tested in isolation. (ie. no end wall 
or ceiling connection). The older E72-SO standard defines the size of wall and the constrainls to be supplied by the 
reaction frame. The more liberal E564-76 allows different sizes of wall and recognises thallhe method of fixing the 
wall to foundations plays a significant role in its racking performance. These standards may be sunable for testing 
traditional diagonal bracing or wood based materials but it would appear that they do not provide an adequale test for 
plaslerboard acting as a diaphragm. 
Plasterboard has the adVantage of being a nominally continuous lining around the four corners of a room. That is, 
when it is fixed to a frame the individual sheets that meet at a corner are joined together and sealed with a plaster 
compound that has significant shear strength. The capacity of the set corner to transfer forces to the transverse wall 
is not allowed for in the ASTM test method. This paper describes research conducted on the effect of set corners on 
the performance of plasterboard diaphragms. 
2. SHEATHED BRACING WALLS 
2.1 Performance 
The performance of sheathed bracing walls Is influenced by a number of factors. These include the mechanical 
properties of the sheathing malerial, the number of faces clad, the type, size and frequency of fasteners and the 
details used to hold the wall in place against sliding or overturning forces. 
The type of framing does not normally have a big influence on the performance of bracing walls. Within Ihe normal 
bounds of domestic construction the frequency of framing members does not have much influence either. (Tarpy 
1984) If the joinls between members have Ihe capacity to transfer bending moments, the frame could contribute to 
the racking performance, bulthis is nol significant. (Tarpy 1984) 
The sheathing must have adequate shear strength and rigidity as well as sufficient bearing strength to transfer force to 
and from the frame via mechanical fasteners such as screws. The performance of the sheathing is usually directly 
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proportional to ~s thickness. Sheathing on two facas of the wall can double its racking strength and stiffness, aUhough 
sometimes the factor is less than 2 as the two faces may nol share the racking forces evenly. 
Adjacent boards of plaster or cemenl based sheathing are normally bonded togelher by a process called setting. This 
involves filling Ihe gap between boards whh a plasler cement, overlaying this with a binding tape, usually paper, and 
then applying finishing coats of plaster cemenl. Fig I illustrates the process. Selting Is used for horlzonlal or vertical 
joints between sheets on the face of a wall and also at vertical corner Joints. 
Fasteners are a very Important element in a bracing wall as they transfer forces from the frame to the diaphragm as 
well as from the diaphragm Into the frame. The capacity of each fastener to transfer force depends on tts diameter 
and its fixity to Ihe frame. The fasteners around the perimeter of a bracing wall directly influence the bracing capacity, 
whereas those on internal studs have much less effect. 
Details used to fix the walls to the floor, and thus prevent sliding or overturning, tend to allect the overall performance 
of the wall rather than the actual racking strength of the diaphragm. If these elements are not designed correctly, looal 
buckling or crushing of the stud and/or track can occur a\ the point of attachment. 
2.2 Application 
Bracing performs different functions In dillerent stages of construction. During erection of the frames, bracing Is used 
to stabilise the structure and to allow plumbing of the frames. This is achieved using in~buill frame bracing, strap or 
diaphragm, but may be supplemented by temporary bracing. Diaphragm bracing is usually installed on the external 
face of the external perimeter wall corners as shown in plan section, Fig 2. 
The next stage of construction is usually the installation of the roof cladding. From this stage onward bracing Is 
required to stabilise the building against wind load. While there is a strength reqUirement at this stage, the stiffness 
requirement is less important since slight movements of the structure within the elasllc range will not give rise to any 
harmful damage. Since the external claddings and windows are not normally installed at this stage, tt is not practical 
to install plasterboard linings. The required bracing effect must again be achieved using in-built frame bracing, 
supplemented by temporary bracing. After the lock-up stage has been reached, plasterboard linings are installed In 
the house. The stillness of the bracing system now becomes important as door filment and final wall finish detail is 
required and cracking of the wall surface, jamming of doors and windows from excessive frame movements would be 
unacceptable. Plasterboard is normally fixed to the inside face of externat walls and both faces of internal walls. A 
feature of the lining process Is the plasterboard usually abuts Intemal corners as shown in Fig 3. 
3 TEST MEIHOP pEVELOPMENT 
3.1 Shear Loading otTest Panels 
It is conventional practice In Australia to test nominally two dimensional plasterboard wall panels to ASTM 
specifications E72 or E564-76, whereby a horizontal point load Is applied to the top track. The point load represents 
the wind load on half of the external wall height plus the horizontal component of the wind load on the roof. Fig 4 
shows the wind loading, wall and bracing wall reaction. If the ceiling plasterboard is fixed directly onto the tiottorn 
chords of roof trusses, and the cornice is Installed, the roof system is effectively joined to the internal wall linings and a 
path Is available for direct transfer of the horizontal component of roof wind loading as shown in Fig 5. Similarly there 
is a path for transferring lateral wind loads from external walls directly to bracing wall linings from the ceiling 
membrane by way of the cornice. The cornice and the cornice cemented connection to the ceiling and wall 
plasterboard lining has to remain serviceable under the action of the wind loads for load transfer between the ceiling 
and the wall membrane. In the event this connection falls the applied loading reverts to point loading on the bracing 
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panel top track at the wind loaded wall junclion as in standard testing methodology. It was decided the convenlional 
method of point loading the shear panels should be used In this testing program since it simplifies the test set up and 
would also make the test results independent of the type of material used for the ceiling membrane and the 
requirement for cornice installation. 
3.2 Derivation of New Standard Test Samples 
A typical house floor plan is shown in Fig.6, for all wall types. A· E specified in Fig's. 7 and 8. 
3.2.1 External Walls 
In brick veneer construction in Australia, the external brick cladding is fixed to the frame with metal wall ties. The ties 
are normally flexible, thus limiting shear transfer between the brick veneer and the wall frame. Extemal cladding other 
than brick veneer may provide some racking capacity but this is not normally considered In design. 
Plasterooard lined Internal faces of extemal walls falls Into two standard configuration. The first configuration has two 
set Internal corners, as illustrated by Wall A in Fig. 7. The other Wall 8 has one set internal corner and one set 
external corner and this arrangement is normally fOUnd in L-shaped houses. 
3.2.2 Internal Walls 
Plasterooard lined internal walls have three standard configuration. Wall C in Fig. 8 is a standard internal partition 
wall, which has four Internal set corners. Another configuration is a nib wall. as Illustrated by Wall D, which has two 
internal and two external set corners. Finally, Wall E is an Internal partition wall with three internal set corners and 
one external set corner. 
3.2.3 Test Sample Selection 
In Ihe main test program, an external wall type and an internal wall type were selecled from those described in 
Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 respectively. II was decided that the external test panel shOUld have overall dimensions of 
2400 mm x 2400 mm (8 It x 8 It), be lined on one side and have two set internal corners, as shown in Fig 7, Wall A. 
The inlernal wall lest panel chosen was of the same overall dimensions, clad on both sides incorporating four set 
internat corners as shown in Fig. 8 Wall C. The internal corners were formed using a 100 rnrn (4 inch) 10 mm 
(004 inch) thick plasteJboard strip screwed onto the frame junction detail 8 ollhe standard wall junctions shown in Fig 
9. 
It was also decided that duplicate external and Internal wall frames should be made wHhout set corners. as controls 
for the test program. 
All samples were plasteJboard clad using TYPE 6 - 18 x 25mm ( 1 inch) long bugle head screws and wall board 
adhesive fixed in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. 
3.2.4 Frame Assembly 
All stud and track sections used in the tests were 1.00 mm thick 75 x 35 mm C-chords, with a guaranteed minimum 
yield stress 01 550 MPa ( 80 ksi). Studs were swaged at the ends, to fit into the plates. All the stud-to-track 




Racking tests were carried oul at two different locations in Australia. The first sertes of tests were carried out at BHP 
Sheet and Coil Products, Research and Technology Centre, Port Kembla, N.S.W. The second series was performed 
at James Cook Cyclone Testing Station, Townsville. ald. Slightly different wall frames were tested at Townsville. 
These walls were 50 mm ( 2 inch) higher which meant there was Insufficient edge distance left on the plasterboard for 
screw fixing to the top and bottom track. The fixing was actually made into the stud flange adjacent to the top and 
bottom track. The frames were also longer by 25 mm (1 inch) than the frames tested at Port Kembla so that the 
overall dimensions of the frames were 2450 mm high X 2425 mm wide. While these dimensional and consequential 
fastening differences were not intentional, the testing proceeded because IT was agreed that the important 
consideration was the effect of set corners, not confirmation of a previous test result. This reasoning was further 
supported by the fact the actual test rigs and methods were slightly different since the Townsville and Port Kembla 
tesls were carried out on vertical and horizontally mounted wall panels respectively, Which could also account for 
slight variation in test result. 
The first series of tests carried out at Port Kembla were with walls tested in a horizontal position in the test rig. These 
walls were 2400 mm ( 8 It) wide x 2400 mm (8 It) high and constructed from steel C-sections. The plasterboard was 
screwed to the top and bottom track at the stud junction, at each side of the sheathing joint at the centre of the panel 
and a total number of 14 screws vertically along each corner stud. The wall test set-up is shown in Fig. 11. The wall 
was prevented from sliding at the end of the bottom track. Overturning of the frame was prevented by a roller on the 
top track. Load was applied to the frame along the axis of the top track using a hydraulic ram. Displacements were 
only measured at gauges 1 and 4. The racking deflections were calculated by subtracting the deflection at 4 from the 
deflection at gauge 1. A summary of the strength test results is given in Table 1. 
In the second series of tests carried out at Townsville, 2425mm ( 8 It 1 in ) long x 2450mm ( 8 It 2 in )high sleel 
framed walls were tested in the vertical position. The plasterboard was screwed to the stud at the top and bottom 
track junction, and at other places the same as the Port Kembla test panels. The racking force was applied by a 
hydraulic ram mounted on a braced column,refer photographs. A 20kN capacity force transducer was located 
between the ram and the wall to accurately measure the racking force. The force was applied through a 100mm long 
timber block that ensured thaI there were no extraneous stress concentrations in the steel members. The walls were 
prevented from overturning by an M12 anchor rod located at each end, adjacent to the stUd. A bearing track was used 
on top of each rod to prevent local buckling of the top track section. Lateral bracing at the top of the walls was 
supplied by three members spaced at about 1000mm centres. They were pin fixed to bolh the wall and a support 
frame so thai Ihey were able to provide lateral reslraint without attracting any of the racking force. Longnudlnal 
translation of the wall was prevented by the M12 anchor rods and an extra horizontal reaction point at the end of the 
bottom track. 
In plane displacements were measured at the locations shown in Rg.11 Gauge 1 measured the overall movement of 
the top track member. Gauge 2 measured any horizontal displacement of the wall. Gauges 3 and 4 measured the rigid 
body overtuming of the wall, as would be caused by lifting of one and downwards deflection or crushing althe other. 
The net racking #r deflection can be calculated from the following simple formula: 
#r = #1 -112 - H/L (#3· #4) 
where #1 etc is the displacement at gauge 1 etc, and Hand L are the height and length of the wall. 
The test procedure involved the application of the racking load in increments wnh the displacements being recorded at 
each interval. The shear strength results from this series of tests is shown in Table 2. 
Further tests were carried oul at Port Kembla on the strength of the screw fixed plasterboard connection on an Instron 
Universal Testing Machine and the shear capacity of the plasterboard set joint. Tests were carried out on samples 
shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. on the screw connections and the set joint respectively. The strength results are shown 
in Tables 3 and 4 for screw connections and set jOint shear capacity respectively. A graph of load versus deflection 
characteristics of the plasterboard connection failure Is also shown in Fig. 14. This was obtained from the Instron 
Universal Testing Machine. 
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4.0 ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS AND MEMBRANE FORCE SYSTEMS 
In all tests, the Townsville results are approximately 3 kN ( 0.67 kip) less than those from Port Kembla and this can 
be attributed \0 the differences in the lest sample and to a lesser degree test method. A set corner increases the 
shear strength by approximately 5kN ( 1.12 kip) in all tests carried out on singie sided panels and approximately 10kN 
( 2.24 ) for all double sided walls which have two set corners at each end. The load capacity of a shear panel clad 011 
one side apprOXimately doubles when the other side Is also clad. The mode of wall failure wllhout set corners was by 
fastener failure along the top track whereas in walls wilh set corners. II was by membrane buckling accompanied by 
screws tearing In the plasterboard along the bottom track. The average screw connection strength of Type 6-
18x25mm (1 Inch) in 10 mm (0.4 inch) plasterboard Is 0.47kN (0.105 kip) and the shear strength of a paper taped 
and set joint is 7.2 kNlm ( 0.49 kipJft). The bugle head screw connec!ion shear strenglh remains fixed at a constant 
value when the screw is tearing in the plasterboard. 
Piasterboard wall panels clad on one side wIIh 10 mm ( 0.4 in) plasterboard with and wilhout set corners have been 
analysed and are summarised as follows .. 
4.1. Test wan Without Set Corners 
In the conventional test wall frame clad one side ( Fig. 15) the applied loading P Is mainly transferred Into the plaster-
board sheathing by the screws A1. A2. A3. A4 and A5. The horizontal shear load in the plasterboard is mainly 
transferred into the bottom Irack by the screws C1. C2, C3. C4 and C5. The complemenlary shear forces are mainly 
transferred out of the membrane by the screw fixing in the frame corners AD and BC. The force in the bottom track is 
resisted by a stop at C. The maximum resullant shear force on the screw connections is at screw locations A 1 • A5 • 
C1 and C5 in Fig 15. These screws resist both horizontal and vertical shear loading from the track and stud 
respectively. Since the failure of the connection fixing the plasterboard to the top track determines the lest failure 
loading. the screw loading at A 1 or A5 must fomn the basis for the design of these plasterboard shear membranes 
wijhin the elastic range. 
4.1.1 Force Analysis 
An analysis was carried out on a wall frame lested in Port Kembla which was clad one side without set corners and 
the load at which visible screw connection movement occurred In the plasterboard at the top track was found to be 
2.5 kN ( 0.56 kip). The assumed force distribution is shown in Fig. 15. 
Average horizontal force fh on the screw A5 
Number of bugle head screws In the top track 
Maximum load/screw 2.5 kNI5 
Average vertical forgEl fv on Ihe screw AS 
No of bugle head screws In the stud 
Maximum load/screw 2.5 kN/14 
Blilsullant forC!,! fr on Ihe screw AS 
Maximum load ff on the screw al A5 








The average connection failure load from testing and shown in Table 3 was 0.47kN. (0.11 kip) 
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Three additional single tests were carried out using the same panel size but with different screw spacing in the track 
and stud and the load per fastener was calculated in the same way. The resulls are shown In Table 5. 
The actual failure load of these shear panels is sign~lcanlly higher than the loading in the design. This is because the 
connection can maintain its load carrying capacity whilst bearing failure 01 the plasterboard about the screw is 
occurring and the resulting movement of the membrane causes the screws at Bl and 013, Fig 15 In the top of the 
end studs to load and consequenlly increases Ihe overall shear strength. 
4.2 Wall With Set Corners 
The wall test frame ( Rg.16 ) is loaded in the conventional way but the dislributlon of forces In the system is 
substantially different. In addition to the forces shown In Fig. 15, a force P at A converts to a distributed loading onto 
the plasterboard set internal corner. If there Is direct transfer of forces into the corner wilhout settlement or crushing, 
dmerenlial sliding movement between the lop track and Ihe plasterboard will not occur hence the absence of arrows 
along the lop and boUom track in the figure. The primary function of the screw flxlng at this slage Is to laterally 
restrain the sheathing against buckling. This mechanism also applies to the forces leaving the membrane at C, the 
position of the frame stop, in Rg 16. The vertical shear forces leave the bracing wall membrane at the corners BC 
and AD. The screws fixing the plasterboard to the end studs of the bracing panel transfer some of the shear force 
whilst the balance is distributed into the adjacent corner stud by way of the corner set and the plasterboard screw 
fixing. 
4.2.1 Force Analysis 
Failure of Ihe test panel occurred by the plasterboard membrane buckling between Cl and C2 as shown in Rg. 17 
and the failure can be explained in the following way. The section of plasterboard between screw positions Cl and C2 
is in compression when the applied loading at A exceeds the horizontal shear the screws at C2, C3, C4 and C5 can 
resist wHhout causing In plane sliding of the membrane relative to the bottom track. From the screw connection load I 
deflection graph, Rg. 14 movement begins at the onset of loading and so the membrane section between Cl and C2 
load in compression since this movement Is effectivety restrained by the encasing effect of the framed corner at C. 
When the membrane between Cl and C2 reaches Hs critical buckling load, the screws at C2. C3, C4 and C5 have 
reached their Critical tearing load. The critioal failure load of the bracing panel is therefore equal to the membrane 
buckling load for screw spacing of 600 mm ( 2 It ) between Cl and C2 , the total tearing failure load of the screws in 
the bottom track and any additional restraint to the plasterboard provided by the screw fixing at corner 0 and other 
parts of the system. This addHlonal shear capacity Is reflected in the Port Kembla test results obtained from wall 
panels clad one and two sides without sel comers, and results in force redistribution into the end wall studs when 
yielding 01 the plasterboard is occurring about the screws In the top and bottom track. The magnHude of this force 
P system is dependent on the wall frame material and construction, especially the screw position and spacing along 
the end studs. The buckling capacity of the plasterboard ptuckling is the dmerence in load capacity between walls 
with and wHhout set corners for walls clad one side only and, half the difference for wall panels clad both sides. The 
approximate dmerence In load capacity for the addHlon of the sel corner is 5kN ( 1.12 kip ). The strenglh of the screw 
connection in plasterboard fixed with bugle head screws Is 0 .47 kNifastener, and the In-plane membrane movement 
at the onset of buckling is resisted by a force Pleating which results from screw fixing C2, C3, C4 and C5 in the 
bollom track. 
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The applied load P = Pbuckling + Ptearing + P system - - - - - - - - - - -
The total resisting load provided by the 4 screws = Ptearing= 4 x0.47 kN (0.11 kip) 1.9 kN ( 0.43 kip) 
The panel test failure load P was 10 kN ( 2.24 kip) and substituting in equation 1 
Psystem =105-1.9 
= 3.1 kN ( 0.7 kip) 
The racking capacity of the plasterboard membrane is mainly dependent on the shear strength of the horizontal set 
which bonds adjacent sheets. The bond comprises screw fixing the plasterboard each side of the joint at each stud 
followed by seHing, which cements the butt joint together using paper tape and a special cementing plaster - refer Flg 
1. The screw fixing each side of the butl joint can transfer a maximum shear load of 5 x 0.47kN 2.35 kN 
(0.53 kip). Where five is the number of screws along one side of the joint. The test failure load was 10 kN so Ihe 
actual setting process was responsible for Iransferring the shear load across the joint and as such should be 
considered in the overall design of these types of bracing panels. 
The vertical shear in the membrane Is transferred into the end studs of Ihe wall panel and adjacent corner sluds by 
means of plasterboard fixing screws and Ihe corner set. The load transferred Inlo the corner Is equal to the reaction 
load and this Is 10kN (2.24 kip), and assuming the load Is evenly dislribuled about Ihe plasterboard corner by means 
of the set, the maximum shear in the sel is 5 kN (1.12 kip). The average loading on the screws vertically along the 
corner studs = 10kNl28 0.357 kN ( 0.08 kip ), where 28 is the tolal number of screws in a corner and 10 kN is the 
reaction loading on the wall panel. 
Additional braCing strength can be gained in conventional plasterboard clad wall panels by simply increasing the 
number of screws around the perimeter. In the new bracing panels a number of parameters affect the performance 
and the following describes the mix of these variables which will tend to maximise Ihe racking strength of the standard 
test panel. 
The set joint strenglh at Ihe wall centre is the load limit of the membrane and this is 7.2 kNlm x 2.4 metre = 17.28 kN 
(3.88 kip). The number of screws required vertically along each corner = 17.28 kN/0.47kN = 38, this means an 
addilionall0 screws is required at each corner. The approximate screw spacing in the top and bottom track which will 
tend to maximise the load carrying capacity of plasterboard can be determined using equation 1 wHh Psystem = 3.1 
kN ( 0.7 kip) for Port Kembla tests. 
Pmax Pbuckling + Plea ring + Psystem 
Let the required screw spacing be X mm and since the buckling load is proportional to k IX2, where k is a constant, 
and from Ihe test results the buckling load is 5kN and the screw spacing is 600mm then; 
The maximum buckling load Pbuckling~ 1.8 x 106 1 X2 kN 
The maximum tearing load Ptearing= ( UX ). 0.47 kN L length of the wall panel = 2400mm ( 8 It ) 
0.47 = the plasterboard connection failure load kN 
Solving for X gives the design spacing of 402 mm ( 1.31 It). 
The number of screws required in Ihe Irack ~ 2400 1 402 ~ 6 screws, hence 6 screws are required and the average 
spacing is 400mm ( 1 .31 It). This analysis assumes bearing failure of the plasterboard al the set corner does nol 
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occur and a buckling relationship exists like the one proposed. The buckling relationship will vary with the 
plasterboard type and thickness. 
4.3 Test Panel Shear Stiffness 
The shear stiffness is determined from the load· deflection curves. 
A reference load in the elasllc range of the load· deflecllon of one third ultimate is recommended by ASTM and that 
load and corresponding deflection were used in the calculalion. The resulls are shown in Table 6. 
The results suggest set corners significantly increase the stiffness of racking panels. 
The results however are not conclusive since they offer no explanation as to why the stiffness of the test frame 
doesn1 double after addition 01 cladding to the other side of the panel and why the magnitude of the stiffness differed 
so grealfy between test locations. Further review of the stiffness measurement methodology is required to assess tts 
suHabillty in the bracing test. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The slrenglh test of wall frames, clad one side with sel comers show an average increase of 5 kN ( 1.12 kip) over 
those lested withoul set corners. With cladding attached to bolh sides, Ihe shear strength of walls with sel corners 
increased by 10 kN (2.24 kip ) over those without corners. The plasterboard sel join! at the centre 01 the wall can take 
a shear load of 7.2 kNlm ( 0.49 kiplfl ) which can set a limit on racking design capacity of plasterboard membranes. 
The test an the plasterboard screw connection gave a failure load 01 0·47 kN and this result generally supports the 
proposed design philosophy for wall frames without set corners loaded within the elastic limit. 
Further lesting is required an panels with set corners 10 establish Ihe plasterboard edge bearing capacity and confirm 
the membrane buckling relationship with screw spacing in the track for different types and thicknesses of plasterboard. 
The various end conditions required to transfer loads from the membrane need additional investigation, especially in 
Ihe areas of window and door openings. 
The current ASTM test methods are suitable for evaluating any form 01 bracing wall where the principal means of load 
transfer between the frame and bracing element is via the fasteners or fixings, this includes diagonal frame bracing 
and external diaphragm bracing such as plywood. However it has been shown thai ills more appropriate, and indeed 
there is considerable advantage to be gained aut of incorporating the effects of set corners when testing plasterboard 
clad walls. 
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Appendix Notation 
fh Horizontal force (kN) 
fr Resultant force (kN) 
Iv Vertical force 
H Height of wall (m) 
L Length of wall (m) 
P Racking Load (kN) 
Net racking deflection (mm) 
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Appendix - Current Test Methods 
Previously Ihe racking capacity of walls clad wHh plaslerboard has been evaluated using test methods E72-S0 and 
E564. The E72-S0 lesl specffies thai the plasterboard be fixed to en S ft. by S ft. timber frame consisting of 2" x 4" 
plates and 2" x 4" studs at 16' centres wHh double studs at eHher end. The bottom track is botted 10 the floor and a 
racking load is applied to the top track. The frame is prevented from overtuming by rollers on the top track. Rollers 
are also used to prevent lateral movement of the frame. As Ihis test method specnies the construction of the wall 
frame H Is not a valid test for a complete wall however H may be of some use for testing and comparing cladding 
materials. 
E564-76 is designed to evaluate the racking capacity of a complete wall frame under actual load conditions. This test 
method specKies that the frame to be tested is constructed using the same materials as would be used in actual 
building construction. The fixing of the cladding, bracing and hold down detail must be the same as that which will be 
used in actual building construction. A minimum wall size of S ft. high x S ft. wide is specified, however the wall may 
be wider or higher than this. Load is applied 10 the test wall along the axis of the top edge of the frame. The wall may 
be restrained from overturning and lateral displacement with rollers which do not restrict in plane displacement. The 
test method assumes that the strength and stiffness of the test wallis proportional to H's length, allowing results to be 
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NEW TEST PANEL SHOWING ADDITIONAL FORCE DISTRIBUTION 
Figure 16 
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SECTIONAL PLAN VIEW OF THE PANEL IN FIG 16 
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Photograph 1 - showing M12 tie bar at Townsville. 
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Photograph 2 - showing load application. 
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Photograph 3 - showing wall panel ready for test. 
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Table 1. 
PORT KEMBLA • TEST RESULTS 
NOMINAL SIDES CORNERS MAXIMUM COMMENTS 
WIDTHm CLAD SET LOAD kN 
(ft) (lbf) 
2.4 1 2 10.0 Failure due to the plasterhoard huckling out of 
(8) (2248) plane and tearing around the screws along the 
hottom plate. 
2.4 1 0 4.5 Screws starting to tear in plaster hoard along top 
(8) (1012) plate at 2.5 kN (562 Ihf). 
Failure due to screws tearing in the plasterboard 
alonl!: the top plate and studs. 
2.4 2 4 18.5 Failure due to the plasterboard buckling out of 
(8) (4159) plane and tearing around the screws along the 
bottom plate on both sides of the wall. 
2.4 2 0 8.5 Failure due to screws tearing in the plasterhoard 
{II) (1911) alonl!: the top plate. 
Table 2. 
TOWNSVILLE • TEST RESULTS 
NOMlNAL SIDES CORNERS MAXlMUM COMMENTS 
WIDTHm CLAD SET LOAD kN 
(ft) (lbf) 
2.4 1 2 7.1 Failure due to plasterboard buckling out of plane 
(8) (1596) and tearing over screws 
2.4 1 0 1.5 Failure due to screws tearing in plasterboard 
(8) (337) along tbe top_plate and down tbe studs 
2.4 2 4 14.6 Failure due to plasterboard buckling out of plane 
(8) (3282) and tearing over screws. 
Studs crusbing at support. 
2.4 2 0 5.0 Failure due to screws tearing in plaster hoard 
(8) (1124) along the top plate and down the studs. 
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Table 3 
SHEAR STRENGTH OF THE PLASTERBOARD· SCREW CONNECTION 
TEST 1 2 3 4 5 6 P 8 I 9 10 NUMBER i 
FAILURE 0.50 0.44 0.53 0.45 0.49 0.46 II 0.53 0.43 0.44 0.46 
LOADkN (112.4) (98.9) (119.1) (101.2) (110.2) (103.4) (119.1) (96.7) (98.9) (103.4) 
ObI') 
Table 4 
SHEAR STRENGTH OF TAPED JOINT ON PLASTERBOARD 
TEST SAMPLE ~ LOAD kN/m 
(lbf/ft) 
Joint using perforated paper tape. 7.2 
(493) 





MAXIMUM LOAD ON SCREW AS AT ONSET OF 
PLASTERBOARD TEARING 
TEST SCREW TOTAL SCREW TOTAL MAXIMUM 
NUMBER i SPACING NUMBER SPACING NUMBER LOAD ON 
ALONG OF ALONG OF SCREWA5 
TOP AND SCREWS EACH SCREWS kN 
BOTTOM END (lbO 
TRACK STUD 
mm (ft) mm (ft) 
1 600 5 *14 
(2 
2 300 9 * 6 
3 
4 
*figures include both screws either side of the central set joint 
RACKING STIFFNESS 
NOMINAL SIDES CORNERS RACKING STIFFNESS kN/mm 
WIDTH m CLAD SET (lbf/in) 
B.H.P. % C.T.S. % 
FORT INCREASE TOWNS- INCREASE 
KEMBLA VILll! 
DUE TO DUE TO 
SET SET 
CORNERS CORNERS 
2.4 1 2 0.95 38 2.10 126 
(8) (5.42) (11.99) 





(8) (3.94) (5.30) 
2.4 2 4 1.00 47 10.82 548 
(8) (5.71) (61.78) 
2.4 2 0 0.68 1.67 
(8) (3.88) (9.54) 
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AN EXPERHlENTAL STUDY OF SHEAR \VALL UNITS 
by 
Atsuo Tanaka*l, Hiroshi Hasuda *2, Kazumi Sakae *3 and Tutomu Tumori*4 
INTRODUCTION 
In the medium sized usual steel buildings, steel brace members are 
often used as earthquake resisting elements in Japan. In this study 
prefabricated shear wall units consisting of corrugated steel sheets, 
which are usually used for supporting concrete floor slabs, are considered 
for earthquake resisting elements instead of brace members, because such 
prefabricated shear wall units are more suitable for a kind of building 
system than usual brace members. \.Jhen those shear Ivall units are set into 
the structure, only the top and bottom of the shear wall uni.ts are 
connected to the structural frame through gusset plates (see Fig. 1), For 
one shear wall unit several steel sheets are used in the vertical 
direction and are enclosed in a rectangular frame, which consists of angle 
steel for horizontal members and light steel for the vertical 
members. The main purpose of this study to investigate the static 
characteristics of such shear wall unit. In this study three types of 
connecting methods used between the connections of steel sheets and the 
horizontal members of the rectangular frame of the unit, are 
experimentally investigated. Two are "welded connections" and the other is 
"high strength bolted connection". The aspect ratio of the shear wall unit 
(defined by "h/lv" in Fig.3) is considered to be another important 
parameter of this experimental study. 
TEST SPECIMEN 
In this investigation the program was divided into three test series 
mainly corresponding to the applied connecting details in the connections 
of steel sheets to the horizontal angle steel members. In the first test 
series, the welded connections with insert plates are applied (Type I , 
Fig. 2). In this test series light gage square hollow sections are used as 
the vertical members of the rectangular frames of the units. In the second 
test series, the welded connections with sandwich plates are applied 
(Type n, Fig.2). In this test series light gage lipped channel members are 
used as vertical members. In the third test series, steel sheets are 
connected to the horizontal members by high strength bolts at only one 
side of flanges of the corrugated sheets(Type III, Fig.2). In this test 
series gage channel members are used as vertical members. The 
details each connecting method are shown in Fig.2. The corrugated steel 
sheets are joined to each other by means of welding in the first and 
second test series and by means of self-tapping screws in the third test 
series. The configuration of a specimen is shown in Fig.3 as an example. 
Each specimen and their principal parameters are listed in Table 1. In 
this investigation two of steel sheets with defferent cross section 
are used. One is a sheet I{hose top and bottom flange widths are 
equal (Type A), and the other is a steel sheet '''ith unequal flange widths 
*1 Professor, Utsunomiya University, Tochigi, Japan 
*2 Research associate, Utsunomiya UniverSity, Tochigi, Japan 
*3 Manager, Nippon Steel Hetal Products Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan 
*4 Engineer, Daiwa House Corporation, Osaka, Japan 
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(type B). 
Each specimen is named as follows. 
W II -1?012A 
The 
steel sheets 
of steel sheets 
aspect ratio of specimen 
connecting method of steel sheets to the horizontal member 
character of shear wall test 
of the steels, ;Ihich are used in this 
experiment, are shown in 
TEST PROCEDURE 
During testing, the bottom horizontal member of shear Hall unit Has 
fixed to the base beam (lVF section) on the loading floor and the top 
horizontal frame member was connected to the loading beam by high strength 
bolts through gusset plates. The test setup is shoHn in Fig.4. Horizontal 
displacement of the top of the shear Hall unit was measured 
displacement transducers and principal stresses of steel sheets and 
stresses in the vertical frame member of the shear wall unit Here measured 
by Hire strain gages. The location of such strain gages is sho;m in .5. 
By using the hydraulic acutuater, a gradually increasing cyclic 
load was applied to the top of the specimen through the loading beam. 
BEHAVIOR OF SPECIMENS IN TEST 
In each specimen of the first and second test series, several local 
bucklings suddenly occured at the center part of the corrugated steel 
sheet and applied load decreased at the same time, while the 
behaved almost elastically. The maximum strength of each specimen 
test series Has defined by the local buckl1ngs, Hhich occured in 
flange of steel sheets. In some specimens slight local buckling occured at 
the corners, which "JaS followed by the local buckling at center of the 
specimen. This slight local buckling, hOHever, had little influence on the 
restoreing force characteristics. After the occurance of local buckling, 
out-of-plane buckling of the Hhole steel sheet precipitated a collapse 
such that adjoining the local bucklings of center part with 
lateral deformation. When the lateral drift reaches nearly h/SO, 
decrease stopped and the shear wall Has stable at a certain load level 
until larger lateral deformation occured. On the other hand, each 
of the third test series behaved differently from those of the 
second test series. These specimens' local deformation started to occur at 
the unconnected flanges of top and bottom parts of the corrugated steel 
sheets as shown in Fig.6 from an early stage of loading. This local 
deformation increased gradually Hith increases in the lateral load. In 
addition, slip phenomenon at each vertical joint betHeen the steel sheets 
was observed. Finally, out-of-plane buckling of a Hhole steel sheet 
occured and this buckling mainly determined the maximum strength. The 
maximum strength of two specimens of the third test series was determined 
by the local buckling of flange of vertical member{ C-100xSOx3.2) of the 
shear wall unit. 
TEST RESULTS 
The relationship between the load and horizontal deformation measured 
at the top of each 
such as the maximum 
plane buckling strength 
are shoHn in Fig.? The main test results, 
the local strength, the out-of-
of a Hhole steel sheet the initial stiffness 
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of the shear wall unit are listed in Table 3. Because the thickness of 
steel sheets and the width of shear wall unit are different from each 
other, direct comparison of test results about each specimen is 
impossible. Therefore, the apparently shear stress T', which 
can be obtained by dividing the by product of the thickness 
of steel sheet and the width of shear wall unit (T'=Q/t.W), and the 
lateral drift R are used as the indexes of the load and deformation 
relationship. The envelopes of T' versus R relationship of each 
are shown in Fig.S. The typical distribution of principal stresses 
steel sheets is shown in Fig.9. Two examples of the outline of 
stress distribution in the shear wall unit, based on the measured 
stresses at the vertical frame member, is shown in Fig.10. The typical 
appearance of specimens after testing are shown in Photo 1. 
DISCUSSION 
In the third test series simplification of the connection of steel 
sheets to the horizontal frame members and the mutual joint of steel 
sheets were checked by experimental study. Judging from the test results, 
it becomes clear that the high bolted and self-tapping screw 
connection was not so effective that connected steel sheets could not 
make full use of their in plane shear capability against the shearing 
stress. Therefore in the discussion on the test results, the test results 
of the third test series have been omitted. 
1) Initial Stiffness 
Fig.11 shows the relationship between the initial stiffness Ko and the 
aspect ratio of the shear wall unit h/W. Here the initial stiffness is 
defined as the stiffness at the strength level of 1/3 of the maximum 
strength. In Fig.11 the initial stiffness is expressed as a non-
dimensional value Ko/G, where G is the modulus of transverse of 
the steel. From this figure it is clear that the initial stiffness of 
shear wall unit decreases with of the aspect ratio. The main 
reason for this tendency is considered be the influence of bending 
effect. This presumption is supported by the bending stress distribution 
in the shear wall unit shown in Fig.l0. The relation between Ko/G and h/W 
is inversely proportional and is expressed roughly by following linear 
equation in the renge of O.5~h/W~2.0. 
Ko/G=-O.25(h/W)+O.73 
2) Maximum Strength 
The apparently equivalent shear stress at the maximum strength T'm is 
plotted in Fig.12 against the aspeet ratio h/W. From this figure it is 
clear that T'm decreases with the increase of the aspect ratio. As 
described above, the maximum strength of eaeh specimen is determined by 
the local shear buckling of the stcel sheet. In general the 
stress of a plate, which is subjected to shear stress, is 
based on the width-to-thickness ratio and the aspect ratio of the plate. 
However, at the flange of the corrugated sheet, the aspect ratio is very 
large and it is thought that such a large aspect ratio has no significance 
in the calculation of the buckling stress. In addtion, the difference of 
the height of the corrugated steel sheet, which is one of the main 
parameters of this investigation, has little influence on the calculation 
of the buckling stress. Therefore, in this investigation the estimation of 
the maximum strength is done based on the bold assumption that each 
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corrugated steel sheet is replaced by a pair of brace members. The cross 
section of the brace member is assumed to be the same as m times 
the unit width the corrugated steel sheet. The replaced brace model is 
shown in Fig.13. By means of reverse operation from test results, the 
assumed multiple factor m ~ m1, which corresponds to the maximum strength, 
is calculated for each specimen and they are shown in Table 4 and plotted 
in Fig.14 against the aspect ratio of the shear wall unit. From these test 
results the approximating linear equation between m1 and h/W is obtained 
as follows: 
m1=o.68(h/W)+1.67 (2) 
Then, recalculation of maximum strength of each specimen cQm is done using 
m1, which is calculated by equation (2). The value of cQm is shown in 
Table 4 and plotted in Fig.15 against the experimental value Qm. cQm 
coincides with Qm well. Therefore, it seems possible to estimate the 
maximum strength of shear wall unit by replacing the brace member as 
shown in Fig.13. In that case the multiple factor m1, which is used for the 
determination of the width of assumed cross section of the replaced brace 
member, is obtained by equation (2). 
3) The Ultimate Plastic Strength 
From observing the restoring force characteristics, this type of shear 
wall maintains a certain level of shear strength at larger plastic 
deformation range. The strength, which corresponds to the horizontal drift 
of h/50, is called the ultimate plastic strength in this paper. The 
apparently equivalent shear stress, which corresponds to the ultimate 
strength, is expressed T'p and the value of T'p is listed in 
4. The relationship between T'p and the aspect ratio of the shear 
wall unit h/W is shown in Fig.16. It is thought that the ultimate plastic 
strength is determined by the strength of the tension field, which is 
formed at the whole shear wall unit. Therefore, it is considered possible 
to estimate the ultimate plastic strength by replacing the whole shear 
wall unit with one tensile brace member. The replaced model is shown in 
Fig. 17. In this model the cross section of the replaced brace member is 
assumed to be the same as m2 times the unit width of the corrugated steel 
sheet. Again, by means of reverse operation of the test results the value 
of multiple m2, which corresponds to the ultimate plastic strength, is 
calculated and listed in Table 4. Those values are plotted in Fig.18 
h/W. From the relationship between m2 and h/W, the approximating 
equation is obtained as follows: 
m2~-O.96(h/W)+3.88 
Then recalculation of the ultimate plastic strength cQp is 
which is obtained by the equation (3). The value of cQp 
Table 4 and plotted in Fig.19 against the experimental 









The main conclusions obtained from this experimental study are 
summerized as follows: 
1) In order to use the full capacity of corrugated steel sheets in shear 
wall, it is very important to connect the steel sheets to the 
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surrounding rectangular frame at their vertical and 
At these connections both flanges of the corrugated 
be fixed. For this purpose, welding them with 
sandwich plates is effective. 
horizontal edges. 
steel sheets must 
insert plates or 
2) When the above mentioned connection method is practically 
applicable,(e.g., in fabrication, installation and economy,) from the 
view point of the static characterristics the prefabricated shear wall 
unit consisting of corrugated steel sheets can be used well as an 
earthquake resisting element for medium size steel builings. 
3) The main factors which feature the static chracteristcs of the shear 
wall unit are initial stiffness, maximum strength due to local 
buckling and ultimate plastic strength. As the analytical results 
show, it was found that the effect of the variation of the aspect 
ratio of the shear wall unit can be evaluated by a simple static model 
and also their characteristics can be expressed by function of the 
aspect ratio. 
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APENDIX-NOTATION 
G the modules of transverse elasticity 
h the height of the shear wall unit 
Ko the initial stiffness of the shear wall unit 
m the multiple factor of the unit width of the corrugated steel 
sheet for calculating the sectional area of the assumed replaced 
brace member 
m1 m value for the estimation of the maximum strength of the shear 
,;all unit 
m2 m value for the estimation of the ultimate plastic strength of 
the shear wall unit 
Q the lateral load subjected to the top of the shear wall unit and 
the in plane shear strength of the shear wall unit 
R the lateral drift = 0 /h 
t the thickness of the corrugated steel sheets of shear wall unit 
W the width of the shear wall unit 
6 the rateral deformation of the top of shear wall unit 
I' the apparently equivalent shear stress in the shear wall Q/t·W 
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Table 1 List of Specimens 
Specimen Specimen Thickness of Aspect Vertical and Type of 
Specimen height Width steel sheets ratio Horizontal member Connection 
h (mm) W (mm) t (mm) h/W (mm) 
WI-08512B 2250 2662 1.2 0.S5 I 
WI-OS516B 2250 2662 1.6 0.85 0-75x75x3. 2 I 
WI-07016B 2250 3276 1.6 0.69 I 
W[-Oa516B 2225 2662 1.6 0.84 L -125x75x7 II 
WI-OS512A 2250 2662 1.2 0.85 I 
WI-0851SA 2250 2606 1.6 0.86 I 
WH3512A 2300 1700 1.2 1.35 II 
WH7012A 2900 1700 1.2 1.11 C-I00x50x20x4.5 II 
WH 7016A 2900 1700 1.6 1.71 II 
WH9512A 3300 1700 1.2 1.95 L-75x75x6 II 
WH9516A 3300 1700 1.6 1.95 II 
WlIH3512A 2300 1700 1.2 1.35 ill 
W1H3516A 2300 1700 1.6 1.35 ill 
W1iH7012A 2900 1700 1.2 1.11 [-100x50x3.2 ill 
WlIH7016A 2900 1700 1.6 1.71 ill 
Wlll-2 50 12A 3300 1310 1.2 2.52 L-75x75x6 ill 
W1H5016A 3300 1310 1.6 2.52 ill 
WJ[-25016A' 3300 1310 1.6 2.52 ill 
Table 2 Mechanical Properties of Materials 
Steel Sheet Rectangular Frame 
Name of Thickness Y. P. T.S. EI. Vertical Member Y. P. T.S. EI. 
specimen (rom) (MPa) (MPa) (%) (mm) (MPa) (MPa) (%) 
WI-OS512B 1.2 273 382 32 
WI-08516B 
WI-07016B 1.6 370 483 22 0-75x75x3.2 339 377 25 
WO-08516B 
WI-08512A 1.2 298 353 29 
WI-OilS 16A 1 6 357 In '>" 
WH3512A 
WH7012A 1.2 247 347 31 
WH9512A C-100x50x20x4.5 301 455 25 
WO-17016A 1.6 329 459 29 WH9516A 
WIiI-13512A ! 
WIiI-17012A 1.2 238 339 34 
WIJ[-25012A 
WIH3516A [-100x50x3.2 342 444 26 
WIlH7016A 1.6 318 474 26 WI!I-25016A 
WI!l-25016A' 
Y. P. :Yield Point T. S. :Tensile Strength EI. :Elongation 
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Table 4 Test Results and Calculated Values about Strength 
Name of ,'m ! ffi, Qrn I cQrn Qm/cQrn "[. p ffi, . Qp cQ. Qr/cQr 
specimen (Mpa) (kN) i (KN) (~tPa) (kN) (kN) 
WI -08512B 79.8 1. 96 ! 235 270 0.87 47. 3 3.00 137 140 O. 98 
WI 08516B 99.3 2.31 390 ~70 M 62. 6 2. 66 219 252 0.87 
WI -07016B 96.7 • 2.26 475 451 1. 05 54.2 3.01 236 253 0.93 
II' II -08516B 99.8 I 2. 29 i 399 384 1. 02 75. 9 I 3. 73 265 253 I. as 
\\'1 -08512A 109.8 . 2. 40 323 ! 304 1. 06 49. 3 2.86 143 154 0.93 
WI -08516A 123.8 2.46 475 451 1. 06 i 70. 4 2. 99 I 250 I 248 1. 01 
II' II -13512A 73.0 2.96 149 151 0 6 2. 24 74 67 1.11 
II' II -17012A 77. 1 3.18 210 199 
! 
1. 06 36. 1 1.68 98 118 0.83 
Wll-HOI6A 84, 6 2. 73 172 . 179 0.96 43. 2 2.46 88 8Op,¥,= 
Wll-19512A 92.9 3.04 253 i 236 1. 07 42. 5 1.84 116 141 0.82 
I II'll-19516A 92.7 2. 19 193 229 0.84 • 59. 6 3.08 122 102 1. 19 
Fig.1 Setting of the Shear Wall Unit 
to the Structure Frame 
Fig.3 Configuration of Specimen 
(W II -13512A) 
t=! J ':::i':tJ { ,..'Y '\ 
~ Welding Part 
Horizontal Section 
Type I Insert Plate 
'\ 
Horizontal Member(Angle Steel) 
Type II Sandwic~ Plate 
Vertical Section 
Fig.2 Detail of Connecton Methods 













Fig.6 Local Deformation 
of Steel Sheet 
Fig.S Location of the Strain Gauge near H,S.Bolted Connection 
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(W I -08512B) 
(W II -13516A) (Will-17016A) 
Photo 1 Buckling of Steel Sheets 
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF SHEAR WALL UNITS 
by 
Atsuo Tanaka"1, Hiroshi Masuda*2, Kazumi Sakae*3 and Tutomu Tumori*4 
SUMMARY 
The static characteristics of prefabricated shear walls consisting of 
corrugated steel sheets are experimentally investigated. It becomes clear 
that the connecting method of corrugated steel sheets to the surrounding 
frame is very important in order to use the full capacity of steel sheets. 
Eleventh International Specialty Conference on Cold·Formed Steel Structures 
St. Louis, Missouri, U.s.A., October 20-21, 1992 
SOME APPLICATIONS OF GENERALIZED BEAM THEORY 
J Michael Davies* and Philip Leach** 
Introduction 
Generalised Beam Theory (GBT) has been developed by Professor R Schardt 
and his colleagues at the University of Darmstadt in Germany, The definitive 
reference at the present time is a recent German text(l) which describes the 
first-order theory. For the analysis of cold-formed sections, second-order 
theory may be required and this is less well documented. This paper will 
attempt to describe the principles involved and illustrate them by means of 
some practical examples. 
GBT unifies the conventional theories for the analysis of prismatic thin-walled 
structural members within a consistent notation. It then extends them into 
new territory. Conventional beam theory identifies four fundamental modes of 
deformation, namely extension, bending about two principal axes and torsion. 
These may be referred to as the "rigid-body" modes because they do not involve 
any distortion of the cross-section. Higher-order modes also exist but these 
involve cross-section distortion together with transverse bending. 
In first-order theory, all modes are orthogonal. This means that they are 
uncoupled and can be considered separately before their effects are combined. 
In second-order theory, the modes may become coupled but their orthogonal 
nature ensures that the coupling is minimised so that important results can 
often be obtained by a trivial calculation involving a single mode. 
GBT is a big subject with many ramifications and a full treatment is not 
possible within the confines of a single paper. No attempt will, therefore, be 
made to derive the basic equations and attention will be confined to explanation 
and application. 
Modes of deformation and warping functions 
A unifying feature of GBT is the "warping function" whereby each deformation 
mode 'k' is associated with a distribution of axial strain kfi. Thus, the first 
mode has a uniform distribution of axial strain over the cross-section and 
lfi = -1 for all the points's' of the cross-section. The second and third modes 
are bending about the two principal axes and the associated warping functions 
are linear distributions of strain about two orthogonal axes through the 
centroid of the section. The fourth mode is torsion about the shear centre and 
here the term "warping" has its conventional meaning and the warping 
function is the sectorial coordinate which reflects the distribution of axial 
strain due to a bi-moment. For higher-order modes, the physical meaning of 
the warping function is less clearly visualised. 
* Professor of Civil Engineering 
** Lecturer 
Department of Civil Engineering and Construction, University of Salford, UK. 
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From these warping functions, a number of other properties can be derived so 
that each mode k has associated with it: 
a warping function as already described 
a corresponding pattern of cross-sectional displacements 
(for modes 5 and above) a distribution of transverse bending 
stresses 
three section properties kC, kD and kB, 







second moment of area about the first principal axis; 
second moment of area about the second principal axis; 
warping constant; 
8t Venant torsional constant; 




For the higher order modes which involve cross-sectional distortion, all three 
section properties are, in general, non-zero. 
Notation 
The notation used in this paper for GBT follows that developed by 8chardtO). 
In general, terms will be defined as they are introduced but two points are 
worthy of particular note: 
a forward superscript is used to denote the mode number 
- over a symbol denotes a unit value of a quantity, e.g. a warping 
function or a related quantity derived from it. 
Number of deformation modes 
It is convenient to illustrate the principles of GBT with an example and a 
suitable cross-section for this purpose is shown in Fig. 1. This section has 
been used by Lau and Hancock(2) to illustrate the use of the finite strip method 
in investigating the elastic and inelastic buckling of columns. Later it will be 
convenient to compare some results obtained for this section using GBT with 
those obtained by Lau and Hancock. 
The section shown in Fig. 1 has six nodes which, according to GBT, can 
"warp" independently. The warping functions are linear between the nodes 
and it follows that the section has six independent warping functions together 
with their associated deformation modes and section properties. Four of these 
are the rigid body modes shown in Fig. 2(a) and two are the cross-section 
distortion modes shown in Fig. 2(b). The full set of GBT properties for this 
example are tabulated in Fig. 3. This table may be interpreted as follows: 
k-U 
kF-L = 
warping function defined at each node of the cross-section 
and assumed to be linear between the nodes. The 
remaining quantities are associated with a unit value of 
this warping function. 
in-plane displacement of a face at its mid-point. 
89.7 
3e-________________ .. 4 
6 5 
# 
















(b) Distortion modes 5 and 6 
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68.8 
Nodes for GBT analysis. 
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Fig. 2. Displaced shapes and warping functions 
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F I G 3. C R 0 S S - S E C T I ON VALUES FOR E XAMPLE 
=~====~=================================================================== 
MODE k = 1 
--------------
NODE U F-L F-Q F-e "I W iii S/W' 
1 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
2 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
3 -1. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
4 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
5 -1. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
6 -1. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
C = 4.2335 D = 0.0000 B = 0.0000 
MODE k = 2 
--------------
NODE U F-L F-Q F-e V Ii in' S/W' 
1 3.1750 -1. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 -1. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0082 
2 4.4850 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 -1. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3743 
3 4.4850 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -1. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 1. 0164 
4 -4.4850 0.0000 -1.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3743 
5 -4.4850 -1. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0082 
6 -3.1750 -1. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 
C 62.7540 D = 0.0000 B = 0.0000 
MODE k= 3 
--------------
NODE U F-L F-Q F-e V W iii S/W' 
1 -4.3017 0.0000 -1. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 -0.0214 
2 -4.3017 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 -0.4999 
3 2.5783 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
4 2.5783 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.4999 
5 -4.3017 0.0000 -1. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0214 
6 -4.3017 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 
C 28.8300 D = 0.0000 B = 0.0000 
MODE k = 4 
--------------
NODE U F-L F-Q F-e V W iii S/W' 
1 28.8492 10.3510 3.8300 1. 0000 10.3510 -3.1750 0.0000 0.0067 
2 15.2894 4.4850 -6.9110 1. 0000 10.3510 -4.4850 0.0000 0.1012 
3 -15.5674 -3.4710 0.0000 1.0000 3.4710 -4.4850 0.0000 0.0134 
4 15.5674 4.4850 6.9110 1.0000 3.4710 4.4850 0.0000 0.1012 
5 -15.2894 10.3510 -3.8300 1.0000 10.3510 4.4850 0.0000 0.0067 
6 -28.8492 10.3510 3.1750 0.0000 
C 523.538 D = 0.039356 B 0.0000 
MODE k = 5 
--------------
NODE u: F-L F-Q F-e ~ OW 'iii S/W' 
1 1.0000 0.9448 -0.1455 0.1606 0.9448 0.2507 0.0000 0.5237 
2 -0.2377 -0.0404 -0.4724 0.1373 0.9448 0.0404 0.0000 0.0026 
3 0.0401 0.0000 0.0404 0.0000 0.0000 0.0404 0.1728 0.0000 
4 0.0401 0.0404 -0.4724 -0.1373 0.0000 0.0404 0.1728' -0.0026 
5 -0.2377 -0.9448 -0.1455 -0.1606 -0.9448 0.0404 0.0000 -0.5237 
6 1. 0000 -0.9448 0.2507 0.0000 
C = 0.16074 D = 0.00055128 B = 0.047461 
MODE k = 6 
--------------
NODE U F-L F-Q F-e V :;; "'" S/W' m
1 1.0000 1.0066 -0.2008 0.2017 1.0066 0.3329 0.0000 0.4320 
2 -0.3186 -0.0687 -0.4862 0.1513 1.0066 0.0687 0.0000 -0.6687 
3 0.1537 0.0343 0.0000 -0.0153 -0.0343 0.0687 0.3751 0.8765 
4 -0.1537 -0.0687 0.4862 0.1513 -0.0343 -0.0687 
-0.3751 -0.6687 
5 0.3186 1.0066 0.2008 0.2017 1. 0066 -0.0687 0.0000 0.4320 
6 -1.0000 1.0066 -0.3329 0.0000 
C 0.18592 D = 0.00068007 B = 0.12499 
kF-Q 
kF-6 






displacement normal to the face at its mid-point 
rotation of chord line of face 
nodal displacements in horizontal and vertical directions 
transverse bending moment at each node (distortional 
modes only) 
shear force in each face (as a function ofkW') 
(warping resistance) 
(torsional resistance) (2) 
(transverse bending (3) 
resistance) 
and 11 Poisson's ratio 
It should be noted that all of the quantities tabulated for modes 1 to 4 are 
obtainable from the standard procedures of structural mechanics which are 
given in basic texts on the subject. 
For second-order problems, it may be necessary to introduce intermediate 
nodes in order to allow local buckling of plate elements. Thus, iflocal buckling 
of the long side is to be considered, an additional node is inserted, as shown in 
Fig. 4(a) and an additional warping function is generated, as shown in Fig. 
4(b). 
3 4 5 
r y 
--+ 
2 7 6 (a) Addition of a mid-side node 
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MODE k = 7 
------_ ... _----
NODE u F-L F-Q F-O V w m S/W' 
1 1.0000 1. 0026 -14 .1458 21.5094 1.0026 28.2344 0.0000 0.0011 
2 -0.3134 -0.0571 -0.5011 0.1458 1. 0026 0.0571 0.0000 -0.0029 
3 0.0797 0.0003 -94.8328 -42.3144 -0.0003 0.0571 158.926 -0.0019 
4 0.0782 -0.0003 -94.8328 42.3144 0.0000 -i89.723 -320.900 0.0019 
5 0.0797 0.0571 -0.5011 -0.1458 0.0003 0.0571 158.926 0.0029 
6 -0.3134 -1.0026 -14.1458 -21. 5094 -1.0026 0.0571 0.0000 -0.0011 
7 1.0000 
-1. 0026 28.2344 0.0000 
C = 70.986 D = 53.378 B 40653.4 
(b) corresponding additional warping function 
Fig. 4. GBT model allowing local buckling of the longer plate element 
The requirement that the warping functions should be orthogonal ensures that 
modes 1 to 6 remain unchanged by the insertion of an additional node or nodes. 
Calculation of the warping functions and associated properties 
For relatively simple problems, it is possible to calculate all of the properties in 
Fig. 3 by hand and explicit expressions have been given for some common 
shapes(1). However, in general, it is simpler and more convenient to use 
standard computer software. 
Fundamental equation for first-order theory 
The basic equation of first-order GBT is 
E kC kV"" - G kD kV" + kB kV = kq (4) 
In this equation, in addition to the section properties kC, kD and kB, 
E = Young's Modulus 
G = Shear Modulus 
kV = generalised deformation in mode k (e.g. horizontal and 
vertical displacement for modes 2 and 3, rotation for mode 4 
etc) 
kq = distributed load applicable to mode k 
and primes indicate differentiation with respect to z which lies along the 
length of the member. 
It is easy to see that the differential equations for bending about the two 
principal axes and torsion are all special cases of equation (4). 
Equiva1e1l.re ofGBT and conventional notations 
The equivalence between the conventional and GBT notations extends across 
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the whole spectrum of beam theory and progresses naturally from the familiar 
rigid-body modes into the higher-order modes using a unified notation. As a 
further example, the GBT equations for stresses and stress resultants are 
where, in addition to quantities already defined: 
kW = stress resultant for mode k (e.g. bending moment for modes 2 
and 3, bi - moment for mode 4, etc) 
kG" = distribution oflongitudinal stress for mode k 
(5) 
Equation (5) can be seen to embrace the familiar equations for stresses due to 
bending moment and bi-moment as special cases. 
Solution offirst-order problems using GBT 
The use of GBT to obtain the stresses and deformations of a member under 
specified loading and support conditions requires three distinct steps. In the 
first step, only the cross-section is considered in order to obtain, for each mode 
k, the warping functions kii and the associated section properties, kC, kD and 
kB together with the other relevant information as shown in Fig. 3. In the 
second step, this basic information is used to obtain solutions of equation (4) for 
each mode taking account of the relevant loading and boundary conditions. 
The third step then involves combining the results of step 2 to calculate the 
required stresses and deflections. 
Bearing in mind that the first step has already been discussed in sufficient 
detail for the purposes of this paper, attention now focuses on the second step, 
after which the final step is relatively trivial. 
Equation (1) may be solved in a number of different ways depending on the 
loading and boundary conditions. It is, of course, identical in form to the 
differential equation for the displacement of an axially-loaded beam on an 
elastic foundation. In order to apply beam on elastic foundation solutions to 
GBT problems, the following substitutions must be made: 
second moment of area I 
axial load (tension positive) N 
foundation constant k 
uniformly distributed load q 
and, when the solution has been completed, the stress resultant 
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It follows that the solutions for many relatively simple loading and support 
conditions are well documented(3). Indeed, reference 3 is a whole book devoted 
to the topic and explicit solutions, such as those given therein, will provide an 
appropriate method for a wide range of practical problems. 
Schardt and his associates(1) at Darmstadt have exclusively used the finite 
difference method for their solutions of the general case and, certainly, this 
approach has advantages for second-order analysis. However, for first-order 
analysis, the finite element method is demonstrably more efficient. The 
reason for this is that equation (4) falls into the class of equations for which the 
finite element solution is exact(4). This means that, for many first-order 
problems, the computational requirements become almost trivial 
Example offirst-order Generalised Beam Theory 
As a simple example, consider the cross-section of Fig. 1 simply supported 
over a span of 1.2 metres and subject to a single point load applied over one 
corner at the third point of the span as shown in Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5. Example of first-order GBT 
.+1 
kQ = L (Qy,r kVr + Q •. r kWr ) 
r:=l 
It is first necessary to 
apportion the applied load 
between the various modes 
and this can best be done by 
considering the virtual 
work of the horizontal and 
vertical components of the 
nodal loads acting on the 
modal displacements kV 
and kW, i.e. 
(6) 

















(bending about a horizontal axis) 
(torsion about the shear centre) 
(symmetrical mode of distortion) 
(antisymmetrical mode of distortion) 
Equation (4) has, therefore, to be solved four times although for mode 3 we have 
a simple case of bending for which the solution is trivial and for mode 4 we 
have a case of warping torsion for which alternative solutions exist(5). Taking 
mode 6 as an example of the general case, it is necessary to solve the 









Q • 0.0687 
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20000 kN f cm2 
7692.3 kN f cm2 
6C 
= 




7692.3 x 0.0006801 = 5.2315 kN 
0.1250 kN f cm2 
The finite element model shown in Fig. 
6(b) has only four unknowns so that the 
calculation is almost trivial. The values 
Beam of Flexural of interest at the loaded section are;-
Rigidity EI 
M ;,: 6W = -0.3003 
bending moment ;,: stress resultant 
5 6y = -0.01418 
deflection generalised deformation 
(a) equivalent beam on elastic foundation 
(b) finite element model (exact) 
Fig. 6. Analytical model for mode 6 
·W·-60'1 = ~ 6C 
·VI • Y 6VI 
6
WI 
.y 6 W1 
The actual stresses and deflections for 
this mode then follow, e.g. 
0.3003 x 1.0 
0.1859 
0.01418 x 1.0066 
0.01418 x .3329 
1. 615 kN I em2 
0.0143 em 
0.0041 em 
The full pattern results, when all modes are superposed, is given in Fig. 7. 
It follows that Generalised Beam Theory provides a relatively simple and 
elegant solution for problems in which distortion of the cross-section cannot be 
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Mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 
W 0 0 -26.67 -116.1 -0.2172 0.3003 
V 0 0 -0.04933 -0.01172 -0.01762 0.01418 
(a) Stress resultants (kN) and generalised deformation (cm) 
Node 2 3 4 5 6 
3£1 3.979 3.979 -2.385 -2.385 3.979 3.979 
4£1 
-6.395 -3.389 3.451 -3.451 3.389 6.395 
5£1 
-1.351 0.321 -0.054 -0.054 0.321 -1.351 
6£1 1.615 -0.515 0.248 -0.248 0.515 -1.615 
a -2.152 0.396 1.260 -6.138 7.408 
(a) longitudinal stresses (kN/cm2) 
Node 2 3 4 5 6 
3y 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4y 
-0.1213 -0.1213 -0.0407 -0.0407 -0.1213 -0.1213 
5y 
-0.0167 -0.0167 0 0 0.0167 0.0167 
6y 0.0143 0.0143 -0.0005 -0.0005 0.0143 0.0143 
y 
-0.1237 -0.0412 -0.0412 -0.0903 -0.0903 
(b) horizontal displacements (cm) 
2 3 6 
3W -0.0493 -0.0493 -0.0493 -0.0493 -0.0493 -0.0493 
4W 0.0372 0.0525 0.0525 -0.0525 -0.0525 -0.0372 
5W -0.0044 -0.0007 -0.0007 -0.0007 -0.0007 -0.0044 
6W 0.0047 0.0010 0.0010 -0.0010 -0.0010 -0.0047 
-0.0118 0.0035 0.0035 -0.1035 -0.1035 -0.0956 
(c) vertical displacements (cm) 
Fig 7. Stress resultants, stresses and displacements below load 
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neglected. However, it becomes even more powerful for buckling problems, as 
will now be shown. 
Second-order Generalised Beam Theory 
When second-order effects are included, a further group of terms is added to 
the basic equation of GET. The usual form of the equation is then: 
E*C*V'''' - G*DkV" + kBkV + :L 9k I(CW iV')' 
i.j 
In this equation, 
• iW is the warping stress resultant in the i - th mode 




is a three dimensional array of second-order terms which includes coupling 
terms so that the differential equations become linked and the individual 
modes are no longer independent. 
It may be noted that, if in-plane shear strains are included in the analysis, the 
second-order terms are augmented to 
where 
:Liikl(aCWiV')' + ijkl(.('W"iV + 2iW'iV') 
i,j 
ijklC~ is a further three dimensional array of coupling terms. 
(9) 
However, in the vast majority of practical cases, the additional shear terms 
have little influence on the results and, for the purpose of this paper, they will 
be neglected. 
It may also be noted that for many bifurcation problems, including a number 
of the examples given later, a load is applied which is constant over the length 
of the member. This is the case when a column is subject to axial compressive 
load or when a beam buckles under uniform moment. Derivatives of iW are 
then zero, and the second-order terms simplify to 
No attempt will be made here to explain the detailed derivation ofijklC, suffice to 
say that it generally requires the use of a computer and that the calculation 
has been programmed, as with all GET calculations. 
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Simple bifurcation problems 
The easiest way to illustrate the use of the augmented GBT equation (7) is by 
means of a simple example: 
Consider the channel section shown in Figs 1 and 4 acting as a column subject 
to a uniform axial compression. In GBT terms, the applied load is the 
warping stress resultant lW. It is assumed that the column behaves as simply 
supported at its ends with respect to each buckling mode. As there is no load 
causing deformation prior to buckling, the right hand side term kq is zero and 
we have a bifurcation problem. 
The cross-section has the seven nodes indicated in Fig. 4 so that generalized 
beam theory provides seven orthogonal modes of deformation. These modes 
are, of course, four rigid-body modes, two modes involving distortion of the 
cross-section and one local buckling mode. The relevant section properties are 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 
Also necessary for the analysis of this section acting as an axially-loaded 
column is the array of second-order terms ljklC. This is shown in Fig. 8. The 
off-diagonal numerical values reflect the degree of coupling between the 
modes. For instance, it is immediately obvious that an analysis including only 
modes 2 and 3 would not be profitable because they would be uncoupled. 
j 
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 -1 0 -6.049 0 -0.3087 0 
3 0 0 -1 0 0.0994 0 -37.695 
4 0 -6.049 0 -58.226 0 -2.557 0 
5 0 0 0.0994 0 -0.2515 0 15.503 
6 0 -0.3087 0 -2.557 0 -0.2543 0 
7 0 0 -37.695 0 15.503 0 -6548.5 
Fig.8 Values of IjkK 
Consider the column buckling in a single mode k and assume that the buckled 
shape in this mode is given by 
I:v:::: I:asin 1tX 
L 
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Then we have a single governing equation and the only second-order term 
which appears in this equation is 1kkl( so that, inserting kV and its derivatives 
in equation (2) 
(10) 
For non-trivial solutions, the expression in brackets must be equal to zero so 
that: 
(11) 
This equation is valid for buckling in any individual mode. The modes given by 
k = 2 and k = 3 are Euler buckling about the principal axes and, for these 
modes, the only non-zero generalized warping is kC. Furthermore, 
1221( = 133]( =-1 
so that for k = 2 or k = 3 
1 n;2EkC 
W = --- (tension positive) L2 
which is the well-known formula for global buckling about a principal axis. 
The general solution for lW in equation (6) gives the critical axial load for 
buckling in mode k for any length L of the column. The relationship between 
lW and L may have one of two alternative shapes as shown in Fig. 4. If the 
mode is one of global buckling, the longer the column, the lower the buckling 
load as shown in Fig. 4(a). Conversely, if the mode is of a more local nature, 
there is a critical buckling length, as shown in Fig. 4(b) and long columns will 
buckle in a periodic mode with this wavelength. 
The calculation of the critical wavelength for local buckling follows directly 
from equation (6) 
JW 
-::-:---:- = 0 
J(L/ n;) 
i.e. -2EkC(;f +2 kB(;) = 0 
(12) 
It follows that, in general, if kB exists, the buckling mode will be local in 
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Global buckling, kB = 0 
w 
Lorit 
(b) Local buckling, kB * 0 
Fig. 9. Alternative buckling characteristics 




For the channel example shown in Fig. 1, the shapes of the buckling curves in 
the individual modes are shown in Fig. 10. For short lengths up to about 60 
em, the local and distortional modes are critical. For longer lengths, mode 4, 
the torsional mode, governs. 
If we consider the interaction of more than one buckling mode, the principles 
remain the same but more terms appear and, in general, the modes become 
coupled. 
Consider the effect of combining several modes in the analysis of buckling for 
various lengths L on the assumption that all modes have the same shape but 
different amplitudes: 
tv kasin nx 
L 
Then, substituting into the basic second-order GBT equation gives a family of 
equations of the form: 
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(14) 
Non-trivial solutions give rise to a set of homogeneous equations: 
(15) 
where (16) 
is a constant for a given length L. 
This is an eigenvalue problem which can be solved, for any length L, by any of 
the usual methods to give a vector of eigenvalues, the lowest of which is the 
buckling load. The associated eigenvector contains the amplitudes of the 
modes and gives a clear indication of which mode or modes are critical at the 
length being investigated. 
Some results of analyses with different combinations of modes are given in 
Figs. 11 and 12. In Fig. 11, the symmetrical modes 3, 5 and 7 are shown 
separately and in combination. It can be seen that the interaction is minimal. 
Fig. 12 shows the anti symmetrical modes 2, 4 and 6, the individual modes 
being shown by fine lines and the combined modes by heavy lines. Here there 
is rather more interaction during the transition from short wavelength 
distortional buckling (mode 6) to long wavelength torsional buckling (mode 4). 
There is, of course, no interaction at all between the symmetrical modes 
shown on Fig. 11 and the anti symmetrical modes shown in Fig. 12. Figs. 11 
and 12 also show the results obtained when all modes are combined. It can be 
seen that at the critical minima, it is sufficient for all practical purposes to 
consider the individual mode. Thus, for local buckling in mode 7, 
Individual mode (equations 12 and 13) 
All modes 
and for local buckling in mode 5, 
Individual mode 
All modes 
lornin = 33.1 kN/cm2; Lerit 7.8 cm 
lornin 32.6 kN/cm2 
lcrnUn = 27.2 kN/cm2; Lcrit = 50.7 em 
lamin = 26.6 kN/cm2 
As the results for individual modes can be calculated from a simple explicit 
expression, this result has considerable practical significance. 
It is also of interest to note that the 'all modes' curves in figs. 11 and 12 appear 
to be virtually identical to the curve obtained by Lau and Hancock(2) using a 
spline finite strip analysis. In particular, they quote the local and distortional 
buckling minima as: 
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Fig.10. Individual Buckling Modes 











Buckling half-wave length (cm) 
Fig.11. Symmetrical Buckling Modes 
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Fig.12. Antisymmetrical Buckling Modes 
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lcrmin = 315 MPa at Lcrit "80 mm 
lamin = 270 MPa at Lcrit" 500 rom 
A further interesting point which will be taken up later is that the distortional 
buckling mode has a lower critical stress than the local mode and with a half 
wavelength too long for this mode to be picked up by a standard stub-column 
test. 
Analysis for elastic buckling failure due to pure bending would follow a 
similar course. The only difference is that the applied load is 3W and the 
relevant array of second-order terms is 3jkK, otherwise the calculations are 
identical. 
It is evident from these examples that GBT provides a particularly convenient 
method of investigating the different buckling modes of cold-formed sections 
both individually and in combination. 
General solution of second-order problems 
The above treatment is only applicable to a range of bifurcation problems 
where the applied load is constant over the length of the member and where 
the deformed shape of each mode is a sine wave extending over the length of 
the member. These assumptions are, of course, rather restrictive and for a 
more general solution it is necessary to resort to numerical methods of 
analysis. The finite difference method proves to be particularly appropriate 
and the usual procedures can be readily extended to include the second-order 
terms. Here, also, the individual modes generally become coupled so that it is 
not sufficient to consider them independently. However, this coupling is not 
usually strong so that, provided appropriate steps are taken, it does not 
dominate the analysis and the benefits obtained by using orthogonal 
deformation modes are retained. 
The simplest general approach to solving the coupled equations (7) is to move 
the as yet unknown terms in iWiVand their derivatives to the right hand side of 
the equations where they are treated as load terms together with kq. These 
terms are taken as zero in the first iterative solution and successively 
improved as the iterations proceed. Thus, in each iteration step, only a system 
of uncoupled linear differential equations of 4th order must be solved. After 
each step, the right hand sides are updated to include the internal forces and 
deformations calculated during the previous step and the cycle repeated. In 
general, the orthogonal nature of the deformation modes ensures that the 
process converges rapidly. 
When using the finite difference method to solve bifurcation problems, a 
preferable alternative to the iterative procedure described above is to set up the 
complete coupled differential equations as a single eigenvalue problem. This 
allows buckling loads to be computed without the need for iteration. 
Results of analysis and comparison with tests 
Lau and Hancock(2) have described the results of tests and finite strip analyses 
of 12 different cold-formed sections with fixed ends subject to uniform 
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compression. The shapes were those of typical pallet rack uprights and a 
selection ofthese, which are considered in this paper, are shown in Fig. 13. A 
total of 68 tests were reported and compared with both elastic and inelastic 
analysis. 
The results obtained by Lau and Hancock for the four sections shown in Fig. 13 
are compared with those given by GBT in Figs 14 to 17. The legend alongside 
the test result indicates the mode of failure. Thus 'L' is a local mode, 'DO)' is 
a single wave distortional mode and FT is flexural torsional buckling. Six 
different GBT curves are given, namely: 
1. Elastic buckling analysis with fixed end conditions including all 
modes. This generally gives results which are very similar to the 
elastic finite strip results. Some slight differences in the curves 
arise because Lau and Hancock only carried out analyses to 
correspond to the test points and drawing a smooth curve through 
these points does not necessarily reveal the undulations due to 
mode changes. This is a particularly general application of 
second-order GBT which provides a verification of the method over 
the full range of mode changes. 
2. Elastic buckling analysis with fixed end conditions including only 
the rigid-body modes. This is, of course, flexural torsional 
buckling without any interaction with the local and distortional 
modes and reveals the approximate length at which the mode 
change from distortional to flexural-torsional may be expected. 
3,4 Analysis of the individual local and distortional buckling modes 
with fixed end conditions. 
5,6 Analysis of the local and distortional buckling modes based on a 
sinusoidal buckling half wave using the explicit expression of 
equation (11). The boundary conditions implicit in this analysis 
are simply supported in contrast to the fixed ends used in the tests 
and all other analyses. 
The curves shown are typical of very similar curves obtained for the other 
sections tested by Lau and Hancock. Setting aside considerations of yield, 
which could not be considered by GBT, some interesting conclusions can be 
drawn from these results. 
Conclusions from GBT analysis of racking uprights 
1. The importance of the distortional buckling mode has been 
underestimated by the designers of cold-formed sections. For the typical 
racking posts considered, distortional buckling is more critical than 
either local buckling or torsional flexural buckling over most of the 
column lengths of practical interest. 
2. The wavelength of distortional buckling is much longer than that of 
local buckling and is generally so long that conventional stub-column 
tests will either miss it completely or give an optimistic result. This is 
particularly so if the specimens used for stub-column tests have fixed 
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Fig.16. Results for section RL 17 
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ends with respect to the distortional mode. 
3. Fixed end conditions have a significant and complex influence on 
distortional buckling. The half-wave length results with pinned ends 
are significantly lower than the fixed end results until interaction with 
torsional-flexural buckling commences. Among other things, this 
indicates that designers should be particularly cautious when designing 
uprights with end details that do not inhibit the distortional mode. It 
would be dangerous to design uprights with loosely fixed base plates on 
the basis of tests with welded end plates. 
Conversely, theoretical results based on a buckled half-wave length may 
prove to be pessimistic when applied to longer sections with fixed ends. 
4. Provided that the critical buckling mode and its boundary conditions can 
be identified, it is generally sufficient to consider the critical mode on its 
own. There is very little interaction between local, distortional and 
flexural torsional buckling. 
5. Clearly, the distortional buckling of cold-formed sections is a subject that 
requires further research. By allowing consideration of individual _ 
buckling modes with different boundary conditions, GBT offers a 
particularly appropriate methodology for this. 
General conclusions 
Generalised beam theory is worthy of wider recognition for two reasons: 
1. It represents a major advance in structural mechanics and, 
therefore, has theoretical importance. 
2. It provides a powerful and elegant method of analysis which is 
particularly applicable to practical problems of cold-formed 
section design. 
In particular, GBT is particularly successful in dealing with problems of 
cross-sectional distortion which have often been neglected by the designers of 
cold-formed sections. Both first-order and second-order problems can be 
tackled. In the latter case, the separation of the alternative buckling modes 
means that mode interaction can be studied in a way that is not possible with 
other methods. 
The authors hope that this paper will provide a useful introduction of GBT to 
the English-speaking world, particularly its second-order form. Interested 
readers may then pursue the subject further with the aid of Reference 1 and 
the other (German) references to be found in its Bibliography. 
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CALmRATION OF A BENDING MODEL FOR COLD.FORMED SECTIONS 
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ABSTRACT 
The calibration procedure of a numerical model based on the simulation of the moment -curvature 
relation for cold-formed steel beams is presented. The results of bending tests on beams with 
double-channel cross-section are used to assess the proper values to the parameters which 
quantify the model. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is part of a general research project devoted to the study of the cold-formed 
thin-gauge sections, with the aim to provide useful data on the use of these profiles in seismic 
resistant structures [1, 2]. 
The first goal of this project was to define a consistent numerical model able to simulate 
the complete load-deformation (moment-curvature) history of this kind of sections, which are 
strongly affected by the local buckling of compressed parts. The proposed model considers the 
section subdivided in several small areas, which are characterized by a given stress-strain 
relationship and a residual deformation and are associated to all informations needed to follow 
step by step the evolution of the load versus deformation history. The arising of local buckling 
and the progressive modification of the buckled parts at the increase of the deformation is 
evaluated by means of different theoretical approaches which involve appropriate parameters 
such as those showing the effectiveness of the mutual restraint given by the contiguous elements 
(flanges, webs, lips) in the cross-section. 
The analysis of the influence of such local buckling theoretical interpretations with their 
parameters and the calibration of the proposed model (i.e. the definition of the most suitable 
physical interpretation of local buckling and the evaluation of the numerical parameters 
involved) has already been carried out in the case of thin-gauge welded box-sections [3,4, 5], 
for which some experimental results were available [6]. 
In case of double-channel thin-gauge beams the numerical analysis of their bending behaviour 
has been performed in the same way [7]. In the meantime bending tests on a series of simply 
supported double-channel cold-formed beams have been carried on at the "Laboratorio Prove 
Materiali Strutture" of the University of Ancona, Italy [8, 9]. These experimental results are 
shortly recalled here because they are used to calibrate the proposed model in the case of this 
kind of sections. 
1 Associate Professor of Structural Engineering, University of Naples, Italy 
2 Research Assistant, University of Naples, Italy 
3 Professor of Structural Engineering, University of Naples, Italy 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experimental investigation has been carried out on 10 specimens made of Fe360 steel 
if, = 235 N mm,2), composed by two back to back coupledcold-fonned channels, with or without 
stiffening lips, named PI to PIO (fig. 1). Cross-sections were designed to cover a wide range of 
wit rario values, going from plastic (PIO), compact (P5), semi-compact (P8, P9) to slender (PI, 
P2, P3, P4, P6, P7) sections, according to the classification of Eurocode n.3 [10]. 
Monotonic tests were perfonned on simply supponed beams, 3.00 m of span, by imposing 
displacements and measuring the corresponding forces, applied in two points, 1.00 m distant 
across the mid-span (fig.2). They were finalized to obtain infonnations both on the overall 
behaviour parameters of the member (ultimate moment, rotational capacity, venical 
displacement) and on the local behaviour parameters of the mid-span cross-section (development 
of stress and strain, measured also in the post-critical field, until the overall collapse). The lack 
of planarity of the cross section in the last stage of tests made necessary to discard the values 
of the most disturbed gauges, evaluating for each specimen a set of moment-curvature curves, 
numerically obtained by considering different groups of strain gauges for the definition of the 

















Curvature [m ·'1 
The load-deflection and moment-curvature 
curves put in a great evidence the different 
behaviour of stiffened versus unstiffened 
sections (fig.4). The presence of edge stiffeners 
(PI-P5 specimens) increases the load carrying 
capaci ty of the beam and allowes a nearly linear 
behaviour up to the maximum load (fig.4a); 
however, their buckling reduces the restraint of 
the compressed flanges, causing an immediate 
loss ofload carrying capacity. On the contrary, 
flange buckling in un stiffened sections 
(P6-PIO specimens) appeares to be more 
progressive, with a slower reduction of strength 
in the softening branch of the curve (fig.4b). 
As a consequence, the choice of a design 
moment Md significantly lower than the 
observed one Map may give very different 
ductility levels, depending on the presence or 
absence of stiffening lips. 
Further differences were pointed out by the 
analysis of experimental results, related to the 
fig.3 interaction between local and global buckling. 
In fact some unstiffened specimens (P8-PIO) showed a torsional-flexural buckling which 
immediately followed the local buckling of the flanges [11]. 
For all these reasons, the calibration procedure has been carried out separately for stiffened and 
unstiffened sections. The first ones needed a more detailed analysis of the buckling interaction 
among the different elements of the section, which required an improvement of the proposed 
model. The second ones needed the evaluation of the torsional-flexural buckling, which 
continned the experimental evidence, but could not be included in the model, which is related 






fig.4, a fig.4, b 
3. STIFFENED SECTIONS 
The main problem in the theoretical or numerical analysis of stiffened sections is the 
evaluation of the actual capability of the edge stiffener to restrain the compressed flange and 
thus to postpone its local buckling. Depending on the lip size, the behaviour of the section ranges 
within two limit conditions: fully effective restraint, which allows the flange to behave as 
connected to two webs; uneffective restraint, which makes the flange to behave as having a free 
edge. 
The Italian code for cold-formed steel sections [12], following the 1980 AISI Specification 
[13], prescribes a minimum length D of the stiffener related to the thickness t and to the width 
w of the flange by means of the condition 
where 
P=2.81( 7 J -27;'00 
and/y is the yield stress, expressed in N mm'2. When this condition is fulfilled the stiffener is 
considered fully effective, even when its slenderness ratio Dlt is such as to permit its local 
buckling and then to require the evaluation of its statical contribute by means of a reduced 
effective area. 
The 1986 AISI Specification [14] defines an optimum width and an adequate moment of 
inertial. of the stiffener, related to the dimensions w and t of the flange. Both a smaller size of 
the stiffener (/,<lJ and a bigger one (Dlw>D.25) reduce the restraint effectiveness; formulations 
are therefore provided to evaluate in these cases a value of the plate buckling coefficient ksmaller 
than the one corresponding to a fully effective stiffener. 
Nevertheless, some recent tests [15] showed that in the case of wide stiffening lips the 
AISI formulations are unsafe, pointing out the necessity of assessing an upper limit to the stiffener 
width D. In the above mentioned paper, the following limits were proposed: 
Dlt < 14 and Dlw < 0.4 
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In the tested specimens the stiffener size, ranging from 50 to 90 mm, always exceeds the 
Dlt limit; also the Dlw limit is slightly overcome in sections P3 and P5. For this reason, the first 
problem to be examined in the calibration of the model is concerned to the entity of the restraint 
given by the stiffener to the compressed flange. The numerical model proposed in [3J analyses 
the local buckling of each compressed element by means of many theoretical approaches, all of 
them requiring the definition of the plate buckling coefficient k. The assumption of a value k:4 
for the compressed flange and k=7.81 for the web (i.e. the values for a plate simply supported 
at the edges with constant and linear load respectively) gives a maximum moment significantly 
greater than the experimental one (fig.5, curve a, related to the P2 specimen). On the other side 
a value k=O.43 for the flange (Le. the value for an element having one edge simply supported 
and the other one free) shows an early arising of the local buckling, with a subsequent non-linear 
behaviour, and a maximum moment lower than the measured one (fig.5, curve b). In both cases 
the moment-curvature diagrams have a decreasing branch similar to the experimental one, but 
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The comparison between numerical and experimental values suggests that: 
the linear behaviour of the compressed flange in the first stage of loading is well described 
by the scheme of plate supported at both edges (k:4); 
- the difference in the maximum moment is connected to the progressive buckling ofthe stiffener 
and may be simulated by a gradual reduction of the buckling coefficient of flange; 
- the steepness of the experimental decreasing branch can not be numerically obtained only by 
means of reduced values of the flange buckling coefficient; it is then necessary to assume a 
progressive reduction for the k coefficient of the web, connected to the contemporary buckling 
of the flange. 
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These considerations bring to the opportunity to modify the numerical model with the 
introduction of a variable buckling coefficient. The restraint effectiveness coefficient r has 
therefore been defined as the ratio of the effective width b to the geometrical width w of the 




The limit value r=1 indicates a fully effective restraint, to which corresponds a value of the 
buckling coefficient k=kl' while r=0 denotes the absence of restraint and thus a lower value of 
k (k=k,J. A quadratic relation between rand k has been assumed in order to express the reduction 
of the critical load corresponding to a decreased effectiveness of the restraint: 
k = (k l - ko) ko 
The numerical results obtained in this way are enough satisfying, but for a better 
consistency of the model also the reciprocal influence of web to flange and flange to lip has 
been considered. The flange buckling coefficient has therefore assumed to depend on the restraint 
effectiveness coefficient of lip rl and of web r..,. The limit values rFl and r",=1 indicate a fully 
effective restraint at both edges, to which corresponds a value of the buckling coefficient k=kl,l; 
the values r~ and r..,=1 denote the absence of restraint at the edge connected to the lip and give 
the value k=1<:o.1 which has been assumed equal to the value kl,o corresponding to the absence of 
restraint at the edge connected to the web; finally, the values r1=O and r",=O indicate the 
uneffecti veness of both restraints, to which corresponds a value of the buckling coefficient k=I<:o,o' 
An exponential relation between rl> r.., and k has been assumed 
( rl+r"'J" k=a -2- +c 
The parameters a, c and n have been evaluated by imposing the limit conditions 
k k l ,l when r, 1 and r", 1 
k = ko,1 = 1<:0,1 when r, 0 and r", = 1 
or r l = 1 and r..,=O 





n = 10g{ ~:: ~:: ) 
The numerical results obtained assumingk1=7 .81 and 1<:0=0.57 for the web, ku=4, 1<:0.1=0,43 
and 1<:0.0=0,43/2 for the flange, kl =O,43 and 1<:0=0,43/2 for the lip show the best agreement with 
the experimental ones, both for the maximum moment and for the decreasing branch slope (fig.5, 
curve c). The use of upper limit values of the flange buckling coefficient slightly different from 
4, corresponding to an intermediate situation between the simply supported and the fixed end, 
as suggested in [4, 5, 16], gives moment-curvature diagrams nearly coincident with curve c, 
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The calibration step immediately following the assessment of the plate buckling coefficient 
has been the comparitive analysis of the results given by the different theoretical approaches of 
local buckling allowed by the numerical modeL The up to now shown curves are obtained by 
means of the relations provided by the buckling model n.2 in [3, 5], which extends to the 
post-yielding field the elastic formulation of critical load in term of strain. The approaches 
indicated in the same papers as n.4 (relations derived by the authors on the base of formulations 
given by Kemp, Lay and Galambos) and as n.5 (expressions obtained on the base of some 
experimental data) produce moment-curvature curves with slightly different slope of the falling 
branch (fig.6, curves d and e respectively); although the use of curve e may be suggested as the 
most safe, curve c appears to be still the most consistent with the experimental data. 
A further theoretical problem examined in [3, 5] was the progressive modification of the 
buckled part, which may be analysed considering each compressed element as composed of a 
set of fibres for which the slenderness is related to the distance from the edge. The numerical 
analyses performed show that for this kind of cross-sections the linear variation of this parameter 
(assumed in the evaluation of the diagrams in fig.5 and 6) is preferable to the non linear relations, 
which give moment values significantly higher than the experimental ones because of the slower 
progression of local buckling. 
All numerical analyses were carried on by assuming the usual elastic perfectly plastic 
stress-strain relationship, without hardening; the influence of geometrical imperfections on local 
buckling was taken into account by decreasing the effective width of the compressed elements 
by means of the well known expression proposed by Winter. 
In figure 7 are shown the numerical results obtained in the same way for the PI, P3, P4 
and P5 specimens. The curves corresponding to P3 and P4 beams appear to be in a remarkable 
agreement with the experimental data both for the maximum moment value and for the steepness 
of the decreasing branch. A lesser accordance may be noted in the case of PI and P5 specimens. 
In fact, in both cases the shape of the diagram is quite adequate but the simulated values of the 
maximum moment differ from the experimental ones in opposite way. In case of PI specimen, 
which is the most slender section, the numerical model provides a maximum moment about 
20% less than the experimental one; a better concordance could be achieved only postponing 
local buckling, Le. using an higher value of the plate buckling coefficients. On the contrary, in 
case of P5 specimen, which has a compact section, the numerical model over-estimates the 
maximum moment, showing that probably the restraint provided by the stiffening lip is less 
effective than what expected and that the model should then require a lower buckling coefficient. 
4. UNSTIFFENED SECTIONS 
As explicitly declared in [8], the experimental behaviour of some unstiffened specimens 
was affected by their flexural-torsional buckling. In fact the arising of local buckling in the 
compressed flange of P8, P9 and PIO beams gave rise to a lateral displacement which gradually 
increased together as far as the increase of the imposed vertical displacement 
Taking into account the flexural-torsional buckling, the elastic critical moment M. 
evaluated according to 1986 AISI Specification is smaller than the yielding moment My in case 
of P8 specimen and only slightly greater in case of P9 and PIO specimens. The critical moment 
Me is therefore significantly different from the yielding moment, while theeffectoflocal buckling 
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The flexural-torsional buckling might 
have slightly affected also the behaviour of P7 
specimen, even if no relevant horizontal 
displacement was noted during the test. In fact 
the nominal moment evaluated considering 
lateral buckling is slightly smaller than the 
value corresponding only to local buckling. 
The effect of flexural-torsional buckling 
cannot be directly introduced in the proposed 
model, which is referred to the behaviour of the 
section not of the beam as a whole. For this 
reason, the comparison between experimental 
and numerical values has been pursued only 
with regard to P6 specimen. In fact only in this 
case of unstiffened profile the high slenderness 
of the flange (b/t=40) produced a premature 
local buckling before reaching the overall one. 
Figure 8 shows the curve b, corresponding to 
constant values of the buckling coefficients 
(k=OA3 for the unstiffened flange, k=7.81 for 
the web), and the curve c, for which the 
buckling coefficients vary in the way shown in 
fig.S the previous section. 
The progressivereduction of k gives also in this case a good accordance both for the maximum 
moment and for the decreasing branch. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The present analysis has emphasized the role played by the different theoretical approaches 
to local buckling and by the numerical parameters involved, in the case of cold-formed beams 
with double channel cross-section. The improvement of the model proposed in previous papers 
allowed a good agreement of numerical results versus experimental data. After calibration, the 
model is ready to allow a parametric analysis of this kind of sections, in order to obtain more 
detailed informations on its bending behaviour. 
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APPENDIX· NOTATION 
b effective width of compressed flange 
D stiffener width 
h yield stress of steel 
k buckling coefficient 
ku buckling coefficient for an element with one edge free 
kl buckling coefficient for an element with both edges restrained 
Ia adequate moment of inertia of stiffener 
Is actual moment of inertia of stiffener 
r restraint effectiveness coefficient 
rl lip restraint effectiveness coefficient 
r w web restraint effectiveness coefficient 
element thickness 
w flange or web thickness 
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN COLD FORMED STEEL 
by 
Robert W. Dannemann(l) Member ASCE 
INTRODUCTION 
During the last fifteen years the author has been working in 
the development of new products in cold formed steel, mainly 
in building applications. Cold formed steel makes possible 
practically an infinite variety of shapes, one for each need 
and function. This possibility is a continuous challenge for 
designers in finding, among many alternatives, the optimal 
solution for each problem. 
The author describes briefly a set of six proposals, which 
are either an already tested and proven product, or just its 
phase of design. 
As in any human doing, the author is conscious that these 
proposals may be accomplished and deserve further 
investigations and improvements. However, the intention of 
this Paper is to show possibilities of cold formed steel 
applications and how far cold formed steel may invade fields 
where other construction materials have done the job until 
now. The author believes hat cold formed steel can also do 
it, and probably better. 
PROPOSAL 1 
GALVANIZED STEEL PURL INS for CLAY TILES 
Clay tiles are the preferred roofing material in many parts 
of the world, mainly where it is a local traditional roof. At 
the same time it is recognized that it is a noble and long 
lasting roofing material. 
The supporting structures of tile roofs are mainly done in 
wood , with a rather time consuming work. In our countries 
the roofing of a normal 1000 sft house may takes two to three 
(1) Consulting Engineer, Partner ABT, Advanced Building 
Technologies, Santiago Chile. 
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weeks to be completed. It happens often that, for economy's 
sake, the construction is done with low quality wood and 
then, no matter how good the tiles are, the roof will last 
only a few years. 
Humidity may also rotten the wood or the termites may do 
their destructive job. For these and other reasons tile roofs 
need often frequent repairs or replacements. Other problems 
come from the fastening of the tiles, which generally are 
nailed on strips laying on playwood or wooden boards. Tile 
layers often omit partially this nailing, generating future 
problems when the roof is walked over, or in the case of 
storms or earthquakes. In other cases the tiles break just 
because of the nails, cracks starting at the holes where they 
hold the tiles. 
Inspired in all these problems and mainly in the fact that 
tile lying is a highly craftmanship dependable operation, the 
author designed a special cold formed steel purl in for 
supporting french type tiles (Marseille type). 
This purlin is a 22 or 24 gage galvanized steel profile (fig. 
1), which allows, taking advantage of the engrossment of the 
heads of the tiles, to trap these heads in the C type 
purl ins , as shown in the figure 2. The installation of the 
tiles is done by inserting, one by one the heads of the tiles 
into the cavity of the C formed purlin. The tiles are 
positioned in an oblique position as shown on fig. 2 and 
once the head is inside that cavity, the tiles are rotated 
downwards and become clamped by the edges of the profile. 
Once the tiles are fixed, they cannot move downwards nor 
outwards. The only way to take them out is by an opposite 
operation as the one of installing them. The placement of the 
purl ins and tiles is a fast and straightforward operation, 
many times faster than the traditional tile lying. No special 
training is needed and two men may install a 500 sft roof in 
one day. This is a tremendous advantage in time economy, no 
need for especial workers and a much safer way to fasten the 
tiles on the roof.Breakage during installation is minimized. 
By using these purl ins the span between the supporting 
rafters or trusses may be increased from the usual 2 feet to 
more than 3 and up to 8 feet. 
For this reason a dramatical reduction in the cost of the 
supporting structure may be possible and probably the optimal 
solution will be to change from wood to light steel trusses. 
The use of this type of steel trusses, described in Proposal 
3, will offer an interesting alternative for clay tile roofs. 
Another possibility, is the the omission of the wooden board 
below the tiles, because they turn unnecesary. 
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PROPOSAL 2 
Z TYPE ....... SHI1:ET FOR ROOFING AND SIDING 
In steel roofs and sidings, the current purlins can be 
eliminated by special sheets placed lengthwise on the rafters 
or trusses. These sheets must have their corrugations at 
right angle to these supporting members and also be capable 
in dewatering the roof. As known, sheets will be unable to 
accomplish this design condition. The author created a 
roofing sheet whith a Z type section (saw tooth profile), 
shown on figure 3, in three alternatives. 
The geometrical condition in fullfil ling the dewatering 
requirement will be that the slope of the roof must be 
greater that the proper slope of the inclined web of the Z 
shaped sheet. 
Years ago, the author designed the first Z type sheet shown 
of fig.3a) and an important number of roofs have been 
constructed using this sheet. 
In using the~e sheets the author discovered that they had a 
weak point ~n its upper flange in the intermediate fold, 
because when walking on the sheets they showed a premature 
local buckling failure. Based on this fact, the author 
designed a second model (fig. 3 b) for a local steel building 
fabricator, with the inclined web provided with smooth 
subribs (not shown) to improve the local buckling capacity of 
that wide web. Over a hundred of houses have been constructed 
during 1991 and others are been constructed at this time. The 
sheet is being produced by roll forming of 4 feet wide 
prepainted galvanized sheets. 
Recently, the author improved the design in creating a third 
model (fig. 3c) which include the advantages of the Proposal 
5 strenghtening the web of the Z sheets, by introducing a 
smooth curvature in the wide inclined web. This third 
generation of the Z sheet is in the preliminar stage, jointly 
wi th the procedures outlined in Proposal 5. However any of 
these Z sheets offer following adantages: 
they eliminate the need for purlins 
they offer a very attractive look 
they may conform a very effective diaphragm, because they 
are fastened directly to the main structural members. 
they are usable as siding, substituting other more 
sophisticated siding solutions, which are not usable as 
diaphragm. 
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It is convenient to point out that in the case of sidings the 
fasteners heads will be visible and not acceptable for high 
quality siding, but certainly good enough for camps or 
similar applications. 
Finally the author likes to call attention on the interesting 
texture which this z sheet creates as a roofing material 
(fig. 4), with its own personality and as an authentic 
exponent of cold formed steel possibilities. 
This type of roofing and siding sheet probably deserve the 
attention of arquitects an residential home builders because 
it creates renewed possibilities for good looking and 
authentic textures in steel roofs. 
PROPOSAL 3 
LIGHT TRUSSES for RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION 
Many attempts has been made to introduce steel trusses into 
residential construction. Working in this line of thinking, 
the author found, after trying different approaches, test 
buildings and investigations, that the pair of complementary 
profiles proposed by WUPPERMANN "Stahl im Hochbau" (1967) 
may offer one of the most convenient structural solution for 
light roof constructions. 
Four years ago the author was asked to design a set of hat 
and channel profiles, similar to those of Wuppermann' s, for 
an important metal protected producing firm in Argentina, 
which fabricates these shapes in 1.5 and 2 rom thick 
galvanized steel. These profiles are shown in fig. 5 and the 
product has been well received by the clients and an 
important number of roofs has already built with these 
shapes, called "Miniprofiles". 
The author believes that next step will be the use of thinner 
sheets, as thin as 22 gage. But the reduction of the 
unstiffened flanges thickness will be probably only possible 
by using double thicknesses as shown on fig. 6. This resort 
has been effective in the case of the purlin for tiles of 
Proposal 1 (fig. 1) in eliminating the premature buckling of 
the outstanding unstiffened flanges. 
The pair of profiles shown in figures 5 and 6 are designed 
for the condition that the channel may be able to penetrate 
the hat section and allowing the connection between them by a 
passing bolt, provided with a separator tube, as shown in 
fig. 5. 
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Two proven applications of these 
7. In fig. 7a) a standard truss 
slope and in this case covered 
Proposal 2. In fig. 7 b) a 
shown, which supported on four 
frame. In the case of this 
tiles on the purl ins of 
span between trusses is in 
depending on the live, wind 
are shown in figure 
roofs is shown with a 50% 
the z type sheet of 
mansard type truss is 
legs, is a very efficient 
the roof supports ceramic 
1. In both cases the normal 
of between 4 and 8 feet, 
loads. 
Besides the relatively low weight of these trusses, this pair 
of profiles show some additional advantages when compared 
with traditional trusses. The condition of galvanized shapes 
makes the following economies possible: 
the painting can be omitted 
fabrication can be reduced to cutting and punching 
cutting also can be omitted if the shapes are delivered 
in final lenghts 
the assembling line in the shop can be eliminated, if the 
parts are shipped knocked down 
The last of these is extremly important in 
remote erection places where the shipping of completely 
assembled light trusses becomes extremly costly, specially in 
the case of overseas contracts. For all these possibilities 
the fabricating costs may be reduced dramatically, when 
compared to the traditional way of fabrication. 
In any case the introduction of light cold formed galvanized 
steel trusses into residential roofing opens new 
possibilities for new markets, in places where wood has been 
for long the preferred As a rather permanent (when 
protected) and highly material, steel may offer a 
variety of attractive and solutions for Arquitects 
and Constructors, as those described in proposals 1 and 2 
combined with this Proposal. 
PROPOSAL 4 
COLD FORMED PRESTRESSABLE I STEEL PROFILE 
In many countries, where heavy hot rolled I beams and wide 
flanges are not fabricated, the construction of standard 
framed steel structures are done often by using welded I 
shapes. Allthough the cost of such replacement is rather 
high, it becomes acceptable because it allows a reasonable 
flexibility in design and construction, not dependable on 
imports. For light platforms welded I beams become 
uneconomjcal and are often replaced by cold formed channels. 
But the known tendency of channels to twist by torsion will 
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require lateral bracing when the deck is unable to stabilize 
their upper flanges. 
For the design of industrial platforms, when grating do not 
guarantee the lateral stiffness, the author became interested 
in finding some structural alternative, which may fill the 
gap where current profiles are inefficient. Probably the most 
used substitute of I beams is the section formed by two 
channels back to back (fig. 8). But this solution has 
relatively weak flanges in comparison with its double web and 
therefore it is unefficient. In existing literature, some 
sections have been published which simulate I beams in cold 
formed steel but ei ther they have a double web or they 
employ hollow flanges which is not desirable for the 
connections, speccially bolting. (fig.8) None of these 
alternatives of I beams are satisfactory as a standard 
profile to fill the gap of lighter profiles for industrial 
use in framed steel structures. 
The author developed an I profile which will be produced by 
cold forming, starting from a wide sheet and where, by 
folding it in an adequate sequence will result finally a 
sirometrical single web beam, with two double plate flanges 
as shown on fig 9. In its shape and propierties this cold 
formed beam is similar to a standard I beam, where the area 
of the flanges are important in comparison to its single web. 
Its condition of cold-formed steel solution opens a very 
interesting possibility, when compared to hot rolled forms, 
It will be convenient for lighter construction, like steel 
home building manufacturing because these I beams may be as 
thin as 1,5 rom and up to say thicknesses of 10 rom covering a 
very ample range of possible profiles, much lighter than 
hot rolled I beams, This solution includes another special 
feature, which comes from the difficulty of bending the 
corners of the flanges. When the sheet is raher thick, say 3 
mm or more, the 180 2 bending of the edges of the flanges, 
with cero radius becomes impossible and it will be necessary 
to include in said corners a certain cuvature which leaves 
cilindrical longitudinal holes along the four edges of the 
flanges as shown in figure 9b. These four holes are optimal 
for locating there, when required as reinforcement of the 
tensioned flanges, prestessing rods or cables, threaded into 
these holes. 
The possibility to prestress steel beams as a normal feature 
will be most convenient in the case of composite beams. (fig, 
9b), where not only the strength is improved, but also 
def lection is controlled by pretressing. Another feature is 
that such tensioning can be done at any time and the beams 
can be reinforced as required. Finally this cold formed I 
beam solution may allow to have access to an interesting 
range of light shapes, in those countries where hot rolled 
are not fabricated. 
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PROPOSAL 5 
IMPROVEMENT of THE STRENGTH OF FLAT SLENDER FLANGES 
Steel designers know very well that flat and slender flanges 
have a low strenght to resist loads applied normally to the 
sheets and that, when compressed lengthwise they will buckle 
prematurely. Afortunately the "post-buckling" effect allows 
stiffened plates to survive that initial instability point in 
some proportion. But anyhow all buckled zones go out of the 
game and become ineffective, at it is recognized in all 
current design codes. 
Flat flanges, when extremly slender, will buckle even 
unloaded, showing some premature curling on their flat faces. 
For this reason very wide thin flanges are not used in 
arquitectural siding or the like, unless some intermediate 
stiffners are added on their wide flanges, or they become 
backed up with some stiffening filler material. 
For years the author has been working on the intents of the 
improvement of the structural stablity of wide thin 
flanges, and the problems related to the strength reduction 
produced by local buckling (Dannemann 1990). The classical 
way to reinforce wide flanges is the addition of stiffeners 
but there exist another theoretical way to improve their 
stability and bending strenght, by changing those flat 
flanges into slightly curved plates, converting them into 
cilindrical barrel vaults with reduced pitch. It is known 
that in such curved surfaces the local buckling will depend 
on the ratio between the diameter of curvature and thickness 
of the plate, instead on the ratio of width and thickness. By 
this way the control of the critical buckling stress becomes 
independant of the actual width and can be increased 
substantially by reducing the radius of the vault. 
In practice, however it is rather impossible to fabricate 
smoothly curved thin flanges, because the elasticity of such 
sheets, when folded, produces a pronounced spring back 
effect,and does not allow to get such panels curved in a roll 
forming mashine. The basic idea therefore consists in getting 
said desired smooth curvature by other ways. The problem was 
solved by an innovative method which consists in the 
precurving of the sheets just in an opposite curvature as 
that desired in the flanges of the profile. 
In figure 10, this method is appl ied to a standard liner 
sheet with a wide flange. Instead of the normal conformation 
shown in fig 10 a) the sheet is fabricted with the shape 
shown in fig 10 b) when a convex sheet is desired. To obtain 
the final curvature shown in fig 10 c) the supporting ribs of 
the sheet should be located on a circle of a radius R. 
Actually, when the sheet of fig 10 b) is installed on the 
purlins, the operator force it down and generates the desired 
curvature on its wide flange. This operation is easy to 
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perform because very thin sheets are flexible. At the same 
time it generates a prestressed status, which is also 
benefical to the strength of the sheet, because the shape 
becomes elastically defined by the forced curvature. In this 
way the flat flange is converted into a completely different 
structural form. Its conversion into a cilindrical 
prestressed barrel vault is beneficial because its critical 
buckling strength is increased and its potential capacity to 
resist loads normal to the sheet changes to an arch 
behaviour, instead of a flat bended plate. 
The procedure outlined here for the sheet of fig 10 can be 
equally applied to many others and provide a general method 
to improve the strenght of thin flat and slender plates. 
The perspectives for this proposal appear promising for a 
great number of thin sheets applications, where the only way 
to improve the sheet strength has been the addition of 
intermediate stiffners. By the rational application of this 
proposal in most cases higher strengths of the sheets may be 
possible, important saving in steel will be obtained and a 
greater margin of safety, which is also an important object 
in the art of design. 
PROPOSAL 6 
COMPOSITE COLD FORMED STEEL COLUMNS and BEAMS 
Composite floor deck sheets are a well known resort to 
construct concrete slabs efficientely and fast, withdrawing 
the need of the formwork and the steel reinforcement of 
traditional concrete slabs. In constrast to this, full 
composite action in columns and beams has not jet been 
accomplished. Forms and reinforcements has not been 
eliminated in these traditional concrete components in 
similar proportion as in composite slabs. 
Allthough there exist some composite applications, as in the 
case of tubular steel columns infilled with concrete, which 
are acceptable for centered loads, there exist no universal 
solution of total composite forms , neither for columns in 
framed construction, nor for beams. In case of tubular 
sections, if excentric loads are connected to their outer 
steel skin or they are used in continuos frames, the 
condition necessary to guarantee composite action cannot be 
fullfilled easily in such tubes. Composite action can only be 
accomplished if the external loads are transferred 
proportionally to the infilling concrete and all external 
moments and shears, as well as internal shears and sliding 
forces, can be adequately transferred between both materials, 
in the places where such stresses are acting. Tubes are not 
able to transfer internally higher shear stresses because it 
is impossible to locate composite transfer devices (such as 
studs) in their interior. 
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For these reasons closed tubes are not universally usable as 
composite sections in frames or structures, where important 
internal shear transferences are necessary. 
The conventional composite steel beam is 
concrete slab connected to its upper flange. 
by no ways a full composite concrete beam, 
the intent of this proposal. 
a beam with a 
Therefore it is 
in the sense of 
George Abdel-Sayed (1982) and R.P. Nguyen (1988 ) worked on 
an interesting proposal of partially composite concrete 
beams, where the positive reinforcement is a channel whith 
its opening looking upwards. This channel is at the same time 
the form of the soffit of the beam, but laterally the beam 
still needs forming. The stirrups are omitted and for this 
reason the shear behaviour deserve futher investigations 
because some liason is lacking beween the tensioned bottom 
and the slab. Anyhow this proposal seems to drive in the 
right direction. 
There exist also some other conceptual proposals in concrete 
forming for beams, but in none of them the problem of 
trustful connections beween the concrete fill and the steel 
envelope has been solved. Therefore none of these proposals 
can be accounted as full composite members of concrete 
construction. 
Based on these facts the author developed a general solution 
of cold formed composite sections for beams and columns, 
where the forms are composed by at least two equal parts, 
which when joined will become hollow shapes. In the case of 
columns the final sections are normally tubular, either 
round, square, rectangular, or of poligonal form; and in the 
case of beams either a hat section or a C shape, with their 
openings looking upwards. In both cases (columns or beams) 
the forms will be infilled with concrete in the job. In fig. 
11 some of the possible forms for columns and beams are shown 
but many others can be imagined depending on functional, 
structural or arquitectural requirements. 
The special condition in fabricating the columns and beams in 
at least two halves makes possible to place in the interior 
of such shapes adequate devices to connect the concrete to 
the inside of the enveloping steel sheets. Those connection 
devices, which may be welded studs or other means in getting 
both material joined, must be designed in accordance with the 
structural evaluations of each case. In heavier sheets the 
standard stud solution (fig. 12) may be probably the most 
convenient device but if the sheets are rather thin, say less 
than 2 mm, probably other known methods of load transfer, such 
as those used in composite slabs may be adequate, by simply 
stamping enbossements or holes on their sides. 
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major problem because generally these beams will be protected 
for fire and the final sides of the beams covered by stucco 
or gypsum. 
When using thin sheets in composite steel forms of concrete 
beams, the use of welded studs will not be possible and in 
these cases the current method of ernbossements, as empoyed in 
compos i te slabs, may be used. There exist also the 
alternative to use punched holes in all sides where steel and 
concrete interaction must be guaranteed. In fig. 13 a convex 
and another concave form applying Proposal 5 are shown. 
Some additional features of this Proposal deserve to be 
mentioned, such as the artifice used to comply with the 
requirement of Code Din 18806, where it is asked to have 
holes on the sheets of closed composite sections, such as 
steel columns. These holes are requested to allow the trapped 
vapour to be evacuated in case of an upwarming of the column, 
like the case of a fire, to avoid that the column explode. In 
this Proposal the holes are replaced by leaving an open split 
in the connection of the halfs which form the shape, and 
intermittent connection in such joints. 
Another unusual option becomes possible by including in the 
interior of columns and beams, ducts or pipes fixed to the 
inside of one of the halves. Such ducts may be used in many 
ways, such as electrical, telephone, water, gas and other 
installations. Another interesting option is to use these 
pipes for a continuous water or air cooling system of the 
structure for the case of fire. In columns the pipe can be 
used also as hidden downspouts. 
Finally, probably the finest propierty of this Proposal is 
that in connecting such columns and beams, a light steel 
frame will be formed, which can be erected in stages, in the 
same way as normal steel structures and concreted step by 
step as erection proceeds. By this means the erection of the 
concrete building becomes a very fast straigthforvard and 
clean operation where steel and concrete will be employed 
rationally, each of them in its own range of capabilities in 
an unespected "fraternity". 
The authors preliminar estimation, at the cost levels of our 
countries,is that the savings of this system will be in the 
order of between 20% and 30% without taking into account the 
considerable additional advantages and cost reductions due to 
the much faster erection of such mixed structures. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Six recent developments has been described, which all are 
oriented to introduce cold formed steel solutions into areas 
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Above resorts are appointed to obtain the required condition 
of complete composite action. Once this is accomplished the 
steel will be taking the duty of resisting not only the 
tension forces and proportional compressions but also the 
shear stresses. In this proposal probably the main innovation 
is that concrete will be totally dispensed to resist tensions 
because whe steel will do it and better. This introduces a 
new design concept which certainly will deserve future 
analysis and investigations. 
In this proposal it is admitted that the steel will resist 
all tension stresses including those generated by shear 
forces and the duties of concrete may be reduced to 
following: 
as a filling material which stabilizes the rather thin 
steel sheets avoiding their local buckling failure, as 
well its premature overall buckling 
as compression chord in composite beam sections 
as compression sections in columns 
resisting compressions produced by shear 
as a structural filling material which is able to include 
additonal round bar reinforcements, in places where such 
reinforcement is necessary to supplement the steel 
envelope strength. 
The future of such composite steel forms will depend mainly 
in the possibility of using steel sheets as thin as 
acceptable functional and structurally. 
Precisely in forms infilled with such a heavy material as 
concrete the local strength of the plates in resisting the 
concrete pressures during its placement will be 
determinant.This problem is not very important in heavy 
columns where plates be rather heavy and the bending from 
the internal concrete pressures can be easly resisted. 
Therefore in rather heavy columns the double function of the 
steel envelope in acting as form and reinforcement is well 
equilibrated. But in beams, the sides represent a 
considerable wasted surface of steel, because only a 
relatively thin sheet will be enough to resist the shear 
forces. It will be highly convenient that these composite 
steel forms be of rather thin sheets. For this purpose the 
application of Proposal 5 will be very useful. 
By applying the principle of improving the strength of the 
sheets by precurving, as explained in Proposal 5, it becomes 
possible to look forward in using steel forms as thin as 20 
gage and even less. The fact that the sides and eventually 
the bottom of the beams becomes sligthly curved will not be a 
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where other materials has been the preferred option until 
now. 
The design of proposals 2,4,5 and 
patent applications and the plan 
United States and other countries, 
of the Patent Convention of Paris. 
6 are protected by local 
of revalidation in the 
under the priority right 
The purl in of Proposal 1 is covered by USA Patent N2 4,955,170 
of september 1990. 
The proposals 4,5 and 6 may deserve investigations and tests, 
from where experience can be obtained to support future 
applications in practice. 
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN COLD-FORMED STEEL 
by 
Robert W. Dannemann 
This paper describes six proposals in cold-formed steel 
applications. 
The first proposal is a light cold-formed steel purlin for 
french type clay tiles. 
The second is a special roofing sheet which avoids the need' 
for purlins. 
Proposal 1 and 2 are complemented by light steel trusses. 
Proposal 4 is an I profile produced by cold forming. 
Proposal 5 is a method to improve the strenght of wide 
slender flanges. 
The last proposal is the intent to have full composite steel 
beams and columns. 
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THE 1989 EDITION OF THE CANADIAN 
COLD FORMED STEEL DESIGN STANDARD 
Reinhold M. Schuster* 
SUMMARY 
This paper presents excerpts from the latest edition of the Canadian Standard for the design of 
cold formed steel structural members (CAN/CSA-SI36-M89). Considerable technical changes, 
reflecting the latest research developments, have been incorporated into this edition of the Stan-
dard. These changes are based on an increased understanding of the behaviour of cold formed 
steel structures, members, and elements and of cold formed steel as a structural material. Some 
of the more significant technical changes of the Standard are discussed in greater detail. Com-
parisons with the Standard's predecessor (CAN3-S 136-M84), and whenever appropriate, with 
the 1986 AISI Specifications are also made. 
INTRODUCTION 
The 1989 edition of S136, CAN/CSA-S136-M89 [4] is based entirely on limit states design prin-
ciples (LSD) for use with SI (metric) units, however, the designer has the option to use any other 
consistent system of measurement units. The resistance factors specified in the Standard have 
been correlated with the load factors as specified in the National Building Code of Canada [121-
For other cases, load factors must be established such that, in conjunction with the resistance fac-
tors used in the new Standard, the required level of reliability is maintained. 
The major change incorporated into the 1989 edition of the Standard [4J is a total "Unified" 
effective width approach for the design of compressive elements subject to local buckling. The 
1984 edition of S136, CAN3-S136-M84 [3J, already contained a common effective width 
approach for both stiffened and unstiffened compressive elements under uniform compressive 
stress. However, in the case of members in bending, a reduction in stress for possible web buck-
ling had to be used. This is no longer the case in the 1989 edition of the Standard [4] since the 
effective width approach also covers cases under stress gradient, hence, making the "Unified" 
effective width approach universally applicable to all compressive elements. The treatment of 
compressive elements with edge stiffeners and compressive elements with one intermediate stif-
fener has also been revised to allow for a partially stiffened case, which was not permissible in 
the 1984 edition [3]. 
Other significant changes incorporated into the 1989 edition of the Standard [4] include: 
a) Members in bending are now clearly separated into laterally supported and laterally unsup-
ported cases. 
b) Changes have been made for laterally unsupported members bending about the centroidal 
axis perpendicular to the web. 
"Professor of Structural Engineering. Department of Civil Engineering 
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c) A new Clause has been added for laterally unsupported members bending about the cen-
troidal axis parallel to the web of singly symmetric sections such as channels. 
d) A new Clause has been added for cylindrical tubular members in bending. 
e) A new Clause has been added for cylindrical tubular compressive members. 
f) The designer now has the option of designing wall studs either on the basis of an all steel 
system being braced by bridging or strapping alone, or by assuming that the sheathing 
material provides the bracing function for the studs. 
g) Changes have been made in the design of arc spot welds and a new Clause has been added 
for the design of arc seam welds. 
Some of these topics will only be highlighted while others will be discussed in detail, such as the 
"Unified" effective width approach. Also, there is a Commentary [15] on CAN/CSA-SI36-M89 
to provide the background research upon which the provisions of the Standard are based. 
LIMIT STATES DESIGN (LSD) 
In limit states design, the resistance of a structural member is checked against the various limit 
states. For the ultimate limit states resistance, the structural member must retain its load-
carrying capacity up to the factored load levels. For serviceability limit states, the performance 
of the structure must be satisfactory at specified load levels. Specified loads are those prescribed 
by the National Building Code of Canada [12]. Examples of serviceability requirements include 
deflection and vibration control. The fundamental safety criterion that must be met is expressed 
as follows: 
Factored Resistance ~ Effect of ~actored Loads I 
The factored resistance is given by the product (jlR, where (jl is the resistance factor, which is 
applied to the nominal member resistance, R. The resistance factor is intended to take into 
account the fact that the resistance of the member may be less than anticipated, due to the varia-
bility of material properties, dimensions, and workmanship, and also to take into account the 
type of failure and uncertainty in the prediction of the resistance. The resistance factor does not, 
however, cover gross human errors. Human errors cause most structural failures and typically 
these human errors are "gross" errors. Gross errors are completely unpredictable and are not 
covered by the overall safety factor inherent in buildings. 
The effect of the factored loads is given by: 
aD D + 'Y'!/(aL L + aQ Q + aT T) 
This expression is identical to that given in Part 4 of the National Building Code of Canada [12], 
as are the values given for the various load factors, a, load combination factors, 'If, and impor-
tance factors, y. 
In limit states design, structural reliability is specified in terms of a safety index, ~, which is 
directly related to the structural reliability of the design; hence, increasing p increases the relia-
bility, and decreasing P decreases the reliability. The safety index, p, is also directly related to 
the load and resistance factors used in the design. 
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Those responsible for writing a design standard are given the load distribution and load factors 
and must establish by calibration the resistance factors, ell. such that the safety index. P. reaches a 
certain target value. The technical committee responsible for the 1989 edition of S136 [4] 
elected to use a target safety index ranging between 3.0 and 4.0, depending on the load action 
and resistance type (e.g., shear. bending. web crippling, connections). The calibration procedure 
used to determine the appropriate resistance factors included a computer simulation of the 
expected load and resistance distributions. 
In order to determine the loading for calibration. it was assumed that 80% of cold formed steel is 
used in panel form (e.g., roof or floor deck. wall panels. etc.) and the remaining 20% for struc-
tural sections (purlins, girts, studs, etc.). An effective load factor was arrived at by assuming live 
to dead load ratios and their relative frequencies of occurrence. Probabilistic studies by Allen [2] 
show that consistent probabilities of failure are determined for all live to dead load ratios when a 
live load factor of 1.50 and a dead load factor 1.25 are used. 
UNIFIED EFFECTIVE WIDTH CONCEPT 
The well-known phenomenon of post-buckling in thin uniformly compressed plate elements is 
reflected in the effective width concept, used in both Canada and the U.S.A., when computing 
section properties of stiffened compressive elements. It has been a long standing practice in both 
countries to compute section properties of stiffened compressive elements on the basis of an 
effective width concept (i.e., reduced section properties and full limit stress as opposed to a 
reduced stress on the gross or full section used in the design of unstiffened compressive ele-
ments). 
The 1984 edition of S136 [3J used an effective width (reduced section properties) approach for 
both stiffened and unstiffened compressive elements under uniform stress. thus providing the 
designer with a more consistent design method. This was based on recent research [6,11]. show-
ing both analytically and experimentally that it is appropriate to also utilize the post-buckling 
capacity of unstiffened compressive elements. Thus. in the 1984 edition of S 136 [3]. the same 
basic effective width equation applied to both stiffened and unstiffened compressive elements. 
with only the buckling coefficient of 4.0 (for stiffened elements) and 0.5 (for unstiffened ele-
ments) to be specified. 
In 1986, AISI [I] introduced a unified effective width approach for both sitffened and unstif-
fened compressive elements subjected to uniform stress or stress gradient. Winter's basic modi-
fied effective width expression [17J is used with the plate buckling coefficient as the variable, 
depending on the type of compressive element and the stress condition. The 1989 edition of 
Sl36 [4] also introduced a unified effective width concept similar to AISI [1], however, S136 
elected to present the information in the traditional format of effective width, as presented 
herein. 
Basic Effective Width Expression (Elements in Compression) 
When the flat width ratio. W = wIt, exceeds Wlim , the flat width, w, must be replaced by an 
effective width. The effective width ratio, B bit, for strength and serviceability must be deter-
mined as follows: 
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Case I 
When W::;;W1im B=W 
Case II 
When W > W(jm B =O.9S...JkElf [1- O.~8 ...JkElf l (1) 
Where 
k:= plate buckling coefficient, to be calculated for each particular case, depending on the type 
of element (stiffened or unstiffened) and the stress condition. 
For strength determination: 
f = calculated stress in compressive elements (::;Fy) using factored loads and effective section 
properties. 
For serviceability determination; 
f calculated stress in compressive element using specified loads and effective section pro-
perties. 
Elements Under Uniform Compressive Stress 
This includes stiffened and unstiffened compressive elements. 
Elements stiffened on each edge hy a web or tlange 
For elements stiffened on each edge by a web or flange, the effective width, b =Bt, shall be 
determined from Eq. (1) using k = 4. Figure 1 shows the assumed stress distribution for design 
of a stiffened flange element and Figure 2 represents a graphic illustration of the effective width 
expression for a stiffened compressive element under uniform stress. As can be seen, Eq. (1) 
provides a relatively smooth transition from the fully effective line, W B, to the extreme limit-
ing value of B 1.9{£jj (von Karman's expression [18]) at large W ratios. This transition, par-
ticularly in the region of the knee, reflects the complex interaction between elastic plate buck-
ling, material yield strength, and geometric imperfections for plates with moderate W ratios. 
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Figure 2 Effective Width Expression for Stiffened Compressive Elements 
Elements stiffened on one edge by a web or flange and on the other by an edge stiffener 
This type of compressive element is typically encountered with individual sections such as chan-
nel or Z -shapes, as shown in Figure 3. The approach is to use the basic effective width expres-
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Figure 3 Example of Edge-Stiffened Flange Element Under Uniform Compressive Stress 
Simple lip stiffeners and other stiffener shapes can be used as possible edge stiffeners. This sec-
tion of the 1989 edition of S136 (4J contains a number of major improvements over the 1984 
edition [3], as follows. 
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(a) The requirements for adequate stiffeners and the effective area of stiffeners have been 
brought together in one treatment. 
(b) The requirements for adequate stiffeners have been revised to reflect recent research. 
(c) The concept of the partially stiffened element has been introduced to account for the transi-
tion in behaviour between an unstiffened and a fully stiffened element. 
An edge stiffener is defined as adequate if out-of-plane distortions are prevented and if the stif-
fened element will carry the same load as that of an identical element stiffened by a web or 
flange along both edges. For less than adequate edge stiffeners, the element is said to be par-
tially stiffened and some reduction in load carrying capacity of the stiffened element results. 
Partially stiffened elements typically fail in a distortional mode with both the element and the 
stiffener buckling out-of-plane simultaneously. Three cases are presented, depending on the 
slenderness of the plate element being stiffened. More background information is provided in 
Reference [13]. 
The effective widths, b l and bz, the reduced effective width, d" and the reduced effective area, 
Ar , must be determined in accordance with the following. See Figure 3. 
Case I 
When W S; WlimI (no edge stiffener required) 
bl b2 = wl2 
dr = de for simple lip stiffener 
Ar = Aes for other stiffener shapes 
An element with a low W ratio, W S; WUml ' is fully effective even as an unstiffened element and 
any stiffener is therefore adequate. Only the stiffener itself is checked for local buckling. For 
this case, the longitudinal stresses are uniform except for an edge stiffener with d;lw > 0.25, 
which can destabilize the flange to which it is attached. There is no provision in the Standard [4J 
to account for this destabilizing effect and testing may be required. 
CaseD 
When Wliml < W S; WUm2 
bI = Ir Btl2 S; Btl2 
Bt-b l 
dr delr S; de 
Ar Ae,Ir S; A.s 
Where 
Ir =I,IIa 
Ia = 399t4(WIWlim2 0.33)3 
for simple lip stiffener 
for other stiffener shapes 
An element with an intermediate W ratio, Wliml < W S; Wlim2' is fully effective as a stiffened ele-
ment if it has an adequate stiffener, Ir ~ I, such that d/w S; 0.25. A stiffener with dilw > 0.25 
can destabilize the flange to which it is attached. This destabilizing effect is accounted for by a 
reduction in the plate buckling coefficient, k. For the partially stiffened case, Ir S; 1, both the 
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plate buckling coefficient, k, and the effective area of the stiffener are reduced. 
CasellI 
When W > W1im2 
b l ,b2 , dr ,Ar ,1r are as defined in Case II 
with 
la = r4[1l5(WIWUm2) + 5] 
An element with a large W ratio, W > Wlim2' is not fully effective even with an adequate stif-
fener. The special considerations discussed under Case II, such as the effect of a stiffener that is 
too long, are also applicable. 
The expressions for the moment of inertia of an adequate stiffener for both Case II and Case III 
were derived by Desmond, Pekoz and Winter [7,8,9]. 
Where for Cases I, II and III 
b1,b2 = effective widths illustrated in Figure 3. 
Wlim1 0.644"kElf with k = 0.43 
Wlim2 = 0.644"kElf with k = 4 
B = effective width ratio calculated in accordance with (I) with k determined as follows. 
1) k for simple lip stiffeners is determined in accordance with Table 1. 
Table 1. Buckling Coefficients for Simple Lip Stiffeners 
d/w:>;0.25 0.25 < d;lw 50.8 
Ir :?: 1 k=4 k = 5.25 5 (d/w) 
Case II 
Ir < 1 k = 3. 57 (lr)'/" + 0.43 k [4.82 - 5 (d;lw )](Ir),/" + 0.43 
Ir :?: 1 k 4 k - 5.25 5 (d;lw) 
Case III 
Ir < 1 k = 3.57(/,)113 + 0.43 k = [4.82 5(d;lw)](lr)1!3 + 0.43 
Note: In Table I, dlt 5 14. 
The limit of dlr 514 in Table 1 is based on the work of Willis and Wallace [16]. 
2) k for other stiffener shapes is determined as follows: 
k 3.57(1rt + 0.43 54 
Where 
for Case II n = 0.50 
for Case III n = 0.33 
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Elements with one intermediate stiffener and stiffened on each edge by a web or flange 
The use of intermediate stiffeners, as well as edge stiffeners, can dramatically improve the struc-
tural efficiency of a cold formed steel member. The approach here is similar to edge stiffeners 
discussed in 3.2.2 above (Le., the basic effective width expression, Eq. (1), is used with appropri-
ately modified plate buckling coefficient, k). Again, three cases are presented, depending on the 
slenderness of the plate element being stiffened. 
The effective width ratio, B, must be determined in accordance with the following. (See Figure 
4.) 
f (compression) 
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Figure 4 Example of Stiffened Flange Element with One Intermediate Stiffener Under Uni-
form Stress 
Case I 




When Wlim < Ws S; 3Wlim 
b =Bt 
k = 3(1r)',1,+ 1 S; 4 
Ir =IslIa 
Ia = 50t4rW,IWlim I] 
Ar = A.ir S; Aes 
Where for ca~es I, II and I~I 
Wlim = 0.644 kE If with k = 4 
Case III 
When Ws > 3Wlim 
b =Bt 
k = 3(1r)l13 + 1 S; 4 
Ir =I/Ia 
Ia = t4[128(W,IW1im) 285J 
Ar = A.ir S; A.s 
B = effective width ratio calculated in accordance with Eq. (1) with W wIt and k as calcu-
lated above. 
It should be noted that, due to the lack of sufficient experimental data, the design of compressive 
elements with locally unstable intermediate stiffeners is not included in the 1989 edition of S136 
[4]. 
Unstiffened Elements Under Uniform Stress 
This is identical to the provisions for unstiffened elements in the 1984 edition of S 136 [3] except 
that the plate buckling coefficient, k, has been changed from 0.5 to 0.43 to be consistent with the 
AlSI Specification [l]. 
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The effective width, b Br, must be detennined in accordance with Eq. (1) with k = 0.43 and 
W = wIt. See Figure 5. 
w 
f (compression) 
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Figure 5 Example of Unstiffened Flange Element Under Uniform Stress 
Elements Under Stress Gradient 
The effective width approach used in this section is a fundamental depanure from the 1984 edi-
tion of S136 [3] where the gross area of the web was used in conjunction with a reduced stress to 
account for the post-buckling strength. The adoption of the effective width approach for webs is 
the final step in unifying all compressive elements under the umbrella of Eq. (1). Test results 
reponed by a number of researchers were evaluated by Cohen and Pekoz [5] for webs connected 
to stiffened, panially stiffened and un stiffened flanges. More background infonnation is con-
tained in Reference [13]. The procedure used in S136 [4] has been streamlined somewhat from 
that used by Cohen and Pekoz [5] and by the 1986 AISI Specification [1]. 
Stiffened elements 
When W > W1im, the effective widths, b l and b2, must be determined in accordance with the fol-
lowing: 
(a) For Webs (/1 in compression andf2 in tension - see Figure 6). 
bl = Btl(3 + q) 
b2 =Btl(1+q)-bl 
k =4+2(1 +q)3+ 2(1 +q) when O::;q::; I 
k == 6(1 + q)2 when I < q ::; 3 
(b) For Other Stiffened Elements (/1 andf2 in compression see Figure 7 ) 
b l =Btl(3 q) 
b2 Bt bl 
k = 4 + 2(1 q)3 + 2(1 q) 
Where for Cases (a) and (b) 




Figure 6 Example of Stiffened Web Element Under Stress Gradient 
bl,bz = effective widths illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. 
q Ihlltl 
Figure 7 Example of Stiffened Flange Element Under Stress Gradient 
In Figure 6, II is in compression and 12 in tension, while in Figure 7, II and h are both in 
compression, with II > h. For strength detennination, 11 and h are calculated using factored 
loads and effective section properties; for serviceability detennination, II and h are calculated 
using specified loads and effective section properties. 
Unstiffened Elements and Edge Stiffeners Under Stress Gradient 
Due to a lack of experimental data, unstiffened elements under stress gradient are conservatively 
treated as unifonnly compressed unstiffened elements with the stress, I, equal to the maximum 
stress in the element. For example, for an edge stiffener under stress gradient, see Figure 3, the 
effective width of the edge stiffener, de =Bt, is to be detennined in accordance with Eq. (1) with 
k=0.43 and I 
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MEMBERS IN BENDING 
In this edition of S 136 [4], members in bending have been divided into two specific categories 
(a) laterally supported members; and 
(b) laterally unsupported members. 
Laterally supported members may be designed based on the initiation of yielding or on the basis 
of inelastic reserve capacity, which remain the same as in the 1984 edition [3]. Considerable 
revisions, however, have been made in the case of laterally unsupported members. 
Laterally Unsupported Members (M, = IjlSeFe) 
For symmetrical, I, Z or singly symmetric shaped single-web members, Fe' must be calculated as 
follows: 
(a) When Fb > F'/2 (b) When Fb ;<; F'/2 
Figure 8 gives a graphic illustration of the lateral buckling behavior of I, Z and C-sections. 
1: Inelastic Buckling .. F'_F'=LllF ,-.... y 













Unbraced Length, L 
Figure 8 Lateral Buckling of I, Z and C·Sections 
...... 
Bending about centroidaJ axis perpendicular to web 
The calculation of the elastic critical lateral buckling stress, Fb , is divided into three distinct sec-
tion categories as follows: 




Where Lu is the maximum unbraced length to preclude lateral buckling. 




(c) For Point-Symmetric Z-Sections 
0.833 _ r;::--;:;-
Fb 2S:rc CbfQA'VFeyF, 
Fb of (b) above also applies to Z-sections. however. since Z-beams tend to deflect and twist 
laterally more easily. even between brace supports. the buckling strength will be lower. For this 
reason. the elastic buckling stress. Fb • of (b) above is divided by 2, resulting in a conservative 
approach for Z-sections in bending. As above, the maximum unsupported length, Lu' for 
Z-sections can be calculated using the expression of (b) above with C1 == 4C1 of (b) above. Cz 
remains the same. 
For both (b) and (c) above, 
Bending about centroidal axis parallel to web of singly symmetric sections such as channels 
F b must be calculated as follows: 
0.833CbAFex C". r. .1·2 2 } 
Fb =. Syc r + Cs vU> + (fo) (F/F ex) 
; F, as above 
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where 
Cs = + 1 for bending causing compression on the shear-centre side of the centroid 
= -1 for bending causing tension on the shear-centre side of the centroid. 
The bending coefficient, Cb , is included in the expressions for Fb to account for the effect of a 
non-uniform bending moment over the unbraced length. Also, the 0.833 reduction factor has 




The designer is given a choice of calculating the factored compressive resistance of a stud either 
based on an all steel system or based on sheathing as a bracing material. An all steel design 
applies to conditions during construction where the sheathing material has not yet been installed 
and the studs are laterally braced at certain intervals, resulting in an all steel system. It also can 
apply when the designer chooses to neglect the sheathing in the calculations. However, if the 
designer considers the sheathing to provide adequate long term structural performance, a method 
for such a design is presented in the Standard [4], which is the same as given in the AISI Specifi-
cation [1]. 
Arc Spot and Seam Welds 
The 1984 edition of S 136 [31 covered only arc spot welds with a visible nominal diameter of 20 
mm, while the 1989 edition [4] covers both arc spot and arc seam welds in various sizes. The 
expressions for factored shear and tensile resistance are therefore more generalized than previ-
ously, with limits corresponding to the weld sizes and material thicknesses which have been 
tested [14,10]. There are now two criteria for determining the resistance of an arc spot or seam 
weld in shear. One criterion is based on the tearing of base metal around the weld and the 
second is based on a shear failure of the faying surface of the weld such as could occur with 
thicker sheet material. There are also limits on sheet thickness and on the thickness of the under-
lying support member. The maximum aggregate thickness of multiple plies has been set at 2.5 
mm versus the 2.0 mm permitted for single sheets. Note that in all the expressions, t is the 
thickness of a single sheet in the case of multiple plies. If the plies differ in thickness, the aver-
age thickness can be used. 
The factored resistances, Vr and Tr are to be calculated as follows: 
(a) For an Arc Spot Weld 
Vr = <jJ.2t(d t) F. S; <jJc f(de)2(0.75F,,) 
Tr =<jJ.O.67t(d t)F. 
(b) For an Arc Seam Weld 
1t 2 Vr = <jJ. 2. lOt [0.25L + O.96(d - t)] Fu S; <jJc[ "4 (de) + Lde]0.75Fxx 
Tr = <jJ. O.70t[0.25L + 0.96(d t)]Fu 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Presented in this paper are the major technical changes contained in the new Canadian cold 
formed steel design Standard, CAN/CSA-S136-M89 [4]. Numerous other changes and newly 
introduced provisions have been made and the reader is encouraged to consult Reference [4) for 
more detailed information. This new Standard can truly be considered international in scope in 
that it is based on a unified effective width concept and Limit States Design principles, as well as 
SI (metric) units, with the option to use any consistent system of measurement units. 
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NOTATIONS 
A fully effective cross-sectional area of section (mm2) 
Aes effective cross-sectional area of stiffener (mm2) 
Ar reduced effective cross-sectional area of stiffener (mm2) 
B effective width ratio of an element in compression (blc) 
b effective design width (mm) 
b1,b2 effective widths (mm) (see Figures 3,6 and 7) 
Cb bending coefficient = 1/00, can be conservatively taken as unity, but shall not exceed 
2.5 when 00 is calculated as: 
00 = 0.6 + 0.4M1/M2 for members bent in single curvature; and 
00 = 0.6 - 0.4M1/M2 for members bent in double curvature 
Cw warping constant of torsion (mm6) 
d overal depth of a section (mm); flat width of lip stiffener (mm); surface width (diame-
ter) of weld, not to be taken greater than 20 mm 
de effective width of lip stiffener (mm) (see Figure 3); effective width of weld = 0.7d -
l.5:Et 
d j overal depth of lip stiffener (mm) (see Figure 3) 
dr reduced effective width of lip stiffener (mm) (see Figure 3) 
E Young's modulus of steel (203 000 MPa) 
F be elastic buckling stress (MPa) 









M j lM2 
q 
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elastic buckling stress about x-axis (MPa) 
elastic buckling stress about y-axis (MPa) 
elastic torsional buckling stress (MPa) 
tensile strength of virgin steel (MPa) 
tensile strength of the electrode classification (MPa) 
calculated stress in an element (MPa) 
calculated stresses (MPa) (see Figures 6 and 7) 
calculated stress (MPa) (see Figure 3) 
shear modulus of steel (78000 MPa) 
required moment of inenia for an adequate stiffener that allows the adjacent compres-
sive element to behave as a ful\y stiffened element. This applies to edge and inter-
mediate stiffeners (mm4) 
l,!la 
moment of inenia of fully effective cross-sectional area of stiffener about its own cen-
troidal axis parallel to the element to be stiffened (mm4) 
moment of inenia of fully effective cross-sectional area about the major centrOidal axis 
(mm4) 
moment of inenia of fully effective cross-sectional area about its centroidal axis paral-
lei to the web(s) (mm4) 
moment of inenia of the compressive ponion of the fully effective cross-sectional area 
about the centrOidal axis of the entire section parallel to the web(s) (mm4) 
-21 fJx3 dA + Jxy2dA ] + Ixo I (mm) 
ly lA A 
SI. Venant torsion constant (mm4) 
effective length factor for torsional buckling 
plate buckling coefficient for compressive elements 
un braced length of member (mm); span of beam (mm); length of weld (mm) 
length of member unsupponed against twisting (mm) 
maximum un braced length to preclude lateral buckling of a member in bending (mm) 
factored moment resistance (N-mm) 
ratio of smaller to larger moments at opposite ends of the unbraced length in the plane 
of bending considered 
absolute value of the stress ratio Ih//r I 
polar radius of gyration of fully effective cross-sectional area about the shear centre 
(mm) 
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r",ry radii of gyration of the fully effective cross-sectional area about the centroidal princi-
pal axes (mm) 
So compressive section modulus based on the moment of inertia of the effective cross-
sectional area, calculated in accordance with Eq. (1) divided by the distance from the 
centroidal axis to the extreme compressive fibre (mm3) 
S"c compressive section modulus of the fully effective cross-sectional area about the cen-
troidal x-axis perpendicular to the web, I", divided by the distance from the centroidal 
axis to the extreme compressive fibre (mm3) 
Syc compressive section modulus of the fully effective cross-sectional area about the cen-
troidal y-axis parallel to the web, I y , divided by the distance from the centroidal axis to 
the extreme compressive fibre (mm3) 
Tr factored tensile resistance (N) 
base steel thickness (mm); thickness of sheet; one sheet thickness in the case of multi-
ple plies (mm) 
Vr factored shear resistance (N) 
W flat width ratio (wIt) 
Wlim limiting flat width ratio for fully effective compressive elements 
Ws flat width ratio of a flange element stiffened by webs with one intermediate stiffener 
(wslt) 
w flat width (mm) 
Ws flat width of stiffened flange element with one intermediate stiffener (mm) (see Figure 
4) 
:Et total sheet thickness to be fused to the supporting member (mm) 
Xo distance from shear centre to centroid of section (mm) 
(l load factors 
'Y importance factor 
<P resistance factor for tension, bending, and shear 
<Pc resistance factor for connections 
<Pu resistance factor for other strength limit states as determined by tensile strength of 
material 
'If load combination factor 
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SUMMARY 
Contained in this paper are the results of two separate studies, namely, 1) partially stiffened 
compressive elements of both edge and single intermediate stiffened flanges and 2) deflection 
detennination of multi-web deck profiles. Both of these studies were based on the Canadian cold 
formed steel design standard (CAN/CSA-S 136-M89), with the results also applicable to the AISI 
specification. In the case of partially stiffened compressive elements, discontinuities in effective 
width estimates for sections with similar flanges and stiffeners were observed, resulting from 
a sudden change in the behavioural states. Recommendations are presented to rectify this 
discontinuity and at the same time simplifying the analysis procedure. Regarding the second 
study, the some-what lengthy alternative approach in S 136 for detennining the effective width 
of multi-web profiles for deflection determination has been investigated. Recommendations are 
presented for a new approach which is consistent with the general unified effective width 
concept, i.e. the basic effective width expression is used with a variable plate buckling 
coefficient. 
1) PARTlALL Y STIFFENED ELEMENTS 
With cold formed steel sections, longitudinal edge and single intermediate stiffeners are 
frequently used to stiffen compressive elements (flanges). The rigidity provided by a stiffener 
may not be adequate to funy stiffen the flange, hence, creating a partially stiffened element. 
The Canadian Cold Formed Steel Design Standard, CAN/CSA-S136-M89 [IJ (S136), has 
recently been revised in order to allow for the design of partially stiffened compressive elements. 
Previously, compressive elements were treated either as stiffened or unstiffened elements if they 
were not fully stiffened. 
A compressive flange is considered stiffened if it is supported on one edge by a web and on the 
other edge by a web or an adequate stiffener. Another method of obtaining a fully stiffened 
I Graduate Student, Dept. of Civil Engineering, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario 
2 Graduate Student, Dept. of Civil Engineering, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario 
3 Professor of Structural Engineering, Dept. of Civil Engineering, University of Waterloo, 
Waterloo, Ontario 
4 Numbers in brackets indicate references. 
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flange is to ensure that the flange has a low width to thickness ratio, so as not to require a 
stiffener. Unstiffened compressive elements have lower critical buckling stresses, thus, th.eir 
ultimate strengths are lower than those of stiffened elements of the same size and material. In 
S 136 the lower strength is modeled not by reduced stresses but by using an "effective width" 
approach at the limit stress. This approach reduces the usable area at limit stress, allowing only 
portions of compressive elements to be effective in the design calculations. 
A compressive element is considered partially stiffened if it has a stiffener (edge or intermediate) 
which does not fully stiffen the element. There can be considerable interaction between flange 
and stiffener elements. An edge or intermediate stiffener can stabilize the compressive flange, 
but if the stiffener is too slender and local buckling occurs, the flange will become destabilized. 
If a flange is not completely stiffened by the stiffener and local flange buckling occurs, the 
flange can promote destabilization of the stiffener. 
S 136 has three Cases which must be considered in the design of compressive flange elements, 
as follows: 
1) the flange is fully effective without a stiffener, 
II) the flange is able to be made fully effective by an adequate stiffener, and 
III) the flange cannot be made fully effective even by the use of an adequate stiffener. 
Edge Stiffener (Lip) and Flange Interaction Model 
As the flange of a given C-section is increased in length it becomes more and more unstable as 
an unstiffened compressive element and passes through the three Cases specified in S 136. Figure 
1, shows the calculated effective flat width ratio of a flange as it's flat width ratio increases. 
All of the calculations in S 136 are based on flat width and flat width ratios of elements. The flat 
width (w) of an element is the elements width exclusive of corners. A flat width ratio CW) is 
a measure of slenderness and is calculated by dividing the element's flat width by its thickness. 
In the first region of the curve in Figure I (Case I), the flange is fully effective (flat width ratio 
(W) = effective flat width ratio (B)) without an edge stiffener. In the second region (Case TI), 
the element requires an edge stiffener in order to be fully effective. The first portion of this case 
illustrates the destabilizing effects of large edge stiffeners on flange elements. The ratio djw 
(overall lip depth I flange flat width) is used to determine the relative size of the two elements. 
If the lip is larger than 1/4 of the flange (djw > 0.25), the flange will tend to be destabilized, 
thus reducing it's effective width. As the flange continues to increase in size, the lip becomes 
an adequate stiffener, which is not too large. When the flange has increased in size beyond a 
certain length, the stiffener can no longer adequately stabilize the flange. An adequate stiffener 
should have a moment of inertia (I.) which is specified by S 136. The actual stiffener moment 
of inertia (1,) is compared to the adequate moment of inertia using a moment of inertia ratio (1,. 
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TjI,). When I, falls below unity, the stiffener is inadequate and the effective width of the 
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Figure I: Irlat Width Ratio vs. Effective Width Ratio 
As the flange progressively increases in size, it can not be made fully effective, regardless of 
the lip size (Case III). In this case the effect of relative lip size is to partially stabilize the flange 
which cannot be fully stiffened. An adequate stiffener in this region will stiffen the largest 
portion of the flange possible. The plot of effective width vs. flat width ratio (Figure I) shows 
the design standard's attempt at modelling the capacity of various flange/lip size combinations. 
There is a discontinuity in the model's prediction as the flange passes from design Case II to 
Case IlL The object of this paper was to find the source of this di scontin uity and to try and 
better model the behaviour. A similar discontinuity exists with single intermediate stiffeners. 
Edge Stiffener Adequacy (I,) 
The first step in the modification procedure included an in-depth study of the current design 
standard (S 136) to find any discontinuities in the formulation. Since the focus of the study 
centred on the interaction of the lip and flange, the first discontinuity which became apparent 
was the stiffener adequacy formulation. The equation which determines the lip size (moment of 
inertia) that will adequately stiffen a flange changes when the flange passes from Case II to Case 
III. In Case II, the Ia equation is cubic in W/WHmZ, 
In Case III, the I. equation is linear equation in W /WHmz, 





















t (115 ~ +5) 
'11m2 
uia lion 
0.33 0.43 0.53 0.63 0.73 0.83 0.93 1.03 1.13 1.23 
Wf\V lim2 
Figure 2: Adequate Edge Stiffener Moment of Inertia 
After some analysis, a cubic equation was developed to replace the Case II portion of the I, 
formulation. 'The proposed formulation is compared to the formulation in S 136. While the new 
formulation provides a much smoother transition from Case II to Case III, it changes the analysis 
model considerably. The new formulation requires larger edge stiffeners in Case II than the 
current S 136 fonnulation. Due to the requirement for larger stiffeners, the flanges being analyzed 
are modeled as partially stiffened (I, < I) at a lower stiffness (Is) than in S 136. It was assumed 
that the slope discontinuity in the I, formulation would not cause a discontinuity in the value of 
the effective width of the flange element. 
During the investigation, it was also discovered that the S 136 formulation of the adequate 
moment of inertia (1,) CEq.(I)) resulted in negative values for flat width ratios just larger tnan 
Wlim1 . The problem is the result of the approximation of the ratio WlimlIWIUn2 (=(0.43/4)112) by 
0.33 in equation (1). 
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Plate Buckling Coefficient (k) 
The design standard provisions were once again examined to find another possible source of 
discontinuity in the flange effective width formulation. The next source of discontinuity 
examined was the plate buckling coefficient (k). The design standard uses eight expressions to 
model the various types of behaviour which the flange and edge stiffener combination may 
exhibit. Upon close scrutiny it can be seen that the formulation for Cases II and III are the same 
except for the change in exponent from 1/2 to 1/3. 
In order to solve the problem of this changing formulation, an equation which would gradually 
decrease the exponent from 1/2 to 113 was developed. Three formulations for the transition 
equation were considered. The first formulation was a simple linear variation of the exponent 
(n) with increasing flat width ratio (n aW + b). The second formulation, involved a parabolic 
path (n aWl + b) for the transition of the exponent and the third formulation involved a 
quadratic path (n = aWl + bW +c) for the Iransition of the exponent. The various exponent 
transition paths are compared in Figure 3 and their expressions are summarized in Table I. All 
of the formulations, except the current S 136 formulation, provide a relatively smooth transition. 





















Flange Flat Width Ratio (W) 
Figure 3: Plate Buckling Exponent vs. Flat Width Ratio 
The performance of these formulations were compared with the discontinuous formulation of the 
current S J 36 standard in Figures 4a and 4b. Figure 4a displays the different approaches used to 
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Figure 4a: Flat Width Ratio vs Plate Buckling Coefficient 
Formulation Comparison 
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Figure 4b: Flat Width Ratio vs. Effective Width Ratio 'Formulation 
Comparison 
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model the plate buckling coefficient for various flat width ratios. Figure 4b compares the 
effective flat widths predicted by each formulation. The linear formulation, which is the 
simplest, appears to give the best results. 
Intermediate Stiffener and Flange Interaction Model 
The compressive flange of a hat-section with one intermediate stiffener (Figure 5) exhibits the 
same type of discontinuity in behaviour with increasing flange width as in the case of the edge 
stiffened flange. Figure 6a shows how 3136 relates increasing flange width to decreasing plate 
stiffness, to the plate buckling coefficient (k). Figure 6b, details the effect of increasing flat 
width ratio on effective width ratio as predicted by 3136. The graph in Figure 6b shows the 
overall flat width ratio \W,) versus the effective flat width ratio of the sub-elements (B) as 
detailed in Figure 5. Two behavioral Cases, Case II and III are shown in Figure 6a and 6b 
which have the same characteristics as in the case of edge stiffeners. 
~==t\ WS--I-"~ Fw~VY-;-li-
Figure 5: Notation for One 
Intermediate Stiffener 
A point of interest in the formulation of Case II occurs when the intermediate stiffener is 
inadequate (1,<1) to stiffen a plate of flat width w, (=W,xt). When 1,<1, the flange sub-elements 
of width w (=Wxt) are examined using the standards effective width formulation. Accordingly, 
if the flat width ratio of a compressive element is less than a limiting value, the element is fully 
effective. Figures 6a and 6b show that sub-elements in the first portion of Case II, where 1,<1, 
have reduced plate buckling coefficients (k<4) but, are still fully effective because their flat 
width ratio is less than the limiting value given by the effective width formulation. 
Plate Buckling Coefficient (k) 
The 3136 formulation for one intermediate stiffener is similar to the 3136 formulation for edge 
stiffeners. For this reason, it was anticipated that the discontinuity in effective width resulted 
from the same source, i.e., a similar plate buckling coefficient discontinuity. When the 3136 
formulation passes from Case II to Case III, due to an increase in flange width, a discontinuity 
in effective width b (=Bxt) and plate buckling coefficient (k) were observed. The steps observed 
in Figures 6a and 6b are due to the 3136 formulation which includes an exponent change in the 
plate buckling equation from 1/2 to 1/3 in the formulations of Cases II and III, respectively. In 
order to reduce the discontinuity, the same three methods as with edge stiffeners for smoothly 
decreasing the exponent form its maximum value of 1/2 to its minimum value of 1/3 were 
investigated. Table I, summarizes the three proposed metliods (Linear, Parabolic and 
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the same as those used for the edge stiffener analysis case. Exact and approximate forms of the 
exponent equations are presented in Table 1. The approximate forms were formulated by 
estimating the value of the coefficients of the exact expressions after evaluating Wlim (=0.644 
( 4E/f) 112). 
The performance of the three transition approaches can be examined in Figures 6a and 6b which 
show the plate buckling coefficient and the effective width ratio against the flat width ratio, 
respectively. All three methods reduce the discontinuity to a slope discontinuity. The only 
significant difference between the three methods is the simplicity of application. Since the linear 
expression is the simplest model to apply it is hereby recommended by the authors. 
2) DEFLECTION OF MULTI·WEB DECK PROFILES 
One of the main design considerations of multi-web decking is serviceability. This involves the 
calculation of deflections under specified live loads, which are then compared to limiting values 
recommended in building codes. In most cases, deflection rather than strength governs the design 
of multi-web decking. Calculations of deflections involve the effective moment of inertia at a 
stress corresponding to the specified live load. 
In the Canadian Standard for Cold Formed Steel Structural Members, S136 and the 1986 edition 
of the U.S. Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members (AISI) [2], 
based on research by Pek6z[3], an alternative approach for the special case of serviceability 
determination of stiffened multi-web profiles is presented. This approach is based on the sub-
ultimate stress condition of the compressive flanges. It was found [3] that the basic effective 
width expression underestimates the effective widths and therefore overestimates deflections at 
loads below ultimate. The appropriate effective width expression considering sub-ultimate 
behaviour in flexure of multi-web profiles was based on the experimentally-obtained curve by 
Mulligan and Pek6z [4] and subsequently simplified lineariziation of their effective width 
expression by Weng and Pek6z [5]. This method is presented in section B2.1(b)-(2) of AISI and 
in Clause 5.6.2.2(b) of S 136. Determination of the effective width is based on the slenderness 
factor, A, in any of the three intervals specified by equations B2.1-7 through B2.1-9 of AISI and 
using the corresponding reduction factor, p. 
Proposed Method 
In the derivation of the effective width expression, longitudinal edge conditions of the 
compressive element are assumed to be simply supported. This means that theretically the plate 
buckling coefficient, k, equals 4, which is being used by both AISI and S 136 for the case of 
stiffened elements supported by a web on each longitudinal edge. This assumption can result in 
underestimating the actual post-buckling behaviour and is one of the reasons for the discrepancy 
between proced ures I and II of AIS I. 
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With the proposed method, the basic effective width expression is used with a variable plate 
buckling coefficient, k, and is based on the specified load level stress. The following empirical 
expression for k has been derived: 
k~ -8.86 ( .L / +4.56(.L) +6.12 . (3) 
Fy Fy 
Where f is the stress at specified load and Fy is the yield strength of the steel. Equation (3), a 
best-fit expression, was based on different values of f/Fy, in such a way, so that the results of the 
basic effective width expression, using variable plate buckling coefficients, k, would be close to 
the effective width values obtained from the more rigorous procedure II of AISI. Higher accuracy 
could have been obtained if a higher-order polynomial had been assumed rather than the assumed 
quadratic expression, however, this would have introduced more terms in the expression for k 
and unnecessary rigor, which should be avoided with empirical design expressions. 
In Figures 7 to 11 plots of the reduction factor, p, versus the slenderness factor, A, using the 
proposed method as well as procedures I and II of AISI for different stress ratios f/Fy are plotted. 
It can be observed that the proposed method gives results close to the more rigorous procedure 
II of AISI for the range of stress ratios 0.4 to 0.7, which constitutes the stress range of interest 
when determining deflections under specified load. When the stress ratio is 0.81 this method 
results in a plate buckling coefficient equal to 4.0, which corresponds to procedure I of AISI. 
Equation (3) is therefore not recommended for stress ratios greater than 0.81. 
Figures 12 to 17 show the variation of the effective width ratio versus the actual flat width ratios 
for different stress ratios f/Fy as per S 136. Again the effectiveness of the proposed method in 
comparison to the existing methods can be observed. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In examining the interaction of a compressive flange and its stiffeners, a discontinuity was found 
in the Canadian Cold Formed Steel Design Standard (CSA S 136) [1]. The formulation of the 
design standard should be altered in order to remove this discontinuity. The results of this study 
have brought to light several points which should be addressed by the CSA-S 136 committee: 
• The stepwise transition from design Case II to Case III should be replaced with the 
linear formulation of the plate buckling exponent transition. This new fonnulation 
offers continuity and simplification. Details of the recommended formulation for 
simple lip stiffeners are shown below in tabular form and the recommended 
formulation for single intennediate stiffeners is k = 3(1:,)"+ I ;"; 4 where n = 7/12-
Wj(l2WlIm) [1/3;";n;";I/2]. The new formulation reduces the number of equations 





Buckling Coefficients for Elements in Compression Under Uniform 
Stress with a Simple Lip Stiffener 
:;; 0.25 
~ k '" 4 
I , < I k '" 3.57(1,)' +0.43 
Note: d/t :;; 14 
11 '" 25 _ 37W ~; 
43 192~7 
0.25 < :;; 0.8 
k '" 5.25 
k '" [4.82 -5(dJw)](I,)n +0.43 
I [11 ~ -] 
3 
The discontinuous nature of the stiffener adequacy (1,) formulation still 
needs to be studied, but until a new formulation is determined it should 
be retained since it provides good results. 
the edge stiffener adequacy equation (I,) provided in clause 5.6.2.3 Case 
II can produce negative moments of inertia. The negative values occur 
when the flat width ratio (W) is just greater than W1im1 • The error is due 
to approximation of (0.43/4)1/2 by 0.33. The value of (0.43/4)112 is the ratio 
of W""nl/WHm2 which is the lower bound of the range of validity of the 
formula. The approximation (0.33) should be replaced by the exact value 
(0.43/4)112 
A new method for deflection determination of multi-web sections has been developed. The 
procedure of this method can be summarized as follows: 
a) Calculate the plate buckling coefficient, k, using equation (3) above. 
b) Use procedure I of section B2.1(b) of AISI [2] or Clause 5.6.2.2(a) of 
S 136 [1], with k as calculated in (a) above. 
The method has the following advantages: 
Giving close results for the practical stress-levels of interest compared to 
procedure II of AISI [2] and Clause 5.6.2.2(b) of S 136 [I]. 
Reducing the required amount of calculations. 
Making use of the basic effective width concept, but with a more realistic 
assumption of variable plate buckling coefficient. 
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PREDICTION OF CORNER MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR 
STAINLESS STEELS DUE TO COlD FORMING 
by 
G.J. VAN DEN BERGi, P. VAN DER MERWE2 
SYNOPSIS 
The results of a study of the degree of workhardening on stainless steel Types 304, 409, 430 
and Type 3CR12 corrosion resisting steel due to cold work of forming are presented in this 
paper. Analytical inelastic stress-strain relationships are established for virgin tensile 
specimens. An equation for predicting the yield strength of corners are developed. 
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PREDICTION OF CORNER MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR 
STAINLESS STEELS DUE TO COLD FORMING 
by 
G.J. VAN DEN BERG\ P. VAN DER MERWE2 
SYNOPSIS 
Changes in the mechanical properties of steel sheets and plates are brought about by 
workhardening induced by methods of cold forming, like brake forming and deep drawing. 
These changes can be an increase in the yield strength and ultimate strength and a decrease in 
the ductility. Such changes in the mechanical properties depend on the chemical composition 
of the steel. its prior history of cold work and the type and magnitude of plastic strains caused 
by the cold work. t 
The results of a study of the degree of workhardening on stainless steel Types 304, 409, 430 and 
Type 3CR12 corrosion resisting steel due to cold work of forming are presented in this paper. 
Analytical inelastic stress-strain relationships are established for virgin tensile specimens. The 
experimental yield strength, ultimate strength and ductility of comers are also determined for the 
stainless steels in this investigation. These results are used to develop an equation for predicting 
the yield strength of comers. 
MATERIALS CONSIDERED 
To develop an equation for predicting the yield strength of comers the materials considered in 
this investigation were limited to the 2 mm thick sheets. The steels considered are stainless 
1. Associate Professor, Chairman of Civil Engineering and Chairman of the Materials 
Laboratory of the Faculty of Engineering at the Rand Afrikaans University. Republic of 
South Africa. 
2. Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Dean of the Faculty of Engineering at the Rand 
Afrikaans University. Republic of South Africa. 
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steel Types 304, 409, 430 and Type 3CR12 corrosion resisting steel. 
EQUATION FOR THE INELASTIC PART OF THE STRESS·STRAIN CURVE FOR 
VIRGIN STEEL 
ANALYTICAL MODEL 
In a study by Karren1,2, the inelastic part of the stress-strain curve was represented by a power 
function as given in Equation L 
where 
F = true stress 
f! = true strain 
k = strength coefficient 
n strain hardening exponent 
(1) 
When the logarithm of the true strain is plotted against the logarithm of the true stress in the 
inelastic domain, it appears as a straight line, This is the case for many steels.2 It is necessary 
first to investigate and determine values for k and n experimentally before Equation 1 is used. 
EXPERlldENTALPROCEDURE 
Ten uniaxial tensile test specimens were prepared from the 2 mm sheet from various positions 
of the sheet for stainless steels Type 304,409,430 and Type 3CR12 corrosion resisting steel in 
the longitudinal direction. The tensile test specimens were prepared in accordance with the 
specifications outlined in ASTM Standard A370-77,l. 
Tensile tests were conducted generally in accordance with the procedures outlined by ASTM 
Standard A370-77.3 Average strain was measured with an Instron automatic extensometer using 
a 50 mm gauge length. A detailed discussion on the determination of mechanical properties can 
be found in Reference 4. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The data was converted to true stress and true strain and plotted on a log-log scale. The mean 
values for k and n obtained from all the true stress-strain curves are given in Table 1. Values 
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for k and n for each test and steel were determined through a process of linear regression. The 
curve for BS4360 Grade 43 A carbon steel in Figure 1 was drawn by using the log values in 
Equation 1. The values for k and n were determined from similar equations as Equations 2 and 
3 derived by Karren l and are also given in Figures 2 and 3. The yield and ultimate strengths 
used in Equations 2 and 3 for BS4360 Grade 43 A carbon steel were taken from SABS 0162.5 
One typical curve for each steel is given in Figure 1. 
Through a process of linear regression a good approximation for k is found from the 
nondimensional plot of k/Fy versus F./Fy in Figure 2. This leads to Equation 2. 
(2) 
where 
Fy virgin sheet steel yield strength 
Fu virgin sheet steel ultimate strength 
In Figure 3 values of n are plotted against F./Fy. Through a process of linear regression n can 
then be approximated by Equation 3. 
F 
n 0,.2152 0,154 
Fy 
(3) 
From Equations 2 and 3 it can be seen that the values of k and n tend to increase with an 
increase in the FuiFy ratio. 
Equations 1 to 3 are useful in the next section in deriving equations for predicting the tensile 
yield strength of cold-formed comers. Figures 2 and 3 also show the curves for Type BS 4360 
Grade 43A carbon steel. The values for k and n for carbon steel were determined with similar 
equations given by Karren.1•2 The equations are given in Figures 2 and 3. 
EQUATION FOR CORNER YIELD STRENGTH. 
ANALYTICAL MODEL 
It was reported in a study by Karrenl•2 that the comer yield strength of cold-formed corners may 
be closely approximated by Equation 4 for values of R/t < 10. 
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Fyc kb (4) (Rlt)'" 
where 
Fro comer yield strength 
k strength coefficient 
R = inside comer radius 
= thickness of material 
m = constant 
b = constant 
When Equation 4 is expressed in terms of logarithms, Equation 5 is found. This approximates 
a straight line. 
F R 10g(~) = log b - m 10g(-) k t 
(5) 
It was further found by Karrenl•2 that the relationships between the constants b and n and between 
m and n are linear. Empirical equations will be derived for b and m in the following paragraphs. 
PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS 
From each 2 mm sheet of stainless steel Type 304, 409, 430 and Type 3CR12 corrosion resisting 
steel, ten strips, each 500 mm long and 100 mm wide, were cut with a guillotine in the 
longitudinal direction. The ten strips from each sheet were bent to different inside comer radii. 
The smallest inside radius was not less than the thickness of the material. The inside radii of all 
the specimens were determined by using an electronic profile projector. 
Karrenl •2 found that the effect of cold· forming in the comer extends beyond the comer to a 
distance approximately equal to the thickness of the material. The portion of the original 
specimen used for the tension and compression test specimens is shown in Figure 4. The comers 
were sawn from the bent strips with a bandsaw and subsequently machined on a surface grinder 
to the required finish and dimensions. The lengths of the tension test specimens were 300 mm 
and the lengths of the compression test specimens were 70 mm. 
The cross sectional area of the comer test specimens were determined by first determining the 




The tension comer te~1 specimens were taken longer than the flat specimens to minimize the 
effect of the grips on the middle portion. The grips tend to crush the ends of the specimens. 
The tension tests were conducted in a self aligning Instron universal testing machine. The strain 
in the tension and compression test specimens were measured with one electric strain gauge 
mounted on the outside comer of the specimen. Karren1•2 used a similar procedure. 
Overall buckling of the compression test specimens were prevented by placing the specimen in 
a specially manufactured compression test fixture. To minimize resistance and the Poisson effect 
on the lateral strain of the compression test specimen. the fixture and specimen were well 
greased. Because only a small lateral load is necessary to prevent overall buckling of the test 
specimen the bolts to keep the fixture together were tightened by hand only. 
EXPER~ENTAL RESULTS 
The experimental results of the tests on the ten test specimens for each of the four steels are 
given in Tables 2 to 5. The main effect of the cold-forming on the corners is clear. An increase 
in the yield strength. Fy. an increase in the ultimate strength. Fu. and a decrease in elongation is 
observed with a decrease in corner radius. 
ANALYTICAL EQUATION 
To determine a general equation for the constants b and m, values for b and m were first 
determined from the experimental data obtained in the previous paragraphs. For each of the four 
steels the log values of R/t were plotted against the log values of FyIk in Equation 5 on a log-log 
scale as shown in Figures 5 to 8. The slope of the best fit straight line gives the appropriate 
value for m and the intersection with the ordinate gives the corresponding value for b. Values 
for m and b were obtained through a process of linear regression and are given in Table 6. 
As discussed previously, Karren1•2 found that the relationships between b and n and between m 
and n are linear. This is confirmed in this study. See Figures 9 and 10. Through a process of 
linear regression the following two general equations are obtained for b and m. 
b = -1,689 n + 0,959 (6) 
m 0,277 n + 0,073 (7) 
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The curves for carbon steel were drawn by using the equations derived by Karren.l These curves 
and equations for carbon steel are also shown in Figures 9 and 10. 
DESIGN EQUATIONS 
The Cold-Formed Steel Design Manual6 uses Equation 8 to evaluate the increase in corner yield 
strength, F ye' 
where 
Be constant 
Fy yield strength of the virgin steel 
R = inside bend radius 
= thickness of the material 
From Equations 3 and 7 Equation 9 for m can be determined. 
m 
F. 0,060- + 0,031 
Fy 




If Equations 2, 3 and 6 are substituted in Equation 10, Equation 11 for Be can be determined. 
F. F. 2 B '" 3 289- - 0 861(-) - 1 340 
C • F • F ' 
y y 
(11) 
Equations 8, 9 and 11 are in the same format as the equations used in the Cold-Formed Steel 
Design Manual.6 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
It is clear that with the aid of Karren's workl,2 and this study, that the corner yield strength. Fy, 
can now successfully be related to the Rtt ratio and to the material constants k and n. 
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This study was limited to ratios of R/t > 2 and R/t < 7 and for comers bent to 90°. The ratios 
of FjFy were between 1,57 and 2,27. 
CONCLUSUIONS 
The curves for stainless steels in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 9 compare well with the corresponding 
curves for carbon steel. Although Equation 7 obtained in Figure 10 gives good results, the curve 
for stainless steel judged visually does not compare well with that of carbon steel. The author 
feels that more tests should be done for stainless steels with higher F jFy ratios before these 
equations can be used with confidence. 
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TABLE 1 VALUES FOR k AND n FOR CERTAIN TYPES OF STAINLESS STEELS 
STEEL TYPE I Fy I F. I k I n I 
304 295,0 671 1267,4 0,334 
409 223,9 395 667,8 0,217 
430 304,2 518 851,1 0.194 
3CR12 276,6 435 747,4 0,187 
TABLE 2 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR STAINLESS STEEL TYPE 304 CORNER 
SPECIMENS 
TENSION SPECIMENS 
R/t Fy Fp F. Elong 
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) % 
1,99 451,9 262,8 775 47,1 487,9 230,9 
2,22 424,7 222,7 762 50,0 447,3 190,9 
3,40 407,3 202,6 759 52,0 468,3 213,5 
3,43 396,5 198,1 744 53,0 448,7 237,9 
4,43 398,1 193,5 753 55,3 415,4 206,5 
4,47 374,0 177,7 404,2 206,9 
5,75 362,4 174,0 730 56,6 403,4 193,0 
5,85 358,4 164,7 725 58,0 393,7 209,6 
6,63 365,7 174,0 732 57,5 408,4 182,0 
7,03 398,3 201,6 
Flat 295,0 187,9 671 58,6 301,5 166,1 
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TABLE 3 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR STAINLESS STEEL TYPE 409 CORNER 
SPECIMENS 
TENSION SPECIMENS COMPRESSION 
R/t Fy Fp Fu Elong Fy Fp 
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) % (MPa) (MPa) 
1,80 370,2 200,4 431 29,0 382,3 206,5 
1,87 373,5 199,6 431 31,0 384,8 205,3 
3,00 364,6 194,2 424 32,4 376,7 195,2 
3,26 353,4 187,2 418 38,8 378,8 193,7 
4,20 349,6 180,3 420 34,6 379,3 218,7 
4,31 334,0 171,9 412 38,0 363,0 192,3 
5,36 327,9 167,6 409 40,S 354,3 196,1 
5,97 316,6 165,4 403 42,9 336,8 203,9 
6,24 321,6 155,7 405 42,9 354,8 202,1 
7,09 304,5 174,1 399 43,9 331,7 210,3 
Flat 224,3 166,6 389 40,5 229,6 166,5 
TABLE 4 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR STAINLESS STEEL TYPE 430 CORNER 
SPECIMENS 
TENSION SPECIMENS COMPRESSION 
R/t Fy Fp Fu Elong Fy Fp 
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) % (MPa) (MPa) 
1,94 470,8 258,7 574 20,2 . . 
2,39 487,9 248,6 583 20,5 496,3 261,1 
3,12 458,4 231,9 564 24,9 476,2 202,8 
3,53 
-
- 478,9 221,0 
4,32 451,3 238,1 560 19,3 476,7 233,8 
4,61 442,2 242,2 553 465,5 241,5 
5,30 435,1 231,1 551 28,0 460,1 247,4 
6,09 414,6 177,4 547 32,S 430,5 228,3 
6,54 417,7 189,8 548 26,0 465,4 233,1 
7,27 407,4 194,7 548 28,9 461,0 246,8 
Flat 312,3 214,8 513 30,0 168,0 
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TABLE 5 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR TYPE 3CR12 STEEL CORNER 
SPECIMENS 
OMPRESSION 
R/t Fy Fp 
(MPa) (MPa) 
1,61 422,7 239,6 508 26,0 467,5 246,4 
2,25 449,9 240,0 518 19,0 470,6 220,4 
3,08 437,4 227,3 506 26,0 456,6 237,7 
3,16 419,8 211,8 497 27,6 447,5 178,1 
4,09 408,5 216,7 496 29,4 449,5 234,2 
4,33 392,3 198,2 493 30,3 421,9 241,6 
5,10 370,6 182,0 482 32,8 410,5 229,5 
5,64 378,6 187,1 484 34,4 410,6 210,4 
6,25 395,7 272,6 486 31,2 418,1 197,3 
6,70 371,0 206,6 487 31,4 41,4 216,8 
276,6 199,3 435 36,1 279,1 195,3 
TABLE 6 VALUES FOR k, n, bAND m 
TYPE OF STEEL 
PROPERTY 304 409 430 3CR12 
Fy 295,0 224,3 312,3 276,6 
Fu 671 389 513 435 
FjFy 2,27 1,73 1,64 1,57 
k 1267,4 667,8 851,1 747,4 
n 0,334 0,217 0,194 0,187 
b 0,395 0,617 0,622 0,636 
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STAINLESS STEEL TUBULAR BEAMS -
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by 
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SumUlary 
The paper presents tests on square and circular stainless steel tubular bearns. An 
important part of the test programme was to quantify the increase in bending strength 
resulting from cold-work during the fabrication process. Tension and compression tests 
on coupons cut from finished tubes were also included in the test programme. Stress-
strain curves for shear were obtained using the coupon test results and the concept of 
affini ty factors. 
A design method is proposed for stainless steel tubular beams. The method incorpo-
rates the increase in strength produced by the cold-rolling process and is validated by 
comparing it to the test strengths. Design rules are proposed for the bending and shear 
strengths and for combined bending and shear. 
The paper describes a simple non-iterative method for calculating deflections of stainless 
steel tubular beams. The method is suitable for design. It is shown to produce deflec-
tions which agree closely with the tests and a comprehensive finite element analysis. 
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This paper describes tests on stainless steel tubular sections fabricated by cold-forming 
and welding. The purpose of the tests was to determine the bending strength of stainless 
steel structural hollow sections and to develop guidelines for the design of these sections 
as structural members. 
A previous paper (Rasmussen & Hancock 1990) described cohtmn tests of square and cir-
cular hollow sections and proposed design formulae for the compressive strength of these 
sections. The formulae in this paper were based on the Proposed Specification for the 
of Cold-formed Stainless Steel Structural Members produced at the University 
of Missouri-Rolla, (University of Missouri-Rolla, Civil Engineering Study (CES 88-1), 
1988), which has since been published by ASCE (1990). However, the proposed speci-
fication used the material properties of the annealed stainless steel strip without incor-
porating the considerable enhancement of strength produced by cold-forming the flat 
strips into hollow sections. It was demonstrated in Rasmussen & Hancock (1990) that 
the strength of stainless steel tubular columns could be accurately predicted using the 
material properties of the finished tube, and that using the properties of the annealed 
flat strip produced very conservative column strengths compared with tests. 
In the present paper, a similar study is described for beams. Hence, the proposed design 
guidelines are based on the Specification for the Design of Cold-formed Stainless Steel 
Structural Members (ASCE 1990) except that the material properties are obtained from 
coupon tests of the finished tube. The proposed formulae are validated by testing beams 
fabricated from 80x3.0 square hollow sections (SHS) and 101.6x2.85 circular hollow 
sections (CHS). The design approach adopted in the present paper, which incorporates 
the enhancement of strength produced by cold-forming, is similar to that adopted for 
cold-formed carbon steel hollow structural sections in the American Steel Structures 
Specification (AISC 1986) and the American Cold-formed Steel Structures Specification 
(AISI 1986). These specifications specify the tensile and yield strengths of carbon steel 
tubes be determined according to the American Specification ASTM A500 (ASTM 1984) 
which allows these stresses to be obtained fro111 the finished product rather than the 
virgin plate material. 
The of beam members requires deflections at working loads to be considered. A 
simple method is presented in this paper to calculate deflections of stainless steel tubular 
beams. The method includes nonlinear material properties and is in close agreement 
with tests. 
2 Beam Tests 
2.1 Test specim.en data 
The tests were performed on tubes of austenitic stainless steel of type 304L, having a 
Nickel content between 8 and 13 %, a Chrome content between 18 and 20 %, and a 
maximum Carbon content of 0.035 %. The tubes were cold-rolled from annealed flat 
which had been rolled on coils. The tests consisted of a beam fabricated from an 
80x3.0 SHS and a beam fabricated from a 101.6x2.85 CHS. The SHS and CHS beams 
were labelled SlB1 and C1B1 respectively. 
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The measured cross-section dimensions of the test beams are shown in Tables la and Ib 
for the SHS and CHS respectively. The symbols used in Table 1 are defined in Fig. 1. 
Table 1 also includes the area (A), second moment of area (I), elastic section modulus 
of the full cross-section (Sf), plastic section modulus (Sp), and torsion constant (J). 
Figure 1: Cross-section symbols. 
Specimen: Nominal B I t I To A I Sf Sp J I 
Section (mm) (mm') (mm' ) (mm~) (mm") (mm) I 
SIBI I 80x3.0 80.0 I 2.98 I 6.0 895 8.73x 10" 21.8x 10~ 25.6x 10" 1.39x10ti I 
a) SHS 
I Specimen Nominal do I t A I Sf Sp J 
Section (mm) (mm') (mm· ) (mm") (mm") (mm4 ) 
I C1B1 101.6x2.85 102.1 I 2.84 886 10.9x 10' 21.4x 10" 28.8xlO" 2.28x 10° J 
b) CHS 
Table 1: Measured cross-section dimensions and section properties of SIIS and CHS test beams. 
2.2 Test procedure 
The beams were tested in a 2000 kN capacity Dartec testing machine using a servo-
controlled hydraulic ram. A schematic view of the set up is shown in Fig. 2. The test 
specimens were loaded symmetrically at two points on the span through a spreader 
beam which was loaded centrally by the ram of the testing machine. The loading 
points were located at the distance L/4 from the supports, where L=1000 mm was 
the distance between the supports. The support arrangement consisted of half-rounds 
placed on lubricated teflon plates allowing rotations and longitudinal displacements. 
This arrangement modelled closely the simple support condition. 
The test set up produced a region of pure moment along the central half of the beam. 
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In this region, the bending moment (jv!) was given by, 
(1) 
where P was the total vertical load applied by the testing machine, as shown in Fig. 2. 
Figure 2: Loading arrangement for beam tests. 
Test 
specimen 
Prior to the tests, steel plates were welded to the webs of the SHS beam at the loading 
and support points. The plates allowed direct transfer of force into the web-plane, and 
hence avoided the transfer of force from the flanges through the corners with consequent 
eccentric loading of the web. For the CHS beam, two parallel plates were welded to 
the specimen along the bottom and top halves of the circumference at the loading 
and support points respectively to reduce the magnitude of stress concentrations and 
localised indentions. 
In the tests, the seam welds of the SHS and CHS tubes were located on the neutral axis. 
This position should produce the lowest ultimate moments, since the material strengths 
at the weld and the point in the cross-section opposite the weld (the two points being 
located on the neutral axis) were slightly higher than at the points half-way between 
these (located at the extreme fibres in the plane of bending). This variation in material 
strength around the cross-section was a result of the strength of the weld and the non-
uniform plastic deformation of the cross-section during cold-forming. 
The instrumentation consisted of three transducers, as shown in Fig. 2. The transduc-
ers were placed at the quarter points 250 mm apart such that the central tranducer 
measured vertical midspan deflections. The purpose of using three transducers was to 
obtain a measure of the curvature of the bearn, as described in Section 2.3. A datalogger 
recorded the load (P) and transducer readings during the tests. The tests were paused 
for one minute before taking readings after each increment of deflection to reduce strain 
rate effects and allow stabilization of the load. 
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2.3 Test results 
The ultimate moments (M,,) of the SRS and CHS beams are shown in Table 2. The 




iVfu I M O.2 I Ko.2 J 
(kNm) I (mm -1) I 
15.4\10.8 I 6.34xlO- o I 
13.0 11.3 I 5.19 x 10-5 ! 
Table 2: Ultimate moments of test beams. 
The moment-curvature graphs obtained from the tests are shown in Figs 3a and 3b for 
the SRS and CHS respectively, where the moment (M) was calculated using eqn. (1) 
and the curvature (It,) was calculated using, 
It, (2) 
In eqn. (2), y is a function of the vertical displacements Vb Vz and V3 at the quarter 
points, as shown in Fig. 2, determined by assuming the deflection forms a sector of a 
circular arc along the centre span, 
(3) 
In Fig. 3, the moment and curvature are nondimensionalised with respect to the mo-







where aO.2 and Eo are the 0.2 % Proof Stress and the initial Young's modulus respectively 
obtained from tests of coupons cut from the finished tubes, as described in Section 3. 
The values of aO.2 and Eo used to compute JvIo.2 and Ko.2 were those obtained from tensile 
tests of longitudinal coupons. M Q •2 is the full plastic moment assuming a yield stress of 
aO.2, and "0.2 is the curvature this moment would produce if the beam was linear-elastic. 
The computed values of MO.2 and "0.2 are shown in Table 2. 
The moment-curvature graph of the SRS beam shown in Fig. 3a departs significantly 
from the linear range at approximately 0.4 x JvIo.2 , indicating a low proportionality limit 
of the material After a pronounced nonlinear range, the curve reaches a plateau at 
the ultimate moment. The drop in load at ultimate was initiated by local buckling of 
the top flange near the loading points. The local buckles formed within the region of 
pure moment. The amount by which klu exceeds }.10.2 is mainly a consequence of the 
strain-hardening capacity of the steel. 
The moment-curvature graph of the CRS beam shown in Fig. 3b indicates a longer linear 


















































Figure 3: Nondimensional moment versus curvature graphs for SHS and CHS beams. 
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to an extensive plateau near the ultimate load. As the curvature increased along this 
plateau, the cross-section ovalised (the Bazier effect) causing a flattening of the upper 
and lower parts of the beam. Eventually, local buckling occurred near the midlength at 
which point the load dropped rapidly, as shown in Fig. 3b. The amount by which M" 
exceeds .Nlo,2 is mainly a consequence of the strain-hardening capacity of the steel which 
is less for the CRS than the SRS. 
3 Tension and compression coupon tests 
3.1 Test procedure and results 
Tension and compression coupons were cut from the same lengths of tubes as the beam 
specimens. In the SRS, the coupons were cut from the centre of a wall perpendicular 
to the wall containing the weld. Four coupons were cut to obtain a compression and a 
tension coupon for both the (longitudinal) direction parallel to the rolling direction and 
the (transverse) direction perpendicular to the rolling direction. The coupons were cut 
as close as possible to each other to reduce variations in material properties from one 
coupon to another. The coupons are labelled LT, LC, TT and TC to longitu-
dinal tension, longitudinal compresison, transverse tension and transverse compression 
respectively, In the CHS, a longitudinal tension (LC) and compression (LC) coupon 
were cut at a quarter of the circumference away from the weld. 
The tension coupon dimensions conformed to the Australian Standard AS1391 (SA A 
1974) for the tensile testing of metals. The coupons were instrumented and tested using 
the same procedure as that described in Rasmussen & l:Ij}ncock(1990). The initial 
stress-strain curves are shown in Figs 4 and 5 for the SHS and CHS respectively, while 
the complete tensile stress-strain curves are shown in 6 and 7 for the SHS and CHS 
respectively. 
The differences between the stress-strain curves for the longi'tudinal and transverse ten-
sion and compression tests of the SHS, as shown in Fig. 4, demonstrate the anisotropy 
of cold-worked stainless steel material and the fact that the material behaves differently 
in tension and compression. Similar differences were observed for cold-reduced stainless 
steel ('Wang et a1. 1975). However, for cold-reduced stainless steel the stress-strain 
curve for longitudinal compression is significantly lower than the stress-strain curve for 
longitudinal tension and the stress-strain curves for transverse tension and compression 
("Vang et al. 1975), whereas for the cold-formed SRS the stress-strain curve for longi-
tudinal compression is higher than the stress-strain curves for longitudinal tension and 
transverse tension, as shown in Fig, 4. 
The 0.2 % Proof Stresses were obtained from the stress-strain curves as the stresses at 
which the straight lines through (e, 0')=(0.2 %,0), having the slopes Eo, intersected the 
stress-strain curves, as shown in 4 and 5. The values of Eo and 0.2 % Proof Stress 
are shown in Table 3, as are the ultimate tensile strengths (a,,) and their corresponding 
strains (6,,). 
In preparation for proposing design guidelines and analysing deflections of stainless 
steel beams, as described in Sections 4 and 5, the stress-strain curves for longitudinal 
tension and compression were expressed as modified Ramberg-Osgood curves (Ramberg 
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Figure 4: Stress·strain curves for SllS coupons. 
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Table 3: Coupon test results and Ramberg-Osgood parameters. 
U (U)" e = -E + 0.002 -
o 0"0.2 
(6) 
The constant n was determined by requiring that the modified Ramberg-Osgood curve 
intersected the stress-strain curve at the 0.05 % Proof Stress (uo.os) obtained in a similar 
way to the 0.2 % Proof Stress, as shown in Figs 4 and 5. The values of n are shown in 
Table 3. Higher values of n reflect a sharper knee of the stress-strain curve. 
Expressions for the tangent modulus (Et = dO" I de) and the secant modulus (E. = U Ie) 
were obtained directly from eqn. (6). The tangent lIlOdulus was expressed as, 
(7) 
where 
kE'(U) = (1 +0.002 n ::'2 C:Jn-lfl (8) 




Eo kE,(u) = 1 + 0.002 -
UO.2 
(10) 
3.2 Stress-strain curve for shear 
It was necessary to determine the stress-strain curve for shear because the design rules 
for beams involved the initial shear modulus (Go) and the secant shear modulus (G.). 
The stress-strain curve for shear was obtained by adopting the procedure used by 
Wang & Winter (1969). Consequently, an stress-strain curve (u vs e), as 
shown in Fig. 8, was first determined for the SHS as the mean of the four stress-strain 
curves for longitudinal and transverse tension and compression, as shown in Fig. 4. Sub-
sequently, the stress-strain curve for shear was calculated using the average stress-strain 
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curve and the concept of affinity factors (Stang et al. 1937). Hence, the shear stress (T) 
and shear strain (-y) were determined from the relationships, 
(11) 
(12) 
where a and [3 are the affinity factors and (e, (f) points of the average stress-strain curve 
of the longitudinal and transverse tension and compression coupons. As suggested by 
Wang & Winter (1969), the values of 0.577 and 1.5 were used for a and [3 respectively. 
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Figure 8: Average stress-strain curve and stress-strain curve for shear for SHS. 
The relationship between the tangent moduli E t and Gt is, 
dT 
G l =-di 





and so, the initial shear modulus (Go) could be determined using the affinity fac-
tors (0',[3) and the average (194 GPa) of the initial moduli (Eo) for longitudinal and 
transverse tension and compression, as shown in Table 3. The value of Go for the SHS 
is shown in Table 4. 
For the purpose of preparing design formulae, the stress-strain curve for shear was 
expressed as a modified Ramberg-Osgood curve in the form, 





Table 4: Ramberg·Osgood parameters for shear. 
where TO.2 was the stress at which the straight line through (" T )=(0.2 %,0), having the 
slope Go, intersected the stress·strain curve for shear, as shown in Fig. 8. The value 
of TO.2 is shown in Table 4. The constant n of eqn. (15) was determined by requiring that 
the modified Ramberg·Osgood curve intersected the stress·strain curve for shear at the 
0.05 % Proof Stress (TO.OS), obtained in a similar way to the 0.2 % Proof Stress (To.2), 
as shown in 8. The value of n is shown in Table 4. 
The Ramberg-Osgood curve defined by eqn. (15) and the parameters given in Table 4 
is shown in 8 using a dashed line. The curve approximates closely the shess·strain 
curve for shear. 
Using the Ramberg·Osgood approximation of the stress-strain curve for shear, the secant 
shear modulus (G s T/,) was obtained as, 
Gs = kG, Go (16) 
where 
kG,(T) = (1 + 0.002 Go (~)n_I)-l 
TO.2 TO.2 
(17) 
4 Deflections of stainless steel tubular beams 
4.1 General 
This section outlines a simple approximate method for calculating deflections of stainless 
steel tubular beams. The method is explicit even though it incorporates nonlinear 
material properties. 
In developing the approximate method, a comprehensive finite element analysis is first 
described briefly in Section 4.2 and shown to simulate accurately the behaviour of the 
SHS and CHS test beams. The purpose of using a finite element analysis was to allow 
the approximate method to be compared with an accurate analysis for load cases other 
than the two point load case for which test data was available. 
The approximate method is outlined in Section 4.3 and is shown to produce results 
which agree with the tests and the finite element analysis. 
4.2 Finite element method (FEM) 
The nonlinear finite element method described in detail in Clarke (1991) and applied in 
Clarke & Hancock (1991) was used to simulate the behaviour of the SHS and CHS test 
beams. In the analysis, the stress state was monitored at a number of points in the 
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cross-section to allow gradual spread of yielding. The material behaviour in different 
parts of the cross-section was described by Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain curves. For 
the SHS, different material properties were used for the fiat parts and the corners. For 
the CHS, the same material properties were used for the total cross-section. 
The beams were divided into eight longitudinal elements and three point Gausian 
quadrature was used for the longitudinal integration. By utilising symmetry, only half 
of the cross-sections was analysed, and this was divided into ten straight and/or curved 
strips using the measured dimensions shown in Table 1. For each strip, the stress state 
was monitored at five points across the width of the strip and three points through the 
thickness of the strip, 
The finite element program did not allow different material properties to be specified 
for tension and compression. Consequently, the lower of the stress-strain curves for 
longitudinal tension and longitudinal compression was used as representative of both 
tension and compression. For the CHS, this was the curve for longitudinal compression 
for ([ < ([0.2, as shown in Fig. 5, whereas for the flat parts of the SHS, this was the curve 
for longitudinal tension, as shown in 4. The Ramberg-Osgood parameters used to 
define these curves are shown in Table 3. 
The corner areas of the SHS were defined as sectors of a quarter circle having outer ra-
dius 1'0 and inner radius 1'0 - t, This modelling underestimated slightly the act ual corner 
area, since it was observed during testing that the thickness at the corners exceeded the 
flat width plate thickness (t). The material properties of the corners were obtained from 
corner coupon tests of an 80x3.0 SHS, as described in Rasmussen & Hancock (1990) The 
corner coupons tested in Rasmussen & Hancock (1990) were, in fact, cut from the same 
length of tube as the SHS beam specimen and SHS tension and compression coupons 
described in this paper. Hence, the stress-strain curves of the corners included in Ras-
mussen & Hancock (1990) were representative of the corner material of the SHS beam 
specimen (SIBl) of this paper. The stress-strain curve of the corner tensile coupon in 
Rasmussen & Hancock (1990) was approximated by a modified Ramberg-Osgood curve 
using the following parameters for the corner material: Eo=195 GPa, ([0.2=580 MPa, 
and n 3,5. These parameters were included in the finite element analysis of the SHS, 
The results of the finite element analysis are compared with the test results in Figs 9a 
and 9b for the SHS and CHS respectively. In the figures, the finite element 1000-
deflection curves are shown using dashed lines, and the test results are shown using 
circular markers. The finite element analysis overestimates slightly the deflections for 
the SHS. This is attributed partly to the conservative modelling of the corner areas, 
and partly to the conservative modelling of the compressive material properties of the 
SHS. For the CHS, the finite element analysis is in close agreement with the test, as 
shown in Fig. 9b. 
It was concluded from Fig. 9, that the finite element analysis could be employed to de-
termine accurately deflections of stainless steel tubular beams. The small error observed 
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Figure 9: Load-deflection curves for two point loading. Comparison with test. 
4.3 Approximate method for determining deflections of stainless steel 
bean1s 
The load-deflection curves shown in Figs 9a and 9b became nonlinear at low loads as 
a result of the low proportionality limit of the material. Consequently, a nonlinear 
method was required to predict accurately the deflections of the SHS and CHS beams. 
The following approximate explicit nonlinear method was based upon the simplified 
method described by Johnson & Winter (1966). 
The maximum deflection (v) was expressed as, 
P L3 
v:::: kv E I 
s. 
( 18) 
where Esn was the average of the secant moduli (Est> EsJ calculated at the extreme 
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fibres in tension and compression at the cross-section of maximum bending moment. 
Hence, 
(19) 
In eqn. (19), the subscripts t and c refer to tension and compression respectively. The 
secant moduli (Est> EsJ could be obtained using eqns (9,10) in conjunction with the 
parameters shown in Table 3. 
In eqn. (18), the constant kv depended upon the loading and support conditions and 
was defined such that the equation (18) reproduced the linear-elastic for the 
deflection when was by ED. (For instance, the midspan deflection of a 
linear-elastic simply supported beam subjected to two point loads acting a quarter of 
the length from each end was v 11/192 PL3 /(EoI), where P was the total and 
so for this beam kv 11/192). 
It was assumed that the stress (1.) at the extreme fibres could be determined using, 
k 1I1max 
U Sf (20) 
where 1I1max was the maximum moment, Sf the elastic section modulus, and ker a factor 
less than or equal to unity. 
The factor k" was introduced in eqn. (20) because the combination of determining the 
average secant modulus (E,J at the section of maximum moment and using the stresses 
at the extreme fibres, if not modified, would produce much too large deflections, since 
it implied determining the deflection as if the beam was linear-elastic having a Young's 
modulus equal to the average of the secant moduli of the highest stressed points of the 
beam. Suitable values of k" were determined by trial and error using the test results 
for calibration. Values of h'" 2/3 and k" = 3/4 were obtained for the SHS and CHS 
respectively. 
The approximate method proceeded through the steps: 
1. Set the force P. 
2. Calculate the maximum bending moment (1I1max) and subsequently the stress (1.) 
at the extreme fibre using eqn. (20). 
3. Calculate the secant moduli (Es"EsJ at the stress (1e using eqns (9,10) and the 
Ramberg-Osgood parameters shown in Table 3. Subsequently, calculate the aver-
age secant modulus (E,J using eqn. (19). 
4. Calculate the maximum deflection (v) using eqn. (18). 
The deflections produced by the approximate method are shown using solid lines and 
compared with the finite element analysis and the tests in Fig. 9. The figure also 
includes the load-deflection curve produced by the linear-elastic theory. It was concluded 
from Fig. 9 that the approximate method was in satisfactory agreement with the tests, 
and that it provided a simple alternative to a comprehensive nonlinear finite element 
analysis. 
In Centre for Advanced Structural Engineering (1991), the approximate method was 
shown also to be in close agreement with the finite element analysis for three other 
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loading conditions. These included single span beams subjected to point loads at the 
centre and uniformly distributed loads, and beams continuous over two spans subjected 
to a uniformly distributed loading. However, when applying the approximate method to 
continuous beams, the value kq = 1/2 should be Ilsed for both SHS and CHS. This value 
differed from those used for the single span load cases mainly because the section of 
maximum moment was not the section of maximum deflection for the continuolls beams. 
In the analysis of continuous beams, it was assumed that the maximum moment (Mmax), 
as used in eqn. (20), at the centre support could be determined the linear-elastic 
theory and that the maximum deflection (v), as used in eqn. (18) occurred at 0.42L 
from the ends, where L was the length of each span. 
In Fig. 9, the approximate method and the finite element analysis are compared over 
a wide loading range involving significant plastic deformation. In practice, however, 
serviceability considerations limit the allowable beam deflection. Assuming that the 
nominal moment is determined as lvlo,z = Sp tlo,Z, the maximum moment allowed in 
service should be limited to Mmax M.o.z/1.85, where 1.85 is the implicit safety factor 
for bending, as specified in Appendix E of the ASCE Specification (ASCE 1990). The 
loads causing this maximum moment were calculated using eqn. (1) and the values 
of .MO,2 shown in Table 2. The lop.ds are included in Fig. 9 and indicate that for this 
length of beam (L=1000 mm) the deflections are close to linear-elastic at service loads. 
5 Design rules for stainless steel tubular beams 
5.1 General 
The design of beams requires consideration be given to, 
• the strength of the member, and 
• the deflections likely to occur at service loads. 
As a result of the low proportionality limit of stainless steel, it should be anticipated 
that deflections may restrict the service load more so for stainless steel beams than for 
carbon steel beams. In addition, since it is proposed in Section 5.2 that the plastic 
bending capacity rather than the first yield bending capacity should be used for design) 
then more care needs to be taken in regard to cllecking deflections at service loads. 
In Section 5.2, design rules for SHS and CHS stainless steel beams are proposed and 
compared with the test results. The rules are based upon the ASCE Specification for 




The design of beams involves determination of the bending strength, the shear strength, 
and the strength for combined bending and shear, as set out in Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 
and 3.3.3 of the ASCE Specification (1990). It is proposed in this paper that the rules 
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of Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 of the ASCE Specification should be used for SHS 
and CHS stainless steel tubes, except that modifications should be made incorporat-
ing the enhancement of material strength produced by the cold-rolling process. The 
modifications are described in Sections 5.2.2, 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 following. 
5.2.2 Strength for bending only 
According to Section 3.3.1 of the ASCE Specification, the nominal bending capac-
ity (Mn) shall be the smaller of the nominal section strength and the nominal lateral 
buckling strength. 
Section strength 
In the ASCE Specification, the nominal section strength is calculated either on 
the basis of initiation of yield (Procedure 1) 01' on the basis of the inelastic reserve 
capacity (Procedure 2). 
Procedure 1. The nominal bending capacity based on the initiation of yielding is 
determined using 
(21) 
where Se is the elastic section modulus of the effective cross-section and Fv is 
the yield stress which is usually the 0.2 % Proof Stress. The equation (21) was 
based on tests of cold-rolled thin-walled sections (Wang et al. 1975) for which the 
bending capacity was influenced by local buckling of the compression flange. The 
equation may not be appropriate for the SHS and CHS beams reported herein, 
since these sections are fully effective according to the ASCE Specification so that 
their bending capacity is not affected by local buckling. Furthermore, the sections 
have inelastic reserve capacities as evidenced by the tests. 
The yield stress (Fy) to be used in eqn. (21) may be determined from Table Al 
of the ASCE Specification. Alternatively, using Section 6.3 of the Specification, 
the yield strength may be obtained as the minimum of yield strengths determined 
in tension and compression by testing. According to the specification, the tension 
and compression tests shall be made on specimens cut from the section such that 
each specimen consists of one complete flange plus a portion of the webs which is 
fully effective in compression. 
Procedure 2. The nominal bending capacity ba'led on the inelasic reserve capacity 
is calculated as the smaller of 1.25 SCFy and the moment causing a maximum com-
pression strain of CyeV' where ev Fvl Eo is the yield strain and Cv is the com-
pression strain factor which for stiffened compression elements varies between 1 
and 3. For fully effective stiffened compression elements this procedure effectively 
allows the plastic section modulus to be used rather than the elastic section mod-
ulus. However, a number of conditions need to be met when using the procedure, 
notably that the effect of cold-forming may not be included in determining the 
yield strength Fy • 




where Sp is the plastic section modulus and 0-0.2 is the mmtmum of the tensile 
and compressive 0.2 % Proof Stresses, obtained from testing coupons cut in the 
longitudinal direction of the finished SHS and CHS tubes. For the SHS, the 0.2 % 
Proof Stress shall be based on tests of the fiat part of the cross-section. 
Lateral buckling strength 
According to the ASCE Specification, the nominal lateral buckling strength shall 
be determined as, 
(23) 
where JvIe is the critical moment for lateral buckling, and Sf and Se are the elastic 
moduli of the full and effective sections respectively. The full and effective section 
moduli are equal for the SHS and CHS, since these sections are fully effective. 
Several expressions for Me are included in the ASCE Specification for different 
types of cross-section, including doubly, singly and point symmetric sections. The 
expression for Me for doubly symmetric I-sections is derived by ignoring the uni-
form torsion term (GJ-term) from the elastic lateral buckling formula, and sub-
stituting E t for Eo to account for the nonlinear behaviour of stainless steel. The 
GJ-term may be ignored for thin-walled open sections because it is usually an 
order of magnitude smaller than the warping term (EIw /L 2 ). In contrast, for 
hollow sections the GJ-term is generally an order of magnitude greater than the 
EIw/ L2-term. 
It is proposed that the lateral buckling strength of SHS and CHS beams be deter-
mined using eqn. (29), where the critical moment (Me) shall be calculated from 
the lateral buckling formula derived by ignoring the EIw-term and substituting the 
tangent modulus (Et ) for the initial modulus (Eo). These simplifications produce 
the following expression for ]'1e, 
M = 1. 95 E C E t !Jj 
c L 0 bEoViy.J (24) 
where L is the unbraced length, Iy is the second moment of area about the principal 
axis in the plane of bending, and Cb is a factor accounting for bending moment 
distributions other than uniform moment, as described below. Furthermore, it is 
proposed that the moduli (Eo, E t ) be determined from coupon tests of the finished 
tube. For the SHS, the moduli shall be based on tests of the fiat part of the cross-
section. Consequently, for the SHS and CHS, the tangent modulus (Et ) can be 
determined using eqns (7,8) in conjunction with the parameters shown in Table 9. 
In accordance with the ASCE Specification, the factor Cb can conservatively be 
taken as unity, or calculated from 
MI (MI)2 Cb = 1.75 + 1.05- + 0.3 - < 2.3 JvI2 ],12 - (25) 
where ],11 is the smaller and M2 the larger bending moment at the ends of the 
unbraced length, and where the ratio ]'1d ],12 is positive when MI and M2 have 
the same sign (reverse curvature bending) and negative when they are of negative 
sign (single curvature bending). When the bending moment at any point within 
an unbraced length is larger than at both ends of this length, Cb shall be taken as 
unity. 
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The tangent modulus (Et ) of eqn. (24) is a function of the stress (0). It is proposed 





It should be noticed that it is generally unlikely that hollow sections buckle laterally 
because of their high resistance to torsion. Consequently, the lateral buckling 
strength is usually greater than the section capacity for SHS and CHS beams, 
(even though determining the tangent modulus (E t ) at the extreme compressive 
fibre when using eqn. (24) leads to conservative lateral buckling strengths). In 
addition, the critical moment for lateral buckling (eqn. (24» does not account for 
the fact that SHS and CHS beams will not buckle laterally under uniform moment 
as a consequence of the fact that the second moment of area of these sections is 
the same about any axis. However, SHS and CHS beams may still buckle laterally 
under point loading where the load is eccentric from the shear centre, and care 
should be taken in these cases. Modifications to eqn. (24) to account for eccentric 
loading can be found in Trahair & Bradford (1988). 
5.2.3 Strength for shear only 
According to Section 3.3.2 of the ASCE Specification, the nominal shear capacity shall 
be calculated as, 
Vn = 4.84 Eo t 3 GG. /h s: 0.95/0.85 Fyvht 
TO 
(27) 
where t is the web plate thickness, h is the web width and Fyv is the yield stress for shear. 
It should be noticed that the formula does not apply to a CHS. For SHS beams, V" is 
the shear capacity of a single web, (h) is the flat width of a web, and (t) is the flat width 
thickness of a single web. In using the ASCE Specification, the initial modulus (Eo) is 
shown in Tables A4 and A5, the yield stress for shear (Fyv) is shown in Table AI, and 
the plasticity reduction factor (Gs/Go) is shown in Table A12 and in Figs A9 and AlO. 
It is proposed that the nominal shear cllpacity of SHS beams be determined using 
eqn. (27), and that the initial modulus (Eo), the shear yield stress (Fyv ), and the ra-
tio (Gs/Go) be determined from coupon tests of the fiat part of the finished tube. Conse-
quently, the ratio (Gs/Go) can be determined 'ltsing eqns (16,17) in conj1mction with the 
parameters shown in Table 4, and the shear yield stress (Fyv) can be obtained as 1"0.2, as 
sh.own in Table 4. The initilll modulus (Eo 194 CPa) shall be based on the average 
.stress-strain curve, as shown in Fig. S. 
The secant modulus (G.) of eqn. (27) depends OIl the shear stress (T). It is proposed that 





5.2.4 Strength for combined bending and shear 
According to Section 3.3.3 of the ASCE Specification, beams with unrein forced webs 
shall satisfy the interaction formula, 
( lvI )2 (V )2 --"- + __ "_ < 1 <Pb ]yIn <Pv Vn -- (29) 
where lvI", Vu are the bending moment and shear force at the critical section of the beam, 
iVIn, Vn are the nominal moment and shear capacities, and <Pb, <Pv are the resistance 
factors for bending and shear. The interaction equation (29) is based upon the buckling 
strength of thin webs subjected to combined bending and shear, and so may not be 
applicable to SHS for which the webs are usually fairly stocky. 
It is proposed here that it is not required to consider combined bending and shear for SHS 
and eHS, provided the nominal moment and shear capacities are determined according 
to the form1tiae proposed in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 of this paper. 
This proposal is based on the fact that the nominal moments (lvIn) of the SHS and CHS 
determined using eqns (22,23) are significantly lower than the experimental ultimate 
moments, as shown in Section 5.2.5, and the SHS has fairly stocky webs as stated 
above. It is considered that the section capacity reserve above the nominal moment is 
sufficient to allow for possible shear forces in addition to the bending moment. 
5.2.5 Comparison of proposed design strength with test 
Table 5 shows the section capacity and lateral buckling strength of the SHS and CHS 
beams, calculated using eqns (22,23,24), the section properties shown in Table 1, and 
the material properties defined by the parameters given in Table 3. The table also shows 
the design moment (J,1n) taken as the minimum of the section capacity and the lateral 
buckling strength. 
Section Lateral Mn Fni 
capacity buckling strength 
(kNm) (kNm) {kNm) 
SHS 10.8 19.5 10.8 1.43 
CHS 11.3 13.8 11.3 1.15 
Table 5: Comparison of design and test strengths. 
The ratio (lvIu/lvln) between the ultimate moment obtained in the test and the design 
moment is calculated in Table 5 as 1.43 and 1.15 for the SHS and CHS bearns respec-
tively. Consequently, the design formulae proposed in Section 5.2.2 for the bending 
strength of SHS and CHS are conservative. 
In particular, the design formulae are conservative for the SHS. However, in the tests, 
the ultimate moments were reached at very large deflections (v=30 mm and v=26 mm 
for the SHS and CHS respectively), and it is expected that for most practical lengths 
of beam, the full bending capacity of SHS and CHS cannot be utilised because upper 
limits of deflection will restrict the serviceability load. 
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5.3 Serviceability 
It is suggested that the approximate method described. in Section 4.3 of this paper be 
adopted for determining deflections of SRS and CRS beams. In using the method, the 
material properties shall be based on those of the finished tube. The method is suitable 
for design and is a simple, yet accurate alternative to a comprehensive finite element 
analysis. 
6 Conclusions 
A test programme on stainless steel SRS and CRS beams has been described. The 
programme included tension and compression tests of coupons cut in the longitudinal 
and transverse directions of the SRS and CRS. The coupon tests were performed to 
determine the material properties of the finished tube, including the enhancement of 
strength produced by the cold-forming process. 
It is recommended that SRS and CRS beams should be designed according to the 
Clauses 3.3.1 to 3.3.3 of the specification, 'Design of Cold-formed Stainless Steel Struc-
tural Members' (ASCE 1990), except that 
• the bending section capacity should be determined using eqn. (22), which is based 
upon the plastic section modulus, and the yield stress (Fy) should be determined 
as the 0.2 % Proof Stress of coupons taken from the finished tube, 
• the lateral buckling moment (Me) should be determined using eqn. (24) and mod-
uli (Eo, Et ) pertaining to coupons taken from the finished tube, 
• the nominal shear capacity should be based upon the material properties of 
coupons taken from the finished tube, and 
• the interaction of bending and shear should be ignored, provided the moment and 
shear capacities are determined according to the rules proposed in Sections 5.2.2 
and 5.2.3 of this paper. 
A comprehensive finite element analysis and an approximate method were described 
for determining deflections of SRS and CRS beams, and shown to agree with the test 
results of beams under two point loading. It is suggested that the approximate method 
should be adopted for determining deflections of SRS and CRS beams. The approximate 
method uses the average of the secant moduli in tension and compression, calculated at 
a stress (O'e) given by eqn. (20). 
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8 Appendix II: Notation 
A Cross-section area 
































Function of end moments, see eqn. (25) 
Outer diameter of CHS 
Secant modulus, (Cf / E) 
Secant modulus at extreme tension/compression fibre 
A verage of E. t , E., 
Tangent modulus, (dCf / de) 
Initial Young's Modulus 
Yield stress 
Yield stress for shear 
Shear modulus 
Secant shear modulus, G. T/, 
Initial shear modulus 
Depth of web of SHS 
Second moment of area 
Warping constant 
Torsion constant 
Constant used to express maximum deflection (v) 
Functions used to express E. and G., see eqns (8,10,17) 
Constant used to express the stress (Cf e) at the extreme fibre 
Length of test specimen 
Bending moment 
Critical moment for lateral buckling 
Maximum bending moment 
Bending moment at ultimate load in test 
Nominal bending strength 
Plastic moment using CfO.2 as yield stress 
Moments at ends of unbraced length 
Exponent in Ramberg-Osgood formula 
Total force applied to test specimen 
Corner radius of SHS 
Elastic modulus of effective section 
Elastic modulus of full section 
Plastic section modulus 
Plate thickness 
Maximum deflection in span 
Measured deflections 
Nominal shear capacity of a single web 
Function of measured displacements, see eqn. (3) 
Affinity factors, Ci. 0.577 and fJ = 1.5 
Shear strain 
Longitudinal strain 





Curvature produced by MO•2, see eqn. (5) 
Longitudinal stress 
Stress at extreme fibre 
Ultimate tensile stress 
0.2 % Proof Stress for tension or compression 
Shear stress 
0.2 % Proof Stress for shear 
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THE LATERAL TORSIONAL BUCKLING STRENGTH OF COLD·FORMED 
STAINLESS STEEL LIPPED CHANNEL BEAMS 
by 
P.J. BREDENKAMp!, GJ. VAN DEN BERG2, P. VAN DER MERWE3• 
ABSTRACT 
The findings of an investigation into the lateral buckling strength of cold-formed singly-
symmetric stainless steel beams are reported in this study. The singly-symmetric sections 
under consideration were lipped channel sections fabricated from a modified AISI stainless 
steel Type 409 designated 3CR12, a ferritic corrosion resisting steel. The purpose of this 
study was to compare the experimental strengths of singly-symmetric sections to the 
theoretical predictions proposed by the new ASCE Specification for the Design of Cold-
Formed Stainless Steel Structural Members!. 
It was concluded in this investigation that the tangent modulus approach adopted in the 
design specification for stainless steelsl , compared well with the experimental results. 
GENERAL REMARKS 
Very little experimental data is available on the lateral buckling strength of cold-formed 
stainless steel beams. The 1968 edition of the Stainless Steel Cold-Formed Structural 
Design Manuaf was based on accumulated experience in the design of cold-formed carbon 
and low alloy steel structural members and work done by Johnson3 on austenitic stainless 
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University. Johannesburg, South Africa. 
2. Associated Professor, Chairman of Civil Engineering and Chairman of the Materials 
Laboratory of the Faculty of Engineering at the Rand Afrikaans University. 
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3. Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Dean of the Faculty of Engineering at the 
Rand Afrikaans University. Johannesburg, South Africa. 
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steels. The findings of additional research work conducted by Wang4•S and Errera5.6 on 
austenitic stainless steels were incorporated in the 1974 edition of the AISI design 
specification for stainless steels? 
A considerable amount of additional design provisions were included in the 1991 ASCE 
design specification for stainless steels l putting it on par with the 1986 as amended in 1989 
AISI cold-formed design specification for carbon and low alloy steels8• Some of these 
additional design provisions, however, were not verified by experimental results due to lack 
of data. 
Due to the difference in the mechanical behaviour of stainless steels compared to carbon 
and low alloy steels, research on the behaviour of cold-formed stainless steel beams 
subjected to lateral torsional buckling is necessary. 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Cold-rolled sheets, 1,6 mm in thickness, were used to fabricate the lipped channel sections. 
Five plate segments, 200 mm square, were cut from one end of each sheet and were used 
to determine the mechanical properties. The remainder of the sheets were used to fabricate 
the member sections. 
Uniaxial tensile and compression test specimens were prepared from the 200 mm square 
plate segments in the longitudinal direction (the direction parallel to the rolling direction) 
and the transverse direction (the direction perpendicular to the rolling direction). 
Uniaxial tensile and compression tests were carried out on the specimens generally in 
accordance with the procedures outlined by the ASTM Standard A370-779• Average strain 
was measured by two strain gauges mounted on both sides of the specimen in a full bridge 
configuration with temperature compensation. Compression test specimens were mounted 
in a specially manufactured compression test fixture which prevents buckling of the 
specimen about the minor axis. 
RESULTS OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
Type 3CR12 corrosion resisting steel yields gradually under load. In order to compute the 
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initial modulus, Eo, and subsequently the proportional limit, Fp' defined as the 0,01 % offset 
strength, and the yield strength, Fy, defined as the 0,2% offset strength from experimental 
data, a computer program has been developed. This program enables the computation of 
the best fit straight line for the initial part of the stress-strain curve through a process of 
iterative linear regression. The slope of the best fit straight line is considered to be the 
initial modulus, Eo' 
The mean values of the mechanical properties given in Table 1 were used together with 
Equation 1, attributed to Ramberg and OsgoodlO, to produce the analytical stress-strain 
curves shown in Figure 1. 










Eo initial modulus 
Fy yield strength 
Fp proportional limit 
By yield offset strain 
Bp proportional limit offset strain 
Since the tangent modulus approach is used to determine the lateral torsional buckling 
strength of stainless steel beams, it is necessary to determine the tangent modulus at all 
levels of stress. The tangent modulus, E" is defined as the slope of the tangent to the stress-
strain curve at each value of stress. It is determined as the inverse of the first derivative 
of Equation 1 with respect to the stress and can be computed by using Equation 3. 
Figure 2 shows the tangent moduli, E" as a function of stress as determined by Equation 
3 for each of the four stress-strain cllrves in Figure 1. 
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E, = ( )n-I 
Fy + O,OO2nEo ~ (3) 
LATERAL BUCKLING STRENGTH OF SINGLY·SYMMETRICBEAMS 
PREPARATION OF MEMBERS 
Three different lipped channel sections with different dimensions for the flange widths and 
constant web depths were fabricated. The lipped channels were fabricated by cutting the 
sheets with a guillotine into strips in the longitudinal direction. The channels were cold-
formed by a press brake process to the desired dimensions. The mean dimensions of the 
lipped channels are given in Table 2. 
The dimensions of the lipped channels were chosen such that no local buckling would occur 
in the first set of beams. These sections are thus fully effective. The dimensions of the 
second set of beams were chosen such that the full unreduced section strength will be 
reached before the compression flange become effective. Thus no local buckling should 
occur in the compression flange of the lipped channel section before the full section 
strength is reached. The dimensions of the flanges of the third set of beams were chosen 
to be effective. Local buckling will thus occur in the compression flange. The webs of the 
sections were chosen to be fully effective throughout. 
The length of the sheets used were 3,0 m. For beams longer than 3,0 m additional lengths 
were welded on to both ends of the beam. These additional lengths fall outside the 
supports since the maximum distance between the supports was shorter than 3,0 m. This 
did, however, not influence the test section of the beam, 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE 
The experimental setup was essentially similar to the setup used by Galambosll for testing 
hot· rolled beams as shown in Figure 3, The beam is simply supported using a four point 
loading system, This is to ensure a constant moment between the two middle !''Upports, 
At the supports the beam is free to rotate in the direction of the axis of the beam but was 
fixed for lateral rotation as well as for warping. 
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The load is applied to the beam using a hydraulic Instron actuator with a displacement rate 
of 0,5 mm/minute. The load readings were taken at 10 second intervals and loading was 
stopped when the applied load dropped to approximately 10% below the maximum recorded 
load. The readings were stored on diskette to facilitate further data processing. 
ANALYTICAL MODEL 
Apart from yielding, singly-symmetric beams may also fail in lateral torsional bucklingl2. 
Not all the section flange sizes were chosen to be fully effective. Effective flange widths 
were calculated by using the provisions for uniformly compressed stiffened elements in the 
ASCE stainless steel design specification I, These provisions are similar to the provisions 
in the cold-formed carbon and low alloy steel design specificationS, 
For the design of singly-symmetric flexural members subjected to a constant bending 
moment over the whole section the ASCE stainless steel design specificationl specifies that 




So elastic section modulus of the effective section 
Fy = yield strength of the material in compression 
or 
M = S (Me) 
n C Sf 
(5) 
where 
Se = section modulus of the effective section at a stress Me / Sf 




<; = bending coefficient dependent on the moment gradient 
ro polar radius of gyration of the cross section about the shear centre 




Eo = initial modulus of elasticity 
K,L. effective length for bending about the x-axL~ 
r, radius of gyration of the cross section about the centroidal x-axis 
E/Eo plasticity reduction factor 
(8) 
where 
Go initial shear modulus 
J St. Venant torsion constant 
Cw torsional warping constant 
K.L. = effective length for twisting 
In the design specification for cold-formed carbon steelS the lateral torsional buckling 
strength for a singly-symmetric section is given by the same equations as discussed above 
with the exception that the plasticity reduction factor is taken as unity, For buckling in the 
inelastic stress range the SSRC approach is used to calculate the critical buckling stress, 
RESULTS 
The experimental results of the tests on the lateral torsional buckling strength for the lipped 
channel beams are given in Table 2, A comparison is made between the experimental 
lateral torsional buckling moments, Me. and the two theoretical lateral torsional buckling 
moments, using the tangent modulus concept, M.. as specified in the ASCE cold-formed 
stainless steel design manual1 and the SSRC concept, M" as specified in the AlSI cold-
formed steel design manualS, For the sections that are not fully effective the effective 
section moduli were calculated according to the specified provisions, 
In Figures 4. 5 and 6 the experimental results are compared with the lateral torsional 
buckling moment curves using the tangent modulus approach as well as the SSRC approach, 
The Euler curve is also shown, 
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DISCUSSION OF RFSUL TS 
From Table 3 and Figures 4. 5 and 6 it can be seen that many of the experimental lateral 
torsional buckling moments are below the predicted buckling moments when the SSRC 
concept is used. When using the tangent modulus approach it is seen that the experimental 
buckling moments are all above the predicted buckling moments. In this case the 
coefficient of variation is also lower than the coefficient of variation using the SSRC 
approach. 
CONCLUSIONS 
It can be concluded from Table 3 and Figures 4. 5 and 6 that the experimental results of 
cold-formed singly-symmetric beams agree well with the theoretical predictions using the 
tangent modulus approach. 
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TABLE 1 Mechanical Properties of the Sheets 
Property LT TT LC TC 
Initial Elastic Modulus Eo (GPa) 
Mean 195,3 232,0 202,3 232,1 
Coefficient of variation 2,04 6,04 2,81 4,97 
Yield Strength Fy (MPa) 
Mean 277,7 315,3 295,4 326,1 
Coefficient of variation 4,64 6,97 5,05 4,53 
Proportional Limit F p (MPa) 
Mean 211,8 264,6 189,6 245,9 
Coefficient of variation 6,24 5,61 6,58 6,55 
Tensile Strength F" (MPa) 
Mean 456,5 505,0 -
Coefficient of variation 4,91 4,51 
- -
Elongation (%) 
Mean 27,4 22,4 - -
Coefficient of variation 5,60 2,21 - -
LT Longitudinal Tension 
TT Transverse Tension 
LC Longitudinal Compression 
TC Transverse Compression 
TABLE 2 Dimensions of Lipped Channels 
Dimensions Web Flange Sheet Radius Lip 
Height Width Thickness of Bend Length 
(rom) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 
64x33 64,1 33,1 1,6 2,0 10,7 
64x43 65,2 43,1 1,6 2,0 10,5 
64x53 63,6 53,9 1,6 2.0 10,4 
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TABLE 3 Experimental and Analytical Beam Strengths 
Beam Beam Flange Me M. M, M. M. 
Length No Width 
(mm) (mm) (kNm) (kNm) (kNm) M, M, 
1000 1 34,0 1.441 1.293 1,325 1,114 1,088 
1600 2 32,8 1,200 1,087 1,262 1,104 0,951 
1900 3 33,2 1,026 1,026 1,230 1,000 0,834 
2200 4 32,6 1,089 0,925 1,135 1,177 0,959 
2400 5 32,7 1,007 0,885 1,094 1,138 0,920 
1500 6 43,2 1,620 1,481 1,575 1,094 1.029 
1900 7 43,1 1,591 1,407 1,575 1,131 1,010 
2300 8 43,3 1,441 1,273 1,482 1,132 0,972 
2600 9 42,8 1,323 1,185 1,424 1,116 0,929 
2800 10 43,0 1,437 1,122 1,347 1,281 1,067 
1900 11 53,6 1,726 1,476 1.600 1,169 1,079 
2300 12 54,5 1,730 1,455 1,575 1,189 1,098 
! 2600 13 53,5 1,629 1,366 1,507 1,193 1,081 
Mean 1,141 1,001 
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TESTING AND DESIGN OF BOLTED CONNECTIONS IN COLD FORMED STEEL SECTIONS 
By F. Zadanfarrokhl and E .R. Bryan2 
SummarY 
A detailed analysis of the strength and rigidity of bolted connections in cold formed steel 
has been carried out. Design expressions are proposed that improve on the existing 
equations for bearing strength, and for the first time, quantity the rigidity of such 
connections. The effects on the design of bolted joints are descnbed and it is shown how, 
by incorporating the proposed expressions, it is now possible to select the correct semi-
rigid joint and achieve economy without having to resort to testing. 
1 Introduction 
New codes of practice for the design of cold formed steel sections allow main frame 
members, as well as the traditional secondary members, to be designed in cold formed 
steel. A new impetus has therefore been given to the use of cold formed sections in 
structures. This has brought a need for modified and reliable design information that 
improves the economy and versatility of cold formed steel, and maintains its competitive 
edge over other fonns of construction. 
Connections are an important aspect of such structures since structural behaviour, and 
hence economy, is dictated to a large extent by the behaviour of the connections. 
There are numerous types of fastenings between cold formed steel components. In cold 
formed sections however, where holes are punched during forming, bolts are by far the 
most common type of fastener used in practice. Their ease of application and economy 
has a particular attraction in all types of steel structures. 
An extensive research programme was therefore set up at the University of Salford to 
study the behaviour of bolted joints in cold formed steel sections, in order to provide 
adequate information on the real behaviour of bolted joints and enable cold formed steel 
structures and assemblies to be designed with full economy. 
In this paper the findings of this work are described. First the modes of failure of bolted 
joints are briefly reviewed and standardized parameters for testing of structural bolted 
connections are proposed, and then the factors influencing the strength and rigidity of 
such connections are described in detail. 
As a result of the tests, a design expression for the bearing strength has been derived 
with simple coefficients to take account of all relevant factors influencing the strength of 
bolted connections in cold formed steel sections. The results of the design expression for 
bearing strength are compared with those presently used in the U.S., European and 
British codes of practice. Where appropriate, comparisons are made with values obtained 
by eminent authors in the past. 
IResearch Assistant in Structural Engineering, University of Salford, England. 
2Research Professor in Civil Engineering, University of Salford, England. 
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Furthermore, as far as is known for the first time, a design expression defining the 
flexibility of bolted connections is put forward. This is of particular importance to bolted 
moment connections, since it enables the designer to predict the moment-rotation 
characteristics of such joints without having to resort to testing. It should then be possible 
to design optimum structures by specifying joints with appropriate characteristics. 
:: Basis or design criteria for bolted connections 
Tests initiated by the late George Winter[8j in the 1940's, led to the recognition of four 
distinct types of failure, which have up to now formed the basis for the provision of 
design equations in various codes of practice. 
The observed modes of failure and their mechanical models are as follows. 
Sheet tearing (Twe I) mode of failure 
For relatively short end distances in the direction of the applied force, the connection 
may fail by longitudinal shearing of the sheet along two nearly parallel Jines, a distance 
equal to the bolt diameter apart. (Fig. 1 ) 
Fig. 1 : Sheet tearing mode of failure. 
From first principles the ultimate load is defined as : 
( .,. ull = Ultimate shear stress) 
Substituting 0.6 Uult in place of .,. ult : 
(Uult == Ultimate tensile stress) 
ii Sheet bearing (Twe II) mode of failure 
For sufficiently large bolt end distances the connection may fail by bearing or piling up 
of steel sheet in front of the bolt. (Fig. 2) 
c5() 
Fig.:: : Sheet bearing mode of failure. 
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The bearing strength of a bolted connection is equal to the tensile area of the bearing 
strength times a factor a, determined from test results. 
(d bolt diameter) 
The factor a Pb / dtault or = ab / aull) depends on several parameters which will be 
described later. 
The trend is now to combine the two above mentioned modes of failure (i.e Sheet tearing 
and Sheet bearing) into a more general Bolt bearing mode of failure. 
The sheet tearing mode of failure is implicitly defined in the factor a, and the minimum 
(end distance / bolt dia.) ratio (e/d) is kept to a minimum of 1.5 since, for smaller end 
distances, the mode of failure will be too sudden. 
The end distance at which the mode of failure changes from sheet tearing into sheet 





Note that the end distance in line of stress is the governing factor on whether failure 
occurs by sheet tearing or sheet bearing. 
The general bolt bearing mode of failure is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
C( • Pb Idt<J.It, 
4r-------------------------------------------~ 
2 ;1 
(e/d)min,= 1.5 I 
C( = Constant ! I • 
,,'_ C( = 1.2 (e/d) 3 
I 
i Sheet bearing 
Sheet tearing ~ 
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o 2 3 (aId) 
Fig. 3 : Bolt bearing mode of failure 
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Bolt bearing may be a more logical and succinct approach in defining the bearing modes 
of failure (Types I & II). It is therefore recommended that design codes should model 
their design rules on this mode of failure, rather than treating it as two separate cases 
of sheet tearing and sheet bearing. 
The other modes of failure noted by Winter were: 
iii Tensile failure in net section (Type III) mode of failure 
Where the strength of the fastening is more than the ultimate strength of the net section, 
it results in tearing failure of the sheet in net section. (Fig. 4.) 
Fig. 4 : Net section mode of failure. 
Consideration of the net section mode of failure is the same as in conventional hot rolled 
construction. 
iv Bolt shearing (Type IV) mode of failure 
This mode of failure occurs when the bearing strength of connected parts is greater than 
the shear strength of the bolt. This is a sudden mode of failure and not common in cold 
formed steel. (Fig. 5) 
Fig. 5 : Bolt shearing mode of failure. 
p. = A.. a. 
The bolt shearing mode of failure, although essentially the same as in hot rolled sections, 
hardly ever occurs even with mild steel (grade 4.6) bolts in cold formed steel sections up 
to 3.2 mm thick. This is due to the bolt tilting. This phenomenon reduces the effective 
shear stress on a bolt by putting it in a state of shear and tension. 
Connections are usually arranged so that the bolts are in shear, and because of the 
thinness of the material, designs tend to be dominated by the bearing capacity of the 
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thinner sheet rather than the ultimate strength of net section or shear strength of the 
bolt. Bolt bearing (Fig. 3) almost always tends to dominate the design and will therefore 
be the focal point of in this paper. 
3 Testing of structural bolted connections in cold fonned steel 
As mentioned previously, the objective of the research was to consider practical factors 
in bolted connections in cold formed steel sections, not previously or adequately 
accounted for. It was therefore thought essential to devise a standard test procedure to 
yield the maximum amount of information with a minimum number of tests. 
Specifications drawn by the current codes of practice in the testing of bolted lap joints 
in cold formed steel are briefly described, their short comings are discussed, and further 
recommendations are made. 
3.1 Current directives on testing of fastenings in cold fonned steel 
AISII3] does not give specific rules for the testing of connections in cold formed steel, nor 
does BS 5950 Part 5[41. Instead the latter code refers the reader to European 
Recommendations where definite guidelines have been drawn up by ECCS (European 
Convention for Constructional Steelwork) working group TC7, for testing of bolted 
connections in cold formed steel. 
The procedures drawn by ECCS in the testing of connections are essentially in two 
categories:- (1) European Recommendation (E.R.) Publication No. 35, reference [7], 
which covers tests to determine the strength and rigidity of all common types of fasteners 
in light gauge steel (2) E.R. Publication No. 21, reference [6], comprising of test 
procedures to determine the properties of the fastenings. 
The latter recommendation was of prime interest to this project. The important points, 
regarding testing of lap joints in shear, are descnbed below. 
3.2 Standard shear test of fastenings in light gauge steel, E.R. Publication No.2116J 
The standard shear test is commonly known as the "single lap joint shear test", in which 
a two fastener lap joint of standard dimensions is placed in the testing machine and 
loaded to failure. The minimum standard dimensions (for d > 6.5 mm) are shown in 
Fig. 6. 
As can be seen, the test incorporates two fasteners and the results obtained are an 
average of the two fasteners tested. The E.R.161 also allows a single fastener test to be 
used where it is deemed to be more representative of the conditions being tested than 
a double fastener test. In such cases the specimen length may be adjusted accordingly to 
provide the end distance required for the tests. 
In the E.R., it is specified that the rate of loading shall not exceed 1 kN/min and the rate 
of straining shall not exceed 1 mm/min during testing. Faster rates of loading may 
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Fig. 6: Standard shear test specimen specified by the E.R.[61. 
A deformation limit of 3mm is also placed on the ultimate load. That is, the ultimate 
load is defined as the lesser of the load recorded within 3mm deformation or the load 
at which the first drop in the load-extension curve occurs. 
3.3 Awlication or the "Standard Shear Test" to testing or structural bolted 
connections 
The dimensions specified by the European Recommendations summarized above, seem 
to be excessive. Reference [17] gives the background to Fig. 6, where it is evident that 
the specifications in the E.R. were originally intended for testing of connections in roof 
and wall sheets to the under-structure. The strength and stiffness of such fastenings would 
often be relied upon in diaphragm action, with fastener diameters in the range of 6 mm. 
It was obviously desirable both in terms of saving material and reducing test time, to test 
specimens with one bolt only, using smaller specimens provided they were representative 
of structural bolted connections (i.e. d <!: 10mm) in cold formed steel sections. 
To this purpose a series of preliminary tests was carried out on twenty lap joints, with 
one and two bolts in the line of stress. Steel sheets at both the "thinner" and "thicker" 
range of cold formed steel sections were tested, namely 1.7 and 3.0 mm. 
Galvanised bolts of 16 mm diameter (grade 4.6) were used in the tests since these are 
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the most common type utilised in practice in the U.K. Grade 8.8 and 10.9 boIts are 
however the more common practice in Continental Europe and North America. All 
fasteners (bolts, nuts and washers) are also almost always galvanised. From a structural 
point of view, galvanising affects the coefficient of friction between the bolt and the 
parent material. Tests carried out by Winterl91, and later Baehre[lSl, also show that 
galvanising yields the lowest coefficient of friction compared to other forms of coating or 
bare steel. 
All bolts were "turned and fitted" into a 16 mm diameter hole, to obtain a perfect fit 
fastening, and hence eliminate the effect of clearance slip at this stage. Different bolt 
torque settings, ranging from 60 to 100 Nm, were applied and monitored to ensure that 
bolt torque did not affect the ultimate load. 
In lap joints with two bolts in the line of stress, different bolt spacings of Ie, 1 Y:!e and 2e 
were considered, and their effect on the load carrying capacity of the joint was studied. 
(e = end distance in the line of stress) 
Specimens of the dimensions specified by the E.R.161, for both two bolts and a single boIt, 
were tested and the results compared with those of tests on the smaller specimens. 
3.3.1 Test method 
The specimens were 




extensometer with two 
dial gauges, each with an 
accuracy of 0.01 mm, 
was used to record the 
extension readings. 
Load/extension curves 
were also recorded by 
the machine to ensure an 
accurate register of data 
up to the failure load. A 
typical test is shown in 
Fig. 7. 




3.3.2 Test results 
Detailed test results are given in Reference [1]: only the main findings are discussed here. 
The majority of specimens failed in sheet bearing, with a few in net section. 
It was found that in specimens consisting of flat elements, sheets curled out of plane. 
Increasing the specimen width had an adverse affect on sheet curling. In the case of 
thinner specimens and those with two bolts in the line of stress, irrespective of the sheet 
thickness, it was found that sheets curling out of plane badly distorted the results. It was 
therefore thought necessary to restrain sheet curling by forming lips around the 
connection area. This device was found to be very effective and resulted in fasteners 
tilting instead. As a result the deformation capacity of the lap joints increased, making 
them more representative of the in-situ conditions. The same behaviour, i.e. fastener 
tilting, was observed in the testing of full scale moment connections. (See § 7, Fig. 24) 
Although the presence of edge restraints is emphasized here, it should be noted that lips 
are of no design significance, but purely an experimental technique that effectively 
represents flat elements in practice. 
Typical load/extension characteristics of a specimen with two bolts in the line of stress, 
are compared with those of an equivalent specimen with a single bolt, in Fig. 8 (a) and 
(b) for sheet thicknesses of 1.7 and 3.0mm respectively. All specimens depicted failed in 
sheet bearing. 
As can be seen, the results obtained are very satisfactory and almost the same 
characteristic per bolt is obtained. It is therefore concluded that lap joints with a single 
bolt in the line of stress may be used to adequately predict the load/extension 
characteristics of structural bolted connections in cold formed steel. 
It is therefore considered that the dimensions specified in the European 
Recommendations[6] for the standard shear test, are excessive for load bearing structural 
bolted connections. The alternative dimensions shown in Fig. 9 are recommended to 
ensure that the desired mode of failure (i.e. sheet bearing) is obtained. 
Where it is deemed that specimens with two bolts in the line of stress are more 
appropriate, the specimen length should be increased by the bolt spacing S, i.e. 
1= (400 ± 20) + S . A specimen width ofw = 8.75d was found to be adequate in such 
cases to obtain the correct mode of failure. 
Test procedures were kept as close as possible to that specified in the E.R.[61. However 
as evident from Fig. 8, the deformation limit of 3 mm set in the E.R. is not realistic for 
the structural bolted connections being tested here, where movements of the order of 20 
to 30 mm are obtained before failure. Moreover, in connections with 2 mm clearance 
holes, a 3 mm deformation will often correspond to the initial slip load. 
It is therefore recommended that any deformation limits placed on a bolted structural 
connection in light gauge steel should be discarded and that the ultimate load should be 
simply taken as the first drop in the load/extension characteristics. 
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Fig. 9 : Recommended test dimensions for structural bolts in cold formed 
steel sections. (d~ 10 mm) 
3.4 Standard bolt torgues 
The results obtained confirmed that the ultimate load is independent of the bolt torque. 
In testing of lap joints however, especially when their flexibility as well as strength is to 
be investigated, it was thought essential to establish a standard torque setting which 
corresponded to that used in practice. 
During tightening, a bolt is subjected to two force components:-
(i) The induced axial tension and; 
(ii) Part of the torque from the wrench applied to the bolt via the nut thread. 
The principal stress from these two forces is at its maximum when tightening is being 
completed; removal of the wrench will reduce the torque component of stress, and the 
elastic recovery of the parts causes an immediate reduction in axial tension of some 5%. 
This is followed by a further relaxation of 4% of 5% most of which takes place within a 
few hours. 
In order to standardize the bolt torques for future tests, experiments were carried out 
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to measure the normal torques applied to 16 mm diameter bolts in practice. Special care 
was taken for the results to be representative of site conditions. Using a torque wrench, 
typical torque settings of 16 mm diameter bolts in a typical cold formed steel structure 
were examined. Numerous bolts, with different degrees of accessability were tested at 
random. 






A great scatter of results was obtained. No 
apparent correlation between the applied 
torque and bolt location was evident. Based 
on the results obtained, and taking the 
relaxation of the bolt forces into account, a 
standard and conservative torque of 65 Nm is 
recommended for all future tests. This value 
agrees closely with the standard torque of 
68 Nm (50 ft. lb.) recommended for 16 mm 
(o/a") diameter bolts, by Winterl81• For other 
bolt diameters, values given by Winter are 
therefore recommended. (Table 1) Table 1 : Standard torque settings. 
3.S Recommendations for "Standard Shear Test" for structural bolted connections 
To summarize what has been discussed in § 3, the following procedures for testing of lap 
joints, resulting in sheet bearing mode of failure (representative of structural bolted 
connections in cold formed steel sections) are recommended; 
Lap joints with a single bolt may be used to adequately represent bolted 
connections in cold formed steel. Specimen dimensions' should be in accordance 
with those given in Fig. 9. 
All the steel sections and fasteners (i.e. bolts, nuts and washers) being tested 
should be galvanised, unless the effect of galvanising is being investigated itself. 
With specimens with more than one bolt in line of stress, a bolt spacing of twice 
the end distance (S == 2e) is ample to mobilize the strength of the second bolt. 
Tests indicate however that the required bolt spacing is a function of sheet 
thickness and may be reduced for the thicker range of steel sections. 
In specimens with more than one bolt perpendicular to the line of stress, the 
required bolt pitch to develop the full bearing strength of the tension joint may 
be obtained by ensuring that the tensile capacity of the sheet, over one bolt pitch, 
is greater than or equal to the bearing capacity. 
The rate of loading should be in accordance with the E.R.16), as described in § 3.2. 
The ultimate load may be taken as the first drop in the load/extension 
characteristics. 
Evaluation of test results should be based upon a minimum number of tests 
specified by either the E.R.(6) or AlSI. 
The bolt torque should be in accordance with Table 1. 
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4 Bearing strength of bolted connections in cold formed steel sections 
A total of 228 tests was carried out on bolted lapped joints at Salford. This work coupled 
with the results of some 700 tests from other British and European research institutions, 
resulted in a comprehensive study of all factors influencing the strength of bolted 
connections in cold formed steel sections. The results obtained provide essential 
information on the real behaviour of bolted joints. A design expression is propounded 
which enables cold rolled steel structures to be designed with full economy. 
The test arrangements and experimental procedures were in accordance with § 3.5, to 
represent normal structural practice as far as possible. 
A minimum of three tests was carried out for any identical set of test parameters. The 
percentage of variation of ultimate load within anyone group tests, varied from a 
maximum of 10.5% to a minimum of 1.6%, with a mean value of 5.3% and a standard 
deviation 2.3%. It is therefore evident that the results obtained were very consistent. 
All specimens failed in bolt bearing. Full test details are given in reference [1], only the 
main findings are summarized here. Some of the specimens tested to failure are shown 
in Fig. 10. 
Fig. 10 : Some failed 
specimens. 
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4.1 Factors considered in design of bearing strength of bolted connections 
4.1.1 Hole tolerance 
The majority of tests were carried out on specimens with 2mm clearance holes. Steel 
sheets were pushed in together prior to the tightening of the bolt to leave the maximum 
possible initial clearance. Some tests however, were made on specimens with exact 
diameter holes, i.e. a perfect fit was obtained between the fastener and the fastening. 
It was found that, once the joints with clearance holes were pulled into bearing, their 
behaviour was very similar to that of perfect fit holes thereafter. It is therefore concluded 
that normal hole tolerance is not detrimental to the joint strength. 
4.1.2 Position of the shear plane. on sbank or tbreads of bolt 
With bolts, the amount of the plain shank between the bolt head and the last thread is 
governed by the length of the bolts. British Standard BS4190[21) specifies a thread 
length of 2d + 6mm for all bolts. Alternative shorter threads of 1 Yzd may be specified, 
where threads in the shear plane are not desired. 
Set screws are differentiated from bolts in that they do not have a plain shank. That is, 
with set screws the threads run right up to the fasteners head. The most common lengths 
of 16mm bolts in structural connections are 30 or 35 mm. It follows that strictly speaking 
they are set screws. Therefore the occurrence of bolt threads in the shear plane of a 
connection is the norm, in cold formed steel sections. 
In calculating the bearing strength of bolted connections however, the nominal bolt 
diameter is always used. This is taken into account in design expressions, i.e. they are 
based on the assumption that the shear plane occurs on the threads. 
A series of tests was carried out using turned and fitted bolts, with a plain shank in the 
shear plane, and the same tests were then repeated using turned and fitted set screws 
with threads occurring in the shear plane. 
A study of the failed specimens revealed that in the case of bolts, the sheet steel was 
squashed in bearing in the area of contact with the bolt, whereas witb set screws the 
threads dug into the bearing area and precipitated tearing. This affected both the 
strength and flexibility of the tested joints. The effect on flexibility will be considered 
later. 
Since the design expressions are based on the normal case of shear planes on the 
threads, the ultimate bearing capacity may be increased by (dldeff.) where it can be shown 
that shear planes occur on the shank. 
i.e. d 
d"" 
where deff. is the effective bolt diameter, 
used in the calculation of A.. 
d is the full shank diameter. 
A. is the tensile area of the bolt. 
For most structural bolts, this ratio may be taken as 1.15. 
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4.1.3 Bolt diameter 
The practical range of bolt sizes, i.e. 10, 12, 16 and 20mm diameter bolts were 
considered. 
The ratios of the ultimate loads achieved were not proportional to the bolt diameters, 
as assumed in all current codes of practice, but were approximately proportional to the 
square root of the bolt diameters. 
Taking 16mm diameter bolts as the norm (since they are the most common form of 
bolts), then the bearing strength of a bolted connection, with bolt diameter d, is 
d ( 1d6)lIl . proportional to : 
4.1.4 Type of bolt 
As well as the tests described in § 4, a sample of 94 tests were available from a previous 
research project at Salford. Sheet thicknesses 1.6, 2.6 and 3.1mm, were tested with 16 
and 20 mm diameter ordinary black bolts and High Strength Friction Grip (HSFG) bolts. 
An analysis of the test results showed that although HSFG bolts produced a higher slip 
load, they did not improve the ultimate load very significantly. This is due to the low 
coefficient of friction due to the galvanising of cold formed steel, which often acts as a 
lubricant. 
Results showed that HSFG bolts were most effective when used with the thinnest of 
sheets, where the ultimate load of the sheets was less than the slip load of the bolt, hence 
resulting in perfectly rigid joints until failure. In this range (t = 1.6mm) the average 
increase in ultimate bearing strength as a result of using HSFG bolts, compared to 
ordinary mild steel bolts, was 51% in the case of 20mm diameter bolts and 38% with 
16mm bolts. The corresponding increases in the ultimate strength for 2.6 and 3.1mm 
sheets were approximately 25% and 20% respectively, almost irrespective of bolt 
diameter. 
Hence, the use of HSFG bolts may not be economical in terms of increase in the 
ultimate strength, but they may prove advantageous where it is necessary to ensure a 
perfectly rigid joint at the design loads. These conclusions are in line with those drawn 
by Winter19], on tests on high strength, high torqued bolts, in light gauge steel 
connections. 
4.1.5 Sheet thickness 
Cold formed steel, as defined by BS5950 Part 5, is primarily concerned with sections up 
to 8mm thick. AlSI considers thicker sections, but in the case of connections gives design 
guidelines for sheets only up to 4.7mm (3/16in.) thick. Most cold formed sections have 
thicknesses between 1.2 to 3.2mm. Hot rolled steel sections, on the other hand, usuany 
consist of plate thicknesses of approximately 6mm and over. 
It follows that there is an area of overlap between the codes of practice for cold formed 
and hot rolled steel, approximately in the thickness range of 6 to 8 mm. It is obviously 
desirable to obtain a continuity between the two forms of steel. 
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The main range of sheet thicknesses considered varied from 1.5 to 3.2mm, but further 
tests were carried out to extend this range from 0.9 to 6.2mm to: 
(a) consider the influence of sheet thickness across a wider range of thicknesses 
covered by cold formed steel codes, and 
(b) to verify and achieve a continuity of the ultimate bearing strengths between 
cold formed and hot rolled steel codes. 
It is was found that the bearing strength did not increase linearly with sheet thickness, 
for the normal range of sections up to 3.Omm thick, but was proportional to (thicknessf 
The relationship obtained in this range, in terms of sheet thickness, was found to be : 
Pull = (1.9 + 0.25 t) t d aull for t ~ 3.Omm 
Above this range, i.e. 3.0 < t ~ 8mm, the bearing strength equation given in 
Eurocode No.3 IST Part 1, for design of hot rolled sections, was adequate to predict the 
ultimate bearing strength, i.e. : 
Pull = 2.5 t d aull for 3.0 < t ~ 8.Omm 
However, there is a small discontinuity between the above two equations at t = 3.Omm. 




= (1.9 + 0.2 t) d t aull 
= 2.5 dtaull 
for t ~ 3.Omm 
for 3.0 < t ~ 8.Omm 
The above equations are compared against the test results in Fig. 11. Each point plotted 
in this figure, particularly for t ~ 3.Omm, is the result of a lower bound analysis on a great 
many number of tests. 
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4.1.6 Mechanical properties or steel sheets 
Tests were carried out on different grades of steel, to examine whether an increase in the 
yield (or ultimate) strength of the connected sheets would lead to an equal increase in 
the bearing strength of a bolted joint, as is presently assumed in all codes of practice. 
At present in the U.K, Z28 (Zinc galvanised, 280 N/mml yield steel) is the most 
common type of steel sheet used. There is however a growing tendency to use harder 
steel, Z35 (350 N/mm2 yield). 
To this purpose a series of tests was carried out with a nominal yield stress (uy) of 
350 N/mm2 (nominal ultimate stress, Uult = 450 N/mm2) and the results were compared 
with those of the standard tests, i.e. uy = 280 N/mm2. (nominal ultimate stress, 
Uult = 390 N/mm2 = 1.4 uy) 
It was found that the bearing strength of bolted joints did not increase linearly with the 
yield or ultimate strength of the connected sheets - but was proportional to uy (280/uSI, 
or uult (390/uuS". A linear assumption, as used in the present codes, is therefore unsafe. 
Moreover the tests showed that the yield stress, rather than the ultimate stress, was a 
more reliable factor upon which to base the ultimate bearing stress. However it is a 
requirement of Eurocodes that equations defining rupture, should be expressed in terms 
of uult' 
Therefore in terms of design specifications, a design strength factor of 
is recommended, 
where Uult• deoign is the design ultimate stress of the sheet material. 
4.1.7 End distance or bolt in line or stress 
( 
390 )~ 
a lilt. de.rigJJ 
A series of tests was carried out to study the influence of end distance on the mode of 
failure, and the ultimate bearing strength of bolted connections in cold formed steel. 
The test programme adopted was to start with the shortest end distance of 24mm 
(e/d 1.5) and increase it in steps of 12mm (e/d == 0.75) up to a maximum end distance 
of 96mm (e/d = 6.0). A sample of failed specimens with varying end distances was shown 
in Fig. 10. 
The modes of failure observed were as follows:-
(1) sheet tearing - for e/d !> 1.5 
(2) sheet bearing - for e/d <!: 2.25 
The test results are plotted in Fig. 12. In this figure the non-dimensionalized parameters 
a (= P ult/dtuy) and e/d are plotted for all tested sheet thicknesses. Each point plotted is 
the average of at least three identical tests. 
It is seen that the ultimate strength P ult increases linearly with end distance up to 
e/d = 2.5, whereafter it remains constant. It is interesting to note that this in agreement 
with the results obtained by Chong and Matlock(11). 
From Fig. 12, it is evident that; 
for 1.5 :::; e/d < 2.5 alE f (e/d, t) and; 
for 2.5 s e/d a lE f (t) i.e. a is independent of e/d. 
It has been shown!l) that the above criteria are satisfied by incorporating a factor for end 
distance of bolt in the line of stress as the lesser of e/2.5d or 1. 
This is a simple and more accurate solution to what used to be a set of complicated 
equations in previous drafts of Eurocode 3 (EC3) Annex AIS) (see E.R.16)). The same 
comment applies equally to the design expressions in BS 5950 Part 5. In AISI, the 
permissible end distance in the line of stress, is governed by consideration of the sheet 
tearing criterion, times a factor of safety of 2. This is coupled with a high factor of safety 
of 2.22 for bearing, in the sheet bearing criterion, that gives safe bearing capacities for 
the smallest permissible end distance. 
* 
Note that in Fig. 12, a has been plotted in terms of cry ; hence the values shown 
should be divided by 1.4. 
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4.1.8 Washer material and diameter 
Washers are often punched out of the scrap end of steel strips and usually manufactured 
by the cheapest available means. Washers, for anyone given bolt size, may be specified 
as normal or large diameter. For 16mm bolts, the outside diameter of these being 30 and 
34mm respectively, each with a nominal thickness of 3 mm. 
Normal diameter soft commercial washers were used for the bulk of the tests. In 
addition, tests were made on large diameter soft commercial washers and large diameter 
bright steel washers - i.e. high quality engineering washers with machined edges and 
chamfered round the outside edge, known as Turned and Chamfered washers. 
The purpose of these tests was two-fold: 
(i) 
(ii) 
to investigate whether there was any advantage to be gained from using large 
diameter washers. 
whether the quality of washers has any significant effect on the characteristics of 
a connection. 
Fig. 13 shows a sample of each washer before and after testing. Note the distortion 
caused by bolt tilting. 
Fig. 13 : Washer distortion due to bolt tilting. 
The type of washers shown in Fig. 13, from left to right, are as follows; 
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(i) large diameter, bright steel washers, 
(ii) large diameter, soft commercial washer, 
(iii) normal diameter, soft commercial washers, used as standard in all tests and 
(iv) normal diameter, soft commercial washers, obtained from a different 
manufacturer, and of slightly inferior quality compared to (iii) above. 
The test results showed that the improvement in the bearing strength of a lap joint by 
using a large washer instead of a normal washer, varied from 25% for 1.6mm thick sheets 
to 5% for 3mm sheets. 
This variation is because with thinner sheets, the extra washer diameter provides an 
added restraint against bolt tilting, so giving an improved load carrying capacity. As the 
sheet thickness increases to the same order as that of the washers, the restraining effect 
of washers compared to that of the connected sheets themselves against bolt tilting 
reduces, hence giving a reduction in the extra load carrying capacity. 
In terms of design specifications, the effect of using larger washers may be incorporated 
as follows: 
15% for t ~ 2mm. 
5% for t ~ 3mm. 
No increase should be allowed if t > 3mm. 
The effect of washer quality on the ultimate strength was found to be of secondary 
importance. It is therefore recommended that no modification to the design strength on 
this account, is necessary. 
4.1.9 Number and position of waShers 
For the main range of sheet thicknesses tested, i.e. 1.5 ~ t ~ 3.2mm, tests were also 
carried out on specimens with all possible bolt· washer combinations, that is: 
(1) 2 washers, one under bolt head and one under nut 
(2) 1 washer under bolt head 
(3) 1 washer under nut 
(4) No washers. 
The results were extremely consistent, and showed that if the strength for case (1) is 
taken as 100%, then the strengths for cases (2), (3) and (4) are 85%, 80% and 70% 
respectively. 
After studying the failed specimens it was realised that the 5% difference in strength 
between cases (2) and (3) was due to the bolt head having sharper corners than the nut. 
So if there was no washer under the head, its corners would bite into the sheets and 
precipitate tearing at an earlier stage. 
It was also found that the slip load, which varied between 3 to 10 kN, was independent 
of sheet thickness and the use of washers. In terms of joint characteristics the only 
tangible difference, in use of washers, was in the deformation capacities i.e. the 
deformation capacity in case (1) was greater than in cases (2) and (3), and those in turn 
greater than case (4). 
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Based on the results obtained, it is proposed that a 20% reduction in design bearing 
strength should be made if only one washer is used, and a 30% reduction should be made 
if no washers are used. No such allowance is made in Annex A of EC3 at present, and 
an incorrect allowance of 25% for cases (2), (3) and (4) alike (almost the same as that 
in the AlSI) is made in BS 5950 Part 5. With AlSI however, any discrepancies found in 
the above recommendations are absorbed in a factor of safety for bearing. 
4.1.10 Thin/thick sheets 
For the standard range of sheet thicknesses (1.5 to 3.2mm), tests were carried out on 
single cold formed sheets bolted to a reinforced 9mm thick plate. 
So far as the strength of bolted joints is concerned, it suffices to say that the tests 
vindicated the assumption that the bearing strength of a bolted joint is equal to that of 
the thinnest connected sheet. The thick plate had no influence over the strength of these 
tests, and the specimens failed at the same loads as that of two sheets of equal thickness. 
The significance of these tests on joint flexibility, will be discussed later. 
4.2 Design expression for bearing strength of bolted connections 
The design expression for bearing strength, Pbo' taking into account all the foregoing 
factors, described in § 4.1, is defined as : 
The Ultimate bearing strength 
Where a is defined as : 
kl to k7 are factors as given below : 
Bolt diameter; 
kl = (16/d)Y.! 
Mechanical properties; 
k3 = (390/aull. design)"" 
where a uit. design is the design ultimate 
stress of the sheet material. 
Number of washers; 
ks = 1.0 when two washers are 
used. 
= O.B when only one washer is 
used. 
= 0.7 when no washers are 
used. 
Pbo = a . d.t.aull 
a = kl.k2.k3.k3.k4.ks.~.k7 
Sheet thickness; 
kz = (1.9 + 0.2 t) for t s 3mm 
= 2.5 for 3 < t S Bmm 
Washer diameter; 
For Normal diameter washers, 
(Form E, BS 4320) 
k4 = 1.0. 
For Large diameter washers, 
(Form F, BS 4320) 
k4 = 1.15 for t:s; 2mm 
= 1.05 for 2 < t s 3mm 
= 1.0 for t > 3mm. 
End distance in the line of stress; 
~= the lesser of (e/2.5d) and 1, 
with a minimum value of (e/d) 1.5. 
Shear plane on the plain shank or threads of bolts; 
k7 = 1.15 where it can be shown be shown that the shear plane 
occurs over the full shank diameter. 
= 1.0 otherwise. 
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5 Comparison of the proposed design expression for the bearing strength with other 
codes of practice 
5.1 EO. Annex A 
Equations originally derming the bearing strength of bolted connections in Annex A 
(December 1988) were complex, cumbersome and unrepresentative of test results. They 
also resulted in big step functions existing between the bearing strength equations given 
by cold formed and hot rolled steel design codes. 




a is the lesser of e/3d and 1, 
'YMb is factor of safety for the bolt material = 1.25, 
(e/d)min = 1.5. 
(for t ~ 1.25 mm) 
The above equation is identical to that in EC3 Part 1, for design of connections in hot 
rolled sections. Obviously the lower thickness limit of 1.25mm is exclusive to Annex A 
This is a distinct improvement on the earlier version. The previously existing illogical step 
functions, between the two forms of steel, has also been eradicated. Nevertheless, the 
revised expression still appears to be markedly inferior to the expression given in § 4.2. 
5.2 BS 5950 Part 5 
The equations governing the ultimate bearing strength of bolted connections in BS 5950 
Part 5, are a conservative simplification of the December 1988 draft of Annex A, 
(originally published in European Recommendations, Publication No. 21(61). 
The parent expressions upon which BS 5950 Part 5 is based, are not representative of 
the actual behaviour of bolted connections in cold formed steel connections, and have 
since been replaced in Annex A Hence the expressions given in BS 5950 Part 5 define 
conditions in terms of sheet thicknesses and end distances which are no longer valid. 
These parameters have been quantified by much simpler and more accurate expressions 
in this paper, which improve the values given in BS 5950 Part 5 by a factor of about 1.4, 
and achieve a continuity between the two forms of steel. 
Apart from end distance and sheet thickness, it was shown in § 4.1.9 that an incorrect 
allowance for the use of washers has been made. Other factors considered in this paper 
have not yet been accounted for in BS 5950 Part 5. 
5.3 AISI 
AISI is based upon permissible stress design philosophy. The range of sheet thicknesses 
covered by AISI is from 0.6 (0.024in.) to 4.7mm (3/16in.). For bolted connections with 
two washers the ultimate bearing strength is defined as 3.00 dtfu lOb' The unfactored 
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ultimate stress 3.00 fu is too high at first sight, but this has conservatively been accounted 
for by a high factor of safety for bearing, 0b =2.22. Where one or no washers are used, 
the ultimate strength in AlSI is reduced by 26%. 
The overall perspective for bearing strength in cold formed and hot rolled steel codes is 
shown in Fig. 14. In this figure a (=Pu1/dtault) is plotted against sheet thickness, t. 
Unfactored equations have been plotted although no factor of safety has been described 
explicitly in BS5950 Part 5, where only the ultimate strength is defined. 
ex • p.,l dt (JUlt 3.5.---------------------------------------------, 
AISI for 
3 0.6 (0.024In.)<I (4.7mm (3/16In.) 
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A A 811' fit to teet retultl lId ~ 2.&) 
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Fig. 14 : Ultimate bearing strength of bolted connections in C.F. and H.R. steel. 
It is concluded that the proposed design equation is a significant advance on those given 
in existing codes of practice. Every appropriate factor has been isolated and quantified 
separately and accurately. Any factor of safety can be applied explicitly, with confidence 
that it is being applied for its intended purpose. This is more in line with limit state 
design philosophy. The proposed expression can also be safely used for the whole range 
of sheet thicknesses covered by cold formed steel codes, and there is no need to impose 
any limits on sheet thickness, except for an upper limit of t ~ 8.Omm. 
6 Flexibility or bolted connections in cold rormed steel sections 
So far the focus of all the research carried out on bolted connections in cold formed steel 
has been on the strength of such joints. However it has long been realised that, as well 
as strength, connection stiffness is pivotal to a sound design and successful use of steel 
in any building. Traditionally, connections have been designed as either pinned (implying 
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no moment transfer) or rigid (implying complete rotational continuity) in steel frames -
alternatively referred to as simple and continuous construction. 
Cold formed steel is no exception to this tradition. At present, many cold-formed sections 
are designed using simple construction, often accompanied by manufacturers 
recommended safe load design tables, based on their test results. 
The notions of pinned and rigid joints are simply extreme cases of true joint behaviour. 
Most pinned connections possess some rotational stiffness, while rigid connections often 
display some flexibility. It would therefore seem more appropriate to regard all steel 
frames under the more general heading of semi·rigid construction, treating the simple 
and continuous construction as the extremes. (Fig. 15) 
Applied moment (kNm) 
14~~----------~--~----------------------------~ 
12 Rigid connection 
4 
2 Pinned connection 
OL---------~----L-----~-----------L----------~ 
o 20 40 60 80 
-3 Connection rotation, $ x 10 (Rads.) 
Fig. 15 : Typical moment-rotation characteristics of a bolted connection. 
Fig. 16 shows the bending moment distributions for a pinned, rigid and semi-rigid beam. 
It can be seen that with pinned connections the mid-span moment is critical, whereas 
with rigid joints the end-moments are critical. If semi-rigid joints are used, these two 
moments may be more nearly balanced, and the optimum solution is when the mid-span 
moment and the end-moments are equal. Hence, consideration of the moment/rotation 
characteristics of bolted connections can be of vital importance to economic design. 
Equations defining moment-rotation characteristics can be easily fed into existing design 
programmes to radically affect the elastic design of cold formed steel structures. This 
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Fig. 16 : Bending moment distribution depending on end conditions. 
6.1 Load I extension chamcteristics of lap joints 
In tests on bolted lapped joints the extension of the joints, as well as the applied load, 
was measured at every stage. The total extension at a given load consists of two 
components: 
i) Extension due to the clearance between a bolt and its oversize hole, resulting in 
a rigid body slip until bearing is established. The load at which the rigid body slip 
occurs is defined as the Slip Load. 
Therefore the slip load is defined as the load at which there is an increase in extension 
without any increase in load. Prior to slip, the rigidity of a connection is governed by the 
frictional forces between the connected sheets, induced as a result of the axial stress in 
the connecting bolt(s). After slip, connection rigidity is dependent upon the stiffness of 
the connected sheets. 
In the lap joints tested the theoretical maximum amount of slip was twice the hole 
clearance, since connected sheets were pushed in together prior to the tightening of the 
bolts. In practice however, with multiple bolted connections the slip will hardly be the 
clearance itself. This is due to two reasons: (1) tolerances in punching the bolt holes in 
precisely the right locations. However, most cold formed steel sections are nowadays 
punched at the fabrication stage, by computer operated machines, to the client 
specifications. So such imperfections are reduced to a minimum. (2) mainly because the 
bolts will be subjected to forces in different directions, in contrast to single bolt lap joints 
pulled in tension. The maximum possible slip therefore, cannot exceed the hole 
clearance. 
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The following properties were noted, with regards to the Slip Load : 
a) Connection slip cannot be prevented at the working load level in common bolted 
connections. Only HSFG bolts may prevent this in some circumstances, as 
described earlier in § 4.1.4. 
b) Slip load is independent of the sheet thickness. 
c) Slip load is proportional to the bolt torque. 
In tests carried out the effect of bolt torque on the slip load was eliminated by applying 
a standard torque to all lap joints, taking account of the insitu conditions as described 
previously in § 3.4. 
ii) Extension due to deformation. mostly non-linear, of the joined elements. 
Deformation extension is usually considerably greater than clearance extension. 
6.2 Design models on flexibility of bolted loints 
Flexibility of a connection is defined as the deformation sustained per unit load applied. 
Therefore flexibility is the inverse of stiffness, i.e. p (mm/kN) 
In trying to estimate the flexibility of a bolted connection, and hence predict its 
moment/rotation characteristics, various solutions are possible. Fig. 17 shows two possible 
design models. 
M (kN.m) M (kN.m) 
cP (Radl.) cP (Radl.) 
Fig. 17 : Linear and Bi-linear stiffness models. 
It is the authors' view that what is required for practical design is a simplified linear 
representation of the connection, yielding a reasonable approximation to its 
characteristics. More elaborate design models are believed to be unnecessary and will 
lead to unwieldy expressions. 
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Furthermore, with a linear design model, overestimating the flexibility in the elastic range 
will relieve the connection, but will shed moment in the member. It may therefore affect 
the factor of safety elsewhere. Underestimating the flexibility, on the other hand, will put 
more strain on the connection, but this can be designed for and hence a more economical 
solution may be obtained. 
A linear design model with an underestimate of flexibility will therefore be pursued, 
coupled with a conservative estimate of the slip load. 
6.3 Test results· .Joint flexibility 
The tests on lap joints, and the variables examined, were described in detail in § 4. 
Typical load/extension characteristics, for a number of 1.5mm thick sheets, are shown in 
Fig. 18. The average extension, with the characteristic slip load (i.e. mean - ks), is marked 
by the dashed curve. 
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Fig. 18 : Average characteristics plotted against the actual tests. 
The same process was repeated for other sheet thicknesses. The results, i.e. average 
load/extension characteristics for the range of steel sheets considered, is shown in Fig. 19. 
From this figure it is seen that the characteristic slip loads are very similar, with the 
exception of sheets thicker than 3.05mm, where the steel sheets were not galvanised, 
hence higher slip loads were obtained. It is therefore concluded that a conservative value 
of 4 kN may be taken as a typical slip load for bolted connections in cold formed steel. 
This value is independent of sheet thickness, and is recommended for bolt torques 
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Fig. 19 : Average characteristics of bolted lap joints, for various thicknesses of steel. 
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Fig. 20: General load-extension characteristics for bolted connections, in cold 
formed steel sections. 
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The curves shown in Fig. 19, may be idealized to give the general load/extension 
characteristics of bolted connections in cold formed steel sections (see Fig. 20). The 
gradients of the two parts of the graph are taken to be equal. The joint flexibility, c, is 
the reciprocal of the gradient, i.e. c = 1/tan6 = 1/m. 
Of the factors considered in § 4.1, only the following had a significant effect on the 
flexibility of bolted joints. 
6.3.1 Sheet thickness 
.. Load (k:.:.;N::..-' --r--------_ 
An underestimate of flexibility, 
after bolt slip had occurred, 
was taken for each of the 
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Fig. 21 shows an example of 
this, for 1.5mm thick 
specimens. 
Fig. 21 : Estimated flexibility of 1.5 mm thick 
specimens. 
The above process was repeated for all the load-extension curves shown in Fig. 19. The 
flexibility values thus obtained, for the whole range of sheet thicknesses tested, are 
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Fig. 22 : Plot of flexibility against (1/t). 
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It is concluded that the flexibility is inversely proportional to the sheet thickness, 
i.e. c oc 
t 
A least squares straight line fitted to the above data, yields the following expression : 
l> 
c (=-) = p 10 -1) 0.05 t for t s: 8mm 
Note that the above equation is for two sheets of equal thickness. 
6.3.2 Thin/thick sheets 
The test described previously in § 4.1.10, were primarily intended to investigate whether 
the total deformation of a bolted joint can be broken down into separate elements - that 
is, whether the total deformation of a joint is equal to the sum of the separate 
deformations of the connected sheets. Hence, if the flexibility (deformation per unit load 
61P) of each of the individual connected sheets is known, then the total flexibility of the 
joint may be predicted. 
Results[)I obtained verified the above principle. That is, the extension ratio of two 
galvanised sheets of equal thickness, was very nearly 2:1 compared with that of a single 
galvanised sheet (of identical thickness) and an infinitely stiff plate (9mm thick plate, with 
the bolt hole reinforced with a hard steel bush). 
It is therefore concluded that the total deformation of a bolted connection is equal to the 
sum of the deformations of the individual connected elements.(Fig. 23) 
Fig. 23 : Accumulative property of sheet deformation. 
Comparisons of load-extension characteristics of thin/thin and thin/thick specimens also 
showed that, the strength of a bolted connection was governed by the strength of the 
thinnest connected sheet (i.e. sheet t) in Fig. 23). 
Therefore, the flexibility of a bolted connection is equal to the sum of the flexibilities of 
the connected sheets; and the strength of a bolted connection is equal to that of the 
thinnest connected sheet. 
6.3.3 Shear plane on plain shank or threads of bolts 
The design assumption has so far been that, the shear plane occurs on the threads of a 
fastener, rather than its on plain shank. Under load, the threads dig into the area in 
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bearing and increase the joint flexibility. Test results indicate that the flexibility of 
connections is nearly doubled due to this effect. 
Based on the results obtained a design factor of 0.6 is recommended when it can be 
shown that bolt threads do not occur in the shear plane. That is, the flexibility is reduced 
by 40%. 
It is therefore advantageous to design for the correct bolt length whenever possible, so 
that the shear plane occurs on the plain shank of the bolt. In specifying a bolt length 
however, care should be taken to ensure that the thread length is long enough to allow 
ample travel for the nut to reach the connected sheets, or the washer under the 
connected sheets. That is, the length of the plain shank of the bolt should not exceed the 
combined thicknesses of the sheets being fastened and that of the washers (if used). 
6.3.4 Hole tolerance 
In connections with clearance holes even when the joints were pulled into bearing, the 
effect of hole tolerance was to increase the connection flexibility by nearly a factor 2, 
compared to those with perfect fit holes and fitted bolts. This result was contrary to 
expectations, where it might have been originally expected that connection flexibility 
should remain unaffected once the initial slack has been taken up. 
A closer examination of the specimens showed the reason for this. With perfect fit holes 
the whole bolt circumference is in effective bearing with the connected sheets, right from 
the outset. However, with clearance holes only part of the bolt circumference is initially 
in bearing with the connected sheets. This leads to a localized stress on the bearing area 
and affects the flexibility. 
The ultimate bearing strength is not affected by this localized stress, since as the load 
increases, the bolt hole distorts and elongates. The localized stress is therefore dissipated, 
and the whole bolt circumference is brought into effective bearing by the time the 
ultimate load is reached. 
A similar design factor of 0.6 was found to be applicable in such circumstances. In 
practice, this has a greater significance than it may first appear. With real load bearing 
moment connections, often with three or more bolts, as mentioned previously, the 
connection clearance can hardly exceed the hole clearance. Moreover, it is believed that 
dead loads, wind loads etc. will soon "shake down" the structure, and any initial hole 
clearance will be taken up before the service life of the structure begins. It is therefore 
believed that with actual connections under moment; the whole circumference of the 
bolts in the connection are in effective bearing from the onset of the service life of the 
structure. Connection fleXibility, for full scale moment connections, is therefore equivalent 
to that of perfect fit lap joints. 
Results of tests on full scale moment connections[l] justify the above premise. 
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6.4 Design joint flexibility 
Based on the conclusions derived in § 6.3, the flexibility of bolted connections in cold 
formed steel sections is defmed as : 
I 
c = (mm/kNJ I 
where c is the joint flexibility (in mrn/kN) 
t} and ~ are the sheet thicknesses (in mm), where tl :;; 8mm and ~ :;; 8mm. 
The factor n is given as follows: 
Position of the shear For joints in tension For joints under 
plane on the bolts moment 
Full shank diameter 3 1.8 
Threaded portion 5 3 
For instance if two purlins each 1.8 mm thick, are bolted together, then the flexibility of 
the connection is equal to (assuming the shear plane to be on the threaded portion of 
the bolts) :-
c S x 3 (J:Q. x 2 - 2) x 10-3 = 137 X 10-3 
1.8 
(mm/kNJ 
Equally if one section is 1.8 and the other 2.4 mm thick, then the flexibility of the 
connection will be: 
c = S x 3 ( 10 + ~ 2) X lO-3 116 X lO-3 (mm/kNJ 
1.8 2.4 
Slip load and the amount of slip 
Properties of slip load were described in § 6.1. For a bolt torque representative of the 
insitu conditions, a conservative slip load of 4 kN is recommended. 
The initial extension of a connection, depicted in Fig. 20, is considered to occur under 
the self weight of a structure, and bolt slip has no significance in the service life of 
structures. It follows that, in calculating the moment-rotation characteristics of bolted 
connections, the J\. DE portion of the general load-extension characteristics is critical for 
design (the origin is shifted to point J\. , see Fig. 20). 
The general load-extension characteristics of bolted connections in cold formed steel 
sections, taking account of all relevant factors influencing the behaviour of such 
connections, has been defined. All the parameters depicted in Fig. 20 are quantified in 
§ 4.2 and § 6.4 above. 
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7 Moment-rotation behaviour of bolted connections in cold formed steel 
Most joints in cold formed steel structures are required to carry moment, with the 
obvious exception of truss and lattice structures. In the previous sections the load-
extension characteristics of bolted connections were defined. This information can then 
be readily used to calculate the ultimate moment capacity for a group of bolts, and the 
joint rotation at failure, without having to resort to testing. 
Tests carried out at Salford[l), on full scale two, three and four bolt moment connections, 
under two totally different loading arrangements, show that the proposed design 
expressions accurately predict the moment-rotation characteristics of such connections. 
One such test, on a four bolt moment connection is shown in Fig. 24. Note the tilting of 
fasteners at failure. 
Any "nesting" or "interlocking" of sections is of course not taken into account in the 
proposed equations. These were therefore considered separately, and suitable factors 
have been introduced!l). These are tabulated below for completeness. 
The effect of various parameters on flexibility of bolted connections, is incorporated in 
the factor n as follows: 
Position of the For joints under moment 
shear plane on For joints 
Simple Joints which Joints which nest the bolts in tension 
bolted joints nest or interlock and interlock [ Full shank 3 1.8 1.4 1.2 diameter 
Threaded 5 3 2.4 2.0 
portion 
An increase of 20% in the ultimate moment carrying capacity of three or more bolt 
connections is proposed when sections nest. 
The reader is referred to a second paper (reference [2]), based on the same research 
project where a full account of moment connections, design expressions for moment 
capacity and moment-rotation relationships for various bolt groups under practical 
conditions have been given. In this reference by means of design examples, it has been 
shown how by selecting the correct semi-rigid joint, it is now possible to utilize the design 
expressions proposed in this paper, to allow a limited redistribution of the applied 
bending moment, in order to more closely match the resistance moment of the section, 








In cold formed steel sections, because of the thinness of material, the strength of the 
joints may often dictate the strength of a member or assembly. Moreover, the form of 
typical bolted connections in cold formed steel is such that complete rigidity is difficult 
to obtain. Therefore consideration of joint flexibility is of fundamental importance and 
must be considered if structural analysis is to be at aU realistic. 
Up to date, the design of such structures and assemblies has relied upon a combination 
of testing and rational analysis. Moment-rotation characteristics of various connections 
are obtained under typical loading conditions. This forms the basis of manufacturers safe 
load design tables. However, information thus obtained can only be used with reference 
to the few cases where the particulars of a design, such as the span, the number of spans 
etc. are similar to that of the test conditions. 
In this paper all relevant factors influencing the strength and rigidity of bolted 
connections in cold formed steel sections have been investigated individuaUy and 
quantified. Based on this, design expressions for calculating the bearing strength and 
estimating the flexibility of such connections have been proposed. 
Therefore for the first time, designers are able to estimate the moment capacity and 
moment-rotation relationship of bolt groups accurately, without resorting to testing. 
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Appendix n- Notation 
The following symbols are used in this paper: 
A" = net sectional area of connected sheets 
A.. ~ = stress or tensile cross sectional area of a bolt, 7Td2eer/4 
C = flexibility of bolted connections, (inverse of stiffness) 
characteristic value = mean -ks 
s standard deviation from the mean of the test results. 
k = statistical coefficient depending on the number of test results and type of 
distribution. Procedures outlined in Appendix E of BS5950 Part 5, have been used 
where appropriate. 
d = nominal bolt diameter 
deer. = effective diameter of a bolt, used in the calculation of ~ 
where d1 = basic pitch diameter of thread 
d2= minor diameter of thread 
e = end distance of bolt in the line of stress 
Fb' = see Pbs 
fu = see 0UII 
=(dl;~) 
k1107 design coefficients which incorporate the effect of various parameters on 
bearing capacity 
I = lap test specimen length 
M = applied moment 
n = design coefficient which incorporates the influence of various factors on 
connection flexibility 
P = applied load 
P,," = bearing capacity of a bolt 
P n = ultimate strength of the connected sheets in net section 
p. = shear capacity of a bolt 
PI = ultimate strength in sheet tearing 
Pull = ultimate strength in sheet bearing 
S = bolt spacing in the line of stress 
= sheet thickness 
W = total applied uniformly distributed load 
w = lap test specimen width 
a = non-dimensionalized parameter defined as PUll I dtonll or = 0b IOull 
YMb = factor of safety for bolt material 
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for which all parameters have been previously defined. 
A measure of the accuracy of the above equations to predict the 
failure load can be developed by comparison between the tested load 
capacity, Py and the calculated load capacity, Pn (Egs. 6 or 7). The 
ratio of P~Pn has a mean value of 1.18, a standard deviation of 
0.285, and a coefficient of variation of 0.242. Recognizing the 
variability of an arc spot weld connection, this is considered to be 
acceptable. 
Eccentric Loading 
At the perimeter of a steel deck roof system, an arc spot weld may 
experience an eccentric load condition. This was simulated in the 
test program by applying load to only two load points, i.e., load 
points 1 and 2 or 3 and 4 of Fig. 3. 
A measure of the variation in strength between a symmetrically loaded 
and eccentrically loaded connection can be obtained by the ratio of 
PulPn' where Py is the tested eccentric load, and P'his the calculated 
concentric fa1lure load using Egs. 6 and 7. For t e 34 test specimens 
subjected to an eccentric load (Tables 2 and J), the mean value for 
the ratio of P,jP
n 
ranged from 0.590 to 0.666, which indicates a 
strength reduction of about 40 percent when compared to the behavior 
of a concentrically loaded connection. 
Multiple Sheet Connections 
Deck sections are typically nested together and welded to achieve 
continuity of the floor or roof system. A limited study of the 
tension strength of a concentrically loaded arc spot weld connection 
consisting of two sheets nested and welded to a support member was 
conducted (Fig. 6). By adding the strength of each single sheet, P 
as calculated by Egs. 6 and 7, good correlation was obtained with t~e 
tested connection strength, Pu (Table 4). 
Thinner Sheet Connections 
A limited number of tests, using the concentric load condition, were 
conducted to determine the validity of Egs. 6 and 7 for thinner sheet, 
i.e., nominally 0.18 in. (0.46 mm). This material is identified as 
either DH or BR material in Table 1. A comparison of the tested 
failure load, Pu ' and the computed failure load from Egs. 6 and 7, Pn' indicates that a weld washer was required in order to achieve the 
computed failure load. Table 5 summarizes the test results for 
specimens without weld washers, while Table 6 demonstrates the 
enhanced strength provided by the use of a weld washer. 
Lap Connections 
Deck sections are commonly lapped and welded to achieve continuity of 
adjacent sections. Thirty-six tests were performed to evaluate the 
behavior of the side lap weld when subjected to a tension force. The 
test data (Table 7) would indicated that there is no clear trend 
regarding the strength of the side lap connection as the length of 
weld encroachment, d', increases into the length of the flange, L 
(Fig. 7). The mean value ratio of PulPn ranged from 0.600 to 1.105 
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for different material strengths and connection details. The poor 
performance is attributed to the eccentric load application. For each 
test specimen, the failure resulted from tearing of the top from the 
weld; the bottom sheet and weld remained intact. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this investigation was to study experimentally the 
tensile strength of arc spot weld connections, and to develop 
appropriate design recommendations. 
Results from over 260 connection tests indicate that the primary 
parameters that influence the tension strength of an arc spot weld 
connection are the thickness of the sheet, the diameter of the weld, 
and the tensile strength of the sheet. A predication equation for the 
strength of the connection when subjected to a concentric load 
condition has been presented. 
For design situations when the load is applied eccentric to the 
connection, reductions in strength by as much as 40% were discovered. 
Both a manual and an automatic weld process was utilized in the study. 
Because of the controlled conditions that existed for this study, the 
manual and automatic weld processes yielded welds of virtually equal 
quality. 
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APPENDIX II. NOTATIONS 
The following symbols are use in this paper; 
Fu = tensile strength of steel sheet; 
Pn = nominal tensile strength of connection; P
nt = connection tensile strength; Pu = tested failure load; d = visible diameter of the outer surface of the spot weld,; 
d. = average diameter of the arc spot weld; 
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Fig. 5 Relationship Between FuiE and Connection strength 
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--Double Sheet 
Fig. 6 Cross Section of Multiple Sheet Specimens 




Material Sheet yield Tensile Elongation 
Type Thickness Strength Strength 
(in) (ksi) (ksi) (%) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
GC 0.0290 39.12 47.99 15 
GE 0.0290 99.43 99.83 3 
DH 0.0180 63.75 65.40 2 
BR 0.0185 112.70 115.78 5 

































LOAD - AUTOMATIC WELD 
0.029 47.99 450 
0.029 47.99 520 
0.029 47.99 693 
0.029 47.99 450 
0.029 47.99 445 
0.029 47.99 838 
0.029 47.99 750 
0.029 47.99 830 
0.029 47.99 890 
0.029 47.99 600 
0.029 47.99 640 
Standard 
LOAD - MANUAL WELD 
0.029 47.99 600 
0.029 47.99 665 
0.029 47.99 890 
0.029 47.99 985 
0.029 47.99 1435 
Standard 

























Deviation = 0.091 
COV = 0.136 






Specimen Sheet Fu Pu Pn PulPn No. Thickness 
(in. ) (ksi) (lbs) (lbs) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) ( 6) 
ECCENTIC LOAD - AUTOMATIC WELD 
GE100 0.029 99.83 805 1025.43 0.785 
GE101 0.029 99.83 488 1063.94 0.459 
GE103 0.029 99.83 865 1078.12 0.802 
GE104 0.029 99.83 830 1047.73 0.792 
GE105 0.029 99.83 420 680.92 0.617 
GE106 0.029 99.83 183 605.94 0.302 
GE107 0.029 99.83 730 1080.15 0.676 
GE108 0.029 99.83 945 1059.89 0.892 
GE109 0.029 99.83 600 1224.04 0.490 
GE110 0.029 99.83 620 1236.20 0.501 
GE111 0.029 99.83 720 1394.27 0.516 
GE112 0.029 99.83 695 1376.03 0.505 
Mean 0.611 
Standard Deviation 0.170 
COV 0.279 
ECCENTRIC LOAD - MANUAL WELD 
GE115 0.029 99.83 887 1021. 38 0.868 
GE116 0.029 99.83 900 1057.86 0.851 
GE117 0.029 99.83 850 1386.16 0.613 
GE118 0.029 99.83 725 1505.73 0.481 
GE119 0.029 99.83 945 1738.78 0.543 
GE120 0.029 99.83 835 1842.13 0.453 
Mean 0.635 
Standard Deviation 0.167 
COV 0.263 
1 in. 25.4 mm; 1 ksi 6.895 MPa; 1 1b 4.45 N. 
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Table 4 
Multiple Sheet Specimens 
Specimen Sheet Fu Pu Pn P..IPn No. Thickness 
(in. ) (ksi) (lbs) (lbs) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
GC 2000 0.029 47.99 1900 1929.61 0.985 
GC 2010 0.029 47.99 2190 1803.14 1.215 
GC 2020 0.029 47.99 4075 2696.55 1.511 
GC 2030 0.029 47.99 4150 3080.03 1.347 
GC 2040 0.029 47.99 2655 2374.27 1.118 
GC 2050 0.029 47.99 2850 2888.29 0.987 
GC 2060 0.029 47.99 3750 2537.45 1.478 
GC 2070 0.029 47.99 3525 2965.80 1.189 
GC 2080 0.029 47.99 3750 3373.95 1.112 
GC 2090 0.029 47.99 3975 3075.95 1.292 
GC 2100 0.029 47.99 3375 2941. 32 1.147 
Mean = 1. 216 
Standard Deviation 0.168 
COV 0.138 
GE 2000 0.029 99.83 1960 2298.11 0.853 
GE 2010 0.029 99.83 2560 1888.74 1.355 
GE 2020 0.029 99.83 2875 2387.28 1.204 
GE 2030 0.029 99.83 2800 2593.98 1.079 
GE 2040 0.029 99.83 3025 2857.43 1.059 
GE 2050 0.029 99.83 2875 2675.05 1.075 
GE 2060 0.029 99.83 1925 1949.54 0.987 
Mean = 1.088 
Standard Deviation = 0.147 
COV = 0.135 
Note: All welds were made using a manual weld process. 
1 in. = 25.4 mm; 1 ksi = 6.895 MPa; 1 lb = 4.45 N. 
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Table 5 
Thinner sheet specimens 
No Weld Washer 
Thickness 
(In) (ksi) (lbs) (lbs) 
( 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
DHl 0.018 65.4 475 529 0.899 
DH2 0.018 65.4 425 551 0.770 
DH3 0.018 65.4 350 558 0.606 
DH4 0.018 65.4 325 370 0.878 
DH5 0.018 65.4 325 513 0.633 
DH6 0.018 65.4 200 526 0.380 
DH7 0.018 65.4 425 405 1.050 
DH8 0.018 65.4 650 450 1.446 
DH9 0.018 65.4 300 459 0.654 
DHI0 0.018 65.4 450 473 0.952 
DH11 0.018 65.4 275 469 0.586 
DH12 0.018 65.4 800 503 1.592 
DH13 0.018 65.4 525 571 0.919 
Mean 0.874 
Standard Deviation 0.328 
COY = 0.375 
BR1 0.0185 115782.8 375 1203.3 0.312 
BR2 0.0185 115782.8 350 1007.6 0.347 
BR3 0.0185 115782.8 225 988.1 0.228 
BR4 0.0185 115782.8 275 934.9 0.294 
BR5 0.0185 115782.8 400 1019.6 0.392 
BR6 0.0185 115782.8 400 1078.1 0.371 
BR7 0.0185 115782.8 400 886.1 0.451 
BR8 0.0185 115782.8 300 896.6 0.335 
Mean 0.341 
Standard Deviation 0.063 
COY 0.184 
1 in. - 25.4 mm; 1 ksi - 6.895 MPa; 1 lb - 4.45 N. 
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Table 6 
Thinner Sheet Specimens 
With Weld Washer 
specimen Sheet Fu Pu Pn P'/Pn No. Thickness 
(In) (ksi) elbs) (lbs) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
DH1W 0.018 65.4 850 363 2.336 
DH2W 0.018 65.4 850 428 1.987 
DH3W 0.018 65.4 875 487 1. 795 
Mean 2.040 
Standard Deviation 0.224 
COy 0.110 
BR9W 0.0185 .115782.8 1375 687 2.002 
BR10W 0.0185 115782.8 1375 843 1.632 
BR11W 0.0185 115782.8 1750 805 2.173 
BR12W 0.0185 115782.8 1400 725 1.931 
Mean 1.935 
Standard Deviation 0.196 
COy 0.101 
1 in. - 25.4 mm; 1 ksi - 6.895 MPa; 1 lb - 4.45 N. 
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Table 7 
Sheet Lap Connection 
Symmetrical Loading 
specimen dIlL Fu Pu Pn PuiPn No. 
(ksi) (lbs) (lbs) 
( 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
GC 400 0.572 47.99 700 1117.78 0.626 
GC 401 0.384 47.99 675 799.58 0.844 
GC 402 0.546 47.99 900 1223.85 0.735 
GC 403 0.394 47.99 700 999.48 0.700 
GC 404 0.173 47.99 550 795.50 0.691 
Mean 0.719 
Standard Deviation 0.072 
COV 0.100 
GE 400 0.284 99.83 150 605.94 0.248 
GE 401 0.516 99.83 500 946.40 0.528 
GE 402 0.376 99.83 875 1086.23 0.806 
GE 403 0.652 99.83 475 836.96 0.568 
GE 404 0.418 99.83 1025 1402.37 0.731 
GE 405 0.778 99.83 1050 1406.43 0.747 
Mean 0.605 
Standard Deviation 0.188 
COV 0.311 
GCS1 0.455 47.99 600 972.96 0.617 
GCS2 0.425 47.99 875 958.68 0.912 
GCS3 0.640 47.99 1075 1395.19 0.771 
GCS4 0.603 47.99 675 1368.67 0.493 
GCS5 0.252 47.99 375 1225.89 0.306 
GCS6 0.499 47.99 650 1229.97 0.528 
Mean 0.605 
Standard Deviation 0.196 
COV 0.324 
GCL2 0.331 47.99 925 952.56 0.971 
GCL3 0.428 47.99 1800 1250.37 1.440 
GCL4 0.393 47.99 975 1144.30 0.852 
GCL5 0.445 47.99 1075 1303.40 0.825 
GCL6 0.492 47.99 1450 1448.22 1.001 
Mean 1.020 
Standard Deviation 0.221 
COV 0.217 
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Table 7 (continued) 
Sheet Lap Connection 
Symmetrical Loading 



























(kai) (lba) (lbs) 
(3) (4) (5) 
99.83 650 871.42 
99.83 725 889.66 
99.83 825 1086.23 
99.83 750 944.37 
99.83 950 1288.89 




99.83 1075 964.64 
99.83 1450 966.66 
99.83 1800 1183.51 
99.83 1050 1199.72 
99.83 1100 1534.10 




Notes:- See Fig. 7 for definition of Land d'. 
- Sheet thickness for all specimens, 0.029 in. 





















- 1 in. = 25.4 mm; 1 ksi = 6.895 MPa; 1 lb = 4.45 N. 
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THE BI-AXIAL BEHAVIOUR OF SHEAR CONNECTORS IN COMPOSITE 
SLABS AND BEAMS 
Chris T Duffy*, David O'Leary* and Michel Montourcy** 
Introduction 
The use of composite beams which utilise steel beams together with a 
composite steel sheet/concrete floor slab is well developed. Many forms of steel 
profile are used and the form of attachment to the steel beam is generally by 
welded shear studs or shot-fired shear connectors. The design procedures for 
these beams require a knowledge of the shear capacity of the connectors which 
may be influenced by the type of profile being used for the beam. This shear 
capacity is often deduced from information obtained from standard push-off 
tests which mayor may not include in the test set-up the actual profile type to 
be used. There is variation between countries in the test procedures used for 
push-out tests; parametric studies on the sample size and loading procedures 
have not produced a definitive modeL The proposed Eurocode 4 version has a 
test set up for the push-off tests which is broadly similar to past types but 
introduces an element of cyclic loading. 
The development of composite floors has seen improvements in profile design 
leading to more efficient shear transfer. Work has also been carried out to 
increase the load capacity for these slabs by the use of end anchorages. These 
anchorages which prevent the slip of the profile steel sheet relative to the 
concrete are generally shear connectors attached to the supporting beams 
through the profiled steel sheet. In the majority of practical design cases the 
connectors used for the composite beam will, designed for or not, be capable of 
providing some force at right angles to the beam axis in the direction in which 
the slab is spanning. In an early reference l to this behaviour design account 
need only be taken if the connector was designed for such two-way action. 
It, therefore, appeared necessary to consider how this two-way or biaxial 
behaviour affected the capacity of the shear connector when designed to act 
either in one or both directions. Certain codes referred to the capacity in both 
directions as a function of the traditional push-off value but this has been 
demonstrated as not being the case. 
Existing Shear Connector Push-Off Tests 
Standard test procedures are used to establish the shear capacity of connectors 
in solid slabs or in slabs with profiled steel sheeting. Work by Fisher2 and 
others has permitted the influence of connector type and profile geometry to be 
considered in design. A typical set up is shown in Figure 1. The failure 
criteria which is primarily a function of concrete strength is either the cube 
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End Anchorage Capaci~ 
The capacity of an end anchorage to prevent slip between steel sheet and 
concrete was initially demonstrated by slab tests on composite slabs using 
indented and non-indented or plane profiles.s The failure form in these tests 
was characterised by a local buckling of the profile at the point of connection 
together with a possible tearing of the sheet if the sheet overhang was small. 
Tests by Profanter4 produced a relationship which incorporated the sheet 
thickness and strength, the distance and the width of sheet influenced by the 
connector or anchorage. 
The design formulae took the form:-
P t = Dr.t (az + ad) fy 
a z = Ud = IJ.! - 0.3 
Dr 
where P t = shear resistance provided by one welded connector 
Dr = diameter of the weld at the bottom of the connector 
t = profiled steel sheet thickness 
fy yield strength of sheeting 
Iu distance between centre of connector and the end of the profiled 
steel sheeting. 
Work at ICOM5 Lausanne on full-scale slab tests and pull-off tests supported 
these proposals. The tests indicated that the predominant form of failure is 
due to buckling of the profile between the connector and the end of the profile, 
in certain cases with small end distances this could result in fracture of the 
profile. 
Further to this failure forms similar to bolted connections were noted while the 
failure load varied non-linearly with the end distance. 
For comparison the ICOM push-off test value for welded connectors (16 mm 
diameter) was 17.9 kN/connector compared to 20.0 kN/connector predicted by 
the Profanter equation (developed for 19 mm diameter studs). The design 
shear resistance for these studs in a composite beam is 47 kN. 
Similar work on Hilti connectors indicated a value of 13.2 kN for HVE 95 
connectors against a design shear resistance in beams of 28 kN. 
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Biaxial Test 
In order to investigate the two-way behaviour of connectors a rig has been built 
to allow the simultaneous loading of a push-offlpull-out sample in the two 
perpendicular directions. The arrangement is shown in Figure 2. The jacks 
are controlled independently and enable the capacity of the specimen to be 
investigated for various combinations of load. In the case of the horizontal jack 
the load is applied via the steel beam as in the traditional push-off test and for 
the vertical force the load is applied via the profiled steel sheet in a manner 
similar to the ICOM test arrangement. 
Test Details 
The test specimen details are as shown in Figure 3. The profiled steel sheeting 
was cut from Hi bondl551P600 with a nominal sheet thickness of 1.2 or 0.8 mm. 
Two universal beam sections were used together with six Hilti HVBI05 
connectors (three each side - one per trough). Mesh reinforcement (A142) was 
provided and normal-weight concrete (grade 30) was used; the sample was 
cast with the troughs vertical. Control cubes and cylinders were also cast. 
Experimental Procedure & Behaviour 
Tests were carried out on five samples. In order to maximise the information 
from the tests, the test procedure was varied so that points near to the 
boundary of the interaction curve could be obtained without necessarily 
causing the specimen to faiL The capacity of the sample in the two directions 
may be predicted from standard formulae in the push-off case and from 
experimental values in the pull-off case. The experimental results are shown 
in Table 1. 
Conclusions 
The interaction curve is shown in Figure 4. To date, the work indicates that 
from the results the effects of interaction are not highly significant due in part 
to the modes of failure being independent of each other and not interactive. In 
the case of the Hilti type connector the capacity as an end anchorage depends 
on the efficiency of the fixing enabling the foot of the connector to clamp the 
sheet. The two results suggesting a lower than expected value for the further 
horizontal capacity require investigation of the test set-up. The push-out test 
part of the sample is in fact one half of the test specimen used in the normal 
procedure which may have affected values together with the asymmetrical 
nature of the test producing an out of balance moment on the sample. For tests 
2 and 3a the expected horizontal capacity was achieved suggesting that the 
vertical component of force had helped to align the sample. Modifications to 
the rig are being considered to improve this behaviour. 
In conclusion the results are encouraging and underline the need to consider 
the actual failure form for design of shear connectors where dual behaviour is 
required. The evidence so far suggests no significant interaction and confirms 
that the anchorage failure form is tearing and buckling the sheet. 
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Loads at Failure (kN) Profiled Sheet 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Test No Horizontal Vertical 
1 150 150 1.2 
2 205 120 1.2 
3 80 170 1.2 
3a 200 80 1.2 
4 170 0 0.8 
5 172 0 1.2 
Note: Results 3 and 3a have been obtained from the same specimen - the 
values given by test 3 are before failure. 
Table 1: Results from Bi-Axial Tests with Hi Bond 55 Profile and Hilti 
HVB 105 COlDlectors 
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INFLUENCE OF DEFORMED METAL DECKING COMPOSITE FLOORS TO 
BEAM-COLUMN CONNECTIONS 
By 
Y. Xiao D. A. Nethercot B. S. Choo 
SUMMARY 
A series of tests designed to investigate the interaction of a variety of different steel beam to column 
connection details with a composite metal deck floor is described. The main emphasis is on 
assessing the connections' moment capacity, rotational stiffness and rotation capacity. The full 
details of the experimental behaviour of the flush end plate and partial depth end plate connections 
will be described in this paper. A simple method for moment capacity calculation based on the test 
results is proposed herein. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cold formed metal decking floor systems have become increasingly popular in recent years. A 
major structural advantage is to integrate the structural properties of cold formed steel decking and 
concrete by ensuring composite action through the use of through deck welded shear studs. This 
type of construction has now became a common feature in multistory steel frame buildings in 
several countries l -4. A number of researchers have made ad hoc studies of the influence of the 
composite floor on the behaviour of beam to column connections.5-6 It was found that the 
composite floor had a strong influence on the moment capacity and rotational stiffness of the joint. 
Neglecting the contribution to joint properties from composite action may result in either an over 
conservative or an unconservative assessment of the actual behaviour of the composite frame. 
However, a general basis for the design of composite joints has not yet been established and the 
large number of variables present means that composite joints need further study. A test 
programme supported by the Building Research Establishment in the U.K. has been conducted at 
Nottingham University. The main emphasis is on assessing the three key indications of 
performance: moment resistance, rotational stiffness and rotation capacity. Knowledge of these 
fundamental properties is necessary before the true semi-rigid and partial strength nature of the 
connections can be properly incorporated into more realistic methods of frame design. Specimens 
were therefore selected to include several currently used joint types as well as to investigate slab 
parameters expected to influence the connection behaviour.directly. 
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, N07 2RD, U.K. 
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2. TEST SPECIMENS AND SET-UP 
2.1 SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION 
The conventional metal deck flooring system comprises a concrete slab supported by profiled metal 
decking sitting on steel beams. Shear connection is typically provided by through deck welded 
shear studs. All tests were on internal 'cruciform' specimens as shown in Fig. I, with four 
different types of steel joint being used as shown in Fig.2. Beams were 305xl65x40 UB and 
columns were 203x203x52 UC in grade 43 steel. Reinforcement was A142 mesh, supplemented in 
some cases by TIO or T12 rebars. PMF CF46 deformed metal decking was used as bottom 
shuttering. Full details of the setting-up and casting procedure are given in ref.7, which also 
contains a description of the test rig, instrumentation and test procedure. 
3. TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The results for the cleated and web side plate specimens have been presented and discussed 
elsewhere 7. Thus attention will be focussed on the completed tests on flush end plate and partial 
depth end plate connections. General information and the main results for all specimens are 
summarized in Table 1. 
3.1 COMPOSITE FLUSH END PLATE CONNECTION 
All flush end plate conneclions were generally as shown in Fig.2(a). Specimen SCJ3 used only 
Al42 mesh in the concrete and was designed to look into the effect of a more rigid steel detail on 
the strength and stiffness of the composite connection. Compared with cleated and web side plate 
specimens scn and SCJ2, the specimen had a relatively high initial stiffness. The final strength of 
the joint was 84 kN·m; much stronger than scn and SCJ2. The failure mode in all three cases 
was mesh fracture. A comparison of the behaviour of three different joints each with the same type 
of mesh reinforcement is shown in Fig.3, from which it can be seen that the flush end plate 
connection has the highest moment capacity. Decrease of stiffness caused by the Cf'dcks in the slab 
and the onset of bolt slip occured comparatively early for both cleated and web side plate 
connections. The flush end plate connection was not affected by bolt slip due to its bolt orientation. 
The ratios of reinforcement of SCJ4 and SCJ5(with column web stiffeners) were designed as 
1.0% rebar in the concrete. Flexural cracking in the slab started from the tips of the column's 
flange. Compared with specimen scn, a more uniform pattern of cracking was obtained. Unlike 
cleated joints, this joint was able to maintain the applied loading long after the onset of cracking. 
The loss of stiffness was not very large compared with specimen SCB. The moment-rotation 
response of SCJ4 is shown in FigA. Failure was associated with excessive deformation of the 
column flange and buckling of the web of the column. Strain gauge readings indicated yielding of 
the reinforcement. The maximum moment achieved was 202.9 kN'm for SCJ4. Specimen SCJ5 
had the same reinforcement ratio as SCJ4. However, at the level of the bottom flange of the beam, 
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its column web was stiffened by two horizontal steel plates as indicated in Fig.5. The cracking 
pattern was similar to that of specimen SCJ4. Both strength and rotational capacities were clearly 
enhanced by the presence of the web stiffeners. Ultimate moment for the joint was 240.8 kN·m. 
Instead of excessive column flange deformation, failure of the joint was due to local buckling of 
the bottom flange of the beam. No buckling of the column web or stiffeners was detected. The 
connection's ability to resist compressive force in the lower part was increased by the web 
stiffening which resulted in the moment capacity increasing. This arrangement permits full 
utilization of the steel sections and is also in line with the design philosophy of restricting failure to 
beams rather than columns. 
SCJ6 with the same ratio of reinforcement as SCJ4 was designed to check the effect of a different 
shear/moment ratio on the moment-rotation behaviour. The load position was moved closer to the 
column at 0.8m to produce the high shear. Compared with SCJ4, the general behaviour was quite 
similar but the resistance moment of SCJ6 was decreased to 157.6 kN·m as indicated in Fig.5. The 
eventual failure was by buckling of the column web and excessive flange deformation. The 
presence of the high shear force decreased the moment capacity by 22%. 
SCJ7 was designed with two framed-in beam stubs connected to the minor axis of the column 
rather than two horizontal web stiffeners. By doing so, it was expected that the column web would 
be stiffened by the beam stubs, acting as de facto stiffeners. The test was terminated due to 
excessive column flange deformation. The ultimate resistance moment was close to that of SCJ4 as 
shown in Fig.6. This arrangement without the usual web stiffeners only changed the failure mode 
from web buckling to excessive flange deformation. No clear moment enhancement was found. 
After the test, the concrete floor was cut into two pieces to expose the shear studs with the concrete 
removed, the longitudinal cracks were continuous through the shear connector area. Shear 
connectors were found that had been bent severely as indicated in Fig.7. Although the 
reinforcement had been increased to 1.2% in SCJ7, the moment capacity was still determined by 
the shear connector strength. 
The tensile zone of the composite connections were significantly enhanced due to the presence of 
the concrete floor. If the shear resistance of the shear connector is sufficient, the main variable will 
be the reinforcement ratio in the slab because the influence of the concrete will be negligible after 
cracking. Reinforcement ratios from 0.2- 1.2% were covered for the first and second phase work. 
Test results showed that the initial stiffness and moment resistance were increased as the ratio 
increased even with only the mesh reinforcement. The rotational capacity was improved as the 
eventual failure changed from a brittle type to a ductile one. Use of an appropriate ratio of 
reinforcement in the connection clearly improves the joint properties of moment-resistance, initial 
stiffness and rotational capacity. 
Three different eventual failures(in column, beam, reinforcement respectively) were detected in the 
flush end plate connections with different ratios of reinforcement and web stiffening present. The 
tests have shown that such composite connections (i.e. with thin end plates) possessed a good 
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initial stiffness and suffered comparatively little loss of stiffness after cracking of the concrete floor 
and yielding of the reinforcement (because of the relatively high rigidity and rotational capacity of 
this steel detail). Although the column stiffening should be avoided whenever possible for ease of 
construction, its use is clearly advantageous in terms of beam-column connection strength 
enhancement and failure mode control. Framed-in beams in the orthogonal direction did not 
increase the moment resistance, but effectively prevented column web buckling. The column flange 
enhancement will be further sturlied in the third phase of the work. 
3.2 COMPOSITE PARTIAL DEPTH END PLATE CONNECTION 
The partial depth end plate as shown in Fig.2(b) is normally considered as being sufficiently 
flexible to be considered as a simple connection in its bare steel state. It is current practice for the 
end plate to be welded to the top portion of the beam as this helps increase stiffness. However this 
was thought to be incompatible with composite connection design principles due to the availability 
of the stronger tensile zone. Three different positions of the partial depth end plate connection with 
the same ratio of reinforcement (0.8%) were chosen to study this influence. 
Specimens SCJ8, SCJ9, scno represented different locations of end plate welded to the top, 
middle and bottom portion of the beam. The moment-rotation curves of all three specimens are 
shown in Fig.8. Moment capacity dropped down after the peak load and increased again as the 
web of the beam came into contact with the flange of the column. The test curves of the two 
specimens SCJ8 and SCJ9 are quite similar. The cracking pattern was limited to several large 
cracks. But the initial stiffness and moment capacity were both increased for specimen SCJ9 
compared with SCJ8. The eventual failures for the SCJ8 and SCJ9 were both beam web buckling 
as indicated in Fig.9. scno exhibited a different behaviour compared with the above two 
specimens. The stiffness and moment resistance further increased as shown in Fig.8. The eventual 
failure changed from the beam to the column web buckling as inrlicated in Fig. 10. More fine cracks 
appeared in the concrete floor. The test result indicated that the position of the partial depth end 
plate is crucial for the stiffness and moment capacity of the composite connection. When the 
concrete floor is in place, the current practice of placing the partial depth end plate near the top of 
the beam will cause a smaller resistance moment and stiffness. A more appropriate position would 
be to weld the partial depth end plate towards the bottom portion of the beam. 
4. MOMENT CAPACITY CALCULATION FOR COMPOSITE END PLATE 
CONNECTION 
At present no generally applicable methods exist for the design of composite connections. Separate 
calculation procedures have been developed for web side plate, flush end plate and partial depth 
end plate composite connections that consider the composite influence on the steel joint. These are 
consistent with the current BS 5950; Part 3.1 approach8 for composite beams and composite slabs. 
The plastic analysis concept has been adopted within the framework of ultimate limit state design. 
Tensile resistance of the cracked concrete is neglected and strain hardening of the reinforcement is 
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not considered in the calculation. In this method only the contributions of the beam section, 
reinforcement and connecting components are included. The shear and compression zone of the 
column web should also be checked using EC39• Comparisons between the calculated and test 
values for the different connections are listed in Table2. The procedure for the moment calculation 
for a partial depth end plate composite connection will be described herein as an example for end 
plate connections. 
The partial depth end plate connection shown in Fig.2(b) is assumed to have only two bolts in each 
bolt-row. This proposed method is valid for the cases where the end plate is welded to the bottom 
flange of the beam and/or to the beam web. Initially the reinforcement in the top of the section is 
assumed to yield. On this basis, a calculation is performed to detennine the neutral axis depth as 
indicated in Fig.Ii. If the calculated neutral axis depth is too close to the top of the concrete section 
(because the reinforcement ratio is excessive), it is then assumed that the reinforcement has not 
reached yield and a new equilibrium condition is established to detennine the neutral axis position 
again. 
Compressive force Fb of the beam end connected to the end plate is: 
in which is the length of the partial depth end plate 
Py is the yield strength of steel 
fj is the beam flange width 
lbr is the thickness of the web of the beam 
tbw is the thickness of the web of the beam 




fy is the yield strength of the reinforcement 
p is the ratio of the reinforcement 
A.: is the effective composite floor section area 
(I) 
(2) 
CASE ONE Neutral axis is within the concrete.This case is associated with the 
condition Fs > Fb which means a part of concrete is in compression. Tensile strength of the 
concrete in tension is not taken into account. 
Depth of the compressive concrete is: 
(3) 
Compressive force Fe of the concrete section is: 
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(4) 
All the beam web and flange connected to the steel plate are in compression. 
Depth of the centroid Z of the compressive portion (from the bottom flange of the beam) is: 
(5) 
Moment capacity Mp of the connection can be obtained by taking moments of the connection about 
the centroid of reinforcement as 
1 
Mp Fb (D- Z + dec) + Fc(dec - 2 xp ) (6) 
in which D is the steel beam depth 
dec is the effective depth of concrete slab 
Mp can be calculated by substituting for the appropriate terms from formulae (1), (3), (4) and (5) 
into formula (6). 
CASE TWO Neutral axis in the beam web. 
This case is associated with the conditions (i) Fb> Fs and (ii) Fb - Fs <Py PI tbw which means 
the neutral axis is still beyond the first row of the bolts. PI is the edge distance of the first row 
bolts. 
Depth of the web of the beam not in compression is: 
xp (7) 
xp can be calculated by formulas (1), (2) and (7). 
Depth of the centroid ZI of the compressive area (from the bottom flange of the beam) is: 
ZI (8) 
Moment capacity Mp can be obtained by taking moments about the centroid of the compressive 
stress block 
(9) 
Mp can be calculated by substituting appropriate terms (2), and (8) into formula (9). 
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CASE THREE Neutral axis is below the flrst row of bolts 
As neutral axis moves down so certain rows of bolts will be in tension. Two thirds of the depth of 
the bolts' pitch will be assumed to be in tension below the row of the bolts adjacent to the neutral 
axis. The number of the bolts in tension m can be derived from the internal force equilibrium as 
follows: 
(10) 
The above equation can be rearranged to give: 
Py f) tbf - Fs + Py tbw(i - tbf - xp 
m =-----------------------------~--
2A t Pt + P y tb w 
P) 
(11) 




Moment capacity Mp of the connection can be derived by taking moments about the centroid of the 
compressive stress block. 
(13) 
Mp can be obtained by substituting the appropriate terms (2), (11), and (I2) into the formula (13). 
5. CONCLUSION 
A test programme designed to systematically study the resistance moment and rotational capacity of 
composite connections has been described. The following conclusions can be drawn from the 
analyses of the tests for the flush end plate and partial depth end plate: 
i) The initial stiffness. moment resistance and rotational capacity were dramatically affected by 
changes to the reinforcement in slab. Use of an appropriate ratio of reinforcement will improve the 
behaviour of the joint and change the form of the eventual failure. 
ii) Variation of the position of the partial depth end plate can also change the strength and stiffness 
of the connection. Following the current practice for bare steel joints does not provide the best 
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behaviour for the composite connection. Placing the endplate at the level of the lower flange is 
suggested such composite bearn-column connection design. 
iii) The presence of the column web stiffener not only prevents the failure in the column but also 
increases the moment capacity of the connection without having much influence on the rotation 
capacity of the beam-column connection. Bearn stubs with endplates on the column web took over 
the role of web stiffeners to prevent local buckling of the column web. 
iv) The moment capacity and rotational capacity were affected by the moment-shear ratio. The 
moment capacity was decreased under the condition of a high shear load. 
The work described in this paper covers the first and second phases of the project, the third phase 
of the experimental work covers tests of minor axis connections and edge joints. 
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Specimen Joint Type 
S11 Seating cleat 
SCJ1 Seating cleat 
SCJ2 Web side plate 
SCJ3 Flush end plate 
SCJ4 Flush end plate 
SCJ5 Flush end plate 
SCJ6 Flush end plate 
scn Flush end plate 
SCJ8 Partial depth end 
plate 
SCJ9 Partial depth end 
plate 
SCJ10 Partial depth end 
~~ plate 
SCJll Seating cleat 
SCJI2 Web side plate 
*Note: ImRad ~ 0.05729 Degree 


















C··· Excessive deformation of column flange 
E··· Buckling of beam flange 
G··· Shear studs failure 
Reinforcement First Crack Ultimate 
Ratio(%) Moment Moment 
(kN- m) (kN- m) 
None 39.5 
A142 mesh 15 43.1 
(0.2%) 
A142 mesh 12 29.6 
(0.2%) 
A142 mesh 30 85.7 
(0.2%) 
T12 Rebar 40 202.9 
(1.0%) 
TI2 Rebar 45 240.8 
(1.0%) 
TIO Rebar &A142 36 157.6 
Mesh (1.0%) 
TI2 Rebar & A142 37.5 204.5 
Mesh 0.2%) 
TIO Rebar &A142 22.5 84 
Mesh (0.8%) 
TIO Rebar &A142 31.5 107.5 
Mesh (0.8%) 
no Rebar &A142 35 147.8 
Mesh (0.8%) 
TIORebar&AI42 33.8 169.5 
Mesh (0.7%) 
TI0 Rebar &A142 22.5 101.3 
Mesh (0.7%) 
B Fracture of the mesh reinforcement 
D Buckling of column web 
F··· Buckling of beam web 






































Table2 Co of calculated and test moment values 
Test Calculated Comparison 
Specimen Moment Moment Ratio 
(kN· (kN·m) Me MtlMc 
SCJ3 85.7 52.3 1.64 
SCJ4 202.9 153 1.33 
SCJ5 240.8 266.4 0.90 
SCJ6 157.6 153 1.03 
SCJ7 204.5 182.7 1.34 
SCJ8 84 80.1 1.05 
SCJ9 107.5 80.1 1.34 




Fig.I. Specimen construction 
Typel Flush end plate joint 
(a) 






Fig.2 Four Types of Steel Joint 
Type2 Partial depth end plate joint 
(b) 
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Fig.3 Moment-Rotation Relations of Different Steel Details 
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Fig.5 High shear force decreased the moment capacity 
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Fig.6 Influence of the beam stubs in orthogonal 
direction on the connection 
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Fig.9 Eventual Failure of beam by web buckling 
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Fig. 11 Section of partial depth end plate connection 
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EDUCATION IN COLD-FORMED STEEL STRUCTURES - LIFELONG LEARNING 
by Albert L. Johnson l 
What is the system we're dealing with? Who's in the audience? 
What is the information we need? How do we package it? How is 
it delivered? How do We know if We've done a good job? 
Understanding the System 
Formal education is generally in a very specific area of 
knowledge. However, it is important for individuals working in 
their areas of special expertise to gain an appreciation for the 
others involved in the entire cycle of cold-formed steel 
construction, thus enhancing the potential for optimizing cost 
and quality. 
In addition to the obvious and often cited blend of materials, 
design, and manufacturing specialists, several participants must 
be added for a complete understanding of the system: market 
analysts, architects, specifying agencies, codes and standards 
authorities, plans examiners, building inspectors, financial 
community, insurance industry, fire protection specialists, 
structural designers, construction engineers, engineering 
technologists, construction trades, . the list goes on. 
And don't forget the customer! And the occupant! 
Who is taking care of the structure? 
who gets to recycle it at the end of its useful life? 
Think systems! 
A Multitude of Audiences 
All of the aspects of the system identified above represent a 
potential audience (say, those with a need to know, Whether they 
know it or not). Most of those audiences have changing needs. 
Add the continuous generation of new information, and the regular 
addition of new talent. 
Consider the life cycle of the engineer. Something prompts a 
student in high school to acquire the necessary prerequisites for 
a technical education, and the motivation to seek further study 
in college. Maybe the beauty of bridges attracts the student to 
'Director for Technology, Niobrara Engineering and Research Company, 
Inc., 2000 Town center, Suite 1900, Southfield, MI 48075 
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concentrate in civil engineering, g~v~ng an emphasis to 
structures. After graduation, somehow that young engineer 
becomes involved in cold-formed steel structures -- say as a 
design engineer in a manufacturing company. 
The knowledge base keeps changing and growing -- and the young 
engineer must keep pace. 
Responsibilities increase, and accountability for efficient 
products and significant profits grows. 
A continuous process of acquisition and application of knowledge 
becomes the lifestyle of the successful engineer. 
What makes this process possible? How can it be helped along? 
Generating the Information; putting It in a "Package" 
Recognition of a need for information on the behavior of a new 
material, an untried structural configuration, an unassessed 
loading condition -- are all straightforward causal factors in 
the generation of new knowledge. 
Appropriate recording of this knowledge can be a vital part of 
the education process. Our goal should be to make it readily 
accessible to others -- "user-friendly". 
Sound Basis for Understanding Cold-Formed Steel Structures 
The cold-formed steel engineer should be equipped with the basics 
of engineering disciplines in metal structures, including 
materials, mechanics, strength of materials, structural analysis 
and design, and the mathematical and computational techniques to 
support these topics. A background in plate and shell behavior 
is an asset in developing a good understanding of coldformed 
member behavior. 
Good knowledge of the methods of manufacturing cold-formed steel 
members, especially cold roll forming, will improve efficiency of 
conversion of the flat rolled steel mill product into the cold-
formed member, and should add to overall quality and optimum 
costs. 
Completion of construction calls for knowledge of the techniques 
for assembling the members into subassemblies and total 
structures, including welded and adhesively bonded joints, and 
bolted or screw fastened connections. This portion of the 
knowledge base should include the interfaces between cold-formed 
steel members, other steel structural forms, and structures of 
other materials. 
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Round out the knowledge basis with development of skill in fire 
protection, acoustics, durability, and serviceability. 
It's clear that these talents are not all fully developed in the 
undergraduate engineering curriculum; therefore we need to pursue 
continuous, lifelong acquisition and application of knowledge! 
The Delivery Systems 
The formal education infrastructure needs to be used to best 
advantage. The curriculum is crowded now, and will become more 
crowded as time goes on. The production and manufacturing 
industries, engineering design offices, and the construction 
industry all serve themselves well by serving the engineering 
colleges well. Industry's needs should be well articulated to 
the engineering schools, and industry should lend and nurture 
strong support to the schools. 
Sponsored, ad hoc, applied research programs at universities are 
a time-tested means of supplying a cadre of engineers versed in 
steel -- as well as providing answers to real problems. 
Let's not ignore the important role played by short courses, 
seminars, and specialty conferences. 
The educational benefits of active participation in professional 
societies, research councils, and standards writing groups must 
be underscored. 
Experience, on-the-job learning, and mentoring may be the most 
valuable delivery system of all. 
Have We Done the Job? 
Can we stand back, and say that we've done it all? That we have 
the best technology transfer system possible? 
No! We must plan strategically to maximize the benefits of 
education, and keep stretching -- continuous improvement and 
lifelong learning! 
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ACTIVITIES OF THE CENTER FOR COLD-FORMED STEEL STRUCTURES 
By Wei-Wen Yul and Roger A. LaBoube2 
ABSTRACT: The Center for Cold-Formed Steel Structures was established at the University 
of Missouri-Rolla in May 1990 under the sponsorship of the American Iron and Steel Institute 
and the University of Missouri-Rolla. This paper summarizes the activities performed at the 
Center during the past two years. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Since 1982, the senior author has dreamed of organizing a Center at the University of Missouri-
Rolla to bring together many aspects of cold-formed steel structures. In 1988, a formal proposal 
for the Center was prepared and submitted to the American Iron and Steel Institute for initial 
funding. Subsequently, the Center for Cold-Formed Steel Structures was established at the 
University of Missouri-Rolla in May 1990 under the sponsorship of the American Iron and Steel 
Institute and the University. The primary objective was to encourage and promote the use of 
cold-formed steel construction through technical services, engineering education, research, and 
professional activity. The key role of the Center has been to serve the cold-formed steel 
industry by providing a unique, comprehensive information resource for manufacturers, 
engineers, educators, researchers, and users. The Center's purpose, functions, organization, and 
sponsorship were summarized by Albert Johnson at the Tenth International Specialty Conference 
on Cold-Formed Steel Structures (Reference I). 
During the past two years, significant progress has been made on the planned goals. The 
Center's activities are summarized in this paper. 
II. ACTIVITIES 
The Center's activities included technical services, engineering education, research, and 
professional activity. These items are described briefly in subsequent sections. 
I Curators' Professor of Civil Engineering and Director of the Center for Cold-Formed Steel 
Structures, University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO 
2 Associate Professor of Civil Engineering and Associate Director of the Center for Cold-
Formed Steel Structures, University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO 
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A. TECHNICAL SERVICES 
(a) Technical Library. The Center's Technical Library was established in August 1990. It 
contains a series of research reports and publications donated by the American Iron and Steel 
Institute and other institutions. In addition, the Library also includes the senior author's personal 
collection on various design specifications, design manuals, conference proceedings, textbooks, 
engineering journals, manufacturer's catalogs and other reference p\jblications. 
(b) Newsletters. For the purpose of disseminating technical information, the Center has 
published four biannual newsletters for distribution to various organizations and interested 
individuals throughout the world (References 2-5). In the February 1992 issue of the 
Newsletter, a new Technical Bulletin was included to report newly developed design provisions, 
specification interpretations, new test procedures, and recent publications on cold-formed steel 
structures . 
(c) Computer Programs. During the past two years, an effort has been made to assemble 
available computer programs for use by students and for future reference by practitioners. The 
Center has received more than ten computer programs developed by vendors and an AISI 
publication entitled "Cold-Formed Steel Design Computer Programs" (Reference 6). These 
computer programs have been used for teaching cold-formed steel design. 
(d) Technical Information. Since the establishment of the Center, more than 80 inquiries have 
been received from engineers, researchers, manufacturers, educators, and others located in the 
United States and other countries to request technical information and publications. All requests 
have been handled by Center personnel. 
B. ENGINEERING EDUCATION 
(a) Specialty Conference. The Center has co-sponsored the 10th and II th International Specialty 
Conferences on Cold-Formed Steel Structures held in St. Louis on October 23-24, 1990 and 
October 20-21, 1992, respectively. All papers presented at these conferences were published 
in the conference proceedings. 
(b) Short Course. The 12th UMR short course on cold-formed steel structures was held in St. 
Louis, Missouri on October 29 through November 1, 1991. This course was sponsored by the 
Center in cooperation with the American Iron and Steel Institute. It covered both ASD and 
LRFD methods for the design of cold-formed steel structures. 
(c) Textbook. The Second Edition of Wei-Wen Yu's textbook, Cold-Formed Steel Design, was 
published by John Wiley & Sons, New York, in September 1991. This book was adopted by 
McGraw-Hill Civil Engineers' Book Club as a Main Selection in Spring 1992. 
(d) Special Issue of International Journal. A special issue of an international journal on Cold-
Formed Steel Structures is being prepared for publication by Elsevier Applied Science. It is 
being co-edited by Jim Rhodes, Editor of the International Journal, and Wei-Wen Yu, Guest 
Editor of this special issue. 
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(e) Monograph on Cold-Formed Steel in Tall BUildings. A manuscript of the monograph on 
Cold-Formed Steel in Tall Buildings was completed in 1991. It was prepared by Committee S37 
of the Council on Tall BUildings and Urban Habitat. The Editorial Group included Ton Toma, 
Editor, Wei-Wen Yu, Chair, and Rolf Baehre, Vice-Chair. 
(f) Survey on Teaching Cold-Formed Steel Design. A survey on teaching cold-formed steel 
design in U.S. universities and engineering colleges was conducted by the Center in 1992. The 
findings of the survey will be used for developing teaching materials for college students to learn 
the design of cold-formed steel structures. 
C. RESEARCH 
(a) Research Database. A research database has been established on the basis of the survey of 
research projects on cold-formed steel structures conducted by George Blandford in 1990 for the 
ASCE Committee on Cold-Formed Members. This database will be updated periodically to 
reflect additional information on current research. 
(b) Australian International Workshop on Cold-Formed Steel Structures. An International 
Workshop on Cold-Formed Steel Structures has been planned by the Centre for Advanced 
Structural Engineering of the University of Sydney in Australia and the UMR Center for Cold-
Formed Steel Structures. The Workshop has been scheduled for February 15-17, 1993 in 
Sydney, Australia. It is co-sponsored by the National Science Foundation and the Australian 
Government and steel industry. This activity is a part of the cooperative program between these 
two Centers. 
(c) UMR research. During the past two years, the Center has coordinated the UMR research 
activity on cold-formed steel structures. It also assisted in the development of new projects 
related to basic and applied research, structural design, and development of new products and 
new design criteria. Close liaison has been maintained with other centers on the campus and 
other universities and organizations that are conducting related research on cold-formed steel 
structures. 
D. PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY 
During the past two years, the Center has monitored the activities of various committees 
involved in cold-formed steel structures. Recent developments and technical activities of the 
following committees have been reported in the CCFSS NEWS: AISI Committee on 
Specifications for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members, ASCE Committee on 
Stainless Steel Cold-Formed Sections, SDI Technical Committee on Steel Decks, Technical 
Committee on Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members of the Canadian Standards Association, 
Task Group on Thin-Walled Metal Construction of the Structural Stability Research Council, and 
Committee S37 on Cold-Formed Steel of the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban 
Habitat. Center personnel have chaired and are presently serving on several committees. 
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E. FUTURE ACTIYITY 
The aforementioned activities will be continued in the future. In addition, the Center plans to 
assist the industry in developing educational materials and to create a database for public access 
to the Technical Library. The Center also plans to update and to publish the revised AlSI 
publication on cold-formed steel design computer programs. 
III. SPONSORSHIP AND ORGANIZATION 
A. SPONSORSHIP 
For the first two years, the Center was financially supported by the American Iron and Steel 
Institute and the University of Missouri-Rolla. Steel Deck Institute became a new participating 
sponsor in 1992. In order to attain the goals established for the Center, additional sponsors will 
be required. 
B. ORGANIZATION 
The Center personnel include a Director, Wei-Wen Yu, an Associate Director, Roger A. 
LaBoube, and a Secretary, Penny Roberts. Anthanett Long served as the Center's Secretary 
from August 1990 through August 1991. 
The Steering Committee was formulated in May 1990 to provide advice and guidance to the 
Center. The committee now includes the following eight members: Roger L. Brockenbrough 
(Chairman), Gene C. Engle, Samuel I. Errera, Richard B. Haws, Albert L. Iohnson, Roger A. 
LaBoube, Ioseph E. Minor, and Wei-Wen Yu. 
IV. SUMMARY 
Since the establishment of the Center for Cold-Formed Steel Structures at the University of 
Missouri-Rolla in May 1990, significant progress has been made during the past two years. This 
paper outlines some specific activities performed at the Center concerning technical services, 
engineering education, research, and professional activities. 
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